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Pemisahan di antara India dan Pakistan pada tahun 1947 membawa banyak 
kesengsaraan kepada masyarakat serta memberikan kesan yang besar kepada karya 
kesusasteraan di kedua-dua buah negara. Kesan pemisahan antara India dan Pakistan 
menjadi tema utama kepada para penulis khususnya dalam aspek trauma akibat 
pemisahan. Kajian ini merungkai penderitaan golongan Muhajir di Pakistan melalui 
kesusasteraan pemisahan yang dihasilkan dalam tempoh tahun 1946-1953. Objektif 
utama kajian ini adalah untuk memberi tumpuan kepada faktor yang membawa kepada 
pemisahan India dan Pakistan. Turut dikaji adalah penyebaran nasionalisme dan 
realisme sosial dalam karya kesusasteraan di India. Di samping itu, kajian turut melihat 
pendekatan dan tema dalam penulisan kesusasteraan pemisahan serta impak kepada 
proses tersebut. Kajian ini menggunakan kaedah penyelidikan sejarah dengan 
pendekatan triangulasi. Tiga elemen utama yang digunakan iaitu kajian kepustakaan, 
kerja lapangan dan temu bual. Kaedah kajian kepustakaan melibatkan analisis 
kandungan terhadap karya kesusasteraan pemisahan di Pakistan. Selain itu, sumber 
primer diperoleh dari National Archives British, United Kingdom, Islamabad dan 
Lahore. Bagi melengkapkan kajian, sebanyak 63 wawancara diadakan dengan informan 
yang terdiri daripada saksi peristiwa pemisahan. Selain itu, pemerhatian dijalankan ke 
atas masyarakat Muhajir yang terlibat secara langsung dalam peristiwa pemisahan. 
Dapatan kajian menunjukkan karya-karya kesusasteraan pemisahan tertumpu kepada 
tema intelektual, sosial, psikologi, kognitif, emosi dan etika. Kebanyakan tema utama 
penulis kesusasteraan pemisahan adalah berdasarkan pembunuhan dan penculikan. 
Karya-karya pemisahan jelas mendedahkan penderitaan yang dialami oleh mangsa 
semasa pemisahan. Hasil kajian ini menunjukkan bahawa kesusasteraan pemisahan 
telah mendedahkan kehidupan sebenar golongan Muhajir sebelum, semasa dan selepas 
pemisahan India dan Pakistan. Penyelidikan ini membuktikan bahawa golongan 
Muhajir terpisah dari negara asal berikutan sejarah pemisahan India dan Pakistan 
disebabkan oleh kepentingan kuasa besar. Ia telah mengubah sejarah kehidupan rakyat 
India dan Pakistan terutamanya golongan Muhajir. Hal ini terkandung dengan jelas 
dalam karya-karya pemisahan yang dikaji. 













The partition between India and Pakistan in 1947 brought much misery to the people 
and greatly affected the literary work of both countries. The impact of the partition 
between the country has become a significant theme for writers, especially about the 
peoples’ trauma. This study uncovered the suffering of the Muhajir people in Pakistan 
through the scholarly literature produced during 1946-1953. It also focuses on the 
factors that led to the partition of India and Pakistan, the spread of nationalism and 
social realism in the literary works in India. Also, attentive on the approaches and 
themes of the partition literature and the impact of the process. History research 
methods with a triangulation approach applied in this study. Three main elements used 
were library research, fieldwork and interviews. The library research method involved 
content analysis of the partition literacy in Pakistan. Primary sources were obtained 
from the British National Archives, United Kingdom, Islamabad and Lahore. 63 
interviews conducted with informants who were witnesses to the partition events. 
Observations were made on the Muhajir community who were directly involved in the 
partition event. The findings show that the scholarly works of literature focused on 
intellectual, social, psychological, cognitive, emotional and ethical themes. Murder and 
abduction were the main themes among the authors of the partition literature. The study 
reveals the suffering of the victims during the partition. It also shows the real life of the 
Muhajir group before, during and after the partition of India and Pakistan. This research 
proves that the Muhajir people separated from their home due to the partition of India 
and Pakistan and the importance of power. It has changed the life history of the Indians 
and the Pakistanis, especially the Muhajir which reflected in the works of the partition 
studied. 
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Glossary of Terms 
 
Ashram   A place of religious retreat in South Asia 
Ayah    Governess  
Bande Mataram  Hail to Thee, Mother 
Biradari   Community of same caste 
Dacca    Old name of Dhakka 
Devi    Goddess 
Diwans   High governmental intelligence agencies 
Gurudwara   Worship place of Sikh 
Hartal    Strike 
Hindustan   Another name of India 
Hookah   Instrument used for smoking 
Imam Bara   Mosque Complex in Lucknow 
Jathas    Local militia group 
Kabbadi   Local game of Punjab 
Kirpan    small knife mostly kept by Sikh as part of their religion 
Kshtariyas   Hindu caste who came to rule 
Lyallpur   Old name Faisalabad city in Pakistan 
Mahabharat   Ancient war between Pandavas and Kauravas 
Mahrattas   Region of western Maharashtra 
Mohalla   Neighborhood 
Montgomery   old name of Sahiwal city in Pakistan 
Pitaji    Hindi term to call father 
Punchayat   social Committee for decision making 
Purdah    veil or practice among women of living in separate rooms 
Seth    rich man 
xv 
 
Suddhi    Purifying 
Swaraj    Honor 
Tabligh   Preaching of Islam  
Talukdar   A feudal landowner 
Tolas    weight of gold 








Literature is a powerful tool in the hands of creative writers to modulate and change the 
societal framework. This cannot be produced in vacuum. It reflects the aspects of life 
which are directly related to social content. Literature has historical, economic, social, 
cultural and political patterns which reflects individual’s perspective and his era. 
Literature is a good platform for the writers through which they can fight against the 
evils of the society which includes social norms, traditions, customs that are outmoded, 
political system and deceitful reactions. When the writer’s sensitivity becomes 
contradicted with the social life, at that time the literature creates has writer’s 
expression towards the social contradiction. Literature of that type contains reality of 
that era which cannot be changed but someone can find the sense of social responsibility 
in the same type of ancient literature. Social realism has always been a substantial vein 
in literature. 
 
Among all the literary forms, the most vital form of literature is fiction, through which 
social conditions and values can easily be reflected and signifies. Novel on its broad 
canvass can easily be responded and accommodate the writer’s social and historical 
consciousness, because writer is a socio-political being and he is the most sensitive part 
of any society. Their importance lies in making the earth a good place to live through 
their set principles which they formulate to write anything. Therefore, they cannot use 




issues and problems of the society. So, they not only present the discourses of the 
societies but also try to involve in the reforms of the society. 
 
Partition novels can be classified as “historical novel”, “political novel” or “topical 
novel”, but in a South Asian context “partition fiction” or “partition novels” are 
categorized as a genre of its own, since the variety of fiction concerned with the topic 
of partition is vast and multifaceted. There are many books written on partition by the 
Hindu as well as the Muslim writers. One community might blame the other for the 
gruesome tragedy. But the fact is that in both the cases it was humanity that suffered 
most. Statistical details of deaths cannot do justice to the victims of partition. It is only 
through the vehicle of literature that the aching hearts can be comforted. 
 
1.2 Background of the Study 
In India’s modern history, partition of India is considered as the most catastrophic 
event, it is complemented as, “holocaust of unconscionable horror that hit deeply into 
the memories of its inhabitant”.1 Partition was considered the most important and 
turning point in the history of India due to its large and wide scale. This partition forced 
10 to 12 million people to migrate across the border within a few months. Millions of 
people have to sacrifice their lives, hundreds among thousand children were lost their 
families and become homeless, around millions of women were caught raped and 
kidnapped by the other community. People left their ready crops to rot, families were 
 
1 French, Philip, Liberty or Death: Journey to Independence and Division, New Delhi: Harper Collin, 
1998, pp. 349. The partition history has been strangely silent about the sufferings of the women and 
people in general. But literature gives voice to the sufferings of women, children, and men. History 
mainly deals with the national struggle for independence and its achievement and narrates the partition 




scattered, villages and homes were destroyed, and they were set on fire, this was the 
time when India witnessed the huge mass migration, but in a very uncivilized and brutal 
manner causing slaughter and violence.2 Everyone became the enemy of other and they 
were at the peak of their anger. The impact of this violence is very deep on the people’s 
psyche who had faced the whole trauma.  
 
There is a huge bulk of writings on the partition of India, but many writers wrote about 
the political aspect. Historians always kept silence on the emotions and experiences 
sides of the people without any religion, class, and caste discrimination. History cannot 
explain how people faced difficulties, what sort of difficulties they had and how they 
would maintain their lives in future. Urvashi Butalia complements it as, “the silence 
about the human dimensions of the partition.”3 In the history of modern India partition 
is the most downhearted event. It changed the identity of the nation and put a deep 
 
2 Abdullah, Problem of Culture, Lahore: Sang-e-Meel Publications, 2001, pp. 45. See also, Communal 
Disturbance in India, File No. DO 142/24, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. “Indian 
Officers to Command Troops in Riots Areas”, The Hindustan Times, 22 August 1947, pp. 1. “Orgy of 
Violence and Plunder in Lahore”, The Hindustan Times, 19 August 1947, pp. 4. The partition related 
massacres and migrations represented an unfolding human tragedy of enormous propositions. 
Nevertheless, historical studies have tended to focus on the causes of partition rather than its impact. 
Sustained treatment of its consequences has largely been limited to accounts whose main purpose is to 
apportion blame for the related massacres. In this great human event, human voices are strangely silent. 
Moreover, valuable clues to the future consequences of North India may be lost by the failure to address 
the human dimension of partition. Novelists, unlike historians have fully addressed the human agonies 
which accompanied partition. Hundreds of novels, short stories and plays have taken these as their 
themes. 
3 Butalia, Urvashi, The Problem, Special Issues of Seminar, August 1994, pp. 420. See also, Interview 
with Dr. Nayyer, History Department G.C University Lahore, 6 February 2019. To understand the 
underside or the hidden human dimensions of history, oral narratives, diaries, memories, and personal 
accounts by people who were involved at the time are very important, according to Urvashi Butalia. But 
these sources are normally exploitative and incomprehensive. Therefore, it is better to turn towards 
literature which is exploitative, comprehensive, and non-partisan. Literature does what history does and 
what it fails to do. Literature begins with history and continues even after history ends. Thus, literature 
is all-embracing and gives us a complete and complex picture of the partition. The generations after the 
partition do not know about the greatest tragedy in the Indian history. They can read about and understand 




influence on the national psychology. It not only divided a nation, but also generated 
constant hatred between the two prominent communities of India.4  
 
The great tragedy of the partition of sub-continent not only generated the factional and 
religious dispute but also caused psychological impact which preceded and followed it. 
Till today no one even know with accuracy that how many people lost their lives in the 
massacre of partition of India across the border.5 The barbarism that was witnessed at 
partition time has few matches in history. Partition holocaust was more shocking than 
the execution of Nazism.6 Partition of India became the Third Reich after the Jewish 
population which undertook as a matter of state policy. It was planned to kill and 
execute systematically and accurately. 
 
In the case of India, the story was different in aspect that the state did not killed people 
but the people themselves were killing each other on large scale and caused grisly 
 
4 Adeeb, Hayat, Punjab and Mamdoot, Lahore: Ijaz Printing Press, 1987, pp. 53. See also, Political 
situation in India since Independence, File No. DO 142/259, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 
1947. “Ending Lawlessness in East Punjab”, The Hindustan Times, 23 August 1947, pp. 8. Although the 
partition was preceded and followed by a savagery of communal violence, references to it literature are 
not as plentiful as they should be. For some writers, the tragedy of the partition should be forgotten. 
Tormented voices mourning for the dead, for the lost, had to be swept out of hearing, denied their 
histories, just so that the task of nation-building could be carried on uninterrupted. But the partition is 
not necessarily an event of the past. It has its own impact on the present. Besides, man should always 
build his present on the foundation of the past to hand over a better world to the posterity. He should 
learn lessons from the past. 
5 Butalia, Urvashi, The Other Sides of Silence: Voices from the Partition of India, New York: Duke 
University Press, 2000, pp. 276. See also, Sikh in Action, File No. A-33(10), Punjab Archives, Lahore, 
1948. “Calcutta situation Deteriorates”, Civil and Military Gazette, 9 July 1947, pp. 1. 
6 Butalia, The Other Side of Silence, pp. 394. The partition is the most tragedy in Indian history. The 
human suffering it unleashed before, during, and immediately after its happening has been enormous and 
continuous. But when compared to the stupendous immensity of the partition tragedy, the Partition 
Literature produced so far has not been proportionately prodigious. Unlike other such historical events 
that spontaneously produce memorable artistic creations in literature, theatre, cinema, painting and 
sculpture, artistic works produced as a result of the partition have not been adequate to the occasion. 
Many traumatic events of the twentieth century, the World Wars, Fascism, concentration camps, 




drama of death. Within a moment, cultured civilization turned into wild killers.7 
Everyone was taking revenge. If one community killed hundred men, the other 
community killed double of them. Both the communities target women brutally and 
they became the worst sufferers of that barbarism. Large number of them were raped, 
killed or abducted. Innocent children and old people were also the target.8 Entire 
villages were set on fire and the people who escaped to save their lives were chased and 
then murdered, nobody was safe enough, they killed each other with immediate 
available weapons. 
 
Lahore and Amritsar were the most problematic cities as they had almost same number 
of population of Hindus and Muslims.9 Migration as the result of the partition of India 
 
7 Ali, Rabia Umer, Empire in Retreat: The Story of India’s Partition, Karachi: Oxford University Press, 
2012, pp. 76.  See also, Events in India and Pakistan July-August 1947, File No. DO 142/14, The British 
Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. The Punjab, A Review of the First Five Years August 1947 to August 
1952, File No. E-1-9, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1952. Interview with Sardar Avtar Singh Sandhu, 
London United Kingdom, 23 March 2019. There is hardly a fictional text which presents the partition as 
an inevitable consequence of an ancient hatred between the Hindus and the Muslims. Professor Alok 
Bhalla is of the opinion that if there had been a history of irreconcilable hatred between the Hindus and 
the Muslims, it would have been reflected in the cultural and social practices of the two groups. The pain 
of living together would have been extensively recorded in popular kissas and tamashas or chronicles 
and songs. 
8 Hartnack, Christiane, Roots and Routes: The Partition of British India in Indian Social Memories, 
Journal of Historical Sociology, 2012, pp. 244. See also, Police Abstract of Intelligence Punjab, File No. 
22 Para 375, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. There are indicators which daily gather 
more evidence that the middle and lower classes are becoming increasingly weary of the senseless reign 
of terror conducted by the political and communal parties. Mass migration would take place from one 
part of the Punjab to the other dislocating millions, or that rivers of blood would flow due to the large 
scale insensate, communal violence making it a singular event. Whole villagers were forced to migrate 
and relocate themselves in territories that were in the process of being marked as Indian or Pakistani in 
the world’s biggest mass migration that took place in less than nine months, affecting about twelve 
million people. As populations were exchanged according to their religious affiliations, slaughter 
accompanied their movement; many others died of malnutrition. An estimated two million people were 
killed. Forced conversions, rape, separation of families, dislocation, and destruction of property, loot and 
arson were the order of the day. Fleeing refugees made their way on either side of the newly demarcated 
borders in foot columns, trains, ships and planes. On their way to safer places where their co-religionists 
were, they were attacked by groups of men from antagonistic communities who massacred and looted 
villages, and abducted raped and mutilated women, men and children. Trains arrived from each country 
laden with the slaughtered bodies of refugees. 
9 Cheema, Pervaiz Iqbal, The Politics of the Punjab Boundary Award, South Asia Institute Department 




was the world’s largest migration but it was not a peaceful one, many people were killed 
across the border, many were kidnapped, many lost their identity, many were misplaced 
and lost their families, and huge number of houses and villages were burnt. There was 
huge loss of life and the property in 1947.10 
 
Partition of India was the demand of the All-India Muslim League, they claimed that 
the Muslims of India were in majority, they had separate religion, customs, values, 
Islamic beliefs and culture and in all aspects, they were separate nation, for that they 
needed a separate homeland. On the same principle, the Sikhs demanded the partition 
of Punjab, they had the view that they also had a separate identity. Indian National 
Congress, on the other hand, was not in the favour of the partition but when they 
realized the situation, they agreed upon the partition, but their support was behind the 
Sikhs demand for the partition of Punjab not in the Muslim League’s demand of 
partition.11 This started the bloodshed before and after the transfer of power to India 
 
File No. 22 Para 375, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. The communal disturbance in 
Lahore city are on the wane, but there has been no improvement in Amritsar city and warfare has now 
broken out again between the Muslims and the Hindus of Gurgaon district. The increase in the number 
of mobile troops has effective affect in several districts, but the attitude of the opposing communities 
remains supercharged with mistrust and suspicion and the outlook is extremely gloomy. 
10 Cheema, The Politics of Punjab, pp. 10. See also, Police Abstract of Intelligence Punjab, File No. 22 
Para 387, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. By the end of May 1947, there are many 
cases of stabbing and arson in Lahore, Amritsar and their neighboring rural areas while there is no 
improvement in the Gurgaon district and communal violence broken out. There has been considerably 
Panipat and several incidents notably in Hoshiarpur, Panipat, Lyallpur and Jullundur. 
11 Ahmed, Ishtiaq, Who Began the Violence? The How and Why of Partition, Daily News and Analysis 
India, volume 10, pp. 19. See also, Note on the Sikh Plan, File No. A-33(8), Punjab Archives, Lahore, 
1948. Interview with Choudhary Munir, Ex Director General of National Archives, Islamabad, 25 
January 2019. The plan was acclaimed not only in India but throughout the world. Yet only a year earlier 
the Cabinet Mission had given cogent arguments against a settlement based on a truncated Pakistan. They 
had pointed out that it was not in accord with Muslim wishes, that the radical partition of the Punjab and 
Bengal would be contrary to the wishes and interests of a very large proportion of the inhabitants of these 
provinces and that it would necessarily divide the Sikhs. No one had opposed these arguments, but now 




and Pakistan. However, partition of India is among the one of the ten great tragedies 
that happened in the 20th century. About one million people were estimated that lost 
their life during partition. Till 25th September 1947, Statistics of Hindu and Sikh 
evacuee, and Muslim settlers in the cities of west Punjab who migrated across the 
border forcibly12 are given in the table below: 
 
Table 1.1 
Statistics of evacuees and settlers in west Punjab in 194713 
Sr No Cities of West Punjab Hind &Sikh  
(evacuee) 
Muslims (settlers) 
1 Montgomery 3,25,000 4,50,000 
2 Lyallpur 1,75,000 2,50,000 
3 Sheikhupura 3,50,000 4,75,000 
4 Sialkot 1,25,000 2,15,000 
Source: National Documentation wing, Islamabad. 
The riots during the partition of India were all on record but all the recorded statistics 
failed to tell even the smallest part of the wickedness of the specific tragedy.14 These 
 
12 Ahmed, Who Began the Violence, pp. 20. See also, The Journey to Pakistan, A documentation on the 
Refugees of 1947, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. This resulted in a change in the 
demographic picture in Punjab, Bengal, Kashmir, U.P. and Bihar as people were caught up in the 
crossfires of hatred in a newly created geographical entity, they had no say in. Confusion and mayhem 
were exacerbated as many people did not know whether their villages were now in Pakistan or India, nor 
did they know in which direction they were to migrate. People were torn apart from their familiar and 
cultural moorings, which led to a deepening nostalgia for places lived in for generations. In the process 
it severed and fragmented cultural ties that undermined a vibrant, composite, intellectual tradition. 
13 The Journey of Pakistan, A Documentation on Refugees of 1947, Government of Pakistan, a 
compilation of National Documentation Wing, Cabinet Division, Islamabad, 1993. 
14 Refugees in West Punjab, File No. DO 142/440, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947-1948. 
See also, Events in India and Pakistan July-August 1947, File No. DO 142/14, The National Archives, 
United Kingdom, 1947. In account after account the partition survivors narrate their disbelief about 
partition and their reluctance to move. They had land, factories and established businesses and jobs and 
were prepared to continue under the new dispensation. All of them refused to move till the very last 
moment. When they fled, they had to leave everything behind? All of them were witness to the horrors 
of partition violence, of dead bodies on both sides of the border; of a Muslim hopping to safety on one 




statistics do not describe that how women felt when the men of opposite community 
abducted them, not even when they threw themselves into the wells.15 These statistics 
fail to tell us how people without any choice selected to live permanently either in India 
or Pakistan, and the reason was not of politics or religion but the insecurity that they 
had from each other. And the most important thing that statistics fail to reflect is that 
how innocent people faced the identity crises at the time of partition when people 
changed their identities due to looting and rioting to save their lives and dignity of their 
women.16 
 
The authors of Pakistan, India and Bangladesh explored the consequences of partition 
in the form of their writing, lyric genres-poetry, short stories, novels, films and 
television series in all the major South Asian languages but all of them have their own 
opinion and view regarding the event. There is different view among the people who 
experienced or recorded partition, different strata of the society react differently 
 
of a Muslim being doused with kerosene and being set ablaze; of bodies floating in rivers and canals and 
of being forced to drink the same water; of train loads of dead in Amritsar station.  
15 Singh, Sukhbir, and Manmohan Singh Gill, Social and Psychological Trauma of the Displaced: A 
Study of partition of India, Asia-Pacific Journal of Social Sciences, 2009, pp. 22. See also, Interview 
with Sardar Avtar Singh Sandhu, London United Kingdom, 23 March 2019. To complicate the 
historiographical discourse, revisionist feminist historiographers like Urvashi Butalia, Ritu Menon and 
Kamla Bhasin have investigated women’s experiences of the violence in1947. These historiographers 
aim to make women a focus of enquiry, a subject of the story, an agent of the narrative and have shown 
that the violence of partition was also a gendered narrative of displacement, which led to the realignment 
of family, community and national identities. They have also attempted to look at the violence that 
women were subjected to by men of their own as well as the other community and within their own 
families. 
16 Azad, Abdul Kalam, India Wins Freedom, New Delhi: Orient Longman Limited, 1959, pp. 34. See 
also, Interview with Dr. Nasima Rehman, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. 
Historical accounts can tell us only about statistics. But the human dimension – broken families, ties and 
relationships, physical disability and disease, the psychological trauma of torture, amputation, rape, 
abduction, forced witnessing of atrocities and their consequences can never be fully quantified. Since 
history does not facilitate a richer, more nuanced, understanding of events and people, literature has 
stepped in to fill in the lacuna. It looks at individual lives, even if they remain nameless and faceless, and 
their effort in creating meaning out of the meaninglessness of the world around them. It brings into focus 




towards partition. Some kept on blaming. In view of many, it’s only the lack of 
responsibility but despite all these, the most sufferer was the common man.17 
 
Violence during partition effected the holy places, loss of human life in terms of killing, 
raping, abduction and loss of property. It also produced mindless generation with torn 
identities. This violence gave a heart touching plot to partition literature and made it an 
important focus of attention. This also made a knot between history and literature.18 
Although, in between Pakistan and India nothing is common not even they have any 
racial and linguistic unity among them, even the culture of the Muslims and of the 
Hindus are totally different and it create an unbridgeable gulf among the people of both 
communities.19 
 
Respectively, history witnessed the relation of Hindus and Muslims in the sub-
continent, as history also recorded different courses about them. The differences among 
 
17 Jalil, Rakshanda, What is Partition Literature? The Friday Times, April 2012, volume 10, pp. 24. See 
also, Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G. C University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. The 
huge corpus of Partition Literature in Hindi, Urdu, Punjabi, Bengali, English and several other languages 
formed huge literary archive that narrate the experiences of the people, which become crucial in 
reconstructing fragmented histories. This literature is grounded in a sense of loss, terror and uncertainty 
and deals with the ambivalence and the conflicting pulls of loyalty which the people experienced for 
which, they felt, the state had hardly any sympathy. 
18 Interview with Dr. Saadat Syed, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. See also, 
Interview with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. 
Literature plays a larger role in challenging official histories since the personal and social histories of the 
people have been dealt with summarily. It supplements the historical archive, seeks out a forgotten 
history and through the “performative power” of language intersects with the spheres of knowledge, 
politics and history in its representation of India’s partition. 
19 Rabbani, Abdul, Jinnah Through My Eyes, Lahore: Ferozsons, 2010, pp. 108. As the cultural outlook 
was different, so it was very difficult for the peoples to live together with unity and in good relations and 
to show combined devotion towards the same purpose. Not only the culture, their religious beliefs, social 
values and fiction all are different, they not even marry each other nor eat together, its true if we said that 
their origins are from different cultures which are based on contrary philosophies and origins. From 
different sources of history, we find that origin of inspiration of both Hindus and Muslims are different. 
Their classics, their heroes are different and even their incidents are different, their successes and 




both the communities was so much stronger than that of similarities.20 Now the situation 
for the Muslims was that either they had to live free as independent people and preserve 
their religion and its teachings along with their culture, or the other option was to merge 
themselves into the Hindu caste system with its insensitive restrictions. But Islam is a 
strong force, that’s why, it  resulted into the partition of British India.21 The Hindu 
leaders like Gopal Krishan Gokhale22 and Chittaranjan Das23 were of the view that both 
Hindus and Muslims living together for centuries, they better knew each other, they had 
no such differences among them except religion. Both the leaders were unable to 
 
20 Randhawa, M.S, Out of the Ashes: An Account of the Rehabilitation of Refugees from West Pakistan 
in Rural Areas of East Punjab, Bombay: Asia Publishing House, 1954, pp. 429. See also, Interview with 
Dr. Nayyer, History Department G.C University Lahore, 6 February 2019. Communal ideologies in the 
past had sharped the cultural differences between Hindus and Muslims or on the cultural superiority of 
Hindus. The major concern was an altogether of a different order: to create the categories of the ‘cultured’ 
and the ‘uncultured’ based on religious identity what he did was to reinvent the traditional category in 
order to serve a contemporary purpose. One purpose was social discrimination by means of the 
demonization of Muslims. Another was to achieve the political objective of undermining the Gandhian 
project of Hindus-Muslim communal harmony, for according to him, the union between Hindus and 
Muslims was impractical and more important unnatural. He argued that instead of pursuing the mirage 
of Hindu-Muslim unity what was required was unity within the Hindu community, by ending, the folly 
treating a section of the Hindus as low castes by discounting the possibility of Hindus and Muslims 
coming together and at the same time promoting the intimal consideration of the Hindu community. 
21 Talbot, Ian, Punjabi Refugees’ Rehabilitation and the Indian State: Discourses, Denials and 
Dissonances, Modern Asian Studies, 2011, pp. 83. The class system divided the society and the people 
of lower castes were suppressed and brutally treated by the upper classes. There was no mixing of the 
lower and upper classes people, no social contacts, no marriages and lower classes were considered and 
treated like slaves and there was no peace between these four classes. 
22 Gopal Krishna Gokhale born in 9 May 1866 and died in 19 February 1915. He was among one of the 
famous leaders which contributed their efforts and struggle for the independence against the British Raj 
in India. Gokhale was a senior leader of the Indian National Congress and founder of the Servants of 
India Society. Through the Society as well as the Congress and other legislative bodies he served in, 
Gokhale campaigned for Indian self-rule and social reform. He was the leader of the moderate faction of 
the Congress party that advocated reforms by working with existing government institutions. 
23 Chittaranjan Das was born in 5 November 1870 and died in 16 June 1925. He was a leading Indian 
politician, a prominent lawyer, an activist of the Indian National Movement under British rule, was the 
founder-leader of the Swaraj Party in Bengal. He was a believer in non-violence and constitutional 
methods for the realization of national independence, and advocated Hindu-Muslim unity, cooperation 




understand the historical forces that were working for local conclusion, and therefore, 
not acquiescent to the obvious solution until it was grasped from their hands.24 
 
The main problem started when Punjab25and Bengal,26 the two large populated 
provinces were decided to be divided by the British Government, which caused 
communal violence and migration as a huge problem. During the partition of India, the 
gulf of thoughts between the Muslims and Hindus was cashed on tremendous moments. 
The Sikhs community played a major role in making the Punjab situation bitter and 
bitter. The Sikhs were not in majority in any district of Punjab and their strength was 
not more than 14 per cent in the province.27 Their major expertise was in the field of 
agriculture and the land revenue paid by them was relatively in a very high ratio. 
Another cause of the Sikhs rebellion was the establishment of the Punjab Boundary. 
That’s why, on the time of partition, Sikhs community fully planned to establish a Sikh 
state either by hook or by crook. “The whole community of Sikhs in the Punjab wanted 
 
24 Chatta, Ilyas, Partition Reporting: Press Coverage of the 1947 Partition Violence in the Punjab, Journal 
of South Asia Studies, 2013, pp. 72. It is arguable that what really happened was not any one of these 
processes, but a combination of all in varying degrees, which imparted to Indian culture, the quality of 
an invisible mosaic. One of the significances of this process was the immense cultural variety within 
religious communities in terms of everyday cultural practices and creative expressions. In other words, 
religious communities were not synonymous with cultural communities. Their boundaries did not 
coincide or overlap. 
25 Punjab was the Muslim populated area in the west of sub-continent of India. Punjab is a Persian 
compound word meaning ‘five waters’ and strictly speaking the word denoted the country between the 
valley of Jhelum and that of Satluj. The intermediate rivers from the West to East were the Chenab, the 
Ravi, and the Beas. 
26 Bengal was the Muslim populated area in the east of sub-continent of India. 
27 Dar, Farooq Ahmed, Communal Riots in the Punjab, Islamabad: National Institute of Historical and 
Cultural Research, 2003, pp. 34. About the Sikh status in the Punjab Harjot S.Oberoi wrote that many 
Sikhs claim Punjab as their homeland. Many of the Sikh Gurus were born in the villages and towns of 
the Punjab, and they constantly traversed across this ancient land; historically, the Sikh Panth matured 
in the region; the verses in its sacred literature draw their rich imagery from the surrounding landscape; 
the major pilgrim centers of the community are scattered all over the Punjab; and the faithful over the 




their own Sikh State. They are ready to be regimented, they are armed, and they are 
inflamed by propaganda both oral and written”.28 
 
On the other hand, they had the plan to kill most of the Muslims in the East Punjab and 
shifted the Sikhs of West Punjab to east, so that they could claim for the separate state 
of Sikhs by adjoining the Sikh majority states of Patiala, Faridkot and others.29 This 
pattern led migration of Muslims from the different areas of East Punjab and similarly 
Hindus and Sikhs from the different areas of West Punjab. The pattern of migration in 
Bengal was different as in Punjab. In Bengal, minorities preferred to live with the 
majorities even the communal violence started killing and force people to move across 
the border.30 All the communities without any doubt were trying to commit violence on 
 
28 Ali, C Muhammad, The Emergence of Pakistan, Lahore: Azeem Printing, 1985, pp. 104. See also, 
Note on the Sikh Plan, File No. A-33(8), Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1948. “Future of Sikhs lies in Union 
of India”, Civil and Military Gazette, 1 July 1947, pp. 5. The political turmoil increasingly brought the 
Sikhs on a cliff of trauma and they indulged in inferiority complex as they pointed out that since the Sikh 
had been given the status of the third major community, they had been expressly excluded from this 
advantage, and that whereas a Muslim or even a Christian may raise an issue and vote on communal 
questions, and that the presence of even four Muslims of which three voted against a communal issue 
would prevent its being carried, the Sikhs were debarred from this since they were not one of the two 
major communities. At this moment Sikhs became enormously against the Muslims in the Punjab even 
they did not like to live with them. 
29 Sohail, M, Partition and Anglo-Pakistan Relations 1947-51, Lahore: Vanguard Books, 1991, pp. 72-
74. See also, Sikh in Action, File No. A-33(10), Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1948. “Sikhs Demand 
Maintenance of Integrity and Solidarity”, Civil and Military Gazette, 10 July 1947, pp. 4. The Sikh 
leadership was showing an attitude of less trust in the British Administration perhaps they were in a hurry 
to occupy their desired areas of Punjab by using different means. Giani Kartar Singh and particularly 
Master Tara Singh, the Sikh leaders were fully supporting the partition of Punjab into two parts and fully 
involved in the violence in the province. They wrote a letter to Maharaja of Faridkot Raja Hariandar 
Singh in which they invited him to occupy the complete districts of Ferozepur, Ludhiana and some parts 
of district Lahore and to get control of these areas. 
30 Kudaisya, G, Demographic Upheaval of Partition: Refugees and Agricultural Resettlement in India 
1947-67, South Asia Special Issue, 1995, pp. 86. See also, “Punjab advice to follow Bengal’s example”, 
The Hindustan Times, 26 August 1947, pp. 3. It is worth noting that only in one police station at 
Rawalpindi, there were 500 murder cases of the riots under investigation and more than 20,000 Sikhs 
migrated from the disturbed areas of the West Punjab only to Patiala State till the end of April 1947. The 
villages in West Punjab were burnt completely and destruction was everywhere. Particularly the area 
where Hindus and the Sikhs used to live together was totally destructed, women took their lives rather 
than becoming rapped. The same situation was there in the East Punjab. These circumstances changed 




their supposed enemies and trying to find the opportunity and resources to attack on 
them. But in Punjab the ratio of communal attacks was much higher than in the 
remaining parts of India which was very serious issue.31 
 
Consequently, during the first half of twentieth century, there were started many 
revivalist movements like the Arya Samaj32 belongs to Hindus, Singh Sabha33 belongs 
to Sikhs and Ahrar34 belongs to Muslims. These were the religious movement. 
However, the Sikh revivalism had some different aspect. It played an important role in 
political dynamism; the privilege was that this aspect was of different purpose as of 
other communities. The major factor was the Sikh community structure which provided 
a vast scope for collective action. On the other hand, Muslims had two leaders Allama 
Muhammad Iqbal35 and Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah,36 who supported 
 
but now in the history for the first time it was divided into two, the Indian Punjab. and the Pakistani 
Punjab. 
31 Aiyer, S, August Anarchy: The Partition Massacres in Punjab 1947. South Asia Special Issue, xiii, 
1995, pp. 23-24. See also, Interview with Sardar Avtar Singh Sandhu, London United Kingdom, 23 
March 2019. Disturbance in the Punjab the compilation of Official Documents, National Documentation 
Wing, Islamabad, 1995. “Viceroy’s Security Measures Talk with Punjab Leaders”, Civil and Military 
Gazette, 22 July 1947, pp. 12. 
32 Arya Samaj was founded by Swami Dayananda on 1875, it was a religious movement that promotes 
values and practices based on the infallibility of the Vedas. 
33 Singh Sabha movement begun in the late 19th century, in reaction to the persuading activities of Brahmo 
samajis. 
34 Ahrar party was founded in 1930 and known as Majlis-e-Ahrar-e-Islam, it was cleaved closer to the 
congress party in their thoughts. 
35 Iqbal popularly known for his poetry, he is also a philosopher, scholar and barrister in British India. 
Pakistan Movement is inspired by his thoughts. Born in 1877 at Sialkot in a poor family, but with the 
help of the scholarships which he won at school and college, he was able to receive very good education. 
After preliminary studies at Sialkot, he joined the Government College, Lahore. He graduated in 1897, 
winning a scholarship and two gold medals for proficiency in English and Arabic and finally took M.A. 
degree in Philosophy in 1899. 
36 Jinnah was the founder and first Governor-General of Pakistan. He was the driving force behind the 
establishment of his country, state, or nation. Jinnah’s other title is Baba-i-Qaum mean father of Nation 




Muslims at the very critical turning point in the history of sub-continent. One was a 
man of vision and other a man of action. Later gave the idea to the people and gave 
voice to the need of the time and aspired the people through his unambiguous way 
where latter got an independent state for the Muslims of British India.37 
 
During the independence movement, nationalism was the common and central theme 
for the literature with the social realism. This nationalism can be seen in the novels, 
poetry, journalism and religious and nationalist movement of that time. The prominent 
names in novel writers include Rabindranath Tagore his novel Gora, Nakul Kundra, 
Gitanjali and Amritsar are the famous one. His Gitanjali got noble prize in literature in 
1913. Other writers are R.K Narayan and Mulk Raj Anand and Raja Rao. Anand’s 
Untouchable is another novel which reflects the nationalism during first half of 20th 
century. The poetry of Allama Iqbal, Rabindranath, Faiz Ahmed Faiz is also the true 
depiction of nationalism during the independence movement. 
 
Apart from, most of the historical event related to partition were presented in the 
literature of that time. It truly depicted the trauma of the event either it was based on 
 
After matriculation he proceeded to England for higher studies and returned to India as a barrister at the 
age of 20. He was a close colleague of Pherozshah Mehta and Gokhale, he regarded as a great political 
‘rishi’. He joined the Indian National Congress in 1906 and worked as private secretary to Dadabhai 
Naorji. He had won great admiration when he defended B.G Tilak in the sedition cases against him in 
1908 and 1916. In 1910, he was elected to the Imperial Legislative Council by the Muslim electorates of 
Bombay, which was repeated in 1916. But between 1917 to 1920 many of the developments in Indian 
politics went against Jinnah’s brain, such as Gandhi’s capture of the Congress in 1920 with the help of 
pro-Khilafat Muslims. His ideology got changed with the passage of time, initially he demanded to get 
separate identity of Muslim and then it diverts to separate nation for Muslims of India.  
37 Chatterji. Joya, Partition Studies: Prospects and Pitfalls, The Journal of Asian Studies, 2014, pp. 310. 
See also, Presidential Address Allahabad Session December 1930 by Dr. Sir Muhammad Iqbal, Punjab 
Archives, Lahore, 1930. All India Muslim League Lahore Session March 1940 Presidential Address by 




the themes of abduction, violence, migration, uprooting of people or their rehabilitation. 
All the novels related to the partition are subjective based, all the stories reveal the true 
pain and emotions of the people. Through this type of literature, we can find the relation 
of historical events and fiction. The good standard writers express the feelings of others 
in such a manner that the readers imagine that the writers himself went through this 
feeling. On the other hand, a normal or average writer can only produce stereotype and 
artificial emotional responses.38 
 
Hence, partition literature is comprised of the same writing style either it is written by 
the writers who witnessed the partition or the writers who heard about the savagery of 
the partition event. Such novelists have full advantage to give voice to the feelings and 
emotions of the people who go through the trauma of partition. There are  many novels, 
short stories and plays based on partition theme.39 Pakistani and Indian nationalist’s 
ideology can be observed through these novels whose approach is equally moralistic 
and persuasive in school of progressive writers, which resulted into a warm humanistic 
 
38 The partition resulted in one of the greatest migrations in the history of the world. Ten to twenty million 
people crossed the newly created borders. The displacement resulted in the severance of old roots, 
longing for old ties, and a feeling of nostalgia. The migration also caused a heavy loss of life on the way 
to cross the borders. All these themes have been represented in the Partition Literature. The loss of home 
and hearth, the worries for the near and dear ones who were left behind, the anxiety of starting life afresh 
in a new land, the utter helplessness, and poverty have been captured in literature. Leaving one’s 
motherland was a great grief which the sufferer can only feel and that too was the destiny of those 
fortunate ones who remained alive after the partition. This grief still haunts the memory of the millions 
of people living in India and Pakistan. Is it a small misery that millions of people became refugees in 
their own homeland? Which government has the details of those, who were killed in the exchange of 
population? Many novels have these details. They contain the problems relating to migration, refugee 
camps, acute problem of accommodation, forcible occupation of vacant houses, and finding employment 
for increasing number of refugees. Many people went mad after being frustrated by the problem. 
39 Hudson, W.H, An Introduction to the Study of Literature, Ludhiana: Kalyani Publishers, 1976, pp.10. 
See also, Interview with Dr. Zara, History Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. 
Literature, which came during the process of partition and immediately after, is marked by emotional 
outburst against the human tragedy that followed political development. Large-scale massacre, 
destruction, displacement, and migration of population were their major concerns. A feeling of hurt for 
age-old human values occupied all the space in the writings at the time. Most touching are those 




approach towards this communal violence of partition.40 However, a few of the novels 
based on partition treated it as central theme, a few novelists deal partition only as 
incidental event, whereas the partition literature which is either written by the Pakistani 
or Indian writers in any of language either it is Urdu, English, Hindi, or Punjabi, the 
common thing is the feeling of pain which makes this literature a distinguish one. 
 
1.3 Problem Statement 
Sub-continent of India is the land of large kingdom. Everyone wants to rule over there. 
There were many kings, who ruled in this large area and for this ruling purpose, there 
were too many wars and battle till centuries. The last war was the rebellions of 1857 
after the British ruled there. The Government ended in 1947 on the partition of India 
and caused the migration of people on huge level. This migration created communal 
violence, riots, and conflicts. It had been estimated that more than ten million people 
were uprooted from their homeland. According to an estimate, the forcibly transfer of 
the people across the border was around 12 to 15 million. The religious delirium caused 
the deaths of two million Muslims and Non-Muslims. At least 75,000 women were 




40 Hanson, J.A, Historical perspectives in the Urdu Novel, Journal of South Asian Literature, 1983, vol 
18 (ii), pp. 265 – 267. See also, Interview with Dr. Nayyer, History Department G.C University Lahore, 
6 February 2019. 
41 Ahmed, Ishtiaq, The 1947 Partition of India: A Paradigm for Pathological Politics in India and 
Pakistan, Asian ethnicity, 2002, pp. 9. See also, Disturbance in the Punjab the compilation of Official 
Documents, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1995. “Refugees from East to West Punjab till 
7 Jan”, Civil and Military Gazette, 16 January 1948, pp. 3. “Refugees in West Punjab”, Civil and Military 
Gazette, 12 September 1947, pp. 1. “Disturbance in Calcutta continue unabated”, Civil and Military 




There are number of writers who wrote different novels and short stories about the 
partition including “Munshi Prem Chand”, “Ismat Chughtai”, “Saadat Hasan Manto”, 
“Krishan Chander”, “Rajinder Singh Bedi”, “Ahmed Nadeem Qasmi”, “Qurat ul Ain 
Haider”, “Abdullah Husain”, “Intizar Husain”, “Amrita Pritam”, “Khadija Mastoor”, 
“Nasim Hijazi”. There is a lot of work on partition and too many novels and short stories 
are available on partition. All these are written by different writers and all these novels 
and short stories deal with different aspects of the events.  
 
This partition does not only affect the common men but also the writers of that time. 
They wrote tremendous stories and these stories reflect the mental condition of them. 
With the help of their characters, they transferred the emotions of other people, the 
condition of society, the circumstances, they portray the true picture of the incident. 
Being the intellectual they are the sensitive part of the society; they feel the pain of 
others. The partition of India also affected the writers of that time psychologically. 
Some writers are nationalist, and some are humanism, but this event set their writing 
style towards humanism. These novels and short stories shows that how history 
intersects with fiction to give a clearer picture of the violence, and the trauma the people 
faced, for it is a well-documented fact that of all forms of literature the novel and short 
stories is the most nurtured by history and holds a mirror to the age.  
 
1.4 Research Questions 
After studying different articles, thesis and books, it seems that there is a plenty of work 
that is done on partition of India, but there is limited work on partition literature. 




a big impact on whole sub-continent’s literature as it opens a new window in the field 
of literature. 
1. What were the major circumstances that stimulate Hindus and Muslims to forced 
British government to divide India into two states? 
2. How social realism and nationalism propagate in the literature of India before 
Independence? 
3. What are the approaches and themes that used in the partition literature? 
4. What is the impact of the partition of British India on Pakistani and Indian 
literature? 
 
1.5 Objectives of the Study 
The chief objective of this study is to explore the adequate answers of following 
research questions. 
1. To study the reasons behind the partition of British India into two states. 
2. To explore propagation of social realism and nationalism before independence in 
the literature of India. 
3. To examine the approaches and themes that were used while writing partition 
literature. 
4. To analyze the impact of partition of British India on writings in partition literature. 
 
1.6 Significance of the Study 
The emergence of many writers with their outstanding creation of literature is one of 
the outcomes of partition. These writers are Saadat Hasan Manto, Khushwant Singh, 




study gives a detail description of their writing that is based on partition issues. This 
study is very helpful to understand the trauma of the partition. The initial works on 
partition is about the politics and many of the writers emphasize on the political 
strategies and the major component of this plan that is the British, the Congress42 and 
the Muslim League43 leadership. As current study is related to the partition literature so 
it will provide a lot of information about the political and social scenario of that era. 
 
In the last two decades, this approach witnessed a change that the focus of the 
understanding partition is shifted to letters, narrative history, diaries, and interviews. 
This study will enable us to analyze the existing data regarding partition. The most vital 
discussed issue is how partition formulated` the identity of India and Pakistan and 
explored the different problems of the society. Its requirement is to analyze the facts 
and fiction which contains the memories but along with this is the need to analyze the 
lacking it has. It is not much negotiable thing the ways in which people remember 
partition, it will remain the important fact of history. The question is that how the same 
event reached to the same conclusion, but it perceived in two different ways, which 
divert the attention to rethink the missing partition histories. 
 
Partition is the important theme of social science and literature, of which nostalgia and 
human suffering and agony are integral parts. “Toba Tek Singh”44 is one example.  It 
 
42 Congress was founded by A.O Hume in 1885, it was the largest and the prominent political party for 
the representative of the people of the sub-continent for Independence Movement. 
43 Muslim League was founded in 1906, it was also the political party, its basic purpose was to fight and 
defend the political rights of Muslims in India. 
44 Toba Tek Singh, a short story published in 1955, written by Manto, represents the powerful satire on 




depicts the memory of exile and present the horror of killing and kidnapping on large 
scale. This study will show that partition also affected the writers psychologically and 
their focus remained on portraying partition and showed the picture of their own side. 
This research will help to find either the writers are humanitarian or nationalist. For this 
support, a lot of material including their novels and short stories. This study will open 
this side of area to understand the emotions of writers also. 
 
This study will also find the reasons behind the riots and the communal violence that 
how people suffered and faced the massacre of 20th century. This event has its own 
importance in the field of history as it opens new doors to the native people to think 
over their painful conditions. This study will analyze the major themes of the partition 
literature that how writers depict the true picture of the circumstances through their 
stories and characters. In their stories, we find the original characters, but the lacking 
area is that no one focused on the emotions and psychological effect of the trauma on 
writers. This study will be a masterpiece of work and this can apply on the other forms 
of literature. 
 
1.7 Scope of the Study 
The research will be restricted to the partition of India, riots and communal violence 
among Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs, relation between history and fiction, contribution 
of writers in partition literature and different themes that depict the actual picture. There 
are many reasons to choose partition literature for studying. Partition of sub-continent 
 
according to the orders, they are also going to be shifted to their respective states, which creates 




of India took place in 1947 but it took long to do so that, it involved the efforts of many 
political personalities on one hand and on the other hand took the lives of millions of 
common innocent people, the terrifying part is, its effects loomed for many years. 
 
The most crucial time was the migration days. It includes almost the era of decade. The 
most terrible and horrifying era in the subcontinent history is the time of partition. It 
was the time of murdering, looting, kidnapping and killing of the people of the two 
communities. No one knew why they were killing others, but they only know they had 
to kill others. It’s the revenge of doing nothing. Large number of writers contribute 
about the tragedies of Indian partition and the process is still going on. 
 
History and fiction always go hand in hand with each other; fiction portrays human 
emotion which history cannot. The focus is to be accentuating the central historical 
features of partition coupled with drawing attention to the impacts of riots on partition 
literature. This study also emphasizes that why partition literature is important to 
understand the real pain of victims. This study does not only focus on the literature, but 
also analyze its effects on the writing style of writers that they turn towards humanism 
instead of nationalism. 
 
The focus is also on socio-political and cultural aspect of partition of India. The 
literature under study is taken only of those writers who witnessed the partition and 
knew the exact circumstances and situation of the people and society. The literature 
under study includes only novels and short stories that are based on partition issues and 




difficult for common man to understand easily comparative to the novel and short 
stories which are completely descriptive. 
 
The literature under study contains short stories, there is no specification of the length 
of the short stories. The study focus on the partition of Punjab as partition of Bengal is 
very different in its perspective. The time of the material examined in this research shall 
be more or less eight years from 1946 until 1953. This was the crucial time of partition 
which included the issues of extreme communal riots, partition, migration, 
rehabilitation, recovery of abducted women. 
 
1.8 Theoretical Concept 
Territories always changed with the passage of time. It is not new, but important is the 
exchange of population on large scale. After the world war 1914-1918, the most vital 
discussion was that, ethnic conflict arises among heterogeneous populations and the 
only solution to avoid such type of conflict was the immixing of populations.45 The best 
example is Greeks and Turks in 1923. When the great Ottoman Empire, after the first 
World War 1 demolished and lost its Middle Eastern states. Middle East got its current 
structure by victorious Allies. Ottoman provinces got independence and converted into 
Arab Kingdom of nowadays, while Lebanon and Palestine carved for Christian and 
Jewish. Syria, Libya and Palestine were revived from Roman antiquity. Libya in 1934 
reappeared when Italians combined Cyrenaica, Tripolitania and Fezzan. Syria was 
 




given the name of state by French, whereas Palestine was Syrian attachment, Lebanon 
as mountain and Jordan as river.46 
 
By the end of World War II most of the parts of Europe and Asia became ruins. Allied 
forces now became the rulers of their previous occupied areas including now Germany 
and Japan. After war, war crimes trial session started in which many people from 
Europe and Asia were given prison sentences and execution. Many of the Germans and 
Japanese were exiled forcibly from their own land. Due to the decision taken by Allied 
occupations and United Nations, there arose many terrible problems for future like in 
1945 a tension was created of West and East Germany. Similarly, in the same year of 
1945, their plans about Korean peninsula which then became the cause of the creation 
of North and South Korea.47 Last, but not the least, partition of India 1947 is also the 
consequences of this, that created two states India and Pakistan. Therefore, to make an 
internally homogenous population in any state or nation, it is very important that all the 
people of such area have a collective same national perspective and it was defined by 
ethnic-religious affiliation. 
 
On the other hand, partition of India gave a strange phenomenon of exchange of 
population, and it was very first time that along with the rulers, ruled are also changing 
places.48 The conditions were too worst that the people due to this savagery and 
 
46 Bianchini, Stefano, Partition: Reshaping States and Minds, Abingdon: Frank Cass, 2005, pp. 85-88. 
47 Smita, T.J, The Partition Motif in Contemporary Conflicts, London: Sage, 2007, pp. 101- 105. 
48 Kausar, Zeenath, Communal Riots in India: Hindu-Muslim Conflict and Resolution, Journal of Muslim 
Minority Affairs, 2006, pp. 34. See also, “Steps for Refugees Rehabilitation by both Dominion”, Civil 




violence were forced to leave their homes and livelihoods. To end the violence the 
decision of partition might be good attention, and the post-imperial ideology of “divide 
and rule” was also the demand of the time.49 But the most important was the decision 
about the division and separation of the population from their birth places. The lesson 
which partition of India 1947 gives to the remaining world is that, not to create borders 
and boundaries among the people, remain it to the territories. These spillovers can 
enrich research in the respective fields. 
 
1.8.1 Historical perspective of Literature in India 
History has always provided ideas to fiction, which can be used in a useful perspective. 
But there is possibility that the described historical material may be the self - experience 
of the novelist’s own life. But the historical material that is used by the novelist in his 
fiction which is essential for his description, is only chosen by a good novelist. The way 
which he adopts to use such sort of things in fiction is that he takes ideas and patterns 
from the historical events and then he blends them in such a nice way into his narrative 
that it becomes a part of his fictional world.50 Additionally, emotions towards national 
experience storage in terms of literary aspects which have more significance as compare 
to the historical reality. Truly, historians and scholars think and handle the facts and 
 
49 Saint, Tarun K, Witnessing Partition: Memory, History, Fiction, New Dehli: Routledge, 2010, pp. 56. 
See also, “Two Dominions are Born”, The Pakistan Times, 29 July 1947, pp. 1. 
50 Ramakrishnan, E.V, (eds), Narrating India: The Novel in Search of the Nation, New Delhi: Sathiya 
Akadami, 2005, pp. 102. See also, Interview with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C 
University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. Thus, history loses its circumstantiality and becomes a timeless 
presence in fiction. Some of the most well- known examples of such writing are A Tale of Two Cities, 
War and Peace, all quiet on the Western Front, A Farewell to Arms and many more war novels written 
in the West. Dickens employs the French Revolution in his A Tale of Two Cities to fictionalize history 
and make it serve an archetypal function, not intrude into the narrative as an external agent. Salman 





figures of the history, but the events like partition of India have great impact not only 
on the history but also on the people in terms of all human dimension,51 this tragic event 
can be visualized through the artistic media. 
  
History of the Indian Literature refers to the literature produced on the Indian 
subcontinent. In early time literature were transmitted orally. Rig Veda is the beginning 
of Sanskrit literature, in  1500-1200 B.C Ramayana and Mahabharata appeared as 
Sanskrit epics.52 Later in early centuries of first millennium CE, the classical Sanskrit 
and Tamil Literature flourished.53 In the 9th and 11th  Centuries, Kannada and Telugu 
 
51 Ramakrishnan, Narrating India, pp. 95. The partition of the Indian sub-continent was the single most 
traumatic event experienced in recent years. The violence that it unleashed was unprecedented, 
unexpected and barbaric. Provoked by the hooligan actions of a few, the vengeance that ordinary Hindus, 
Muslims and Sikhs wrecked on each other coarsened our social sense, distorted our political judgements 
and deranged our understanding of what is meant by moral rightness.   
52 The Panchatantra of Vishnu Sharma, Budhacharitra of Ashwaghosh and Bodhimatiakavya of 
Saundaranand are other famous works of this period. Meghdutam, Kumarsambhav and Raghuvansham 
of Kalidas are still very popular. His famous drama, Abhigyan Shakuntalam got worldwide recognition. 
Malvikagnimitra and Vikramorvshiyam are the other famous dramas of Kalidas. Ashwaghosh and Bhasa 
started the dramatical composition in Sanskrit. Pratiyogandharayan and Pratibhanatkam are very popular 
dramas of Bhasa. Vishakhadutta, Harsha, Bhavbhuti, Bodhayan and Rajshekhar were the other prominent 
dramatists. The ancient book on Ayurveda such as Rasraj Mahodadhi, Charakshamhita, Yog Ratnakar 
etc. were composed in Sanskrit. 
53 Tamil is the language of Dravida family, the origin, of which may be traced around 500 B.C. It is very 
ancient as well as modern. At the primary stage Tolkapiyam, a grammar was published. This period (500 
B.C-200 B.C) is known as the Sangam period. Tirukural of Tiruvallure is still very popular. As far as 
devotional literary work is concerned, the Ramayana of Kamban got wide popularity. Manimekhale and 
Shilappadikaram are the other prominent epics. The trends of modernization, patriotism and 
consciousness in Tamil literature started with the works of Subrahamanyam Bharthi. He inspired 
thousands of youths through his literary works. The other prominent novelists are Rajan Ayyar, 
Madhavaiya, Pudumaipitan, K.P Rajgopalan and Kalki Krishnamurti. The chief architect of prose 




literature appeared respectively.54 Later Literature in Marathi,55 Bengali,56 Hindi57 and 
Urdu began to appear.58 
 
54 Talgue Literature is also the literature of same region. The origin of this language is traced to the 11 th 
century. The period between 11th to 15th century is considered as the period of translation. In the 16th 
century. The poet, Srinath who composed Shreengar Naishadham was widely acclaimed. Gona Ganna 
Reddy is considered as the Tulsidas of Telugu. His Rangnath Ramayana became very popular. The period 
of 16th and 17th centuries is considered as the golden age in the Telugu literature. 19th century is 
considered as the period of Renaissance in Telugu literature. Kannada is one of the important parts of 
Indian literature and even during the 5th century, it was considered well developed. It is very close to the 
Sanskrit. A revolutionary change in the Kannada literature was brought by Basveshwar who contributed 
a lot in prose writing which was also adopted by Telugu. The prominent authors of the cultural 
Renaissance period were B.M Shri Kantya, M. Govinda Pandey, K.V Puttapa and D.R Bandre. Puttapa 
and Bandre have been awarded Gyan pith award. Works of Kannada literature have received seven Gyan 
pith awards which is the highest number awarded for the literature in any Indian Language. 
55 In Marathi literature the first phase is the Yadav period (1189 - 1320) which was basically a period of 
poetry writing; Viveksindhu of Nathpanthi Mukundraj was the greatest work of this period. Bhavarth 
Ramayan was composed by Eknath. During the period of Marathas (1600-1700), Christian Missionary 
of Goa contributed a lot. Father Cofens wrote Krist Puran. During this period Tukaram and Guru Ram 
Das emerged. During the Peshwa period (1700-1800), new literary trends were established, Krishna 
Dayanarv and Sridhar were the chief poets of this period. In 1840, the first Marathi daily Digdarshan was 
started which was later, followed by Darpan. During this modern phase, Nibandhamala of Chiplunker, 
biographical work of N.C Kelker and several novels of Hari Narayan Amte and V.S Khandekar published 
which became very popular.  
56 Bengali Literature, during the primary stage of its development, the Bengali literature followed the 
Nath School of thought and romanticism of Radha Krishna. The tradition of modernity in Indian 
languages emerged first in Bengali literature because the Britishers first came there and infused English 
thought with the Bengali. The Bengali literature got international recognition when Gitanjali of 
Rabindranath Tagore was awarded Nobel Prize for Literature in 1913. Other famous Indian Bengali 
writers were Sharat Chandra Chattopadhyay, Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyay and Michael Madhasudan 
Dutt. 
57 Hindi Literature, according to Acharya Ram Chandra Shukla, the entire history of the Hindi literature 
may be understood by dividing it into three major phases. The first is called Virgatha or “Aadikal” (1050-
1375) during which the composition of court poets became very popular. Some of the best compositions 
are Prithiviraj Raso, Parimal Raso, Hamir Raso, Beesaldev Raso etc. Chandbardai, Sridhar and Madhukar 
were the popular poets. The second phase or period is known as “Bhakti Kal” (1375-1700) during which 
most of the literary works were composed in devotion or respect to God especially Ram and Krishna. 
Ramcharitramanas, Vinay Patrika, Kavitawali and Hanumanbahu etc. of Tulsidas are popularly known 
works. The third phase is known as “Ritikal” (1700-1900). By this time, the Hindi literary tradition 
became very matured and ornamental literary composition had already made its departure along with 
romanticism. Ramachandrika of Kesavdas became very popular. The tradition of modernity in Hindi 
started in the late 19th century. 
58 In Urdu Literature, the literary trends may be traced in the 13th century especially in the Muslim courts 
and administration. The prominent authors of Southern Urdu are Shekh Ganjus IIm, Khawaja Banda 
Nawaz, Mukini and Ahmad Aziz. The trend of Gazal writing was started by Amir Khusro, Vali, Kutub 
Shah etc. The credit of starting the trend of modernism in Urdu goes to Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, Mir Hasan 
and Mir Taqi Mir also contributed a lot. The Gul-i-Nagma of Raghupati Sahay Firak Gorakhpuri got 
Gyanpith award. Prem Chand, Nazeer Ahmed etc. are the prominent prose writers. The popular dramatist 





Before the dawn of Christian era, Indian literature has an old background of 5000 years 
that existing as an oral tradition and then in engravings which followed in the northern 
and southern Indian languages. In the middle ages of six to seven centuries with the 
advent of Islam and later through Mughal conquerors in India. Hinduism and Islam 
flourished and develop a culture of tolerance and harmony. After that with the arrival 
of the English as traders which then turned into the rulers of India, the era of western 
English education started. Then with combination of Indian literature of regional 
languages and the influence of the Western literature resulted in a renaissance. That 
initially started from Bengal and spread in many parts. The emergence of Hindu and 
Urdu gave to the country a common medium of contact and communication. 
 
1.8.2 Literature in India before Independence 
The term “Realism” and its use in the literature and its characteristic features are very 
important. In such kind of literature, author represents real life accurately without 
idealization of everyday life. In Dictionary of Literary Terms Coles, has illustrated the 
term more elaborately with the significant literary examples, “Realism, in literature, is 
a manner and method of picturing life as it really is, untouched by idealism or 
romanticism. As a manner of writing, realism relies on the use of specific details to 
interpret life faithfully and objectively. In contrast to romance, this concerned with the 
bizarre and psychological in its approach to character, presenting the individual rather 
than the type. Often, fate plays a major role in the action”.59  Realism became prominent 
in the English novel with such writers as Daniel Defoe, Samuel Richardson, Henry 
 




Fielding, Tobias Smollett, Laurence Sterne, Jane Austen, Charlotte Bronte, Anthony 
Trollope and William Makepeace Thackeray. 
 
Anthony Smith gives his theory on nationalism, his theory lies the impact of modern 
concept of the “scientific state” which is defined by the will to “homogenize the 
population within its boundaries for administrative purpose”.60 In India, nationalism as 
a concept is connoted with love and passion for the “motherland”, which has been the 
idea since ancient times. It could be said that in India, nationalism has its emergence 
from religion. For in Hindu religion, worshiping one’s own motherland was the 
“dharma” or duty of its members. Therefore, protecting one’s own motherland is also 
the responsibility of the son or daughter of the motherland or the members of the nation; 
Nationalism or loyalty towards nation was a significant belief existing in the minds of 
the people of India till the 1800s, for example, similar idea is delivered in Bankim 
Chandra Chatterjee’s Anandamath or The Abbey of Bliss (1882) and Dharmatattva 
(1888). Eventually what has happened is that the concept of nationalism changed with 
the rise of British colonialism in India. Hence, we can also say that the challenge of 
Imperial rule produced India’s nationalism. 
 
Looking at the history of literature in the British colonial, the contribution of Muslims 
is in the field of poetry. Poetry written in Urdu flourished from the 16th century, but no 
real prose literature developed until the 19th century, even though histories and religious 
 




prose treatises are known from the 14th century.61  During 19th century the Hindu writers 
were focusing to write literature in English, the novels published from the eighteen 
sixties up to the end of the nineteenth century were written by writers belonging to the 
presidencies of Bengal and Madras. Most of these novels are on social and few on 
historical issues.62 
 
During the independence movement, Nationalism was the common and central theme 
for the literature. This Nationalism can be seen in the novels, poetry and religious and 
nationalist movement of that time. The prominent names in novel writings include 
Rabindranath Tagore his novels Gitanjali, Gora, Nakul Kundra and Amritsar are the 
famous one. His novel Gitanjali got noble prize in literature in 1913.63  R.K Narayan’s 
novel “Waiting for the Mahatma” all the main characters of the novel are freedom 
fighter, followers of Gandhi and true patriots. Mulk Raj Anand’s “Untouchable” is 
another novel which reflects the nationalism during the first half of the 20th century.64  
 
61 Robina, K., Sarwar, M. and Shabbir, M, The History of the Urdu Language Together with Its Origin 
and Geographic Distribution, International Journal of Innovation and Research in Educational Sciences, 
2 (1), 2015, pp. 5-9. 
62 Novels published between 1864 and 1900 include Ram Krishna Punt’s The Bay of Bengal (1866), 
Anand Prasad Dutt’s The Indolence (1878), Shoshee Chunder Dutt’s The Young Zamindar (1883), 
Trailokya Das’s Hirimba’s Wedding (1884), Krupabai Satthianandan’s Kamala: A Story of Hindu Child 
Wife (1894) and Saguna: A Story of Native Christian Life (1895), Michael Madhusudan Dutt’s Bijoy 
Chand: An Indian Tale (1888) and Lt. Suresh Biswas: His Life and Adventures (1900) and Yogendra 
Nath Chattopadhyaya’s The Girl and Her Tutor (1891). 
63 Sanmathi Kumar, Hindu Nationalism in Indian Literature, International Journal of Humanities and 
Social sciences Studies, Vol. III, Issue I, July 2016, pp. 64. Tagore is radically critical about this extremist 
version of nationalism. This form of nationalism is a copy of western model of nationalism that is 
completely isolated from the social structure and need of the hour of many Indian people. It is nothing 
to do with Indian masses, consciousness and Indian history. Tagore considers this type of sentiment only 
as an elite phenomenon which is sectarian in nature and cannot attain freedom. So, he was in the favor 
of a parochial and spiritual approach towards nationalism. 
64 M.A.K Sukumer, G. Philemon Prasanna Raju, Nationalism and Identity in the early Indian Novelist’s 
Novel, ELK Asia Pacific Journal, Special Issue, 1955. It can be said that the Indian nationalist movement 
begins not as an anticolonial violent insurgency. In its early phases, it is an ideology of the indigenous 
bureaucracy of the Raj. Macauley’s education system started creating a class of interpreters between 




The poetry of Allama Muhammad Iqbal, Rabindranath Tagore, Faiz Ahmed Faiz is also 
the true depiction of nationalism during the independence movement. 
 
1.8.3 Riots 
Word “Riot” is derived from the old French “Riole” which means debate, dispute, 
quarrel, from which is derived the verb ‘r’ (uihoter) which means to quarrel, and which 
is diminutive of huir which means to make an uproar. It is the element of quarrel that 
leads to the disturbance and the disturbance is uproarious. Being uproarious it 
eventuates in violence against person or property.65 In longitudinal analysis of Hindu-
Muslim riots in India, Ashutosh Varshney and Steven Wilkinson used the following 
two criteria to classify an event as an ethnic riot of Hindu-Muslim riots in India: “(a) 
there is violence and (b) two or more communally identified groups confront each 
other/members of the other group at some point during the violence”.66 The crucial 
feature of this definition is that rioters from one communal group attack members of 




blood and color, but English in tastes, in opinions, in morals and in intellect in the later part of nineteenth 
century. It was this class of interpreters who initiated and supported a nationalist movement which 
attempted to control the state bureaucracy. 
65 Menon, R and Bhasin, K, Borders and Boundaries: Women in India’s Partition, New Brunswick: 
Rutgers University Press, 1998, pp. 20. 
66 Varshney, Ashutosh, Ethnic Conflict and Civic Life. New York: Yale University Press, 2003, pp. 309. 




1.8.4 Partition Literature 
Partition literature can be defined as literature that includes all the eloquent witness to 
an unspeakable and in articulatable history. It evokes a sense that beside political 
discourse, the important thing is the suffering of the innocent people, and their pain was 
much real and universal, and it was an ultimately a vehicle to understand the inter-
community relation.68 Therefore, writers in their stories were unable to explain 
violence, but many of them created such scenes that portray all the horror which they 
witnessed during the violence of partition. They depicted the pain and suffering through 
their characters. Fiction can recreate the events, but it cannot change the history.  
However, writing their stories, their intention was only to describe the pain and 
suffering and they equally put blame on both combatant groups. 
 
The literature which was produced during the time of independence is scattered with 
the blunt images of the women who paraded naked in the streets of their villages despite 
of their ages, butchered bodies of women and men, train fully loaded with the corpses 
and threw the hanging ones from the windows and doors on its way and only the left 
behind thing was their baggage, now the voices that raise for the religious rights turned 
into battle, from here the race of revenge started. This was the time when everyone was 
dumb, even language was brutalized itself. The territorial separation was based on “two 
 
68 Hassan, Mashirul, Inventing Boundaries: Gender, Politics and the Partition of India, New Delhi: 
Oxford University Press, 2000, pp. 17-18. See also, Interview with Dr. Harvinder Singh Bhatti, 
Sociology Department Punjabi University, Patiala, India, 23 February 2019. The real sorrow of the 
partition was that it brought to an abrupt end a long history of communal co-existence. No doubt the 
relation between the Hindus and the Muslims were not always free from suspicion, distrust or angry 
rejection by one group of the habits and practices of the other. Occasionally, the conflicts were harsher 
and even led to murder and arson, but such moments of communal frenzy were rare and short- lived. 
People had accepted co-existence as a way of life despite minor skirmishes or occasional outbursts of 




nation theory” which caused too much difference in the hearts of people that lead to 
extreme destruction.69  
 
1.8.5 Theory of Humanism 
A long history of a term “humanism” existed since 17th century. It has been defined as 
an emotive sign.70 Mind and imagination are the two attributes that human being 
possesses which give him the symbol-making power. When man uses his mind in a 
humanly way then he becomes a fully man. According to Sir J. Reynolds, “arts derive 
their materials from human nature which they work upon and upon which they produce 
their effect. Man’s uniqueness, therefore, consists in the use of this symbol-making 
power”.71 This power is visibly used by the humanist to create literary works. Literature 
is thus considered as the most precious creativity by the humanist because in literature 
the mind of the artist moves between things and symbols, between activities and their 




69 Cohen, Stephen Philip, “The Nation and the State of Pakistan,” Washington Quarterly, 2002, pp. 110. 
See also, Interview with Dr. Tahir Ameen, Department of Research center Quaid-e-Azam University, 
Islamabad, 25 December 2017. The partition led to widespread massacre, rape, terror, arson, orgy, 
rioting, hostility, distrust, religious enmity, attacks and counterattacks all of which is the subject matter 
of the literature pertaining to the partition. However, there is also another dominant theme running 
through this whole literature and that is the restoration of humanism and propagation of communal 
harmony between the two communities. As can be expected, communal narrow mindedness and religious 
fanaticism are deplored by most of the writers who vividly portray the evil consequences of religious 
intolerance.   
70  Davies, Tony, Humanism, London: Routledge, 1997, pp. 4. 





The humanist found interest to evaluate experiences to classify the things vertically as 
per ranks or social status in society. In society and politics, they create hierarchies. They 
also evaluate literary genres and techniques regarded better or worse, higher or lower, 
etc. All these types of evaluations help to specify that some periods of history are 
regarded as more noble than others.72 The humanist considers the world of physical 
nature as morally neutral. Therefore, it is irrelevant to man’s moral existence. Man’s 
nature is moral nature. Physical nature participates in man’s corruption and can disturb 
his moral nature. With this imagination, moral images can be created and used by man. 
According to the humanist, man need to overlook his mysterious complexity and make 
his nature as a simple thing. Man is not merely rational, the element of unpredictable, 
capricious are present in his mind. The humanist has a believe that primarily man 
morally has a relation to art and literature while aesthetically is secondarily. The basic 
purpose of literature is to teach through aesthetic delight. This teaching function can 
help to correct flaws that exist in man’s nature. The humanist has the view that man is 
unique among all species. Humanists prefer man’s free will or choice.73 
 
Irving Babbitt and P.E More generate a new literary criticism which is an American 
movement called Neo-humanism. Its basic principle is the confirmation of man’s 
ethical sense that will pointing higher to spiritual order beyond man.74 Babbitt on 
religion kept silent. Whereas More on the other hand found a dynamic discipline in this 
ideology of humanism which can be used to organize human life in a better way. More, 
 
72 Ibid, pp. 6. 
73 Krutch, Joseph Wood, Human Nature and the Human Condition, New York, 1959, pp. 197. 




in this way struck a new way of religious humanism. In 1920, neo-humanism developed 
against the reaction of romantic tradition in America and succeed to capture the 
academician’s mind. Its emphasis on ethical and secular perspective of life. 
Romanticism and naturalism declared man as a part of nature. Whereas neo-humanism 
kept a dualistic point of view which says man not from nature. Man has a rational and 
responsible moral agent.75 
 
Karl Marx in 19th century came with important development in human programs with 
humanism. Marx said religion is an opium which can destroyed the real potential of 
man. Marx also said that “man is possessed of vital powers given by nature, but he 
cannot utilize these powers because of the unfavorable conditions of his existence”.76 
This resulted into suffering, dependent and limited being. To overcome from this, he 
needs to realize his significant powers. 
 
According to Marxist humanism, human activities was a struggle with nature, this 
struggle furnish his natural, intellectual and artistic needs. This struggle led him to 
humanize nature in which he creates a world of culture and during this process he 
naturalized himself. This complex process of humanization and naturalization is very 
similar to the Greek phenomena of nature in which expression is the necessity to give 
intelligibility and beautiful forms. The core of the Marxist humanism is that man is the 
supreme being, he does not need to involve himself with metaphysical problems like 
 
75 Ibid, pp. 80. 





creation and existence of God.77 Marxist humanism against Capitalism emerged as a 
revolutionary movement. Marxists has the view that the advent of materialism, it brings 
many problems for the world which weaken the human values. It is a collective and 
radical movement which portrays “positive humanism” which help to release man from 
the chains of Capitalism. 
 
Existentialist humanism is another ideology of humanism. They focused on the 
historical forces that was witnessed before, during and after the two World Wars, in 
which human became helpless. After this, all existentialist writers emphasize on the 
freedom and importance of human as individual. Kierkegaard the existential humanist 
emphasized the uniqueness in the individual, he did not agree on the idea that any 
metaphysical or scientific system could explain this uniqueness. Existentialism rejected 
any such Marxist view that the human crisis may be considered as a collective problem 
resulting from the conflict of social classes. The existentialists have the view that the 
root of the problems related to the modern world can be traced out by tracing the 
problems concerning to the individuals. This is very close to the Greco-Roman thinking 
of humanism. Existentialist humanism emphasizing more on the subjectivity of the 
individual against the oppressive features of mass society. It stresses on the birthright 
of freedom of man which is a condition of his existence. Jean Paul Sartre, a French 
existentialist, stated that, “by existentialism we mean a doctrine which makes human 
 
77 Syusyukalov, B.T, Yakovleva, LA, (ed), A Handbook of Philosophy, Moscow: Progress Publishers, 




life possible and, in addition, declares that every truth and every action implies a human 
setting and a human subjectivity”.78 
 
Humanism from Renaissance till the present age concerned about the human interests, 
along with the awareness of God or spiritual life by Neo humanism. Humanistic religion 
on the other hand humanize the whole of humanity. Whereas the thinkers of the 20th 
century says, humanism is a philosophical and literary movement in which the focus is 
on man and his capabilities. Partition literature written by both Hindu and Muslim 
writers has the element of several type of humanism in it. This literature strives for 
nobility and dignity of the individual man, feeling and sorrow of the people in the 
society. The emphasis is on the brutality and savagery by both Hindu and Muslim across 
the border. The trauma which depict the scenario showed how humanity demolished. 
All the humanist of that time portrays the picture how humanity suffered from the 
partition of British India and the resulted riots. The humanist writers of partition 
literature were deeply hurt by the intense suffering, torture and inhumanity that people 
of India and Pakistan went through. 
 
1.8.6 Origin of Two Nation Theory 
At the time of ignorance, Arabs and sub-continent had trade relations but their relation 
changed as the time passed. Their intention was only to go for trade purpose, and they 
had no interest with the local politics. Malabar was their center of trade. It was the time 
when Malabar’s trade had great growth in India. “Greek and European were impressed 
 





by the trade relation of Arabs with India and they made their own trade relation with 
them. In 1499, Vasco da Gama returned from Lisbon. This started the trade relation 
between Europe and India”.79 
 
In India, British Government handed over the charge to its first crown-chartered 
company named East India Company,80 which captured all the governance 
responsibilities from the last Mughal Emperor and its Empire81 and established their 
government on Chinese based bureaucracy. This was happened first time in the South 
Asian history. Additionally, control of India was transferred to White Hall in 1833, 
although Bahadur Shah Zafar82 was powerless emperor but he continued handling 
Delhi’s throne and it led to the event of 1857.83 It was referred as mutiny, the first War 
of Independence and rebellion. At that time the two communities of India, the Muslims 
and Hindus wherever they exist either in majority or minority both were divided into 
 
79 Asher, Mohammad, Apna Ghar, Shab Khoon, Lahore: Kitab Ghar, 2003, pp. 5-6. See also, Interview 
with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G. C University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. Portuguese among the 
European was the first who came to India for trading purpose and establish their lodging in Goa.  History 
witnessed when West and Asia had a great encounter with each other and with the help of the regional 
powers they had different battles, and at the end British emerged as the ruler. 
80 East India Company was an English joint stock company, founded in 1600 by John Watts and George 
White. The purpose for the formation of this company was to develop trade relations with the East 
countries but their main trading area was Indian and Qing China. 
81 Mughal Empire was the longest tenure empire of the sub-continent. It was established and ruled by 
Muslim Persianate dynasty. Their origin was Chagatai Turco-Mongol, reign of their dynasty was ranged 
today India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Afghanistan. 
82 Bahadur Shah Zafar was the last Mughal emperor and poet. He was a nominal emperor at that time the 
Mughal Empire was puppet in the hands of British and their existences were just for the name only, and 
the authority of the king was restricted to Delhi. British charged him against his involvement in the Indian 
Rebellion of 1857, after the trial of conspiracy charges in kangaroo court, he was exiled to Rangoon. 
83 The Indian Rebellion of 1857 is also known as India’s First War of Independence. It began on 10 May 




class and social differences. This tension among them then generate their differences 
not only religious but on class and social also. 
 
Sir Syed Ahmed Khan84 was the first man who realized the position of the Muslims in 
the society and he determinedly addressed Muslims and made them able to realize that 
they had two strong rivalries Christian missionaries and Hindu community, to compete 
with them it was necessary to get high standard education, get the government jobs and 
show their loyalty to the British Raj. In 1875, he laid the basis of Aligarh Muslim 
University,85 whose students became such an outcome that they successfully lead 
Pakistan Movement and succeed in their aims. The British Government in late 19th 
century accepted the rights of separate electorate first for the deprived Hindu castes, 
then for the non-Hindu tribal and then for Muslims. Similarly, in 1916 Congress 
accepted it for Muslims and signed an agreement. Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi,86 
when supported the Khilafat Movement (1919-1924) first time in the history of Indian 
politics many religious issues were introduced.87 
 
84 Sir Syed Ahmed Khan was an Indian Muslim pragmatist, Islamic reformist and philosopher of 
nineteenth Century. In Pakistan Movement he played a vital role. He born in a noble family and affiliated 
with Mughal court in his early age. In court he gets the education of the Quran and science and then from 
the University of Edinburg he gets the degree of law. 
85 Aligarh Muslim University is a public university and it was funded by the Indian Government. In 1875, 
this university was originally established as Mohammadan Anglo-Oriented College by Sir Syed Ahmed 
Khan. This College became Aligarh University in 1920. 
86 In the British rule, Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi was the prominent Hindu leader; he had a great 
role in the Independence Movement. He also knew as “Bapu” (father of nation) across India. Employing 
nonviolent civil disobedience, Gandhi led India to independence and inspired movements for civil rights 
and freedom across the world. Born and raised in a Hindu merchant caste family in coastal Gujarat, India 
and trained in law at the Inner Temple, London. Gandhi first employed nonviolent civil disobedience as 
an expatriate lawyer in South Africa, in the resident Indian community’s struggle for civil rights. After 
his return to India in 1915, he set about organizing peasants, farmers, and urban laborers to protest 
excessive land tax and discrimination. Assuming leadership of the Indian National Congress in 1921, 
Gandhi led nationwide campaigns for various social causes and for achieving Swaraj or self-rule. 
87 Philip, S.C, The Idea of Pakistan, Washington: Brooking Institution, 2004, pp. 21-27. See also, 




Choudhary Rahmat Ali put an idea of separate political entity of Indian Muslims first 
time in early 1930s. He along with his friends sketched a plan to make a federation of 
all Muslim States of India.88 Muslim leaders now in a position to demand for a separate 
Muslim State, after the prominent victory of Congress in 1937 election, Congress 
leaders were confident that they would become the single and dominant party of India 
and would kick the Muslims leaders out of their barrier. “Congress was a threat for the 
very existence of communal leaders. They felt that if they systematized themselves like 
the Congress and attained their popularity, on one fine morning they might get up to 
find that the Congress had moved away with their flock”. 89 
 
On that basis, Nehru started showing hatred towards Jinnah and the Muslims of India, 
due to this reason Muslims of India found the word ‘Pakistan’ for their homeland. 
 
Khilafat movement, also known as the Indian Muslim movement (1919–24), was a pan-Islamist political 
protest campaign launched by Muslims of British India led by Shaukat Ali, Mohammad Ali Jauhar and 
Abul Kalam Azad to restore the caliph of the Ottoman Caliphate, who was considered the leader of Sunni 
Muslims, as an effective political authority. It was a protest the humiliating sanctions placed on the caliph 
and the Ottoman Empire after the First World War by the Treaty of Sevres. The movement collapsed by 
late 1922 when Turkey gained a more favorable diplomatic position and moved towards secularism. By 
1924 Turkey simply abolished the role of caliph. 
88 Philip, The Idea of Pakistan, pp. 102. The government failed to address the concerns and conflicts 
between the two mainstream groups Muslims and Hindus. Discriminating and oppressive policies made 
Congress rule unpopular among the minorities. The series of riots kept triggering and deteriorating the 
social profile of British India. 
89 Mahrotra, S.R, Towards India’s Freedom and Partition, New Delhi: Vikas Publications, 1979, pp. 
183. See also, Interview with Dr. Tahir Ameen, Department of Research center Quaid-e-Azam 
University, Islamabad, 25 December 2017. The leaders of Congress wanted to tailor the Act of 1935 
according to their desires. For them the Act was an “inadequate, anti-democratic and anti-national” 
constitution. The party wanted to make sure that Governor would not exercise his special powers and 
responsibilities during the tenure of Congress. Although the British authorities were upset on this cropped 
up situation, but they wanted to accommodate the winning party. The British government was not willing 
to give an impression that they had failed to draft a constitution that is acceptable to all the political 
parties in British India. The secretary of India and the Governor General made regular assurance to the 
Congress that special powers would not be used against the popularly elected government. The Congress 
assumed power in July 1937 and served India until the end of 1939. The new objective of the ruling party 
was to wreck the constitution from within. This was a different face of the Congress. The victory was a 




Jinnah became more active and wanted to win the confidence of Muslims of India in 
every respect that increased his popularity in the sub-continent.90 Adding to this, Indian 
politics dramatically changed at the start of World War II. On that basis Muslims of 
India in March 1940 clearly put forward their demand of separate state in these words: 
“The areas where Muslims are in a majority, as in the North-Western and Western zones 
of India, should be grouped to constitute independent state in which the fundamental 
units shall be self-governing and sovereign.”91 Therefore, this shows that Hindus and 
Muslims had a clear margin line among their thoughts. This further broadened the rift 
between them.92 Thus, two dominions Pakistan and India became independent on the 
world’s map on 14th August 1947. This is the way in which the British Government 
prepared, passed and executed the partition plan, which left the people of India in the 
most crucial and distressing condition.93
 
90 Mahrotra, Towards India’s Freedom and Partition, pp. 184. 
91 Das, M.N, Partition and Independence of India, New Delhi: Vision Books, 1982, pp. 63. See also, 
Interview with Dr. Nayyer, History Department G.C University Lahore, 6 February 2019. He remarked 
that the spiritual, economic, cultural, social and political differences between the two communities were 
not superstitions but were fundamental and deep. 
92 All India Muslim League Lahore Session March 1940 Presidential Address by Mr. M.A Jinnah, Punjab 
Archives, Lahore, 1940. See also, Interview with Dr. Tahir Ameen, Department of Research center 
Quaid-e-Azam University, Islamabad, 25 December 2017. 
93 Talbot. Ian, Partition, Memory and Trauma: Voices of Punjabi Refugee Migrants in Lahore and 
Amritsar, Sikh Formations: Religion, Culture, Theory, 2006, pp. 76. See also, Interview with Dr. Zara, 
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1.9 Literature Review 
This research will take account of a subject which is not researched so far; therefore, 
present study can be considered as a primary effort in this connection. There are some 
published data available which is relevant to this study. The article mainly describes 
the impact of partition and communal violence on the different fields of life especially 
cinema, literature, drama, literature and painting in India. This article shows that the 
trend of writing had been changed due to partition effect and the impact of partition on 
different aspect of life. The study also encourages the new scholars to get them ready 
to deduce the aftermath of partition. However, our study is also focused on the 
aftermath effect of partition on the life of people and partition literature.  
 
According to Urvashi Butalia, in Partition of Memory: The Afterlife of the Division of 
India, “silence over human dimension of partition”, was always the central theme of 
arts and fiction either in the form of prose, poetry, painting or lyrical.94 All these fields 
did not directly deal with history. After independence, the trauma of partition was the 
main concern of literature. But in poetry during the independence time, it was greeted 
in the form of celebratory odes, few of the poets like Nazrul Isalm95 consider it as false 
dawn. According to him, swaraj did not fulfill the requirements of daily life, it will not 
provide the food for the hungry children. After partitioning its holocaust remained in 
the memories of people till long time. The poets from Punjab and Bengal expressed 
 
94 Butalia, Urvashi, Partition of Memory: The Afterlife of the Division of India, Delhi: Herpen Collin, 
1994, pp. 208. 
95 Nazrul Islam is a Bengali Poet, writer, musician, anti-colonial revolutionary and the national poet of 
Bangladesh. Born on 25 May 1899 in Asansol India and died on 29 August 1976 in Dhaka Bangladesh. 
Popularly known as Nazrul, he produced a large body of poetry and music with themes that included 




deepest anguish in their poetry because partition affected these two provinces directly. 
Faiz Ahmed Faiz wrote, “this is not that longed-for break of day, not that clear down in 
quest of which our comrades set out”.96 
 
During partition era, partition trauma was also an important theme of the stories by the 
writers of that time like Krishan Chander, Rajinder Singh Bedi, Amrita Pritam, Saadat 
Hassan Manto, K.S Duggal, and Nanak Singh or novelists like Khushwant Singh, 
Amitav Gosh, Salman Rushdie, Chaman Nahal and K.A Abbas, or the award winning 
English novel “Tamas” by Bhisham Sahni, or an epic novel of Quratulain Haider in 
Urdu. All these stories and novels reveal the intensity of experiences of partition which 
was an important event in the history and civilization of India. This article shows that 
many writers across the border portrayed partition in their novels and short stories. This 
article is a good source to find the relationship between history and fiction. However, 
our study is focused on the effect of conflicts between Hindus and Muslims on partition 
literature. 
 
Meenakshi Mukherjee in Marvelous Modular Origami describes it as, American 
novelists in the nineteenth century focused on isolation while the Indian novelists in the 
twentieth century facing the major issues like involvement and concern till the recent 
years.97 Involvement is the change in the national sense and concern as a country’s 
destiny. The movement of independence is not simply a political struggle, it put effect 
on the Indian’s life in all aspects. There is no writer in India who when dealt with that 
 
96 Faiz, A. Faiz, Naqash-e-Faryadi, New Delhi: Azad Kitab Ghar, 1941, pp. 23. 




period avoid reflecting this fact of society, he directly or indirectly used this as theme 
or background of the narrative. 
 
For literary material, national experiences that were full of emotions act as a grand 
reservoir of themes and ideas, which has more importance as compared to the historical 
reality as its own. Truly, historians and scholars handled and pondered all the facts of 
history, “but those in the thick of a maelstrom like the one of the partitions, cannot 
remain entirely passive, especially those gifted with such perceptual sensitivity as could 
capture the tragic event through an artistic media”. Thus, the events like French 
Revolution, Napoleonic aftermath on Jews, American Civil War, reorganization of 
America are such themes which provided enough material to the novelists for fiction. 
 
K.K Aziz in History of Partition of India: Origin and Development of the Idea of 
Pakistan describes about the concept of Two-Nation Theory on which India was 
divided on communal basis, he himself was one of the victims who forcibly migrated 
to Pakistan from India, the problems he faced in the new land and how difficult it was 
to be established in a totally new world. He discussed about the background of the 
partition and creation of Pakistan along with all the proceedings of partition. Mainly, 
he focused on the origin of separatism among Muslims. The feeling that they could not 
live with the Hindu community and they needed their separate country. He also 
discussed that how the idea of Pakistan came first in the mind of the Muslim political 
leaders and scholars. However, the present study discusses about the other aspects of 




but on the other side innocent people paid the cost in the form of their blood, their 
dignity and migration.98 
 
Ian Talbot and Gurharpal Singh in The Partition of India describes about the ethnic and 
religious violence that increased horribly, they also analyzed division of sub-continent 
in August 1947 as a unique political event in its nature which gave platform for 
comparative political and conceptual analysis. They gave title to the partition of India 
as holocaust, it’s like a response of imperial statecraft which ultimately generated 
religious conflict. They also discussed about the creation of Pakistan which came into 
being with the division of Punjab and Bengal two Muslim majority province along with 
the communal elements. Communal riots became so serious issue as it affected the 
human dimension. They discussed about the Punjab related violence during partition. 
however, the current study along with the violence and destruction also discussed the 
feeling of pain and trauma that the victim people remembered till present and the 
transfer of oral histories and experiences.99 
 
Bipan Chandra in History of Modern India describes about the history of British India 
in the perspective of colonialism and nationalism in India. He also highlighted the 
political conditions during eighteenth century from the establishment of the East India 
Company. He also focused on the nationalist movements. He also put attention towards 
the politics which ultimately leads the growth of communalism and based on this 
 
98 Aziz, K.K, History of Partition of India-Origin and Development of the Idea of Pakistan, New Delhi: 
Atlantic Publishers and Distributors, 1998, pp. 23-98. 





communalism Muslims of India get their separate homeland Pakistan because it was 
very clear that both communities would never live together. His focus was on politics 
of the growth of communalism, independence and partition of India. He also gave a 
detailed account on the British empire in India, the Revolt of 1857, administrative 
changes 1858, Nationalist movements 1858-1918, Swaraj Movement 1919-47, and 
Divide and Rule policy of British. However, this study has not only focused on the 
entire British Raj and political struggle of Muslims and Hindus towards Independence 
but also highlights the effect of communalism on the common man and how this effect 
psychologically on them.100 
 
Dharmjit Singh in Individual Civil Disobedience Movement in Colonial Punjab 1940-
1941 describes about the satyagrahi movement which was initiative by Gandhi as a civil 
disobedience in 1940. But it was different as it was individual disobedience on 
voluntarily basis. In the start the British did not take this movement seriously but later 
when this movement get popularity, the British consider it a serious issue. The second 
world war was to start and at that time British needs the support of India. This is the 
time when Gandhi and Jinnah realized that British can be agreed on their demands 
because they don’t want civil disobedience at the time.101 This article is a good source 
to know about the circumstances of 1940 and 1941. However, the present study has 
deal with all the aspect of the colonial era, British attitude towards the demand of 
Congress and Muslim league. 
 
100 Bipan Chandra, History of Modern India, New Delhi: Orient Black swan Ltd., 2009, pp. 85. 
101 Dharmjit Singh, Individual Civil Disobedience Movement in Colonial Punjab 1940-1941, 




Ravinder Kaur in Narrative Absence: An Untouchable Account of Partition Migration 
describes about the communal violence among the Hindus and Muslims which was 
generated for the political cause. He highlighted an important thing that there were 
many political leaders who for their political power infused the religious hatred among 
the two major communities of the sub-continent to fulfil their political ambitions. This 
partition which is based on communal ideology created a country Pakistan for sub-
continent’s Muslims and for the Hindus a separate country as India. Another important 
thing which he mentioned was the population which was scattered across the boundary. 
The solution for this was the migration of all the Hindus in the Pakistan territory 
towards India and similarly, all Muslims of India migrated towards Pakistan. This one 
is the large mass migration in the history of the sub-continent. 
 
Furthermore, this gave a suitable environment which fired among the communities and 
that caused bloodshed. Hindus and Sikhs were against the Muslims and Muslims were 
against the Hindus and Sikhs. They butchered whole trains full of passengers by both 
Hindus and Muslims of their rivalries. This partition migration was a bloody drama 
against the humanity. However, the current study discusses the emotions, feelings and 
pain suffered by the people during this bloodshed and mass migration.102 
 
Mulk Raj Anand, R.K Narayan and Raja Rao explained in Untouchable, the Image of 
Gandhi and the Progressive Writer’s Association about the struggle for freedom and 
Gandhi’s ideology, the holocaust of the partition is not directly their theme as it was by 
 
102 Ravinder Kaur, Narrative Absence: An Untouchable Account of Partition Migration, Contribution to 




Khushwant Singh or K.A Abbas or Chaman Nahal. However, the trauma of partition 
motivated the creativity of novelists such as Attia Hussain, Manohar Malgonkar, Raj 
Gill, Kartar Singh Duggal, V.A Arora and Gurcharan Das.103 This study shows the 
significant source of material provided by the subsequent reorganizations of the country 
for fiction. However, in writing the thesis on partition literature, all the aspects of 
society have widely been described. 
 
According to Tony Ballantyne in History, Memory and the Nation Remembering India, 
the most political tragic event in the sub-continent’s history is partition of India, it set 
a memory of political communal for the modern world. There were many orthodox 
political elements behind this communal disturbance during partition. All the three 
main nationalities British, Hindu, Muslim used this in their benefit, everyone gave its 
justification to be on right side. However, the current study has also discussed the effect 
of the political communal disturbance on the common man because the most effective 
part of the society due to this tragic event was the common man.104 
 
Akhtar describes in Progressive Writers’ Movement in Urdu Literature about the 
legends that emerged in 1930’s and played a vital role in the literature at the time of 
partition that are Krishan Chander, Manto and Bedi. Bedi had his own slow-going style 
but Manto and Krishan Chander had many similarities in their style and were prolific 
writers. Krishan was not a conservative Communist; his views were rational and 
 
103 Mulk Raj Anand, Untouchable, the Image of Gandhi and the Progressive Writer’s Association, Johns 
Hopkin University Press, Vol. 16, No. 13, September 2009, pp. 575-595. 
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flexible. Like other writers of that era Krishan Chander was also an eyewitness to the 
madness and killings of 1947. He was in favour of Hindu-Muslim unity and was a 
strong believer in the common tradition of Indo-Muslim society. Like other liberals and 
leftists, he accepted the reality of partition. He was totally against the killings, 
kidnapping and rapes. During migration, all these inhuman practices took place which 
we find in his stories.105 This work is about the style of Krishan Chander and helpful to 
understand his approach towards partition. However, the current study has also focused 
the circumstances which give a tremendous plot to write the fabulous masterpiece. 
 
Azra Abidi in Feminism in Indian English Literature: An Analysis describes about the 
importance of women in society and literature of India. in past many of the novels and 
short stories were written on the themes related to the women and the restriction which 
were implemented on them from the patriarchal society. The themes included child 
marriage, practice of sati, remarriage of Hindu widow. Later, women when get 
awareness and have their rights, fight against the norms of the society and have their 
own identity. Many female writers are the examples of such women who became 
prominent in the history of literature. These writers then write about the equal rights, 
modernism, education and welfare of women. Toru Dutt, Sairojini Naidu, Begum 
Rokeya Sakhawat Hossain, Nayantra Sahgal and Anita Desai were such examples.106 
However, the current study not only focus on the women writers who contribute in 
 
105 Javed Akhtar, Progressive Writers’ Movement in Urdu Literature, Journal of Indian Literature, Vol 
50, No 4 (234), July-August 2006, pp. 140-162. 
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partition literature but also focus that how brutally women were victimized during the 
communal violence, riots and migration. 
 
Coppola in The Language of Faiz and his English Translation describes that literature 
written at the time of partition reflects the struggle between ruling and working classes.  
Manto was a master of short story and his characters reflects a wide variety of class and 
social strafes. He says that Manto’s life was miserable and pathetic that is why the 
ending of his short stories is mostly tragic and unhappy. He was the eyewitness of all 
the violence and riot that happened before and after partition, so he wrote much about 
it. He was not one-theme author and his stories were not obscene. This work is about 
the partition’s circumstances which is helpful for the concerning topic.107 However, this 
study widely discusses the press role through different newspapers which have been 
listed in the bibliography and highlights the different aspect of life through newspaper 
which reflects the true picture at that time. 
 
Leslie A. Fleming in Manto Bibliography says about Manto that he was among the 
foremost of the Urdu short story’s writers, he was also associated with the Progressive 
Writers Association and had a powerful influence on the upcoming writers.108 She 
describes how Manto’s stories dealt with large and varied issues and went on to 
challenge the understanding prevalent among his critics and contemporaries of the 
purpose and achievements of his writings. This work is about the approach of Manto’s 
 
107 Coppola, Carlo, The Language of Faiz and His English Translations, Journal of South Asian Studies, 
1981, Vol. 15, Issue 2, pp. 71- 92. 





work which is helpful for the concerning topic. However, in the current study all the 
approaches have been discussed in detail and the impact on writer’s writing style has 
also been discussed. 
 
Zahida Hina in Ismat: Her Life and Times briefs that Ismat Chughtai had close terms 
with Manto and both had a trail for their writings in the same time.109 Manto was an 
unpredictable person, he due to his openness, had to face tough times. In his letters to 
Ismat he showed willing to go back to Bombay. His conditions were miserable. This 
work reflects one side of Manto’s personality, and this study is an attempt to explore 
maximum aspects of his life and work. However, the study on partition literature 
explains the social and psychological effect of communal violence and riots on the mind 
of writers and how the change came in their writing style. 
 
Andrew in The Chief Sufferers: Abduction of Women during the Partition of the Punjab 
argues that Manto was the rational figure who emerged from partition conflict, he was 
the first one who knew sanity was not what one defines; it was what one lives out wildly, 
insanely and ironically. Cities and sins are two basic components of his stories. Manto’s 
stories are an enormous store house of cities and their culture. For him cities are the 
habitat of sin and without sin we cannot sense the feeling of laughter and pain. So Manto 
symbolizes partition as a city and the resulted violence and riot as sin. The main issue 
of partition was religion, but it could not satisfy the emotion of the people. At the time 
of partition people were psychologically and emotionally disturbed. The price of 
partition was paid in the shape of one million deaths and 26 million displacements. For 
 




Manto all this killings and kidnapping was the massacre with human despite Hindu and 
Muslim. Manto captured the violence of partition clearly without relapsing into 
fundamentalism. This work highlights the emotions and feelings of the effected people 
which gives a good plot for the concerning topic.  However, this study also focuses on 
all the hypocritical approach of the British and Hindus who left no stone unturned to 
damage the newly born state Pakistan.110 
 
Veena Lydia Lobo in Exploration of Radical Womanhood in the Partition Narratives 
of Amrita Pritam describes about the sufferings, feelings and pain of woman that she 
faced and bear in the patriarchal society. Woman in Indian society is there only to obey 
their parents, brothers and husbands. They do not have their own ways to live their own 
lives. Amrita Pritam is one of the Punjabi poets and novelist of the mid-20th century 
who despite of all these restrictions gives the sensibility and image of a radical woman. 
In her poetry and novels, her protagonist was woman through her characters she reveals 
the strength of the woman that how bravely they can fight for their self. She also 
portrays that if the woman is not strong enough to fight, she through her silence can 
also became a balm of comfort and care.111 However, the current study describes not 
only the partition narratives of Amrita Pritam but also the other female writers of that 
time. And highlights their description about the scenario and the strength of woman in 
the hard time of partition and migration. 
 
 
110 Major, Andrew J, The Chief Sufferers: Abduction of Women during the Partition of the Punjab, 
Journal of South Asia Studies, 1995, pp. 78. 
111 Veena Lydia Lobo, Exploration of Radical Womanhood in the Partition Narratives of Amrita Pritam, 





Preneet Jaggi in Historiographic Metafiction Chaman Nahal’s Azadi describes about 
the relationship of history and fiction. It highlights that historical novels can reveal the 
socio-political condition of the era. Azadi as a novel not only describes about the 
struggle and independence of two states of Pakistan and India. But also reveals the 
historical sense and reality that enters in the sphere of art. Chaman Nahal’s Azadi is a 
true depiction of the historical facts and reality of that time. It describes that how the 
announcement of partition put the effect on the people of the city. Before announcement 
they have love, peace and prosperity among them. they were only Punjabis who shared 
same language and clothes but after the announcement they were minority and majority 
of population. They were Muslims and Hindus and the only feeling is to kill each 
other.112 However, the current study has explained all the circumstances of the 
communal violence. The destruction of the property and loss of life. Life in refugee 
camps and the mass migration, and the pain and sufferings of the people across of 
border. 
 
The present research focuses on the partition of India, it’s all political dimensions and 
events. The study highlights the areas and opens new doors for others to understand the 
trauma of partition. The analytical method applied in this research. In this study, the 
areas like the psychological, social, cognitive and intellectual aspects of partition of 
India have been discussed in the literature of partition and their impacts. Both 
constructive and destructive aspects have been evaluated. 
 
 
112 Preneet Jaggi, Historiographic Metafiction Chaman Nahal’s Azadi, International Journal of 




1.10 Research Methodology 
This section elaborates on the research methodology that is represented as the 
procedures, process and methods that were adopted by the researcher to achieve the 
research objectives. To be more specific, the researcher provides an overview of the 
sources of information, population study, data collection method and data analysis 
which are as follow below: 
 
1.10.1 Research Design 
This study examines the influence of riots on partition literature in India and Pakistan 
and the transformation in the writing style. At that time the writers were more towards 
humanism rather than nationalism. Qualitative research approach techniques of data 
collection are used for several reasons. Firstly, this research helps the researcher to 
better understand some of the research concepts e.g., attitudes, behavior, emotions etc. 
Secondly, the qualitative research approach can generate findings that cannot be 
reached if other procedures or means of quantification are used. Thirdly, this approach 
is known for being more open-ended when compared with the quantitative approach. 
Research design is exploratory and interpretative which makes this study to raise more 
questions and this assist in the process of obtaining knowledge during discussion. 
 
1.10.2 Data Collection Procedure 
 Data were collected from both primary and secondary sources. 
1.10.2.1 Primary Sources 
Reports and Official Documents 
Reports and official documents were collected from the Office of Punjab Civil 




Islamabad (NDC) 18/CF/49xii, 84/CF/47, National Archive of Pakistan Islamabad 
(NAP) Fatima Jinnah Papers and Quaid-e-Azam Papers, Punjab Public Library Lahore 
(PPL), the G.C University Library Lahore (GCUL), National Archives United 
Kingdom DO142/24, DO142/14, British Library London L/PJ/7/12500, L/P&J/10/117. 
All these files are much related to the topic. They cover many of the incidents that 
occurred in the 1947 event regarding political and social scenario. The data collected 
from the National Archives United Kingdom are more authentic as they have all the 
original files. This helps the researcher to find more about the real facts and figures. In 
addition, various newspapers such as The Tribune (1948), The Pakistan Times (1947-
1948), Nawa-i-waqat (1948-1949), The Dawn (1947) and Paisa Akhbar (1931-1933), 




Interviews were conducted by 63 persons including people who witnessed the effects 
of the partition and some of them were the part of the migration process and the victims. 
These interviews are of prime importance to evaluate the realities of migration and the 
pain that suffered by the victims. Interviews were also conducted from the Faculty 
members of Urdu and History Department at the Sargodha University, G.C University, 
Oriental College Punjab University and Islamia College, these also included interviews 
from the Critics of Press and interviews from the writers who wrote stories on partition 
in recent time. This study carries the semi structured interview which refers basically 
to obtain realistic descriptions from the interviewee on relation to the phenomenon 




holistic understanding of the respondents’ intention, experiences, opinion, attitudes and 
different ways of thinking. The respondents are categorized as follow: 
1. 39 respondent who witnessed partition of India, among them 34 are from 
Pakistan and five are from India. The interview from the Indian people are 
telephonic due to some limitations and restrictions. 
2. 19 Faculty members of Urdu and History department of different universities, 
among them 14 are from Urdu department and five from History department. 
3. Two writers who have their publication books on partition of recent time, among 
them one from Pakistan and one is from India. 
4. One British historian is also one of the respondents named Pippa Virdee. 
5. Two chief editors of the Pakistani newspaper are also in the list. Chief Editor 
Nawa-e-Waqat Mujeeb ur Rehman Shami and Shoaib bin Aziz. 
 
1.10.2.2 Secondary Data 
Secondary data included previous research theses on partition, communal riots and 
about the contribution of writers and their writings, books, journals, articles, research 
reviews etc. in many libraries e.g. Sultanah Bahiyah library at UUM, Punjab Public 
library Lahore, Jinnah library Lahore, G.C University library Lahore. This study mainly 
focused on literature so for that purpose, there is a bulk of material that were written by 
both the intellectuals from India and Pakistan. However, the mostly literature is 
available about the creation of Pakistan, violence and migration. The literature on 
partition and the riots, conflicts due to partition is quite unique. At the same time 
researcher also accessed the internet to search more secondary data. However, 10 
Novels and 16 shorts stories related to the time period of partition has been under study. 




novels and short stories are chosen because of their deep emotions and easy language 
which give a better understanding. This understanding makes easy to realize the pain 
and suffering of the people who went through the trauma of partition. 
 
1.10.3 Data Analysis Technique 
To carry out the analysis the first thing that the researcher did was to use inductive 
reasoning to help her to collect a considerable amount of information. Then, she 
categorized the data, checked it and created small set of abstracts compete with their 
underpinning themes. To achieve the objectives and answers to the research questions 
of the present study, the researcher utilized more than one analytical method to generate 
much richer and more accurate outcomes and findings. To be more specific, researcher 
employed two methods, namely exploratory and content analysis method. 
 
The present study aims to achieve many objectives with the general purpose being to 
describe, explain and examine the phenomenon under study, influence of riots on 
partition literature. The reason why researcher utilized the analytical exploratory 
method to analyze the data was to provide a systematic and scientific explanation, 
definition and examination of the data to reach a conclusion. 
 
1.11 Organization of the Thesis 
The thesis is consisted on seven chapters and there detail is as below: - 
The first chapter is about the “Introduction” of the thesis. In which the main theme, 
problem statement, research questions, research objectives, importance of the study, 





The second chapter is about the “Circumstances leading Partition (1857-1947)” 
which includes the political struggle of Muslims which caused the partition. No, doubt 
the partition of sub-continent is resulted by the forceful demand of the Hindus, the 
Muslims and the Sikhs. Muslims of India were mainly focusing on it because they knew 
that after the evacuation of British from India, the Hindus would capture the rule and if 
that happened, the Muslims of India had to be their slaves. The Muslims were much 
aware of the hypocritical nature of the Hindus. Thus, the echo of “Divide and quit” 
spread all over India.  The Muslims of India achieved their goal on August 1947 in a 
shape of Pakistan and there was big struggle behind the creation of Pakistan. In this 
chapter different aspect which led to the partition have been discussed. 
 
The third chapter “Social Realism and Nationalism in Pre-Independence 
Literature” is about the major themes of the pre-independence literature of India. Early 
after Great Revolt 1857, the writer focused on the social realism themes to highlight 
the problems of common man. Later, they highlight the importance of the rights of the 
oppresses class and give awareness to them through their stories. In early 1930’s and 
1940’s the trend of the themes diverts to the nationalism. In this theme, writers tried to 
give awareness of the injustice of the British Government and the principles and 
ideology of Gandhi. People of that time liked and followed the ideology of Gandhi. 
 
The fourth chapter “Themes and Approaches for Partition Literature” is about how 
humans’ function in a system and how these circumstances provide themes to literature. 
These themes with approaches together give a link of facts and tale in the literature. 
Themes and approaches include the dimensions of intellectual, psychological, 




riots were also appeared in normal conditions in sub-continent, but it was at its peak 
around the partition time. These riots were the biggest riots in the twentieth century 
which the history witness ever. In this chapter it has been discussed that how massacre, 
war-ton, killing, looting effected the people and how these issues became the themes of 
the stories. The writer of that time used the reality of the society in their stories to depict 
the true picture of the scenario. 
 
The fifth chapter is about “Literary Discourse on Social, Psychological and Ethical 
Themes” During the riots, women were mostly the targeted victims. Across the border, 
men of both the communities raped, murdered and abducted women of other 
communities. There were too many women who suffered and beared that pain and it 
also effect on the psyche of the children. In this chapter discussed that how writers 
depict this suffering of women and children as a theme in their novels and short stories. 
The sixth chapter “Literary Discourse on Intellectual, Emotional and Cognitive 
Themes” Partition of India not only effected the people socially but also 
psychologically. Many people lost their property, they must leave their ancestral place. 
In this chapter there were discussed novel and short stories based on that psychological 
trauma that were faced by the people and that was one of the major themes of their 
writings. 
 
The seventh chapter consists on “Conclusion”. The conclusion contains all the aspects 
of the chapters. The conclusion of the thesis consists on the findings and evidence that 
accumulate for of the research. Hopefully, the findings of this thesis will guide a new 




CIRCUMSTANCES LEADING PARTITION OF INDIA  
(1857-1947) 
2.1 Introduction  
The Mughal’s empire decline started after the Mughal Emperor Aurangzeb’s death in 
1707. At that time in the subcontinent of India the influence of British was very much 
increased on one hand and on the other hand, the Hindus and the Muslims were trying 
to get the power by constitutional means. In 1773, according to Ilbert Report on the 
Indian Constitutional Reforms, “the Company’s Peril of bankruptcy was the immediate 
cause of parliament’s first intervention”.  The 1773 Regulation Act gave the right of 
vote to the Directors and the shareholders of the company, which gave a new way and 
change in Indian government. In 1781, according to the Judicature Act the Hindus and 
the Muslims now were governed by their own religious laws. 
 
In 1784, the Charter Act 1784 imposed taxes on every person and had a proper check 
and balance on those who would not pay. In 1833, the Charter Act brought changes in 
the legislative centralization. According to this there was uniform laws for everyone, 
no discrimination on religion, caste and any other mean. After the Charter Act of 1853 
parliamentary system started in India, each province was allowed to send one of its 
representatives in central legislative council, which was headed by the Governor-
General. 
 
Sir Charles Metcalfe in 1835, took steps for the betterment of the press, from 1835 to 
1857 there were many new papers established in India and they covered almost every 
field. Ram Mohan Roy idea was published in paper as, who “argued that the authority 
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of the government was derived from the people and that, therefore, the people had a 
right to participate in the functioning of the government, through a representative 
legislative”. Ram Mohan along with his followers organized different meetings and 
submitted petitions, wanted to took part in government policies but failed, because 
British wanted to produce their own prepared people who became good followers. For 
this purpose, in 1845, 13,699 Hindus, 1,636 Muslims, 236 Christians, 1,789 students of 
other faiths totally 17,350 were getting education and instructions at government 
expense. In 1857, in the subordinate judicial and executive services in U.P the Muslims 
were 202, Hindus 76 and others 38. 
 
2.2 Initial Phase of Indian Politics (1857-1870) 
The revolt of 18571 was the result of political grievances, agrarian discontent, economic 
gravity and religious frenzy. At that time, British had the hold on more than 20,000 
estates,2 they were also trying to convert Indians to Christianity. Traders and artisans 
suffered a lot from unfair and unjust competition with the British interests causing the 
 
1 Revolt 1857 was a rebellion against the British East India Company, it was the first war of independence 
from the people of India. Many states like Oudh, Kanpur, Jhansi, Lucknow and Delhi were involved in 
it which was led by last Mughal emperor Bahadur Shah Zafar. Around 150,000 people were killed 
according to the British estimation. Many British families were also lost their lives during the mutiny. 
See also, The Indian Mutiny 1857-58, File No. H-12 Part iv, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1858. Interview 
with Dr. Nasima Rehman, Urdu Department G. C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017.  
2 Majumdar, R.C, The Sepoy Mutiny and Revolt of 1857, Calcutta: Firma K.L Mukhopadhyay, 1957, pp. 
16 – 20. See also, Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G. C University, Lahore, 24 March 
2018. The unhappiness of the sepoys first surfaced in 1824 when the 47th Regiment at Barrackpur was 
ordered to go to Burma. To the religious Hindu, crossing the sea meant loss of caste. The sepoys, 
therefore, refused to comply. The regiment was disbanded and those who led the opposition were hanged. 
The religious sensibilities of the sepoys who participated in the Afghan War were more seriously 
affected. During the arduous and disastrous campaigns, the fleeing sepoys were forced to eat and drink 
whatever came their way. When they returned to India, those at home correctly sensed that they could 
not have observed caste stipulations and therefore, were hesitant to welcome them back into the baradari 
(caste fraternity). Sitaram who had gone to Afghanistan found himself outcaste not only in his village, 
but even in his own barracks. The prestige of being in the pay of the company was not enough to hold 
his position in society; religion and caste proved to be more powerful. 
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universal discontent and resentments.3 According to Sir Syed Ahmed Khan, this 
injustice and ill-treatment was more towards the Muslims rather than the Hindus, 
difficult for the Muslims to accept as they lived an honorable life in past.4 Indians at 
that time realized that British wanted a permanent rule here, and they did not want 
foreigners to become their rulers. At that moment all the Rajas, Maharajas, Nawabs and 
all the other rulers of different states united on the same platform to fight against the 
British. They all combined at Meerut and reached Delhi on 11 May 1857, but they all 
were defeated and killed. 
 
As in this mutiny majority were Muslims and they all were under the command of 
Bahadur Shah Zafar, the last Mughal Emperor of Delhi’s throne, so all the brunt of 
revolt was laid on Muslims’ neck. In Delhi siege one of the military officer wrote about 
the mutiny as, the hostile are majority Muslims rather than Hindus.5 Sir Syed Ahmed 
 
3 Rebellion against British, Mss Eur 40/101, British Library, London, June 1858. See also, Mohammad 
Bahadur Shah Proceeding of Trial, File No. H-1(29), Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1948. Pringle Kennedy, 
A History of Great Mughals, New Delhi: Shiva Publications, 1974, pp. 155. Interview with Choudhary 
Munir, Ex Director General of National Archives, Islamabad, 25 January 2019. The reasons for the 
mutiny revolved mainly around resentment towards changes in the sepoy dress code in November 1805. 
Hindus were prohibited from wearing religious marks on their foreheads and Muslims were required to 
shave their beards and trim their moustaches. In addition, General Sir John Craddock, Commander-in-
Chief of the Madras Army, ordered the wearing of a round hat resembling that associated at the time 
with both Europeans in general and with Indian converts to Christianity. The new headdress included a 
leather cockade and was intended to replace the existing turban. These measures offended both Hindu 
and Muslim sepoys and went contrary to an earlier warning by a military board that sepoy uniform 
changes should be given every consideration which a subject of that delicate and important nature 
required. 
4 Kennedy, A History of Great Mughal, pp. 122. The sepoys were local soldiers, the majority Hindu or 
Muslim, that were recruited into the Company’s army. Just before the Rebellion there were over 300,000 
sepoys in the army, compared to about 50,000 British. The forces were divided into three presidency 
armies: Bombay, Madras, and Bengal. The Bengal Army recruited higher castes, such as Rajput and 
Bhumihar Brahmins, mostly from the Awadh and Bihar regions and even restricted the enlistment of 
lower castes in 1855. In contrast, the Madras Army and Bombay Army were more localized, caste-neutral 
armies that did not prefer high-caste men. The domination of higher castes in the Bengal Army has been 
blamed in part for initial mutinies that led to the rebellion. 
5 Raikes, C, Notes on the Revolt in the N. W. Provinces of India, London: Longman, Brown, Green, 
Longman and Brothers, 1858, pp. 156. See also, Muhammad Bahadur Shah Proceeding Trial, File No. 
H-1(29), Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1858. Interview with Dr. Nayyer, History Department G.C University 
Lahore, 6 February 2019. The Muslims were particularly held responsible for the uprising because the 
sepoys from Meerut reached Delhi on 11 May 1857, and Bahadur Shah Zafar took the lead and was 
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Khan also admitted it indirectly, the cause of 1857 mutiny, he also mentioned the same 
ideas.6 Harry Johnstone observed that the Great Revolt was a definite attempt by the 
Muslims to establish a Muslim empire at the expense of Englishmen and the Hindus. 
Therefore, Muslims were the main target to British, for that they lost their properties, 
position and pride,7 meanwhile Hindus took privilege of it. Hindus wanted to cash this 
moment, they started Suddhi Movement and Arya Samaj Movement, which created 
chronic feud between the Hindus and the Muslims. Not only this they also decried 
against cow slaughter which began riots to occur in different parts of India.8  
 
proclaimed Emperor while Bakht Khan led the forces of mutineers. In Lucknow, the Begum of Avadh 
and Maulvi Ahmadullah raised the standard of the Prophet, inspired the sepoys and besieged Lawrence 
on the bank of the Gumti river in June 1857, Further, the Nawab of Banda, Khan Bahadur Khan of 
Bareilly, Nawab Mahmud Khan of Nazibabad, Nawab of Farrukhabad, Nawab Tafuzzal Husain Khan of 
Sitapur, HikmatulJah of Fatehpur, Muhammad Hasan of Gorakhpur were the many others who plundered 
the Government treasure. The Hindu Rajas also like Nana Sahib of Kanpur, Rani of Jhansi, Kunwar 
Singh and Amer Singh of Jagdishpur (near Arrah), Rajas of Banpur and Shahgarh, Beni Madho of 
Azamgarh, Narpat Singh of Ruya, Tantia Topi, Rao Sahib and many Rajas fought against the British, but 
all were killed. 
6 Sir Syed Ahmed Khan, Asbab-e-Baghawat-e-Hind, Karachi: Urdu Academy, 1857, pp. 12- 66. See 
also, Sir Syed Ahmed Khan, Causes of the Indian Mutiny, Banaras: Medical Hall Press, 1873, pp. 10. 
Interview with Dr. Saadat Syed, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. There is 
not the smallest doubt that all men, whether ignorant or well-informed, whether high or low, felt a firm 
conviction that the English Government was bent on interfering with their religion, and with their old 
established customs. They believed that Government intended to force the Christian religion and foreign 
customs upon Hindu and Muslim alike. This was the chief among the secondary causes of the rebellion. 
It was believed by everyone that Government was slowly but surely developing its plans.  
7 The Indian Mutiny part iv 1857-58, File No. H-12, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1858. See also, Mutiny 
Papers, File No. H-22(4), Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1858. Mohammad Nouman, Muslim India: Rise and 
Growth of the All-India Muslim League, Allahabad: Kitabistan, 1942, pp. 23. The British were openly 
hostile and suspicious of the Muslims and deliberately kept them out of government jobs. Although the 
Hindus had fought alongside the Muslims to cast off the colonial yoke, the British regarded Muslims as 
their sole enemy since they had wrested power from the Muslims. 
8 Great Revolt, IOR/V/27/281/5, British Library, London, 1857. See also, S.M. Ikram, Indian Muslims 
and Partition of India, New Delhi: Atlantic Publishers, 1967, pp. 2. Interview with Dr. Nayyer, History 
Department G.C University Lahore, 6 February 2019. The common causes of communal violence have 
been cow slaughter, religious processions and playing music before mosque. From 1870 to 1895, 
communal violence was reported from Bareilly and Pilibhit (1871), Malabar area (1873, 1885, 1894 & 
1896), the Central Provinces (1889), Nasik (1894) and Porbandar (1895). From 1881 to 1893, nine 
communal strife occurred in Punjab, of which the Multan (now in Pakistan) riot of 1881 was severe. In 
1893, major communal violence took place in Azamgarh district over cow sacrifice. The riots that 
followed spread over a very wide area, encompassing United Province now Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Gujarat, 
and Mumbai and claimed 107 lives. There were 22 riots in Bihar, affecting the districts of Saran, Patna 
and Gaya. The largest number of deaths occurred in Mumbai. 
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Hindus demanded recognition of Hindi as the second official language of then N.W.P 
(now U.P) and to replace Urdu by Hindi and the Arabic script by Nagri.9 Thus, the 
Hindi-Urdu question contributed much to the growth of communal politics. On the 
other hand, Muslims’ downfall started economically, politically and in education. The 
Muslims gradually lost their lands and the Hindus came into lands and offices. On 
religion basis, Shah Wali Ullah10 persuaded the Muslims to follow the Quran and 
Hadith, to acquire their lost position, as a result the Muslims hated to learn English and 
they fell behind the Hindus in education, economic condition and political knowledge. 
 
In addition, the Government Act of India 1858 declared that henceforth “India shall be 
governed by and in the name of the Queen”.11 Viceroy on behalf of the Queen will carry 
the Government in India. Secretary of State for India along with his Indian Council has 
the power of the Board of Control and the Court of Directors. Any of the rules and 
regulations will first be placed before the House of Commons either they were made in 
 
9 Majumdar, R.C, The Sepoy mutiny, pp. 87. “Taleem o Tarbiyat Ehl-e-Hind ke”, Aligarh Institute 
Gazette, Aligarh, 1865. Interview with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C University, 
Lahore, 6 February 2019. For the Hindus, the Nagri script had a religious significance, in which Sanskrit 
was written and for Muslims Urdu was better being in Arabic script. Sir Syed’s proposal to establish a 
Vernacular University made the Hindus think that Hindi rather than Urdu was their real vernacular. 
10 Shah Wali Ullah (1703-1762) was an Islamic scholar, theologian and philosopher. He was a prominent 
sufi in his era, he was the first who translate Quran into Persian in India. Shah Wali Ullah’s written legacy 
is enormous. His writings are in various forms like books, articles, booklets, letters, etc. and his pen has 
traveled on an immense field of knowledge, and produced books on several issues, ranging from religious 
matters to reformative and literary subjects. His contribution includes commentaries on the Quran and 
Hadith, their principles, fiqh, principles of jurisprudence, ilm al-kalam, wisdom (hikmat) and the 
philosophy of the Shari’ah, etc. 
11 Francis Robinson, Separation Among Indian Muslims: The Politics of the United Provinces Muslims, 
1860-1923, Delhi: Vikas Publishing House, 1975, pp. 266. The Queen’s proclamation assured that the 
Indian princes that their territories will not be annexed by the British Government and shall be given the 
right of adoption. The British Government ordered its servants in India not to interfere in the religious 
affairs of the Indians. In framing and administering law in India, due regard was to be shown to the 
customs, ancient rites and usages of the Indians. Indian subjects of Her Majesty were declared equal with 
the British subjects in other parts of the Empire. Equal rights and opportunities were guaranteed to the 
Indians along with other British subjects. Pardon and amnesty were offered to all those Indians who were 
still in arms against the British Government and who were not guilty of murder of British subjects. 
Treaties of the English East India Company were declared to be in force. 
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India or by the Secretary of State himself. The Queen will appoint the Governor General 
and the Governors of the Presidencies. President of the Board of Control will be 
replaced by the Secretary of State for India and the India Council took the place of the 
Court of Directors. Thus, the Secretary of State exercised his large powers without any 
control.12 
 
The Act helped the Governor Genera1 to associate non-official Indians for purposes of 
legislation and, thus, it began the representative institutions and legislative devolution 
in India. As Sir Charles Wood proposed, “The Governor General had to summon, in 
addition to the ordinary members of the legislative Council not less than six nor more 
than twelve additional members”.13 On the other hand, Sir Bartle Frere14 observed in 
1860, that the purpose of addition of the native element was to learn what the natives 
thought of the British measures and how the native community would be affected by 
them. But these non-official members of the Council were nominated by the Viceroy 
 
12 Government of India Act, IOR/V/8/36, British Library, London, 1858. See also, Ian Talbot, Inventing 
the Nation; India and Pakistan, London: Arnold Press, 2000, pp.113-114. See also, Interview with Nain 
Sukh, Lahore, 25 February 2019. The purpose of the Council was also to put a curb upon the powers of 
the Secretary of State who was vested with lot of authority. In actual practice, however, the Council was 
reduced to a mere consultative body without any of the attributes of a modern Cabinet. The members of 
the Council who generally belonged to the age group of 55 to 60, were more worried about their pay and 
retention of their position than about the powers assigned to them. They therefore believed in seeing eye 
to eye with the Secretary practically in all matters. The Council thus proved to be an appendage having 
outgrown its utility.   
13 Menon, V.P, The Transfer of Power in India, Delhi: Orient Longmans, 1957, pp. 4. Act of 1861 was 
an important step in the constitutional history of India. It made a beginning in representative institutions 
and legislative devolution. It helped the Governor-General to associate non-official Indians for purposes 
of legislation. The Central and Provincial Councils fulfilled the three-fold purpose of publicity, 
discussion and information. The people got an opportunity to put forward their grievances and the 
Government got an opportunity to defend its policy. 
14 Sir Bartle Frere (1815-1884) was 1st Baronet GCB GCSI PC, he was worked as British administrative 
who laid the firm foundations of the British rule in India. His skill as an administrator and his 
participation in socio-cultural activities deserve appreciation. He held different positions in the Bombay 
Presidency and at Calcutta. But a major part of his career was spent in the Bombay Presidency in various 




and “not elected” by the people.15 They were either the Indian princes or their Diwans, 
big Zamindars or retired officials. As the powers of the Legislative Councils were very 
much restricted, they had least interest in the meetings. Further, as the non-official 
members had no say in the matter, the system failed, but it made the beginning of 
representative institutions.  
 
2.3 Efforts of Sir Syed Ahmed Khan 
Due to advancement in education, Hindus were much advanced and in this vast country, 
no progress was possible unless both Hindus and Muslims would join hands together. 
Dayananda’s first objective was political independence. He was the first who gave the 
status of national language to Hindi for India.16 On the other hand, Muslims were quite 
ignorant of politics due to illiteracy.17 Similarly, in the late of the nineteenth century, 
the Hindus developed political ideas and ambition and the Government scented danger 
and began to favour the Muslims. Sir Syed Ahmad Khan exploited this situation and 
emerged as the savior of the Muslims. He had held the Government responsible for the 
 
15 Indian Council Act, IOR/V/8/38, British Library, London, 1861. See also, Ian Talbot, Inventing the 
Nation, pp. 116. Interview with Dr. Akhtar Hussain Sandhu, History Department University of 
Education, Lahore, 7 February 2019. Moreover, as the Act vested legislative powers to the Governments 
of Bombay and Madras and made provisions for the institution of similar legislative Councils in other 
provinces, it laid the foundation of the policy of legislative devolution which, in 1937, resulted in the 
grant of almost complete internal autonomy to the provinces leading to the partition of India. 
16 R.C Majumdar, The History of the Freedom Movement in India, Calcutta: Firma K.L Mukhopadhyay, 
1972, pp. 198. Keshab Chandra Sen and his followers openly proclaimed loyalty to the British 
Government as an article of the creed of his Church, as a result Keshab was lionized both in India and 
England. 
17 Majumdar, The History of the Freedom, pp. 218. Muslims’ rejection of Western education and culture 
and their attitude towards their successors in the seat of power had indeed many reasons. One of these 
reasons were imperial pride. In fact, whereas Hindus were, by nature, too willing to submit to the rulers, 
Muslims were too proud of their past glory to submit to the British. The takeover of the Indian 
Subcontinent by the East India Company proved to be a bitter pill for Muslims to swallow. They had 
been dethroned and could not reconcile themselves with the current status quo, as K.K Aziz put it. When 
Muslim hegemony was gone and real power lay with the British, the Muslims would not, could not, 
forget that they had once ruled over the land. Their reaction was bitter and truculent. 
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uprising in his pamphlet including the Indian Revolt’s causes and demand that the 
Indians should be admitted to the Legislative Council to remove the misconceptions of 
the British Government. He knew that the British could not be driven by sword, but by 
political emancipation.18 
 
Therefore, his motto was “educate, educate, educate”. He believed that “all socio-
political diseases of India may be cured by this treatment”.19 He founded the Scientific 
Society at Ghazipur City20 in 1864. In addition, he was transferred to Aligarh in April 
1864, where he founded the Aligarh Institute Gazette. In 1875, he set up an independent 
small school at Aligarh, which a couple of years later was named as Muhammadan 
Anglo-Oriental College. Sir Syed, however, won sympathy of the British and the 
Muslims began to progress educationally and economically.21 Moreover, Sir Syed, 
himself in 1870, devoted his mature life to the British Empire and was appointed by the 
Viceroy to his Imperial Legislative Council.22  
 
18 His communitarian approach to political representation was expressed most clearly in a speech in 
December 1887. Now let us suppose that we have universal suffrage, as in America, and that all have 
votes. And let us suppose that all Muslim voters vote for a Muslim member and that all Hindu voters for 
a Hindu member and now count how many votes the Muslim member will have and how many the 
Hindu. We can prove by simple arithmetic that there will be four votes for the Hindu to everyone vote 
for the Muslim. Now how can the Muslim guard his interest? It will be like a game of dice in which one 
man had four dice and other only one. See also, H. Malik, Sir Syed Ahmad Khan’s Contribution to the 
Development of Muslim Nationalism in India, Modern Asian Studies, Vol. 4, No. 2, 1970, p. 14. 
19 Graham, G.F.I, The Life and Works of Syed Ahmed Khan, London: Blackwood, 1885, pp. 48. In 1869 
and 1870, Sir Syed visited England. In Tahzibul Akhlaq, founded in 1870, he advocated that Western 
learning was compatible with Islam and progress. On account of this he was opposed by ulema and was 
called dehriya (materialist) if not a heretic. 
20 Sir Syed Ahmed’s speech on laying the foundation of the new Ghazipur college. This college was 
existing as chasma-i-rahmat oriental college, where some documents of Sir Syed were available 
unutilized. 
21 “Public Education in India”, The Aligarh Institute Gazette vol. 2 No. 9, 1 March 1865, pp. 130-135. 
22 Private Paper of Lt. Gen Sir Richard Strachey, Mss Eur F127/481 (a) & (b), Strachey Collection, 
British Library, London, 1884. See also, Interview with Dr. Tahir Ameen, Department of Research center 
Quaid-e-Azam University, Islamabad, 25 December 2017. From this powerful platform, Sir Syed, in 
1883, argued against “the introduction of the principles of election, pure and simple into the body politic 
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Furthermore, in 1885, the Indian National Congress,23 founded at Bombay, claimed to 
represent all the Indians. The cow protection movement and Hindi-Urdu controversy 
straightened doubts and apprehensions of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, who opposed the 
Congress, which, he opined, if successful, would lead in the Councils, while the 
Muslims would have a small chance of securing seats in than. Therefore, Sir Syed, who 
was once supporter of Hindu-Muslim unity and treated them as two eyes of a beautiful 
bride, was much dejected to observe that the two would not be able to participate in any 
work with a sincere heart.24 Therefore, he preferred to side with the Government so that 
maximum benefit could be derived for the College and for the uplift of the Muslims. 
 
To counter the effect of the Congress, Sir Syed, in 1886, founded the Muhammadan 
Educational Congress with the aim “to discourage popular political agitation among 
Mahomedans”.25 In 1890, its name was changed to “Muhammadan Educational 
Conference” and in 1895, to “Muhammadan Anglo Oriental Educational 
 
of India, where caste distinctions still flourish, where there is no fusion of the various races, where 
religious distinctions are still violent.” 
23 Indian National Congress, which had been floated in 1885 began to play a vital role in mitigating the 
grievances of the Indian people through press and platform. A branch of the Indian National Congress 
was also formed in the Punjab but its activities did not amount to anything more than annual gathering 
in which a few interested in the movement participated, the organization had no contact with the people 
and could strike roots in the province throughout the late 19th century because the Hindus and Muslims 
felt that more could be gained by promoting the interests of their communities than by joining the 
Congress. See also, Satya M. Rai, Legislative Politics and the Freedom Struggle in the Punjab 1897-
1947, New Delhi: Indian Council of Historical Research, 1989, p. 2. 
24 Altaf Husain Hali, Hayat-e-Jawaid, Lahore: Lahore Academy, 1957, pp. 142. His struggle into 
establishment of a college for Muslims based upon the trends of Cambridge of which Sir Syed himself 
was very impressed and earnestly desired to establish one of its kind in India also, just with the difference 
that it would compulsorily impart the religious knowledge also, along with the western knowledge. So, 
we can say that the prime step for the upliftment of the community taken by Sir Syed Ahmad khan was 
to impart modern education among the Muslim masses, for which he needed economic support from the 
British, so that, he could establish an institution which would impart both modern as well as religious 
education side by side. In order to ensure the support from British, Sir Syed adopted the policy of loyalist 
and asked Muslims also to be loyal to British raj in order to enable their development in every sphere. 
25 Rules of the Defense Association, Rule No 2(ii), enclosed in T. Beck to H. S. Fowler, Secretary of 
State for India, IOR/L/P&J/6/110, British Library, London, 1885. 
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Conference”.26 Sir Syed realized that the traditional social order needed to be broken 
down to permit men to build their own destiny. He, as a votary of secularism and unity, 
observed: So long as religion and caste are the chief props of the Indian social system 
electoral machinery based upon the western pattern would lead neither to equality nor 
to fraternity. It would enable the more advanced sections of the population to hold their 
less fortunate countrymen in tradition. Cultural differences, caste dimensions and 
religious dispute would be more pronounced than ever. Inequalities would sink deeper 
into the structure of society.27 
 
Additionally, Beck, the Principal of the MAO College, Aligarh, took Sir Syed under 
his influence and founded the United Indian Patriotic Association at Aligarh in 1888, 
including big Hindu and Muslim landholders, and opened its branches in England. Its 
main objective was to persuade the British that the Congress demands were 
 
26 Jain, M.S, The Aligarh Movement: Its Origin and Development, 1858-1906, Agra: Sri Ram Mehra & 
Co, 1965, pp. 79. Muslims needed a comprehensive aid from the same people in order to bring itself back 
on the rails of progress. To hasten the cordial relations of British with the Muslims sir Syed Ahmad khan 
encouraged Muslims to take more active part in the British services and acquaint themselves with the 
western education in order that they would be able to understand the western cultures and civilizations 
in better way. This policy of Sir Syed got embodied in the manifestation of Mohamaden Anglo oriental 
college which by further perseverance and untiring efforts of Sir Syed’s associates culminated into the 
magnificent Aligarh Muslim University. Sir Syed considered the development in science and technology 
to be brought about prior to everything and enlarge the outlook of the community to broader horizons so 
that they could compete with the rest of the world. 
27 Syed Ahmed Khan, On the Present State of Indian Politics, Allahabad: Frontier Press, 1888, pp. 27. 
Sir Syed opened his political campaign against the Congress on 28 December 1887 with a speech in the 
Kaiser Bagh Baradari in Lucknow. He said: The Congress is a civi1 war without arms. The object of 
civil war is to determine in whose hands the rule of the country shall rest. The object of the promoters of 
the National Congress is that the Government of India should be English in name only, and that the 
internal rule of the country should be entirely in their own hands. 
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unrepresentative.28 Moreover, in 1889, Charles Brad laugh29 moved a Bill in the British 
Parliament for the establishment of a responsible government in India and, on behalf of 
the Congress, recommended joint electorate.30 In 1892, Council Reforms were granted 
and, consequently, the United Indian Patriotic Association was abandoned. 
 
Indian Council Act 1892 gave the members of the Council full opportunity to criticize 
the Government financial policy.31 S.N Banerjee, in his Poona Presidential Address in 
1895, demanded increase in the number of elected members, and removal of restrictions 
in putting questions, which defeated the very purpose of a beneficial legislation. Under 
 
28 Zafar-ul-Islam, Documents on Indo-Muslim Politics (1857-1947): The Aligarh Political Activities 
(1888-1893), Journal of the Pakistan Historical Society, xii. Part I, January 1964, pp. 17-18. Since the 
Muslims did not have any political body to voice their needs and aspirations.  Sir Syed came forward to, 
at least, some degree of solidarity among the disintegrated masses of Mohammedan society. He 
denounced the “aims and objects” of the Congress, charging that it was “based upon ignorance of history 
and present-day realities, they do not take into consideration that India is inhabited by different 
nationalities, they presuppose that the Muslims like the Mahrattas, the Brahmins, the Kshatriyas can all 
be treated alike and all of them belong to the same nation.” This was the earliest articulation of the two-
nation theory, which became the ideological basis for Pakistan. 
29 Charles Brad Laugh (1833-1891) was an English political activist and atheist. In 1866, he founded 
National Secular Society, he was also a parliamentarian. 
30 Prasad, I, Subedar, S.K, Hindu-Muslim Problems, Allahabad: Chuge Publications, 1974, pp. 15. In the 
opinion of Dadabhai Nauroji in the Act of 1892 no member shall have the power to submit or propose 
any resolution or divide the council in respect of any such financial discussion or in answer to any 
question asked under the authority of this Act or the rules made under this Act. Such is the poor character 
of the extent of the concession made to discuss finances or to put question. Rules made under this Act 
shall not be subject to any alteration or amendment at meetings for the purpose of making laws and 
regulations. 
31 Indian Council Act, IOR/V/8/81, British Library, London, 1892. See also, Interview with Dr. Nayyer, 
History Department G.C University Lahore, 6 February 2019. Saroj Kumar Dash, Scared Memories: A 
Study of the Reconstruction of Experience in Partition Narratives, Sambalpur University, 2016. To 
address regarding public interest matters directly to the Government, to elect non-official members 
through elections, as pressurized by the Indian National Congress, although the members so elected could 
take their seats only after being nominated by the Government. Therefore, of the 24 members at the 
Centre, 14 were officials, 4 were elected non-officials and 5 were nominated non-officials. The non-
official members could not ask supplementary questions. The rules of election were unfair. In Bombay, 
of the 6 seats, 2 were given to the European merchants, but nothing was given to the Indian merchants. 
Similarly, 2 seats were given to Sind, but nothing was given to Poona and Satara. According to Gokhale, 
of the 8 seats given to the Bombay Presidency, 2 seats were given to the University of Bombay and 
Bombay Municipal Corporation, 2 seats to the European Mercantile community, one to the Sirdars of 




the circumstances, the debates in the legislatures were a mere formal ceremony. Sir 
Barnes Peacock criticized that “instead of being a high and honorable office, it was one 
which no man, who had a regard for his own honor and independence consent to hold 
and would rather resign”.32  
 
Although, M.M Malaviya observed that the Indians were left without any real voice in 
the administration. However, as the Act conceded to the Congress demand i.e. the 
principle of election and some control of the Legislative Councils over the Executive, 
it cautioned the Muslims, who, disappointedly, decided to “devise measure to secure 
their full share in the constitutional reforms”.33 Now Sir Syed Ahmad Khan was of 
eighty and Beck was the chief organizer of the College. In 1896, the Muhammadan 
Anglo-Orienta1 Defense Association of Upper India demanded separate communal 
electorate that is Muslims voting for Muslims.34 However, the Muslims demanded 
equal number of seats for Hindus and Muslims in the legislative councils and in the 
towns where Muslims comprised one-fourth or more of the population, because, in 
1890 elections based on joint electorate, the Muslim candidates were defeated in 
Kanpur and Meerut. The Najmul Akhbar wrote, hence, “it will be perceived that if the 
 
32 Mahajan, V.P, Modern India History: From 1707 to the Present Day, New Delhi: S.Chand and 
Company, 1986, pp. 276. Although, in 1893, Dadabhai Naoroji at the Lahore Session, said that under the 
Act of 1892, we are to all intents and purposes under an arbitrary rule. W.C Banerjee taking a strong 
view declared, we must go on with our agitation and not stop until we get what we all think, and we all 
believe that what we have a right to get. The Act though gave right to discuss budget but gave no right 
to vote. 
33 Rafiq, Zakaria, Rise of Muslims in Indian Politics, Bombay: Somaiya Publications, 1970, pp. 138. 
34 “Demand of Separate Electorate for Muslims”, M.A.O Magazine, December 1896, pp. 128-129. See 
also, Interview with Dr. Harvinder Singh Bhatti, Sociology Department Punjabi University, Patiala, 
India, 23 February 2019. Syed Ahmad died in 1898 and Beck in the following year. Therefore, after 
them, Syed Ahmad’s followers Syed Mahmud, Sami Ullah Khan, Nazir Ahmad, Zaka Ullah, Chiragh 
Ali, Shibli, Hali, and Viqar-u1-Mu1k formed a nucleus of Muslim leadership. Government’s special 
concession to the College encouraged them to operate in politics for Muslims as a result the Congress 
stood against them. 
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elective system was extended to the Legislative Council, an entire 70 exclusions of 
Muslims from the Councils would follow”.35  
 
Therefore, the Muslims realized that there would be five Hindus to every single Muslim 
in the Imperial or Provincial assemblies as a result nobody would ever pay heed to 
them. Stuck to this belief and logic, the Muslims boycotted the Poona City Municipality 
elections in 1895, as even not a single Muslim candidate was sure to win.36 The 
Congress leaders, like Tilak, Pal, Malaviya and Laj pat Rai, were not agreeable to leave 
any quarter for the Muslims and, being confident of their domination on the Indian 
politics. They openly identified their nationalism with Hinduism and associated 
themselves with the cow protection societies,37 which affected the Congress position. 
 
 
35 “Right for Separate Electorate,” Najumul Akbar, Jubliee Paper, 28 March 1890. See also, Interview 
with Dr. Tahir Ameen, Department of Research center Quaid-e-Azam University, Islamabad, 25 
December 2017. Although Sir Syed Ahmad Khan and Theodore Baker had died in 1898 and 1899 
respectively, but their claims always had effect, and became the basis for the policy of Muslims in British 
India for quite some time, such as Iqbal’s Muslim countries theory. Further elaborated Sir Syed Ahmad 
Khan Islam was a separate theory, proposed the establishment of a separate Islamic state politics. Jinnah 
then developed the All India Muslim League subsequently, at last founded Pakistan eventually. Sir Syed 
Ahmad Khan changed his mind, instead of promoting British India Islamic nationalism. Sir Syed Ahmad 
Khan’s shifting owed to ethnic differences and religious differences caused by British India itself to a 
large extent. This shifting may even owe more to the Indian National Congress party’s policy. The Indian 
National Congress party had ignored Indian Muslims’ interests when they implemented the democratic 
system in British India. 
36 Zakaria, Rise of Muslims, pp. 142. 
37 Ghosh, P.C, The Development of the Indian National Congress, 1892-1901, Calcutta: K.L 
Mukhopadhyay, 1960, pp. 69-70. Tilak also learned from cow protection movement in north India that 
popular religious festivals and symbols could be recruited as very powerful symbols in such an effort to 
nationalize the masses. His prime inventions, the Ganpati utsav and the annual celebration of the birth of 
the Maratha king Shivaji, contributed significantly to an assertion and creation of Hindu identities in 
western India. The militant congress leader in Punjab, Lala Lajpat Rai, soon emerged as a prominent 
spokesman of Hindu Sangathan the organization of the Hindu community. 
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2.4 Political Struggle of the Muslims 
While Sir Syed was speaking, in 1893, of Hindus and Muslims as “different 
nationalities” at that time in Bombay High Court Jinnah was an associate barrister. A 
contemporary Bombay advocate noted that “Jinnah was a great pleader. He had a sixth 
sense; he could see around corners. That is where his talents lay, he was a very clear 
thinker. But he drove his points, home-points chosen with exquisite selection slow 
delivery, word by word”.38 Jinnah’s heroes were Dadabhai Naoroji (1825-1917), the 
Grand Old Man of national politics, and Sir Pherozeshah Mehta (1845-1915), the “Parsi 
uncrowned King of Bombay”. Additionally, in 1890, Mehta was not in favour of 
supposed rivalry between Hindus and Muslims. He said, “it is only to distract attention 
and defer to delay the reform”. He then sends, Jinnah and Gopal Krishna Gokhale to 
London, at there, Jinnah admired Gokhale’s wisdom, fairness and moderation, and he 
became the Muslim Gokhale.39 
 
Jinnah involved in politics, fired with the liberty-loving ideals of British literature, 
depressing condition of Indians, unemployment, political dependence and abysmal 
poverty. The Congress new anthem, Bande Mataram (Hail to Thee, Mother) politicized 
 
38 Hector Bolitho, Jinnah: Creator of Pakistan, London: John Murray, 1954, pp. 18. 
39 Sharif ul Mujahid, Quaid-i-Azam Jinnah: Studies in Interpretation, Karachi: Quaid-i-Azam Academy, 
1981, pp. 8. See also, Interview with Dr. Tahir Ameen, Department of Research center Quaid-e-Azam 
University, Islamabad, 25 December 2017. G.K Gokhale, a distinguished Chitpavan Brahmin from 
Bombay, was the other person to influence Jinnah. Gokhale was a senior leader of the Congress and 
founder of the Servants of India Society. Through the Society as well as the Congress and other 
legislative bodies, Gokhale campaigned for Indian self-rule and for social reform. He was the leader of 
the moderate faction of the Congress party that advocated reforms by working with the existing 
government institutions. Gokhale became a member of the Congress in 1889, as a protégé of social 
reformer Mahadev Govind Ranade. Along with other contemporary leaders, like Bal Gangadhar Tilak, 
Dadabhai Naoroji, Bipin Chandra Pal, Lala Lajpat Rai and Annie Besant, Gokhale fought for decades to 
obtain greater political representation and power over public affairs for common Indians. When Gokhale 
died in February 1915, Jinnah was struck with sorrow and grief, and in May of the same year he proposed 
the construction of Gokhale’s memorial. Gokhale had designated Jinnah as the best ambassador of 
Hindu-Muslim Unity, therefore, many saw him as his successor. 
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millions of Indians, who were untouched by political demands. Jinnah was through, 
personally impressed, but he “voiced no traceable reaction”.40 Moreover, Lord 
Curzon41 on divide and rule policy in 1904 declared himself in favour of the partition 
of Bengal, while a few members of the Nawab family opposed the partition and joined 
the Bande Mataram song and carried Bande Mataram flags.42 However, the group of 
Muslims led by Nawab Salimullah intensified the anti-partition and Boycott movement 
in East Bengal, which culminated in a series of communal riots, the most serious were 
at Comila and Jamalpur. Under these circumstances, the Congress backed the Hindus 
of East Bengal for annulment of the partition and supported the Swadeshi movement. 
The Muslims to counter their effect, founded the Muslim League.43 
 
Additionally, in 1900, when resolution passed for the implementation of Nagri script, 
Mohsin ul Mulk organized the Urdu Defense Association and it was resolved to send a 
memorial to the Lieutenant-Governor. Therefore, Hindus began to try to eliminate all 
 
40 Stanley, Wolpert, Jinnah of Pakistan, New York: Oxford University Press, 1984, pp. 21. 
41 Lord Curzon (1859-1925) was viceroy of India during 1899 to 1905. Lord Curzon came to India with 
a strong determination to curtail the rising tide of nationalism. The Calcutta Corporation Act (1899), The 
Indian Universities Act (1904) and the Official Secrets Act (1904) were some of the measures through 
which Curzon sought to curb the growing nationalistic and patriotic spirit. 
42 Hiren, Mukherjee, India’s Struggle for Freedom, Bombay: Kutab, 1946, pp. 223-224. One of the main 
objects of the partition of Bengal was to break up the unity of the people of Bengal. Lord Curzon divided 
the territories of Bengal in such a way that the western part of Bengal including Bihar, Chota Nagpur 
and Orissa formed the Hindu majority and the eastern part of Bengal including North Bengal and Assam 
formed the Muslim majority area. 
43 Partition of Bengal, File No. CAB 37/79/159, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 30 September 
1905. See also, Interview with Dr. Akhtar Hussain Sandhu, History Department University of Education, 
Lahore, 7 February 2019. The plan of partition announced in newspapers on 20 th July 1905, and finally 
became operational on 16th October 1905. The partition of Bengal produced tremendous anti-British 
reaction among the Bengalis. The partition of Bengal and subsequent swadeshi movement opened a new 
episode in the history of freedom movement of India. Though the movement started in Bengal it spread 
all over India. Starting from Bengal the agitation spread like wildfire in cities, towns and even villages 
where housewives, students and people of every corner in life participated to protest the divisive policy 
of the Raj with zeal quite unprecedented in Indian history. A remarkable aspect of the movement was the 
widespread student participation all over Bengal, and in several other parts of India. The students showed 
the greatest enthusiasm and created swadeshi spirit in Bengal and India during the agitation. 
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words of Persian or Arabic origin. Butler criticized that primary textbooks were written 
in Sanskrit Hindi, which is difficult to understand.44 At that time Muslims realized then 
they now needed their own political platform to ensure a democratic way of life,45 if 
they by themselves not protect the interests, soon they would wipe out. In 1905, Lord 
Curzon resigned, and Lord Minto46 succeeded him. In December 1905, Lord Morley47 
 
44 The origin of the issue of the Urdu language can be traced back to the end of the 1860’s when some 
prominent Hindus, from the northern city of Benaras, founded a movement whose main objective was to 
replace Urdu by Hindi (written in the Nagiri script) as the court language, as well as the language of 
instruction. In the opinion of this group of Hindus, Urdu was the language of Muslims and hence, it only 
represented Muslim culture rather than Hindu culture. This led, subsequently, to the emergence of other 
similar Sabhas, or associations, which sprouted up all over the country, particularly in the North-Western 
Provinces, with a central organization at Allahabad, which called for the rejection of Urdu and its 
substitution with Hindi as the national language of a united India. This instigated a sharp controversy 
and cultural rivalry between the Hindus, who wanted to gain a national status for the Hindi language, 
and the Muslims, who opposed the national character of Hindi and defended the Urdu language. 
45 Moin, Shakir, Khilafat to Pakistan, New Delhi: Kalamkar Prakash, 1970, pp. 31. See also, Interview 
with Dr. Tahir Ameen, Department of Research center Quaid-e-Azam University, Islamabad, 25 
December 2017. All along this period the Muslims had shown a great distrust of the representative 
institutions and the principle of election. They had convinced themselves that these things did not suit 
them and at the bottom of it was the fear of Hindu majority. the Muslims were far from happy with the 
results of the Indies. Councils Act of 1898. Their representation was se meagre that they concluded that 
the principle of election, partial or complete, was ruinous to their interests. When Morley’s reforms 
announcement came, it had the effect of increasing their apprehensions and the Muslim leadership grew 
restless. 
46 Lord Minto (1845-1914) was India 17th viceroy and Governor General. In his tenure Minto-Morley 
Reforms were passed by the parliament of United Kingdom. John Morley was his grandfather. In 1905, 
on the resignation of Lord Curzon of Kedleston, Lord Minto was appointed Viceroy and Governor-
General of India, retiring in 1910. In this, he followed in the footsteps of his great-grandfather, the first 
Lord Minto. When John Morley as Secretary of State for India wrote to Minto arguing that “Reforms 
may not save the Raj, but if they do not, nothing else will”, Minto replied: when you say that “if reforms 
do not save the Raj nothing else will”. I am afraid I must utterly disagree. The Raj will not disappear in 
India if the British race remains what it is, because we shall fight for the Raj as hard as we have ever 
fought, if it comes to fighting, and we shall win as we have always won. The reforms were called usually 
by the name “Morley-Minto Reforms” because of both John Morley and Lord Minto worked together to 
draw these reforms. They were passed by the British parliament in 1909 as the Indian Councils Act. He 
was then succeeded by Lord Hardinge of Penshurst. For his lifetime of service, was made a Knight of 
the Garter. 
47 Lord Morley (1838-1923) was former Lord president of the council of United Kingdom. At the end of 
1905, Morley was made Secretary of State for India. Though he was strongly opposed by some of the 
more extreme members of the Radical party, on the ground of belying his democratic principles in dealing 
with the British Raj, his action was generally recognized as combining statesmanship with patience. 
While firmly opposing revolutionary propaganda, he showed his popular sympathies by appointing two 




became the Secretary of State for India. Minto deemed it expedient to appease the 
Indians by introducing reforms. 
 
John Morley suggested Minto to take the steps in the Legislative Counci1 and 
provincial councils according to the rising National demands.48 Sir Dennis Fitzpatrick49 
doubted that province like Punjab where there were different races and sects, situation 
is so intense to take any decision that based on the idea of choosing class 
representatives.50 Therefore, Gokhale for territorial electorates said, “The principle of 
recognizing races and creeds stand in no need of encouragement from Government, as 
the division of interests caused by it has already been the bane of this country”.51 On 
 
48 John Morley to Lord Minto, Minto Papers, Vol I, File No. F-67, National Archives, Islamabad, 1906. 
See also, Interview with Dr. Nayyer, History Department G.C University Lahore, 6 February 2019. The 
Viceroy and the Secretary of State had been at one in every major detail of the reforms. They were at 
one, too, in the perspective with which they regarded them, though Lord Morley may have placed the 
main emphasis on the increase of elected representatives in the legislatures, and Minto on the executive 
partisanship of which the first step was the admission of natives to the executive councils. Neither thought 
that the scheme would be a final settlement; both believed that it was that just measure of change required 
to meet what was reasonable in the current demands. 
49 Sir Dannis Fitzpatrick (1837-1920) was a British barrister and member of the Indian Civil services. In 
1892-1987 he became the Lt. Gen of the Punjab, a role he undertook until 1897 when he returned to the 
United Kingdom to join the London-based Council of India. 
50 Menon, The Transfer of Power, pp. 109. The method of election of non-official members to the various 
legislative councils was complex, since it was desired to ensure an adequate representation of the 
professional classes, the landholders, the Mohammedan population, and the European and Indian 
commercial communities. In a country such as India a simple plebiscitary system was obviously out of 
the question. These interests could be represented only by means of separate electorates or by nomination. 
The main difficulty concerned the Mohammedans, as to whom a vigorous controversy raged all summer 
both in India and in Britain. The Government of India’s plan, following upon Minto’s pledge to the 
Muslim deputation on 1 October 1906, was to give the Mohammedans separate electorates, 
supplemented to the full extent of their legitimate claims by further representation through mixed 
electorates, or by nomination where they failed to obtain a fair share of the elective seats. Minto desired 
to prevent the followers of Islam from becoming a rigid enclave, divorced from the rest of Indian life. 
But unfortunately, during the discussion of the bill in Parliament the Secretary of State suggested as the 
best solution mixed electoral colleges based on proportional representation. 
51 Menon, The Transfer of Power, pp. 112. This proposal, which seemed to entrust Mohammedan 
interests wholly to mixed electorates, and to abandon the principle of communal representation, was 
stoutly opposed by Indian Muslims. The Mohammedan leaders put their claims too high, but eventually 
they were induced to agree to what was virtually the Viceroy’s scheme, receiving a minimum of six 
members in the Viceroy’s Legislative Council five elected by purely Mohammedan electorates, one 
nominated, and possible additions from the mixed electorates. 
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these attitudes, a memorandum was prepared which was assisted by Imad-u1-Mu1k, 
and advised by Viqar-ul-Mu1k, in 1 October 1906 at Simla was presented to Viceroy 
Lord Minto. 
 
2.5 Muslims Efforts towards Separate Identity (1906-1909) 
Thirty-five Muslims from every province of British India along with the Aga Khan to 
meet Viceroy and presented to him their address.52 Minto that he viewed it as “nothing 
less than the pulling back of sixty-two millions of people from joining the ranks of the 
seditious opposition”. However, the deputation won separate electorates for Muslims, 
which proved a major historic landmark on the road to partition of India.53 Additionally, 
Congress stressed on the unity of India, if any of the Muslim, who were being 
emancipated from the Congress propaganda, need their own political platform.54 For 
that purpose on 30th December 1906 All-India Muslim League was founded, under the 
Chairmanship of Viqar ul Mulk at Dacca, the resolution was proposed by Nawab Salim 
Ullah and supported by Hakim Ajmal Khan, Zafar Ali Khan and Mahomed Ali.  
 
52 The address contained as, recent events have stirred up feelings, especially among the younger 
generation of Muslims, which might, in certain circumstances and under certain contingencies, easily 
pass beyond the control of temperate counsel and sober guidance. We hope your Excellency will pardon 
our stating at the outset that representative institutions of the European type are new to the Indian people; 
many of the most thoughtful members of our community in fact consider that the greatest care, 
forethought and caution will be necessary if they are to be successfully adapted the change. 
53 Khadke Dnyanashwar Sukhdeo, A Political Analysis of the Indo-Pak Partition of 1947, Shri 
Jagdishprasad Jhabarmal Tibarewala University, 2015. Amrita Bazar Patrika (Calcutta) on 4 October 
1906 wrote about the deputation and its reception as, a got-up affair fully engineered by interested 
officials to whitewash their doings the authorities wanted a few simple-minded men of position to give 
them a certificate of good conduct. They knew the Hindus would not do it, so they began 92 operation 
among the older classes of Muslims. 
54 Matiur, Rehman, Consultation to Confirmation: A Study of Muslim League in British Indian Politics 
1906-1912, London: Luzac, 1970, pp. 52- 60. See also, Interview with Dr. Tahir Ameen, Department of 
Research center Quaid-e-Azam University, Islamabad, 25 December 2017. Viqar ul Mulk in his 
inaugural address said that a separate political organization was far-sighted by Sir Syed Ahmad more 
than a decade ago. In provisional committee for the post of Joint Secretaries Mohsin ul Mulk and Viqar-
ul-Mulk were appointed. The Muslim League remained firmly committed to its founding principle, 
proposing names of Muslim candidates for every important official vacancy and the Congress viewed 
this League policy as anti-national and undemocratic. 
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There happened a rift between the Congressmen, the Surat Conference held on 24th - 
27th  December 1907, and ended amidst an uproar, as the Moderates, led by Gokhale 
wanted to achieve the unity of Bengal through the constitutional means, and the 
extremists, led by Lala Lajpat Rai55 wanted to use force. Although, later, the Extremists, 
including Hasrat Mohani were arrested and prosecuted. Extremist had the view that 
“certainly there is a very small party which talks about abolishing the British Rule at 
once and completely”.56 
 
Morley, the Secretary of State for India suggested mixed electoral college, reserving 
seats for Muslims based on their numerical proportion and ignoring the separate 
electorate and political importance which forced the Muslims to agitate and meet at 
Amritsar (30th December 1908). Though, they treated it the betrayal of Lord Minto, 
who had promised to meet the Muslim demands to the Simla deputation. However, 
when the London League presented an address, Morley declared that the mixed 
electoral system was practically dead, and on 23rd February 1909, accepted the demands 
of the Muslims. This was the League’s first great victory.57  
 
55 Lala Lajpat Rai (1836-1928) was an Indian freedom fighter and play an important role in Indian 
independence movement. 
56 Satyapal and Prabodh Chandra, Sixty Years of Congress, Lahore: Kutab, 1946, pp. 167. See also, 
Interview with Dr. Zahid Mehmood, Urdu Department Islamia College, Lahore, 27 March 2017. 
However, the reforms, came to be known in August 1907, proposed an Imperial Legislative Council of 
53 officials and non-officials reserving 4 seats for Muslims, but the Muslim League demanded ten 
reserved seats and, for Provincial Government, a fixed number of reserved seats in each Council and, at 
least, one Muslim representative for each division, with addition of separate electorate of Muslims. On 
the other hand, the Government Reforms Scheme accepted the demand recommending separate 
electorate for the Muslims. The Muslims had demanded that the scale of their representation should be 
not their wealth of their numbers, but their political importance. Thus, the Muslims demanded for 
separate representation in Councils at all stages by themselves and many seats more than their numerical 
strength. 
57 Indian Council Act, FO 371/1909, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1909. See also, Report 
on the Indian Constitutional Reforms, Minto – Morley Reforms, File No. X-7, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 
1909. Interview with Choudhary Munir, Ex Director General of National Archives, Islamabad, 25 
January 2019. Lord Minto in the House of Commons declared: These two demands (of Muslims) we are 
quite ready and Intend to meet in full, but it was disapproved on 1st April 1909. Sapru suggested to get 
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Additionally, Ali Imam, in an extra-ordinary meeting on 23rd May 1909 demanded, a 
separate electorate composed entirely of Muhammadan electors and hinted that the 
Muslims! good behavior could not be guaranteed if the government went back on its 
promise. Lord Morley agreed that in Viceroy’s Executive Council if there is a Hindu 
then there also should be a Muhammadan. Therefore, with this background, the Minto-
Mor1ey Reforms were launched, and the Indian Council Act of 1909 was passed on 
25th May 1909.58 Further, the members of the Reforms Committee impressed by 
demand of more seats and the Government on 26th June 1909, offered to compromise 
and despite Minto’s opposition, Morley made Aga Khan to accept a compromise in 
which Muslims seats should be reserved in the Imperial Legislative Council, was raised 
from six to eight59 and the Muslim League submitted reluctantly. 
 
 
Muslims wherever they are in minority of 14 per cent or less (in local boards) up to 20 or 21 per cent of 
the seats provided the same consideration is shown to the Hindus. Sapru was severely rebuked. The 
Muslim League on 28 April 1909 declared: No system of Muhammadan representative in the provincial 
and imperial councils will be either effective in itself or acceptable to them that does not provide for an 
adequate number of seats in excess of their numerical strength, and for all such seats to be filled by 
election by exclusive Muhammadan electorates.  
58 Manisha Dikholkar, Indian Struggle for Independence: British Reaction and Responses 1885-1920, 
SNDT Women University, 1991. See also, Interview with Dr. Zahid Mehmood, Urdu Department 
Islamia College, Lahore, 27 March 2017. The additional members of the Governor-General’s Council 
were increased up to a maximum of 60, those of Madras, Bengal, U.P., Bombay and Bihar and Orissa up 
to 50, and those of the Punjab, Burma and Assam to 30, To retain substantial official majority, the 
Imperial Legislative Council consisted of 37 officials and 32 non-officials (5 to be nominated by the 
Governor and 27 were to be elected). Thus, there were 42 nominated and 18 elected members. In the 
Provincial Legislative Councils, though most of the members were to be non-officials, but due to 
nominated members, the Government retained majority of its faithful members. For instance, the Madras 
Legislative Council consisted of 21 officials and 26 non-officials (5 nominated and 21 elected), Thus, 
most Government loyal members were 26 and elected non-officials were 21. 
59 Francis Robinson, Separatism among Indian Muslim, pp. 161. See also, “All India Muslim League aur 
Hakumat ki Gairjajnibdari” Zamindar, 22 October 1911, pp. 1. The Act provided for separate or special 
electorates for the due representation of the different communities, classes and interests distributing the 
non-official seats among them, called general electorates. For instance, of the 27 elected members of the 
Imperial Legislative Council, 6 were allotted to the landlords, 5 to the Mohammedans, one to the 
Mohammedan landlords, and one each to the Bengal and Bombay Chambers of Commerce totaling 14, 
The remaining 13 seats were filled by the non-official members of the Provincial Legislative Councils. 
Thus, Muslims were given separate representation, in Madras, Bombay, Bengal, the United Provinces 
and in East Bengal and Assam and raised the Muslims’ reserved seats in the Imperial Legislative Council 
from six to eight. Jinnah was one of the elected members from Bombay. 
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2.6 Muslim Politics (1913-1929) 
At the age 35, Jinnah was the youngest member who joined the Viceroy’s Central 
Legislative Council in 1910. In 1912, he attended both the annual meetings of Congress 
and the Muslim League that held in Bankipur, Jinnah had not yet joined the League. He 
supported the self-government that is suitable for the people of India, brought about 
through constitutional means and promoting national unity.60 Furthermore, in March 
1913, at the League’s Lucknow session, the League’s President and his Secretary, 
requested Jinnah to join the Muslim League.61 Jinnah and Gokhale meet with Lord 
Islington62 on April 1913, Jinnah attended different sessions of League and Congress 
and was seeking a formula to bring the Congress and the League on a single national 
platform. 
 
Additionally, in 1914 first World War declared among British and Germany, United 
States of America made alliance with British while Turkey joined Germany. The loyalty 
of Congress and the Muslim League was towards the British, so that, they might 
 
60 Pirzada, S.S, Foundations of Pakistan: All India Muslim League Documents 1906-1924, Karachi: 
National Publishing House, 1969, Vol I, pp. 104. See also, “Congress aur Muslim League ka Salaana 
Jalsa”, Zamindar, 16 February 1912, pp. 1. Interview with Dr. Saadat Syed, Urdu Department G.C 
University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. 
61 Sarojini Naidu, Mohammad Ali Jinnah: His Speeches and Writings 1912-1917, Madras: Ganesh, 1919, 
pp. 11. See also, “League ka Lucknow mein ijlaas”, Zamindar, 17 July 1913, pp. 1. Interview with Dr. 
Zahid Mehmood, Urdu Department Islamia College, Lahore, 27 March 2017. The aim of the Muslim 
League in 1912-1913 session was changed from loyalty to a form of self- government suitable to India. 
Jinnah, who had so far refused to join the Muslim League if it maintained its communal objectives, now 
found himself in a position to join the organization. However, his joining the League was on the condition 
that loyalty to the Muslim League and the Muslim interest would in no way and at no time imply even 
the shadow of disloyalty to the larger national cause to which his life was dedicated. 
62 Lord Islington (1866-1936) was a British politician, in his later career for two years he worked under 
Secretary of State of the Colonies and in 1915 he was under Secretary of State of India. 
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proceed towards their demand of self-government.63 Therefore, in January 1915 Gandhi 
came back to India after serving twenty-two years in South Africa, joined Congress and 
became a leading person. When British attacked the holy places of Muslims in Hedjaz, 
Muslims in India became aggressive, at that time Congress joined hands with the 
Muslim League. 
 
In 1916, at Lucknow, Congress and Muslim League jointly agreed on the separate 
electorate and in minority areas both the parties will get weightage of seats more than 
their population, and they signed the agreement which later called Lucknow Pact. With 
this agreement they had no issues on seats allocation and both parties were satisfied and 
welcomed the pact.64 The All-India Hindu Mahasabha and the Local Hindu Sabha’s 
denounced the Pact due to the excessive representation given to the Muslim minorities 
in the province of U.P and Punjab while Muslims in Bengal demanded 52% instead of 
40% seats and in Bombay they demanded 36% of the seats.65 This is the milestone 
 
63 Nirad C. Chaudhri, The Autobiography of an Unknown Indian, London: Macmillan, 1951, pp. 399. 
See also, “Jang-e-Tarablas aur Hindustan”, Zamindar, 22 March 1914, pp. 1. “Gemano ke hamla krne 
ka tarika”, Zamindar, 28 December 1914, pp. 1. 
64 “Lucknow Pact”, Civil and Military Gazette, 29 December 1916, pp. 5. See also, “Lucknow Pact”, The 
Pioneer, 29 December 1916, pp. 1. Interview with Dr. Kalyan Singh, Punjabi Department G.C 
University, Lahore, 7 February 2019. In July 1915, the U.P. Government introduced a Municipalities 
Bill into its Legislative Council, as a result of Jinnah’s proposal to increase non-official participation. 
The conservative Hindu politicians were opposed to granting of a separate representation to the Muslims, 
and when the Congress made its policy to grant concessions to the Muslims, the orthodox Hindus 
resisted. The Congress and the League prepared their Reforms Scheme, but the Congress scheme 
excluded the separate representation. After much heated discussions, at the Joint Reform Committee 
meeting held on November 1916, the Hindus agreed to separate representation of Muslims provided the 
Muslims had no vote in the general electorates, which the Muslims accepted. The proportion of 
representation in five provinces were settled, but in the case of Bengal and U.P., matters wore postponed 
to be settled, which were agreed upon at the Congress-League Joint Session met from December 1916, 
at Lucknow under the Presidentship of Jinnah, who drafted the scheme, known as Lucknow Pact.  
65 Address of the Anjuman-i-Islam, Montague Paper, MSS EUR/ D 523/37, British Library, London, 
1916. See also, Interview with Dr. Akhtar Hussain Sandhu, History Department University of Education, 
7 February 2019. The Muslims could not vote in general elections, an advantage they had been enjoying 
since 1909. It was also provided that no Bill nor a resolution introduced by a non-official shall be 
proceeded with, if three fourths of the members of a community oppose the bill or the resolution. The 
ulema of Deoband demanded: (a) an Alim to be appointed to each Legislative Council; (b) the Wakfs 
and the mosques to be placed under the charge of the Sheikh ul Islam; and (c) the dispute amongst 
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towards the identification of Muslims as a separate nation, which led the formation of 
two countries on national identities 
 
On the other hand, Lord Chelmsford66 in November 1916 accepted the self-government 
and set it as a goal for India. He by extending the electorate and the elective element 
enlarged the provincial council’s power. On April 1916, he dispatched his order to the 
Secretary of State. Therefore, on 20th August 1917 Edwin Samuel Montagu67 the new 
Secretary of State for India declared in the House of Commons, “the policy of His 
Majesty’s Government is that of the increasing association of Indians in every branch 
of the administration and the gradual development of self-government institutions and 
 
Muslims to be settled in accordance with Muslim Personal Law. Due to these differences, the 
Memoranda, submitted to Montague and Chelmsford, indicated no common political demands and 
communal interests varied from class to class and region to region. Dr. Lai Bahadur stated: The fact was 
that regarding communal adjustment the Congress suffered from self-delusion. Nothing could be done 
more head-strong than to hope for the disappearance of separate electorate after 10 years of its birth. The 
evil could easily be nipped in the bud, but it could grow till it served an easy steppingstone for the demand 
of Pakistan. 
66 Lord Chelmsford from 1916 to 1921 served as Governor General and Viceroy of India, under his tenure 
important events are Lucknow Pact 1916, Khilafat Movement, passing Rawlatt Act, Jallianwala Bagh 
Tragedy, Montague-Chelmsford Reforms 1919. His time as Viceroy was marked with consistent calls 
for self-government, which Chelmsford agreed to, convincing a preoccupied Foreign Office to send the 
Secretary of State for India, Edwin Samuel Montagu, to discuss the potential for reform. Together they 
oversaw the implementation of the Montagu-Chelmsford reforms, which gave greater authority to local 
Indian representative bodies and paved the way for a free India. Trying to tread a fine line between reform 
and maintaining the British hold over India, Chelmsford passed repressive anti-terrorism laws to 
widespread opposition from Indian reformists. The laws sparked unrest in the Punjab, culminating in the 
implementation of martial law in the region and the Amritsar Massacre by General Reginald Dyer on 13 
April 1919. Initially supportive of Dyer and slow to respond to the massacre, following a ruling 
condemning Dyer’s actions, Chelmsford eventually disciplined Dyer. 
67 Edwin Samuel Montague (1879-1924) was a British politician and from 1917 to 1922 he served as 
Secretary of State of India. As Secretary of State, Montagu represented the interests of the British Empire 
and opposed the most strident Indian nationalists, calling S. Subramanian Ayer the Grand old man of 
South India. Montagu led the Indian delegation at the Paris Peace Conference in 1919, where he opposed 
plans for dividing Turkey (including the Greek occupation of Smyrna and the projected removal of the 
Sultan from Constantinople). On this subject, at the Council of Four on 17 th May 1919, he introduced 
representatives of Muslim India (including the Aga Khan) and urged that Muslim peoples were beginning 
to see the Conference as taking sides against Islam. He was primarily responsible for the Montagu-
Chelmsford Reforms which led to the Government of India Act 1919, committing the British to the 
eventual evolution of India towards dominion status. 
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responsible government in India as an integral part of the British Empire”.68 
Furthermore, the Hindu-Muslim unity continued from 1916 – 1921, when World War 
came to an end and British destroyed the holy places in Turkey. To save the places 
Muslims of India started Khilafat Movement and for this purpose they formed All-India 
Central Khilafat Committee. Gandhi was elected President of the AICKC on 24th 
November 1919. As the British planned harsh terms on Turkey, aiming its 
dismemberment, Hasrat Mohani’s resolution for boycott of British goods was adopted 
despite Gandhi formidable opposition.69 
 
Therefore, based on reports of the Franchise Committees the Function Committee and 
the Committee on Home Administration, the Government of India drafted a Bill, which 
received the Royal agreement on 23rd December 1919, which is known as the 
Government of India Act, 1919. In each of the nine provinces, the Governors had an 
Executive Council and a Legislative Council. The Executive Council member were 
 
68 British Self-Government Act, IOR/V/27/256/16, British Library, London, 1917. See also, Interview 
with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. The people 
believed that if Parliamentary government would be formed the electorate will be at the mercy of a small 
coterie of politicians who will use their power to 37 exalt themselves. Therefore, Montagu left Indians 
to set things right for themselves, and to learn by suffering from their own mistakes. Montagu visited 
India and the Montagu-Chelmsford Report saw the light of the day on 12 April 1918. The Report did not 
satisfy any community. However, it intensified the efforts of the Congress and the League to acquire 
their legitimate rights. Three months later, the First World War came to an end. 
69 Khilafat Movement: Nationalism and Civil Disobedience, IOR/V/27/262/10, British Library, London, 
1925. See also, Khilafat Movement, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1925, pp. 78. “Turkish Mission in 
England”, Pioneer, 4 April 1924, pp. 3. Interview with Dr. Tahir Ameen, Department of Research center 
Quaid-e-Azam University, Islamabad, 25 December 2017. Both Hindus and Muslims marched together 
in processions led by Congress and Khilafat flags containing the symbol of charkha and the Crescent. 
Sometimes to the repugnant surprise of the orthodox Muslims and Hindus alike, the fraternization spread. 
So far as to permit the Hindu “brothers” to address Muslim congregations in the Mosques and the Muslim 
“brothers” to speak at the innermost shrines of Hinduism. People of different cultures, antecedents, 
religious beliefs and historic traditions became united. History performed a miracle by bringing together 
what civilizations and religions had divided in the past. The major communities of India had turned into 
so near brothers as two sons of one mother. For the unity, Hindu and Muslims gather at Jallianwala Bagh 
but British General Dyer led an attack upon a peaceful political meeting of unarmed men, women and 
children at Jallianwala Bagh in Amritsar. In ten minutes, 400 people were shot dead and 1,200 seriously 
injured. Instead of being punished for his crime, Dyer was honored as a hero. “Peace Celebrations 
Rejoining in Native States”, Pioneer, 19 December 1919, pp. 6. 
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nominated by the Governors and the Legislative Council member were chosen by the 
Governor from amongst the Legislature’s members. The Reserved Subject were dealt 
by the Executive Council and the Transferred Subjects were administered by the 
Legislative Council.70 There were two houses: The Central Legislative Assembly and 
the Council of State. The former consisted of 145 members (103 elected + 42 nominated 
(25 officials + 17 non-officials), 51 elected by general constituencies + 32 communal 
voters (from Muslims 30 and 2 from Sikhs), special voters 20 (landholders 7, Europeans 
9 and from Indian Commerce 4). The latter consisted of 60 members (33 were elected 
and 27 Governor-Genera1 will nominate).71 
 
The Constitution was based on the Montagu-Chelmsford Report and provided for 
separate Muslim electorates, as envisaged in the Lucknow Pact of 1916.  As Montagu 
was personally opposed to the principle of communal representation and regarded it a 
great mistake of Morley and Minto in 1909,72 the communal representation was not 
accorded in any province where Muslims formed most of the voters.73 However, the 
 
70 The Act of 1919 recommended the continuation of separate electorates. It recognized the Sikhs as a 
separate community but did not give them the weightage as a minority which the Muslims were given 
where they were in minority. The division of the provincial subjects into transferred and reserved parts 
came to be known as Dyarchy. Law and order, land revenue, irrigation, development of mineral resources 
etc. were reserved subjects which were under the direct charge of the Governor and his Executive 
Council; while education, agriculture, public health, local government etc. were called transferred 
subjects and were to be controlled by minister responsible to the legislatures. The Governor of the 
province headed both. See also, The Civil and Military Gazette, 7 December 1919, pp. 6. 
71 Government of India Act, IOR/V/8/70, British Library, London, 1919. See also, Government of India 
Act 1919, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1919. “Government of India Bill”, Pioneer, 10 December 1919, pp. 
4. Montague-Chelmsford Reforms Scheme, File No. F-1167 Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, 
Islamabad, 1919. Interview with Dr. Tahir Ameen, Department of Research center Quaid-e-Azam 
University, Islamabad, 25 December 2017. 
72 Misharul, Hassan, Nationalism and Communalism Politics in India, 1916-1928, New Delhi: Manohar 
Book Services, 1979, pp. 19. See also, Report on the Indian Constitutional Reforms, Minto – Morley 
Reforms, File No. X-7, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1909. 
73 Report on Indian Constitutional Reforms: Montague-Chelmsford Report, File No. X-8, Punjab 
Archives, Lahore, 1919, pp, 35. See also, Montague-Chelmsford Report, Report on Indian Constitutional 
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Act introduced responsive government in the Centre whereas the Congress demanded 
a responsible government. The new Assembly recommended for revising the Act. Both 
the parties of Hindu and Muslim boycotted the elections in 1920, as a result the 
Moderates captured the seats.74 C.R. Das and Motilal Nehru entered the Assembly to 
adopt method of wrecking legislatures from within. 
 
Muslim League Session at Amritsar in December 1919, the Muslim expressed their 
strong resentment at dismemberment of Turkey and showed their loyalty to the Sultan 
of Turkey. Jinnah supported the non-cooperation program of Gandhi, but when Gandhi 
presided the Home Rule League meeting in Bombay on 3rd October 1920, he proposed 
to secure complete Swaraj for India. Therefore, it made Jinnah annoyed to Gandhi, 
Jinnah perspective was to attain self-government by constitutional means, and he also 
wanted this as the priority of the Sabha. The clash between Jinnah and Gandhi ended at 
the resignation of Jinnah and 43 resigned from the Muslim League with great sorrow.75 
This made Jinnah alert that Gandhi and Congress will not go for the benefits of Muslim 
which led to the partition of India. 
 
 
Reforms, Mss Eur F136/21, British Library, London, 1918. “The Reform Bill”, Pioneer, 24 December 
1919, pp. 4. 
74 Lord Birkenhead Declaration, IOR/V/8/72, British Library, London, 1925. See also, Interview with 
Dr. Saadat Syed, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. The Congress refused to 
cooperate in the working of the reforms, Lord Birkenhead, the Secretary of State, on 7 July 1925, 
declared: let them produce a constitution which carries behind it a fair measure of general agreement 
among the great people of India. He thought that Hindu-Muslim agreement on a common constitution 
would not be possible, and, thus, the British rule would continue. 
75 Jayakar, M.R, The Story of My Life, Bombay: Asia Publishing House, 1958, pp. 405. Thus, the very 
fabric of trust was shaken. The Congress support to Khilafat movement in a mistaken belief of achieving 
Hindu-Muslim unity did not pay off. The Congress had no direct access to wield even little influence 
over the Muslim masses. Maulana Azad openly acknowledged this. He pointed out that a national 
organization like the Congress devoted purely to the political cause could never win the sympathies of 
the Muslim masses. Khilafat being a religious issue of the Muslim community, the propaganda for non-
cooperation could be effective only when it was carried out by the Muslim organization themselves. 
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Additionally, Gandhi on 28th December 1920 at Nagpur meeting proposed the Swaraj 
for India by all legitimate and peaceful means, Jinnah objected that it was dangerous to 
the Muslim interests. Congress members did not listen to him. It was the most bitter 
experience of him in his public life. He left Nagpur and came back to Bombay; he then 
realized and get determination to achieve Pakistan. He then resigned from the Congress 
too. On the other hand, Shuddhi and Sangathan Movement were started by Hindus, 
Tabligh and Tanzim Movements were started by Muslims, which caused many 
communal riots among them in the recent years. Gandhi considered the Muslims the 
prosecutors and the Hindus the prosecuted.76 
 
The riots strengthened the impression among the Muslim masses that their life, land 
and property would not be safe in Congress rule India with a massive Hindu majority. 
This feeling naturally made them think of a better solution of their anticipated dangers 
and they appeared to find it in the form of separate state. After the fall of the Khilafat 
Movement,77 Muslim League became leaderless, Jinnah who was elected member of 
the Legislative Assembly in September 1923 elections, had drafted a national demand. 
He talked about individual rights, equal justice, religious liberty, separate electorates 
for Muslims as joint electorates were inadequate to achieve the effective 
 
76 Jayakar, The Story of My Life, pp. 27. See also, “Swarajist Leaders Conference”, The Pioneer, 4 April 
1924, pp. 2. “Cawnpore Mill Riots”, The Pioneer, 7 April 1924, pp. 6. “Amritsar Hindu-Muslim 
Disturbances”, The Pioneer, 7 April 1924, pp. 7. The Shuddhi and Sangathan Movements, the Arya 
Samaj, the Hindu Mahasabha and the Swaraj Party were proud of Hindu nationalism and openly worked 
for Hindu domination, but the Congress was somewhat better than them in view of its proclamation of 
secular ideas. It was tragic that the Congressmen did not condemn the anti-Muslim propaganda carried 
out by the conservative Congress leaders. 
77 After the suspension of civil disobedience, another surprise awaited the Muslims was the abolition of 
Khilafat. On 21 November 1922, the Turkish National Assembly at Ankara decided to separate the 
Khilafat from the Sultanate. And since the maintenance of the temporal power of the Khalifa was one of 
the main objects of the Khilafat movement; this action by a purely Muslim body completely took the 
wind out of its sails. In March 1924, Mustafa Kemal Pasha, who burst the bubble of the Khilafat, struck 
the final blow. Its immediate result was the disruption of the Khilafat party in India. 
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representation.78 In 1924 he was elected for the President of Muslim League for three 
years. Hindus bitterly showed aggressive attitude towards the demand of Muslim 
representation in Legislatures according to the population proportion. They forced 
Congress not to accept this demand of Muslims and they were also against the 
recognition of partition principle on lines of religious cleavages.79 Lord Birkenhead,80 
in November 1927, repeated his challenge that Indians should put forward their own 
suggestion for a constitution.81 
 
The Report submitted on 10th August 1928 and was published on 15th August 1928. On 
the model of the self-governing Dominions constitution it recommended a responsible 
government which granted the Dominion Status, federal constitution inviting Indian 
 
78 Stanley Wolpert, Jinnah of Pakistan, New York: Oxford University Press, 1984, pp. 83. Furthermore, 
Jinnah was presided over the conference that was held in Delhi on 20 March 1927 and was attended also 
by Dr. M.A Ansari, Mahomed Ali, M. Yaqub, M. Ismail, Ali Nabi and the Raja of Mahmudabad besides 
Muslim leaders from the Punjab, Bihar, Delhi and Bombay. Jinnah still had faith in the Congress 
dominated by Gandhi. The Conference agreed to step back from separate electorates if Congress agreed 
to accept the four demands of Muslim League: 1. That Muslim representation in Legislative Councils of 
Bengal and Punjab would be in proportion to their population. 2. In the Central Legislature one-third 
seats would be allowed to Muslims. 3. Sind should be separate from Bombay Presidency and established 
as an Independent province. 4. In NWFP and Baluchistan reforms should be announced as they were in 
the other provinces of India. 
79 The Commission was appointed in 1927 under Section 84 of the India Act of 1919. It was appointed 
by the conservative Government two years ahead of time. It was presided over by Sir John Simon. It’s 
all seven members were Englishmen. The Commission was boycotted by the nationalists claiming it had 
no Indian member. See also, R.C. Majumdar, The History and Culture of the Indian People: Struggle for 
Freedom, Vol. X, Bombay: Bhartiya Vidya Bhawan, 1988, pp. 454.  
80 Lord Birkenhead (1872-1930) was British politician and barrister and attained high office in the early 
20th century. From 1924 to 1928 he served as Secretary of State for India in Baldwin’s second 
government. Baldwin had allegedly declined to reappoint him to the woolsack on the grounds that it 
would be inappropriate for the Lord Chancellor to be seen drunk in the street. His views on pre-partition 
India’s independence movement were gloomy. He thought India’s Hindu-Muslim religious divide 
insurmountable and sought to block advances in native participation in provincial governments that had 
been granted by the 1919 Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms. 
81 Lord Birkenhead Declaration, IOR/V/27/821/5/2, British Library, London, 1927. See also, Interview 
with Dr. Nayyer, History Department G.C University Lahore, 6 February 2019. The Congress at its 
Madras session in 1927, resolved to boycott the Simon Commission and proclaimed independence as its 
goal and to place a draft constitution before a Special Convention. Consequently, the INC authorized the 
Working Committee to draft a Swaraj constitution for India. 
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States to join, retaining their status as the Commonwealth member because India still 
is occupied by them.82 The All-Parties Conference met at Lucknow from 28th to 30th 
August 1928. The Conference approved the Report but a group of Congressmen 
including Jawaharlal Nehru and Subhas Chandra Bose,83 opposed the Dominion Status 
and advocated Complete Independence.84 
 
In 28th March 1929 held a meeting of Muslim League. They decided that they would 
not accept any of the Indian Government constitution, if it had no safeguard of rights 
and interests of Muslims. Jinnah in his fourteen points made it very clear,85 he favoured 
the separate electorate, in Central Legislature asked for one third Muslim 
 
82 Report of the Committee Appointed by the Conference to Determine the Principles of the Constitution 
for India, (Nehru Report), Allahabad: All-Parties Conference Publications, 1928, pp. 50. Motilal Nehru 
called on an Informal Conference on July 1, 1928, which accepted reservation of seats for Muslims in 
majority provinces for ten years, but on July 8, the resolution was modified by only the reservation of 
seats for minorities in both central and provincial legislatures was permitted, Motilal Nehru and Sapru 
observed that separation of religion from politics was the only remedy of the communal tangle and 
favored separate representation for Muslims, due to which they were opposed to the Hindus. 
83 Subhas Chandra Bose was born on 23 January 1897 at Cuttack India and died on 18 August 1945 at 
Taipei Taiwan. He was an Indian nationalist whose defiant patriotism made him a hero in India. He was 
president of Indian National Congress in 1938 and 1939 but left the presidency due to the differences 
with Gandhi and high command of Congress. In April 1941, he arrived Germany where he with the offers 
from the leadership worked for the cause of India’s independence. Bose wanted complete independence 
for India while Gandhi had the view that independence should be in phases. To attack on British 
government in India, he left India and make alliance with Soviet Union, Nazi Germany, Imperial Japan. 
84 Indian Independence: Nehru Report, IOR/L/PO/6/42, British Library, London, 1928. See also, 
Interview with Dr. Nayyer, History Department G.C University Lahore, 6 February 2019. Additionally, 
the Report annexed Sind to the NWFP but rejected the Muslim demand for reservation of seats in the 
Punjab and Bengal. The Report in the Hindu majority provinces reserved seats for Muslim minorities in 
percentage to the population both in the central and the provincial legislatures and the principle of 
weightage and separate electorates were done away with. The Muslims divided into two groups, and both 
rejected the Report. 
85 Jamil-ud-din Ahmad, Historic Documents of the Muslim Freedom Movement, Lahore: Publishers 
United Ltd, 1970, pp. 98-100. See also, History of the Origin of Fourteen Points by M.A. Jinnah, Punjab 
Archives, Lahore, 1929. Interview with Dr. Akhtar Hussain Sandhu, History Department University of 
Education, Lahore, 7 February 2019. The All-Parties Muslim Conference released Zaruri Allan urging 
the Muslims to abstain from the Congress participation. The nationalist Muslims also carried on a 
vigorous propaganda against the Nehru Report. Dr. M.A Ansari, Jinnah and Mahomed Ali regarded the 
settlement of the communal problem as the sine qua non for India’s participation in the freedom struggle. 
Jinnah stressed: unless the majority community and their leaders grasp that elementary principle 
(political demands of Muslims) and deal with it in that spirit it will not be possible to get the minority 
community into the line with any national program. 
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representation, reforms and equal autonomy for the provinces. Therefore, in his 
consideration, he not only thought about the Muslims but also for the minorities. He 
specifically constructed his points, so that, everyone could get his deserving rights. He 
also favoured the religious liberty, so that, everyone could offer their religious rituals 
freely.86 However, Hindu-Muslim differences grew stronger leading to the demand for 
partition of India. In March 1930, Gandhi launched the Civil Disobedience 
Movement.87 None of the Muslim League member participated in it, so it came to a 
fruitless end. 
 
2.7 Muslim Political Struggle towards Success (1929-1940) 
Lord Irwin88 in 29th October 1929 announced that Government suggested to update 
Dominion Status in India, and soon they called all the parties to come in London to 
 
86 Sarojini Naidu tried to settle the misunderstanding between Gandhi and Jinnah, but most of the 
congressman wrote to Gandhi not to facilitate Muslim demand but used communal platform as a means 
of rallying public support and made concessions to communal feelings which were already running high 
in view of recurring riots. Although, few of the congressman had strong links with religious and revivalist 
bodies throughout India and they rely on their support. The Muslim League could find no way of 
reconciling their fears of Hindu domination. 
87 Civil Disobedience Movement, IOR/R/1/1/1993, British Library, London, 1930. See also, “Civil 
Nafarmani”, Paisa Akhbar, 20 November 1930, pp. 22. Interview with Dr. Nayyer, History Department 
G.C University Lahore, 6 February 2019. Gandhi’s perception of the object of Civil Disobedience, 
therefore, assumed significance. He spoke of civil disobedience for establishing Puma Swaraj, complete 
independence. His more careful exposition of his thoughts showed that he did not intend or envisage a 
total collapse of the British Government. His aim was through the corporate action of Satyagraha to 
generate among Indians the interdependent qualities of strength and unity, fundamentals to his goal of 
Swaraj but vital also in the short term to enable some of them to go the conference table to negotiate as 
national representatives, accepted as such by their rulers and their compatriots. The connection in 
Gandhi’s mind between civil disobedience and attendance at a constitutional conference on the right 
terms, was evident at the Calcutta Congress and immediately after Lahore. 
88 Lord Irwin (1881-1959) was a former viceroy of India. In October 1925, Lord Birkenhead, Secretary 
of State for India, offered Wood the job of Viceroy of India at the suggestion of King George V. His 
paternal grandfather Sir Charles Wood had been Secretary of State for India in 1859–1865. He almost 
declined, as he had two sons of school age and his aged father seemed unlikely to live until 1931 when 
his term was due to end. He left for India on 17 March 1926 and arrived in Bombay on 1 April 1926. 
Irwin was honored with the GCSI and GCIE in 1926. Several attempts were made to assassinate him. He 
was more sympathetic to Indians than his predecessors had been, although he had no compunctions about 
signing death warrants when he thought them justified. He wanted Indians to be more united and friendly 
to the UK; his first major speech as Viceroy, and several more throughout his term of office, urged an 
end to communal violence between Hindus and Muslims 
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express their views for the new future constitution of India.89 For that purpose, three 
Round Table Conferences was organized in 1930, 1931, and 1932. Both the political 
parties put forward their proposals for settlement of communal problems, but the 
Hindus and the Sikhs did not agree with the Muslim demands.90 The main problem was 
that the Hindus wanted their majority in some provinces with a strong center, while in 
certain other the Muslims wanted to dominate. As all the parties consented, the Prime 
Minister came forward with his Award on the communal problem and announced the 
Communal Award on 16th August 1932.91 
 
After attending the First Round Table Conference, Jinnah and his fellows met at 
Allahabad in December 1930. Iqbal refused to accept the social unity of India and put 
his emphasis on the Muslim nationality. According to him, Indian sub-continent has 
different groups of people who had their different races, languages and different 
religion.92 On this note, he proclaimed his “two-nation theory” which leads to the 
proposal for a separate state for Indian Muslims. 
 
89 Without the Congress, 89 distinguished statesmen represented the British political parties, Indian Labor 
Federation, Muslim League, Hindu Maha Sabha, Depressed classes and Indian states gathered in London 
from 12 November 1930 to 19 January 1931, for the conference. It held for the constitutional reforms. 
Congress participated in the second-round table conference which held from 7 September 1931 to 1 
December 1931. Mahatma Gandhi went London. The main issues for discussion were the future 
constitutional structure for India and representation of minorities. On 17 November 1932, the third 
session of RTC was held lasting till 24 December 1932. This time only 46 delegates mostly comprising 
communalists and liberals were invited. 
90 Indian Round Table Conference, CAB/27/469, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1931. See 
also, Proceedings of Round Table Conferences, File No. X-35, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1931. Round 
Table Conference, File No. X-37(2), Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1932. “Malik Moazam ki Taqreer aur 
Goal Maize Conference”, Paisa Akhbar, March 1932, pp. 15.. 
91 Indian Round Table Conference, IOR: POS 10760-826/10811, British Library, London, 1931-32. See 
also, Annual Report of Muslim League for the Year 1932-33, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1933. “Goal 
Maize Conference”, Paisa Akhbar, November 1933, pp. 12.  
92 Durrani, F.K Khan, The Meaning of Pakistan, Lahore: Shaikh Mohammad Ashraf, 1944, pp. 156. See 
also, Round Table Conference, File No. X-35, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1931. “All India Muslim League 
Conference”, Paisa Akhbar, 30 November 1930, pp. 25. Iqbal would like to see the Punjab, N.W.F. P, 













1 Madras 49,341,810 3,896,452 7.90 
2 Bombay 20,849,840 1,920,368 9.21 
3 Bengal 60,306,525 33,005,434 54.73 
4 United Provinces 55,020,617 8,416,308 15.30 
5 Punjab 28,418,819 16,217,242 57.07 
6 Bihar 36,340,151 4,716,314 12.98 
7 Central Province Berar 13,208,718 448,528 3.40 
8 Assam 10,204,733 3,442,479 33.73 
9 N.W.F. P 3,038,037 2,788,797 91.80 
10 Orissa 8,728,544 146,301 1.68 
11 Sind 4,535,008 3,208,325 70.75 
12 Ajmer Marwar 538,693 89,899 15.40 
13 Baluchistan 501,631 438,930 87.50 
14 Delhi 917,939 304,971 3322 
15 Coorg 168,726 14,730 8.73 
 Total 292,164,791 79,055,078 27.06 
Source: Punjab Archives, Lahore. 
 
 
without the British Empire, the formation of a consolidated North-West Indian Muslim State appears to 
me to be the final destiny of the Muslims, at least of North-West India. I, therefore, demand the formation 
of a consolidated Muslim State in the best interests of India and Islam. 




Observing that both the communities had differences based on culture, caste and 
religion and as such the communities cannot live in harmony. Iqbal in his presidential 
address said, “If the principle that the Indian Muslim is entitled to full and free 
development on the lines of his own culture and tradition in his own Indian homeland, 
is recognized as the basis of a permanent communal settlement, he will be ready to 
stake his all for the freedom of India”.94 However, at that time in 1930, Iqbal’s idea was 
only to get an area within India where Muslims were in majority and they could live 
their life under Islamic culture and laws, he did not advocate a separate homeland for 
Muslims of India. He did not envisage the partition of India.95 
 
Additionally, Dr. Iqbal and Rahmat Ali’s proposal was for Muslim majority province 
within the India. Rahmat Ali wrote that the word state, he meant not a separate or 
sovereign state but a federation.96 When the 1935 Act was being discussed, Rahmat Ali 
issued a circular letter on 8th July 1935, from Cambridge. He wrote, “the very basis and 
 
94 Shamloo. (ed), Speeches and Satements of Iqbal, Lahore: Al-Manar Academy, 1948, pp. 11. See also, 
Presidential Address Allahabad Session December 1930 by Dr. Sir Muhammad Iqbal, Punjab Archives, 
Lahore, 1930. Interview with Dr. Harvinder Singh Bhatti, Sociology Department Punjabi University, 
Patiala, India, 23 February 2019. However, he undoubtedly provided the Muslims with an ideological 
weapon which was used by the Muslim leadership as the basis for the demand of a separate Muslim 
homeland. One can agree that what Iqbal, in effect, had done was to state the proposition of Lajpat 
Rai(l924) in his own intellectual manner and provide it with a scholar’s logic and reasoning. Lajpat Rai 
had proposed partition of Punjab; and Bengal, but Iqbal suggested creation of a Muslim state in north-
west India only. 
95 Moin, Shakir, Khilafat to Pakistan, New Delhi: Kalamkar Prakash, 1970, pp. 190. See also, Interview 
with Dr. Zahid Mehmood, Urdu Department Islamia College, Lahore, 27 March 2017. He proposed 
Muslim India within India and this was also the desire of Jinnah, Muhammed Ali, Shaukat Ali and 
Muhammad Shafi. Gradually, Iqbal’s idea made clear that India is not one nation, it has different culture, 
languages, races, religions and customs, later this idea was reshaped by Rahmat Ali. Jinnah considered 
Iqbal to initiate the move towards an independent sovereign state in the Indian sub-continent. 
96 Rahmat, C.Ali, Pakistan: The Fatherland of Pakistan, Cambridge: The Pak National Liberation 
Movement, 1947, pp. 219-220. Different people on different time and occasion predict the division of 
India, if in a case the Hindu-Muslim problem could not be settled, they predict that soon there will be 
Hindu-India and Muslim-India. On Iqbal’s proposal Rahmat Ali is the one who pioneered the partition 
scheme and coined the word Pakistan in 1933. Rahmat Ali explained the term Pakistan as P for Punjab, 
A for Afghanistan, K for Kashmir, S for Sind and Tan for Baluchistan. Pakistan National Movement was 
founded by Rahmat Ali in 1933. 
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content of our national life is founded on fundamentals essentially different from those 
on which Hindu’s lives and prospers. Our age long social system and our ancient 
national tradition have given us a civilization with a philosophy-culture, language, a 
literature and an art basically and fundamentally different from that of Hindustan. This 
is not all. We do not inter-dine; we do not intermarry. Our national customs and 
calendars, even our diet and dress are different”.97 
 
Large numbers of Muslims of India were then claiming that they were a nation by 
themselves, as they were totally different from the other nationalities in India, to spend 
their lives on their own ideas of Islamic culture and laws,98 they now need a separate 
state. It was Iqbal who put forward the idea to create Muslim India within India, and he 
was Rahmat Ali who proposed the idea of separate Muslim India from the rest of India. 
Iqbal wanted a state with representation of Islamic Laws. This is called Pan-Is1amism. 
Iqbal’s Pan-Islamism was thus based upon the character of the State whose spiritual 
and secular domains remain distinct. Iqbal says, “I confess to be a Pan-Islamist. The 
mission for which Islam came into this world will ultimately be fulfilled, the world will 
be purged of infidelity and the worship of false gods, and the true soul of Islam will be 
triumphant. This is the kind of Pan-Islamism which I preach”.99 Thus, the separate state 
 
97 Circular letter issued by Rahmat Ali in Quaid-e-Azam Papers, File No. 752, National Archives, 
Islamabad, 8 July 1935, pp. 23. See also, Interview with Dr. Tahir Ameen, Department of Research center 
Quaid-e-Azam University, Islamabad, 25 December 2017. Pandit Sunderlal, quoting in “Unpardonable 
Crime of Jinnah” as, the truth may be unpalatable to you, but it may be admitted that the Hindus 
themselves are responsible for the cry of Pakistan raised by the Muslims. The Pakistan scheme is not the 
scheme of Mr. Jinnah. It is the Hindus who started Pakistan; you have a Pakistan in each Hindu 
household. If a non-Hindu comes to your house for water, you refuse to give him your vessel. 
98 Mehrotra, C.R, Towards India’s Freedom and Partition, New Delhi: Vikas Publishing House Pvt. Ltd., 
1979, pp. 197. 
99 Dr. Sachin Sen, Birth OF Pakistan, Calcutta: General Painters and Publishers, 1955, pp. 83. See also, 
Presidential Address Allahabad Session December 1930 by Dr. Sir Muhammad Iqbal, Punjab Archives, 
Lahore, 1930. Interview with Dr. Tahir Ameen, Department of Research center Quaid-e-Azam 
University, Islamabad, 25 December 2017. 
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became a reality for the Muslims of India to get their separate identification, as both the 
two prominent religious group did not want any collective existence. 
 
Figure 2.1. Muslim Populated Regions of British India100 
Therefore, when Third Round Table Conference came to an end, the British 
Government put forward a proposal in March 1933, which had discussed by the joint 
Parliamentary Select Committee, they published their report on 11th November 1934 
which was redrafted in the form of a Bill and known as the Government of India Act 
1935.101 The Act envisaged supremacy of the British parliament, federal form of 
government, provincial autonomy, diarchy at the Centre, safeguards to British 
authorities are in Governor’s hand and enumeration of 59 items, which defined powers 
 
100 Rebellion against British, L/PS/6/481, British Library, London, June 1858. 
101 Government of India Act 1935 Parliamentary procedures for the passage of order in Council, 
IOR/M/1/137, British Library, London, 1935. See also, Gazette of India 1935 part I, Punjab Archives, 
Lahore, 1935. Interview with Dr. Nayyer, History Department G.C University Lahore, 6 February 2019. 
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of both the Centre and the Units.102 As the Congress and the League both rejected the 
Federal scheme, the Governor-General on 11th September 1930 suspended it forever, 
but elections based on Provincial Autonomy was held in 1937.103 
 
The results of the 1937 elections were not according to expectations of the Muslim 
League, as separate electorate which they were thinking that would work for the 
Muslims population but failed. Muslim League then proposed an all-India federation, 
that is, the Muslim-majority states and the Hindu-majority states should be 
independently joined in a federation. Iqbal in his letter to Jinnah wrote on 28th May 
1937, that “it is impossible to enforce the Islamic laws in the joint country, for this, now 
necessary to redistribute the country and have a Muslim state for Muslim majority 
population, and that time already had arrived”.104  
 
Additionally, the communal differences were deep rooted in the history of the majority 
and minority communities which had strong hold on the Congress and League 
mentalities. According to Gandhi, if the British remained in India, the communal 
problem cannot be solved. On the other hand, British said that they could only leave 
 
102 Jawaherlal Nehru, The Discovery of India, New York: John Day & Co, 1946, pp. 10. 
103 “Amendment to Rules Referred to Committee”, Civil and Military Gazette, 3 February 1937, pp. 8. 
The successful operation of the new constitution would largely depend on the Congress’s attitude; it was 
able to assume ministerial responsibilities in seven provinces. Nehru was not inclined to respond 
sympathetically to Jinnah’s call and his terms, for cooperation, especially at the time when he felt 
confident that the Congress itself could win over the Muslim masses based on economic issues. The 
Congress was not interested in pacts with a few persons representing communal organizations, with no 
common political background, meeting together and discussing and quarrelling. 
104 Allama M. Iqbal, Letters of Iqbal’s to Jinnah, Lahore: Sh. M. Ashraf, 1943, pp. 17-19. See also, 
Correspondence of Congress Rule, File No. F-160 Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 
1938. “What Muslim India Thinks”, Civil and Military Gazette, 23 February 1937, pp. 2. Furthermore, 
Jinnah decided to wait until the Muslims were effectively organized and disciplined.  Jinnah, as a 
practical and shrewd politician, had realized that before we demand for the Muslim state, prior to that, 
we have a control of the governments in the Muslim-majority provinces before the British withdrawal. 
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India after the settlement of communal problems, which seems impossible.105 However, 
Gandhi complained that its Britain traditional policy that they did not want party’s 
unity. British had followed the policy of divide and rule, Congress and Muslim League 
both were thinking that the British had decided to transfer the power, if that was the 
situation then the power can only be transferred to the party who can preserve India’s 
unity. Congress and the League both realized that the British had their own interest in 
dividing them.106 
 
On 3rd December 1939 Jinnah demanded for investigation Royal Commission should 
be appointed to the protests of the Muslims in the Congress provinces and repeated his 
appeal for observing the Day of Deliverance, but he got refusal by the Chief Justice. 
Jinnah realized that this matter can only be solved by the politicians and bureaucrats. 
On 9th December 1939, he replied to Nehru’s letter and said, “so long as the Congress 
 
105 Government of India: Concurrent powers of rules of federal states to make laws, IOR/L/PS/13/642, 
British Library, London, 1937. See also, Muslim League Working Committee in Congress Rule, File No. 
F-1090 Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1938. Partition philosophy was apparently 
going to hurt both the Hindus and the Muslims. Besides, it was also too radical. It would have necessitated 
shifting of both Hindus and Muslims, in large numbers, from their native places and environment; it 
meant starting life anew also and problems of big split arising from one’s own linguistic and cultural 
moorings and environment. The idea of partition, therefore, was not needed to either by the Hindus or 
by the Muslims. It had to be gradually made popular and the scheme of Hindu and Muslim states in a 
federal India with weak center was just a step in that direction. Two other effective means which helped 
to make the idea of partition gradually popular were communal hatred fanned by frequent riots and 
introduction of religious factor, a promise of a theological polity coming into vogue after partition. As a 
predicament, while the use of religious factor involved large number of Hindu masses in Congress 
movement, likewise many Muslims were involved in support of the idea of partition. 
106 Acts and Regulations: The Partition ordinance, IOR/R/20/B/77, British Library, London, 10 February 
1939. See also, Interview with Dr. Nayyer, History Department G.C University Lahore, 6 February 2019. 
The Second World War ensued when Germany invaded Poland on 1st September 1939, and Britain 
declared war against Germany on 3rd September 1939. The British Government declared India a 
belligerent country without consulting the Indian people, on the same day that Britain declared war on 
Germany. The Viceroy issued an ordinance, which contained the most stringent powers for the 
suppression of internal disorder. Subhas Chandra Bose, the leader of the Forward Bloc, addressing a 
gathering of about two hundred thousand people on 3rd September 1939, in Madras considered the war 
as the golden opportunity to win freedom, which cautioned the Government that the Congress would not 
be supporting Great Britain in her war aims. Therefore, Linlithgow sought help of Jinnah for securing 




is not prepared to treat the Muslim League as the authoritative and representative 
organization of the Muslims of India, it is not possible to carry on talks regarding the 
Hindu-Muslim settlement”.107 
 
Therefore, Jinnah refused to talk with Nehru on Hindu-Muslim issue as the Congress 
did not accept Muslim League as a representative of the Indian Muslims. Jinnah 
rejoiced the dissolution of the Congress ministries by observing 22nd December 1939, 
as a “Day of Deliverance” from the Congress “tyranny, suppression and injustice during 
the last two and a half years”.108 However, Jinnah accused Congress for destroying 
Muslim culture and interfering in their religious and social life. This closed the door of 
negotiations between Jinnah and Nehru. Linlithgow,109 encourage Jinnah and assured 
that, “His Majesty’s Government are not under any misapprehension as to the 
 
107 Sharif. Al. Mujahid, Quaid-i-Azam Jinnah: Studies in Interpretation, New Delhi: B.R Publishing 
Corporation, 1985, pp. 590. See also, Congress Rule 1937-1939, Quaid-e-Azam Papers, File No. F-1097, 
National Archives, Islamabad, 1938. Interview with Dr. Harvinder Singh Bhatti, Sociology Department 
Punjabi University, Patiala, India, 23 February 2019. To Jinnah the problem of Hindu-Muslim conflict 
obviously appears to be subservient to his concern to have Muslim League declared as their sole 
representative of Muslims of India. 
108 Report from the U.P Government to Government of India from Government of India Home 
Department, FO 18/12/39, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 5 January 1940. See also, Congress 
and the Indian States, The Rajputana Chronicles, 7 February 1939, pp. 5. Day of Deliverance, Quaid-e-
Azam Papers, File No. 1096, National Archives, Islamabad, 1939. “Day of Deliverance Celebrations”, 
Civil and Military Gazette, 24 December 1939, pp. 3. Interview with Choudhary Munir, Ex Director 
General of National Archives, Islamabad, 25 January 2019. Nehru aggressiveness caused to gasp and 
leave the Leaguers in surprise as they felt that Jinnah had overshot his bolt, and that his extreme tactics 
might even cause a split in the League. In an appeal to the Muslims, Jinnah, ridiculing the Congress High 
Command, accused it of the wrongs that had been done to Muslims 
109  Lord Linlithgow (1887-1952) was viceroy and Governor General of India from 1936-1943. 
Travelling out to India, he arrived in Bombay, with his wife, daughters, and personal staff, on 17 April 
1936. Linlithgow implemented the plans for local self-government embodied in the Government of India 
Act 1935, which led to provincial governments led by the Congress Party in five of the eleven provinces 
of British India, but the recalcitrance of the princes prevented the establishment of elected governments 
in most of the princely states. 
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importance of the contentment of the Muslim community to the stability and success of 
any constitutional development in India”. 110 
 
Announcement of Day of Deliverance by Jinnah created a wide gulf between the 
Congress and the League. Nehru then set a new strategy of political independence and 
a socialist society by means of constituent assembly. Jinnah on this said, Nehru’s all 
preparation is useless as India is quite far from this preparation.111 On the other hand, 
Jinnah demanded that no new pronouncement should be made without League’s 
approval, Linlithgow was agreed with Jinnah and gave it the recognition of future 
policy. Now was the time for Muslim League to play their cards carefully. 
 
Linlithgow was willing not to hand over the Government to the Congress, for that he 
wrote to Zetland112 that due to the communal and constitutional progress, now we need 
the broad shoulders from India who can carry the burden,113 he indirectly pointed 
 
110 Letter from Linlithgow to Zetland from Linlithgow collection, R/3/1/232, British Library, London, 4 
January 1940. See also, Correspondence of Lord Linlithgow and Government of India 1942-43, File No. 
F-1108B Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1943. Interview with Dr. Akhtar Hussain 
Sandhu, History Department University of Education, Lahore, 7 February 2019. 
111 Jamil-ud-din Ahmad, Historic Documents, pp. 126. See also, “Bridging the Gulf”, The Pioneer, 7 
February 1938, pp. 5. Muslim League Working Committee in Congress Rule, Quaid-e-Azam Papers, 
File No. F-1090, National Archives, Islamabad, 1938. Interview with Dr. Nayyer, History Department 
G.C University Lahore, 6 February 2019. 
112 Lord Zetland (1876-1961) was Secretary of State for India from 1937-1940. Zetland played an 
important role in the protracted negotiations which led to the Government of India Act 1935, which 
began, subject to the implacable opposition of Winston Churchill and the diehards to anything that might 
imperil direct British rule over India, to implement those ideals. Zetland was ideally placed as Secretary 
of State for India to implement the new Act, although the two Viceroys with whom he served, Lords 
Willingdon and Linlithgow, were rather less idealistic than he. In the event, Willingdon and Linlithgow 
were proved right when the Congress Party won the 1937 Provincial elections, much to the dismay of 
Zetland. Zetland’s term as Secretary of State and the experiment with democracy represented by the 1935 
Act came to an end with Churchill’s assumption of the Prime Minister in 1940: Zetland then offered his 
resignation, feeling that his ideas and Churchill’s regarding India were so different.  
113 Letter from Linlithgow to Zetland in Zetland Collection, R/3/1/234, British Library, London, 30 
January 1940. See also, Interview with Dr. Zara, History Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 
2019. By the end of 1939, the Congress and the league stood poles apart and both had concluded that 
any settlement of the communal issue was impossible between them. The matter could have been decided 
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towards the Muslim League as he found during the war when the British themselves 
struggling for their own existence. Zetland, on the other hand, was worried about the 
gulf between the two political parties, that might result in a civil war. In addition, it was 
neither accurate nor dignified on the part of Linlithgow to say again and again that 
communal difficu1ties were the biggest hurdle in the way of constitutional 
development.114At this crucial time, Muslim were thinking of their plan of Pakistan 
while Hindus were thinking that how they could over control Britain Army by entering 
through military training.115 
 
At the Lahore session on 23rd March 1940, Muslim League adopted its famous 
resolution known as the Pakistan Resolution. In this session, the League formally 
announced that the time had reached to divide India into Muslim part and Hindu part. 
In the Presidential address, Jinnah said, 
 
if the Hindu Mahasabha had not had a dominant hold on the working of the Congress, they were orthodox 
Hindus and they were not agreeable to relinquish any concession to the Muslims. At this stage, Jinnah 
was thinking only of how to realize his plan of Pakistan (division of India) with the help of the British. 
114 Letter from Zetland to Linlithgow in Zetland Collection, R/3/1/235, British Library, London, 4 
February 1940. See also, Interview with Dr. Nayyer, History Department G.C University Lahore, 6 
February 2019. Savarkar seemed to be oblivious of the international situation and was only thinking how 
Hindus could secure military training by entering Britain’s army in India. In this circumstance, it was 
quite a hopeless view that either the Muslim league or the Hindu Mahasabha or the Indian National 
Congress could do much for the unity and independence of India. All the parties came down to prepare 
drafts of plan for partition of India.   
115 Subhas Chandra Bose, The Indian Struggle 1920-1942, New Delhi: Asia Publishing House, 1964, pp. 
145. See also, Representation of Muslim Grievances, Quaid-e-Azam Papers, File No. F-1094, National 
Archives, Islamabad, 1938. As the elections held in 1937, under the Government of India Act of 1935, 
the Congress was returned to power with overwhelming majority, Jinnah to win the by-election of 1937, 
used the slogan of ‘Islam in Danger’ and charged the Congress ministries with committing atrocities on 
Muslims. The Congress challenged the charges and called for arbitration, but Jinnah declined. The league 
leadership appeared to have realized that by pursing a politics of isolation and exclusiveness vis-a-vis 
the Congress with its overhauling Hindu leadership; and with the explicit support and patronage of the 
British who were obliged to seek the cooperation of the Muslim League in the fight against the nationalist 
movement under the auspices of the Indian National Congress the Muslim League could place itself in a 
position of immense advantage. It could achieve a lot of political objectives and have a lot of its demands 
conceded by the British in view of the then existing nationally over-charged political situation in India. 
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 “The Hindus and the Muslims belong to two different religions, philosophies, 
social customs and literatures. They neither intermarry, nor inter-dine together 
and indeed they belong to two different civilizations which are based on 
conflicting ideas and conceptions. It is quite clear that Hindus and Muslims 
derive their inspirations from different sources of history. They have different 
epics, their heroes are different, and they have different episodes. Very often the 
hero of one is a foe of the other, and likewise, their victories and defeats 
overlap”.116 
However, Gandhi’s first reaction towards Muslims demand of Pakistan under two-
nation theory was one of bafflement and bewilderment adjoining on incredulity. 
Gandhi’s response was as, “religion binds man to God and man to man, did Muslim’s 
Prophet give message of peace only for Muslims and ask them to war against Hindus, 
do Muslims of India wanted that poison?”117 In Harijan on 6th February 1940, he wrote 
that the two-nation theory is an untruth. If they convert, then they become a separate 
nation. One cannot differentiate in between Muslim Bengali and Hindu Bengali, both 
speaks the same language, wear same dress and have same food. He further said when 
 
116 All India Muslim League Lahore Session 1940 Presidential Address by Mr. M.A Jinnah, Punjab 
Archives, Lahore, 1940. See also, Pakistan Day Resolution, Quaid-e-Azam, Papers, File No. F-137, 
National Archives, Islamabad, 1940. Presidential Address of Jinnah, Quaid-e-Azam Papers, File No F-
1092, National Archives, Islamabad, 1940. All India Muslim League Lahore Session March 1940 
Presidential Address by Mr. M.A Jinnah, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1940. Explanation of Pakistan 
Resolution, File No. F-1186 Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, Islamabad,1940. To yoke 
together two such nations under a single State, one as a numerical minority and the other as a majority, 
must lead to growing discontent and the final destruction of any fabric that may be so built up for the 
government of such a State. 
117 Panikar, K.N, Towards Freedom: Documents on the Movement of Independence of India 1940, New 
Delhi: Oxford University Press, pp. 622. See also, Hindu-Muslim Unity, Quaid-e-Azam Papers, File No. 
F-1100, National Archives, Islamabad, 1942. Interview with Dr. Nayyer, History Department G.C 
University Lahore, 6 February 2019. 
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first I met Jinnah, I did not recognize him as Muslim unless I heard his full name, so by 
looking at outward no one can distinguish between Hindu and Muslim.118 
 
Similarly, Nehru’s reaction to the Lahore Resolution was one of anger and deep 
resentment. He did not mince words in expressing his sentiments as he said, press made 
complaints that Congress leaders had not successfully in negotiation with the League. 
How this can be possible now, Lahore resolution has shown clearly the true picture of 
Muslim’s mentality. Now the scenario is changed and no more place for settlement or 
negotiation. The knot to keep the India united, now needed to cut open. I only say that 
this is a mad scheme and we will do with it.119 
 
2.8 British Attitude towards Indian Independence Struggle (1942-1945) 
In Churchill’s cabinet, Attlee120 and Sir Stafford Cripps121 were the deputy Prime 
Minister and the representative of the House of Commons respectively. A proposal had 
 
118 Mahatma’s Gandhi article titled ‘A Baffling Situation’ on Jinnah’s Plan to divide India, appeared in 
Harijan on 6 February 1940, pp. 6-7. 
119 Panikar, Towards Freedom, pp. 623. The British Cabinet’s reply to the Congress demand was the 
August Offer. On 8 August 1940, Linlithgow made an announcement that stated His Majesty’s 
Government’s new offer. It assured India ‘Dominion Status’ immediately after the end of the war. For 
the immediate future, the offer included expansion to the Viceroy’s Council that would include a certain 
number of Indians from political parties and the establishment of a War Advisory Council which would 
also contain Indians. The August Offer also made clear that His Majesty’s Government would not 
contemplate the transfer of their present responsibilities to any system of Government in India whose 
authority would be directly denied by large and powerful elements in India’s national life. The offer also 
added that the British Government would not be a party to any arrangement that coerced the minority to 
submission, by the majority. 
120 Lord Clement Atlee (1883-1967) Deputy prime minister of Britain under Windonson Churchill 1942, 
Prime Minister from 1945-1951, Atlee and his cabinet granted independence to India in 1947. Attlee in 
1928–1934 had been a member of the Indian Statutory Commission, called the Simon Commission. 
During the Second World War Attlee oversaw Indian affairs. He set up the Cripps Mission in 1942, 
which tried and failed to bring the factions together. When the Congress called for passive resistance in 
the Quit India movement of 1942–1945, it was Attlee who ordered the arrest and internment for the 
duration of tens of thousands of Congress leaders and crushed the revolt. 
121 Sir Staford Cripps (1889-1948) was president of the board of trade 1945-1947, a member of the 
cabinet mission to India in March 1946, chancellor of exchequer 1947-50. Churchill responded by 
sending Cripps to India on a mission “the Cripps Mission” to negotiate an agreement with the nationalist 
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been made to send Cripps to India as the government representative, he then for a 
political settlement met with the Indian leaders. The Cabinet approved a Draft in early 
March.122 However, in the days following his arrival in India, Cripps conducted 
interviews with all the representatives of the all prominent political parties. Congress 
rejected the few features of the Cripps Proposal.123 The Congress wanted that when 
British left India they should handover the government to Congress, Cripps refused to 
accept it. They said that this proposal was an open invitation for the Muslims of India 
to step forward to create Pakistan. Subsequently, the Hindu Mahasabha rejected the 
plan because in the proposal provinces were separated from the Union which according 
to them can destroy their country’s unity. The Depressed Classes and Sikhs also 
denounced the proposal as it was not enough to secure their safeguards. However, when 
Cripps showed Jinnah the draft proposal, he was surprised at the distance it went to 
meet his Pakistan demand and of course he did not oppose it.124 
 
leaders that would keep India loyal to the British war effort in exchange for self-government after the 
war. Cripps designed the specific proposals himself, but they were too radical for Churchill and the 
Viceroy, and too conservative for the Indians, who demanded immediate independence. No middle way 
was found, and the mission was a failure. 
122 The Transfer of Power 1942-1947: The Cripps Mission, January- April 1942, Vol. I, National 
Archives, Islamabad, 1942. See also, Cripps Mission, Quaid-e-Azam Papers, File No. F-802, National 
Archives, Islamabad, 1942. The salient features are as: 1. A new frame of constitution was made for 
India by the new set of Constituent Assembly, immediately after the cessation of the war. 2. The Indian 
States would be able to participate in the Constitution making process by sending their representative to 
the body.  3. The right of any province to opt-out of the constitution. These non-acceding provinces 
would be allowed to frame their own Constitution. 4. During the critical period of the war, responsibility 
of His Majesty’s Government must be for all the control and to defend India as it is the part of their world 
war effort. 
123 Menon, The Transfer of Power, pp. 125. See also, The Transfer of Power, Volume I, The Cripps 
Mission January -April 1942, National Archives, Islamabad, 1942. Correspondence of Cripps Mission, 
File No. F-1106A Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1942. It was their influence that 
finally persuaded Churchill to agree to an offer that Cripps made to go himself to India as the 
representative of His Majesty’s Government to negotiate fresh with the Indian leaders for a political 
settlement and in return get India’s cooperation in the war. Another reason why Churchill agreed to send 
Cripps was that even if the Mission failed, it would at least show the world that the British were serious 
about giving India self-governance.   
124 Transfer of power: Cripps Mission Papers, IOR/L/PO/6/104C, British Library, London, April 1942. 
See also, The Transfer of Power, Volume I, The Cripps Mission January -April 1942, National Archives, 
Islamabad, 1942. Cripps Mission, Quaid-e-Azam Papers, File No. F-802, National Archives, Islamabad, 
1942. The Congress Working Committee met during the first week of April and deliberated on the Cripps 
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Cripps Mission’s failure caused profound distress in India. The Congress leaders 
realized that Britain was unwilling to concede to India real constitutional advance while 
the war lasted.125 On 19th April 1942, Gandhi wrote, non-violent India will remain 
prosperous without losing anything if the British will go back and left on her fate. 
British will remain on their traditional nature, which is racial superiority, they consider 
it not as vice but as virtue for not only in India but in Africa, Burma and Ceylon. British 
very finely, bravely and cleanly end their part which not only lead to end Fascism but 
also Nazism, it is a kind of offshoot of Imperialism.126 
 
Gandhi announced, “Quit India Resolution” and their demand was that soon it must be 
end of British rule and that the freedom of India is important for both the interests and 
safety of India and the world. In contrast, Jinnah viewed the Quit India Resolution as a 
clever move by the Congress to force the British to handover the power to Hindu raj, 
leaving the minority Muslim community at the mercy of the majority Hindu 
 
Proposal. The resulting resolution raised objections to some provisions in the proposal. According to the 
resolution, although the Cripps Proposal accepted India’s right to self-determination in future, certain 
provisions in it fettered, circumscribed, and imperiled the development of a free and united India. The 
rights of the peoples in the States were vitiated by introduction of non-representative elements in the 
constitution-making body. The resolution said: Complete ignoring of 90 million of people of Indian 
States and treatment as commodities at the disposal of their rulers is complete negation of democracy 
and self-determination. 
125 Chandera.et al, India’s Struggle for Independence, pp. 458. Once again, it appeared that British 
overtures were favoring the Muslim League above all else. As soon as the Congress rejected the Proposal, 
the Muslim League Working Committee followed suit. The Muslim League resolution was very 
disingenuous in its reasons for rejecting the offer. It viewed the Cripps Mission as trying to create a new 
Indian Union and compelling the Muslims into a constitution-making body. 
126 The Transfer of Power 1942-47 vol 2, Quit India Movement, National Archives, Islamabad, 1942. 
See also, “1942 Quit India Resolution commemorated”, Civil and Military Gazette, 10 August 1946, pp. 
2. Gandhi believed that only an immediate declaration of Indian Independence by the British Government 
would give the people of India a stake in the defense of their own country. He pushed for the acceptance 
of a draft by the Congress Working Committee that he had authored. Nehru and Azad were opposed to a 
demand for British withdrawal at a time when the enemy was knocking at the gate. Nehru said: The 
whole background of the draft is one which will inevitably make the world think that we are passively 
lining up with the Axis powers. But there were staunch supporters of Gandhi such as Sardar Patel, 
Acharya Kripalani, and Rajendra Prasad, who favored the proposals.  
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community. Jinnah and League decision was not to join hands with the Congress, which 
showed no chance of unity among them.127   
 
Gandhi-Jinnah met too many times in the month of September in Bombay.128 Between 
this Gandhi visited Jinnah’s residence as many as fourteen times and exchanged several 
letters, it showed a new hope of settlement among them. Gandhi said to Jinnah that he 
could endorse to the Congress about to consider the claim of separation and said he had 
no objection if Muslims would live in the Muslim majority areas i.e. Baluchistan, Sind, 
NWFP, and few parts of the Punjab, portion of Bengal and Assam having complete 
majority. However, the decision of demarcation was approved by both the parties and 
wishes of the inhabitants by votes. If they vote for separation, we will go for separation 
but after getting independence from foreign domination.129 Furthermore, Jinnah replied 
 
127 Indian Independence: Quit India Movement, R/3/1/355, British Library, London, August 1942. See 
also, Interview with Dr. Nayyer, History Department G.C University Lahore, 6 February 2019. The 
resolution was confirmed by the All India Congress Committee in Bombay on 8 August. The historic 
Quit India Resolution at Bombay was followed by Gandhi’s memorable utterance: I am not going to be 
satisfied with anything sorts of complete freedom. We shall do or die. We shall either free India or die 
in the attempt. It was a clarion call for an unarmed non-violent revolt on a mass scale. Gandhi had made 
a serious miscalculation in thinking that because of the war the British Government would come to terms 
with the Congress as soon as he launched his movement. He thought that the Viceroy would at least give 
him time to negotiate with the Government as his predecessors had done during 1921 and 1930. 
Linlithgow, however, had no intention of playing the game according to the Mahatma’s rules. 
128 These talks were held based on the formula of C. Raja Gopal Acharya. Raja’s formula envisaged a 
plebiscite in contiguous Muslim majority district in North-West and East India to decide on separation 
from India. This would be after the war and would allow League participation in an Interim Government 
and support to independence. Raja believe that an understanding with Jinnah was necessary before the 
establishment of a National Government at the Centre. He was confident that Jinnah could be defeated 
within his own organization, but British support to him made this difficult. See also, Interview with Dr. 
Akhtar Hussain Sandhu, History Department University of Education, Lahore, 7 February 2019. 
129 Gandhi-Jinnah Talks, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1944. Gandhi wanted the League to give immediate 
support to Congress in its struggle to remove British out of India. Only after the British left the partition 
would be considered. Jinnah wanted to secure the partition before the British left India. Why should 
congress agree to the partition once they left? So, this was the one reason for which the talks broke down. 
Gandhi also wanted the central govt. to have control over key areas such as defense and foreign policy. 
But Jinnah wanted these matters to be in the hands of the provinces. Moreover, Gandhi was not in favour 
of partition, and he considered himself to be speaking for whole of the India and couldn’t accept the 
position of Muslims as being a separate nation. Hence independence for all Indians as a united nation 
was on his agenda but Jinnah reminded him that, he was just the spokesman of Congress and wanted just 
to have Hindu Raj in India.  
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the next day to the effect that Gandhi had rejected Lahore Resolution’s all fundamental 
principle by not accepting the two-nation theory.130 The two leaders could not bridge 
their differences and thus the Gandhi-Jinnah talks ended in failure. 
 
Although, Wavell’s131 main motive behind calling the Shimla Conference was to enter 
negotiations with the Indian political leaders to solve communal problems and step 
forward towards the self-government goal. He hoped that the leaders of political parties 
would set aside their communal differences and learn to work together in his council to 
solve the difficult problems facing India.132  Similarly, on 14th June 1945, the viceroy 
announced his plan for the Shimla Conference in New Delhi, but both the parties did 
not agree on any decision and Wavell announced the failure of the plan. He took 
 
130 Gandhi Jinnah Talks, L/PO/10/21, British Library, London, 1944. See also, Interview with Dr. Akhtar 
Hussain Sandhu, History Department University of Education, Lahore, 7 February 2019. Gandhi wanted 
independence to come first and then the partition to follow and Jinnah wanted exactly the opposite. Jinnah 
wanted the two parties to come to a settlement on the partition issue first and then unite their efforts to 
secure freedom based on Pakistan and Hindustan.  
131 Lord Wavell (1883-1950) was commander in chief India 1941- 1943, Viceroy and Governor General 
of India 1943-1947. In January 1943, Wavell was promoted to field marshal. When Linlithgow retired 
as viceroy in the summer of 1943, Wavell was chosen to replace him. He himself was again replaced in 
his military post in June by Auchinleck. One of Wavell’s first actions in office was to address the Bengal 
famine of 1943 by ordering the army to distribute relief supplies to the starving rural Bengalis. During 
his reign, Gandhi was leading the Quit India campaign, Mohammad Ali Jinnah was working for an 
independent state for the Muslims and Subhas Chandra Bose befriended Japan and were pressing forward 
along India’s Eastern border.  
132 Proposals for Partition of India into Independent Dominions, File No. FO/371/50369, The National 
Archives, United Kingdom, 1945. See also, Solution of Communal Problem, File No. F-1104A Quaid-
e-Azam Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1945. Atlee warned the Viceroy that the members of his 
new council would be politicians representing their own party interests and the Viceroy would find 
himself pushed into a corner by those individuals and he could end up being a constitutional monarch 
with no real power. Lord Wavell acknowledged that the experiment of replacing the present council by 
leaders of the political parties was not without possible dangers but he strongly believed that it was the 
right step to take in order to break the communal deadlock and to make the parties more responsible and 
to get them working together. The Viceroy said he knew that the easiest course of action was to do 
nothing at the present until the end of the war, but he believed that it would be most fatal. It would keep 
India quiet for the time being, but it would damage British-India relations in the long run, and there could 
be great danger of serious political unrest once the pressure of the war was removed. After weeks of 
meetings, Wavell finally obtained the go ahead from London to proceed with his Simla Scheme. 
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responsibility for the failure of the conference on him without placing any blame on 
both parties because of the tense communal situation in the country.133 
 
Meanwhile, the Viceroy Linlithgow and the War Cabinet of Churchill were getting 
increasingly nervous about Gandhi’s call for British withdrawal from India at a time of 
war. The Secretary of State, Leo Amery,134 suggested to the Viceroy that if Gandhi 
continued to be a troublemaker, then the best thing to do was to put him in a plane and 
fly him to Uganda.  Perhaps, the British Government decided not to take the extreme 
measure of deporting Gandhi to Africa fearing that it could lead to violent reaction from 
Indian people and generate adverse opinion from Britain’s allies.135 
 
133 Viceroy Announcement in New Delhi, Quaid-e-Azam Papers, File No. F-1104B, National Archives, 
Islamabad, 1945. See also, Interview with Dr. Akhtar Hussain Sandhu, History Department University 
of Education, Lahore, 7 February 2019.  Wavell’s plan as more retrograde than Cripps’ Proposal because 
the Cripps offer at least had the merit of presenting a blueprint for the future constitution whereas the 
Wavell Plan left out the future altogether. It also pointed out that Wavell Plan’s proposed parity between 
the Caste Hindus and the Muslims in the Executive Council. There can be no doubt that the main purpose 
of the scheme is to further placate the Muslim League and to crush the legitimate political rights of 
Hinduism. The Hindu Mahasabha which is acknowledged to be the only organization that can rightfully 
represent the Hindu cause has been excluded even from consultation. The only object of excluding the 
Mahasabha at this stage is that the British Government and Lord Wavell know that it will ruthlessly 
oppose any scheme which is intended to sacrifice the Hindus and the national cause at the altar of 
intransigent communalism. By no standard of logic or fair play, equity of justice, can any honest 
government justify the allocation of equal seats to two communities in India, one numbering about 250 
million and the other about 90. How, again, can 90 million of Muslims be given five seats and 60 million 
Scheduled Castes one seat? Indeed, a cursory glance at the list of invitees and the general structure of the 
scheme goes to show that while it is a dishonest device to disrupt and disunite the Hindus and to ignore 
their legitimate rights. A sordid and unabashed Anglo-Muslim League conspiracy has been the real 
hindrance to India’s freedom. Hindus have been penalized mainly for their ardent patriotism and their 
anxiety to throw off the foreign yoke. 
134 Lord Leo Amery (1873-1955) was British politician and journalist. In 1945 he was Secretary of State 
for India. During the war Amery was Secretary of State for India even though Churchill and Amery had 
long disagreed on the fate of India. Amery was disappointed not to be given a post in the Churchill war 
ministry, but he was determined to do all he could in the position he was offered. He was continually 
frustrated by Churchill’s intransigence.  
135 In 1945 India held their general election. Congress sought a mandate for a united India and the Muslim 
League’s mandate is the creation of Pakistan. In Central Legislative Assembly majority of the general 
seats were won by Congress with the percentage of 91.3 of the votes cast. The Muslim League in Muslim 
constituencies secured all the Muslim seats and won 86.6% of total votes cast. The pattern was similar 
as of Provincial Assembly. The League secured 90% of all Muslim seats and 75% of votes cast in the 
Muslim Constituencies in the provinces. On the other hand, the Congress secured an overwhelming 
majority in six from eleven provinces, and enough majorities in Assam and NWFP to establish 
governments in eight out of the eleven provinces. The election results proved beyond doubt that the 
Congress was the single-largest nationalist party in India and strengthen that Jinnah was the true 
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Cabinet Mission on 24th March 1946 held a series of discussions among both the 
political parties’ representatives and soon discovered the irreconcilable differences 
between the two parties. On the same day, the Cabinet Mission met with Gandhi and 
sought his opinion. Gandhi told them that the two-nation theory being submitted by 
Jinnah was most dangerous. The Muslim population, but for a small percentage, was a 
body of converts. They were all descendants of Indian born people. Gandhi said that 
Jinnah’s Pakistan was a sin to which he would never consent.136   
 
On the other hand, Jinnah was interviewed by the Mission on 4 April. He said that from 
the ancient times, India was never a single country. The country was held by the British 
as one. Even under British rule, the country had been only partly united. The Indian 
States had been separated and sovereign.137 The Sikhs wanted a united India like the 
Congress. Master Tara Singh said that he stood for a united India and he thought that 
 
representative for the Indian Muslims. Ayesha Jalal, The Sole Spokesman: Jinnah the Muslim League 
and the Demand for Pakistan, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994, pp. 171. 
136 Indian Independence: Cabinet Mission, L/P & J/10 42, British Library, London, 16 May 1946. See 
also, Resolution passed by the Subject Committee to be placed before All India Muslim League 
Legislators, File No. 13, National Archives, Islamabad, 1946. Draft of Cabinet Mission, File No. F-12 
Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1946. “Congress-League Coalition impossible”, 
Civil and Military Gazette, 3 August 1946, pp. 3. The Cabinet Delegation and the Viceroy met Maulana 
Azad, the President of the Congress Party on 3 April to find out the Congress position on how the transfer 
of power should come about. However, Azad told them that the picture Congress had of the future of 
India was a federation with fully self-governing provinces 
137 Mansergh, Transfer of Power, pp. 119. See also, “Mr. Jinnah has again Failed”, Civil and Military 
Gazette, 1 August 1946, pp. 2. Interview with Dr. Saadat Syed, Urdu Department G.C University, 
Lahore, 6 February 2019. The differences in India were far greater than those between European 
countries; even Ireland was no parallel. Jinnah argued that those differences were fundamental in nature 
to Indian society. The Muslims had a different conception of life from the Hindus. The social customs 
were different. Hindu society and philosophy were the most exclusive in the world. Hindus and Muslims 
had lived together in India for a thousand years and yet they had never integrated. If one went to any 
Indian city, one would see separate Hindu and Muslim quarters, not mixed neighborhoods. It was not 
possible to make a nation unless there were essential uniting factors. He then asked the delegation how 
they were to put 100 million Muslims together with 250 million Hindus whose way of life was so 
different. He said no government would work on such a basis and if forced upon its disaster would follow. 
He asserted that there was no solution but the division of India. 
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to divide India would be a very troublesome course and a risky game.138 In his opinion, 
if division was forced upon them, then the Sikhs would want their separate homeland. 
 
The Cabinet Delegation and the Viceroy were engaged in the task of formulating a plan, 
acceptable to both the Congress and the League for the formation of an Interim 
Government. This task became more and more difficult as the days passed by, the 
Congress was firmly opposed to any kind of parity between the two communities or 
between the two parties in the Interim Government. Thus, the last attempt at bringing 
about a united free India collapsed. However, the failure of the Cabinet Mission was 
due to many causes. The most important reason perhaps was the deep suspicion 
between the Congress and the League.139 
  
 
138 Correspondence with Master Sujan Singh dealing with Sikhs dilemma, Mss Eur F230/31, British 
Library, London, July 1947. See also, A Note on a Sikh Plan, File No. A-33(8), Punjab Archives, Lahore, 
1948. “Officials charged with High-Handed”, Civil and Military Gazette, 7 August 1946, pp. 7. Interview 
with Dr. Kalyan Singh, Punjabi Department G.C University, Lahore, 7 February 2019. Sardar Baldev 
Singh gave his view that a single India with safeguards for the minorities was the best solution. Dr. 
Ambedkar, the leader of the Scheduled Classes, said that he did not want a Constituent Assembly at all. 
It would be dominated by the Caste Hindus and the Scheduled Classes would be no more than a small 
minority. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, the leader of the Liberal Party, had the same position as the Congress 
Party i.e. a federation of strongly autonomous provinces. Shyam Prasad Mukherjee who represented the 
Hindu Mahasabha stressed that his Party would never agree to a division of India. He was against any 
parity between the Hindus and Muslims in the Central Government. 
139 Bimal Parsad, Pathway to India’s Partition: The March of Pakistan, 1937-1947, New Delhi: Manohar 
Publishers, 2009, pp. 418. See also, Statement by Cabinet Delegation and His Excellency the Viceroy, 
File No. F-14 Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1946. “Interim Government should 
be formed by Congress”, Civil and Military Gazette, 6 August 1946, pp. 3. The Mission’s statement 
emphasized the importance of setting up at once an Interim Government to carry on the administration 
of the country while the task of Constitution making proceeded. The Interim Government had to have 
the support of all major political parties in India and all the portfolios in the Interim Government, 
including that of the War Member, would be held by Indians. Finally, the statement expressed the Cabinet 
Mission’s hope that the newly independent India would choose to be a member of British 
Commonwealth. Even if it did not do so, the Mission looked forward to close and friendly relations 
between the peoples of Great Britain and India.  
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2.9 Final Stage of Struggle towards Independence (1946-1947) 
The Muslim League Working Committee (MLWC) soon followed up the Council’s 
resolution to call for Direct Action Day on 16th August 1946, Muslims all over the India 
were called for it to explain the resolution. On that day, Jinnah thundered, “we bid 
goodbye to constitutional methods”. While the celebrations of Direct-Action day in 
most of the parts of India were held peacefully but in Calcutta it was the dreadful 
events.140 Hindu-Muslim clashes began on that day and carnage of an unprecedented 
scale continued for the next four or five days. It is remembered as the “Great Calcutta 
Killings” that left over 4,000 dead, 10,000 injured, and 100,000 homeless. Soon the 
acts of vandalism spread throughout the city and Calcutta burst into flames.141 Calcutta 
was soon in the grip of a communal orgy of violence and the situation descended into 
 
140 Menon, Transfer of Power, pp. 283. See also, All India Muslim League Annual Meeting, File No. F-
1106B Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1946. “Direct Action Day”, Civil and 
Military Gazette, 16 August 1946, pp. 7. Police Abstract of Intelligence Punjab, File No 12 Para 438, 
National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1946. The working committee also decided that the law 
should not be defined on the 16th August, that the celebrations should be disciplined, and that no enmity 
towards Hindus should be exhibited, the opportunity was to be taken to emphasize to the Muslim public 
their leader’s resentment against British Imperialism and against the Congress repression of Muslims. 
Preliminary reports show that the celebration of the 16th August was peaceful. All Muslim League shops 
were closed, and houses were decorated with Muslim League flags. Speeches were made before large 
congregations after Jumma prayers. An audience of 35,000 consisting largely of Government servants 
and League intelligentsia, was addressed at public meeting held early in the morning at Islamia College 
Lahore. 
141 Communal Disturbance in India, File No. DO 142/24, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947.  
See also, Majumdar, History of Freedom, pp. 634. “Communal Clashes”, Civil and Military Gazette, 16 
August 1946, pp. 5. The Communal Problem and its Solution, File No. F-1107A Quaid-e-Azam Papers, 
National Archives, Islamabad, 1946. Interview with Choudhary Munir, Ex Director General of National 
Archives, Islamabad, 25 January 2019. The whole city of Calcutta is in the grip of terror. Rioting and 
looting which started yesterday continued throughout the night and the situation grew worse in the 
morning. Reports of stabbing, assaults on women, burning of houses and looting of shops on a big scale 
are being received from different parts of the city. Two leading hospitals of Calcutta are so full of riot 
victims that they are unable to take any more. Bus and tram services in the city are paralyzed. Most pitiful 
sights were women and children and injured men being evacuated from the north side of the city, which 
is predominantly Muslim, to Hindu areas in the south. In babbling tear choked phrases, they told of 
women being attacked, children being hacked, and their menfolk killed before their eyes. 
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an open civil war142 between the   two communities. The Muslims started the 
provocations but, in the end, they were the ones who suffered more casualties.143  
 
Considering the worsening communal situation in the country, the Viceroy decided to 
make another attempt to form a coalition Government. A letter containing a proposal 
for an Interim Government which would include six Congress members, five League 
members, and three from minorities representatives were chosen by the Viceroy, was 
sent to Nehru and Jinnah. As expected, Jinnah rejected the proposal. In the face of 
Jinnah’s intransigent attitude, the Secretary of State and the Viceroy felt that the 
Congress should be given a chance to form the Interim Government and they hoped 
that ultimately Jinnah would relent, and the League would join the Interim 
Government.144 However, Nehru met Jinnah to persuade him to join the proposed 
 
142 The Bihar Killings resulted in reaction in places as far away as attack in the Punjab. The Hazara border 
of NWFP too became the lamentable pattern of communal slaughter of India, of this killing, highest was 
in the Punjab, 3024 dead and 1200 injured. 
143 Direct Action Day, L/PJ/8/655, British Library, London, August 1946. See also, Reflections on Bihar 
Tragedy, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1946. “Causalities in Calcutta”, Civil and Military Gazette, 17 
August 1946, pp. 1. Daily Reports of the Events 1946, File No. F-1128 Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National 
Archives, Islamabad, 1946. From Calcutta, Gandhi proceeded to Noakhali where frightened Hindus were 
fleeing before the violence of the Hindu majority. Despite his old age and frailty, he plunged into a 
punishing regime of travel and speeches, trying to confront the bitterness and terror, calming and 
comforting those he met. For months, Gandhi worked 16 to 18 hours a day, going from one village to 
another on foot spreading his message of non-violence to induce the two communities to live in peace 
and harmony again. He urged the Hindus to return home, and to fear none but God. In a prayer meeting 
at Srirampur on 26 November, Gandhi said even if a solitary refugee had to return to his village populated 
by Muslims, he would unhesitatingly advise his return. He further added that if they were to become a 
self-respecting nation and a brave people, this courage was indispensable. 
144 Indian Independence: 2nd Resolution passed by Muslim League, R/3/1/35, British Library, London, 
29 July 1946. See also, Interim Government, File No. F-1104, National Archives, Islamabad, 1946. “No 
Government possible without Muslim League”, Civil and Military Gazette, 17 August 1946, pp. 3. 
Interview with Dr. Zara, History Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. Majumdar, 
History of Freedom, pp. 642. Wavell was urging London to issue a clear statement to clarify the real 
intent of the Cabinet Mission Plan as regards to the grouping scheme. He admitted that it might anger 
the Congress and lead to resignation of the Congress Governments at the center and the provinces and 
further escalate violence in the country. In that case, he suggested that the British Government should 
follow his suggestion of setting a firm date to quit India and transfer power on a province by province 
basis in the interim period. However, London was not yet prepared to scuttle from India without making 
further efforts to bring the two parties together. 
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Interim Government. Nehru’s proposals were along the same lines as the Viceroy’s and 
Jinnah was less disposed accepted them from the Congress than the British.145 
 
Attlee also announced146 that Rear Admiral Viscount Mountbatten,147 Supreme 
Commander of the Allied Forces in South East Asia, would soon replace Wavell as the 
Viceroy of India. Mountbatten was given extraordinary plenipotentiary power to carry 
out his mission in India. His mission was clear cut, first he tried to unite the warring 
parties and leave a united India. If unsuccessful, then would consider the option of 
division. He was also directed to keep India in the Commonwealth.148 Jinnah’s response 
was, come what may, the Muslim will never withdraw from their demand of Pakistan. 
The new Viceroy, Lord Mountbatten, arrived in India on 22nd March 1947, and two 
 
145 Lumby, E.W.R, The Transfer of Power in India 1945-1947, London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 
1954, pp. 115. Shortly after making the announcement on the formation of the Interim Government, Lord 
Wavell flew to Calcutta to see firsthand the tragic events that had taken place there. There was, however, 
in real sense no Coalition Government.  Instead of the Congress and the League working together, the 
Interim Government became a sad spectacle of bitter wrangling between the members of two parties. 
146 On 29 February 1947, he stated on the floor of the House of Commons that, Britain intended to transfer 
power to responsible Indian hands not later than June 1948, that if an Indian Constitution had not by that 
time been worked but by a fully representative Indian Constituent Assembly, His Majesty’s Government 
would consider handing over the powers of the Central Government either to some form of Central 
Government for British India or to existing provincial Governments or in some other way as may see 
reasonable and in the best interests of Indian people. See also, Anders Bjorn Hansen, Partition and 
Genocide, Manifestation of Violence in Punjab, 1937-47, New Delhi: India Research Press, 2002, pp. 
107. 
147 Lord Mountbatten was the last viceroy and Governor General of India 1947-48. His experience in the 
region and his perceived Labor sympathies at that time led to Clement Attlee appointing him Viceroy of 
India on 20 February 1947 charged with overseeing the transition of British India to independence no 
later than 30 June 1948. Mountbatten's instructions were to avoid partition and preserve a united India 
as a result of the transference of power but authorized him to adapt to a changing situation in order to get 
Britain out promptly with minimal reputational damage.  
148 Preparation of Transfer of Power, File No. FO 371/63533, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 
1947. See also, Mahajan, Independence and Partition, pp. 177.  The Transfer of Power 1947 Vol X, 
National Archives, Islamabad, 1947. “Britain Transfer of Power in India Next Year”, Pakistan Times, 21 
February 1947, pp. 1. Hence His Majesty’s Government wished to make it clear that it is their definite 
intention to take the necessary steps to affect the transfer of power into effective Indian hands by a date 
not later than June 1948. The declaration further added that if the Indians had not reached an agreement 
and formed a constitution by the stated date, then the British would transfer power to parties that would 
seem most expedient at that time, keeping in mind the best interests of Indian people. 
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days later assumed office.149 He held a series of interviews with the leaders from both 
parties. He realized that in the present circumstances the Cabinet Mission Plan was 
unworkable, and the partition of India was inevitable.150  
 
The communal tension in the country was going from bad to worse. Some of the 
extremists among the Sikhs were demanding their own separate state, to be called 
Khalistan. The Sikhs made it clear that if Pakistan was forced upon them, then they 
would fight against it to the last man. In NWFP, an idea of a separate Pathan state was 
being mooted.151 Therefore, serious communal outbreaks and incidents of stabbing, 
arson, and looting were occurring at various parts of the country. On keeping in mind, 
the worsening condition of the country, Lord Mountbatten observed that there was need 
 
149 Report by Lord Mountbatten on his Viceroyalty of India, File No. DO 142/364, The National 
Archives, United Kingdom, 1947- 1949. See also, Events in India and Pakistan July-August 1947, File 
No. DO142/14, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. The Transfer of Power vol XI, National 
Archives, Islamabad, 1947. “Viceroy met Nehru and Liaqat Ali Khan”, Pakistan Times, 23 March 1947, 
pp. 1. 
150 Indian Independence: Draft of the Plan for Partition of India Nehru and Mountbatten, IOR/L/P & 
J/10/79, British Library, London, 11 May 1947. See also, Draft for Partition of India in Mountbatten 
Papers, File No. 22, National Archives, Islamabad, 1947. Interview with Dr. Akhtar Hussain Sandhu, 
History Department University of Education, Lahore, 7 February 2019. In his first meeting with Gandhi 
on 1 April, he was staggered by the Mahatma’s suggestion that Jinnah should be called upon to head the 
Interim Government as Prime Minister. In the next meeting with the Viceroy, Gandhi elaborated his 
proposal and added that Jinnah should be given a free hand to choose his ministers, if necessary, entirely 
from the Muslim League, and if Jinnah wanted, he could always build a coalition with Nehru and the 
Congress. In his meetings with the League leaders, Mountbatten came to know the deep resentment they 
held towards the Congress. For example, on 3 April, Liaquat Ali Khan met the Viceroy. Jinnah, in his 
discussions with Mountbatten, stood firm as a rock on the demand for partition. 
151 Lord Mountbatten’s position re-amendment of Radcliffe Boundary Award and failure to arrest Sikh 
leaders in Punjab Trouble, File No. PREM 8/821, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1948. See 
also, Note on a Sikh Plan, File No. A-33(8), Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1948. Manesrgh, Transfer of 
Power, pp. 300. “Punjab Sikhs wants State to Federate”, Pakistan Times, 5 February 1947, pp. 6. 
Intelligence Reports concerning the Tribal Repercussions to the events in the Punjab, Kashmir and India, 
File No. A-33(11), Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1948. Police Abstract of Intelligence Punjab, File No. 14 
Para 214, National Documentation Center, Islamabad, 1947. Interview with Dr. Nayyer, History 
Department G.C University Lahore, 6 February 2019. The unswerving determination expressed by the 
Sikh Akali leaders to prepare their community for any eventuality, an offensive to recapture the Punjab 
after British withdrawal is even suggested has been greeted with enthusiastic response from amongst the 
lower ranks of the Akali hierarchy. 
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to finalize the process of transfer of power quickly, as if it got delayed then might be 
there left no authority to whom power could be transferred.152 
 
The 3rd June Plan outlined province by province, Bengal and the Punjab Provincial 
Legislative Assemblies would be settled on the population decision, if they favored the 
partition then Governor General would be set up a Boundary Commission. It was clear 
instructions for the boundaries that would demarcate to divide Punjab into two parts, 
the important thing was the Hindu-Muslim Majority populated areas. Same instructions 
were given to the Boundary Commission of Bengal.153 For the N.W.F.P, the Plan 
stipulated that a referendum would be held to take the decision of joining the province 
with India or Pakistan.154 
 
The procedure pertaining to Sind said, “the Legislative assembly of Sind will at a 
special meeting take its own decision as to whether its constitution should be framed 
 
152 Menon, Transfer of Power, pp. 357. See also, “Leaders joint Appeal to Stop Bloodshed and Madness”, 
Pakistan Times, pp. 1. Riots in Bombay 1946-47, File No. F-100 Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National 
Archives, Islamabad, 1947. Police Abstract of Intelligence Punjab, File No. 14 Para 218, National 
Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. There has been serious deterioration in the communal situation 
in Gurgaon district, causalities have been slight, but several villages have been burnt. There is also 
disturbance in Delhi Province along with Ambala, Hissar and Karnal districts. There has also been an 
outbreak in Kasiana, Kangra and Sargodha districts. The slightest rumors cause incredible excitement 
and the smallest incident acquires a communal tinge which may easily lead to a clash. As the province 
return to normal, so political leaders have taken advantage to tour the affected areas, particularly 
Rawalpindi and Attock districts. 
153 Mansergh, Transfer of Power, pp. 90-91. See also, Award of Sir Cyril Radcliffe Chairman Boundary 
Commission 12th August 1947, File No. V-143(3), Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1947. Radcliffe Award, 
File No. 22, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1947. “Venue of Boundary Commission”, Pakistan Times, 8 July 
1947, pp. 6. “Bengal Boundary Commission’s first meeting on 9 July”, Pakistan Times, 9 July 1947, pp. 
6. 
154 “Peaceful voting throughout Frontier polling starts in four more provinces Referendum 
Commissioner’s Statement”, The Pakistan times, 10 July 1947, pp. 1. See also, Interview with Dr. Kalyan 
Singh, Punjabi Department G.C University, Lahore, 7 February 2019. In the North-West Frontier 
Province only 50 percent of the electorate voted, of which 289,244 were for Pakistan and 2,874 for India. 




by the existing or, a new and separate Constituent Assembly”.155 The procedure for 
Assam was little bit different. Though, Assam was non-Muslim populated province and 
the Sylhet district that adjoining the Bengal was Muslim populated. So, the Plan 
outlined that if Bengal took the decision of partition, then a plebiscite would be 
conducted to decide about Sylhet whether the district wanted to remain in Assam or be 
part of East Bengal.156 Population in different areas of east and west Punjab and the 
Princely States clearly showed the majority and minority in that areas, to explain this 
tables are as follow: 
Table 2.2 
East Punjab population in districts in 1946.157 
Sr  
No 
Districts or States Percentage in total population of 
Districts of East 
Punjab 
Muslims Non-Muslims Sikhs 
1 Rohtak 17.2 81.7 0.1 
2 Gurgaon 33.5 66.8 - 
3 Karnal 30.6 67.0 2.0 
4 Ambala 31.6 48.7 18.4 
5 Shimla 18.2 74.3 2.7 
 
 
155 Indian Independence: Jinnah Broadcast on the Partition of India, L/P & J/10/81, British Library, June 
1947. See also, Partition of Bengal and Punjab: Appointment of Boundary, IOR/L/I/1/770, British 
Library, London, 1947. 3rd June Plan Viceroy’s Press Conference of 4th June 1947 and terms of reference 
of the Boundary Commission, File No. 40, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1947. “Constituent Assembly 
Discussion”, Pakistan Times, 20 July 1947, pp. 6. The Sind Legislative Assembly met on 26 June and 
decided by 30 votes to 20 to join Pakistan 
156 Boundary Commission Award Punjab and Bengal and Disturbances arising there, File No DO 133/61, 
The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. See also, Record of decisions of the meetings of the 
Punjab partition Committee from the 1st July to 11th August 1947, File No. 126, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 
1947, pp. 5. “Last Battle of Pakistan will be fought in Sylhet”, Pakistan Times, 4 July 1947, pp. 5. 
Interview with Dr. Zara, History Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. In Bengal, the 
Provincial Legislative Assembly met on 20 June and decided by a 126 votes to 90 in favor of joining 
Pakistan.500 However, the members from the non-Muslim majority areas of West Bengal met and 
decided by 58 votes to 21 that the province should be partitioned and that West Bengal should join India. 
A referendum was held in Sylhet in which majority of voters, 239,619 to 184,041, were in favor of 
separation and joining East Pakistan. 
157 Accession list of Census of India 1941, population by community, Government of India, printed by 
the Manager, Printing Corporation of India Press, Simla, 1946. 
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Table 2.2 (Continued) 
6 Kangra 5.1 94.3 0.6 
7 Hoshiarpur 32.5 49.8 16.9 
8 Jullundur 45.2 27.6 26.4 
9 Ferozepur 45.1 20.2 33.7 
10 Ludhiana 36.9 21.4 41.7 
11 Amritsar 46.5 15.4 36.1 
12 Gurdaspur 50.2 25.2 19.1 
13 Hissar 28.2 64.8 6.0 
  Source: National Archives, Islamabad. 
 
Table 2.3 
East Punjab Population in States in 1946.158              
Sr No East Punjab States Muslims Non-Muslims Sikhs 
1 Kapurthala 56.4 16.3 25.9 
2 Faridkot 30.7 10.9 57.7 
3 Patiala 22.6 30.9 47.3 
4 Jind 14.1 74.2 11.3 
5 Nabha 20.7 42.9 36.0 
Source: National Archives, Islamabad. 
Table 2.4 
West Punjab Population in Districts in 1946.159 
Sr No Districts of West 
Punjab 
Muslims Non-Muslims Sikhs 
1 Lahore 60.7 16.8 18.3 
2 Sialkot 62.1 19.4 11.3 
 
 
158 Accession list of Census of India 1941, population by community, Government of India, printed by 
the Manager, Printing Corporation of India Press, Simla, 1946. 
159 Accession list of Census of India 1941, population by community, Government of India, printed by 
the Manager, Printing Corporation of India Press, Simla, 1946. 
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Table 2.4 (Continued) 
3 Gujranwala 70.4 11.9 10.9 
4 Shiekhupura 63.6 10.5 18.9 
5 Gujrat 85.6 7.7 6.4 
6 Shahpur 83.7 10.2 4.8 
7 Jhelum 89.5 6.5 3.9 
8 Rawalpindi 80.0 10.5 8.2 
9 Attock 90.5 6.4 3.0 
10 Mianwali 86.2 12.4 1.4 
11 Montgomery 69.1 15.9 13.9 
12 Lyallpur 62.8 14.6 18.8 
13 Jhang 82.6 15.8 1.5 
14 Multan 78.0 16.9 4.2 
15 Muzaffargarh 86.5 12.8 0.8 
16 Dera Gazi Khan 88.9 11.7 0.2 
Source: National Archives, Islamabad. 
 
Table 2.5 
Muslim Population in Princely States in British India in 1946.160 






1 Baroda 2,855,010 223,610 7.83 
2 Bengal State 2,144,829 372,113 17.35 
3 Central India 7,511,694 440,101 5.86 
4 Chhattisgarh 4,050,000 28,728 0.71 
 
160 Accession list of Census of India 1941, population by community, Government of India, printed by 
the Manager, Printing Corporation of India Press, Simla, 1946. 
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Table 2.5 (Continued)  
5 Cochin 1,422,875 109,188 7.67 
6 Deccan &Kolhapur 2,785,428 182,036 6.54 
7 Gwalior 4,006,159 240,903 6.01 
8 Hyderabad 16,338,534 2,097,475 12.84 
9 Kashmir 4,021,616 3,073,540 76.43 
10 Mysore 7,329,140 485,230 6.62 
11 Orrisa State 3,023,731 14,355 0.47 
12 Rajputana 13,670,208 1,297,481 9.49 
13 Western India 4,904,156 600,440 12.24 
14 Sikkim 121,520 83 0.07 
15 Travancore 6,070,015 434,160 7.15 
 Total 88,167,852 12,533,063 14.22 
Source: National Archives, Islamabad. 
 
The two Boundary Commissions were set up following the 3rd June Plan, according to 
which province of Bengal and Punjab undergoes to partition. Therefore, Sir Cyril 
Radcliffe161 led both the commissions as chairman including two Hindu and two 
Muslim judges, but they all failed to agree on one single solution.162 Hence, the 
 
161 Sir Cyril Radcliffe (1899-1977) was a British lawyer and was popularly known for his role in the 
partition of British India. Radcliffe, a man who had never been east of Paris, was given the chairmanship 
of the two boundary committees set up with the passing of the Indian Independence Act. He was faced 
with the daunting task of drawing the borders for the new nations of Pakistan and India in a way that 
would leave as many Hindus and Sikhs in India and Muslims in Pakistan as possible. 
162 Punjab Boundary Award by Sir Radcliffe appointment to demarcate the disputed frontier between 
India and Pakistan, File No. DO 35/3054, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1950. See also, 
Appointment of Sir Radcliffe, Chairman, Punjab and Bengal, IOR/L/PJ/7/12500, British Library, 
London, 1948. Pandey, The Break-up of India, pp. 205. “Head of Boundary Commission Sir Radcliffe 
appointed”, Civil and Military Gazette, 4 July 1947, pp. 1.  
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Chairman took the decision to finalize the final award. He had very limited time to 
decide on the boundaries and could only complete his assignment on 9 August, just a 
few days before the creation of the two Dominions. The whole process was rushed 
through in the shortest possible time. For West Bengal, the Congress had claimed fifty-
nine percent of total area of Bengal and forty-six percent of province population.163 For 
West Bengal, Radcliffe gave only 36% of the area and 35% of the population. For East 
Punjab, the demand of League was complete divisions of Rawalpindi, Multan, and 
Lahore, including many tehsils of Jullundur and Ambala divisions, people of different 
communities from different district send memorandum to Radcliffe for demarcation of 
districts of Punjab to Pakistan on their desire.164  
 
To East Punjab he assigned all the divisions of Jullundur, Ambala and Amritsar 
including few districts of Lahore and few tehsils of Gurdaspur, he also assigned 38% 
of the area and 45% of the population. The Muslim League bitterly resented the loss of 
those areas from West Punjab. The Sikhs of Punjab were sorely disappointed at the loss 
of the areas including Lahore, Sheikhupura, Lyallpur and Montgomery.165 Therefore, 
 
163 Indian Independence: Minutes of Meeting of Boundary Commission, IOR/L/P & J/10/117, British 
Library, London, 16 August 1947. See also, Boundary Commission 1947, File No. 24/CF/47, National 
Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. “Boundary Commission for Punjab and Bengal”, Civil and 
Military Gazette, 2 July 1947, pp. 3. Interview with Choudhary Munir, Ex Director General of National 
Archives, Islamabad, 25 January 2019. 
164 Pakistan criticism of Radcliffe Award in the Partition of the Punjab Between Muslim and non-Muslim 
Communities, File No. FO 371/92869, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1951. See also, 
Memorandum submitted by Anjuman Muslim Muglia Loharan and Tarkharan Punjab Jullundur Branch 
for the inclusion of Jullundur District in West Punjab, File No. 95, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1947. 
Memorandum submitted by Anjuman Bhatti Rajput Jullundur for the inclusion of Jullundur District in 
West Punjab, File No. 96, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1947. Memorandum submitted by the Muslim 
Rajput Committee Tehsil Garhshankar and Nawan shehr for the inclusion of Tehsil Garhshankar of 
Hoshiarpur District and Tehsil Nawan Shehr of Jullundur District in West Punjab, File No. 98, Punjab 
Archives, Lahore, 1947. Memorandum submitted by Jullundur Muslim Leather Merchant Association 
for the inclusion of Jullundur district in the West Punjab, File No. 99, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1947. 
Pandey, The Break-up of India, pp. 207.  
165 Radcliffe Award: Gurdaspur and Ferozepur, File No. DO 35/9000, The National Archives, United 
Kingdom, 1960. See also, Statement by the His Majesty Government 3rd June 1947, File No. 10/CE/47, 
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no one was satisfied with the Radcliffe award. The Hindus and Muslims both claimed 
that the award was unjust, arbitrary, and each side claimed that it had been cheated in 
an act of shameful partiality. However, Mountbatten realized that this award would not 
be acceptable to any of the party, so he didn’t announce the award till 17th August to 
avoid any last-minute troubles getting in the way of Independence Day celebrations in 
the two countries.166 
Figure  2.2. Pattern of Migration across the border of Punjab and Bengal in 1947167
  
 
National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. Resettlement of Boundary and inclusion of Muslim 
majority areas (Jullundur division) in the Western Punjab known as Pakistan, the union voice of the city 
and district Muslim League of Jullundur, File No. 26, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1947. Representation 
received from Muslim showing their non-confidence in the Governor of Punjab and demanding Face 
Play and Justice and warning against the consequences of non-inclusion of Muslim Majority areas in 
West Punjab, File No. 146(vol 1), Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1947. Menon, Transfer of Power, pp. 403. 
166 Indian Independence: Minutes of Meeting with Viceroy and Indian Leader, L/P & J/ 10/81, The British 
Library, London, 3 June 1947. See also, Allegation against Lord Mountbatten regarding Sikh and 
Boundary Award, IOR/L/PJ/10/119, British Library, London, 1947. The Transfer of Power Vol XII, 
Minutes of Meeting with Viceroy and Indian Leaders, National Archives, Islamabad, 1947. Interview 
with Dr. Nayyer, History Department G.C University Lahore, 6 February 2019. 
167 Evacuation of Refugees from east to West Punjab 1947, File No. 71/CF/47, National Documentation 
Wing, Islamabad, 1947. 
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Communal frenzy gripped the people across the border immediately in the aftermath of 
partition. The migration of people across the border was unprecedented, the likes of 
which had never been known before in history. There were millions uprooted from their 
homes under conditions of indescribable horror and misery. Many had to flee their 
homes in fear of their lives. Moreover, they had witnessed their loved ones to cut into 
pieces in front of their own eyes and their homes looted and destroyed. They had only 
option to move on safe place.168 For most of them the future was bleak and uncertain. 
The fact that Mountbatten chose not to announce the boundary award till 17th August, 
because the independence and the partition of India made the situation worse by 
creating confusion among the people (those in the border regions) as they still did not 
know which state they belonged to.169 
 
The appointment of Cyril Radcliffe as Chairman of the Boundary Commission was not 
a wise choice. He was a total stranger to India.  He was a man of integrity, legal 
reputation, and wide experience. But for him India was an alien land. He had never 
been there before and he was also unaware of the geographical, social complexity of 
India, including diversity of languages. He did not have a rudimentary understanding 
 
168 The effects of population movements in the Indian Subcontinent after Partition in 1947, File No. DO 
142/28, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947- 1948. See also, Quaid-e-Azam Relief Fund for 
Refugees, Ministry of Communication, File No. 70/CF/47, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 
1947. Menon, Transfer of Power, pp. 418. “Refugees camps to be opened at Ludhiana, Ferozepur and 
Jullundur”, Pakistan Times, 22 August 1947, pp. 5. Durga Das describes both in India and Pakistan, 
power-hungry politicians were hatching diabolical plots in their self-interest which involved the 
disruption of the lives of millions of people on the greatest and most tragic movement of refugees in 
history. 
169 Political Situation in India since Independence, File No. DO 142/259, The National Archives, United 
Kingdom, 1947. See also, Memorandum submitted by the Sir Muhammad Zafarullah Khan Council for 
Bahawalpur Government dealing with the claim of the Bahawalpur Government in connection with the 
demarcation of Boundaries between the Eastern and the Western Punjab, File No. 79, Punjab Archives, 
Lahore, 1947. Petitions received from Masih Prem Sabha Gurdaspur Districts declaring inclusion with 
Western Punjab, File No. 184, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1947. Memorandum submitted by Sardar 
Sardant Singh president All India Shironomi suggesting that Lohore should take as the joint capital of 
the East and West Punjab Province, File No. 360, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1947.  
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of the social spread, intermix, and the realities of the vast land.170 A complex task was 
assigned to him of partition of the land in the very short time duration. Nehru and 
Mountbatten were in a hurry to get the transfer of power done as soon as possible. 
 
2.10 Conclusion 
Muslim ruled India more than seven hundred years and with the revolt of 1857 their 
ruling tenure came to an end. They now no more the ruling nation of the India, there 
condition was like slaves, after revolt they were main target of British. In every field of 
life their condition was worse, they lost their jobs, property, dignity by the hands of 
British. Meanwhile, Hindus got education and wanted to be in the limelight because 
they knew that from now onward political game would start. Muslims after many 
decades realized this thing but at last with the effort of Sir Syed Ahmed Khan came into 
the field of politics. With the leadership of Jinnah and many of his followers, Muslims 
of India were successful to get their separate state where they could live according to 
their Islamic values. 
 
However, the journey was too long and not very easy, it had a lot of hurdles in the form 
of British control and Hindus hunger of power. Hindu politicians tried their best to get 
the power control from the hands of British directly in their hands, so that their desire 
to rule all over the India came true. For that purpose, they opposed every demand of 
 
170 Mahajan, Independence and Partition, pp. 388. See also, Inspection notes on the Boundary Line 
between the Jammu State and the Sialkot District and action taken on the recommendation made there, 
File No. 196, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1947. Interview with Dr. Nayyer, History Department G.C 
University Lahore, 6 February 2019. To find the quickest and surest way to transfer power and get out 
of India, the British were willing to divide the country whether the demand for Pakistan was just or not. 
Mountbatten defended his decision to advance the date of transfer of power on the grounds that unless 
he did so, the country would descend into chaos. From the British point of view, a hasty retreat was 
perhaps the most suitable action, but it proved catastrophic for India. The speed with which power was 
transferred has been criticized by many historians. 
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rights from the Muslims, Jinnah’s strong determination led the Muslims of India to get 
a separate state. When Hindus realized that Jinnah got the popularity and partition was 
evitable, they then decided to make the plan of partition with British as per their interest. 
In any case, they wanted that Muslim of India got as much less as possible, many 
conflicts also arose during this process. But in front of Jinnah’s determination, both 
British and Congress surrendered and finally in 1947 Muslims of India got Pakistan. 
 
After partition plan the problematic issue is boundary commission and migration of 
huge population across the border, along with this communal violence started which 
changed the whole picture of India, history witnessed the huge mass migration and 
communal killing in this tragic event of partition of India in which many people lost 
their lives. The trauma cannot be recovered yet, people remember this event only in 
terms of killing and looting. Beside the creation of new nation, we cannot overlook the 
tragedy. People suffered in all dimension of life. This tragedy gives a theme to the 




THEMES IN PRE-PARTITION LITERATURE 
3.1 Introduction 
Pre-independence novel, initially with all their lacking art and excitement of romance, 
had the one tempting factor in it and that is their roots in social reality. The treatment 
was idealistic, and reformation seemed to be cured for all evils. For better understanding 
the situation of socio-economic was created superficial and as a result, for the 
characters, imaginary world was created in which they lived but this imaginary world 
was not completely unrelated to reality. The consequences of the industrial revolution 
became that tools with urban centered reforms, poor rural life which opened a new 
horrified life for them. This is contrasting to the wealth display of the upper class which 
opened a new social consciousness life. These social realists are good artists to deal the 
evil beautifully with their art and style which appeared in the life and emotions of lower 
class. They focused more on the ugly problems raised during their time and only 
showed their sympathies to the working poor class. They recorded what they saw, as it 
was existed, in a dispassionate manner. 
 
Social Realism based on individual’s social and cultural changes in all aspects of life 
with their and tinges such as facts relating to family, the class, the marriage, the school, 
the politics, the inter-relation, economy, morality, religion, and educational standards. 
It related more to social readjustments and social maladjustments such as 
unemployment, youth unrest, industrial indiscipline, crime, war and their causes and 
consequences. The real-life problems were too complex to admit and find their simple 
solutions. This effort started from the reformists like Nazir Ahmad to Rashidul Khairi 
which offered their contribution in Urdu novels. 
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In British colonialism, nationalism followers contributed to shape the destiny of India 
during their struggle against the British. These nationalisms followed by the religion. 
Hindu and Muslim nationalism is sectarian while Indian nationalism is for all the people 
of India regardless of the religion and community. Nationalism was used as a tool for 
all the men, women, rich and poor people of India, to give them hope to imagine their 
own country. During colonization period, the British treated Indians as second-class 
citizens and at early period denied their independence. Gandhi, in response, started the 
nationalist movement and to develop a nation which includes everyone regardless of 
race, socio-economic class, caste or religion. 
 
3.2 Women in Nazir Ahmed’s Writings 
Nazir Ahmed1 is one of the early reformers in subcontinent after the revolt of 1857, 
who decided to educate women in Indian society. To give them formal education when 
he searches for the books, he realizes that in Urdu language there is a shortage of books 
which could provide them enough material. He, then, decided to write a novel on the 
importance of woman’s education. Thus, Nazir Ahmed is the first who started novel 
writing in subcontinent. Mirat-ul-Uroos (The Bride’s Mirror) was not only Nazir’s first 
 
1 Nazir Ahmad Dehlvi born in 1830 and died in 1912 also known as Deputy Nazir Ahmad, was an Urdu 
scholar and writer, and a social and religious reformer. Ahmad hailed from a family of maulvis and 
muftis of Bijnor (Uttar Pradesh) and Delhi. His father was a teacher in a small town near Bijnore who 
trained him in Persian and Arabic. In 1842, Ahmad was enrolled to study at the Aurangabad Mosque 
under the tutelage of Abd ul-Khaliq in Delhi. In 1846, Ahmad joined the Delhi College. He was a disciple 
in its Urdu section because of his father’s injunction that “he would rather see me die than learn English”. 
He was engaged in studies till 1853. After a brief stint as a teacher of Arabic, he joined the British colonial 
administration in 1854. He was appointed deputy inspector of schools in the Department of Public 
Instruction in Kanpur in 1856 and Allahabad in 1857. He took the valuable advice of a friend to learn 
English which he did in 1859-60. He translated the Income Tax Law and the Indian Penal Code into 
Urdu in 1860-61. For these contributions, he was posted as deputy collector in the North-West Provinces, 
thus the title Deputy. Though researchers and scholars have questioned his abilities as a novelist, he is 




novel that penned by him, but it is also the first ever Urdu novel that is recorded. It was 
published in 1869 and later translated in English language.2 
 
Nazir realizes that in the formation of society women has a very essential position. If 
women are highly knowledgeable in the domestic activities and have the capabilities to 
perform them perfectly, this help to flourish the society. All these are only possible if 
women from the beginning get this education formally and professionally. His approach 
towards women’s education became milestone to make the society to think in a broader 
sense. This novel also enriches the Urdu literature.3 So, he felt to raft this responsibility 
which ended up with Mirat-ul-Uroos (The Bride’s Mirror). In this novel, he not only 
imparted advice and counseling but he also focused the domestic issues of daily life 
and how to handle them sophisticatedly. The most important and interesting point of 
Nazir’s writing is that through his two-character sisters Asghari and Akbari, he 
brilliantly highlighted the domestic and social responsibilities towards women’s life.4 
 
2 Shuja Ahmed, Moulvi Nazeer Ahmed aur Aligardh Tehreek, Karachi: Maktab i asloob. 1987, pp. 51-
54. See also, Interview with Dr. Saadat Syed, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 
2019. The superiority of Nazir Ahmed as the first novelist cannot be ignored. He wrote social novel 
through highlighting social issues. Though, with literary weaknesses, he created characters that will 
remain everlasting in history of Urdu fiction. He is known as the first Man of Novel writing and his 
reputation becomes more imperative since there was not a single form of novel for Nazir to follow. He 
is the inventor of this path. He showed a new way and people following his footprint brought this field 
of literature to perfection in no time. 
3 Nagi, A, Deputy Nazir Ahmed ki Novel Nigari, Lahore: Ferozesons, 1988, pp. 65. See also, Interview 
with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. “Muslaman 
Larkiyon ko Angraizi Taleem deni chaheay ya nahi”, Zamindar, 9 June 1913, pp. 3. In the social planning 
of Nazir, women hold central position. He was dreaming of development of such society and people 
whose foundation were on the training of social interaction and intimacy and for that equilibrium family 
training is the first clause. He had strong feeling for the shortage of books on women education and 
domestic training. 
4 Interview with Dr. Nasima Rehman, Urdu Department G. C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. See 
also, Interview with Dr. Safeer, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. Nazir 
Ahmad writes Mirat-ul Uroos between 1868 and 1869, Arabic for The Bride’s Mirror, translated into 
English by G.E. Ward in 1903 as he says for the edification and instruction of his daughters. He explains 
he began writing books at a time when his own children were of an age to start their schooling. He had 
his own experience of learning and teaching, and as an employee in the Education Department had also 
had the occasion to supervise teaching. He knew in every detail all the defects of educational methods 
and of the books in use. “Once you have seen the fly in your drink, you cannot swallow it” and so he 
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Additionally, in the start of the novel, the writer passionately focused on the need of 
education for women. According to Nazir, the purposed to get education for women 
had vast range from safeguard of their personal interests and modesty or tiding over 
adversity if they are self-independent and used it in the house. he felt regret that in his 
country there was no proper platform or any organization to impart women’s education. 
For that purpose, to fulfill the gap in the lives of the women, he wrote a novel which 
empowered women to handle their lives competently and commendably. In the 
“Introduction” of his novel he mentioned that to gain knowledge is not only for the 
betterment of women and their personal interest, but it will ultimately benefit the 
family, community and society.5 
 
In the first part of the Mirat-ul-Uroos (The Bride’s Mirror), the story revolves around 
“Akbari” who is spoilt and cosseted by excessive pampering of overindulgent mother 
and maternal Grand Mother. Her domestic life was ruined by her stubborn, peevishness, 
ill disposition and ill-tempered behavior. Through this character, the writer showed that 
if the woman is lacking in her knowledge and training of domestic education, it can 
 
began to write books on his own account and to teach from them. This was the motive which first 
impelled him to write. Though this book did not gain popularity as an inventive textbook; however, it is 
admired as the First Novel and Deputy Nazir Ahmed as the First Novelist in Urdu. 
5 Ahmad, N, Trans. G. E. Ward, The Bride’s Mirror, New Delhi: Permanent Black, 1903, pp. 1-17. See 
also, Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G. C University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. There 
seems little doubt that women are meant for housekeeping, so the extent and content of education is also 
specified accordingly. To learn to be an efficient housekeeper is a must by learning to manage accounts, 
to cook, to offer gracious hospitality to guests and to be an expert in cutting and stitching of clothes. 
Although women do not have the compulsion to earn livelihoods or distinguish themselves in the 
intellectual world yet learning to read and write is a big advantage as these skills make them worldly 
wise. Another very compelling reason for getting educated stressed by Ahmad is that women are treated 
shabbily by men due to their own laziness and if they emerge out of this inertia, then they will emerge 
out of their disrepute. They will also emerge out of seclusion for while they cannot physically transgress 
the purdah, mentally they can, through books and leaning. And finally, women’s education can transform 
the way they can physically and morally nurture their children. 
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easily ruin her home life. Further, he gives the details and the importance of education 
of women in terms of domestic and household.6 
 
In the next part of the story, the character of “Asghari” who is totally opposite to her 
sister Akbari, is well trained and well educated in household education. She is also well 
behaved and well mannered. By using her skills and abilities she turns her house into 
home. This character of Nazir unfolds the problems and importance of getting education 
related to households. In this part of the story, Nazir focuses on household activities, 
their problems and their probably solutions. This presentation of household activities 
makes him different among the other groups of writers. According to him home is a 
woman’s kingdom and she is the ruler. Therefore, it is important for a woman to learn 
all the skills and abilities of a good ruler which helps them to run her kingdom smoothly 
and in a better manner like the best mother, wife, sister, and daughter.7 
 
Therefore, through his novel he mentions the importance of education for women, 
which is generally very difficult to accept by the society, because it is beyond their set 
role which is prescribed by the society for women. These educational initiatives for 
women are led by those men who are engaged in leading the other general reform 
movements in Islamic society. The concept portrayed in the novel through the character 
 
6 Arshad Usman, First Literary Work Related to Home Economics Education in Subcontinent by Deputy 
Nazir Ahmed Mirat-ul-Uroos (The Bride’s Mirror) and Binna’t-un-Nash (Daughters of the Bier), 
International Multidisciplinary Journal of Contemporary Research, Volume. V, Issue II, April 2017, pp. 
51-54. See also, Interview with Dr. Safeer, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. 
“Muslaman larkiyon ki Angraizi Tasleem ka masla”, Zamindar, 17 June 1913, pp. 5. 
7 Kabira, F, Urdu Novel mein Aurat ka Tasawar, New Delhi: Maktab i Jamia, 1992, pp. 54. See also, 
Interview with Dr. Saadat Syed, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. “Haqooq 
Talab Auratein”, Zamindar, 17 June 1913, pp. 5. He studied different segments of Delhi and reached to 
conclusion that woman’s personality needs more refinement and training than man. That is why he 
attempts to rebuke the downfall of female segment and their problems through his novel. 
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of Ashraf who is the husband of Asghari. Through Ashraf they redefined the new socio-
economic realities which were flourishing in the post-1857 society. This status is no 
longer based on birth or a lavish lifestyle but on virtues and conduct. The fragmented 
Muslim society regrouped itself along the lines of a community which had common 
interests which was needed to be extracted and secured from the British administrators.8 
This made them accomplices in the British colonialist conspiracy against women as by 
extracting enhanced and exclusive power from the colonial masters in the eighteenth 
and early nineteenth centuries, they imposed more stringent patriarchy in the name of 
cultural preservation. 
 
However, The Daughter of the Bier (1872) is another novel written by Nazir Ahmed, 
which is published after three years of The Bride’s Mirror. The main theme of this 
novels is household chores, home-management education and character building. This 
story is also very important in household education for women. The core themes, 
interrelated to each other, are emphasized through personification of Asghari. This 
interrelation of the story proceeds with the new character named Husn Ara. Nazir in his 
both stories highlights the education of women related to domestic and social issues 
and skills to solve their issues. In the plot of the story household education, financial 
 
8 Sangeeta Mittal, Nazir Ahmad Dehlvi’s Mirat-Ul Uroos: Through the Lens of The Colonized, Journal 
of Advanced Social Science Humanities, vol 2:8, 2016, pp. 7-14. See also, Interview with Dr. Saadat 
Syed, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. This internal reform proceeds along 
two lines the “transitional reform” and the “acculturated reform”. While the former is of pre-colonial 
origin and comprises of indigenous methods of dissent, the latter is born out of the colonial encounter 
and borrows from colonial paradigms and prototypes. Where the native male Muslim elite were 
concerned, they surrendered their sovereignty in the political arena but not in the patriarchal one. During 
the British Raj, when new systems of economy and administration were being implemented, the Indian 
Muslim male elite wanted a finger in the pie of the available economic resources and thus were amenable 
to adapting those British mores which were likely to pay off. They, however, bargained with the British 
administrators to leave the domestic space under their influence in return for a free hand in the public 




dealings, wedding styles, food and nutrition, and clothing and textile are being 
discussed. Surprisingly, these books of Nazir are used to gain knowledge for women 
even to this day in case if formal education is unreachable. In Pakistan, Nazir’s 
publications are still part of Urdu-language syllabus for students.9 
 
Moreover, in the first part Mehmooda teaches to Husn Ara about the different styles of 
embroidery and stitches. This one is useful for the readers to learn about the importance 
of home decoration and household methods. In other parts of “The Daughters of Bier” 
Husn Ara learns about the importance of hard work, early rising, benefits of book 
reading habit and other several virtue and social aspects which are essential in our day 
to day life. Whereas Nazir in a very dialectical way gives the knowledge of following 
issues such as equality of rich and the poor, helping needy people, admitting mistakes, 
resolving conflicts, budget making, differences in urban rural culture, scientific work, 
gravitational force, weight, geography, nations of the world. This novel strongly 
supports the feeling that Nazir in a true sense wanted to teach young girls and women 
about the initial scientific information. In “The Daughters of Bier” different cooking 
methods are also discussed.10 In last part of The Daughters of Bier, Husn Ara’s 
 
9 Siddique, D.I, Maulvi Nazeer Ahmed Dehlvi,Ahwal-o-Asrari, Lahore: Majlis Taiqi adab, 1971, pp. 231. 
See also, Interview with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 
2019. “Muslaman Masturat ki Taleem”, Zamindar, 25 June 1913, pp. 17. Nazir’s writings are reformative 
and overhauling. Objectivity and reformation are prominent. Unfortunately, neutrality of Nazir is 
considered as biased and prejudiced. This is incorrect that he wrote novels just for his era and that it was 
only for the movement of that time. In fact, both novels were creation of cooperation with British 
authorities and education department of that time. 
10 Ahmed, D.N, Binnat un Naash, Lahore: Sang-e- Meel Publication, 1994, pp. 498-500. See also, 
Interview with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. 
“Hundustani Auraton ki Taleem”, Zamindar, 5 February 1912, pp. 3. Though at Husn Ara’s place there 
were lot of things for dolls, but she was surprised to see Mehmooda’s doll. Husn Ara’s dolls were 
unwieldy, awkward with ugly hairstyle, false lace of trinkets, spurious work, bad stitching, poor 
hemming as compare to Mehmooda’s doll that she made with her own hands, embroidered doll from 
head to toe. No comparison of this market inferior absurdity with homemade. Husn Ara was arrogantly 
proud of her expensive readymade double storey wooden doll house. Mehmooda made beautiful spacious 
house with thatch and sticks. At first, looking at Mehmooda’s doll Husn Ara thought that money is 
insignificant in front of skill and skillfulness. With our skillful hands we can do lot of things that money 
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graduation has shown which reflects she has covered major part of her household 
education. In the last part, a party is organized which is a full reflection of skills and 
etiquettes. Here, it is very effectively taught how a selection can be made for dress and 
meal for different type of parties.11 
 
Nazir wanted women of his society become aware of their new domestic and social 
responsibilities. He tried through his writings to make women of his society more 
skillful. His female protagonists provide a good example and a role model of women’s 
education and its importance. Not wholly, it is a small attempt by Nazir to spread the 
basics education for women which is essential for the early domestic life. In The Bride’s 
Mirror Asghari is a symbolic representation of a women who acquires skills and gives 
an example of a women who spent happy domestic life. This character, through 
education and training, takes regard of values and maintains good relation.12 
 
cannot buy for us. With a shocking surprise she continuously argued with Mehmooda, saying “Hey! You 
made this Karchobi batwa (homemade sewn velvet purse with tussled strings)”, Are you serious, 
Mehmooda never lie, you stitched pillows for bed? Lace with tinkles is not made by you on this light 
green suit and this shirt cut by the teacher for you. Seriously, tell me from where did you buy this patch 
work curtains? And who gave you this scarf with ganga jamna taray (shiny multicolored beads). Oh God! 
This mica chandelier, paper fan, marble paper carpet, chiques, bamboo poles. After seeing Mehmooda’s 
doll, Husn Ara was shockingly arguing with Mehmooda that they can never be homemade. Mehmooda 
replies to Husn Ara’s surprise that everything is done by me and stitching and it’s not a big deal, it’s all 
about interest, if you are interested you can do lot better than this.  
11 Ibid, pp. 606-615. See also, Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G. C University, Lahore, 
24 March 2018. If we observe Nazir Ahmed’s novel, we can see an attempt to teach household education 
at its initial level. Now, Home Economics is a complete science but work of Deputy Nazir Ahmed is of 
great importance for early household education. His novels in Urdu language have also been translated 
into English. His complete Urdu literature is significant for students who want to study household 
education in Pakistan. As these novels give information regarding skills applied at homes in eastern 
culture. 
12 Jawaid, D, Reeditions in Urdu Novel, Multan: Department of Urdu, Bahauddin Zakaria University, 
2005, pp. 112. See also, Interview with Dr. Safeer, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 
2019. “Auraton ki Angraizi Taleem”, Zamindar, 5 February 1912, pp. 5. For Nazir such education is 
compulsory for a woman that makes her competent for responsibilities of household tasks. In eastern 
culture, the accomplishment of obligation that Nazir tries to educate is not new. In our society cooking 
food, house-cleaning looking after house, budget, making and controlling expenses, religious education 
is the responsibility of women, Nazir Ahmed emphasizes on dexterity, etiquettes, and discipline. 
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These stories of Nazir give motivation and awareness to the women of not only his 
time. But later in the early twentieth century, the women of the said time got their 
education and took part in the struggle movement. Initially they fought for their right 
of education. Childhood marriages and purdah. Purdah is common feature of Indian 
women despite religion. Elite class women used arguments against the practices and 
implemented customs like purdah. The Begum of Bhopal denounced such customs and 
in one of the conferences publicly removed her veil. More Muslim women like Begum 
Shahnawaz, Fatima Jinnah and Begum Ranna Liaquat Ali were those who contributed 
in the freedom struggle and had their political career.13 
 
Moreover, in 1921, women won the right to be elected in the Central and State 
Legislature, but their status of vote depend on their husband’s property. Under the 
Government of India Act 1935, women were eligible for vote. In the election 1946, 
Begum Shahnawaz and Begum Shaista Ikhramullah were elected to the Central 
Constituent Assembly. None of the Muslim League nor the demand of Pakistan focused 
on the rights of women. Despite of this women of early twentieth century fought for 
their rights. Mainstream history describes demand of Pakistan and national 
independence in term of “binary opposition” in a sense of secular nationalism versus 
communal mobilization. The demand of Pakistan is a historical fact which is more 
complex in its nature and pressures that evoked and sustained to be classified it as 
“communal”.14 
 
13 Seema Kazi, Muslim Women in India, Minority Rights Group Internation, vol. 98(2), 1999, pp. 11-
12. 




Figure 3.1. Muslim Ladies in Freedom Movement 194715 
 
3.3 Prem Chand and Oppressed Classes 
In Urdu and Hindi literature, Prem Chand16 is first outstanding short story writer. In 
1904, he wrote his first story “Duniya ka sab se anmol rattan”. The theme of this story 
was based on patriotism; he continued his many stories with the same theme. In 1908, 
“Soz-e-Watan” his first collection of short stories was published, he was warned by the 
administration not to write such material again. After this incident he decided to use 
another name as his pen name which he finalized as Prem Chand. Prem Chand was 
Urdu writer and throughout his life he wrote in Urdu but after 1920 he followed to write 
 
15 “Muslim Ladies in Freedom Movement”, Civil and Military Gazette, 17 December 1947, pp. 8. 
16 Prem Chand was born in 31 July 1880 in Banaras. His original name was Dhanpat Rai, he struggled a 
lot for his studies. He was born in Kayastha caste, because of its poverty and lack of status, at the lowest 
rung of the middle-class ladder. His father was a petty clerk in the post office. His mother died when he 
was only eight and the father married again. The stepmother was illiterate, unkind and stingy, and Prem 
Chand’s life became miserable. She was totally lacking in culture or refinement, and Prem Chand’s 
references to him are not very complementary. The only childhood companion was a young cousin who 
lived in the same house as Prem Chand himself and went to the same teacher. After entrance exam he 
joined as a teacher, gradually he was promoted up to Deputy Inspector of School. He resigned from the 
job in 1921 and became a full-time writer of Urdu and Hindi. Some important Novels of Prem Chand are 
Maidan-e-Amal, Nirmala, Gosha-e-Afiyat, Ghaban, bazaar-e-Husn etc. Prem Chand’s some most 
important Short Stories are Kafan, Poos ki Rat, Nai Biwi, Eidgah, Haj-e-Akbari, Boodhi Kaki, Do 
Bahnen, Namak ka Darogha, Nijat, Doodh ki Qimat and Panchayat. 
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in Hindi. His famous short story “Kafan” was initially written in Urdu when he was 
stay at Jamia Millia Islamia in Delhi. 
 
Furthermore, in Prem Chand’s writing one can find many phases. Initially he used to 
write patriotic stories. After this he highlighted the feudal values and expressed Rajput 
chivalry as at that time he was influenced by the Revivalism. The next phase in Prem 
Chand’s writing was the Gandhi’s Idealism and the last phase which influenced him 
was Marxist realism. Prem Chand always targeted to write about the oppressed classes, 
his stories revolves around the sufferings of labors and farmers, his stories are matchless 
till now no writer could reach up to his level.17 After the massacre of Jallianwala Bagh 
in April 1919, like other liberal Indians his illusions was also shattered that British had 
a sense of justice to play fair with them. Consequences of this massacre came in the 
form of martial law in the Punjab and the imprisonment without trial for those who 
showed their suppression public agitation against the Rowlett Acts. When in February 
1921 Gandhi visited Gorakhpur, Prem Chand was there to attend that meeting. He was 
totally impressed and influenced by Gandhi’s personality and his address in the 
meeting. This interaction with Gandhi gave him motivation to leave his 20 years of 
Government service. He was convinced that to work with such authority which was 
unlawful and dictatorial was immoral.18 
 
17 Robina, K, Sarwar, M, Shabbir, M, The History of the Urdu Language Together with Its Origin and 
Geographic Distribution, International Journal of Innovation and Research in Educational Sciences, vol. 
2 (1), 2015, pp. 5-9. See also, Interview with Dr. Saadat Syed, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 
6 February 2019. Prem Chand was a confined nationalist and he had always deeply felt the political 
subjugation of the country. Politics in India had taken on an entirely new complexion with the advent of 
Mahatma Gandhi. The era of armchair politicians coming to an end, and the new politics of non-violent 
non-cooperation in which the masses and the lower middle class were taking an increasingly active part, 
had taken over. 
18 Robina, The History of Urdu Language, pp. 6. See also, Interview with Dr. Nasima Rehman, Urdu 
Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. “Jallianwala Bagh Affair Mr. Montagu 
questioned”, The Pioneer, 24 December 1919, pp. 1. “Gandhi Swarajist Conference”, The Pioneer, 9 
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However, Godan (1936) was his masterpiece in the classic written on Indian peasant 
class. This novel makes a difference with other writings of Prem Chand in its richness 
in variety and form. This novel is a good source to realize the failure in the aim of the 
Indian agricultural civilization of that period. In his writing, Prem Chand always talks 
about the sufferings of the peasants’ class which they must face either in the form of 
cruelty of man or domination of nature.19 Hori is the protagonist of Godan, his own 
community always exploit him. His simplicity and pure mind think that they all are his 
own people and his well-wisher. Dr. Namwar Singh, while critically evaluating this 
novel has opined: 
“Reality stands here unadorned, in its total horror. It is here that Prem Chand 
realizes that the enemy is nowhere outside; it is within the house itself. In 
Godan, British imperialism is behind the scenes, on stage there are mill owners, 
landlords, petty officials, priests and one’s own baradari. All these unite to 
make one side; on the other is Hori, the holder of 5 bighas of land.”20 
 
April 1924, pp. 3. Prem Chand’s creativity is contextualized by the National Freedom Struggle, which 
focused itself against British Colonialism, Capitalism and Feudalism. This context has a very important 
effect on his writings, and we find that those are essentially anti-feudal, anti-capitalist and anti-colonial. 
Gandhian and socialistic philosophy, as we have already seen, influenced his political vision and 
essentially, he was a humanist his humanism was firmly rooted in material life and was basically practical 
governed by moral values, by the concepts of the good and evil, the right and the wrong. This essential 
humanism is all pervasive in his writings, especially novels. He is not a realist in technically strict 
European sense but he is a realist with a vision, with a mission and with author’s own intensive 
experience of social process who portray human life with all its charm, excitement, love, affection, faith, 
morals, tension, pain, trauma, misery, pessimism and optimism. 
19 Terathram, “Zaatpat ka Adaha”, Karanti, August 1931, pp. 11. See also, Interview with Dr. Saima 
Irum, Urdu Department G. C University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. He was aware of their being victims 
of an oppressive bureaucracy, ruthless landlords, selfish capitalists and hypocritical priests. He knew, 
that all these classes had connived to grind down the helpless peasants to a living death. When the news 
of October Revolution (1917) reached him and he heard about the peasants’ rule in Russia and Bulgaria, 
his heart craved for a similar situation in his own country, where agriculture was the chief occupation of 
the major populace. Prem Chand seems to firmly believe that if all the peasants of India were to be freed 
from the shackles of miseries, they would have to get rid-off the native enemies before trying to bid off 
the Britishers. 
20 Namwar Singh, ed. Shiv Kumar Misra, Premchand: An Evaluation, Prem Chand: Our Contemporary, 
New Delhi: National Publishing House, 1986, pp. 114. See also, Interview with Dr. Safeer, Urdu 
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Godan represents two stories parallel which coincides at many points. One is the tragic 
story of Hori a poor peasant along with it Prem Chand relates satire and pathos to 
describes the story of rich people of the city who sometimes directly get benefit from 
the sufferings and labor of the poor villagers. 
  
Additionally, Godan word refers to a custom of Hindu society, in which when a death 
has occurred heirs of the body present a cow to a Brahmin. This has been done in a 
hope that for the departed soul heaven’s gate will open. Protagonist Hori is a poor 
farmer, who worked hard for the survival of his wife Dhania, his son Gobar and two 
daughters Bona and Rupa. He has a long-cherished desire to possess a cow. For few 
days, he gets hold a cow but due to his ill fate and Hira his jealous and quarrelsome 
brother, cow gets poisoned.21 
 
Hori feels guilty in cow’s death. He was condemned and ordered by some respectable 
but corrupt people of the village to pay heavy fine to them. Rai Saheb, the landlord of 
 
Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. Bhagwan Das, “Ashuton ki Faryad”, Karanti, 
August 1931, pp. 20. Prem Chand, in his close association with rural life, had become increasingly aware 
of the nature of peasant’s exploitation and oppression. This consciousness brought him into confrontation 
with the reality that both traditional as well as the modern forces, in this case, Brahmins and village 
panches as well as the capitalists were responsible for the deplorable plight of the Indian peasants. The 
oppression by one source was reinforced by the other and against this double assault, the poor Indian 
farmer had little hope of survival. Hori is borne out of this long-standing anguish of the author against 
the tyrannical system endangering the very foundation of our agricultural civilization. 
21 Sharma, Pradeep Kumar, Literary expression of political consciousness among dalits: a critical study 
based on selected works of Hindi Literature, New Delhi: Jawaharlal Nehru University, 2002, pp. 131. 
See also, Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G. C University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. 
“Ashuton ke bare Dushman hein”, Paisa Akhbar, 10 October 1931, pp. 25. Thus, Godan becomes a 
classic novel on the Indian peasantry and is objectively well knit and carefully interwoven. But if we 
consider the whole range of works by Prem Chand, we find that Godan also represents his disillusionment 
with the system and from the prescriptive narrative, as unlike his other works including short stories, he 
does not suggest any solution. Godan has no utopia to look forward to or to fall back on. Since there is 
no system to be saved, the novel begins with a disequilibrium and ends at a disequilibrium. It excites a 
sense of profound wrong done to humanity. It makes no attempt at papering the cracks or providing a 
happy ending. In fact, such a piece of literary art goes beyond the text and establishes a living relationship 
with life. I! is literature of this type, that, according to Sartre, succeeds through failure. 
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the village, instead of scolding the group of people for their inhuman and selfish 
behavior, he adds all the money for his personal use. Hori never recovers from this 
financial disaster. Whenever he has a crucial time, he repeatedly borrows money from 
others resulted the loss of his two bullocks. He has no money left with him; his family 
reaches at the point of starvation. During all this the most disappointing thing is when 
his son left his family and moves to city leaving his pregnant beloved, Jhunia at his 
parent’s doorsteps. Hori works hard day and night to fulfill the desire of his grandson 
to buy a cow, but his age does not allow him for this hard work, he dies of severe 
exhaustion.22 
 
From this novel Prem Chand highlights that our system has become too corrupt because 
of the moneylenders. To give money on interest has become their business with that 
they hold the rural economy. But the peasants suffer a lot from this, and they need to 
borrow money from them again and again. This is the cruel reality of the society of that 
time and even today, the farmers of the villages suffer. This class of society did not 
even get relief when 1917 declaration had been made or Act of India 1935 had been 
 
22 Sharma, Literary Expression, pp. 98. See also, Interview with Dr. Shaista Hameed Khan, Urdu 
Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. Within this framework, the author has brought 
before us the contrary situation of the city dwellers who though dependent for their luxuries on the village 
set up yet, in turn, exploited the peasants up to the hilt. Through Gobar’s experiences in the city and 
through selfish characters like Rai Saheb, the Zamindar, Onkaranath, the newspaper editor, Mr. Khanna, 
the industrialist, Mr. Mehta, the philosopher, Miss Malti, the over westernized doctor, Mirza and others, 
the author has depicted the proneness of the middle class people to indolence and frivolity. Prem Chand 
believed that Hori’s struggle was against the system, which was chiefly represented by the moneylenders 
who were, in turn, supported in their sinister designs by the bureaucracy, the aristocracy and the priestly 
classes, all joining hands in exploiting the poor peasants. Godan discusses with greater details the role 
and position of the money lenders in rural society. Any villager able to manage a little surplus cash tended 
to lend it on interest. Hori was most firmly enmeshed by the dragnet of moneylenders of his village. He 
borrowed money from Mangru in order to buy bullocks for himself, to sow potatoes from Datadin, and 
to give his brothers their share of the family property, from Dulari. Far from clearing the principal 
amounts, he was not able to pay even the interest on these loans. This situation tormented him the most 
since Hori had to bear the loss of everything that belonged to him along with the isolation from his son. 
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announced.23 V.S. Narvane analyze this system as, “the farmer accepts usury as though 
it were a force of nature: inevitable, like sunrise and sunset. It is inseparable from living, 
from breathing. He is resigned to it. And the irony is that he himself becomes a usurer 
whenever he has an opportunity”.24 In Godan, it is very clearly shown that how peasants 
are helpless to borrow money from moneylenders on auspicious festivals like Dusshera. 
That’s why Rai Saheb in every part of the narrative tells Hori that “this year I expect at 
least five hundred rupees from the entire village”.25 This is the reason that lower class 
actively participated in the event concerning to the voice that was raised for their rights 
which ultimately ended at the partition of India. The aggressiveness of this class also 
came out in the participation in the riots of 1947.26 
 
 
23 British Self-Government Act, IOR: V/27/256/16, British Library, London, 1917. See also, Government 
of India Act 1935: Parliamentary Procedures for passage of order in Council, IOR: M/1/137, British 
Library, London, 1935. Gazette of India part I, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1935. 
24 Narvane, V.S, Prem Chand: His Life and Works, New Delhi: Vikas Publishing House Pvt. Ltd., 1980, 
pp. 171. See also, Interview with Dr. Shaista Hameed Khan, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 
24 March 2017. This is another contradiction in Prem Chand’s writing, where there may be some instance 
(in fact, this episode is the one of the very few instances) of individual transformation but the upper 
castes, in general, have not accepted the lower castes. In fact, this reflects the contemporary Dalit 
discourse that was prevalent in northern India where, different kinds of activities like Shuddhi and others 
were taking place to consolidate their position as highlighted by Swami Achhutanand, as discussed 
earlier. But these paradoxes are to be analyzed contextually along with other paradoxes (for example, 
characterization of Rai Saheb, Mehta and Malti) and these are coexistence of contradictory traits and the 
paradoxes inherent in Godan, though not always creative or fruitful, have to be seen in terms of the 
peculiar tensions of Prem Chand’s time, both in his life and in Indian literary history. 
25 Prem Chand, trans. Jai Ratan and P. Lal, Godan, Mumbai: Jaico Publishing House, 2001, pp. 15. See 
also, Interview with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 
2019. “Kisan Lagaan nhi de ga”, Paisa Akhbar, 27 November 1930, pp. 1. Prem Chand has also given 
in Godan a convincing estimate of the roles enacted by the zamindars in the lives of the Indian farmers 
making it more pathetic. The zamindars were a hypocrite lot who adopted double standards and wore the 
velvet gloves to conceal their iron claws. The proneness of these rich landlords to luxury rested on the 
exploitation of the peasantry. Besides recklessly exacting rent from the peasants, the zamindars also 
realized a variety of dues from them. Some of these dues had, with the passage of time, been sanctioned 
by custom though most of them were rather utterly arbitrary and rested on nothing more than some 
capricious need of a zamindar. 
26 Note on the Sikh Plan, File No. A-33(8), Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1948. See also, Rashriya Swayam 
Sewak Sang in Punjab, File No. A-33(9), Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1948. Interview with Sardar Avtar 
Singh Sandhu, London United Kingdom, 23 March 2019. 
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The author was also mindful that the zamindars in order to safeguard their selfish 
interests and profits, they kept good terms with the government officials, and they have 
their representatives in the local boards as well as in legislative councils. To keep 
themselves in the good books of the higher officials, in turn these landlords gave tough 
time to the poor people. Prem Chand through his character Rai Saheb exposed this 
outlook of the landlords who very hypocritically claims: 
“The trouble is that we have to kill our conscience to such an extent that not a 
trace of self-respect remains in us. We must grind down the tenants. If we do 
not give costly presents to the officers, we are branded as rebels. If we don't live 
in style, we are dubbed misers. At the slightest hint of political awakening we 
tremble with fear and run to the government for protection. We are like spoon 
fed babies, healthy to look at, frail inside.”27 
Additionally, Godan also highlight the inhumanity which is common in village life 
towards the lower classes. These outcastes’ people during the time of Prem Chand spent 
a miserable and despicable life. In Godan the Characters like Matadin, the Pandit’s son 
and Digvijay Singh, the zamindar’s son-in-law, were immoral in their nature. The 
backward and the lower-class women victimized by them to fulfill their lustful desires. 
Not only they sexually assaulted the women but also the upper caste landlords forced 
untouchables for labor.28 
 
27 Chand, Godan, pp. 16. See also, Interview with Dr. Safeer, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 
6 February 2019. “Kisan ka Satyagraha krne ka elaan”, Paisa Akbar, 5 November 1931, pp. 14. Even the 
members of the village panchayats have been critically portrayed by Prem Chand. The village panches 
or headmen have been depicted as mere ‘yes-men’ of the landlord and his officers. They were completely 
kept under the influence of the corrupt officers to do their bidding. Godan has no less than four mukhias 
with her characteristic sharpness, Dhania, Hori’s wife, describes them as lootmars. These mukhias 
virtually constitute the community and set the norms that its members are expected to observe. The novel 
shows how ruthlessly they deal with poor peasants like Hori for what they construe as a violation of these 
norms. 
28 Usha Rishi, Premchand Aur Unke Upanyas, New Delhi: Prithviraj Publishers, 1974, pp. 92. See also, 
Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. “Untouchable 
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Moreover, Godan presents the picture of the contemporary urban life which has 
affected the rural life. This makes easier to analyze the similarities and difference of 
two aspects of life. The story revolves around the life of peasants whereas the story of 
the life of middle-class revolves around them. The other factor which is responsible for 
the disgusting exploitation and oppression of the peasants is the social and economic 
forces that are formed on the benefits of urban life which is a selfish motive. Prem 
Chand being a village-oriented person highly critizes all the new trends which are 
formed to keep city life in mind. This novel gives many corrective measures based on 
people who were responsible for the social reforms but wanted only to introduce to the 
urban life.29 
 
The other thing which shocked him was the Freedom Movement in the mid’s of 1920 
became a mere toy in the hands of the politically ambitious people. The self-centered 
patriots cleverly used the sensitive feelings of the nationalist people in their benefits. 
From this they were gaining high positions which further motivated them to exploit the 
 
Agitation Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya’s Adivice”, The Pioneer, 3 April 1924, pp. 6. These worthy 
persons of the village also practiced hypocrisy in their dealings with the lower groups. While they 
accused Hori for giving shelter to the so-called immoral girls like Jhunia and Silia in his house and 
practically deprived him of everything as a mark of dand or fine, they did not deter from bereaving Bhola 
of his dignity and honour by allowing Nokheram to wrest Bhola’s wife from him. On the same lines, 
they allowed Matadin to rob the outcasts of their honor by seducing their innocent girl Silia. 
29 Narvane, Premchand: His Life and Works, pp. 172-173. See also, Interview with Dr. Nasima Rehman, 
Urdu Department G. C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. “Hindu zaatpat ko torr rhe hein”, Paisa 
Akhbar, 22 January 1930, pp. 8. Yet another category of rural exploiters was that of the religious 
preachers or pandits. They were one of the most vicious violators of the humanity and took complete 
undue advantage of their exalted positions. The novel reveals that it was a decadent and corrupt world in 
which traditional beliefs and religious institutions meant to profess kindliness and compassion had lost 
all meaning, being reduced to a little more than obsolete rituals. Religion was merely a money-minting 
organization for the hypocrite religious Gurus. Backbiting was second nature with him. He had never 
committed a theft which he thought risky; but he had no qualm in sharing the loot. Professing to be poor, 
he threatened to end his life by jumping in the well when the zamindar’s bailiff came to collect his dues. 
But he gave out loans. A maker of pretty matches, he made the best of both worlds; the gratitude of the 
parties and gifts for services rendered. A country quack, he suited the treatment to the patient’s taste by 
fake portions or if necessary, elementary witchcraft. No one trusted him: yet he was so sweet of tongue 
that people repeatedly walked into his trap. 
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feelings and emotions of the workers and the farmers. In Godan, there are many 
examples of hypocrite like Rai Saheb Amar Pal Singh and Mr. Khanna. They behave 
like nationalists, the way of talking and dressing are like them, they even on the name 
of Freedom Struggle establish their bonafides to serve prison sentences. Jail was the 
passport which enabled them to cross any border whichever they pleased. Their 
selfishness lies just under the crust of their so-called patriotism which Prem Chand 
reveals by showing their exploitation of the poor people. The exploitering zamindar on 
one hand and cunning industrialist on the other make this class more suffered.30 
 
Therefore, Prem Chand has drawn a very realistic picture on the broad canvas of the 
contemporary life. He represents farmer community through Hori and the village Belari 
represents the pathetic story of all the villages in India. Whereas Malti, Mehta, Khanna, 
Rai Saheb and others present the economic, social and political life of the Indian cities 
in the British Era. Indeed, Godan emerges as a historical document of its age 
embodying all aspects in general and the social one. 
 
 
30 Narvane, Premchand, pp. 172. See also, Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G. C 
University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. Interview with Dr. Nasima Rehman, Urdu Department G. C 
University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. Prem Chand has explicitly related Rai Saheb’s proceedings in his 
novel. He writes: During the last Satyagraha Movement Rai Saheb resigned his membership of the 
legislature council and courted imprisonment. Since then his stock had risen among the tenants. Thus, 
the facade of patriotism was only to gain further hold on the poor innocent farmers. However, this did 
not stop Rai Saheb from cajoling the British officials to keep up his lucrative relations with them. As the 
novel recounts, despite being a Nationalist the Rai Saheb had kept up social intercourse with officials; 
customary presents were made to them and fixed annuities provided to petty government servants. 
Similarly, Khanna acknowledges his follies to Mr. Mehta when he says, “You don’t know the bribes I 
paid and took, the type of men I hired to weigh cane, the fake weights I used”. Another character who 
proves. to be a fraudulent nationalist is Onkaranath, a supposedly committed newspaper editor who 
receives some genuine derogatory reports about Rai Saheb Amar Pal Singh. Instead of abiding by his 
duties as a member of the esteemed press and bringing to light the shames of Rai Saheb’s doings, he 
agreed to hush-up the matter in consideration of a donation from him. He reveals to his wife if Rai Saheb 
fails to fulfil his promise of giving him money, he’ll teach him the lesson of his life. Thus, Prem Chand 
has put the light on the falsity that had infiltrated into all aspects of the nation's life and has depicted the 




Figure 3.2. Gandhi in Satyagraha Movement in 1920’s31 
 
Another story by Prem Chand is Kafan which he wrote in 1936, it is the same year in 
which he died. This is the most famous in all his writings and a controversial one. The 
story of Kafan is the life of a Dalit family including Ghisu, Madhav his son and Budhia 
his daughter-in-law. Their financial conditions are very poor. The whole story describes 
the poorness of rural society and among them they are the poorest family. In the start 
of the story, there is a conversation of father and son related to his pregnant daughter-
in-law who is facing labor pain. A new wave of interpretations of Prem Chand’s work 
can be seen here. Before we dwell upon some of the recent interpretations, it is to be 
noted that these interpretations are taking place amidst an atmosphere characterized by 
the contemporary political vision that attempts to define and redefine the past, its 
histories and cultures. 
 
 
31 Terathram, “Zaatpat ka Adaha”, Karanti, August 1931, pp. 12. 
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To get rid from the poorness the people of this class wait for anything new that can 
bring change in their life. But unfortunately, most of the local leaders exploit them. To 
show their reaction sometimes they take part in anti-nationalist activities and create 
violence.32 Ghisu and Madhav both are too lazy to do work for their survival, fearing 
nothing and living at a sub-human level they are outside all normal mores of social 
behavior. While Madhav’s wife is writhing in labor pain inside the hut, Madhav and his 
father sit outside, greedily devouring stolen potatoes, unwilling to go and help her 
because the other person might grab a larger share. Ghisu recounts in detail a feast to 
which he had been invited twenty years ago and Madhav listens to the vivid account of 
food with vicarious pleasure. The wife lies dying inside and both sleep unconcerned 
about her.33  
 
Budhia dies on next the morning and mourning is started by both father and son. 
Meanwhile for condolences neighbors start to come and arrangements are going to be 
made for the cremation. For all these arrangements they have no money and nothing in 
the house to sale and get money. They go to the Zamindar who unwantedly give two 
rupees to them while other villagers too contribute in the donation for cremation. 
Finally, they manage to collect five rupees to buy the shroud, they want some cheaper 
 
32 Civil Disobedience Movement, IOR: R/1/1/1993, British Library, London, 1930. See also, Chittagong 
Riots and Armory Raid, Mss Eur C806, British Library, London, 1930. Interview with Dr. Nayyer, 
History Department G.C University Lahore, 6 February 2019. 
33 Mukherjee, Meenakshi, Realism and Reality: The Novel and Society in India, New Delhi: Oxford 
University Press, 1985, pp. 146. See also, Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G.C 
University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. However, as a reader and critic it becomes very difficult to condone 
Ghisu and Madhav for their inhumanity towards Budhiya. But one must remember that mourning is a 
luxury a starving man cannot afford. Their callousness reflects their helplessness, not their inhumanity. 
They are compelled to be insensitive. Ghisu remarks how if they had five rupees earlier, they would’ve 
bought her some medicine. His remark makes one realize that it was the tragic death of Budhia which 
enabled them to collect five rupees and had she been alive and writhing in pain, the same people who 
contributed for the preparations of the last rites, would have turned their back because the sufferer was a 
Dalit and did not belong to the social structure. 
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one but unable to find. There they find a bar where they drink and forget about all their 
responsibilities and fear nothing. While drinking, they have conversation on different 
things such as rituals, traditions and system even they acclaim Budhia “who even in 
death provid them food and drink”.34 They are too drunk and unconsciously start 
singing, dancing, wiggling and they fell down on the street, on this note the story ends. 
 
This is the most controversial story of Prem Chand critics have many interpretations on 
it. Meenakshi Mukherjee refers this story as the perfect understanding which explains 
the situation with strong and inconspicuous horror that is disturbing the readers. She 
additionally said while interpretation of Kafan one can better understands advice of 
Engel to Margaret Harkness that if the writer uses hidden words in his writing, it 
becomes a better work of art. In the story, those fundamental questions which are raised 
have no simple answers. The important thing of this story is that it is not prescriptive 
and ideal in nature but completely descriptive and analytical. This story does not give 
any solution of the raised question but contextualized the situation which raised these 
questions which is mandatory for an artist.35 Thus, it can be concluded that Kafan 
 
34 Bhishma Sahni ed, Pratinidhi Kahaniyan, New Delhi: Rajkamal Prakashan, 1987, pp.138. See also, 
Interview with Dr. Nasima Rehman, Urdu Department G. C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. 
“Ashuton ke sath sallok”, Paisa Akhbar, 5 November 1931, pp. 15. Even when Ghisu and Madhav enter 
the liquor den and begin their merry making, Budhia is always on their mind. They curse the system that 
did not give them this money to save her life. They recall Budhia’s toil and revere her memory. They 
ensure a place for her in heaven, displaying a remarkable blend of guilt and responsibility. It soon gives 
way to sorrow and despair. Madhav says, “how the poor thing suffered in life, and now she’s dead and 
gone”. It should be noted that this is the same Madhav who did not even approach the pain wracked 
Budhia in his hunger for potatoes who is now broken with grief. 
35 Mukherjee, Realism and Reality, pp. 146. See also, Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department 
G. C University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. “Bangiyon ki Hartal”, Paisa Akhbar, 25 December 1930, pp. 
10. Kafan becomes most memorable of Prem Chand’s stories because, although nothing is solved here, 
the question has been stated precisely and disconcertingly. In a society where even hard work and honest 
labor do not raise a man’s life very much above the animal level, how does one condemn Ghisu’s and 
his son’s rebellion? What kind of custom is it when a living person does not get a rag to cover his body, 
the dead must have a new shroud? asks Ghisu. But even when one rationalizes the mourning is a luxury 
a starving man cannot afford; it is difficult to condone the action of Madhav and Ghisu. At the same time, 
it is not easy to take the side of a society that reluctantly proffers a few coins for the dead, more to keep 
up a pretense than out of any real concern for human beings. The story disturbs because one sees the 
precariousness of our cherished human values, with bestiality on one side and hypocrisy on the other. 
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represents isolation produced by the insensitive and exploitative socio-economic 
system that leads to dehumanization. 
 
3.4 Rabindranath Tagore’s Novels 
Rabindranath Tagore36 was a realistic short stories writer. He expresses his loyalty to 
his surrounding and paid truthful devotion in the treatment of its issues in his stories. 
He has a point of view that political and social actions are something that are related to 
universal truth. They can only be realized with their loyalty towards universal truth 
whereas universal truth can be categorized as family, community, society or nation. But 
important factor is love towards humanity. For this reason, Tagore negates that 
nationalism does not means that someone avail his freedom by the exclusive use of 
territorial prejudice, the strength lies in unity of man which is a moral law.37 
 
 
The concentrated horror of the story arises out of the reader’s inability to take side. Since Prem Chand’s 
style is totally devoid of poetry and resonance, his optimum effect can be achieved in the direction of 
starkness, and nowhere is this better illustrated than in Kafan. 
36 Rabindranath Tagore born in 7 May 1861 and died in 7 August 1941. He reshaped Bengali literature 
and music, as well as Indian art with Contextual Modernism in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. It is 
universally acknowledged that Rabindranath’s reputation as a writer lies primarily in his poetry. He was 
dubbed “Gurudev” (Master Teacher), “Kabiguru” (Master Poet), “Bishwakabi” (World Poet) for his 
poetic achievements and awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1913 for a collection of poetry, 
Gitanjali. Yet Tagore was also the founder of the short story form in Bengali literature. He wrote 95 
short stories over a period starting in 1877, when Rabindranath was only 16 years old, till his death in 
1941. He has been described as one of the best short story writers in the world, and often has been 
compared with the best of the European writers, Anton Chekov and Guy de Maupassant. E.J. Thompson, 
who translated some of Rabindranath’s stories into English, once said that there was no greater short 
story writer in the world’s literature than Tagore. 
37 Sandeep Kharvi, Nationalism and India - A Recurring Theme in the Works of Tagore, Language in 
India, Vol. 18, No.4 April 2018, pp. 320-328. See also, Interview with Dr. Shaista Hameed Khan, Urdu 
Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. Despite such repeated affirmations by the writer, 
many of his critics accused him of writing unrealistic and fantastic stories, far removed from the 
actualities of life. These critics saw Tagore, the son of an aristocrat and a rich landlord, incapable of 
genuine sympathy for the poor. Therefore, they dismissed his depiction of the common, the average, the 
everyday as a mere figment of his imagination. Tagore responded to such criticisms in a conversation 
with Buddhadev Bose in 1941, brushing aside his detractors and reaffirming his view that the stories 
were written in a realistic mode. 
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Tagore’s writings illustrate the realistic portions of ordinary life precisely and 
comprehensively. Rabindranath Tagore The Home and the World (Ghare Bhaire) 
portrays the various aspects of the anti-colonial nationalist struggle against the colonial 
regime in India. The novel is set in the colonial India in the span of 1905, when there 
is partition of Bengal.38 It was the time of early twentieth century when nationalist 
activities made a new turn towards the Mother India. Such type of symbolic writings 
gives a possible obvious reason. The novel describes the Swadeshi movement which 
emerged as the response to the Partition Act, which was planned by the administration 
of British colonial. It is the time when “Bande Mataram” (a song composed by Tagore) 
was used as a slogan in most of the nationalist rallies. The Home and the World 
challenges the belief that India is exclusively Hindu nation. It also raises questions on 
the nationalism validity which instead of focusing on economic self-sufficiency and 
social justice put their attention on emotions. It takes exception to the aggressive 
masculinity of the nationalist project.39 
 
The novel The Home and the World was published after ten years of the event of 
partition of Bengal. It is the time when magic incantation of “Bande Mataram,” began 
first time in 1915 in Bengal. Later it was translated into English in 1919. In the 
 
38 Partition of Bengal, File No. CAB 37/79/159, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 30 September 
1905. See also, Interview with Dr. Nayyer, History Department G.C University Lahore, 6 February 2019. 
39 Mukherjee, Meenakshi, ed. Franco Moretti, The Novel: History, Geography, and Culture, Epic and 
Novel in India, New Jersey: Princeton UP, 2007, pp. 618-619. See also, Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, 
Urdu Department G. C University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. Santram, “Rabindarnath Tagore”, Karanti, 
Mahapursh No. October 1942, pp. 15. The Home and the World is a novel that reads like an allegory on 
the failure of the Indian nationalist projects, circling around the issues of “Home” versus “World,” 
tradition versus modernity, created by the active involvement of the colonizers in the cultural, economic 
and administrative life of the colonized. It could be read as an allegory on the failure of Indian nationalism 
to accept tradition and modernity, home and the world, together. In addition, the novel offers an 
alternative nationalist project that could free India from its obsession with the colonizing powers: true 
freedom of the nationalist imagination will be gained by going beyond every form of ideological 
prejudice and separation and by synthesizing every conceivable value that could be useful for the 
development and maintenance of the nation. 
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consequences of the partition of Bengal in 1905 the Swadeshi movement emerged not 
only in Bengal but also spread all over India as the “beginning of a truly national 
movement and a struggle between the men and methods that were to lead it”.40 “Bande 
Mataram” was enthusiastically  used showing opposition against the Partition of 
Bengal. It spread “over the entire subcontinent” same as Swadeshi movement.41 On the 
role and function of Swadeshi movement a conflict raised within the Indian Congress 
which then created a split within the movement. The extremists in the Swadeshi 
movement based on Indian economy, politics and arts claimed their superiority. On the 
other hand, moderates wanted to promote social reform for which they dedicated 
themselves. The challenging tassel among the groups come to an end when both groups 
neutralized, and they project nationalism when in 1917 a Declaration was made for 
India. According to which India would become more organized in administration and 
economical perspective under British rule. However, in the early 1920s when all the 
control of Indian National Congress was in the hand of Gandhi, the non-cooperation 
movement again gained popularity all over the India. Swadeshi ideas were revived, they 
put emphasis on reorganization of economic system, government schools and colleges 
were boycotted.42 
 
40 Rege, Josna, Colonial Karma: Self, Action, and Nation in the Indian English Novel, New York: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2004, pp. 39. See also, Interview with Dr. Zara, History Department G.C 
University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. “Angraizi mall ka boycott”, Zamindar, 5 January 1912, pp. 3.  
41 Iyengar, Srinivasa K.R, Sri Aurobindo: A Biography and a History, Pondicherry: Sri Aurobindo 
International Centre of Education, 1985, pp. 366. See also, Interview with Dr. Nayyer, History 
Department G.C University Lahore, 6 February 2019. “Swadeshi Tehreek kis tarha kamyab”, Paisa 
Akhbar, 29 January 1930, pp. 3. The novel focuses on the swadeshi movement in Bengal, which 
demanded an exclusive reliance on Indian-made goods, and a rejection of all foreign made products. 
Tagore’s representation of swadeshi typifies his attitude towards any sort of organized political activity 
as something over which one has little, if any, control. Swadeshi is described in The Home and the World 
as a flood, breaking down the dykes and sweeping all our prudence and fear before it. 
42 British Self-Government Act, IOR/V/27/256/16, British Library, London, 1917. See also, Interview 
with Dr. Akhtar Hussain Sandhu, History Department University of Education, Lahore, 7 February 2019. 
“Satyagarh and Civil Disobedience”, Paisa Akhbar, 6 November 1930, pp. 15. By January 1921 when 
virtually all the colleges in Calcutta, the administrative and intellectual center of Bengal, were closed, 
Tagore, unhappy with Gandhi’s “narrowness of aims”, complained in a letter to Charles Freer Andrews, 
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In the novel there are three main characters Nikhil, Sandip and Bimla representing their 
own perspective of nationalism in various aspects. Nikhil follows the idea of equality 
and he considers ultra-nationalism against it as it is very exclusive. Sandip with all his 
aggressive nationalism wants to achieve independence, he believes that independence 
is their right which they want in any mean. Bimala is Nikhil’s wife, she is confused 
among both the two approaches of nationalism.43 This novel is an exemplary work 
which highlights the women’s transformation. Bimala has a believe that she is 
committed with her family besides this she also wants to take part in patriotic activities. 
Bimala’s character in the novel is a good example to illustrate the element on 
nationalism. 
 
Bimala’s voice is like combination of individuality and collectivity in it. However, this 
combination does not portray her meditative conflicts of values. In deep reading of her 
character she always talks about others instead of her own self. In late nineteenth 
century, writer used simile just like a woman need home same early nationalist has the 
same dissertation of home in British India. In nineteenth century, voices of nationalists 
 
a professor at Santiniketan, that the non-cooperation movement was opposed to his own notions of the 
nation which, in his opinion, should be based on cooperation: What irony of fate is this, that I should be 
preaching cooperation of cultures between East and West on this side of the sea just at the moment when 
the doctrine of Non-Cooperation is preached on the other side? Tagore argued that the radicalism of 
nationalist self-reliance, based on the principle of boycott, the central idea of the Swadeshi movement, 
“uprooted students” and “tempted them away from their career before any real provision was made” his 
The Home and the World should be read as an alternative to the spirit of non-cooperation which was 
“electrical,” “the spirit of sacrifice that was in the very air we breathed”. 
43 Raenee, Mahesh Kumar, The Treatment of Anti-Colonial Nationalism in Indian Fiction in English, 
International Journal of English and Literature, 2013, Vol. 3, Issue 5, pp. 21-26. See also, Interview 
with Dr. Zahid Munir, Head Urdu Department Oriental College Punjab University, Lahore, 7 February 
2019. Tagore is radically critical about this extremist version of nationalism. This form of nationalism is 
a copy of western model of nationalism that is completely isolated from the social structure and need of 
the hour of many Indian people. It is nothing to do with Indian masses, consciousness and Indian history. 
Tagore considers this type of sentiment only as an elite phenomenon which is sectarian in nature and 
cannot attain freedom. So, he was in the favor of a parochial and spiritual approach towards nationalism.  
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can easily be found related to “women’s respectability”.44 And this projection of 
nationalist can easily be seen in Bimala’s words and arguments which repeatedly appear 
in the text as, “the outside,” “these matters,” “womanly guidance,” “what the household 
stand for”. Even Bimala’s speech is the repetition of the nationalist rhetoric: “leaving 
everything in the hands of the enemy nothing short of owing defeat”. 
 
At the end, the image of Bimala collapsed, all qualities that she established to recognize 
herself as a reputable woman has no mean when she gives her lover all her husband’s 
money. This downfall basically is the predicament of the nationalist projection. When 
nationalist creates an unsuitable hybridity of so-called modernity, and projects 
uneducated women by showing intellectual abilities in them. Consequently, it is the 
failure of the nationalist projects on both parts of the inner the Home, the identity of the 
nation which is their essence. This is because of the double hegemonic power of 
“tradition” (women’s virtues built by the nationalist projects) and “colonialism” (the 
echo of modernity). Concurrently, the projection to take women in the outside world is 
 
44 Reed, Susan, Dance and the Nation: Performance, Ritual, and Politics in Sri Lanka, Madison: 
University of WP, 2010, pp. 200. See also, Interview with Dr. Nasima Rehman, Urdu Department G.C 
University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. “Talab haqooq auraton ke hamle”, Zamindar, 5 February 1912, pp. 
3. It is also easy to find in Bimila’s narrative the imitation of nationalist projects of womanly virtues in 
the way she decorates her domestic services with light flowers, supreme powers and feeling of happiness, 
for instance: I know from my childhood’s experience, how devotion is beauty itself, in its inner aspect. 
When my mother gently waved her fan to dry away the flies while my father sat down to his meals, her 
service would lose itself in a beauty which passed beyond outward forms. Even in my infancy, I would 
feel its power. It transcends all debates, or doubts, or calculation: it was pure music. I would cautiously 
and silently get up and take the dust of my husband’s feet without walking him, how at such moments I 
could feel the vermilion mark upon my forehead shining out like the morning star. Although the 
paragraph is full of notions of femininity and womanliness domesticity, restraint, discipline and purity 
they do not present Bimala as a wife but as a politician whose discourse echoes or repeats the discourse 
of female respectability that was used in Indian nationalist writings. In the early nineteenth Century, 
Indian nationalisms had built a new image of women who were encouraged to absorb Western education 
and culture. From the middle of the nineteenth Century onwards, Indian nationalisms imagined Indian 
women in a superior position and urged them to withdraw from the world and come back home the 
national tradition and that is how at the end of the nineteenth century Bengali writers glorified specific 
women’s virtues in many ways. 
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impractical, beyond the knowledge and wisdom and very emotional act. The activities 
and thoughts of women stuck under the label of tradition.45 
 
Moreover, Gora (1909) is another work of Tagore, it represents the picture of human 
equality in social life during freedom movement. This story is on the identity issue 
which led the India to be divided into two and in 1940 Muslims of India demanded a 
separate nation for them.46 It is a complex novel and at different levels it can be studied 
and interpreted. To depict the Bharatvarsha in the novel, Tagore used many themes 
such as the play of destiny, nation and nationalism, time and space, religion and 
spirituality, friendship, motherhood, love, caste discrimination, and woman freedom 
which provide a panoramic view. The novel is set in Bengal where normally people 
have dark skin complexion. The protagonist of the novel is true believer of Hinduism. 
For him, nationalistic sentiment only means the rituals, symbols and superstitions of 
Hindu religion. For freedom he has a believe that every Hindu should sacrifice life for 
this sacred act. At the end of the novel, his identity becomes questionable when he 
knows about his Irish family. At that moment, his concepts of nationalism being Hindu 
is badly shattered. There he realizes the feelings of rootlessness, he considers himself 
 
45 Chatterjee, Partha, The Nation and Its Fragments. Colonial and Postcolonial Histories, New Jersey: 
Princeton UP, 1993, pp. 10-13. See also, Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G.C 
University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. “Auraton ke haqooq”, Paisa Akhbar, 1 January 1931, pp. 21. It is 
not so hard to explain this failure: the nationalist projects function as alternatives to the colonial cultural 
project. British policy meant to picture Indian culture as barbaric and then embellish it with Western 
techniques and modernity, a policy that can be found represented in the emergence of the nationalist 
projects of the Home and the World. Those who took to the nationalist projects are, as Chatterjee points 
out, the Calcutta middle class, subordinate to the colonial state in economic and political terms, claiming 
cultural leadership over the colonized people. Its nationalisms could not escape involvement with and of 
colonialism. 
46  Pakistan Day Resolution, File No. F-137 Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1940. 
See also, Presidential Address of Jinnah in Lahore Resolution, File No. F-1092 Quaid-e-Azam Papers, 
National Archives, Islamabad, 1940. All India Muslim League Lahore Session March 1940 Presidential 
Address by Mr. M.A Jinnah, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1940. 
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as an unidentified person.47 Tagore, in Gora, is very disappointed with Hindu 
nationalism. In this novel he mentions the shortcomings that are present in Hindu 
nationalism which intensely captured him. 
 
Additionally, the story of the novel is about its eponymous hero, Gora (means a white 
man). In the whole story of the novel, Gora advocates the practices of Hinduism. 
However, he becomes suspicious of his preaching of Hindu rituals when his Irish 
lineage come at forefront. At that point, he was unaware of the fact that he was not a 
Brahmin by birth. When the truth about his descent reveals then his proclamation of 
self-identity as a Brahmin becomes doubtful. Before that he spends all his life in a 
virtual-real which does not belong to him. Both Bengal and the protagonist are the 
essences of Hybridity which exist in the colonial era of British rule which lasted from 
1857 to 1947. Thus, the novel is a good example to find the identity at two levels of 
individuality and national. First, it reveals the reality of Gora. Secondly, to highlight 
the Indianness which lies in the motherland but in stressed under the foreign rule.48  
 
Tagore through his different characters portrays the socio-cultural forces, which are 
narrow and biased against others position. Harimohini thought Brahmos “were a sect 
 
47 Partha, The Nation and its Fragments, pp. 24. See also, Interview with Dr. Safeer, Urdu Department 
G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. “Hindu apne mazhab ki kuch baton se naraz hein”, Paisa 
Akhbar, 15 January 1931, pp. 7. Tagore points out that radical nationalist moment does not have 
conviction but only anesthetics with emotions, the idea of nation, one of the most powerful anesthetics 
that man has invented. Under the influence of its fumes, the people can carry out its systematic program 
of the most virulent self-seeking without being in the least aware of its moral perversion.  
48 Bhabha, Homi K, The Location of Culture, Oxon: Routledge Classics, 2004, pp. 76. See also, Interview 
with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. At a basic level, 
hybridity refers to any mixing of east and western culture. Within colonial and postcolonial literature, it 
most commonly refers to colonial subjects from Asia or Africa who have found a balance between eastern 
and western cultural attributes. However, in Homi Bhabha’s initial usage of the term in his essay Signs 
Taken for Wonders, he clearly thought of hybridity as a subversive tool whereby colonized people might 
challenge various forms of oppression (Bhabha’s example is of the British missionaries’ imposition of 
the Bible in rural India in the 19th century.) 
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of Christians”, whereas Lolita has a different concept of Hindu woman but when she 
meets with Anandamoyi it shattered.49 At one occasion, Gora desires that Sucharita 
instead of judging people as non-Brahmos consider them in their completeness as the 
people of Bharatvarsha. However, another misunderstanding that he had is the 
Indianness of India does not lie in Hinduism. Tagore brilliantly portrays the social and 
religious intolerance which is related to the space and time. For him, one’s is 
responsible to justify his social position in the society which is ultimately depend on 
his own time and space and personal attitude in the society. This can be justified when 
Gora’s identity is as Brahmin, he then supports Hindu nationalist but when his Irish 
lineage reveals his ideology also divert to humanist. Besides, Sucharita who is not a 
Brahmo, but her brought up is by his Brahmo uncle Poresh Babu. When she has a debate 
on polytheism with Gora, it depicts that her faith fluctuates between Hinduism and 
Brahminism. Similarly, Anandamoyi, whose general identity is as Christin.50 She 
perceives that Hindu and the Brahmos are same and have no difference among them. 
 
49 Tagore, Rabindranath, Trans. Sujit Mukherjee, Gora, New Delhi: Sahitya Academy, 1997, pp. 258. 
See also, Interview with Dr. Shaista Hameed Khan, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 
2017. “Non-Brahmin conference at Nagpur Swarajist denounced”, The Pioner, 27 April 1924, pp. 5. The 
novel depicts a constant conflict between human desires and social expectations. Gora advocates the 
observance of all the rules of society, as society is the expression of the worldly aspect of “Dharma”. He 
says, “Otherwise society will be ruined if we do not submit ourselves to society completely through rules, 
then we obstruct the deepest purpose for which society exists”. He believes that one should obey society 
without judging it. On the other hand, the Hindu society emerges as an anti-human and anti-natural 
system of human relationships in the novel; it suppresses personal interests of man for the vague and 
unconvincing collective welfare; it marginalizes those who challenge its mechanical authority. 
50 Ibid, pp. 312. See also, Interview with Dr. Shaista Hameed Khan, Urdu Department G.C University, 
Lahore, 24 March 2017. Tagore’s idea of nationalism essentially carries the spirit of social equality amid 
sectarian tensions that attempt to divide human beings. Anandamoyi says, nobody is born on earth with 
a caste. She advocates equality and asks her husband, if you are of such superior caste and so beloved of 
Bhagavan, why did he allow you to be humiliated first by the Pathans, then by the Moghuls, then by the 
Christin’s? For Tagore, it reveals, there is no justification of the caste system. The novelist believes that 
the society must be flexible to welcome change with time. It is of no use to follow the oppressive customs 
blindly. Gora realizes that oilpressers, potters and other low caste people in the villages perform their 
tasks with the strength of custom. However, they are scared, helpless, and unable to judge their good. 
Under the threat of penalties, and through sectarian quarrels, they regard prohibitions as the highest truth. 
In their society, there is no unity, and the society merely obtains compliance through threat of punishment 




This is because she has liberal attitude and faced special circumstances in her life: “I 
can’t make out where they are different”.51 
 
In the end, Gora realizes the meaning of the true Bharatvarsha which he initially 
misunderstands with Hinduism. After knowing his Irish lineage, he becomes a true 
Indian nationalist. In any phase of his identity he never negates the respect and love of 
Bharatvarsha that he has in his heart, even though he wants plurality of India. when he 
raises his voice against the narrowness of lineage and caste divisions, he then proves as 
a true Bharatiya. In the end, he asks Poresh Babu to teach him “the mantra of that deity 
who belongs to all- Hindu, Muslim, Christin, Brahmo the doors of whose temple are 
never closed to any caste or race the deity not only of Hindus but of Bharatvarsha”. 
“The novel then is not just a search for self-identity but for secularism that is inclusive 
and indigenous at the same time”.52 Thus, Tagore nationalism’s roots are deep inside 
the social life, its acceptance, and tolerance.53 He evaluates the practices through his 
 
51 Ibid, pp. 313. See also, Interview with Dr. Nasima Rehman, Urdu Department G. C University, Lahore, 
24 March 2017. Tagore’s idea of Indian nationalism is accommodating; it is above religious and sectarian 
divisions. On the other hand, Hinduism is presented as a religion of restrictions and self-control, which 
makes this Bharat only the embodiment of prohibitions. Forbidden, forbidden, there was forbidding all 
around. When Gora comes to know about his Irish lineage, he understands that from north of 
Bharatvarsha to its south, the doors of every temple are closed to him now. Hinduism as a ritualistic 
religion cannot be the real basis of Tagore’s nationalism. 
52 Choudhury, Nina Roy, History as Fiction: Exploring Issues of Nation, Nationalism and Identity in 
Select Pre-Independence and Post-Independence Indian Writers like Rabindranath Tagore, Sunil 
Gangopadhyay, Amitav Ghosh, Mumbai: SNDT University, 2012, pp. 65. See also, Interview with Dr. 
Zahid Munir, Head Urdu Department Oriental College Punjab University, Lahore, 7 February 2019. 
53 Interview with Dr. Safeer, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. See also, 
Interview with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. 
Gora strongly views Bharat as a Hindu nation and crystalizes the ideology of nationalism through 
Hinduism with a difference throughout the novel except in the ending. In Hindu nationalism, a la 
Savarkar, land is birthplace not only of the people and their ancestors but of faith; hence Indian Muslims 
and Christians do not qualify as full-fledged Indians since their faiths were born outside the land. 
However, Gora loves all Indians including the Muslims and the untouchables, but he cannot tolerate 
liberal reformers, who are cultural renegades to him, pale mimics of their colonial masters, trying to 
destroy something in the name of reform for which they have neither understanding nor sympathy. For 
Gora, denigrating the Brahmos only shows that a Hindu is a normal healthy person. And it is natural. He 
claims, otherwise nothing will work nor will it be worthwhile to live. Gora denounces the Brahmos, who 
according to him have broken the bonds of Hindu community and show off by becoming Brahmos. 
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writings which distract people with so-called nationalism. He through his characters 
very cleverly highlight the constraints and imperfections of the set up. He explores the 
rights of the people in family, society, humanity and empowerment. Thus, it makes the 
concept of nation as spiritual element. However, in all the countries this unity cannot 
be achieved by using the same mould. Unity is political in Europe whereas in the Hindu 
civilization it is social. Nation cannot be built in India by following the Western 
patterns, here unity is internal and spiritual instead of political. 
 
3.5 Mulk Anand’s Untouchable 
The novelists of the 1930s and 1940s are inspired by the “Gandhian whirlwind” in the 
social and political disturbances and the emergence of the modernism in Europe.54 
Anand is a revolutionary intellectual and a novelist. He was born in the era of the British 
rule in India, his upbringing was in the contrast of the ideals of the combination of the 
old Hindu traditions from his mother’s religious preached, and the modern codes from 
his father’s side. His early life was suffered off conflicts and contradictions of two 
opposite customs.55 However, he pursues Western education which made him a prolific 
 
Interestingly, the phrase “bunch of people” for the Brahmos reveals the almost negligible space of the 
Brahmos in Gora’s idea of Bharatvarsha, which is vast and primarily Hindu. Becoming a Brahmo, 
according to Gora, is to end up on the heap where dead cows are dumped. Gora calls the Brahmos a 
predatory species. 
54 Interview with Dr. Saadat Syed, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. See also, 
Interview with Dr. Zahid Munir, Head Urdu Department Oriental College Punjab University, Lahore, 7 
February 2019. The Gandhian whirlwind blew across the country during 1920-1947. Under the dynamic 
leadership of Mahatma Gandhi established political notions started vanishing from the scene and in turn 
new ideas and methods appeared, not only in the political field but in almost every walk of Indian life. 
The inevitable impact of the Gandhian movement on Indian English literature was the sudden flowering 
of realistic novels during the nineteen thirties. Novelists turned their attention away from the past to 
concentrate on contemporary issues. In their novels prevailing social and political problems that Indians 
found themselves in were given prominence. The nation-wide movement of Gandhi not only inspired 
Indian English novelists but also provided them with some of their prominent themes, such as the struggle 
for freedom, the East-West encounter, the communal problem and the miserable condition of the 
untouchables, the landless poor, the downtrodden, the economically exploited and the oppressed. 
55 Mulk Raj Anand was born in a well to do family at Peshawar in 1905 as a third child among the five. 
Anand’s family and the birthplace had lasting impression on his consciousness. Anand’s father Lal 
Chand Anand was an educated person. He provided his son with an access to books and insisted upon 
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political writer of his time, additionally, his superior understanding towards the Indian 
society and politics enhanced his writing style of pre-Independence time period. 
Importantly, he was very much influenced by Karl Marx’s thoughts which made him 
enable to understand and give strength to fight against the class differences and the 
importance of protecting one’s own identity.56 
 
Furthermore, in 1921 he was one of the participants of noncooperation movement. 
Later, he became the follower of Gandhi’s ideology, he actively involved in politics 
and wrote in journals. His most prominent novel Untouchable is the reflection of his 
experiences when he stayed in Sabarmati Ashram. Being emerged in the Gandhian era 
his novels were deeply influenced by the Gandhian ideology. He was more focused on 
Gandhi’s philosophy and vision of harmonious integrity, importantly he targeted the 
 
him the importance of school. As an army officer he had to move his family from one place to another. 
Anand’s father joined Arya Samaj, a critical movement of Hindu-religion. Lal Chand was responsible 
for his son’s skeptical view towards Hinduism. As a child his father was his hero and he took pride even 
in some of his dubious qualities. Anand’s mother Ishwar Kaur was not educated and belonged to an 
orthodox peasant family. She had a blind faith in religion and was gentler and more pious than her 
husband. Anand developed a flair for reading the ancient Indian epics and mythology from his mother. 
His mother was well versed in folklore. Her recitals of songs, myths, tales and epics of Indian culture 
created in him an awareness of the richness of Indian Literature. Anand inherited his sense of compassion 
and sympathy for the lowly and the downtrodden from his peasant mother. Despite this, her excessive 
religious enthusiasm and her superstitions developed in him a dislike for religion. 
56 Anand, Mulk Raj, Apology for Heroism: A Brief Autobiography of Heroism, New Delhi: Arnold 
Heinemann, 1975, pp. 56. See also, Interview with Dr. Safeer, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 
6 February 2019. His early education in cantonment schools also contributed to his dislike for Indian 
culture and religion. The cantonment curricula had emphasis on British history, ideas and institutions. If 
there was anything Indian it was shown inferior to British. So, Anand grew up hating everything Indian. 
Two incidents of his school life made a lasting impression on his personality. The first, the death of his 
cousin Kausalya, aged nine, when he was eleven and the second, the suicide of his aunt Devaki, as a 
result of her excommunication from an orthodox Hindu society. Anand quotes this tragic happening as 
an initial fire of his protest caste, class and religion bound Hindu society. Peshawar, where Anand was 
born is also responsible for the development of his skeptical views against religion. Peshawar had a 
multifaceted tradition. There was confrontation of many cultures like Muslim, Buddhist, Sikh, Hindu 
and even Greek and Roman. Anand had his college education at Khalsa College, Amritsar. During his 
college days he had an abrupt affair with a Muslim married woman, Yasmin that disturbed him. He was 
also further disturbed by his father’s inhuman and callous treatment to his mother. As a child, Anand had 
a sense of admiration for the British no less than that of his father. But when he grew up, he began to 
realize the humiliating treatment given to the Indians by the British. His hatred for the Sahibs added to 
his dislike for his father too. 
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oppressed class, their issues, problems, especially the status of the low caste of the 
Hindus in the society. Through his writings he tried to eliminate the evils of poverty, 
superstitions, caste system and untouchability from the Indian society. He believed that 
political freedom can only be flourished if it has a strong and healthy social base, 
without this it only led to disintegration.57 
 
This novel is the result of Anand’s experiences which he had in India, all these covers 
the themes of discrimination in the social structure that Hindu society possess, including 
the emergence of “nationalism” which was the result of the rebellions by the submissive 
class. When he come across the narrowness of caste system, he was shocked to see how 
the upper class was dominating over the world of lower caste, which was disturbing for 
him. Untouchable describes a story of a day from Bakha’s life, he is a protagonist of 
the story, he is a young sweeper used to live in the outcaste colony, which is a small 
cantonment in Northern India. Bakha desires to be released from the degraded condition 
of his caste and wants to live as an honorable position in the society. Conveniently, the 
novel portrays the era from 1930 to 1940, when on one side people were aware of their 
political and social rights which changes the atmosphere of India. On other side, 
poverty, slavery and the inhuman mistreatment of the people were most common. 
 
57 Pranabananda Patusi, Gandhian Ideology in Mulk Raj Anand’s Untouchable, International Journal of 
English Language, Literature and Humanities, vol iv, issue x, 2015, pp. 65-73. See also, Interview with 
Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. “Mr Gandhi aur 
Ashoot”, Paisa Akhbar, 28 Navember 1931, pp. 18. “Gandhi aur civil nafarmani”, Paisa Akhbar, 3 
December 1931, pp. 13. Civil Disobedience Movement, IOR: R/1/1/1993, British Library, London, 1930. 
For Anand literature should be an interpretation of the truth of people’s lives. It should be written from 
felt experience and not books. It was for this reason that he returned to India briefly in 1929. Being 
influenced by Gandhi, he came to his ashram in Ahmedabad, where he showed Gandhi drafts of his 
novel. Gandhi was extremely critical because he claimed there was too much of the Bloomsbury feel to 
it, on which he was probably right. While in Ahmedabad Anand lived like a disciple and did his share of 
cleaning the toilets, an act seen as defilement for a caste Hindu. In this period Anand revised his book 
considerably and when Forster read it his retort to those who complained about the “dirt” in the novel, 




Gandhi was the one who initiated the war against such evils of the society, he gave a 
new vision of modernism to India, by educating and making them protest against the 
old traditions and customs of their country, which is prominently narrates by the Indian 
writers in their novels.58 
 
Anand through his character Bakha depicts that how people were doubly suppressed in 
the Indian society by the British rule and the caste system. In this novel, the presentation 
of Gandhi is just as a figure which gives knowledge of the modern world through which 
he molds the society towards the path to self-government or “Swadeshi”. 59 In the last 
scene of the novel, Anand creates a situation of inner conflict of Bakha by comparing 
the two emotions of “enthusiasm” with “naiveté”. By describing Bahka in this manner, 
reflects an inherent, even subtle, irony in his character. Moreover, it reflects the strong 
sense of hope, self-awareness, self-appropriation of the individual which is the greater 
progress within the Hindu society. The whole day story of Bakha reveals a strong 
indication that how he faced numerous effects during his modification of himself within 
his own culture. At the end of the novel, Anand gives a positive note of hope which 
 
58 Anand, Mulk Raj, Untouchable, London: Penguin, 1935, pp. 480. See also, Interview with Dr. Zahid 
Munir, Head Urdu Department Oriental College Punjab University, Lahore, 7 February 2019. “Gandhi 
ka aqleton se salooq”, Paisa Akhbar, 26 November 1931, pp. 6. The novel begins with a realistic picture 
of the outcaste’s colony. His day starts with the rude bullying order to get up from his father, get up, ohe 
you Bakhiya, ohe son of a pig! came his father’s voice, sure as the daylight, from the midst of a broken, 
jarring, interrupted snore. Get up and attend to the latrines or the sepoys will be angry. 
59 Interview with Dr. Saadat Syed, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. See also, 
Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G. C University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. “swadeshi 
Tehreek kis tarha kamyab”, Paisa Akhbar, 29 January 1930, pp. 3. “Swarajist Conference”, The Pioneer, 
16 April 1924, pp. 6. Gandhi in his speech that Barka came to listen expresses his wish to be reborn as 
an untouchable. He calls them ‘Harijan’ and the cleaners of Hindu religion. He also warns them against 
their bad habits and asks them to stop accepting the cooked food for their work. Through the conversation 
between the two pro and anti-Gandhi groups, Bakha comes to know that the only solution to eradicate 
untouchability is the use of machines or the flush system. Anand wanted to awaken the exploited, 
suppressed and dehumanized class of the society. Anand’s suggestion of the flush system and changing 
of the old habits of the sweepers. 
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depict that at least there is some sort of resolution which give a better understanding to 
bring a change in the society.60 
 
Bakha’s character constructed a stemming perception of innocence of an uneducated 
victim of his own community’s frustration, in which he has no such confines of a 
traditional hero like in the other novels. For him this all are primarily because he didn’t 
find any satisfaction or inner resolution which he faced as obstacles during his day. 
Furthermore, in the preface of the novel, E.M Forester point outs that his all days are 
identical to the first day, whether it is the next day or the day after that day, all are same 
for him. His heroism showed that how he used his abilities to survive in the events of 
the real day; but that too is conditional. His survival is not basically depending on his 
individual strength, but it more relies on the people and their action those surrounds 
him, especially the high caste Hindus.61 
 
The conflict that appeared and demonstrated repeatedly by the readers throughout the 
novel related to Bakha’s character is his search for an identity. He has difficulty to 
accepting the identity which he has by birth. He wishes to be like the Tommie’s he sees 
in his village. The narrator tells us that “the Tommie’s had treated him as a human 
being, and he has learnt to think of himself as superior to his fellow-outcasts”. He 
attempts to adopt the “fashun” of the Tommie’s, becoming “possessed with an 
 
60 Patusi, Gandhian Ideology, pp. 69. See also, Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G.C 
University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. “Ashoot Christin ban gy”, Paisa Akhbar, 1 January 1933, pp. 4. 
Conversely, though, Anand chooses to show him as naive. This is, perhaps, where the inherent problem 
lies within the text, the construction of Bahka himself. Though Bakha is a young protagonist (or perhaps, 
anti-protagonist), he is far from being an innocent child. 
61 Ibid, pp. 70. See also, Interview with Dr. Shaista Hameed Khan, Urdu Department G.C University, 
Lahore, 24 March 2017. It is a character like Charat Singh, for example, that determines his survival 
depending on the degree of pity he is willing to dispense at any moment. Anand creates a character in 
search of his own identity within the very structure that has eliminated the possibility of him having one. 
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overwhelming desire to live their life”.62 C.D Narasimhaiah in “The Swan and the 
Eagle” describes that Bakha from the starts trying to escape from his identity which is 
not acceptable for him.63 
 
Anand on important places where Bakha has question related to his identity Anand 
leaves the reader questioning about the viability of Bakha as he is the most appropriate 
figure to challenge the abuses of untouchability. It can be further elaborated as Anand 
professionally and socially has taken a great risk to write something about the 
untouchable class. Before Untouchable this minority class is ignored in any kind of 
representation in Indian-English literature.64 According to Anand, he suggested that this 
novel should be categorized as a political novel, as it stand to give reasoning about the 
importance of literature producing fundamental impact in the era of post-colonialism 
especially in the development of culture. From Anand’s Untouchables novel the thing 
 
62 Anand, Untouchables, pp. 11. See also, Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G.C 
University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. He naively assumes that the mere adoption of the outward signs of 
a Sahib will garner him respect. He proceeds through his day wearing the trousers of one of the 
Tommie’s, but this assertion of identity fails to produce the desired result. Instead, Bakha looks silly a 
mere amusement for others to caste their petty jokes and insults. 
63 Narasimhaiah, C.D, The Swan and the Eagle, New Delhi: Motilal Publishers, 1987, p. 110. See also, 
Interview with Dr. Safeer, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. Bakha’s desire 
to imitate the Tommie’s is important because he can preserve his identity only to the extent that he can 
be conscious of his superiority. However, Anand quickly dispels Bakha’s consciousness of superiority 
when Bakha comes to the realization that except for the English clothing there was nothing English in 
his life. Narasimhaiah further articulates that in the numerous episodes which he puts his character 
through, the novelist tries to give him his identity in the very act of our witnessing the world denies it to 
him or to those around us. 
64 Dhawan, R.K, The Novels of Mulk Raj Anand, New York: Prestige, pp. 32. See also, Interview with 
Dr. Shaista Hameed Khan, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. “Tamam ashoot 
aqleton ka mutahida mutaba, Paisa Akhbar, 5 November 1931, pp. 15. He belongs to the transitional 
period. His father Lakha symbolizes the servile attitude of the last generation who cannot even think 
about the revolt. The feeling of revolt grows in Bakha’s consciousness due to the bitter experiences he 
has. However, this urge to revolt could never be materialized as it was practically not possible for an 
outcaste to revolt against the higher classes. This passivity or helplessness of Bakha is a true reflection 
of social reality in the then India. The only difference that is found between Bakha and his father is that 
the idea of revolt infused in Bakha’s mind can never ever be thought of by his father. There is at least a 
ray of hope which is found in Bakha possibly because Bakha happens to be a child of modern India.  
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that clear is the position of untouchable which are oppressed and exploited class in the 
Hindu society. 
 
Anand being a social reformist portrays the real theme with real problem and its real 
solution in his novel. He has deeply concern with downtrodden, because of his 
sensitivity towards them and raised their issues. He wants that reader also realizes this 
issue and should feel pity and compassion towards untouchables. Anand not only raise 
the issue but also gives a solution to remove untouchability from the society which is 
the real essence of the story. The theme of the novel is expressly authentic and 
eloquently public. In 1930’s the issue of untouchability obsessed the minds of men as 
a social evil in the 1930’s. Gandhi called the untouchables harijan (children of God) 
and he fought to abolish this evil from the society. He started with revolutionary social 
action and became successful to get the rights for this neglected stratum of society. 
Anand deals this problem in a very intensive artistic means, his motivation and handling 
the theme implies moral seriousness of a high order in a novel.65 
 
 
65 Patusi, Gandhian Ideology, pp. 71. See also, Interview with Dr. Saadat Syed, Urdu Department G.C 
University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. “Gandhi ka jawab ashooton ke haq mein”, Paisa Akhbar, 1 March 
1933, pp. 19. Anand has brought back the Indo-Anglian novel from history and romance to the hard 
realities of the present and made it from mere entertainment or escapist light reading into an instrument 
of social reform. Anand is a committed writer, a novelist with a purpose, his purpose being to focus 
attention on the suffering, misery and wretchedness of the poor which results either from the exploitation 
of the under-dogs of society by the capitalists. Through his art he has rendered valuable service by 
highlighting the plight of the under-dog of society, by enlisting our sympathy for them, and thereby 
paving the way for social reform. Anand tells us in his “Apology for Heroism”. The theme of my work 
is the whole man and the whole gamut of human relationships, rather than only one single part of it. Just 
as I desire a total and true humane view of experience, a view of the whole man, in order that a completely 
new kind or revolutionary human may arise, so I have been inclined to stress the need for a truly humanist 
art commensurate with the need of our time. E.M Foster admires Anand in his preface to the novel 
recognizes the wider gamut of emotions assimilated into the novel. He (Anand) has just the right mixture 




This novel also narrates that how nationalism was flourishing among the people and 
with that political leaders brought changes in their traditional ways of politics to make 
India modern.66 Anand also tried to highlight the “policy of Divide and Rule”, 
according to which British Government wanted to give privilege to untouchables in the 
form of their separate legal and political status and also wanted their separation from 
Hinduism. Thus, this novel of Anand can be studied as subaltern studies, carries the 
voices of higher class in English novel for the very first time before Independence. This 
novel portrays a different issue of its time, it reveals the social structure in India of rigid 
class and caste system which is totally different from the highlighted events of that 
period which are European imperialism and national freedom.67 
 
Thus, the novel ends on a basic question for the readers, how to alleviate the oppression 
of the untouchables? Therefore, Anand presents Gandhi in his own characteristic way. 
Through Bakha he highlighted the deep-rooted caste system, its evils and how he 
protests the system with no concrete solution as it is impossible at that moment. Even 
 
66 Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. See also, 
Interview with Dr. Safeer, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. “Untouchables 
agitation Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya’s advice”, The Pioneer, 3 April 1924, pp. 6. Historically, 
Gandhi regarded untouchability as the greatest blot on Hinduism and considered this division of the 
Hindu caste as one of the major drawbacks for which India was not being able to overcome the British 
rule. Here, Gandhi’s main concern was the removal of untouchability and so he called the untouchables 
“Harijans”, people of God; to unite the people. Anand’s novel mainly focuses on the injustices of 
society; his abortive and misdirected attempts for a better life in the existing unjust state; and the 
appearance of the revolutionary hero, who shows him that realization of a good life is only possible after 
the destruction of the present order. 
67 Interview with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. 
See also, Interview with Dr. Zahid Mehmood, Urdu Department Islamia College, Lahore, 27 March 
2017. “Ashooton ko raidahi ka haq”, Paisa Akhbar, 10 October 1931, pp. 14. Many Indian English 
novelists felt that Gandhi was more effective as a social reformer. This is clearly revealed in Untouchable. 
It is the story of a fight against casteism, taboos and religious orthodoxy ridden society. Mulk Raj believes 
that political freedom has no value without social and economic freedom. The rural society is sick with 
the set taboos of caste, untouchability and the blind belief in superstitions. “Untouchable” is mainly a 
story of protest the set norms of casteism. The impact of Gandhi on the author is clearly shown here on 
the innocent victim, Bakha, who listen to every word of Gandhi in rapt attention, with the hope that his 
misery and humiliation would come to an end. When Gandhi says he considers untouchability to be the 
most shameful stain on Hinduism, the young man is won over. 
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now a days in orthodox Hindu society, the same problem is existing although to erase 
this evil completely from the society laws have been approved. Gandhi was the only 
champion for Harijans, he had done every possible way to solve this evil of 
untouchability from the society. Writers like Anand through their writings spread the 
ideology of Gandhi and in this way, they contributed to solve the problem of a common 
man. On projecting Gandhian ideology on casteism, Untouchable has proved a great 
success.  
 
Figure 3.3. Life of Untouchables in India68 
 
3.6 Raja Rao’s Kanthapura 
Before Independence in the year of 1938, Kanthapura emerged as the most important 
novel in the career of Raja Rao.69 It is among the few novels in Indian English literature 
 
68 “Life of Untouchables in India”, Harijan, February 1940, pp. 6. 
69 Kanthapura is one of the earliest novels that well upon Freedom Struggle as a major theme published 
in 1938. It is Raja Rao’s masterpiece and the reasons are historical and artistic. As far as the first is 
concerned, this is the first successful novel dealing with the theme of freedom struggle. The novel is not 
interested in the theme of struggle, which has a history of more than 150 years. Indeed, it is interested 
only in the last phase of the Freedom Struggle, which was carried out under the eminent leadership of 
Gandhi. Therefore, the narrative dwells upon those few selected aspects of the Freedom Struggle, which 
heighten the image of Mahatma Gandhi. The movements that are strewn in the plot of the novel are: 
Khadi Movement, Salt Satyagraha and non-cooperation etc. 
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which are not based on Western culture or values. Raja Rao70 had the view that adoption 
of style and English language along with the literary form is difficult to handle and 
maintain a novel with all its “Indianness”. After independence, Kanthapura was get 
famed and recognized as the Indo-Anglian classic fiction, it is also one of the best 
village-based novels in the Indian English literature.71 
 
However, Kanthapura is a realistic and neutral presentation of Gandhi’s movement 
impact. The story of the novel is the combination of the history of patriotism which 
bring changes in the social strata of society with the beginning of nationalism. 
Kanthapura is a mirror that reflects the historic event of the conversion of the Freedom 
Movement into National Movement under the leadership of Gandhi. It is the impact 
story of Gandhian ideology on Kanthapura a small village.72 
 
70 Raja Rao born in 8 November 1908 in Hassan India and died in 8 July 2006. He was an Indian writer 
of English-language novels and short stories, whose works are deeply rooted in metaphysics. The Serpent 
and the Rope (1960), a semi-autobiographical novel recounting a search for spiritual truth in Europe and 
India, established him as one of the finest Indian prose stylists and won him the Sahitya Akademi Award 
in 1964. For the entire body of his work, Rao was awarded the Neustadt International Prize for Literature 
in 1988. Rao’s wide-ranging body of work, spanning several genres, is seen as a varied and significant 
contribution to Indian English literature, as well as World literature. He wrote five fiction novels, three 
short stories collections, five non-fiction material, two analogies. 
71  Radhika, Gandhian Strain in Indian English Novels: A Study of the Selected Novels of the Great 
Indian Trio- R.K. Narayan, Raja Rao and Mulk Raj Anand, International Journal of English, Language, 
Literature and Humanities, vol 4, issue 6, 2016, pp. 495-501. See also, Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, 
Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. Interview with Dr. Saadat Syed, Urdu 
Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. At the beginning, the narrative aims at providing 
the miserable conditions of India under the imperialistic rule. In order to highlight the rude and merciless 
attitude of the British rulers the narrative traces the rulers prior to the invasion of the British. It is needless 
to repeat that India has been ruled by several invaders ever since the invasion of the Aryans. India was 
subjected to the devastations and lootings of the foreign invaders from Arab, Afghanistan and Europe 
etc. Prior to the invasion of the East India Company of Britain, many Hindu and Muslim Kings has ruled 
India. But the people of India were taken care of. Besides the rulers, the country was endowed with the 
birth of several saintly persons and the physical and spiritual welfare of the subjects were safeguarded 
by those human and divine rulers. Such sanctity of India as depicted was torn into pieces by the British 
government in India. The people of India have been deprived of their rights of all kinds by the white 
government. India appears to be insecure for the first time in her 3000 years history. 
72 Kundra, Nakul, Construction of Nation and Nationalism in Bankim Chandra Chatterjees Anandamath 
Rabindranath Tagore’s Gora and Raja Rao’s Kanthapura, Guru Nanak Dev University, 2015. See also, 
Interview with Dr. Zahid Munir, Head Urdu Department Oriental College Punjab University, Lahore, 7 
February 2019. “Mahatma Gandhi ki pairvi”, Paisa Akhbar, 6 November 1930, pp. 12. As a matter of 
fact, the Gandhian movement is the last phase of the freedom struggle, which has been preceded by 
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The story of the Kanthapura is based on a village in the south India named Kanthapura. 
Achakka is an aged woman who narrates the story in the novel, so the novel is written 
in the story telling form. Kanthapura is an old-style caste cantered Indian village, and 
their living is far from the modern life. Dominant castes like Brahmins have the 
privileged to get the best locality in the village whereas low caste like Sudras and 
Pariahs73 are in their marginal areas. They believed that their village which is protected 
by Kenchamma a local god. Although caste system is followed by the villagers, but 
Rao mentions in the novel that beside this system when they fight against British rule 
in the national struggle and bring changes in the caste structure of the society too.74 
 
Additionally, fighting for nationalism like his contemporary writers Rao was also much 
influenced by Gandhi’s thoughts and ideology. His novel inspired colonized people 
 
several other phases of revolt against the British Rule like the Sepoy Movement, Religious Movement, 
Home Rule Movement, Indian National Congress etc. But none of the above was able to get rid of the 
foreign rule. The author makes use of this situation and incorporates the religious flavor with the theme 
of freedom struggle. Subsequently the narrative dwells upon the biographical information of Mahatma 
Gandhi. Further it goes to the extent of comparing Gandhi with Lord Krishna, which gives the impression 
that Gandhi has come to this world as an incarnation of Hindu deities. Though the freedom struggle has 
begun from the day of Sepoy Movement, it has got to wait for Gandhi to take the reins to convert it into 
a mass movement. The significance of Gandhi in this context is observed by Avatar Singh: Mahatma’s 
word is accepted as the word of God and the spiritual ideal of dedication to truth and Ahimsa is adopted 
to achieving the political end of freedom. 
73 Sudras and Pariahs are outcaste member of an indigenous people of southern India originally 
functioning as ceremonial drummers but later having a low caste. 
74 Radika, Gandhian Strain in Indian English Novels, pp. 495-501. See also, Interview with Dr. Tabassum 
Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. “Angraizi mall ka boycott”, 
Zamindar, 5 Janauary 1912, pp. 3. The motifs such as Gandhi, the Satyagraha, the Congress, and Mother, 
psychologically link the villagers of Kanthapura to the Indian subcontinent and make the basis for the 
idea of nation in the novel. The idea of land as mother is not only confined to Kanthapura; it is common 
to the Indian nation. Rani Lakshmi Bai belongs to Jhansi Gandhi is from Gujarat and Moorthy is from 
Kanthapura in Karnatka. Irrespective of their different milieus and places, the idea of land as mother is 
constructed to nationalize all of these in the narrative of the freedom struggle. Lakshmi Bai dies fighting 
for her enslaved Mother Gandhi is all for Mother who is in tattered weeds and Moorthy is concerned that 
“we have to protect our Mother”. The very discourse of Gandhian nationalism in the novel is for Mother’s 
cause: Spin and weave every day for our Mother is in tattered weeds and a poor mother needs clothes to 
cover her sores. The expressions such as “Vande Matram” and “fight for the Mother” make the freedom 
struggle a selfless effort to save the absolute mother. Thus, the struggle of the villagers is to be seen in 
the wider framework of the national struggle for independence and self-rule, which is a nation’s attempt 
to form a nation-state. 
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because of the “nationalism” and clearly this novel is typically nationalist. Interesting 
the novel portrays that how the whirlwind of Gandhi’s revolution changes the roots of 
a small village.75 Rao was influenced by the spiritual aspects of Gandhi’s thoughts, 
that’s why all his writings are particularly concentrated on Gandhi. Gandhi raised the 
past of ancient Indian to awaken the demoralized nation’s pride. Rao also used the same 
tact of highlighting the glorifying ancient past, to examine the contemporary present 
against past in its social or political perspective.76 
 
Moreover, protagonist of the novel is a Brahmin young boy named Moorthy. Once he 
visits city where he gets familiar with Gandhi’s philosophy. He is the true follower of 
Gandhi’s principles. He wears khadi clothes and fights against untouchability. When 
his mother dies, he lives with Rangamma an educated widow, she also takes part in 
Indian’s struggle for freedom. When Bade khan hits him, at this moment we can see his 
 
75 Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G. C University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. See also, 
Interview with Dr. Shaista Hameed Khan, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. 
The author now sets out to tell the story of how Gandhism manages to reach the nook and corner of the 
Motherland. There are two innovative devices towards the realization this goal. Firstly, small village 
from South India has been chosen to represent the uprising national movement across the country, in its 
miniature. It means that Kanthapura is India in its compressed from during the whirlwind of Gandhian 
movement in India. In order to justify this assumption. For Kanthapura is India in microcosm: what 
happened there is what happened in many places during India’s fight for freedom. Secondly, unlike his 
predecessors and successors, Rao inducts not the character of Mahatma Gandhi directly but the alter ego 
of Mahatma Gandhi in the character of Moorthy who the protagonist of the novel is. Though it is a tale 
of Gandhi’s charismatic effect on the village, the Mahatma himself does not appear in the novel. His 
spokesman is his disciple, Moorthy, who follows his master to the extent of fasting and preaching against 
caste in favor of a universal brotherhood. Even Moorthy is more like a walking slogan than, real 
character. Moorthy is an embodiment of all the qualities of Mahatma Gandhi has had Moorthy is hailed 
as Mahatma Gandhi by the people of Kanthapura which a dramatization of the influence of Gandhi all 
over the nation is.  
76 Jha, Rama, The Influence of Gandhian thought on Indo Anglian Novelists of the Thirties and Forties, 
Journal of South Asian Literature, vol 16, No. 4, Summer 1981, pp. 163-172. See also, Interview with 
Dr. Saadat Syed, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. The novel portrays only a 
version of Gandhian nationalism with the strain of Hinduism. To boot, even before the start of the Civil 
Disobedience Movement, there were 203 strikes in India involving 505,000 workers. And the novel is 
silent about it. On the contrary, the workers of Skeffington Coffee Estate work like slaves and pocket 
exploitation without protest even during the movement. The novel gives us a fragmented glimpse of 
Indian velour during the Civil Disobedience days through an imaginary tale and it does not replace 
academic history and facts. 
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true believe in Gandhi’s philosophy. Here he follows the non-violence principal of 
Gandhi and does not react on it.77 Not only this, he also follows to fight against injustice 
and inequality. For the villagers, he is the true representative of Gandhi’s philosophy. 
For his enthusiastic participation in the struggle movement, he also gets arrested. He 
refuses to Rangamma when she tries to release him on bail. After his imprisonment, the 
charge of struggle movement moves in the hands of Kanthapura’s women. Rangamma 
is a true Gandhian who is not only courageous but also becomes an inspiration for other 
women.78 
 
The people of Kanthapura have strong belief in Gandhi’s Movement. There is no 
physical character of Gandhi in the novel, but he was there in the hearts of the villagers. 
They followed him in true sense that his speeches and words have the same importance 
for them as the words of god. Moorthy plays the same role of Gandhi for his village as 
Gandhi has for his whole nation. He becomes the symbol of change. People of 
 
77 Interview with Dr. Nasima Rehman, Urdu Department G. C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. See 
also, Interview with Dr. Safeer, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. “Civil 
disobedience”, Paisa Akhbar, 2 November 1930, pp. 19. Khilafat Movement Nationalism and Civil 
Disobedience, IOR: V/27/262/10, British Library, London, 1925. Therefore, the narrative dwells upon 
those few selected aspects of the Freedom Struggle, which heighten the image of Mahatma Gandhi. The 
movements that are strewn in the plot of the novel are: Khadi Movement, Salt Satyagraha and Non-
cooperation etc. These movements are incorporated in the narrative not in the historical mode, nor in the 
romantic mode but in a spiritualistic mode. Rao perceives the struggle for freedom as a holy war fought 
between virtue and vice, good and evil. The struggle is viewed as like the war between Rama and Ravana 
and the war between Pandavas and Kavravas.  And the whole struggle launched Mahatma Gandhi against 
the British is viewed as a holy war founded on non-violence. 
78 Radika, Gandhian Strain, pp. 499. See also, Interview with Dr. Nasima Rehman, Urdu Department G. 
C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. “Salt satyagraha tax”, Paisa Akhbar, 20 November 1930, pp. 22. 
In the novel, the development of women characters is not through the stream of consciousness, which 
provides insight into the mindset of characters. The narrator presents the other women characters, as she 
perceives about them. Her approach to the character-exploration is restricted due to her limited 
omniscient point of view, which, at times, appears to be inauthentic or pseudo-narration when the narrator 
transcends objective sensibility. Consequently, the women are portrayed as types though their roles are 
exemplary in the novel. Rangamma and Ratna display fervor and force; Rangamma with the sheer 
strength of her leadership contributes to the movement, and Ratna soars to the level of understanding 
where being a male or female is insignificant and a desire for comradeship reigns supreme. Moreover, 
although Raja Rao delineates the participation of women in the nationalist discourse, yet he does not 
elaborate women centric issues. 
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Kanthapura are filled with the spirit of Satyagraha and want to take part in Dandi 
March. When British government arrested Gandhi because of his activities then local 
leaders takes all the responsibilities of the struggle movement. At that point, Moorthy 
in his village plans to start a non-cooperation movement. At the end of the novel, 
Nehru’s principles influenced Moorthy more than Gandhi’s.79 
 
Rao mentioned that the freedom struggle movement completely get transformed in 
1940’s comparative to 1930’s. Previously, the village was not affected from anything 
happened outside, suffering of all the class discrimination of Hindu society, and life is 
going on smoothly till the emergence of Gandhi with his national thoughts. It is because 
people were unaware of the facts of national movement. Significantly, National 
Struggle changed very framework of life which is under our traditional or social norms. 
In the whole story of the novel there is slow blurring of caste discrimination. It is clear 
in the narration that village is changing its values and became a strong unit in all crises. 
Importantly, the change in the life of village is not from any outside source, it is from 
the inside from village’s own people. Kanthapura is categorized as political novel. It 
portrays that in early 1930’s the independence movement was much influenced by 
Gandhi.80 
 
79 Radika, Gandhian Strain, pp. 500. See also, Interview with Dr. Mehboob, Department of Urdu 
Sargodha University, Sargodha, 13 December 2017. “Satyagraha and Civil disobedience”, Paisa Akhbar, 
6 November 1930, pp. 15. The novel depicts the support of the people of Kanthapura for Gandhi’s salt 
Satyagraha. The transformation of Freedom Movement into a national movement is portrayed vividly in 
this instance. The information of Gandhi’s pilgrimage from his ashram to Dandi from the first day to the 
end is communicated to the people of Kanthapura and the emotion of the people for the success of 
Gandhi’s mission is picturesquely narrated in the novel. The following is a narrated in the novel. The 
following is testimony to it: Do you know, brothers and sisters, the Mahatma has left Sabarmati on a long 
pilgrimage, the last pilgrimage of his life, he says with but eighty-two of his followers, who all wear 
Khadi and do not drink, and never tell a lie and they go with Mahatma to the Dandi beach to manufacture 
salt. Day by day we shall await the news of the Mahatma, and from day to day we shall pray for the 
success of his pilgrimage, and we shall pray and fast and pour strength into ourselves, so that when the 
real fight begins we shall follow in the  wake of the master. 
80 Rao, Kanthapura, pp. 50. See also, Interview with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C 
University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. Kanthapura, being unique, is not the microcosm of India. In fact, 
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However, in the vision of Moorthy, Gandhi is the one who came in his life and inspire 
him to sows the seed of the campaign in remote villages. It motivates him to undertake 
his expeditions in his village. Subsequently, by collecting four annas or two thousand 
yards of spun yarn, anyone can join the local unit of the Congress in Kanthapura. In 
addition, here members are taught about the Gandhi’s ideology that how you can follow 
these principles and changed your lifestyle rather to participate in national movement.81 
Gandhi’s message of “no win” spreads like a wildfire all over the country. Majority 
population has the same ideology as that of Gandhi which gives him full support. 
Protests the tapping toddy were attempt in different ways all over the country.  
 
In Kanthapura, people raised slogans from the procession to the coconut groves. In 
novel Rao expresses this protest as: “We were a hundred and thirty-nine in all, and we 
marched out to Boranna’s toddy grove”. He also gives a realistic name to this non-
cooperation as: “Don’t touch the Government campaign”. The whole Kanthapura 
participate in this campaign. They march to the grove of Boranna, on reaching there, 
Pariah Rachanna shows his protest the British.82 
 
it is a negligible part of Indian nation. In Indian context, nationalism was the central force of several 
activities done by different people in different ways in one direction during the freedom struggle. It was 
the time when the Indian subcontinent was trying to see itself for social, political, and economic reasons. 
The small and largely localized Kanthapura community cannot possibly represent the complex national 
psyche. At best, the novel gives us an oblique sense of Indian nation and represents a selective ideology 
of the writer rather than comprehensive politics and history of the freedom struggle in India. 
81 Rao, Kanthapura, pp. 55. See also, Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G. C University, 
Lahore, 24 March 2018. Interview with Dr. Nasima Rehman, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 
24 March 2017. “Mahatama Gandhi ki parivi”, Paisa Akhbar, 6 November 1930, pp. 12. The novel also 
speaks about the manifold oppressions of the colonial rule in India. It has divested the life of the natives 
in many ways. The women folks are seduced amidst their own people. When the women do not yield to 
the desire of the white master, her whole family is put to torture and humiliation. There is a serious 
damage to the native culture and morality of natives through sexual violence caused by the colonial rules. 
The white man’s ‘divide and rule’ formula is manifested in using the policeman from our country to 
exploit the people. 
82 Sudhakar, A Rao, Socio-Cultural Aspects of Life in the Selected Novels of Raja Rao, New Delhi: 
Atlantic Publishers and Distributors, 1999, pp. 21. See also, Interview with Dr. Shaista Hameed Khan, 
Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. But the men were before us and the children 
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The above-mentioned details have two purposes. Firstly, Rao explains that under 
Gandhi’s leadership how the freedom struggle without any discrimination of caste, age 
and gender converted into mass movement. Pariah Rachanna, a low caste untouchable 
when protest the British rule, he gets full support from Brahmins who are high caste 
Hindu. Even woman and children are very much active in the protest. Thus, Freedom 
movement has become Peoples’ movement in its true spirit.83 
 
Secondly, it exposes the cruelty of the British rule on the native people. Even the basic 
rights are not given to the natives. They are manhandled and imprisoned when the 
villagers’ resort to a non-violent method against those who loot their resources. This all 
shows the undemocratic attitude from the foreign rule side which has been clearly 
shown. Thus, Kanthapura is the story that shows how a small backward village of south 
India caught in the whirlpool of the Indian freedom struggle. Their enthusiastic attitude 
 
huddled between us, and the police surrounded our men and tried to push them back, and suddenly Pariah 
Rachanna slipped out and ran and we all turned to see where he was going when he jumped across the 
lantana fence... and he fell and he rose, and as he rushed to climb a toddy tree the police made towards 
him, but he was already halfway up the tree when the lathis banged against his legs. And the cartmen, 
who had gathered round us, began to shout, and we cried out Vande Mataram and somebody began to 
clap hands and push forward and we all clapped hands too and began to sing, and the police began to 
push us this way and that, when Pariah Rachanna was tom down from the toddy tree, our hearts began 
to beat so fast that we cried out and pushed forward with the men. 
83 Sudhakar, Socio-Cultural Aspects, pp. 24. See also, Interview with Dr. Zara, History Department G.C 
University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G.C University, 
Lahore, 24 March 2018. In Kanthapura, the villagers try to conform to the principles of the cosmic order, 
which is an example of “Dharma” as law. Their participation in the freedom struggle is, in fact, an 
outcome of their psychological quest to become participants in the cosmic order. The struggle is 
presented to them as a fight between “Surs” and “Asurs”, and the villagers do not “hold back” themselves 
in this fight. At one stage, momentarily disheartened with the Gandhian freedom struggle and 
Satyanarayan Puja, the villagers think, “When did Kenchamma ever refuse our three morsels of rice-or 
the Himavathy the ten handfuls of water?”. Then something unusual happens to them: “But some strange 
fever rushed up from the feet, it rushed up and with it our hair stood on end and our ears grew hot and 
something powerful shook us from head to foot, we rushed back home, trembling and gasping with the 
anger of the gods”. The villagers, who have psychologically accepted Gandhi as an incarnation of Shiva, 
believe their suffering to be inflicted by the Divine for even thinking of “holding back”. They surrender 
themselves to the divine will: “Moorthy forgive us! Mahatma forgive us! Kenchamma forgive us! We 
shall go. Oh, we shall go to the end of the pilgrimage like two hundred and fifty thousand women of 
Bombay. We will go like them, we will go!”. The Geeta also lays emphasis on action without attachment 
and without any expectation of fruit. 
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embarks them the success which is possible when Freedom Struggle transformed into 
a National Movement.84 
 
Additionally, the scope of the story is too narrow and personal to be considered as a 
genuine account of the Indian freedom movement. In Plato’s terms, reality of the 
narrator is several times away from reality. In fact, narrative himself was a small 
fragment of the whole freedom movement. The aim of the novel is not only to portrays 
what Gandhi’s participation in religion and politics. It is in fact explains that how people 
of rural areas perceived Gandhi’s ideology during the way towards freedom movement. 
It is also explaining that in villages how Gandhism wave constructed and deconstructed 
during freedom struggle. 
 
3.7 Conclusion 
Politics is part of man’s history and it is men who make history. Therefore, for the 
writers it remains a privilege for them. He is there to decide how much he will 
contribute in the political games around him or he will stay away from that. Political 
scenario is so intense and interrelated with the personal and collective life that the writer 
cannot escape from all this situation. He directly or indirectly describes all the situation 
 
84 Radhika, Gandhian Strain, pp. 499. See also, Interview with Dr. Nasima Rehman, Urdu Department 
G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. Interview with Dr. Shaista Hameed Khan, Urdu Department 
G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. Kanthapura, a traditional village is finally desolate and 
dilapidated: “there’s neither man nor mosquito in Kanthapura”. Patel Range Gowda, the Tiger, is “lean 
as an areca-nut tree” in the ending of the novel. Many people lose their lives; others go behind bars; and 
some others migrate to other places. Bhatta with all his money has gone to Kashi because “in Kashi, for 
every hymn and hiccup you get a rupee”. Concubine Chinna is still in Kanthapura to welcome her new 
customers, Bombay men. Gandhian movement does not change Bhatta and Chinna. The novel ends on 
the hope of protection from Kenchamma and Shiva. The anguish of this struggle has left indelible 
expression on the psyche of Range Gowda, once a Patel, who now admits, “But to tell you the truth, 
Mother, my heart it beat like a drum”. The loss can never be compensated. The Congress activities in the 
village eventuate in destruction, which was prophesized by Bhatta in the beginning: “There must be an 
end to this chatter. If not the very walls of Kanthapura will crackle and fall before the year is out”. 
Gandhian nationalism ultimately succumbs to defeat and destruction in the novel. Jana Baranova rightly 




of disturbance through his characters or stories. In the past even in present all the 
countries have almost same history of fiction having the same route and direction. 
Indian English fiction before independence also has the same tendency. That’s why it 
picks up the necessary strands according to its needs from the available socio-political 
content from history. For creative expression this type of fiction also expresses the 
movement of the current time either to explain its origin or its values among natives. 
The Indian English novels mostly contain the upsurge of nationalism and revolt against 
the foreign rule. 
 
Indian English literature, in the span of 1930s and 1940s contains nationalism and 
socialism as their main themes that emerged in that period. This can also be categorized 
in new genera of “novels” as they are new form of literature by the Indian writers. This 
span was most memorable period for Indian nationalism and Indian English novels. 
This literature plays a vital role in “embodying the radical visions of anti-colonial 
nationalism”. They have the view that nation has a diverse outlook and so they deal 
with different themes related to social and political issues. Their attention was not only 
to highlight the political scenario of India, but they also want to highlight the social 
issues of the people. It is that period when India entered modernity. Hence, it gets a 
new outlook both in religious belief and traditional methods, which later changed the 
India. 
 
Although, before independence every writer choose patriotism as their main theme of 
writing, so that in society their literary works has more worth and significant impact. 
The novelists of that time choose the themes which revolve around the social issues and 
their realities. They tried to capture the real India instead of what foreign storytellers 
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describes about it “who, with their limited possibilities of true experience, have seen 
only the surface of our way of life, failing to reach deeper into our spirit”. These 
novelists play a vital role to portrays India’s image in the Western world through which 
they understand the feelings and emotions of the Indians. It does not mean that all the 
novelists of that time turned to write political novel, but they could not resist to mention 
the upheaval of politics. Sociological concerning novelists like Raja Rao they also had 
at least one political novel in their writing career. Indian English novel showed their 
progress when national struggle for independence effected various aspects of life which 




THEMES AND APPROACHES OF PARTITION LITERATURE 
4.1 Introduction 
British government transferred the power to the governments of India and Pakistan but 
for all this, the people of sub-continent had to pay a large amount in the form of their 
lives, blood and honor. Communal riots were the result of Direct-Action day a call by 
Jinnah, which was called in response of the Cabinet Mission proposal collapse. British 
then took the decision to make an interim government without the involvement of 
Muslim League. The harsh decision taken by the people in command took the lives of 
people and bloodshed started in the country. 4000 people died as the result of this call, 
which later started the communal violence chain in Calcutta and Bihar, which after 
short time include Punjab in it. The lives of innocent people were lost without 
committing any wrong, the savagery engulf only being Hindu or Muslim. 
 
The association between history and literature is constituted traditionally as an 
interdisciplinary. Both the fields have strong bond when there is discussion about the 
functioning and influence on the human effectiveness. There also came a time when in 
both the fields different techniques were used to depict any historical event, for that 
purpose divergent and centrifugal conceptions were used in different framework of 
functioning and perception. Literature has a strong connection between the political and 
social condition in which the text has been produced or received, social and ideological 
tendencies of the writers, and the cross-correlation of other texts in the inter-textual 
approach. The important thing is the perception and interpretation of the text that depict 
the social world and that depend on historical content. 
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Partition of India left mark on the memories of people who went through it and on the 
same time gave many themes for the literary work. The themes of partition are based 
on many issues of that time which includes intellectual issues, social issues, 
psychological issues, emotional issues and ethnic issues. The best interpretation of 
literature can open many secrets of the past, and this interpretation can be done by 
different approaches. The impact of partition is very vast, partition because of the riots 
changed all the circumstances and put people of that time in a tragic scenario. All their 
problems or issues give ideas to writers to highlight their issues for the present and 
upcoming generations in the form of literature, through which we can visualize the 
scenario and pain of the people which they go through. Partition literature is a good 
source to understand the trauma of partition of India 1947.  
 
4.2 Intellectual Issues 
The high politics may not pay much consideration towards the partition’s human cost 
because of the ethnic cleansing,1 although it can be seen in the literature right after 
independence much in the works of progressive writer like Saadat Hasan Manto, 
Krishan Chander and Rajinder Singh Bedi. Partition as a term is not much used by 
Pakistan because of its meanings and effects but Indian comparatively used partition 
term for the event of 1947.2 History gives the themes of freedom and independence to 
 
1 Ethnicity derived from the Greek word Ethnic the term ethnic referred to a group, the component of 
which were race, descent and culture. In the modern usage, while the earlier attributes of this term have 
survived, there has been an increasing emphasis on its cultural components as they have evolved from 
time to time. Thus, an ethnic group is defined as a social collectivity which possesses, and is aware of, 
certain shared historical experience as well as certain objective attributes such as race, descent, tribe, 
language, region, dress, diet etc. a combination of which endows it with a differentiated character of 
another group as they perceived it and perceives them. See also, David Taylor, Malcolm Yapp, 
Language, Religion and Political Identity in South Asia, London: Curzon Press, 1979, pp. 11-15. 
Ganganath Jha, Ethnic Politics in South East Asia and Quest for Identity, New Delhi: National Books, 
1997 p. 1 
2 Butalia. U, The Other Sides of Silence: Voices from the Partition of India, New York: Duke University 
Press, 2000, pp. 67. See also, Events in India and Pakistan July-August 1947, File No. DO 142/14, The 
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literature. This criterion is the adoption of Historic approach.3 In Pakistan, the silence 
about partition was only open about the misfortune of the Muslim refugees that 
migrated from East Punjab. Whereas Hindu refugee community in India talked about 
independence and partition together. According to their view, they both came together 
for them in which they lost many things. Indeed, the loss of Lahore and surrounding 
areas were the big nostalgic remembrance for them. Pakistani and Indian writings have 
imbalance between them when they talk about partition.4 
 
Time, space and interpretation play an important part in the study of the work of art, 
because it reflects the author’s ideas of his time. Edmund Wilson defined historical 
approach as, “historical interpretation of literature is the interpretation of literature in 
its social, economic and political aspects”.5  Historical approach basically tries to know 
 
National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. Information Fortnightly Appreciation, IOR/L/I/1/665, British 
Library, London, 1947. 
3 The aim of historical approach is to develop the relationship between the reader and the text, so that he 
can better understand the historical elements of the past. Like poet and his reader shared the same society 
when he wrote something new which make them connected with each other, if he feels the danger that 
his reader might be get the mistranslation of an older English author, then he needs to adjust himself in 
such a way that if his reader is in modern period, then they also get the same understanding. T.S Eliot 
defended this process in his essay, “Tradition and the Individual Talent” as no poet, no artist of any art, 
has his complete meaning alone. His significance, his appreciation is the appreciation of his relation to 
the dead poets and artists. You cannot value him alone, you must set him for contrast and comparison, 
among the dead. See also, T.S Eliot, Tradition and Individual Talent, London: Faber and Faber Ltd., 
1919, pp. 15. 
4 Ian Talbot, Partition of India: The Human Dimension, Cultural and Social History, Vol 6, Issue 4, 2009, 
pp. 78. See also, Radcliffe Award: Gurdaspur and Ferozepur, File No. DO 35/9000, The National 
Archives, United Kingdom, 1960. Pakistan criticism of the Radcliffe Award in the partition of the Punjab 
between Muslims and non-Muslims communities, File No. FO 371/92869, The National Archives, 
United Kingdom, 1951. “Protest against British plan for India, Lahore Hindus and Sikhs wear black 
armbands”, Civil and Military Gazette, 9 July 1947, pp. 4. 
5 Edmund Wilson, Historical Interpretation of Literature, New York: The Free Press, 1974, pp. 318. To 
get understanding of literary work it’s better to reconstruct the same environment of author’s time. From 
this we can easily look back to the time, customs and manners during the age of authors. History is like 
a deep hard surface which is covered by multiple layers, all these layers have their own histories like 
fungus, if we scratch the fungus still, we cannot reach the actual surface. Same is the case with history, 
here time and temporality act like fungus, we can only scratch the time and temporality as it is the demand 
of knowing history. Hardcore historians have the view that the digging process of this fungus is also 
scientific. However, many literary people do not consider it as scientific true history but they still digging 
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about the work of past literature in such a way we can understand and read that in which 
they were produced. Historical approach is one of the fundamental approaches whose 
aim is to understand the literary work in its historical perspective which then assign or 
relate to some school of thought. To better understand the work of art it is mandatory 
that instead of keeping and judging it isolated, read it along with the conditions in which 
it was produced.6 
 
For the ordinary people the focus about partition moved from its process of struggle to 
examining its significance and effect on people. Many writers and activists tried their 
best to explain both the processes but Urvashi Butalia7 and Ritu Menon8 visualized 
partition in different aspect. We know all about partition in the way it is conveyed to 
 
with all the possible ways to create imagination through the multiple layers of histories. Therefore, 
history can only be chronicled. 
6 Depend on the nature of the stories, many emphasized more on time many lay much on space. On that 
basis narratives can be classified as “Narratives of Time” and “Narratives of Space”. Under narrative of 
time we can include the Epics, Myths and Victorian classical narratives which relates to the unfolding of 
chronology whereas the narratives which have stream of consciousness relay more on inner time then 
the clock time. All these types of narratives are narrative of time, but the former has focused towards 
outer time while latter on inner time. Similarly, narratives of space also have same outer and inner 
categories, from the nomenclature we can say that space in which action take place can be include in 
outer space.  
7 Urvashi Butallia born in 1952 in Ambala India, she is a historian, feminist and publisher. Along with 
Ritu Menon in 1984 she founded Kali for women, this is India’s first feminist publishing house. In her 
book, The Other side of Silence, she interviewed more than seventy survivors of the partition, particularly 
emphasize on the violence against the women during the tragedy of partition of India 1947. Butalia’s 
main areas of interest are the Partition and oral histories from a feminist and left-wing perspective. She 
has written on gender, communalism, fundamentalism and media. Her writings have appeared in several 
newspapers and magazines publications including The Guardian, the New Internationalist, The 
Statesman, The Times of India, Outlook and India Today. She has been a regular columnist for the left-
wing Tehelka and for Indian Printer and Publisher, a B2B publication dealing with the print and 
publishing industry. Butalia is a consultant for Oxfam India and she holds the position of Reader at the 
College of Vocational Studies at the University of Delhi. 
8 Ritu Menon born on 25 December 1949, she is an Indian feminist, historian, writer and publisher. She 
along with Urvashi Butallia co-founded Kali for women, like Butallia she also works for the violence 
against the women in India during and after independence. She has also written numerous newspaper 
articles and op-eds. Her writing focuses on violence against women, religion’s take on women and the 
gender divide across the society from a strongly feminist and left-wing perspective. In 2011, Menon and 




us, in the aspects of politics, society, history, references, literature, documents, and 
communal violence. It is also transferred to us through family’s mythologies, collective 
and individual memories of people. In our history it is the only event which people 
recall generation after generation. In a sense, both sides of the border people were 
affected with the innocent word “partition”, but its meaning is more terrible and horrible 
because of the word “riots” which change the complete picture, as for a single piece of 
land many people were displaced, they faced violence, they lost their property and 
dignity.9 Interpretation play a vital role to distinguish between “mere chronicle” and 
“smooth narrative”, that historians were constructed from the events which were 
present in the chronicles. In smooth narratives, the event was as same as it was placed 
in natural event and gives complete and understandable whole, in this regard the 
historians or any novelist or dramatist shared the same principle of idea.10 
 
9 Menon, R and Bhasin, K, Borders and Boundaries: Women in India’s Partition, New Brunswick: 
Rutgers University Press, 1998, pp. 21. See also, Interview with Choudhary Munir, Ex Director General 
of National Archives, Islamabad, 25 January 2019. Communal Problem and Solution, File No. F-1107A, 
Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1947. “Lahore anti-arson order, Magistrate 
instructions for tenants and landlords”, Civil and Military Gazette, 9 July 1947, pp. 10. Punjab Chief 
Secretary’s Fortnightly Report for the Second half of April, Disturbance in Punjab, National 
Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947, pp. 167. There was no major communal disorder during the 
second half of April 1947, but a succession of incidents has kept the province disturbed and has furnished 
proof, if any were needed, that the communal temper has not improved. The acts committed have been 
mainly arson and stabbing but the burning of wheat crops has also been reported from several places, 
and is attributed to communal malice, though in some instances it is probably accidents or due to village 
feuds. Possibly the most dangerous aspects of bad situation have been the growing use of explosives, 
both of cause damage to property and to take life. 
10 Walsh, W.H, An Introduction to the Philosophy of History, London: Hutchison Co. Ltd., 1979, pp. 33. 
In history or fiction, when we read about any event if it was present in a smooth chronicle and the 
metaphorical identification are in sequence, till end the readers know everything about the structural 
pattern or conceptional myth of the event. From this we believe that in every historical work there are 
two levels of interpretation, one is when from the chronicle’s historians create a story and the other is 
when the historian used fundamental narrative techniques and he identifies what he is telling, the kind of 
stories like comedy, tragedy, romance, epic or satire. Realistic novels and history both shared the 
metaphor of same level where the difference among them is only the matters of degree of reality rather 
than its kind. The two can be differentiate between two kinds of meaning that historical narrative 
provided, as history has the element of “hypothetical” and “assertive” and these two elements also shared 
in realistic novels. The language of history and fiction are same based on sense of intentionality or 
referentiality and it can be distinguished based on certain features that make claim to factuality that is 
also claimed in historical novels.  Thus, it indicates the close relation between history and literature by 
the element of interpretation. 
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The silence on partition was opened in the historical discourse on the themes of 
partition’s impact on women and children. It also describes that how women were 
victimized by the abduction and state recovery processes.11 However, Urvashi Butalia 
said, “within few months, ten to twelve million people moved from their places across 
the borders. Between 500,000 to one million people were died, hundreds of thousands 
of children lost, between 75,000 to 100,000 women were raped and abducted”.12 
 
On the other hand, partition evoked many ideas for the writer who wrote about partition, 
their main focus was the issues of the society, although they were personally effected 
by the partition, like Manto, he did not want to leave Bombay but the circumstance 
became too worse that he had no other option than to migrate to Pakistan. The same 
 
11 Talbot, Partition of India, pp. 34. See also, Recovery of Abducted Women Announcement of the 
Pakistan Ordinance 1947, File No. 84/CF/47, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. Interview 
with Dr. Kalyan Singh, Punjabi Department G.C University, Lahore, 7 February 2019. “Recovery of 
abducted women essential for peace”, Civil and Military Gazette, 29 January 1948, pp. 9. The female 
body served as the terrain through which to exchange dramatic acts of violence. The gendered violence 
of the partition thus positioned women between symbolic abstraction and embodiment. Moreover, when 
one interprets the symbolic meanings behind various violent acts, one can claim that branding a woman’s 
body with symbols of the other country or religious group implies that the woman has been tainted by 
the sinful religious other. Branding becomes a permanent reminder for the woman, whose shame at losing 
her honor remains forever ingrained on her body. Also, the parading of naked women at places of worship 
is a double-edged attack; it is the simultaneous humiliation of one’s religion and of women, who are 
meant to safeguard the purity of that religion. Amputating breasts, burning vaginas and ripping out 
wombs serve an even more sinister purpose. These acts desexualize a woman and negate her as wife and 
mother; no longer a nurturer. In a culture that continues to see women as only fit to be mothers and 
caretakers in their husbands’ households, amputating women’s sexual organs essentially makes their very 
existence inconsequential. 
12 Butalia, U, Partition of Memory: The Afterlife of the Division of India, Delhi: Permanent Black 
Publisher, 2001, pp. 210. See also, Review of Events in Pakistan 1947-1948, File No. DO 142/22, The 
National Archives, United Kingdom, 1948. Fortnightly Summaries related to Abducted Women and 
Children, File No. 18/CF/49 xii, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1949. Supplement to the list 
of Muslim Women and Children in India and Jammu and Kashmir, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1954. 
Interview with Pipa Virdee, British Historian, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 20 December 2018. The official 
history of partition abounds with similar figures and statistics, but after nearly seventy years of 
independence, there undoubtedly remain certain aspects that are usually left out of the grand narrative 
and which can only be found in memoirs and partition fiction. One of them is the aspect of nostalgia; the 
loss of homeland for millions who were violently uprooted and made to migrate to an unknown land that 
claimed to be their new country. Since the two countries divided citizens based on who was a Hindu/Sikh 
and who was a Muslim, all other aspects of one’s identity such as culture, language, local customs, etc. 
were shrouded by religious megalomania. The homeless refugees lost not only their motherland, but 
friendships were broken, bonds were severed, and the idea of home itself was altered. 
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situation he portrayed in his short story “Sahai” in which religious rivalry became more 
than friendship. Writes of that time being the part of that situation took the themes from 
their surroundings. 
 
Punjab government took step for riots that happened during partition to control the 
situation.13 In Punjab situation was very crucial, killing and kidnapping became very 
common, on the same time government was trying to maintain the peace. Furthermore, 
life of the people took a traumatic turn. All was changed in a sudden, a peaceful life 
changed into a fearful life, there was no guarantee of life, everyone’s life was at on risk. 
Everywhere there was a bloodshed, fire and cries of children and women. The life was 
totally changed socially, financially, ethically, emotionally, mentally and physically.14 
People had no other choice to move to a safe place, and the better place is no other than 
to migrate across the border. 
 
Partition of India has two type of memories that represent the event, one is the public 
memories about partition which we consider as freedom memories and second is private 
 
13 “Communal strife meaningless Mr. Suhrawardy pleads for peace”, The Pakistan Times, 2 July 1947, 
pp. 6. See also, Interview with Haji Muhammad Jamil, 145/7G Arshad Town, Mandi Bahuddin, 12 April 
2017. Many aggressive people somehow manage to create some trouble for common man, the people 
who were not taking part in any type of riots but still their lives were not safe. Children were kidnapped, 
after reporting to the nearby police station, then they succeed to recovered them.  Although, regarding 
Montgomery some protective measurements had been taken and peace committees were constructed to 
control the tension and the troops also doing their best job while remaining areas of Rawalpindi were 
reported all quiet. 
14 Interview with Muhammad Hanif Bhatti, Urdu Department Islamia College, Lahore, 27 March 2017. 
See also, “Gujranwala quiet after rioting, Firearms used by mobs in pitched battles, 20 houses burnt 
down”, Civil and Military Gazette, 8 July 1947, pp. 1. Subsequently, same measurement has been taken 
in Ludhiana and Ambala divisions, troops in Ludhiana also searched recovered many around Jagraon. 
Similarly, from Kangra, 2 people were recovered after missing.  Same in Ambala division, except the 
area in Gurgaon everywhere was peace and clam, only near the station of Taoru Ilaqa Tohir situation is 
causing anxiety, for that some extra police were allocated.  In the region of Multan near the Haram Gate 
acid throwing incident happened and many people were arrested who had any connection with the 
incident, and after that they go for hartal.   
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and personal memories which includes all the collections about the suffering and pain 
of partition that people faced. History also unveil statistics about the abduction, rape, 
deaths and loss of property. Therefore, many scholars noticed that there is imbalance in 
Pakistani and Indian historiography and the accounts regarding partition, scholars like 
Ananya Kabir and Pippa Virdee undress most of them.15 
 
On the other side, partition of India not only provides themes to the writers of that time 
but for the upcoming generations it opens a way to see partition in different angle. 
Gyanendra Pandey’s in “Remembering partition: Violence, Nationalism and History in 
India”, he evaluates the recollection, forgetting and the depiction of partition. He 
commented that partition history was more interesting, “in justifying or eliding, what 
is seen in the main as being an illegitimate outbreak of violence”.16 He further examined 
that why there is contradiction in Indian and Pakistani traditions about the violence, not 
only this in their national histories the explanation also varies. Therefore, he said 
partition of India in twentieth century is the moment of separation of decolonization in 
 
15 Talbot, Partition of India, pp. 87. See also, Interview with Muhammad Habib, H-56/9 Lahori Gate, 
Lahore, 7 May 2017. Literary text is good medium of conveying author’s experience to his readers, their 
approach like critics move with the right attention. According to Richards, to get right attention may be 
difficult but not impossible. W.K Wimsatt and Monroe Beardsley, the two new critics of the movement, 
they argued that a literary text is a public domain it’s not the private creation of an individual.  According 
to them, criticism must be restricted to the text only and what the text is tried to portray, while the 
historical text has important because of the extent in its intrinsic structure of text. At this point, they both 
have the same view as Richards has that is the restrictive nature of history.  
16 Pandey, Gyanendra, Remembering Partition: Violence, Nationalism and History in India, Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2001, pp. 12. See also, Interview with Akhtar Jameel, 67-D Lohari gate, 
Lahore, 7 May 2017. Events in India and Pakistan July-August 1947, File No. DO 142/14, The National 
Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. It’s a general perception of historians that all the historical narratives 
contain complex and difficult element of interpretation. This is the job of the historians to interpret his 
collecting material in such a way in which he constructs all the pattern of images of the fact which is 
mirrored as in the historical process. Contemporary theorist has the opinion that historians must interpret 
their narrations by encode all the hidden stories within the narrations or behind the event which tell the 
whole description of the event, but the complete process of interpretation must be simple, so that an 
educated or ordinary man can easily understand about the event. Such process of interpretation cannot 
be categorized as nonscientific or anti-scientific. 
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political and psychic manner, especially for the violence which history witnessed. He 
intentionally tried to reveal that in the entities of Pakistan and India how violence as a 
language establishes and reconstructs the subject.17 
 
Pandey also suggests that language which is shared in a large piece of land can be 
recovered, and history also collect all the events of struggle for independence. In other 
words, historians will collect and write about the various perspective of partition and 
its experiences in different aspects of life including the savagery of the event. 
Additionally, this is very important in the ethical perspective for the modern time 
historians to reexamine the partition and its representation regarding nationalism.18 
Partition on the other hand, provides a wide window for fiction to dramatize the 
personal experiences of 1947 and the impact of partition on their lives. At the time of 
partition, the situation was not normal, because of the riots everyone was scared, they 
 
17 Pandey, Remembering Partition, pp. 15. For utilizing historical approach, time, space, language and 
interpretation are the following things which one need to understand any literary work, without the 
background of the event we cannot understand the literary work. Time and space can easily be 
understandable in narrative form, which is the better way for understanding the chronology of the events. 
These two components always emphasized by the narratives either to ancient time or of postmodern time. 
Thus, the value of a haunting lies in its disruption of notions of space as containable and static, of 
temporality as linear, and of history as something fixed, finished, and past. When we recognize the 
contingency of designations of space and separations of past from present, it is impossible to claim spatial 
boundaries or the past’s relationship to the present as “settled” in any way. Such a realization draws us 
into a new way of relating to one another, of knowing ourselves to be related to one another. Nations in 
the distant past, for example, but as an ongoing process evident in the way our spaces and identities are 
constituted today, then a different understanding of our relation to each other becomes necessary. 
18 Barenscott, D, This is our Holocaust, Deepa Mehta’s Earth and the Question of Partition Trauma, 
UCLA Historical Journal, 21(0), 2006, pp. 45. See also, Interview with Dr. Amir, Urdu Department 
Sargodha University, Sargodha, 13 December 2017. Use of language is another factor that were discussed 
in new criticism. According to I.A Richards, he explained the two uses of language: propositional and 
emotive discourse of language, he said language act as a vehicle to transfer the emotions from author to 
the reader. Ransom on the other hand, consider the language of poetry as a difficult one and called it as 
figurative language. He, then develop the concept of image. He enlarged the concept of language because 
of the complex nature of poetic art. In use of language he focused in the use of metaphor, he said, 
metaphor is the equation of the human action to that of some natural object; the object really is extraneous 
to the human action, but it is made to involve in that action, but it is made to involve in that action any 
way, which in effect is to humanize. 
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could not trust to anyone.19 Writers who witnessed this situation and went through this 
phase better understand the situation and that they depicted in their stories by using 
biographical approach.20 Like, Anita Desai’s “Clear Night of the Day”, Attia Hussain’s 
“Sunlight on a Broken Column” and Bapsi Sidwa’s “Cracking India”. Partition era is 
full of partition literature. At that time literature played a vital role, no doubt the writers 
of that time created master pieces like Saadat Hasan Manto’s stories.21 
 
Fiction no doubt gives a powerful source to describe about the impact of partition on 
the lives of common man and the victimization of woman during violence. Many stories 
were written on the account of partition and the horror that was spread at that time. 
 
19 Interview with Dr. Amir, Urdu Department Sargodha University, Sargodha, 13 December 2017. See 
also, Events in India and Pakistan, File No. FO 371/69740, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 
1948. Daily Reports of the Events 1946, File No. F-1128 Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, 
Islamabad, 1946.  “Calcutta situation deteriorates, 25 killed and 141 injured 100 arrests made 26 incidents 
reported, police fired many times on rioters”, Civil and Military Gazette, 9 July 1947, pp. 1. A lot of 
people were afraid of what the future would bring and therefore decided to migrate. People for a variety 
of reasons. Sometimes subtle forms of discrimination or rumors were reason enough for people to 
migrate. Especially in Bengal, where the violence was more contained than in other parts of India, not 
all people experienced the immediate threat of violence. However, from the moment it became clear that 
India would be partitioned, and especially from the moment of partition onwards, the social relations 
between ethnic groups started to change and people started to feel less safe. 
20 Biographical approach explains that the knowledge or information about the life of author can easily 
help the readers to better understand and appreciate his work. Any biographical details about the author 
enables the readers to read the text in such a way that they might know about the experiences of author 
life which shaped their mind and it gives better judgement to understand the creativity of the author 
which might be consciously or subconsciously. To better get the subtle meaning of the text, the 
biographical information leads the better understanding. In the present days, the modern theory tried to 
criticize which led to the rejection of this criticism on the basis of philosophical criticism. However, 
biographical approach still has its importance in the field of literature, and that importance is because of 
the practical advantage in illuminating literary text. 
21 Francisco, Jason, In the Heat of Fratricide: The Literature of India’s Partition Burning Freshly, Annual 
of Urdu Studies, Vol 11, 1996, pp. 227-250. See also, Interview with Nusrat Bhatti, Islamia college Urdu 
department, Lahore, 27 March 2017. The focus of biographical approach is to explicate the text from 
literature by in sighting the knowledge that gained by the life author. The important thing is that must be 
remembered that some cautions must needed for the biographical approach, as writer are notorious for 
revising some of the facts from their lives and delete them because of the embarrassment situation that 
is not suitable for the literary impact. The critics of biographical approach must be considered as the 
good one who during the interpretation kept itself on the text only, the author’s data should not pit any 
impact on the meaning of the content. 
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Alok Bhalla22 writes, “a note of utter bewilderment”.23 Indeed, there is a disconnection 
between the facts that lead to partition and the consequences that individual faced, all 
these together give a good source for historians to get material from the field of partition 
fiction.24 
 
Pippa Virdee tried to mention the experiences of Muslim women in her articles as it 
was neglected part of the history of partition in academic aspect, only few accounts are 
available on this aspect of history. Urvashi Butalia and Ritu Menon who started to work 
on women victim, but they also left the vacant space on this issue, all their work based 
on the experiences of Hindu and Sikh women. Virdee in this field of partition history 
work on the refugee’s Muslim women and families of the Punjab which is the part of 
Pakistan.25  
 
22 Alok Bhalla is a translator and he worked on writing on partition of India, he compiled many works 
about partition. 
23 Bhalla. Alok, Introduction to Stories About the Partition of India, Vol. 1, New Delhi: Indus, 1994, pp. 
87. See also, Souman Chakrabarty, Human Rights and Refugees: A Study of the Post Partition Refugees 
in West Bengal, The University of Burdwan, 2011. Some historians combine fiction with the personal 
experiences of the people regarding history of partition in their work which give us a new version of 
partition and its impact on people’s life, in different strata of society people have different experiences. 
This kind of work is a good source to understand about the feelings of different groups of people and 
how they highlighting partition experiences, new states which emerged in the event of 1947 not only 
give people new identities but also describes that how much people put effort to save their lives from the 
aftermath of the partition violence, which is much different in its sense. 
24 Menon and Bhasin, Border and Boundaries, pp. 89. See also, Proceedings of the Conference of West 
Punjab Commissioners and Deputy Commissioners on Rehabilitation held on the 22nd, 23rd June 1948, 
File No. ZA-1461, Punjab Archives, 1948. Proceedings of the conference of West Punjab Commissioners 
and Deputy Commissioners on Rehabilitations held on 17th, 18th and 19th February 1948, File No. 15461, 
Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1948. Proceedings of the conference of Commissioners, Settlement Officers 
and other Officers in charge Resettlement on Land held on 17th, 18th and 19th March 1948, File No. 15462, 
Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1948. On the other hand, the rehabilitation of refugees and the “recovery” 
process of the abducted and missing women and girls all the recent work tried to distinguish the 
differences between the personal experiences of the individuals and the effort that they were made by 
state to declare the event of partition as “national” struggle, they all helped to defines the memories of 
partition in all means and aspects. 
25 Bhalla, Introduction to stories, pp. 12. See also, Summary of work done in connection with 
Resettlement of Refugees on land in the Punjab 1st January to 30th June 1954, File No. E-33, Punjab 
Archives, Lahore, 1954. Summary of work done in connection with Resettlement of Refugees on land in 
the Punjab 1st January to 30th June 1955, File No. E-33, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1955. Summary of 
work done in connection with Resettlement of Refugees on land in West Pakistan 1st July to 31st 
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4.3 Social Issues 
Social life of the people also affected due to the partition. Its influence is more on those 
people who migrated with empty hands and left all their property behind.26 This gives 
another platform for the writers to take themes from this perspective. To support this 
theme sociological approach followed by the writers.27 Both governments across the 
border started the process of rehabilitation just after the transfer of power, but the speed 
of the process was very slow, and the condition was pitiful. The effort that was made 
by the government was not enough to fulfill the requirements of the people and not even 
recover a bit of their loss.28 At that time a letter by an observer to the editor of the 
 
December 1955, File No. E-33, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1955. Summary of the work done in connection 
with the resettlement of Refugees on land in the Punjab 1st January to 30th June 1956, File No. E-33, 
Punjab Archives, 1956. Interview with Ram Prasad, Haryana, India, 6 January 2019. People from the 
village areas in India mentioned the condition, the situation over there is worse than the cities, the mobs 
attacked on houses, killed as many people as they can, kidnapped girls and children.  Then to safe their 
dignity they prefer to kill their selves rather than the torn dignity by other community men is more 
shameful for them.  Additionally, Anaya Kabir and Pippa Virdee they both contributed on the neglected 
part of partition history related to the Pakistani perspective of partition experiences. She picks up on the 
centrality of visual production of language scripts in what has been a highly contested process of 
Pakistani identity formation. 
26 Interview with Sharifa Bibi, 231/9 Mohalla Khawajgan, Gujrat, 17 April 2017. See also, Grievances 
of Refugees in Cambellpur after Partition, File No. FJ-443 Fatima Jinnah Papers, National archives, 
Islamabad, 1949. Problem arise during the Rehabilitation of Refugees in Karachi, File No. FJ-445 Fatima 
Jinnah Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1951. Half Yearly Summary Ministry of Refugee and 
Rehabilitation, File No. 150/CF/48, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1948. 
27 This approach “examines literature in the cultural, economic and political context in which it is written 
or receives,” it determined the relationship of the literature and social norms, values and structure. The 
sociological study of literature gives a very beneficial understanding of the socio-economic and political 
issues which with the creativity of the writer creates a relationship between thoughts and cultural 
configuration in which they occur and used by the writer in the literary work. Sociology is defined as, 
“the scientific study of society more specifically human society. As the major concern of sociology is 
society, it is popularly known as science of society”. Sociology being the study of society and literature 
is one of its sources to get its subject matters. Literature also reflects the society, the human interaction 
with the world, we can say that literature is the reflection of the society in which it produced. Sociology 
on the other hand tried to find the literary facts and its impact on social relations.  W.H Hudson say, 
“literature is a vital record of what men have seen in life, what they experienced of it, what they have 
thought and felt about those aspects of it which have the most immediate and enduring interest for all of 
us. It is thus fundamentally an expression of life through the medium of language. See also, Shankar Rao, 
Sociology, New Delhi: S. Chand and company Ltd., 2008, pp. 17. 
28 Refugees in Pakistan, File No. DO 142/438, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1948-1949. See 
also, Interview with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 
2019. Voice of Quetta Refugees, File No. FJ-450 Fatima Jinnah Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 
1958. Mohajir Claim Holders Association, File No. FJ-1165 Fatima Jinnah Papers, National Archives, 
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newspaper was published under the title of “Problems of Rehabilitation” in which he 
mentioned that he want his permission to use this platform so that west Punjab minister 
of rehabilitation pay attention towards the issue that the rule that they passed not to allot 
the non-cultivators, refugees were facing very tough time because of this decision.29 
They were providing good services in all means, majority of refugees belonged to this 
class had faced unexpected miseries and hardship as they all were cultivators, except 
the allotment of land their all other problems were almost solved.30 Moreover, before 
the announcement of independence migration was started. Within independence week, 
from west to east Punjab about eleven lac Hindus and Sikhs moved, similarly on the 
next week twenty-five lac people were reported in the west Punjab’s refugee camps.31  
 
Islamabad, 1958. Voice of Refugees, File No. FJ-456 Fatima Jinnah Papers, National Archives, 
Islamabad, 1960. “Condition of refugee camps”, Daily Dawn, 23 September 1947, pp. 6. 
29 “Problems in Rehabilitation”, The Eastern Times, January 1948. See also, Negotiation between India 
and Pakistan on disposal of Refugees Property, File No. FO 371/106942, The National Archives, United 
Kingdom, 1953. See also, Summary of work done in connection with Resettlement of Refugees on land 
in the Punjab 1st January to 30th June 1954, File No. E-33, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1954. Summary of 
work done in connection with Resettlement of Refugees on land in the Punjab 1st January to 30th June 
1955, File No. E-33, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1955. Summary of work done in connection with 
Resettlement of Refugees on land in West Pakistan 1st July to 31st December 1955, File No. E-33, Punjab 
Archives, Lahore, 1955. Summary of the work done in connection with the resettlement of Refugees on 
land in the Punjab 1st January to 30th June 1956, File No. E-33, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1956. 
30 Rural refugees were directed to districts that were assigned for them. Here they were settled in bloc. 
In the Indian Punjab where there was insufficient evacuee land, a system of graded cuts was introduced 
in the allocation of farmland. An owner of a thousand acres in West Punjab would only receive 170 acres. 
In the Pakistan Punjab, it was not a lack of evacuee land, but its occupation by Muslim tenant cultivators 
that hindered resettlement. Some of the tensions between local tenants and refugees were eventually to 
be played out in protests on the streets of Lahore following the ejection of tenants by refugee landowners. 
Tension also arose in both the east and west Punjab when there was a final permanent allotment of land. 
As some non-agriculturalists as well as those who had exaggerated their claims lost out from the non-
verifiable gains they had earlier made in the temporary allotment of 1947. As late as June 1948, the 
Pakistan authorities only had voters’ lists from East Punjab with which to check the eligibility of allotted. 
See also, Refugees in West Punjab, File No. DO 142/440, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 
1947-1948. Summary on work done in connection with Resettlement of Refugees on land in Punjab, File 
No. 14104, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1951. 
31 Statistics of Resettlement of Refugees in West Punjab with the compliment of the bound of Economic 
inquiry, File No. 188, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1947. See also, Randhawa. M. S, Out of the Ashes: An 
Account of the Rehabilitation of Refugees from West Pakistan in Rural Areas of East Punjab, Bombay: 
Asia Publishing House, 1954, pp. 37. “Arrival of Refugees in West Punjab”, The Pakistan Times, 11 
April 1948. Beside cultivators, there is other class of refugees which include shopkeepers, businessmen, 
artisan etc. and other category is of government servants. They lost all their property, now it is the 
responsibility of our ministries to do their best for them as they are huge in numbers and need more 




Refugees waiting for Evacuation till 3 October 1947 (Hindu and Sikh)32 
Sr. No City Name Total Strength 
1 Rawalpindi 366,500 
2 Sargodha 32,500 
3 Gujranwala 32,000 
4 Sialkot 90,000 
5 Sheikhupura 259,600 
6 Jhang 59,000 
7 Muzaffargarh 105,000 
8 Dera Ghazi Khan 50,000 
9 Montgomery 8,500 
10 Lyallpur 167,500 
11 Lahore 8,000 
Source: National Documentation Wing, Islamabad.  
Condition of refugees in refugees camp and their migration is also one of the themes of 
the partition literature. Stories that are based on refugees and refugees’ camps or 
migrants who travelled across the border gives ideas to the writers, so that they can 
write on that issues.33 People migrated in the form of huge foot convoys, they were 
 
moved around their pension and landed properties. Furthermore, till 6 November 1947 around twenty 
nine thousand more refugees were reported who moved across the border in both directions, between 27 
August to 6 November it was reported that 673 refugee trains were run, carrying all together twenty three 
lac refugees, in which the number of Hindus and Sikhs were 13,62,000 and that of Muslim refugees were 
9,39,000 in numbers. 
32 The Journey of Pakistan, A Documentation on Refugees of 1947, Government of Pakistan, a 
compilation of National Documentation Wing, Cabinet Division, Islamabad, 1993. 
33 Literature has two components, society and individuals which from the author’s mind convert into 
words and became the reality of literature. From Plato to the present age many scholars defined literature 
because of its diverse nature, everyone defined it in his own diverse view. Wellek and Warren in the 
“Theory of Literature” defined the nature of literature as, literature is a social institution, using as its 
medium language, a social creation, literature represent life, and life is in large measure, a social reality, 
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organized by MEO (Military Evacuation Organization) and Liaison Agency, each 
convoy carrying 30,000 to 40,000 number of populations from rural areas, mostly 
people used their bullock-carts along with their cattle. It was estimated that from 18th 
September to 29th October 1947, twenty-four non-Muslim foot convoys moved across 
the border carrying 8, 49,000 refugees.34 
 
In addition, about eight million people migrated across the border of Bengal and Punjab 
when migration was finally over, they had the memories of violence with them along 
with the ruthlessness, insanity and savagery that they witnessed was unmatched.35 After 
independence about “50 lac Muslim refugees resettled in west Punjab, 35 lac non-
Muslims left the province, out of 10,580 villages evacuated by non-Muslims, 9,704 
were occupied by Muslim refugees”.36 Therefore, people who migrated across the 
border have same opinion that there was river of people who left their house and moved 
 
even though natural world and inner or subjective world of the individual have also been objects of 
literary imitation. Society have different norms and values which reflect in their respective literatures. 
These norms provide different ideas, themes, symbols, images and different other aspects to literature. 
Therefore, society differ in different countries so as literature is different from country to country 
depicting the values and norms of the society. The relationship literature and society are of two ways 
either it influenced by the society or influenced the society.  Society gives raw material to writers, but 
the product is different by different writers in literary work, it is because of the creativity of the writer. 
34 Rai, S, Partition of Punjab, Bombay: Asia Publishing House, 1965, pp. 65. See also, Interview with 
Sharifa Bibi, 231/9 Mohalla Khawajgan, Gujrat, 17 April 2017. “MEO started evacuation”, Daily Dawn, 
1 September 1947, pp. 3. 
35 Events in India and Pakistan, File No. FO 371/69740, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1948. 
See also, Menon and Bhasin, Border and Boundaries, pp. 56. Formation of East Bengal Refugee Council, 
File No. 278/CF/50, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1950. 
36 “Resettlement of Refugees in West Punjab”, The Pakistan Times, 18 March 1948, pp. 6. See also, 
Resettlement of Refugees in West Punjab with the compliment of the bound of Economic inquiry, Punjab 
Archives, Lahore, 1948. Proceedings of the conference of West Punjab Commissioners and Deputy 
Commissioners on Rehabilitations held on 17th, 18th and 19th February 1948, File No. 15461, Punjab 
Archives, Lahore, 1948. 
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across the border. People were reaching at the refugee camps at Lahore and Kasoor. 
For an ordinary man the number was countless.37 
Table 4.2 
Refugees waiting for evacuation till 3 October 1947 (Muslim)38 
Sr. No City Name Total Strength 
1 Delhi 160,000 
2 Patiala 20,000 
3 Amritsar 42,300 
4 Ambala 10,000 
5 Hoshirapur 288,000 
6 Simla 3,000 
7 Ludhiana 104,000 
Source: National Documentation Wing, Islamabad. 
 
There was river of people that flew across the border of Punjab and the blood shed by 
killing the people was countless. It was claimed officially that half a million people 
were lost their lives during the partition turbulence, but the actual number is much 
higher than the official statement. Lyallpur district gives us the best illustration in this 
sense. Before independence, according to the census of 1942, it was estimated that 
Lyallpur has 62.9% of the Muslim majority population, but still Congress claimed in 
its proposal that it should be part of India.39 (see table 2.5)  
 
37 Interview with Muhammad Ramzan, 3D/34 Qamar Sialvi road, Gujrat, 21 April 2017. See also, 
Proceedings of the conference of Commissioners, Settlement Officers and other Officers in charge 
Resettlement on Land held on 17th, 18th and 19th March 1948, File No. 15462, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 
1948. 
38 The Journey of Pakistan, A Documentation on Refugees of 1947, Government of Pakistan, a 
compilation of National Documentation Wing, Cabinet Division, Islamabad, 1993. 
39 Census Report of India 1941, National Archives, Islamabad, 1941. See also, Indian Independence: 
Draft of the plan for Partition of India with Nehru and Mountbatten, IOR/L/P&J/10/81, British Library, 
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According to one of the intelligence reports by Punjab police in May 1947, it was 
declared that many Akali40 leaders were in the preparations for the defensive warfare, 
for that purpose they toured whole district.41 On the other hand, Giani Kartar Singh42 
also visited the district even all its villages that included in Lyallpur district. He gave 
the instructions of the Jathabandi in every village and every Jathas must have trained 
people or ex-military men that were equipped with weapons.43 The same process was 
done by the Muslim National Guards (MNG) to protect Muslims.44 People who were 
 
London, 11 May 1947. Population of different states of India, File No. F-1099 Quaid-e-Azam Papers, 
National Archives, Islamabad, 1941. 
40 Akali Leaders belong to the Akali Movement, it was Sikh oriented movement which was headed by 
Master Tara Singh at the time of partition of India. The Shiromani Akali Dal was formed on 14 December 
1920 during the days of the Gurdwara Reform Movement. It was instrumental in bringing about major 
reforms in the management of Sikh Shrines and bringing them under the control of the Shiromani 
Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee. It emerged as a full-fledged political party in Punjab during the 1936-
37 elections held under the Government of India Act of 1935. The word Akali is derived from Akal 
which, in turn has originated from the Sanskrit word Kal, meaning ‘time’. The prefix ‘A’ which stands 
for ‘not’ or ‘without’, imparts to the word Akal the meaning of ‘timelessness’ or ‘immortality’. The term 
Akali, therefore, literally signifies one who is deathless or immortal. 
41 Police Abstract of Intelligence, A Compilation of Official Documents, National Documentation Wing, 
Islamabad, 1947. See also, Sikhs in Action, File No. A-33(10), Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1948. In the 
East Punjab, the Sikh mobs attacked almost every Muslim village, killed many Muslims and harried the 
columns of Muslim refugees. At places like Dasua, District Hoshiarpur, where the Muslims were in 
majority. There were open fights between the hostile mobs.24 The first shot was fired in the Patiala state 
where the reign of terror prevailed till September 6, 1947. Muslims took refuge in Bahadurgarh fort 
numbering 23,000. Nearly 14,000 Muslims had been butchered in the Patiala State. Intelligence reports 
noted that Sikhs were organizing in the eastern districts and arming themselves for civil war if the 
boundary in the Punjab did not match their expectations. Beginning in the second week of July, Sikh 
gangs in the Amritsar, Gurdaspur and Hoshiarpur districts began to roam the countryside and create 
serious menace in the lives of Muslims. Hoshiarpur district had been reporting skirmishes in the town 
and in some villages, but the situation deteriorated rapidly when Sikhs armed with rifles, grenades and 
kirpans assaulted pathan workers, killing many of them. This was repeated in many places in that district. 
Meanwhile in Gujranwala, Muslims were blamed for starting fires and killing Hindus and Sikhs. 
42 Giani Kartar Singh was an Akali leader, he dominated the Sikh politics during 40’s and 50’s of the 20th 
century. He was very active during the partition of India. he was born in 1902 in Nagaoka village of 
Amritsar India. After 15 August 1947, he on his own personal risk help the non-Muslim migrants of 
Lyallpur and Sheikhupura districts towards the border of India. 
43 Punjab Police Abstract of Intelligence Extract for the week ending 24 May 1947, Disturbance in the 
Punjab: 1947 A Compilation of official Documents, Islamabad: National Documentation Centre, 1995, 
pp. 197. See also, Note on the Sikh Plan, File No. A-33(8), Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1948. 
44 The Muslim National Guards recruitment proceeded with very increased speed during all the months 
after the Direct-Action Resolution of the Muslim League was passed. So great and ubiquitous was the 
organization of the League Private Army, the Muslim National Guards, that every Muslim Mohalla, 
every small town, sometimes very considerable village, had its own National Guard contingent and its 
commander called Salar. The guards collected arms and petrol almost everywhere. They received secret 
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living in Lahore were in state of confusion. The high strata of society from the Sikh 
Leaders assured that Lahore would remain the part of East Punjab. All the Hindu 
Businessmen were waiting for the confirmation as they were told not to leave Lahore.45  
The local leader Giani Kartar Singh from Lyallpur played a vital role in all these 
arrangements of the districts towards a new state where now the administration was in 
the hands of Sikhs and ultimately it would become a part of a new Punjabi-speaking 
state.46 Thus, the organization that flows privately as co-ethnics were used in future 
politics of the state and they planned to take the control. This strategy was run in all 
Sikh dominated states and in the princely state of Kapurthala, containing slightly much 
Muslim majority population having 56.5% of the population (see table 2.4) according 
to the 1942 census. On that basis Muslim League claimed Kapurthala been the part of 
Pakistan as it has slightly more Muslim population. They also claimed for 30km within 
the Pakistani borderline. 
 
instructions from headquarters and had a quasi-military, fascist kind of organization, with the rule of 
implicit obedience to the orders of the leader. 
45 Interview with Hashmat Khan, 76-3G Arshad town Mandi Bahuddin, 25 April 2017. See also, Letter 
from Mudie to Chandulal Trivedi (Governor of East Punjab), Mudie collection, File No. MSS Eur 
F164/16-17, British Library, London, 17 September 1947. In fact, after the announcement of Radcliffe 
boundary, Giani Kartar Singh, the representative of Sikh community gave the official statement to the 
government that he “intended marching the Sikhs out of Lyallpur, though it was quiet, and there had 
been practically no disturbances in it”.  Again, mobilization of the minorities in the group form gives us 
a good proof of the military organizational skills. During partition it was rarely happened that from any 
conflict zone anyone gave report, evacuation of the Sikhs minorities from the Lyallpur was arranged and 
well organized. The strategy was that Sikhs in a group of 40,000 to 60,000 moved 20 miles in a day. It 
was remarkable to move in huge bulk in a proper organized manner. 
46 Grewal, J.S, The Sikhs of the Punjab, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999, pp. 78. See also, 
Note on a Sikh Plan, File No. A-33(8), Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1948. The troops that were arranged 
for the columns had ex-servicemen and the soldiers who are at leave, for that purpose they called them 
all on duty because of the disturbances in the country. Most of the men were on horseback, thy were 
armed with spears or swords, guards were also at their front, behind, and on the margin sides of the 
columns. This was the proper arrangement that given to the columns so that they reached their destiny in 
safe hands. At night they stay in some village where there is the availability of water, some fire was also 
lit, and poles were posted for the safeguard. Additionally, it was reported that all these Sikh columns 
were migrated from the Sikh princely states and districts of Gurdaspur, Amritsar, Jalandhar, Hoshiarpur, 
Ludhiana, and Ferozepur. In history, it was witnessed for the first time that Sikh represented half of the 
total population of adjoining area. 
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According to the census of 1951, Muslim population became 28% of the population. 
Here, Sikh population raised, and they became the important part of army and other 
administration departments of the district. Along with the Sikhs, Hindus population was 
slightly in minority, here the encouragement of co-ethnic immigration became the 
supplement of highly ethnic cleansing. For the Sikh immigrants the ruler was reported 
that he was providing them the shelter and gave them money for their survival. Initially 
having Muslim majority population Kapurthala was now the part of independent India. 
Majority of the Sikh populated areas were encouraging the co-religious immigration 
process.47 Ethnic cleansing was the one of the major causes of too many killing during 
migration process. One single wrong decision took thousands of lives, people lost their 
property, dignity and respect. That duration was the worst in the terms of savagery and 
inhumanity. No one got the benefit but lost much, not only one community but the both. 
The cost was paid by the simple innocent people who were unaware of the political 
propaganda.48 
 
47 Interview with Dr. Kalyan Singh, Punjabi Department G.C University, Lahore, 7 February 2019. See 
also, “Madrasi escort attacked Refugee Train”, The Pakistan Times, 13 January 1948, pp. 4. Sikh in 
Action, File No. A-33(10), Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1948. Census of 1951, National Archives, 
Islamabad, 1951. Additionally, for the welfare and security of refugees, it was preferred that all the 
caravans must move under the military escorts to avoid the traumatic tragedies like convoys were 
trapped, families got separated, children became orphans, women were abducted or killed by their own 
family members. Refugee caravans were facing traumatic tragedy during the evacuated process, it was 
terrible. Once it was reported that 100 people were killed in the incident of refugee train attack, the clash 
was 6-hour long at Gujrat railway station, the clash was between non-Muslim refugee train that was 
coming from Bannu and have Madrasi escort and the other is Muslim refugee train that coming from 
Jammu and Kashmir and having Pathan tribesmen escort.  
 
48 Interview with Mujeeb ur Rehman Shami, Head office Nawa-e-waqat Lahore, 5 June 2017. See also, 
Note on a Sikh Plan, File No. A-33(8), Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1948. Rashriya Swayam Sewak Sang 
in Punjab, File No. A-33(9), Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1948. In fact, the situation deteriorated during the 
first week of May. As well as at Dera Ismail Khan, damage to property amounting to millions of refugees 
was reported from other parts of the province, at Bannu and Tank. Bitter hatred was laid up by massacres, 
forcible conversions and atrocities. The Punjab remained in a disturbed state during whole month of 
May. On 8th May there was a recrudescence of communal trouble in Amritsar, which lasted for two days 
and resulted in at least fourteen fatal causalities. Curfew was imposed on a large area of the city. 20 th 
July 1947, began on a deceptive note of calm, as the peace initiative launched in the last week of June in 
Lahore was echoed elsewhere, and peace committees were set up. On 1st July a Central Peace Committee 




Figure 4.1. Loss of property during the communal violence in 194749 
 
Therefore, rehabilitation process took much patience, people in a huge number were 
migrating from East to West Punjab and similarly from West to East Punjab. It was 
reported that about 16,900 non-Muslims refugees were evacuated from west Punjab in 
the month of January 1948 including one abducted girl.50 Moreover, social geography 
was also shattered in the sub-continent of India because of the partition process which 
ultimately created many psycho-socio problems.51 Traditionally, in India caste and 
 
49 “Loss of property during the communal violence”, Civil and Military Gazette, 12 March 1947, pp. 7. 
50 “Evacuation from west Punjab”, Dawn, 20 January 1948, pp. 2. See also, Proceedings of the 
conference of West Punjab Commissioners and Deputy Commissioners on Rehabilitations held on 17 th, 
18th and 19th February 1948 Pakistan-Punjab Refugee Council, File No. 15461, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 
1948. There was also an announcement of fee concession for refugee students.  For the settlement process 
it was reported that 161,948 refugees were already employed on Pakistan PWD works.  For the refugees 
who arrived at the Lahore station moving from west to east Punjab, one of the train was received by the 
Deputy Commissioner Lahore along with his wife and some official of Muslim League, League workers 
entertain the passengers with food and drink items and gave the children some warm clothes, the train 
then left for Atari safely.  Not only people exchange their places, but it was reported that from Jullundur 
evacuation of prisoners were also completed.  
51 Geographical environment also influenced literature, the scientific inventions changed all the social 
structure and give new trends in literature. This change can be shown in the literature of the twentieth 
century in the form of cultural practices, like renaissance movement give trend of humanist in literature 
and industrial revolution made the literature inclined towards materialism.  If we analyze interpretation 
of literature without examining the society, it will not give justice to the literary work. From the early 
time, the relation of society and literature is very close and inseparable. They both are quite distinct areas 
of research.  In research of sociology, we can go for the analysis of entire social structure in descriptive 
and scientific way. Novel as the major literary genre of the society, the relation of men with world, 
family, politics and state can be analyzed. 
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professions were inter-connected, in urban or rural areas each neighborhood was 
consisting of the same caste or clan, they possess their own community organization 
(Punchayat) which helped them to settle and protect against any problem or disputes 
among each other.52 Due to these community organizations, living was in a proper 
arrangement with the feel of security.  
 
The living style of the people of India disturbed because of migration, isolated living 
without their community developed them the sense of defenselessness. Division of 
people socially into local and migrants create a huge social difference. Local people 
were very strict about the marriages of their children with the migrants. Whereas 
migrants who were already in the financial crisis, with this discrimination became more 
depress socially, as this discrimination effected more on the people who were powerless 
and had some economic problems rather than others.53 On that basis migrant always 
felt attachment with their homes, friends, community, their places and physical objects 
that were left behind at their ancestral places. Therefore, the people who migrated 
 
52 Hassan, A, The Unplanned Revolution: Observation on the Processes of Socio-economic Change in 
Pakistan, Karachi: Oxford University Press, 2009, pp. 87. See also, Interview with Pir Baksh, B-34/2 
Bhatti Gate Lahore, 5 May 2017. When partition process started, and people start to migrate they then 
prefer to move along with their family caravans so that it easy for them to settle together in the new place 
with the same security bond of community. People during migration used to move in a caravan, mostly 
people were of surrounding areas who gather at a camp, then we all move in a bulk. People mostly wait 
for their relatives or family members. The situation was worst so people didn’t want to take risk to left 
someone behind. Normally people have the thought that, if someone left behind, they cannot find them 
ever. 
53 Kleinman, A, Das, V, Lock, M.M, Social Suffering, Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997, 
pp. 76. See also, Interview with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 
February 2019. Traditional critics consider “life” as the main determinant of the literature, Taine consider 
“race, milieu and moment” as basic determinant, on the other hand Marxist critics, have the view for 
“base” and “superstructure” as determinant. The contemporary sociologist on the other hand claim that 
writer’s worldwide view, his ideology, publishers, distributors, readers, critics, all these factors play a 
major role in the success of the literature.  Goldman explains it as, the essential relationship between the 
life of society and literary creation is not concerned with the content of these two sectors of human reality, 
but only with the mental structures, with what might be called the categories which shape both the 
empirical consciousness of a certain social group and the imaginary universe, created by the writer. 
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always thought of visiting their homes and places back in India because of the 
attachment. At that time situation was not good for that purpose but still few of them 
manage to visit again their places and homes but many of them couldn’t make it. This 
trend is on both sides of the border. Local and migrants people had same religious 
values, same living strategies but this social difference after partition put them in 
psychological pain and distress and with this they needed to live for a long life.54 
 
Figure 4.2. Condition at Refugee Camp in Lahore in 194755 
 
In addition, the social life of the people was affected before and after partition, because 
of the clashes people were already disturbed. It was reported that a Hindu principal in 
 
54 Singh, S & Gill, M.S, Social and Psychological Trauma of the Displacement: A Study of Partition of 
India, Asia-Pacific Journal of Social Sciences Vol 1, No. 1, 2009, pp. 1-18. Social determinants are the 
most important factors of sociology of literature. Content analysis does not focus on personality or 
creativity of writer, it more depends on the relation of author with the social and cultural circumstances 
of his time, author’s gender, his class and political interest on the content of literature including the 
contribution of gatekeepers in the success of the literary work. Sociology of literature focused and studies 
all the mentioned determinants, that’s why it called as the study of the whole structure of the society.  




Patna college threatened his Muslim students.56 During the election, a riot was reported 
in Sheikhupura where three people were badly injured.57 After partition the clashes 
were also reported among them in Amritsar during the clash four people were killed 
while in Lahore there were five casualties,58 and many cases of arson and stabbings 
were also reported.59 At the same time 100 shops60 were also burnt and many explosions 
 
56 “Hindu principal threats Muslim Student”, The Eastern Times, 22 January 1946, pp. 7. See also, Police 
Abstract of Intelligence Punjab, File No 10 Para 150, National Documentation Center, Islamabad, 1947. 
Students particularly in Lahore, took a prominent part in instigating trouble during the early stages of the 
present communal disturbances. Subsequent developments, however, have created a situation which is 
beyond them. Many students on their colleges being closed and, on their Principals’, urging them to take 
this course, have left Lahore and other large cities for their home. 
57 “Sheikhupura election riots”, The Eastern Times, 23 January 1946, pp. 4. See also, Police Abstract of 
Intelligence Punjab, File No. 42 Para 570, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1946. Local 
Communist elections in the Punjab have had to be postponed, as a result of the CPI postponing their 
election to February to March 1947. It appears indisputable that the postponement will result in the party 
faction becoming even more worse. 
58 “Casualties in Lahore and Amritsar”, The Eastern Times, 6 June 1947, pp. 6. See also, Police Abstract 
of Intelligence Punjab, File No. 23 Para 405, National Documentation Center, Islamabad, 1947. The 
Situation in Amritsar city and its immediate surroundings has remained most disturbed. Stabbings, 
murders, arson and mob clashes have been daily occurrences. Mass attacks by Sikhs were directed against 
village Kotli Nasir Khan, PS Sadar jurisdiction on the 1st of June and villages Bodh and Khan Kot on the 
2nd. It is believed that about 70 Sikhs, armed with 303 rifles, bombs and spears, five or six of whom were 
mounted and directing the attack, participated in the raid on village Bodh which resulted in the murder 
of three Muslims and injuries from bullet to six. The considerable resistance shown by the Muslims of 
Khan Kot, which was attacked by about 20/25 Siks, armed with firearms and bombs three hours after 
Bodh raid, resulted in the withdrawal of the raiders without the infliction of injuries to the defenders. The 
casualty figures for Amritsar on the 6th June since the outbreak of the present disturbance on the 11th 
April are given as 136 dead whom 55 were Muslims, 28 Hindus and 53 Sikhs, and injuries to 355, 198 
of whom were Muslims, 92 Hindus and 63 Sikhs. 
59 “Stabbing in Lahore”, The Eastern Times, 20 June 1947, pp. 4. See also, Interview with Dr. Saadat 
Syed, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. In village Deo Sid in Lahore district 
400 persons were killed and many injured. District Gujrawala, suffered with 1,000 killed. There was 
considerable excitement and resentment in Lahore on 21st September 1947 on arrival of three Muslim 
refugee trains which were attacked at Beas near Amritsar. Causalities were heavy in one train which 
brought in hundred dead and as many wounded. After leaving Mughalpura the train reached Harbanspur 
Railway Station the same day at about 4 p.m. Again, a Muslim mob about four to five thousand strong 
armed with swords attacked the train. About 2,500 passengers were killed. When the train ultimately 
reached Amritsar on 21st October 1947 about 1,000 refugee passengers came out alive, the remaining 
about four to five thousand had been killed on the way. This type of train tragedy was repeated several 
times. 
60 A Muslim mob armed with hatchets, swords and lathis invaded the Shalimar gate area and set fire to a 
shop. Early morning gunshots, during night brick-battle and exchange of explosive materials were 
reported. Nearly 17 stabbings at Lahore were reported. See also, G.D Khosla, Stern Reckoning: A Study 
of the Events Leading up to and Following the Partition of India, New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 
1949, pp.114. “Punjab and the Raj,” The Tribune, May 15, 1947, pp. 9. Interview with Dr. Nayyer, 
History Department G.C University Lahore, 6 February 2019. 
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were reported in Shahalmi Gate, Bhatti Gate, Misri Shah and the areas of Baghbanpura, 
in which no casualty was reported.61 To control such situation government put bane on 
kirpans. If anyone caught with kirpan he would be heavily fined.62 To stop all these 
riots situations sometimes police needed to open fire, one case was reported in Lahore 
in which nine people were killed and many were injured.63 
 
4.4 Psychological Issues 
Psychological issues are the most important factors of the themes of the partition 
literature, either the theme based on abduction of women, raping like in “Khol Do” by 
Saadat Hasan Manto, either it was “Pali” a small child who was forced to change his 
 
61 “Lahore commercial area on fire”, The Eastern Times, 24 June 1947, pp. 6. See also, Interview with 
Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. After the partition 
of the Punjab, communal disturbances were reported all over in the villages around Toba Tek Singh. 
Toba Tek Singh formed part of a disputed district under the Radcliff arbitration. In Chak No. 31 and 33 
near Toba Tek Singh 600 non-Muslims were reportedly killed by Muslim mob on 3rd September 1947. 
On the 5th September 1947 a mob of Muslims began gathering in Chamra Mandi. They then attacked the 
town and indulged in wholesale loot and mass slaughter. In this slaughter Hindus were sometimes spared 
on their entreaties but Sikhs were hunted over from house to house and killed. On 6th of September 1947 
a convoy of about 4,000 Hindus and Sikhs from some of the Chaks reached Toba Tek Singh. This convoy 
was accosted by mob of Muslims in the company of men of Balouch regiment. The Muslim Military 
helped the mob to lift away over 50 young girls from this convoy. The same night, the train accordingly 
left Toba Tek Singh with about 4,000 non-Muslims. The train was stopped at the railway station and 
there was a mob of Muslims armed with revolvers, swords and kulharees and they boarded the train. 
About 3,000 Hindus and Sikhs were done to death. In district Lyallpur 200 were killed in Chak No. 58. 
62 “Banned on Kirpans”, The Eastern Times, 12 September 1947, pp. 1. See also, Interview with Dr. 
Kalyan Singh, Punjabi Department G.C University, Lahore, 7 February 2019. Sikhs had raided Muslim 
villages near Philaur, Jullundur District in which fourteen Muslims were killed and thirteen were injured. 
Eight other rural murders were reported, four inside Kapurthala state near Jullundur cantonment and four 
near Phillaur. Situation in Amritsar, Jullundur and Hoshiarpur rural areas was most unsatisfactory. 
Patrolling by Boundary Force was intensified, and special measures were taken to protect trains. Amritsar 
city reported one Muslim shot by Sikhs and two bomb explosions injured eight Muslims including three 
women and three children. In Amritsar rural areas Sikhs raided a village near Ajnala on the night of July 
30th and 31st. Causalities were one Sikh, two Muslims killed and twenty-four injured. Amritsar reports 
are not clear, but the city was seriously disturbed with several stabbings and bomb explosions. Amritsar 
rural area reported that two villages were raided by Sikhs. Seven Muslims and one Hindu were killed, 
and several were injured. Village raids were only averted by arrival of troops and police in August. A 
bomb was thrown into train near Majitha. Causalities were four Muslims killed with three injured. 
63 “Police Encounter”, The Eastern Times, 18 May 1947, pp. 4. See also, Police abstract of Intelligence 
Punjab, File No. 23 Para 405, National Documentation Center, Islamabad, 1947. The situation in Lahore 
has appreciably improved, but sporadic cases of stabbing and cases of arson have been reported. Seven 
murders have been committed, six cases of stabbing reported and 26 new cases of arson and six attempted 
arson. There were four explosions. Twelve old fire rekindled. 
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religion again and again. The sufferings of the event 1947 are very painful especially 
in terms of socio-culture. During this the main target was physical and psychological 
attacks which directly influenced the culture. The effect on culture in this way is 
difficult to be recovered.64 While writing such literature Psychological approach is 
used. Psychological approach defines the effect of modern psychology on literature and 
literary criticism. Sigmund Freud, who is very famous psychological critics, defines, 
“psychoanalytic theories changed our notions of human behavior by exploring new or 
controversial areas like wish-fulfillment sexuality, the unconscious and repression”.65 
He also expends the understanding of how “language and symbols operate by 
demonstrating their ability to reflect unconscious fears or desires”. Aesthetic 
inadequacy is one of the crucial limitations of the psychological approach, in which 
psychological interpretation can easily finds the clues which are represented in thematic 
and symbolic mysteries, though for reading beneath the lines the best tool is 
psychological approach, for interpretation others tools also be used by the craftsmen 
which includes the traditional and formalistic approaches to enhance a proper 
understanding of lines themselves.66 
 
64 Patrica Foxen, Narrative of Remembrance and Forgetting, Journal of National Council of La Raza, 
Vol 37(3), 2000, pp. 355-381. See also, Interview with Dr. Nasima Rehman, Urdu Department G. C 
University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. Half Yearly Summary Ministry of Refugee and Rehabilitation, File 
No. 150/CF/48, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1948.  
65 Freud, Sigmund, Trans. Joan Riviere, Introductory Lectures on Psychoanalysis, London: Heron Books, 
1970, pp. 23. See also, Interview with Dr. Nasima Rehman, Urdu Department G. C University, Lahore, 
24 March 2017. In general, nothing is new about psychological approach, Aristotle in early 4 th century 
B.C describes about tragedy by combining the emotions of pity and terror to produce catharsis. Sir Philip 
Sidney, English Renaissance said about the poetry’s moral effect on literature was also psychologizing. 
Similarly, romantic poet such as Coleridge, Wordsworth and Shelly also use their theories of imagination 
to support the psychological approach in literature. According to Coleridge there are two types of 
imagination, primary and secondary, in primary, “the living power and prime agent of all human 
perception”, where as in secondary, “identical with the primary in the kind of its agency and differing 
only in degree and in the mode of its operation”. 
66 Freud, Introductory Lectures, pp. 34. In late nineteenth century, the psychological theories explain the 
growth, development and structure of the human personality whereas in twentieth century, Sigmund 
Freud and his followers advanced the startling theories about the workings of the human psyche, its 
formation, its organization, and its maladies. His followers build an idea on the human psyche to 
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During violence both the communities target women, in the sub-continent culture, for 
the honor and respect of a family and community women is the only representative. 
They purposely target women to degrade the values and honor of their rival community 
to dominant over the other.67 Most of the victim women during partition riots were not 
accepted by their families after victimization and still in their remaining life they faced 
stigmatization because of being dishonored, which was not acceptable in the culture of 
Indian sub-continent.68 V.P Menon observes it as, “the tragedy was for the most part it 
was women, children and the aged who were the victims. Stabbing did not take place 
only in the all eyes. Groups of bloodthirsty ruffians would even rush in to houses and 
 
understand the behavior of people. One of his follower Carl Jung gives the concept of the collective 
unconscious, myth and archetype that help to understand the literature as the experience of human 
expressions. Jacques Lacon on Freud’s work build his interest and turning same new linguistic theories 
and determined that its language which shapes our unconscious and then our conscious mind which then 
give us our identity. 
67 Interview with Dr. Tahir Ameen, Department of Research Center Quaid-e-Azam University, 
Islamabad, 25 December 2017. See also, Fortnightly Summaries related to Abducted Women and 
Children, File No. 18/CF/49 xii, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1949. The libido is our 
source of psychic energy and psychosexual desires which satisfy hunger for pleasure, it functions without 
any thought of consequences, anxiety, ethic, logic, precaution or morality. Freud describes it as, “it is 
only a striving to bring about the satisfaction of the instinctual needs subject to the observance of the 
pleasure principle”. Socially it can be a destructive force, it aggressively seeks to satisfy its desire without 
thinking of any law, customs or values. It in many ways’ resemblance with same devil figures which 
may appeared in some theological and literary texts, because it offers what we want without concerning 
of the consequences. If the libido went untamed then to balance it some other psyche parts play an 
important role with its passion, that is ego. It functions on the principle of reality; its purpose is to convert 
libido’s energies into non-destructive forces either by postponing them or diverting them towards the 
social norms and values.  Ego is considered as the closest part of the consciousness among all the three 
parts, it acts like a mediates between our inner selves and outer world. We cannot directly approach it, 
we become close to it when we are relaxing, sleeping or unintentional slips of tongue. Then dreams 
became an important means of our knowledge about what is hidden about ourselves from our own selves. 
Then superego, which is the third part of the psyche, play an additional balance to the libido, it is the 
sense of guilt for behavior, it functions on the principle of morality, it gives sense of moral and ethical 
values and guilt when we do something wrong. 
68 Talbot, Partition of India, pp. 87. See also, Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G. C 
University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. By this majority of the women became hysteria patient the symptoms 
of hysteria are the result of some unsolved but forgotten traumas of childhood. After that in his work 
“The Interpretation of Dreams” in which he gives the fundamental concepts of psychoanalysis, it’s a type 
of treatment in which analyst motivate the patients to talk about dreams, childhood and relationship with 
others like parents, siblings, authority figures.  By using the language and talk about dreams it help patient 
to uncover the painful and threating events that happened in their past and which are the part of their 
unconscious, the analyst tried to bring that from unconscious to conscious mind. 
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drag people them to be stabbed”.69 However, it’s an extreme revengeful deed that rival 
of communities humiliates women of other community to dominate their superiority. 
Either the humiliation is in the form of forcibly conversion of religion, forcibly 
marriages with the abductors, kidnapping, raping, it directly hit the honor and dignity 
of the both family and community with their religious sentiments.70 
 
Recovery of the abducted women is one of the aftermaths of partition, both the 
governments were agreed to find the missing girls, women and children but this step 
created more disturbance and havoc for most of the survivors and their lives.71 Around 
30, 000 missing women during 1947 massacre were planned by both governments to 
 
69 Menon, V.P, The Transfer of Power in India, New Delhi: Orient Longman Ltd., 1979. pp. 45. See also, 
Police Abstract of Intelligence Punjab, File No. 42 Para 576, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 
1946. Stray assaults and stabbing continued in Ludhiana till October 1946 in which nine persons had 
been killed and 25 injured. The original incident, in which one Hindu was killed and two others were 
injured, was the result of a gambling brawl. Local Hindu fire brands subsequently infuriated Muslims by 
shouting provocative slogans when taking the funeral procession through Muslim localities and 
encourage each other by provocative speeches at the cremation ground. Thus, after three Muslims had 
been assaulted. 
70 As regards the killings of the non-Muslims, till 25 September 1947, about 1,98,000 non-Muslims had 
been killed 100,000 converted to Islam and 12,000 women were abducted. There were still about 10 lakh 
non-Muslims who wished to be evacuated to India. Around 12, 000 women just to save their respect and 
dignity with the fear of being abducted or raped by the hands of enemies tried to take their own lives, 
women were also killed by their own male family members and literally same number of women took 
poison by their own selves, so that they not might be captured by the male members of other community.  
Therefore, many girls and women committed suicide when they got released by their captors because 
they were now polluted and none of their family members had accepted them. See also, “Pakistan 
disagree with recovery of women by force”, Civil and Military Gazette, 22 January 1948, pp. 4. Interview 
with Dr. Shaista Hameed Khan, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. Interview 
with Fateh Muhammad, 112/F Shalmi, Lahore, 8 May 2017. Shruti Sharma, Post Partition Rehabilitation 
Social Economic and Political Perspectives: A case Study of Delhi, Panjabi University, 2005. 
71 Kleinman, Das, Lock, Social Suffering, pp. 85. See also, Recovery of Abducted person Refugee and 
Rehabilitation, File No. 23/CF/51 XIV, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1951. “Women relief 
in West Punjab, Resolution passed by committee”, Civil and Military Gazette, 13 January 1948, pp. 5. 
In sub-continent’s culture and society, we place women as the mark of our respect, dignity and honor, 
during the time of partition the people were more particular about this, either they were Hindu, Muslim 
or Sikh. So, they purposely targeted women to degrade the respect of their opponent community, but in 
all women lost their respect and honor even their lives and suffer pathetically. Women were the most 
who suffer socially, emotionally, psychologically and culturally, their whole life was destroyed. 
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recover and then handover them to their own folks.72 Though many of them after being 
abducted were not treated with honor. They had no other option then to remarried as 
they were alone now and had their children. Moreover, when both the governments 
started exchange process, they showed insensitivity of extreme high level towards this 
unlucky gender. Most of them were handover back without their will to their original 
families. This insensitivity occurred on a huge level, so it is called “second violence” 
as these women were uprooted again from their new families without their consent.73 
Many of the abducted women belonged to village, thinking of their male family 
members they were primitive and fierce towards their females. In case if they accepted 
their females either as their wives, sisters or daughters, they only took them back to 
their home, did not give the same respect as they gave them before. Then the life of 
such poor women was worst then hell which never came to an end. Now the big 
question was who would take the responsibility to settle the life of all those women 
 
72 “East Punajb’s total of abducted women”, Civil and Military Gazette, 3 January 1948, pp. 7. See also, 
Interview with Ram Prasad, Haryana, India, 6 January 2019. Recovery of Abducted Women 
Announcement of the Pakistan Ordinance 1947, File No. 84/CF/47, National Documentation Wing, 
Islamabad, 1947. 
73 Talbot, Partition of India, pp. 57. See also, Interview with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department 
G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. “Pakistan disagree with the recovery of women by force”, 
Civil and Military Gazette, 22 January 1948, pp. 4. Recovery of Abducted Women Announcement of the 
Pakistan Ordinance 1947, File No. 84/CF/47, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. 
Additionally, one of the reporter observed the deprived condition of these recovered women, he then 
published a letter in a newspaper under the title of “Returned abducted women” so that official must pay 
attention towards the worse condition, he mentioned that previously it was reported that all the recovered 
abducted Muslim women from the east Punjab kept in a jail with the sentenced prisoners, it was shocking 
and difficult to accept for us. Is that the genuine treatment which they gave to such poor women, what 
crime they commit, is that the mental attitude that we are showing to our unfortunate sisters? If they think 
they are doing right then it’s better to left all of them back to East Punjab, at least they can spend their 
lives comfortably there with the tag of married women. What is the future of all these unfortunate 
women? Are their families joyfully accept them back? For that observer asked to few people and if we 
consider the attitude of those people whom the reporter has consulted then the reply must be “No” 
because one of the people replied, “We might be able to take our own wives back, but we would never 
take our daughters”. Then a clerk answered, “An educated man may possibly make allowances for what 
has happened through no fault of the women’s and forget, but an uneducated man cannot do this”. 
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who were back? It’s better we give them as much kindness and sympathy according to 
our capability.74 
 
Figure 4.3. Women Rehabilitation Centre at Lahore in 194875 
 
In the whole process they continually undergo in state of construction and 
reconstruction of their identities, which was itself a phase of confusion. For that 
condition one of the abducted women said about her identity as “permanent refugees”. 
Moreover, it was observed that those women who were recovered from the areas of 
Pakistan refused to go back to their families as they know their fate and status, for that 
 
74 Interview with Haji Muhammad Jamil, 145/7G Arshad Town, Mandi Bahuddin, 12 April 2017. See 
also, “Government Progress to Recover women”, The Pakistan Times, 20 September 1948, pp. 8. We 
must give them honor as it was not their fault which they were suffering now. We should consider this 
fact that it is the matter of their fate, that among thousands of many other women, these were the unlucky 
who caught without their will and desire, all these were our sisters and daughters who cannot escaped 
from their fate, it’s now our responsibility to own them and help them as much possible.  They had no 
life left, the condition of abducted women is worse in India because of the social and religious values, 
they cannot accept those women. 
75 Women’s Refugees Rehabilitation Association, File No. FJ-579 Fatima Jinnah Papers, National 
Archives, Islamabad, 1948. 
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reason many of them preferred to go to ashram instead of been part of their alien 
family.76 
 
Additionally, among all the disturbance of partition of India women were the first who 
undergo the psychological trauma. These circumstances were truly depicted by the 
writers in their stories to describe what they feel under this situation. The recovery of 
abducted women was another phase of their psychological disturbance.77 Subsequently, 
in Hindu tradition a child from Hindu mother and Muslim father was difficult to accept 
in their society. If that cases came across, the relatives of such women would not accept 
both the child and mother, then rehabilitation problem of many women and children 
would arise.78 However, at the time of partition there was one more factor which put 
 
76 “Permanent Refugee”, Nawa-e-Waqat, 17 December 1949, pp. 6. See also, Interview with Dr. 
Mehboob, Urdu Department Sargodha University, Sargodha, 13 December 2017. Although, over a 
period of 8 years about 30,000 women including Muslim and non-Muslim were recovered on both sides 
of the border.  Though, the process of recovery was at its peak in 1947-52 and it lasted till 1956, among 
this duration women were recovered from both countries and handed over to their families. Most of them 
were returned without their will but they have no other choice which painful and bitter reality is. Women 
situation at that time was like they abducted as Hindus, then they converted became a Muslim married 
women and then again recovered as Hindu but now they had children from Muslim father, now the 
condition is they need to surrender their children as per rule because their Hindu family and government 
disowned these children and they were impure and ineligible to became member of their family as well 
as community. 
77 Interview with Dr. Saadat Syed, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. See also, 
Fortnightly Summaries related to Abducted Women and Children, File No. 18/CF/49 xii, National 
Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1949. The recovery process of abducted women was faster in early 
time of partition, 360 Muslim women recovered in Amritsar District, 400 abducted women recovered 
from Multan, few of abducted women were arrived from Patiala to Lahore.  For the pregnant women it 
was set that they were kept in a camp for three months where they were undergoing through abortion 
after a complete medical check-up, this one is also illegal act at the time. The reason behind this is that 
their families if came to know that they were pregnant, then they refuse to accept them, instead of 
accepting they will said keep them in a camp and have their child, so for that reason before presenting to 
their families they undergo this process, so they might accept them. Meanwhile Indian government 
passed an ordinance that after partition if the child to born to a woman in Pakistan then the child must 
leave back to his father, if the child born in India then they could keep them.   
 
78 Menon, Border and Boundaries, pp. 81. See also, Interview with Shoaib bin Aziz, 36/3G DHA Phase 
11, Lahore, 6 June 2017. Fortnightly Summaries related to Abducted Women and Children, File No. 
18/CF/49 xii, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1949. During the massacre of partition beside 
looting, killing and kidnapping the most crucial problem was abduction of women. Newspapers were full 
of such news, social workers were very active for the recovery process, for me it’s a drawback of our 
government that after abduction and recovery these women were still helpless, not even their families 
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psychological effect on the lives of people, that was the loss of their jobs as they had 
no livelihood for survival.79 
 
4.5 Cognitive Issues 
Another provided themes by the partition based on the cognitive issues which includes 
the political games and role of political leader from the prominent communities towards 
partition process and decision of boundaries. One historical fact should be noted here 
that on 14th August 1947 the flag Union Jack of England took off from the British 
Residency at Lucknow. It was the time of the setting of the sun. The flag Union Jack 
was sent to England.80 Lord Mountbatten thanked to Mr. Jinnah for his kind cooperation 
for the transfer of power in peace. There was not any kind of truth in the words of Lord 
Mountbatten because on the eve of transfer of power there was not peace in Pakistan. 
All time Lord Mountbatten used total deceptive words and language.81 
 
accepted them. I read many interviews of such women who suffer that trauma, it was pathetic, even 
governments were pitiless they showed cruel behavior towards them. The life of such women was terrible 
either they were Hindu, Muslim or Sikh. Still now a days if someone want to create issue on a big level, 
they target women, they are easy target of the society but after that no one bother about their life. 
79 “Muslim Unemployment in Punjab’s Mill”, The Pakistan Times, 14 March 1947, pp. 7. The dismissal 
of Muslim labor from the mills that owned by Hindus. It was reported that General Secretary of city 
Muslim League reported that the Muslim labors who dismissed from their mills were in great suffering 
and want some favor from the Punjab Director of industries. For the same concern, General Secretary of 
the city Muslim League met and discussed in detail with the Punjab Directors on the serious condition 
of the dismissed employees. The Director guaranteed them that within his power he tried his best to 
convince the mill owners in this regard and asked them to continue the job of all the labors who dismissed, 
as this discrimination is not good for the interest of both. 
80 Instructions about the hosting of Union Jack on or after 14th August 1947, File No. 249, Punjab 
Archives, Lahore, 1947. 
81 Language as a tool has much importance in new criticism, the isolated units of language are sentence, 
words, phrases and figures. According to M.H Abrams, “discourse analysis, as inaugurated in the 1970s, 
concern itself with the use of language in a running discourse, continued over a sequence of sentences, 
and involving the interaction of writer and reader in a specific situational context, and within a framework 
of social and cultural conventions”. Ambiguity became another power of language in poetry. The poetic 
language is much differed from the other aspects of fiction language in different attributes which 
Richards termed as ambiguity. Philips Wheelwright suggests the more appropriate word instead of 
ambiguity would be plurisignified, which comes in more positive way in terms of its richness of the 
meaning that a word contain. 
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About the destruction of the Lahore he did not utter a single word. But he uttered the 
words to admire the police fire bridge, soldiers, and civil services that according to him 
they had saved Lahore city. According to him only 18 houses were ruined out of 1000 
houses. This analysis of Lord Mountbatten had totally against the facts. The fact was 
too frightening. The people were killed in Lahore, the women raped, the children were 
thrown to wells and killed, houses were kept on fire and the families became 
homeless.82 
 
They had to worry for the life safety. Lord Mountbatten83 forgot it. This was not 
enough. His policy in Lahore turned off the violence by the Muslims against the Hindus. 
They helped the Muslims to torcher to Hindus they had taken direct part in it. Though, 
this man Lord Mountbatten admired his policy. In fact, Lord Mountbatten was the man 
of dramatic faculty of mind. On 15th August 1947, Lord Mountbatten had to speak in 
India’s Independence Day ceremony. That time he simply uttered a signal word for the 
sorrow of partition of the country and human tragedy. But he did not describe the large 
number of human killings, migration, and rape on women, bloodshed by a single 
word.84 
 
82 Lady Mountbatten’s Report on condition in India, IOR/L/PO/6/102, British Library, London, 1947. 
See also, Menon, The Transfer of Power, pp. 80. Police Abstract of Intelligence Punjab, File No. 29 Para 
507, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. As anticipated, the communal situation in Lahore 
city, which had been showing signs of improvement, again deteriorated after the explosion in Mughal 
Pura Railway Yard and 13 or 14 cases of arson were reported. 11 of which affected Hindu property. 
Throughout the week incidents tended to increase and there were numerous cases of stabbing. The worst 
aspect of the matter has been the use of grenades and bombs. In this case Muslim have suffered most and 
many have been killed and injured. 
83 Lord Mountbatten, 1st Earl Mountbatten of Burma was a British Royal Navy officer and stateman, he 
was also the last viceroy of India. He came to India in March 1947 to proceed the partition process that 
held in August 1947. 
84 Arrangements for Broadcast by the Prime Minister and the Viceroy announcing the Transfer of Power, 
File No. PREM 8/551, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. See also, Menon, Transfer of 
Power, pp. 121. 
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To write such political novel in which writer has to portray some political scenario and 
has to use the language in which he transmits the same passion of the leader, Formalistic 
or New criticism approach has been used. Kenneth Burke one of the critics has a great 
impact on the new criticism, his view is the correct meaning of the language. He 
investigates language on its dramatic rhetoric, which he concluds that on written words 
the mind of the person works differently. On this point, he agreed with Richard and 
formalists about the properties of literature. Formalists said there are inherent features 
of literature while Richard said all these properties related to the human experiences 
and values. Richard’s focus was on analyzing the process of readers, their response 
towards the literary text and then the process of evaluation by the response of the 
readers. Richard’s criticism is “what gives the experience of reading a certain poem its 
value? How is the experience better than author?”85 
 
On the other hand, Nehru86 described the sorrow with the joy of freedom. When there 
was the celebration of the ceremony of independence of motherland, at the same time 
most other people were in the sorrow of the communal riots and migration. It was not 
only in India but also in Pakistan. That on the day of Pakistan’s Independence Day 
celebration there in the Lahore so many shops were burnt, 60 people were killed and 
 
85 Richards, I.A, The Principles of Literary Criticism, London: Kegan Paul, 1967, pp. 734. Language 
works in two ways, firstly is symbolic or referential whose best example is scientific text, which is totally 
objective and portrays no emotion, and other is emotive language which expresses the feelings and 
emotions while each word is directly associated with the emotions. This type of language is evident in 
literature, poetry is the shorthand descriptive while in fiction it uses in its full extreme with the proper 
use of words.  Richards also emphasis on the Author-text-reader relationship, he gave much importance 
to the reader, because reader must bring in the “relevant mental condition” which is the same as the 
author have during writing the text and reader during reading the text. At this point, the critics and the 
reader have the same approach. 
86 Jawaharlal Nehru was born on 14 November 1889 in Allahabad India. He was a freedom fighter and 




low were wounded.87 On the next day the sectarian violence was continued. The same 
thing was there in India also in88 the towns and the cities like Amritsar and Calcutta. In 
Amritsar and surrounding area, the Muslims were killed by the Hindus and the Sikhs. 
And in Lahore and in surrounding areas the Hindus were killed by the Muslims.89 To 
portray such situation, writers sometimes use the technique of metaphor. According to 
Ananya Kabir, “the province of Punjab and Bengal were divided to form West and East 
Pakistan in which India sandwiched in the middle”.90 
 
 
87 “Lahore is burning on Independence Day”, Tribune, 17 September 1947, pp. 4. See also, Police 
Abstract of Intelligence Punjab, File No. 29 Para 507, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. 
In Amritsar, the city itself suffered a lot the situation in the rural district is bad and several clashes have 
been reported as a result of which Muslims again appear to have suffer more than their opponents, the 
Sikhs. The nature of the incidents in which the Sikhs have been taken the initiative tends to strengthen 
the options, previously held, then a Sikh organization is directing these outrages. A similar campaign of 
terrorism appears to have been adopted in Hoshiarpur district, where the situation continues to 
deteriorate, and extreme tension exists. The Garhshankar Tehsil has now become affected and panic has 
heighted in Hoshiarpur city. Sporadic cases and assault have also been reported from Ludhiana and 
Jullundur districts. In the East, the situation in Gurgaon district still gives no grounds for satisfaction. 
Communal violence in Gujranwala district has decreased in the recent week whereas several sporadic 
cases have been reported from Sialkot city. 
88 A Sikh Gurudwara, which had been especially preserved for this day was set alight as morning heralded 
the first day of freedom. Numerous places of Hindus and Sikhs had been burnt of which one finds no 
records in daily newspapers. See also, K.L Gauba, Inside Pakistan, New Delhi: Raj Kamal Publications, 
1948, pp. 2-3. 
89 Amritsar being the Hindu and Sikh populated city and Muslim as minority while Lahore being the 
Muslim populated and Hindu in the minority killed the opposite community people, in the month of 
March 1947, 4000 Muslim shops were burnt down in the walled city of Amritsar while in the same month 
the causalities in Lahore were 2090 and 1142 were badly injured in the area of Anarkali. While in the 
division of Multan and Rawalpindi division they were around 3000 people who died and 40,000 were 
seeking shelter in the refugee’s camp. 
90 Annaya, Kabir, Gender, Memory, Trauma: Women’s Novel on the Partition of India, Comparative 
Studies of South Asia, Africa and Middle East, 25 (i), 2005, pp. 101. See also, Interview with Dr. 
Harvinder Singh Bhatti, Sociology Department Punjabi University, Patiala, India, 23 February 2019. 
Metaphor is the use of words or phrases that have likeness or analogy among two different kinds of 
objects or places, in other way, it is a kind of borrowing between the thoughts or transaction between 
contexts.  Metaphor also has a close link with the symbols, it has an important role in poetry, many 
considered it as a strong form of metaphor, critics take it as mediate between the concept and the object 
to fulfil the complete meaning. Roland Bartel distinguished between the metaphor and symbols as, “a 
symbol expands language by substitution, a metaphor by comparison and interaction. A symbol does not 
ask a reader to merge two concepts but rather to let one thing suggest another.” New criticism elaborates 
a complete literary theory by explaining the use of language, irony, paradox, ambiguity which gives a 
complete understanding of poetic art. 
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It was reported that the division of the two provinces was not based on any genuine 
principle. The favor that was given to the Hindu minorities in both provinces on their 
wish to cut down the provinces and cut also their own people of these two provinces. 
Hindus had their homeland having six vast provinces. This was because Pakistan has 
few portions of the minority’s comparative to the whole India, British Government if 
followed the logical thinking that every province should cut down into two portions 
according to the majority and minority population then it should be more dangerous 
situation. If they followed the same line, then it led to the division of many provinces 
and for that worse and more dangerous situation would be created in future than 
present.91 Therefore, if same principle should be implemented then it would take more 
a century to develop properly in terms of administration, economy, politically and 
socially, all the dimension of the provinces should be affected to function in a 
systematic way and under the present constitution of the provinces.92Additionally this 
situation is depicted in some story by using the tool of irony of the new criticism.93 
 
91 Many people have their own choices to annex with the two different countries depending on the 
attachment and affiliation they have. Memorandum submitted by the city and district Muslim League 
Jullundur claiming the inclusion of Jullundur district and the areas beyond the Sutlej river based on the 
principles laid down in HMG’s statement in West Punjab, File No. 100, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1947. 
See also, Memorandum submitted by the resident of Tehsil Agenda for the inclusion of Tehsil Agenda 
in West Punjab, File No. 120, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1947. Memorandum submitted by the Punjab 
Front Christian Board expressing their wish of inclusion in West Punjab, File No. 87, Punjab Archives, 
Lahore, 1947. 
92 “Partition of Punjab and Bengal”, The Pakistan times, 26 March 1947, pp. 6. See also, Partition of 
Bengal and Punjab appointment of Boundary, IOR/L/I/1/770, British Library, London, 1947. Boundary 
Commission, IOR/R/3/1/157, British Library, London, 1947. 
93 Irony is another tool for new critics, it creates different emotional forces within a verbal structure of 
the text, Cleanth Brooks for a good poetry stated it as a necessary condition. Brooks used the term mutual 
constitution irony, as in poetry the meaning of the statement lies in the context in which it appears and 
the thing which is appear provide meaning to every other thing. On same context Richards says, we are 
forced to raise the question as to whether the statement grows properly out of the context whether it is 
ironical or merely shallow, glib or sentimental. In new critical approach, irony has a great importance, 
Wimsatt describe it as, “cognitive principle which shades off through paradox into the general principle 
of metaphor.”  In the words of Brooks, most general term that we have for the kind of qualification which 
the various elements in a context receive from the context.  According to both the critics, irony is used 
in its broader sense not as we get it generally, it includes both analogical and paradoxical relationship. 
Brooks says, “a unification of attitudes into a hierarchy subordinated to a total and governing attitude. 
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In the night of independence, one Gurudwara has been demolished in Lahore and in 
that event 13 to 22 Sikhs had been killed, it was a serious thing.94 A furious Muslim 
mob attacked on a railway and killed more than hundred Hindus and Sikhs. The 
situation is too dangerous. In Punjab the 15th August 1947 had been celebrated as 
Independence Day by very unhuman way. In the afternoon of the 15th August 1947, a 
Sikh mob made naked a few Muslim women on the street of Amritsar. Then they raped 
and there after cutting them in to pieces and finally killed them and others are burnt. 
There in Lahore in the same night one Gurdwara was burnt by the Muslim mob.95  
 
Furthermore, in Amritsar and in surrounding area, armed Sikh mobs were killing the 
Muslim one who would be in their eye site. That the same thing in Lahore city and in 
surrounding areas the Muslim mobs with their police relatives having swords and guns 
were always in the search of helpless Hindus and Sikhs to kill them. The refugee’s 
loaded trains were put on fire by communal mad sectarian group. Because of the fire to 
the trains the helpless refugee passengers were burnt and the train suffered its journey 
with the load of the dead bodies, it was in Punjab.96 There in Bengal particularly in 
 
94 “Gurdwara on fire in Lahore”, Tribune, 13 June 1947, pp. 5. See also, Police Abstract of Intelligence 
Punjab, File No. 33 Para 539, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. The Sikh proclaimed 
determination to maintain their solidarity at all cost has led to a stiffening in the Muslim attitude towards 
the minorities. The communal situation deteriorated in Lahore, there was large number of bomb 
explosions resulting in considerable damage to life. 
95 Menon, Transfer of Power, pp. 419. See also, Gauba, Inside Pakistan, pp. 2-3. Interview with Shahbaz 
Khan, 89/4 Pakistan Chowk, Gujrat, 21 April 2017. “Ending of communal riots first task”, The Hindustan 
Times, 23 August 1947, pp. 2. Police Abstract of Intelligence Punjab, File No. 33 Para 539, National 
Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. During the independence week, in Lahore there were 14 bomb 
explosion, 26 stabbing incidents, 46 new fires and six attempted fires whereas a gang of murderers has 
also been going about shooting people in the town. When people were leaving their hometown, there 
were a lot of destruction everywhere that they witnessed. Relatives and friends were coming from 
different cities, towns and villages, they then told that their whole mahala was destroyed by the Sikh 
mobs, the life of Muslims was not secured in that area, they were killing people brutally and destroyed 
their property and kidnapped their women and children. 
96 Menon, Transfer of Power, pp. 267. See also, “India on bank of civl war, recent disorder symptoms of 
its nearness”, Civil and Military Gazette, 13 September 1946, pp. 1. Police Abstract of Intelligence 
Punjab, File No. 33 Para 539, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. During independence 
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Calcutta the stay of the holy sole Mahatma Gandhi the situation was under control itself. 
When the city Calcutta was burning in the communal riots then Gandhi went there and 
stayed for a long time. Gandhi stated his fast in Calcutta. The whole police force in 
Calcutta came in action and within four days they controlled the situation. Mountbatten 
admired it as one-man army of Mahatma Gandhi successfully controlled over 
dangerous situation of Calcutta city and whole Bengal state. Lord Mountbatten 
compared it with the border force of 50000 fighting armed soldiers in Punjab. Though, 
there was not complete control and peace in Punjab.97 
 
Sir Cyril Radcliffe chaired the Boundary Commission whose task was to make the 
border line among two new independent states, but Sir Cyril Radcliffe did not 
announced it till 17th August 1947 and to reach the final decision the commission took 
only five weeks.98 Pandey put light on the historical reconstruction of partition and 
 
week the situation in Amritsar was reported 14 incidents which included five murders, one arson case, 
five hurt cases, two bomb explosions and one case of ineffectual shooting. There were 18 incidents in 
rural areas of Amritsar district, including two murders, 13 hurt cases and three bomb explosions. The 
communal situation was also worse in Doab district of Jullundur and Hoshiarpur. 
97 Reflection on Bihar Tragedy, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1946. See also, India: Arrangements for 
Transfer of Power, File No. CAB 21/2038, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. Transfer of 
Power and papers leading up to India, IOR/L/I/1/768, British Library, London, 1947. Pandey. G, 
Remembering Partition: Violence, Nationalism and History in India, Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2001, pp. 35. But here in Calcutta and Bengal state one-man magic controlled the situation and 
settled the peace everywhere. This one-man force is more powerful. However, in Punjab the communal 
riots were worst because in the Muslim majority areas there was also a good number of non-Muslim 
population and the same reason was there about Bengal.  Pandey mention it as; the whole process took a 
mere seven years between the first formal articulation of the demand for a separate state for the Muslims 
of the sub-continent and the establishment of Pakistan. The boundaries between the two new states were 
not officially known until two days after they had formally become independent. 
98 Punjab Boundary Award by Sir Cyril Radcliffe appointed to demarcate the disputed frontier between 
India and Pakistan, File No. DO 35/3054, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1950. See also, 
Viceroy’s Plan: Bill to affect Transfer of Power, IOR/L/PO/6/122, British Library, London, 1947. 
Boundary Commission, IOR/R/3/1/157, British Library, London, 1947. Appointment of Sir Cyril 
Radcliffe Chairman Punjab and Bengal, IOR/L/PJ/7/12500, British Library, London, 1948. 
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criticize the plan and its rashness and delay in announcement.99 Thus in Cracking India, 
the writer used the metaphor of careless card game for the work of Boundary 
Commission, “the Radcliffe Commission deals out Indian cities like a pack of cards. 
Lahore is dealt to Pakistan, Amritsar to India. Sialkot to Pakistan, Pathankot to India. 
Just like that someone says I am a Pakistani at looking in a snap”.100 
 
Therefore, it was no doubt in Punjab particularly in Amritsar city and district the Sikhs 
and Hindus made start of the game of blood bath. It was noted by Lord Achinleck that 
he had heard the bad news that one Sikh mob killed the 200 Muslims in a field of a 
village. Moreover, in one more other event a prop of Military soldiers had killed 
Muslims.101 However, the serious series of the riots in Punjab had begun by the date 9th 
August, the communal situation became worse before the declaration of the Boundary 
Commission Award. As per the usual way the Muslim League and the Congress blamed 
each other for the violence. This time one senior Muslim League leader Liaqat Ali Khan 
declared that for the blood shade and violence in Punjab particularity neither Congress 
nor Muslim League was responsible this time but the 3rd factor the Sikhs were 
 
99 Fang, P.C, Birth of Nations: Representing the Partition of India in Bapsi Sidwa’s Cracking India, 
Chang Gung Journal of Humanities and Social Sciences, 4(2), 2011, pp. 57. 
100 Radcliffe Award: Gurdaspur and Ferozepur, File No. DO 35/9000, The National Archives, United 
Kingdom, 1960. See also, Sidwa, B, Cracking India, Minneapalis: Milkweed Editors, 1991, pp. 135. 
Boundary Commission, IOR/R/3/1/157, British Library, London, 1947.  
101 Chiefs of staff committee, situation in India and Pakistan, Report by the Supreme Commander Field 
Marshal Sir Clauch Auchinleck, File No. DEFE 05/02, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. 
See also, “Killing in Punjab: Cities of Lahore and Amritsar”, Pakistan times, 23 July 1947, pp. 6. Police 
Abstract of Intelligence Punjab, File No. 34 Para 568, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. 
Interview with Muhammad Muslam, North Mazang, Lahore, 5 May 2017. The situation in Ferozepur 
district remained very tense in Moga and village Indgarh, Lohgarh and Krishengarh of PS Dharamkot 
and Basti Tainkanwali of PS Ferozepur Cantonment. In the Ludhiana district. Tension was very high in 
village Hamboan, PS Dhakha and Sahanli in PS Raikote. In Hoshiarpur district, 30 Muslim were killed, 
and eight cases of arson were reported. The worst raid was directed against village Parsota in PS 
Mehalpur. Multan, Sargodha and Jhelum districts were overall quiet, but tension increased when the 
news of happenings in the East Punjab reached them. 
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responsible for everything in Punjab. The Sikhs were not under the control of any 
political party. Though, the Sikh leader in Congress party Mr. Baldev Singh102 refused 
all the blames with full force.103 
 
Although, the spiritual speeches of Master Tara Singh104 had motivated the Sikh 
Congress, and it was true Master Tara Singh’s speeches were very effective to motivate 
the whole Sikh folk. Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel also pointed towards the powerful speech 
of Master Tara Singh which had wake up the Sikh folks ready to fight.105 Day by day 
 
102 Baldev Singh born on 11 July 1902 in Punjab, he was an Indian Sikh political leader, he was also an 
Indian independence movement leader. His father was Sir Indra Singh, a reputed industrialist, and his 
mother was Nihal Kaur Singh (of village Manpur). He was educated initially at Kainaur and subsequently 
at the Khalsa College in Amritsar and began working in his father’s firm in the steel industry. He rose to 
the position of director of the firm. He was married to Hardev Kaur of village Jallanpur in Punjab. Baldev 
Singh won an election to the Punjab provincial assembly under the Government of India Act 1935 in 
1937, as a candidate of the Panthic Party. He became closely linked with Master Tara Singh and the 
Shiromani Akali Dal. They had two sons, Sarjit Singh and Gurdip Singh. After independence became 
the first Defense Minister of India. He was appointed as the Sikh representative in the Cripps Mission. 
103 Prasad, L, Studies in Indian History Modern India 1757-1947, New Delhi: Pub. Cosmos Book, 1970, 
pp. 299. See also, Note on the Sikh Plan, File No. A-33(8), Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1948. Sikh in 
Action, File No. A-33(10), Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1948. Interview with Fatima Bibi, 78/6G-1 North 
Qila mahala, Gujrat, 17 April 2017. In Amritsar and Lahore, the police had already their faith of the 
people. In the Lahore the police were directly participated. As per the policy decision on the 14th August 
all European police officers left the police force. It effected that the police lost their strength confidence 
and discipline.  Furthermore, Lord Anchilek had observed the Lahore city through the Airplane. He saw 
20 to 30 houses were burning at one time, black smoke was spread in the atmosphere. No one was there 
on the street. In the Airplane he could observe the surrounded area also. In the villages most of the houses 
were burning. In approximately 1500 people might be killed by this or that reason. Out of them 200 
people might be killed by the soldiers. This was the situation which was the worst in the boundary 
districts like Sialkot and Gujranwala the communal riots were in continuous flow. 
104 Master Tara Singh (1885-1967), he was a Sikh political and religious leader in the first half of the 20th 
century. He was prominent personality in organizing the Shiromani Gurdwara Prabhandak Committee 
and guiding the Sikh during the partition of India. He was also a leader of Sikh Akali party who opposed 
inclusion of Punjab in Pakistan, after independence led the movement for the creation of Punjabi-
speaking state in East Punjab. See also, Harbans Singh, The Encyclopedia of Sikhism, Vol. IV, Patiala: 
Punjabi University, 1998, pp. 312-313. 
105 “Master Tara Singh in Command of Sikh”, Dawn, 26 July 1947, pp. 6. See also, Note on the Sikh 
Plan, File No. A-33(8), Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1948. Sikh in Action, File No. A-33(10), Punjab 
Archives, Lahore, 1948. Police Abstract of Intelligence, File No 10 Para 145, National Documentation 
Wing, Islamabad, 1947. Interview with Dr. Kalyan Singh, Punjabi Department G.C University, Lahore, 
7 February 2019. It became increasingly apparent, even before the fall of the coalition Ministry, that all 
Sikh leaders of importance were convinced that HMG’S statement of February 20 th was deliberately 
designed to encourage the Muslims to achieve Pakistan. These leaders, particularly Master Tara Singh 




the situation was going out of control. At the same time the local leaders of the Sikh 
infused the common Sikh mass people by telling that the Sikhs were cheated by the 
hands of Hindu and the Muslim leaders in the communal division of Punjab.106 Famous 
Sikh leader, Master Tara Singh about the boundaries also created a same kind of 
confusion. He claimed for the separate land for Sikh in Punjab on the same principle of 
partition. Here Master Tara Singh adopted the Freud’s theory of Unconscious as he in 
his childhood suffered in a same way, and now he was more towards revenge.107 
 
Master Tara Singh still hoping till the last to have change in the Eastern Punjab 
boundary lines, he wanted to include all the region of Chenab river. He did not realize 
that partition of India happened based on majority of the population wherever they were 
in true sense in majority, they included the areas of that strength. In the Western Punjab 
17 districts were of Muslim majority population, even if all these districts were split up 
into Tehsil, Muslims were in majority in the mentioned areas except in district of 
 
106 Satya, M. Rai, Partition of The Punjab: A Study of its effects on the Politics and Administration of 
Punjab (I) 1947-56, New Delhi: Asia Publishing House,1965, pp. 45. See also, Police Abstract of 
Intelligence Punjab, File No. 10 Para 145, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. Interview 
with Dr. Nayyer, History Department G.C University Lahore, 6 February 2019. Master Tara Singh, 
speaking in the Dera Sahib Gurdwara at Lahore on 2nd March 1947, stressed the need for the Sikhs to 
establish their ‘Raj’ in the Punjab and to prepare for imminent civil war. He explained that no agreement 
between Hindus and Muslims would ever be possible and thus the Sikhs must prepare at once to wrest 
the Punjab from the Muslims when the British quit India. Jathedar Mohan Singh and Udham Singh 
Nagoke spoke at Amritsar and urged the setting up of Akal Fauj regiment all over the province and the 
enlistment of the Sikhs in great numbers in them. At Amritsar, Hindu speakers headed by Keshab 
Chandra, and Sikhs speakers headed by Ishar Singh Majhail, Udham Singh Nagoke and Sohan Singh 
Jalaj Usman, made hysterical appeals to an audience estimated at over 20,000 to unite to Pakistan. 
107 According to Freud, our dreams are the language of our conscious, it is the unfulfillment of the desires 
that were kept deep in the conscious mind. During our sleep, the content of dreams which is not 
acceptable has censor by the ego, sometimes the use of symbols makes the material acceptable, if it not 
happened then ego veils their direct meanings which is more painful. Same like in literature, condensation 
is the process in which two desires of psyche may be presented by a single word or image in dreams as 
it portrays in the poem.  Another process of condensation is displacement, in which one’s feeling towards 
any object replaced by another object, but the feeling of attachment remains the same. Dreams also follow 
the same phenomenon in which we change the things with the symbols.  That all is about the behavior 
of the man which psychologically can be examined, it directly affects the writing of the texts which is 
the reflection of the writer’s behavior towards any event or his mental state in which he delivers. 
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Gurdaspur’s one tehsil named Pathankot. Viceroy declared that they could not include 
whole district of Gurdaspur in Pakistan but depending on the majority areas of specific 
community could be accepted in the addition to be the part of Pakistan or Hindustan. If 
they apply this principle, then with the Gurdaspur five more districts would be split up 
by the boundary commission which were included in Eastern Punjab.108 
 
The clashes among the communities were very common, it was general 
misrepresentation that was made by the Hindu press that Hindu procession beat the 
peaceful Muslim procession on the Holy Prophet’s birthday. Hindu assumed that they 
were making trouble for them. But if the Muslims have some wrong intension than in 
their vanguard must be mobsters but instead of this, they have children and teenagers 
even old persons had also in their procession.109 However, in past the communal clashes 
that mostly occurred at the places where Hindu are in majority whereas in Muslim 
majority areas nothing like this happened. It was reported that a Hindu temple burnt by 
 
108 Boundary commission Awards Punjab and Bengal and Disturbance arising there, File No. DO 133/61, 
The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. See also, Allegation against Lord Mountbatten regarding 
Sikh and Boundary Award, IOR/L/PJ/10/119, British Library, London, 1947. Division of Punjab in 
Critical Point”, The Eastern Times, 18 June 1947, pp. 7. Note on the Sikh Plan, File No. A-33(8), Punjab 
Archives, Lahore, 1948. Sikh in Action, File No. A-33(10), Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1948. Furthermore, 
most of the Sikh leaders predicted that for the Sikhs community they will be succeeded to get separate 
state.  For that purpose, they advised Hindu industrialists in Lahore not to leave their place, Lahore soon 
will be the part of Sikh state.   
109 Copies of confidential review of the Events in Pakistan and India Compiled by the Commonwealth 
Relation, Mss Eur D1033/15, British Library, London, 1948. See also, Police Abstract of Intelligence 
Punjab, File No. 39 Para 530, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1946. Interview with 
Choudhary Munir, Ex Director General of National Archives, Islamabad, 25 January 2019. Communal 
clashes on Holy processions were common, the surface communal tension appears to have to some extent 
subsided, the underlying hatred between the major communities is as deep-seated as ever. Special 
precautions are being taken to guard against incidents during Dussehra. The only incident so far reported 
is one that occurred in Hansi on 28th September 1946 during the first day of the Dussehra processions. 
Trouble started between a Hindu boy and a Muslim boy and as a result of the original riot and subsequent 
stray assaults, 28 persons were injured of whom one died.  
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the Muslims was nothing more than a press canard. This case was also not fully 
condemned by the government. It had no strength as it was biased in its nature.110  
 
Sardar Swarn Singh,111 a Sikh leader about Punjab’s division gave the statement that 
Sikhs were determined that they would not live under the supremacy of Muslim League, 
he was the representative of Panthic Party in the Punjab Assembly, he then met with 
the Congress High Commands in Delhi where he discussed on the impending 
constitutional changes. He emphasized that now Punjab’s partition would depend on 
their demands, he would not let it go as the government already planned. In an interview 
he said that recent meeting of Jinnah and Gandhi made everyone to clear that partition 
of India was now at our door, the solution of Indian problem lay only in partition. Where 
partition of Punjab was critical one. Communal problems could only be solved through 
this solution, but Sikhs did not accept to remain spend their lives under League 
suppression.112 
 
110 Kanwaljit Kaur, Riots, Refugees and Rehabilitation: A Case Study of Punjab 1946-56, Punjabi 
University, 2010. See also, Police Abstract of Intelligence Punjab, File No. 41 Para 563, National 
Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1946. Interview with Dr. Nasima Rehman, Urdu Department G. C 
University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. This is their way to ignore the original problem as they were 
throwing stones on Muslim procession, many cases were recorded in which Muslims were also throwing 
stones on Hindu houses. Hindu authorities not doing their best towards the peace and order and providing 
them full room to do their worst. Additionally, this is not the first and only case in which authorities 
became bias during the communal clashes and ignore their duties. It was on record that St. Bartholomew 
announced every time for the peace in public but during the communal clashes they joined their hands 
with Hindu mobsters and at that time, nothing is cheaper than Muslim blood and property. 
111 Sardar Swarn Singh was born on 19 August 1907 in Shankar Village at distance of 6km from Nakodar 
in Jalandhar district, he was an Indian politician. He belonged to agricultural family. He was a prodigious 
child. His father Sardar Pratap Singh was a prominent figure amongst the Sikhs and remained Vice-
President and President of Shiromani Gurudwara Prabandhak Committee, Amritsar for several years. He 
was India’s first longest serving union cabinet minister. His struggle for the Sikh community to get rights 
were notable. 
112 “Sardar Swarn Singh Declaration”, The Civil and Military Gazette, 8 April 1947, pp. 3. See also, 
Raghbir Singh, Akali Movement, 1926-1947, New Delhi: Om sons’ publications, 1997, pp. 160. Police 
Abstract of Intelligence Punjab, File No. 29 Para 502, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. 
Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. At the 
meeting of the Panthic Assembly party, at which all members were present, as well as Bakhshi Sir Tek 
Chand, Moti Lal Sitalvad and Dr. Gopi Chand, the presentation of the Hindu-Sikh case to the Boundary 
Commission was discussed. It was decided not to urge the Sikh claim to the Punjab on the grounds that 
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League leaders were determined on their demand of separate independent homeland 
which made Sikhs to demand for Punjab as their state in whole. Sardar Swarn Singh 
additionally said, “We want to make it clear that we only allow that partition of Punjab 
if it does not affect the integrity and solidarity of Sikhs population”. The principle in 
which Punjab province is going to be divided, is Muslim and non-Muslim majority 
districts which is highly prejudicial, and Sikhs consider it as unjust to them, who wanted 
their own territory according to their population.113 Sikhs on the loss of canal colony 
became aggressive because they played very important part in the development of these 
colonies which could not be ignorable. Hindus and Sikhs demanded the division of 
Punjab in such a way that it would not disturb the boundary and had fair distribution of 
population, property and provincial possessions for them.114 Hence, on conclusion of 
Sardar Swarn Singh statement he said, if India will divide on the demands of Muslim 
League and Muslim population will remain in the provinces of U.P, Bihar or any area, 
then whatever will happen to them all responsibility will lie on the shoulders of Muslim 
League. But Sikhs of the Punjab who did not own any homeland will not make it suffer 
 
it was taken by the British from the Sikhs, as it was apprehended that the Muslim League might produce 
similar arguments. It was, however, agreed that while this point would not be pressed before the 
commission, propaganda along these lines would be continued among the masses. 
113 “Destiny of Punjab”, The Pakistan Times, 7 June 1947, pp. 2. See also, Information Fortnightly 
Appreciation, IOR/L/11/665, British Library, London, 1947. Police Abstract of Intelligence Punjab, File 
No. 29 Para 502, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947.  Giani Kartar Singh and Summa Singh 
visited different areas about Sikh territorial demands. Giani Kartar Singh paying attention to raising more 
men for the Shahidi Dal. Giani Kartar Singh is believed to have drawn up a program of agitation to 
impress the Boundary Commission about the Sikh case. 
114 Boundary Commission, IOR/R/3/1/157, British Library, London, 1947. See also, Police Abstract of 
Intelligence Punjab, File No. 23 Para 398, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. The Sikhs 
were pinning their hopes upon Boundary Commission and the Congress, but their latest circular issued 
by Shrimoni Akali Das shows that confidence in the strength of Panth has neither been undermined nor 
surrendered. The circular states that Pakistan means total death to the Sikh Panth and that the Sikhs are 
determined on a free sovereign State with the Chenab and Jamna as its borders; and it calls on all Sikhs 
to fight for this idea under the flag of Dal. 
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to them in this regard. This political scenario was the basic theme of many of the 
partition-based literature. 
 
4.6 Emotional Issues 
During the rioting the tragic feelings of the people and their family led another aspect 
of themes in the partition literature which elaborates the stories of pain and trauma that 
people faced. The relation of pain and literary text represents the Reader-Response 
Theory. The active interaction of reader and text will help to find the perceived gaps, 
or it may help to find the wholly or partially the hidden meaning in the text.115 The 
‘Calcutta Great Killing’ by the ‘Direct Action Day’ of Jinnah and his Muslim League 
shows the bloody nature of the partition tragedy. It was the Killings of Hindus and 
Muslims about 5000 people were killed and 1500 were injured and about half million 
people were forced to move towards Bihar to save the life from the attacks and killings 
in Calcutta and the Bengal.116 The fire was spreading day by day in all other states of 
the whole country.117 The Punjab was the center of the riots of the Hindu and Muslim. 
 
115 Iser said about this phenomenon as, meaning of the text emerged from how reader interact with the 
text and how his institution ability explores the meanings which are hidden in between the lines.  
According to Iser, factors of reader response criticism lies on the importance of the text and its 
interpretation which is based on the established criteria, in this criticism reader has the importance of 
being individual and text has the subjective response by the reader.  Louise Rosenblatt (1904-2005), he 
is one of the earliest exponents of reader response theory, he mentioned in “Literature as Exploration” 
as, a poem is what the reader lives through under the guidance of the text and experiences a relevant to 
a text. 
116 Lady Mountbatten’s Report on condition of India, IOR/L/PO/6/102C, British Library, London, 1947. 
Police Abstract of Intelligence Punjab, File No. 34 Para 456, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 
1946. Interview with Dr. Harvinder Singh Bhatti, Sociology Department Punjabi University, Patiala, 
India, 23 February 2019. “Peace reign in Calcutta, six injured in stray incident in Dacca, one killed in 
Bangalore”, Civil and Military Gazette, 12 October 1946, pp. 7. The communal strain, already great, has 
been increased by the reprehensible handling of news of the Calcutta riots by the provincial press; Hindu 
papers have been the principle offenders so far. The Punjab Government has made it clear that it will 
take all possible action necessary to prevent further deterioration in communal relations and to this end, 
in accordance with Government’s advice, many District Magistrate have already promulgated orders of 
forbidding carrying of arms and holding of public meetings. 
117 Communal Disturbance in India, File No. DO 142/22, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. 
See also, Reflections on Bihar Tragedy, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1946. Interview with Dr. Nayyer, 
History Department G.C University Lahore, 6 February 2019. “Lawlessness in Noakhali”, Civil and 
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In those days the country saw the true bloody face of the communal riots. Before the 
partition, the state experienced the hate through actions by both the Hindus and 
Muslims sides.118 
 
Additionally, without any doubt communal riots between two communities are looked 
as result of the hate of the faith of each other. But it is not the complete truth. It is half-
truth. The complete truth is in the politics of the British rulers. The British cleverly 
played their trick of reservation to Muslims to separate them from the Hindus and 
finally made them sharp enemies against each other.119 Furthermore, this is the true 
cause of the bloody tragedy of partition. The caste and communal reservation were the 
huge tact used by British to divide plural Indian society. Step by step the British people 
used this weapon to divide the Indian society. This issue is also discussed in many of 
the contemporary writers like Bedi, Manto, Chughtai, etc. the same thought is also used 
by the writers who did not witnessed all these situation by using the tool of 
 
Military Gazette, 12 October 1946, pp. 9. The Hindus who left Bihar took the shelter in the Hindu 
localities. They told the tragic stories of the killers of the Muslim mobs on the Hindus in Calcutta city 
and in the rural area of the Bengal. It inspired the Hindus in Bihar for revenge. The communal riots broke 
out in Bihar which were wild and beast some cruel against the Muslims. In Bihar the Muslims were 
totally in the hands of the Hindu mobs. The Hindu mobs brutally killed many Muslims. 
118 Prasad Rajendra, India Divided, Bombay: Hind Kitabs Publishers,1946, pp. 268. See also, Police 
Abstract of Intelligence Punjab, File No. 34 Para 464, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1946. 
The situation in Lahore was described as ‘electric’, and in Rawalpindi as ‘definitely bad and full of 
danger’. A spate of alarming rumours has been a danger sign of this worsening in feelings and a Congress 
worker in Ludhiana and a Sikh in Rawalpindi are being proceeded for spreading false rumors. 
119 Retraction of Paramount Powers in Indian States, R/3/1/137, British Library, London, 1947. See also, 
G.N Gawarguru, Caste and Communal Politics, Kolhapur: Ajab Pustakalaya, 1986, pp. 140. Interview 
with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. However the, 
obvious primary motivation behind the reservation was to emasculate the strength of the nationalists 
forces that were posing danger to the existence of the British colonial imperialism the British people 
knew that the counterforce can be sanctioned against the nationalists by directing groups reservation of 
coast and communal feelings among the Indians, moreover, it was natural in plural society like India that 
the process of communal, political articulation would generate this counter weight in the form of political 
conflict and cast rivalries to be activated through the segmented institutional orientation.  
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imagination.120 The caste and communal based reservation of separate electoral resulted 
one group against the other group, one religion against the other religion, one 
organization against the other organization.121 In this way, the British pronounced the 
division of the Indian society. The policy of special electorate of the British people 
infused the political conflict and the communal feelings between the Hindus and 
Muslims. The gift of separate electorate to the Muslims in 1946 is one successful step 
of the British people of the reservation policy to divide the Indian society and to 
politicize the religion particularly between the Hindus and the Muslims.122 
 
The original base of the human tragedy of the partition was the British ‘Divide and 
Rule’ policy to the reservation to different groups on religion basis for Hindus and the 
Muslims. The British supplied the base of political conflict that was of the articulation 
 
120 Pandey, G.C, The Nature of Imagination in the Context of Aesthetic Creativity and Social 
Transformation, New Delhi: Allied Publishers, 1984, pp. 6. The human’s imagination effected by two 
factors that are social reality and socio-political forces either in history or literature. Imagination is 
“transcendental function of mind by which it gives symbolic expression to the ideal truth which may be 
implicit truth of the actual world. Imagination is neither merely fancy nor simple cognition”.  As per 
historian’s imagination, the past events are history which we are seeing through the present time, the task 
of the historians is to try to reconstruct the view of the past including the present of the past also.  Here 
the similarity between the task of the historians and novelist reached its height, when both tried to portray 
the picture which might be the event’s narrative, or description of any situation, exhibition of motives or 
analysis of any character. 
121 Interview with Dr. Shaista Hameed Khan, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. 
See also, Interview with Dr. Kalyan Singh, Punjabi Department G.C University, Lahore, 7 February 
2019. Although the British successfully applied the reservation to divide and then suppress the 
nationalist’s forces, but the communal forces like religion also contributed in reinforcing the political 
demands and furthering political ambitions. This was obvious when most of the Muslim separate 
electorate in 1916 symbol shed the politicization of the religiously demarcated ethnic identity. 
122 Admiral Mountbatten by India Office on Political situation in Provinces and Central India, File No. 
PREM 8/559, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. See also, Interview with Dr. Zahid 
Mehmood, Urdu Department Islamia College, Lahore, 27 March 2017. Reflections on Bihar Tragedy, 
Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1946. Muslim residents of the village Masaurhi, only 12 miles from Patna, 
remained desieged all night on 30th October 1946. There was a police station in the said village, but no 
help was forthcoming. Some officials and some members of the government were informed of the plight 
of Muslim Masaurhi, but in no vain. The Muslims then decided on 31st October to leave their homes and 
assembled at Taregna Railway station, which is only 100 yards from the inhabited parts of the village to 
catch a train due for Patna. Before the arrival of the train most of the refugees were killed on the platform 
and in the room of station master, which became a pool of blood. 
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of communal feelings against the Hindu and the Muslims. In time to time the British 
rulers gave the gift of the communal awards to the Muslims in the form of the separate 
electorate. For the communal awards the British people worked out in the year of 1909, 
1919, and 1932 and in 1935.The reservation communal award of separate electorate 
was very sharp to divide the groups.123 
 
The four years period from 1946 to 1950 is the period of the partition tragedy. In 1946, 
the Muslim League and its prominent leader Jinnah had given a call of “Direct Action” 
against the Hindu. The sectarian groups of the Muslim community took the weapons in 
hand against the Hindus on open street in the whole country.124 In Calcutta of Bengal 
and many other cities, towns and villages of Bengal the Muslim killers played the game 
of bloodbaths of the Hindus. Then, its anti-reaction took place in Bihar. In Patna and 
many other villages of Bihar the Hindus killed the Muslims.125 Then, a great migration 
of huge population occurred in the history of the modern world. Many groups of 
refugees started migration from both sides by the both communities. Mostly they were 
 
123 Communal Disturbance in India, File No. DO 142/24, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. 
See also, “Frenzy during Partition of India”, Civil and Military Gazette, 4 July 1947. Interview with 
Choudhary Munir, Ex Director General of National Archives, Islamabad, 25 January 2019. Therefore, it 
does not separate the Muslims from the Hindus, but it also divided the leaders of the same religious 
group. But in 1928 the Nehru Report, prepared on behalf on the Congress Party, denied the communal 
electorate and the reservations of seats to Muslim. This denial of communal electorates and reservation 
of seats immediately resulted into the alienation of not only the conservative Muslim leader Sir 
Muhammad Shafi but also Mohammad Ali Jinnah, who through more liberal and personally opposed to 
communal electorates, was supported by many Muslim who favored him. 
124 Interview with Mujeeb ur Rehman Shami, Head office Nawa-e-Waqat, Lahore, 5 June 2017. See also, 
“Anarchy rife in Noakhali, mass killing, abduction and forcibly conversion”, Civil and Military Gazette, 
13 October 1946, pp. 1. Therefore, the sharp and poisonous effect of British “Divide and Rule” policy 
through the weapon of communal reservation made both the communities’ enemy of each other. And 
there after finally in the whole country the communal riots broke out. That brought the destruction of 
lives wealth and cruelty to the helpless women, children and whole people. The bloodshed was 
everywhere the killings were everywhere this was the bloody of the partition. 
125 “Killing in Bihar and Bengal”, The Eastern Times, 4 September 1946, pp. 5. See also, Reflections on 
Bihar Tragedy, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1946. This game of killings of the common masses of the both 
sides continued after independence. 
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travelling by trains. Because the trains were cheap and easily available source in those 
days.126 But, the governments of both sides could not provide enough protection to the 
groups of the refugees and their trains. Then the groups of the refugees and their trains 
became freely victims of the attacks of the communally mad sectarian groups of the 
both communities in both countries.127 
 
Table 4.3 
Completion of evacuation process till 20 October 1947128 
Sr. No Mode of Transportation Number of People 
1 Foot Columns 1,036,000 
2 Special Trains 1,000,000 
3 Motor Transport 3,134,000 
4 Air Transport 28,000 
Source: National Documentation Wing, Islamabad. 
In addition to, there was very serious condition and the governments of both sides were 
helpless to provide all kinds of help and protection to the travelling large number of 
groups. The government of Union India and new Pakistan decided to provide help and 
protection to the refugees who were arranged themselves to travel by railways, by walk 
 
126 Interview with Pir Baksh, B-34/2 Bhatti Gate, Lahore, 5 May 2017. See also, interview with Haji 
Muhammad Jamil, 145/7G, Arshad Town, Mandi Bahuddin, 12 April 2017. Correspondence with the 
Prime Minister of India, File No. 14(3)/PMS/48, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1948. 
Evacuation of Refugees from east to West Punjab 1947, File No. 71/CF/47, National Documentation 
Wing, Islamabad, 1947. “Evacuation from East Punjab”, Civil and Military Gazette, 1 January 1948, pp. 
2. 
127 Interview with Umer Din, 67/3 ward no 5, Mandi Bahauddin, 24 April 2017. See also, Attack on 
Special Refugee Train at Kamoki Gujranwala District, File No. 101/CF/47, National Documentation 
Wing, Islamabad, 1947. Guards for the non-Muslim refugee trains, File No. 133/CF/47, National 
Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. “Train attack non-Muslim passengers misunderstanding leads 
six hours clash at Gujrat”, Civil and Military Gazette, 13 January 1948, pp. 12. 
128 The Journey of Pakistan, A Documentation on Refugees of 1947, Government of Pakistan, a 
compilation of National Documentation Wing, Cabinet Division, Islamabad, 1993. 
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on walking streets, by air services. It was decided that the 32 lac Muslim refugees would 
migrate to Pakistan and 18 lac refugees would migrate to Union India from East Punjab 
and West Punjab respectively by the date 31st December 1947.129 However, it was also 
decided that the military would participate in the operation of the migration in Punjab 
province. For this migration, the air services and railway services made available by 
both sides. It was the greatest migration in the history of the world.130  Furthermore, it 
was also announced that the respective governments would arrange shelter and food on 
the spot for the refugees. It was agreed that the Pakistan government would do an 
arrangement for the refugees of East Punjab and the Union Indian Government would 
do arrangement for the refugees of West Punjab.131 Both the historians and fiction 
writers need to play with the imagination, difference is only that job of historian is to 
make the picture true and the job of the novelist is to construct that type of picture which 
 
129 Refugees Problem in India and Pakistan, File No. DO 35/900, The National Archives, United 
Kingdom, 1958. See also, Problems of Refugees in Pakistan, File No. DO 35/8958, The National 
Archives, United Kingdom, 1960. Refugees in India, File No. DO 142/437, The National Archives, 
United Kingdom, 1948-1949. Guards for the non-Muslim refugee trains, File No. 133/CF/47, National 
Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. 
130 Refugees from India, File No. DO 196/470, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1965. See also, 
H.V. Seshadri, The Tragic Story of Partition, Bangalore: Sahitya Sindhu Prakashan, 1982, pp. 193. 
Interview with Aurangzeb, 78/3D Murtaza colony, Mandi Bahaudin, 12 April 2017. “MEO started 
evacuation”, Daily Dawn, 1 September 1947, pp. 6. Along with the caravan there were military soldiers 
who were with them during the whole journey. On that way caravan were not attacked by the mobs of 
Hindu or Sikh due to the military protection, but during the travelling they witnessed many dead bodies 
were scattered around everywhere in wells, rivers and fields. 
131 A Note on Rehabilitation, Proceeding and other Papers relating to Joint Refugee and Rehabilitation 
Council, File No. 803, National Archives, Islamabad, 1948, pp. 45. See also, Ministry of Refugees and 
Rehabilitation, File No. 262/PMS/48, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1948. Interview with 
Baland Khan, No 45/9 Mazang, Lahore, 5 May 2017. One appeal was also announced by the Pakistan 
Government and the Union Indian Government that no refugee would travel without military protection. 
It was also expected that 75000 refugees would migrate by both sides daily. By the month September in 
1947 more than 40 lac Hindus migrated from Pakistan to India, and more than 50 lakes Muslim migrated 
from India to Pakistan.  
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makes sense of any event. Historian on that basis has double task, he needs to create 
such picture of things that it really exists and for event that really happened.132 
 
4.7 Ethical Issues 
The most tragic thing in the partition violence was that, the kidnappings of women by 
both sides. The rapes on women were also serious thing in the partition violence. The 
forceful conversation took place by both sides. This ultimately gives the platform to the 
writers to write about the trauma and suffering of victim women. The stories written on 
that theme contain the tragic moment of women life. Many writers like Bisham Singh 
Bedi, Saadat Hasan Manto, Amrita Pritam, Krishan Chander wrote about the trauma of 
women during partition violence and during the recovery process. Literary work can be 
analyzed, interpreted, evaluated or described through the literary criticism. Critics 
based on linguistics and extralinguistic background, objectively structure the meaning 
of the work. For interpretation and evaluation, almost same criteria have been followed 
by the critics, so it is difficult to distinguished among them.133  
 
132 John Passmore, Narrative and Events, History and Theory, Vol. 26, No. 4, 1987, pp. 69-70. In every 
detail of the past, the picture that depicted by the historian is based on his imagination.  Thus, imagination 
changes the history into the human form category where history turn itself into fiction.  Historians need 
to make sure that the exercise of imagination has nothing to do with the destruction of the differences 
that history and literature have among them, if the writer of the fiction exercise the form of criticism 
which is not subject for them and that the historical fiction writers partially shares as their objectives. 
133 Anne Cluysenaar have the opinion that linguistic cannot be analyze individually, it is necessary to 
analyze it with all the relations of the work of art as unified communicative event, she present stylistics 
in the form of practical criticism. She said, “stylistics itself be regarded as a widening, not as a narrowing, 
of critical range, a tool to be used when the general critical context requires, in conjunction with other 
intrinsic methods of study, and with extrinsic approaches involving other disciplines such as psychology, 
history, politics, sociology”. Clyusyenaar approaches focus on context validation of linguistic features 
having the microcosm of the text, further it extended to social macrocosm. She mentioned that mere 
linguistic descriptive of text is only applicable on linguistics rather than stylistics. Such description has 
no criteria of selection as they depend on the receiver of communication. For stylistics, she used 
“exploration” instead of “analysis”, as she prefers “reader” comparative to “critics”, she focused more 
on perceptual comparative evaluation role of stylistics. She said for new awareness to language, linguistic 
theories, techniques and description has larger part to play. She quotes, “linguistics separated from much 
of general goings-on those features of repeated events which appears to be parts of a patterned process 
and handles them systematically by stating them by the spectrum of linguistics techniques so that it 
proceeds by a method rather like the dispersing of light of mixed waves inti a spectrum”.  Cluysenaar 
used that linguistic analysis is descriptive which proposed by scale and category grammar, this method 
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In 1947, the women and children kidnapped from India and Pakistan, refugees were 
homeless and in difficult condition. They were helpless. They were in the needs of 
home, clothes, food. The question of the education of the children of the refugees was 
unanswered and unending.134 Although, that, someone’s daughter was kidnapped by 
unknown, someone’s property was ruined, no one had the answer of tomorrow’s future. 
The seeds of this enemy ship of both communities were in the communal politics. 
Jinnah was firm on his opinion that the Muslims and the Hindus could not live in one 
nation.135 Before independence, Jinnah was always stating the need of partition for 
separate Muslim nation Pakistan. He always had done that kind appeal to British rulers 
to divide India and transfer power to two separate nation.136 
 
 
is derived from the theories of J.R Firth and M.A.K Halliday. The positivity of these theories is that they 
are formal and contextual meaning, they described grammatical, lexical and metrical patterns which is 
helpful to understand the meaning of text. Other stylistics scholars are Chatman, Halliday, Jakobson, 
Leech, Levin, Ohman and Sinclair. 
134 “750 kidnapped women recover from Delhi”, Civil and Military Gazette, 18 September 1947, pp. 7. 
See also, Pakistan Ministry of Refugees and Rehabilitation, File No. 262/PMS/48, National 
Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1948. Important Resolution approved in the meeting of the Provincial 
Anjuman Mohajireen, File No. FJ-447 Fatima Papers, National Archives, Islamabad,1954. Petition 
against the unfair Allotments, File No. FJ-454 Fatima Jinnah Papers, National Archives, Lahore, 1954. 
A note on the work done by the Punjab Government, Ministry of Refugees and Rehabilitation, File No. 
128/CF/48, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1948. 
135 Interview with Dr. Nasima Rehman, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. See 
also, Lahore Resolution, File No. F-1099 Jinnah Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1940. 
Information Fortnightly Appreciation, IOR/L/I/1/665, British Library, London, 1947. “Section 93 in 
Punjab, situation demand immediate action, Governor tells League leader”, The Pakistan Times, 6 March 
1947, pp. 1.  
136 Ian Talbot and Gurharpal Singh, The Partition of India, New Delhi: Cambridge University Press India 
Pvt. Ltd., 2009, pp. 70. See also, Interview with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C 
University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. Transfer of Power and Papers leading up to India, IOR/L/I/1/768, 
British Library, London, 1947. “Two free dominions are born, Indian Bill becomes Act”, The Pakistan 
Times, 29 July 1947, pp. 1. Moreover, it is sorrowful thing that the leadership of Indian different 
communities was in the limit of the boundaries of own community and religion. Everyone had the worry 
and tension of the protection of own community and own religion. For that they did the best job. In taking 
care of the protection of own community and own religion these community and religion became in the 
oppose of the progress of the other community and religion.  Each one developed one kind of fear of the 
strength of other community, this happened from the beginning, then one community became suspicious 
about other. It resulted into the development of the enemy ship between each other. It continued from 
the beginning of the freedom struggle movement. 
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Then, when time of independence came, that time their communal fury against each 
other was on the highest pitch. It resulted the communal riots and finally the partition 
of the country.137 Partition of British India on one side gave independence to two 
different nationalities, who for their independence struggle hard but on the same time 
it was a tragic event.138 Both the communities had thirst of blood for each other, hatred 
among them were at its peak. Both the communities showed inhumanity towards them, 
their easy targets were women and children. The savagery was at its extreme, they were 
killing the people blindly. They only wanted to kill people no matter who was in front 
of them, it was too cruel in its nature.139 
 
Additionally, writer here depict such situation by using the tool of symbolization. For 
complex linguistics they use the term “ambiguity” which shows their impressionistic 
nature. Beside this, in the study of literature they admired the contribution of linguistics. 
New critics with their primary attention to the text focused more on meaning of the text 
rather than the linguistic code hidden in the text, they focused more on use of 
 
137 Talbot and Singh, The Partition of India, pp. 79. See also, Riots in Bombay 1946-47, File No.  F-100 
Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1947. Interview with Dr. Shaista Hameed Khan, 
Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. “Injustice will lead to civil war, Muslim 
majority areas must be included in Pakistan”, The Pakistan Times, 22 July 1947, pp. 9. 
138 Interview with Muhammad Shabir, 45/ 1C Mazang, Lahore, 5 May 2017. See also, Interview with 
Hameeda Bibi, Mong Village, Mandi Bahauddin, 13 April 2017. Daily Reports of the Events 1946, File 
No. F-1128 Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1946. Sir Jenkins to Lord 
Mountbatten, Report No. 697, National Documentation Wing, 14 July 1947. During the first half of July 
Lahore and Amritsar cities have been considerably quieter; but the trouble is still smoldering and might 
flare up again at any time. On 10th July there was a serious incident at the North Western Railway 
Workshops. A bomb or cracker exploded outside a Sikh canteen and there was an immediate free fight 
in which knives were used. It is not certain whether the original explosion hurt anyone at all; in the fight 
eight persons were killed and 35 were injured, including 32 Sikhs, two Hindus and one Muslim. many 
arrests have been made. 
139 Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. See also, 
Interview with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. 
Communal Problem and Solution, File No. F-1107A Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, 
Islamabad, 1947. “Partition of Punjab and Bengal not a local problem”, The Pakistan Times, 22 July 
1947, pp. 4. 
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language.140 Halliday illustrates the descriptive method which can be applied for the 
analysis of literary text. His focus is not on the interpretation or aesthetic evaluation of 
the text but about the revelation and precise description of the features of the language. 
Halliday and Hassan for the analysis give tool of semantic resources of language which 
generate ideas to create text. They mention it as tie, and established five types named 
reference, substitution, ellipsis, conjunction and lexical cohesion. It is very useful as “it 
defines the concerns of cohesive analysis, establishing terminology and serves as a 
reference point for future publications on the subject”.141  Following the pattern a 
stylistics analysis can be developed. 
 
There were two major divisions of the Indian society on the eve of the independence of 
1947, the Hindu community and the Muslim community. It proved very tragic because 
these major communities fought for a long period of four years from 1946 to 1950. 
Before independence two years and after independence two years, the Hindu and the 
Muslim communities were fighting communal riots on the name of partition and 
 
140 Thorne, J.P, Stylistics and the Teaching of Literature, London: Longman, 1975, pp. 56. New critics 
with their use of language and how it functions, starts a new approach called stylistics. Stylistics attempt 
to render the first part of literary criticism, i-e, looking at the linguistic construct as such, as scientific an 
affair as possible. Modern critics starts to take interesting in linguistic criticism when Harnold Whitehall 
gives a statement that no science can go beyond mathematics; no criticism can go beyond its linguistics. 
On this approach Fowler comment, an overstated, programmatic assertion about technical apparatus in 
criticism which makes some sense.  Whitehall have the view that linguistics and criticism is essential for 
each other, for him, criticism is independent field of knowledge whereas linguistic is indispensable aid 
to it. 
141 Halliday, M.A.K, The Linguistics Study of Literary Text, Boston: Roughton, 1976, pp. 217-223. In 
the view of Widdowson, stylistics behave like a mediation between two discipline, he tried to show it in 
language and literature. He argued that, stylistics is not a discipline nor a subject but a mean to relate 
discipline and subject. He claims that, stylistics can serve as a mean whereby literature and Language as 
subject can be process of gradual approximation move towards both linguistics and literary criticism, 
and a mean whereby these disciplines can be pedagogically treated to yield different subjects.  Literature 
is a language which is evidently be analyzed. Modern critics set it as presupposition as it does not need 
to be as assumption peculiar to linguistic criticism. Modern linguistic and new criticism is text centered, 
they both follow analysis, close reading and accuracy in the usefulness of description. 
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migration.142 Therefore, in this period the sectarian groups in both communities were 
formed and continued the game of the blood-baths after independence and partition 
also. Although, it is a tragic story in the history of the modern world.143 
 
Hence, beside the violence against women other theme is the separation of people who 
lived together for centuries generation after generation, to leave the ancestral place and 
became the enemies of their own neighborhood became another theme to write on 
partition trauma. The whole Indian society was divided as the Hindu community and 
the Muslim community for communal riots and civil war. Then, further months were 
communally serious. The riots and killings were unending. The political decisions were 
being taken by the authority.144 It was on 3rd June 1947 when plan for the partition of 
India was announced by the British Prime Minister in the parliament of Britain. Here 
in India Viceroy Lord Mountbatten also announced the same plan on same date on All 
India Radio. Although, it brought unending killings in the whole country, by the 
announcement of 3rd June plan of partition of the country the armed Muslim sectarian 
groups of youngsters did attacks on many villages in Amritsar district of Punjab.145 
 
142 Copies of Confidential Review of Events in Pakistan compiled by Commonwealth Relation, Mss Eur 
D 1033/15, British Library, London, 1948. See also, Events in India and Pakistan, File No. FO 
371/69740, The National Archives, 1948. Interview with Dr. Harvinder Singh Bhatti, Sociology 
Department Punjabi University, Patiala, India, 23 February 2019. Refugee and Rehabilitation, File No. 
F-1250 Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1947. Evacuation of Refugees from East 
to West Punjab 1947, File No. 71/CF/47, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. 
143 Talbot, The Partition of India, pp. 83. See also, Interview with Dr. Kalyan Singh, Punjabi Department 
G.C University, Lahore, 7 February 2019. “Special Military command for Punjab, Joint measures to 
maintain peace during change-over”, The Pakistan Times, 25 July 1947, pp. 1. 
144 Interview with Muhamad Yousaf, 34/7 Bhatti Gate, Lahore, 6 May 2017. See also, Communal 
Disturbance in India, File No. DO 142/24, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. Evacuation 
of Refugees from east to West Punjab 1947, File No. 71/CF/47, National Documentation Wing, 
Islamabad, 1947. “1,000,000 Muslims cross over to West Punjab till 10 September”, Daily Dawn, 14 
September 1947, pp. 1.  
145 Preparation for Transfer of Power, File No. FO 371/63533, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 
1947. See also, Transfer of Power and Papers leading up to India, IOR/L/I/1/768, British Library, 
London, 1947. Interview with Muhammad Muslam, North Mazang, Lahore, 5 May 2017. To control the 
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After 13th of June the communal killings were being continued in the cities Lahore, 
Gudgaon, Kanpur, Calcutta, Mumbai, Multan, Banaras, New Delhi, Ahmadabad and 
many others in the whole country. These communal attacks and riots were organized 
and planned. It was not spontaneous madness; it collapsed the whole administration. In 
the organization and planning of this communal violence there were politicians, police, 
soldiers, railway employees and many others. 
 
 4.8 Conclusion 
All partition’s aspects that how it influenced on the families that made them separated 
and divided, friendships underwent separated across the borders, trauma of partition 
affected people, rehabilitation process in new land with limited resources, need to settle 
down physically and mentally, the experience of displacement and trauma affect their 
lives in such a way that they could not fully understand about their future life in a new 
city, village or town, their settlements, a little of all these were found little in written 
history. Mostly the experiences of trauma can be got and understood by different means 
like literature, fiction, historical and political representations, to remember the event is 
as much important as how people recall that event. The question that how the event 
transferred to us has much importance but beside this the important thing is how many 
histories the event produced.  
 
 
situation in Banaras, the curfew of 48 hours was announced.  In Madura of Madras State, 7 innocent 
people were killed. On the 6th June there was 35 hours’ curfew in Bombay (now Mumbai) city of 
Maharashtra.  The communal condition of Gurgaon district was very serious. But there were not enough 
Military soldiers to control the killers and rioters. Then the communal condition of Bombay city became 
worst. The police administration had imposed the curfew of 59 hours. In Lahore city, there was 48 hours’ 
curfew. In Bihar, a public fine was ordered on many villages for the offence of communal riots. 
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Literature being the important component of history gives many themes to literature 
which are originated from the social, political, cultural, economic perspective of the 
society. All the above mentioned approaches show that in literature important thing is 
the language of the text, which must be written in clear and accurate words, text shows 
the personal experiences of the writer towards the social and cultural values of the 
societies, or it can also depict his psychological state if there is use of the degree of 
imagination, language can depict the scenario of the time in which it produced or 
received. The reader if read the text in the far era comparative to writer’s time, it shows 
that the text and the language is outstanding, which is totally the writer’s capability. 
 
The collection of memories either collective, individual, historical or familial gave us 
the reality of partition and this is how the history transferred which reveals the 
underside of the history. All these collections of memories were the good source for the 
writers of that time to write stories on these issues. Beside the political perspective 
many writers wrote stories on these critical issues that were faced by the people during 
migration and violence, many of them write stories in which partition was not the 
central theme but they include partition as an event. One single event changed and 
disturbed the lives of the people, they lost their everything behind at their ancestral 




LITERARY DISCOURSE ON SOCIAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL AND 
ETHICAL THEMES 
5.1 Introduction 
During the riots, women were the most effected part of the society. They were brutally 
targeted just for the sake of revenge, nobody bothers how they felt after been targeted, 
how they felt when they jump into the well to save their dignity, how they felt when 
they were taking poison. Men of both communities Hindu and Muslim targeted women 
to show their superiority over them by degrading their women and girls. On all these 
realities and facts, writers wrote many stories, which show the pain of suffer. Although 
partition in general was accompanied by a huge wave of violence, the atrocities against 
women were probably the most horrible ones. This is important because history is 
always written by men, and normally, women’s perspectives does not been come at 
front. This gap should be overcome, and more objective version of history should be 
attained. 
 
In the culture of sub-continent primary role of women is to be as mother, or the concept 
of motherhood directly related to women, as she symbolizes home for a family. In 
Indian culture land of a country is also consider as motherhood, it refers as “Bharatmata 
or Mother India” so land is seen as metaphorical mother, which is now been divided 
with the creation of Pakistan. Most of the people especially Hindu community did not 
want this division, as to divide mother among the children is not possible. This division 
creates violence and women who is seen as the dignity of a family, a nation humiliated 
brutally. The body of the women were branding with the religion tattoos and then 
paraded naked in front of the worship places, this is a double-edged attack, first is to 
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humiliate the women, her honor, after this she was considered as sinful and second was 
the humiliation of religion. 
 
Women who was meant for purity, was now no purer in herself and she also 
metaphorically related as a one who safeguards the religion. In both ways she was 
humiliated during the violence of partition of India. Abduction and raping were the 
common one tool for this humiliation. It declared women as objects of men, officials 
and countries and they had to obey them. Menon and Bhasin criticize this conduct: “It 
were generally assumed that all abducted women were victims, being held captive, and 
wanted nothing more than to be restored to their original families as soon as possible”. 
Of course, we should remind ourselves that these cases were the “worst case scenarios”. 
Sometimes women were also grateful that they were recovered and sent back to their 
paternal families. 
 
5.2 Rajinder Singh Bedi’s Lajwanti 
Lajwanti1 is the short story written by Rajinder Singh Bedi,2 his story portrays the 
period of partition and this one is regarded as Urdu classic and published in 1956. Here 
Lajwanti name also function as metaphor for the feminine docility that like the pure 
 
1 Lajwanti – the touch me not plant whose leaves fold up on touches. 
2 Rajinder Singh Bedi was born in 1 September 1915 in Sialkot district of Pakistan. He was an Indian 
Urdu writer of the progressive writer’s movement. He was famous for his work on tales of partition of 
India, his all education was in Urdu. His famous short story Lajwanti is from one of his short stories 
collection Land of five rivers, that was published in 1956. His first collection of short stories, Daan-O-
Daam (The Catch), featuring his prominent story “Garam Coat” (Warm Coat) was published in 1940. In 
1942, he published his second collection of short stories, Grehan (The Eclipse). In 1943, he joined 
Maheshwari Films, a small Lahore film studio, although after one and half years he returned to All India 
Radio and was posted to Jammu, where he worked until 1947, and became the Director of Jammu and 
Kashmir Broadcasting Service. By the time of partition Rajinder Singh Bedi had published numerous 
shorter stories and had made a name for himself as a prolific writer. His Urdu novel, Ek Chadar Maili 
Si, translated into English as I Take This Woman, received the Sahitya Akademi Award in 1965. The 
book was later translated into Hindi, Kashmiri and Bengali. His later collections of short stories were 
Kokh Jali and Apne Dukh Mujhe Dedo and a collection of plays, Saat Khel.  
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leaves of the tree, that also named as Lajwanti. The story is an articulatory example of 
identity of misrepresentation as the very existence of Lajwanti is entangled in the Indian 
ideal of women as a “Devi”. The story is about Sunder Lal and Lajwanti, both were 
husband and wife, Lajwanti had been abducted during the riots. He was worried about 
his wife, he tried hard to find her, but in vain. Bedi portrays it as, “he had made his 
effort hard but there is a big loss written in his fate. He then put his personal sorrow 
separate by plunging himself for the social services of humanity”.3 
 
After being his wife abduction, he observed too many people around him who did not 
own their abducted women and refused to take them back to their homes, just because 
these women were not pure now, they lost their dignity and respect. Suddenly, he was 
surprised when he found Lajwanti was back. Her unexpected return to home gave a 
new turn in the story. Sunder Lal was shocked when he saw his wife in the Muslim 
dressing, but still he showed his willingness to take her home unlike to other men’s 
behavior.4 
 
3 Rajinder Singh Bedi, Lajwanti, New Delhi: Lotus Collection, 1995, pp. 127. See also, Promulgation of 
an Ordinance for the Recovery of Abducted Person, Ministry of Relief and Rehabilitation, File No. 
84/CF/47, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, April 1949. Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu 
Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. The concept of hegemonic masculinities has been 
ingrained as the norms that situate men’s authority over the women. John Tosh points out that the term 
implies control and often oppression providing a framework for placing men in relation to women. 
Certain attributes of hegemonic masculinity seem to be quite enduring such as physical strength, practical 
competence, sexual performance, and protecting and supporting women. The most significant kinds of 
sexual torture perpetrated on women, that goes in hand with ethnic conflicts, are rape and abduction. It 
is seen as a universal male tendency towards violence against women along with being a trope to enact 
control. While discussing rape as a tool of sexual violence during war and conflict moments. 
4 Interview with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. 
See also, Interview with Dr. Nayyer, History Department G.C University Lahore, 6 February 2019. Bedi, 
at the very onset quiet successfully upholds the softer side of a man, his feelings and emotions that 
challenges the very idea of hegemonic masculinity, generally picturing men as beings bereft of emotions 
and softness. Sunderlal, in this story is as vulnerable and palpable as his wife Lajwanti and any other 
women. He is often struck with guilt on how he had many a times abused and mal-handled Lajwanti just 
by the way she sat, her physical appearance or the way she served him food. Bedi gives us the accounts 
of Sunderlal and Lajo’s marital life which was often adequately garnished with domestic violence. He 
also draws their characterizable traits, he uses words such as naive, tender, mercurial while describing 
Lajo, and tough, well built, cruel to describe Sunderlal. The character of Sunderlal conforms without a 
doubt to the notions of hegemonic masculinity. 
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Beside this, Bedi draws belaboring comparisons between the conjugal pair of Sunder 
Lal and Lajwanti with that depicted in Ramayana. Lajo’s character is created parallel 
to the Sita, as they both were abducted by their enemy. On the other hand, Sunder Lal 
and Lord Ram have perceivable contrast which can be observed as Sunder Lal is more 
courageous, that he accepted his wife after being abducted and after visualizing whole 
scenario.5 
 
Moreover, Lajwanti here portrays the true experiences of partition that is exchanged of 
abducted women and most important of them is the psychological effect on those 
women who treated kindly by their husbands when they were rescued. In addition, it 
also explains the bipolar ideologies that were exercised on the same issue by different 
groups. Unlike Sunder Lal who treated his wife kindly and he was in favor of the 
acceptance of such women who were abducted, whereas, other orthodox group practice 
the opposite point of view.6 According to them, such women should commit suicide or 
poison themselves rather than disgracing the honor of their families. In short, such 
 
5 Interview with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. 
See also, Interview with Dr. Zara, History Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. 
Dissipate the message within people of the locality, as well as confront Narain Baba who tried to use the 
story of Ramayana and the rejection of Sita by Rama when was she recovered from her abduction, so 
much so that his actions also triggered activist Mridula Sarabhai to organize the exchange of women 
between the borders to the newly formed nation states. Sunderlal longed to see his wife and his wish was 
granted soon enough. What we, as audience, having witnessed the change in Sunderlal’s character 
erstwhile, should expect is not just a rehabilitation but a genuine warm acceptance of Lajwanti with 
dignity and a rekindling of their love that suffered so much.  
6 Recovery of Abducted Women Announcement of the Pakistan Ordinance 1947, File No. 84/CF/47, 
National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. See also, Interview with Dr. Nasima Rehman, Urdu 
Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. Interview with Dr. Kalyan Singh, Punjabi 
Department G.C University, Lahore, 7 February 2019. This situation would again provide a scope for 
the man to show his potential power of protection, leading to a possibility of recovery of that woman to 
a full bloom soon. Especially, during the communal riots, this could perhaps also create a possible 




women were considered as burden to their families when they returned to their homes 
during recovery process.7 
 
Figure 5.1. Mahatma Gandhi Statement for women to safe their honour in 1946 Riots8 
The story comes to a sad ending instead of happy ending, Sunder Lal did not allow his 
wife to talk about her experiences, he did not even allow her to confess. Beside this he 
gave her a full respect, he called her Devi, but not accept her as his wife. This is the 
most point of sorrow in the story, she was victim during partition riots, she was 
abducted by the mob from her own house. Being the representative of patriarchal 
society Sundar Lal once again became weaken. When violence got started, at that time 
 
7 Interview with Fateh Muhammad, 112/F Shalmi, Lahore, 8 May 2017. See also, Women Relief 
Committee, File No. F-572 Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1947. Supplement to 
the list of Muslim Abducted Women and Children in India and Jammu and Kashmir, Punjab Archives, 
Lahore, 1954. Lajwanti has experienced the touch and curl phenomenon. Although she has grown 
physically healthier, she is emotionally struck down by the contagion of partition evil and in Sunderlal’s 
heart she has virtually (or viciously) become an Untouchable, after all. 




most of the people were trying to move at safe place. When mob attacked on their 
houses or caravan, people got scattered, they targeted to kill men and were trying to 
kidnap women. Hardly any of the kidnapped women succeed to come back, luckily if 
they found a way to dogg them and then safe their lives.9 
 
In addition, circumstances after partition totally changed as they were before. An area 
near to Delhi there were 202 people who were injured in communal clash and many 
were killed.10 Moreover, this was not happened at the first, in previous months they had 
same situation as, “seven immigrants killed, sequel to military firing on Muslims of 
Tezpur”.11 Moreover, this is how the people in the era of pre-partition time suffered, 
the pain they bear was terrible, the situation was too critical at that time, safety of life 
was not guaranteed. Everywhere was the situation of uncertainty, people were not able 
 
9 Interview with Muhammad Muslam, North Mazang, Lahore, 5 May 2017. See also, Police Abstract of 
Intelligence Punjab, File No. 36 Para 595, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. The influx 
of Muslim refugees with horrified tales of atrocities committed in the Eastern Punjab made the situation 
very tense in most of the districts in West Punjab. The situation in the rural areas of Lahore is worse in 
the next week of independence. The situation in Sialkot which was showing distinct signs of 
improvement took a turn for the worse on the arrival of the border refugees from Gurdaspur districts and 
Sikh-Muslim clashes occurred in the police station of Phillaura and Narowal. 
10 “Communal Clash in Delhi”, The Eastern Times, 17 June 1947, pp. 6. See also, Police Abstract of 
Intelligence Punjab, File No. 23 Para 405, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. The situation 
in Punjab province is worsened as a result of the outbreak of the hostilities in Gurgaon district and the 
continued deterioration in Amritsar city, coupled with the apprehension that the outcome of the June 
conference would result in a widespread outbreak, has necessitated the proclamation of the entire 
province as a disturbed area. There have been incidents. Particularly of Arson, in the Hoshiarpur district. 
Incidents too have occurred in Gujranwala city where the situation has deteriorated.  
11 “Immigrants killed in Tezpur”, The Eastern Times, 21 May 1947, pp. 4. See also, Police Abstract of 
Intelligence Punjab, File No. 21 Para 369, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. The serious 
communal disturbance reported on 24th May, the attack by 15 or more persons believed to be Sikhs, 
armed with rifles and bombs, both crude and of military manufacture, in the early hours of 24th May on 
the inhabitants of Rasulpura, a Muslim locality in the jurisdiction of P.S Sadar, was clearly to a program. 




to trust those who at once were their dear ones. The trauma effected every strata, person 
and gender of society.12 
 
Aftermath of partition came as the result of missing and unprotected women.  This issue 
has two categories, first category includes single women who were dislocated, homeless 
or impoverished and widows, while second category includes those women who were 
either separated from their families during migration or kidnapped or taken as hostage 
by their rival communities.13 The figures of women abducted range from 80,000 to 
150,000, depending on the variety of statistics.14 In one of her articles, Butalia 
compared various sources and gave a precise figure as around 33,000 Hindu and Sikh 
women were abducted in Pakistan, and around 21,000 Muslim women were abducted 




12 Interview with Dr. Zahid Mehmood, Urdu Department Islamia College, Lahore, 27 March 2017. See 
also, Communal Problem and Solution, File No. F-1107A Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, 
Islamabad, 1947. “Two days of Rioting in Lahore”, Pakistan Times, 6 March 1947, pp. 8. Police Abstract 
of Intelligence Punjab, File No. 14 Para 207, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. The 
leading politicians representing the three major communities in the Punjab appear to all intents and 
purposes to have concluded that a civil war is evitable. No one has made the slightest effort to suggest a 
peaceful approach and the campaign of vilification and preparation for war continues apace. 
13 Butallia, Urvashi, Abducted and Widowed Women: Questions of Sexuality and Citizenship During 
Partition, New Delhi: OUP, 1997, pp. 90-106. See also, Recovery of Abducted Women Announcement 
of the Pakistan Ordinance 1947, File No. 84/CF/47, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. 
“Hell let loose on Muslim: Women Abducted, Cash Looted”, Daily Dawn, 19 September 1947, pp. 7. 
14 Forbes, Geraldine, Women in Modern India, Cambridge: CUP, 1996, pp. 224. See also, Copies of 
Confidential Review of Events in Pakistan compiled by Commonwealth Relation, Mss Eur D1033/15, 
British Library, London, 1948. Recovery of Abducted Women Announcement of the Pakistan Ordinance 
1947, File No. 84/CF/47, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. 
15 Menon on the other hand states that the official estimate of the number of abducted women was placed 
at 50,000 Muslim women in India and 33,000 non-Muslim women in Pakistan. See also, Supplement to 
the list of Muslim Abducted Women and Children in India and Jammu and Kashmir, Punjab Archives, 
Lahore, 1954. See also, “Abducted Women being Detained in East Punjab”, Daily Dawn, 11 November 




List of the abducted women from parts of East Punjab16 
S.No Information of Abducted Women Information of their Abductors 
1 Amanate, age 11 years, d/o Ibrahim. 
r/o village Gharkan, Teh. Samrala, 
Distt. Ludiana. 
Rakha, Jhiwar Military pensioner, 
r/o village Raotan, Chamkaar, Distt. 
Ambala. 
2 Anwari, age 16 years, d/o Ghulum 
Baksh, r/o village Siswan, The. 
Kharar, Distt. Ambala. 
Murli, sweeper, a Railway 
employee at Ambala Cantt. 
3 Bashira, age 10 years, d/o Abdul 
Majid Lohar, r/o village Nawarsi 
Ladwa, Distt. Karnal. 
Khushi Ram, r/o village Khanpura, 
Mukana, Distt. Ambala. 
4 Bashiran, age 8 years, d/o Dulla 
Ditta, r/o village Nurpur, Distt. 
Hoshiarpur. 
Kept by an oldwoman called 
Maharaj at Jain Mandir, Nalagarh, 
Distt. Ambala. 
5 Jannate, age 20 years, d/o Ibrahim, 
w/o Ghaus Muhammed, r/o village 
Gharkan, The. Rajpura, Patiala state. 
Ganja Singh, police constable, then 
posted at P.S Bilarpur, Distt. 
Ambala. 
6 Hantfan, age 35 years, d/o Abdul 
Majid Khan, r/o village Banur, Teh. 
Rajpura, Patiala state. 
Abducted by mob between Morabu 
and Kurali camp, Distt. Ambala. 
7 Aisha Bibi, age 45 years, d/o Gauhar 
Khan Pathan, r/o village Aghwan 
Dera Namak, Distt. Gurdaspur, w/o 
Nathe Khan Pathan, r/o village 
Unhan, Distt. Amritsar. 
Abducted by mob from village 
Unhan, The. Ajnala, Distt. 
Amritsar. 
8 Ghulam Fatima, age 46 years, d/o 
Jalal din, r/o village Sachhwind, w/o 
Allah Bakhsh, r/o village Sarian, The. 
Ajnala, Distt. Amritsar. 
Tejh Singh & Bahadur Singh, s/o 
Bhagat Singh, r/o village Bhandi 
Aulakh Khurd, Patti Ahadadian, 
The. Ajnala, Distt. Amritsar. 
9 Kharian, age 30 years, d/o Nabi 
Bakhsh Rajput, r/o Karian Sirhali, 
Distt. Amritsar, w/o Sharif Rajput, r/o 
village Chakyan Makhu, Distt. 
Ferozepure. 
Abducted by a mob from Makhu 
Distt. Ferozepure. 
10 Karam Bibi, d/o Abdul Haq r/o 
village Kamalpur Jagraon, w/o Pir 
Bakhsh, Mochi, r/o village Maddoke 
Mehna, Distt. Ferozepure. 
Dalip Singh @Dipu, Sikh, r/o 
village Maddoke Mehna, Distt. 
Ferizepure. 
Source: Punjab Archives, Lahore. 
 
 
16 Supplement to the list of Muslim Abducted Women and Children in India and Jammu and Kashmir, 
complied by Government of Pakistan, Punjab Archives, Lahore,1954. 
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5.3 Amrita Pritam’s Pinjar 
Pinjar17 was Amrita Pritam’s18 renowned novel in which she created the outstanding 
character of Puro. In this novel, she tried to portray the extreme of existing fate which 
women must accept at any condition. In her novel she also reveals the savagery and 
cruelty of human towards women during the violence of partition. Amrita Pritam in 
Pinjar also portray the two aspects of partition, one is dislocation and other is violence. 
The story covers up the period of 1935 to 1947. Pinjar is the dark narratives of the 
abduction of women that occurred cross-religiously during partition, it is set on the 
division of India and Pakistan, that revealing the horrified consequences on the women 
even in the tense condition of that time.19 
 
Amrita Pritam in this short novel brings agony and the pain of thousands of abducted 
young women and girls who went through this tragic event during 1947. Marriage, 
which is a social license to every woman, was dogma to her, for her love and intellectual 
being a pair has much importance than the social sanction and its rituals. Therefore, her 
novel is the voice of the pain and anguish of such women. The name of the novel depicts 
 
17 Pinjar is the cage. 
18 Amrita Pritam was born on 31 August 1919 at Gujranwala British India and died on 31 October 2005 
at Delhi at the age of 86, she is considered as the first prominent women Punjabi poet, novelist, and 
essayist, she wrote in both Punjabi and Hindi language. She wrote 100 books which included poetry, 
fiction, biographies, essays and collection of Punjabi folk songs, she was equally loved by both sides of 
the border. On her behalf there are 28 novels, 18 anthologies of prose, five collection of short stories and 
16 miscellaneous. Pinjar is also a award winning film based on her novel in 2003, Pinjar was first 
published in 1950 which is later translated by Khushwant Singh in English. 
19 Interview with Dildar Khan, 345/2 Bhatti gate, Lahore, 6 May 2017. See also, Interview with Dr. 
Harvinder Singh Bhatti, Sociology Department Punjabi University, Patiala, India, 23 February 2019. The 
issue of gendered violence in the communal riots that took place during the partition. This ethnic 
genocide witnessed two kinds of gender-based violence. Firstly, the violence inflicted on women by men 
of the opposite religious group that involved kidnapping, rape, and mutilation of the genitalia or public 
humiliation. The supposed aim of this kind of violence was to abase the men of the rival religion to which 
the women belonged. A second form of violence against women included the violence inflicted on 
women by their own family members. 
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the theme that deals with the pendulous soul bounded with chain screaming for equality 
in this phallocentric era. This novel is her own experiences of partition. Her character 
Puro depicts the boundaries of patriarchal societies and the limitations of territories, 
that how critically she accepted the reality that without her own choice she needs to 
stay in Pakistan.20 Indeed, it is the time when nationalism and territories boundaries 
were taken under the name of religious identity and then were brutally used. Amrita 
Pritam through her protagonist criticize the intermixing of religion with nation, and she 
also highlights the hypocrisy of patriarchal society including the border issues 
challenges.21 
 
Puro a Hindu girl is the protagonist of the story, who got abducted by a Muslim man of 
neighboring village, and how she chooses to stay in that area which became part of 
Pakistan. After abduction her parents do not accepted her and forces her to return to 
Rashid who was her abductor. This is a story of humiliation of a woman, the novel 
Pinjar is a cry of the women in the prose form against the social abuse and their 
changing fates that they need to accept at any condition.22  It was painful that they 
 
20 Recovery of Abducted Women Announcement of the Pakistan Ordinance 1947, File No. 84/CF/47, 
National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. See also, Fortnightly Summaries related to Abducted 
Women and Children, File No. 18/CF/49 xii, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1949. Interview 
with Dr. Zahid Mahmood, Urdu Department Islamia College, Lahore, 27 March 2017. 
21 Communal Disturbance in India, File No. DO 142/24, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. 
See also, Arbitral Tribunal to deal with matters arising out of the Partition of India, File No. LCO 2/3234, 
The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. Riots in Bombay 1946-47, File No. F-100 Quaid-e-
Azam Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1947. The official history of partition abounds with similar 
figures and statistics, but after nearly seventy years of independence, there undoubtedly remain certain 
aspects that are usually left out of the grand narrative and which can only be found in memoirs and 
partition fiction. One of them is the aspect of nostalgia; the loss of homeland for millions who were 
violently uprooted and made to migrate to an unknown land that claimed to be their new country. Since 
the two countries divided citizens based on who was a Hindu/Sikh and who was a Muslim, all other 
aspects of one’s identity such as culture, language, local customs, etc. were shrouded by religious 
megalomania. The homeless refugees lost not only their motherland, but friendships were broken, bonds 
were severed, and the idea of home itself was altered. 
22 Proceedings of the conference of West Punjab Commissioners and Deputy Commissioners on 
Rehabilitations held on 17th, 18th and 19th February 1948 Pakistan-Punjab Refugee Council, File No. 
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forcibly live with the individuals whom they do not know, for that purpose sometimes 
they change their religion, when got rejected from their families then even they marry 
him and have children from their abductors.23 Importantly, in Amrita’s novel puro is 
not victimized on religious violence basis, though she remained scared, puro bravely 
accept her new identification and lives her life accordingly, she remembers her past but 
try to overcome it with the demands of new challenges. She offers herself as an example 
to those whose lives are menaced, her story almost ends on a happy note. This novel is 
an influential source of a narrative.  
 
As the story unveils the inner psychology of a suppressed woman is clearly reflected, 
“The sky was colorless grey. Puro sat on her haunches with a sack spread beneath her 
feet. She was selling peas. She pressed open a pod and pushes out the row of peas with 
her finger. A slimy little slug stuck to her thumb. She felt as if she had stepped into a 
cesspool, she ground her teeth, flicked off the slug and rubbed her hand between her 
knees. Puro stared at the three heaps in front of her, the empty husks, the pods, and the 
 
15461, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1948. See also, Interview with Dr. Zahid Mahmood, Urdu Department 
Islamia College, Lahore, 27 March 2017. “Steps for Refugees Rehabilitation”, Civil and Military 
Gazette, 7 August 1947, pp. 6. Pritam shows woman second place in society. She also shows that woman 
has the limited authority to decide. Here author shows another evil aspect of woman with woman. Author 
shows that whenever woman crosses her boundaries, she becomes a black sheep. Her community as well 
as her family never accepts her again. She has no place in her family and the society. Every family 
member and society people hate her. In Hindu society, we see the instance about this situation. 
23 Promulgation of an Ordinance for the Recovery of Abducted Persons, Ministry of Relief and 
Rehabilitation, File No. 84/CF/47, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, April 1949. See also, 
Interview with Dr. Nasima Rehman, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. “750 
Kidnapped women Recovered”, Civil and Military Gazette, 18 September 1947, pp. 1. Narrator shows 
the horrible picture through above quotation. During partition several women were badly suffered from 
mental depression. This event hurt and breaks the lines of madness of human. Majorly young girl was a 
target of an apostate. Narrator suggests that such experience badly hurt women during partition. 
Victimized women totally lost their consciousness and committed suicide.  
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pods she had shelled. She put her hand on her heart and stared off into space. She felt 
as if her body was a pea-pod inside which she carried a slimy white caterpillar”.24 
 
Amrita in her novel represents thousands of women who at the time of war suffer the 
most, either in the form of raped, murdered, abduction, tortured, or die.25 Pinjar not 
only talks about partition time, it reflects the scenario of India during partition time that 
how women suffer. It portrays the period when women cannot raise their own voice, 
they must obey the patriarchal society, so in this way they also got victim.26 Puro 
represents those women who are disowned by their close relations many times. Puro’s 
parents refuses to own her and asked her to go back from where she came, as it is now 
a moment of shame for them to accept her not even now but in the whole remaining 
life, her father helplessly begs her that he has two more daughters who are still single 
if he accepts her than nobody will come to marry them.27 This shows the disgusting 
reality of this man-made society due to which parents who protect their child like a 
tender flower, after such incidents feel ashamed even to accept them.  
 
24 Amrita Pritam, Pinjar, New Delhi: Hind Pocket Books, 2003, pp. 65. See also, Interview with Dr. 
Saadat Syed, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. However, Puro was victimized 
in different way, she was targeted because of the misdeeds that was committed by her ancestor, in the 
rivalry of two families she was not more than a pawn. She breaks down in front of her husband Rashid, 
and asked him “why have you punished me for what has been done to your ancestors?”  yet puro was not 
weak person, moaning character, rather she is mentally strong, brave and determined. 
25 Fortnightly Summary for the Period ending at 30 September 1955, File No. 10/CF/55 xvi, National 
Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1955. Women’s Refugees Rehabilitation Association, File No. FJ-579 
Fatima Jinnah Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1947. “Abducted Persons’ Recovery Borstal 
converted to Women Home”, Civil and Military Gazette, 14 January 1948, pp. 8. 
26 Interview with Pram Lal Mehta, Delhi, India, 25 January 2019. See also, Fortnightly Summaries related 
to Abducted Women and Children, File No. 18/CF/49 xii, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 
1949. “Abducted Women Career Safed in India”, Civil and Military Gazette, 23 March 1948, pp. 8. 
27 Interview with Muhammad Hanif Bhatti, Urdu Department Islamia College, Lahore, 27 March 2017. 
See also, Recovery of Abducted person Refugee and Rehabilitation, File No. 23/CF/51 xiv, National 
Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1951. “Women Relief in west Punjab”, Civil and Military Gazette, 11 
January 1948, pp. 5. The novel shows that thousands of Sikh, Muslim and Hindu women were refused 
from many families to take back. It also shows the dark side of society during separation and shows that 
rescued woman chose to stay with their abductors and new families. 
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Amrita Pritam has also lively sketched an incident during partition, her another 
character Lajjo becomes victim of Muslim abductors due to which she loses her charm 
of living when puro saves her and gives her a hope by saving you will be sent back to 
your family then Lajjo refuses to go back as she gets abducted and no one now will 
accept her.28 Puro convinces her that now situation is different everyone has undergone 
the same suffering of pain, people now understand the situation as it is more sensitive 
currently. But puro cannot set her fate as she is setting Lajjo’s fate, but she is not 
mournful on that. She is enough more energetic and braver to take Lajjo out from the 
hands of her abductors. 
 
Another example in the novel about the sufferer of the agony of partition and communal 
riots is a Hindu girl who is kidnapped and seduced by nine different Muslim men on 
nine different dark nights.29 Each man raped her, used her physically and the very next 
morning threw her out. She is also saved by Puro who gives her shelter at her place to 
hide her from the cruel people who are waiting to satisfy their hunger of sexual urge 
even at the cost of killing somebody. Indeed, how lustful this patriarchal society is, to 
 
28 Interview with Akhtar Jameel, 67-D Lahori gate, Lahore, 7 May 2017. See also, Promulgation of an 
ordinance for the recovery of Abducted Persons, Ministry of Relief and Rehabilitation, File No. 
84/CF/47, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1949. “Welcome Restored Girls wrong to Discard 
them says Nehru”, Civil and Military Gazette, 18 January 1948, pp. 4. The writer puts a living soul into 
each of her character. The character Pooro and Lajjo is a fine example of it. The book shows that the 
history or religion playing havoc around women’s existence. Pinjar is an amazing chronicle of women’s 
life and times during the India-Pakistan partition. Pinjar is an account of conflicts between families, 
communities and nations which often brutally and mindlessly played out on the bodies and identities of 
women. 
29 Events in India and Pakistan, File No. FO 371/69740, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1948. 
See also, Fortnightly Summaries related to Abducted Women and Children, File No. 18/CF/49 xii, 
National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1949. “Abducted Girls”, Nawa-e-Waqat, 19 July 1948, pp. 
17. Interview with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. 
The novel vividly captured the trouble and misery death of woman. The scene of mad woman pregnant 
and her child-death show a dark side of partition. The conversion incidents of Pooro’s and mad woman 
child which badly explore the issue of identity. This story represents social principle of honor causes 
killing incident of woman. The author shows senseless society and unexpected result of partition. It 
represents the social behavior of people during departure in 1947. 
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show this Amrita picks up a mentally retarded character of a lady who does not have 
conscious for her body and other females always try to put clothes on her body.30 That 
poor lady is made pregnant by one concupiscent and bestial person and she then delivers 
and passes away with pain. Then Puro comes up reflects the strong character and she 
takes the baby and nourished him as her own child. 
 
Additionally, Rashid is a person who anguished forever by guilt. He truly loves Puro 
that’s why cannot face her because of his deeds. He is an unfortunate person who 
trapped in between his family’s honor and Puro’s love. When Puro asks him to recover 
Lajjo from her abductors, he thinks he gets a chance to vindication from all his 
misdeeds. In fact, the strongest part of Pinjar is the relationship of both Rashid and 
Puro. Initially she hates Rashid, as he is the person who ruins her whole life, but later 
she realizes that he is the only man who stands behind her in every moment of her life, 
after that she also starts loving him.31 Consequently, all female characters of Amrita 
Pritam’s Pinjar show us the picture of the deracinated and alienated women who have 
suffered a lot because of the norms and beliefs of the patriarchal society. Through Puro 
Amrita wants to convey this message that a girl whether Hindu or Muslim after 
suffering reaches back to her home and is accepted warmly, her soul has reached its 
 
30 Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. See also, 
Interview with Dr. Saadat Syed, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. “Recovery 
of Muslim Abducted Women”, Nawa-e-Waqat, 24 August 1948, pp. 5. Through in the novel, narrator 
portrait women as goddess who was source of joy, love and inspiration, but suffer with the stress and 
become a victim of lusty minded people. Author shows that female has attractive body which was always 
exploits by selfish society. Author shows the features of selfish and mentally sick society aptly. 
31 Interview with Dr. Nasima Rehman, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. See 
also, Interview with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 
2019. The novel also highlights the extreme violation of women. The people before partition were happy 
among each other, living unanimously and in humanity. The partition changed the minds of the people 
and in the fortnight became the enemies of each other. The people of both Hindu and Sikh at one side 
and Muslim on the other during these days the people abducts the women and force them to walk parade 
naked throughout the villages. 
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destination. Amrita was deluged by the destruction of women’s life, as they were 
dependent financially on their family’s male members. The women’s fate is just like an 
object, who has no feeling but needs to be handled delicately as we treat our precious 
articles.32 Amrita Pritam through her character’s emotion and tried to explain that the 
feelings which flourished in their heart was like the alien world which could not exist 
in this world. This different type of feeling touches the heart of the readers, the way she 
portrays is her literary experience. From all the experiences of her characters, we can 
move forward towards a simple life without creating any complications. 
 
Table 5.2 
Statistics of affected Women in West Punjab till 25 September 1947.33 
Sr. No Mode of Victimization No. of Women 
1 Killed 198,000 
2 Converted Religion 100,000 
3 Abducted 12,000 
4 Waiting for Evacuation 12,000 
Source: National Documentation Wing, Islamabad. 
 
32 Interview with Nusrat Bhatti, Urdu Department Islamia College, Lahore, 27 March 2017. See also, 
Sahir Ludhianvi, “Abducted Women”, Sawera, Lahore: Naya Idara, 1948. “Abducted Girls Recovery 
Campaign slows down”, The Pakistan Times, 13 August 1948, pp. 2. The novelist Amrita Pritam has 
portrayed the character of Puro as a masiah or an incarnation. Though Puro has gone through various 
pains and sufferings but stands as a support or light for other girls like Lajjo. At the very beginning she 
changes the mind of Rashid and he stands beside her to help the needy, suppressed and oppressed. She 
helps such grief stricken girls of the village exploited by both Hindu and Muslim families. By her service 
and sacrifice, Puro wins the heart of everyone. She forgets herself / her identity that she is a Puro or 
Hamida and her own life like a Skeleton. As a social reformer Puro socializes both the communities as 
easily as possible. Puro burns in rage when she hears the abduction of girls. Puro knows that such girls 
will be thrown out or forced into unwanted marriages and enslaved for the whole life like her. In her 
socializing activity she succeeds in locating Lajjo and rescues her from the abductor. Puro gets the first 
and last opportunity to return to India. Puro rejects the offer and accepts the fate. 
33 The Journey of Pakistan, A Documentation on Refugees of 1947, Government of Pakistan, a 
compilation of National Documentation Wing, Cabinet Division, Islamabad, 1993. 
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In different cities of Punjab, many girls and women were abducted, kidnapped or 
murdered (see table 5.1). At that time, recovery of abducted women was at its peak 
from Amritsar District 134 Muslim women were recovered.34 Similarly, seven Muslim 
abducted women were recovered and then handed over to the abductors again.35 In the 
exchange process of abducted women were carried out from the parts of East Punjab to 
West Punjab and vice versa.36 Additionally, this was how the terrible circumstances 
were faced by the people of that time, not only this, the unbearable pain was still with 
them. Even now when they recall their loved ones who missed during the partition and 
till now they do not have any information about them, they cry and tell their next 
generation about them, so these oral accounts tell us many things that we are not able 
to find in the paper sources. 
 
5.4 Manto’s Short Stories 
Under the topic of abducted women who were victimized during the riots of partition, 
Manto37 wrote “Anjan Bhikari”, “Sharifan”, “Khol Do” and “Khuda Ki Kasam”. All 
 
34 “Recovery of women from East Punjab”, The Pakistan Times, 3 August 1948, pp. 5. See also, 
Fortnightly Summaries related to Abducted Women and Children, File No. 18/CF/49 xii, National 
Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1949. Interview with Dr. Saadat Syed, Urdu Department G.C 
University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. 
35 “Seven Muslim Women handed over to Abductors”, The Pakistan Times, 1 September 1948, pp. 8. 
See also, Recovery of Abducted person Refugee and Rehabilitation, File No. 23/CF/51 xiv, National 
Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1951. Interview with Dr. Nayyer, History Department G.C University 
Lahore, 6 February 2019. 
36 “Every abducted girl will be restored”, The Pakistan Times, 22 July 1948, pp. 8. See also, Recovery 
of Abducted Women Announcement of the Pakistan Ordinance 1947, File No. 84/CF/47, National 
Documentation Wing, 1947. Interview with Dr. Zahid Munir, Head Urdu Department Oriental College 
Punjab University, Lahore, 7 February 2019. 
37 Saadat Hasan Manto was born on 11 May 1912 in Samrala India and died on 18 January 1955 at the 
age of 52 years, he spent most of his adult life in Bombay, where he worked as a journalist and a 
screenwriter. It is documented that he moved very reluctantly to Pakistan in 1948. He was Pakistani Urdu 
writer, and wrote 22 collections of short stories, five series of radio plays, three collections of essays and 
two collections of personal sketches. He was popularly known as for his short stories about the partition 
of India. When he published his partition fiction in the early 1950s, it was negatively received not just 
by right-wingers in Pakistan and India but also by progressive cultural critics who thought him 
voyeuristic, pornographic, and irreligious. Six times he was charge for obscenity, three times before and 
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these stories portray that there are women who face all the worse and brutal sides of 
any social or political mishap. The two stories “Khol Do” and “Khuda Ki Kasam” 
portray that how women faced the psychological trauma and horror of the partition. 
Statistics said that during partition riots its about 75,000 to 100,000 girls and women 
who were abducted, raped and kidnapped.38 
 
“Anjam Bekhair”39 is Manto’s short story published in 1947, in which Nasim Akhtar 
and Ustad Achhan Khan her dance teacher, they both moved together from her house 
and reached safely at Lahore. At that time mostly, people did not know the meaning of 
independence and migration, they did not know why this huge mass migration took 
place.40 They also did not know what was going to happen with their lives as they were 
completely ignorant of the propaganda and the political games, which in the words of 
Nasim shows clearly, “It is going to be Hindu Raj; they do not want any Muslim around 
 
three times after independence in 1947. Before partition for his stories Dhuan, Bu, and Kali Shalwar and 
after partition for stories Khol Do, Thanda Gosht and Uper Neeche Darmiyan.  
38 Bede Scott, Partitioning Bodies: Literature, Abduction and the State, Interventions, Vol 11, No. 1, 
2009, pp. 78. See also, Supplement to the list of Muslim Abducted Women and Children in India and 
Jammu and Kashmir, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1954. Interview with Dr. Zara, History Department G.C 
University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. The violent acts on women’s bodies were not targeted at them as 
individuals. In fact, women mutilated, and raped bodies were a way to send out a threat to the men of the 
religious group to which the women belonged. A woman’s body became a site where one group tried to 
prove its religious supremacy over the other. 
39 Anjam Bakhair was published in Manto Nama which is the collection of his short stories. This story 
was initially published in 1947 and later his collection of stories was translated and republished by 
different names of collection of his short stories. 
40 Interview with Sharifa Bibi, 231/9 Mohalla Khawajgan, Gujrat, 17 April 2017. See also, The Punjab, 
A Review of the First three Years August 1947 to August 1950, File No. E-1-8, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 
1950. “Evacuation from East and West Punjab Pockets Continue”, Civil and Military Gazette, 1 January 
1948, pp. 2. The migration of people from east to west and vice versa across the border was 
unprecedented, the likes of which had never been known before in history. There were millions uprooted 
from their homes under conditions of indescribable horror and misery. Many had to flee their homes in 
fear of their lives. They had witnessed their near and dear ones hacked to pieces in front of their own 
eyes and their homes looted and destroyed. They had no choice but to seek safety in flight. 
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the Quaid-i-Azam, Jinnah Sahib, has worked hard and got us our own country, Pakistan, 
and that’s where we should go and live”.41 
 
Similarly, Mando is another character who is a musician, he says, “I am prepared to go 
to Pakistan this very minute. If I die there and my bones are placed in its earth, my soul 
will rest in eternal peace”.42 People who were affected with this mass migration, they 
all thought that this migration changed their lives and destiny, after this migration there 
will be a new world for them, but unfortunately, the new life was not up to their 
expectations, it was more brutal and painful.43 Therefore, there were too many women 
like the character of the story Nasim Akhtar, who forced to move towards the life which 
they did not want to live. People thought that after migration their life would become 
changed in Pakistan but at that time Pakistan was not in that condition to change life of 
 
41 Saadat Hasan Manto, Anjam Bakhair, Manto Nama, Lahore: Matabah-I-Jadeed, 1947, pp. 16. See also, 
Indian Constitutional Reforms 1946, File No. F-1116 Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, 
Islamabad, 1946. Interview with Hameeda Bibi, Mong village, Mandi Bahuddin, 13 April 2017. 
“Pakistan and Hindustan only solution of Indian Problem”, Civil and Military Gazette, 29 November 
1946, pp. 1. To find the quickest and surest way to transfer power and get out of India, the British were 
willing to divide the country whether the demand for Pakistan was just or not. Mountbatten defended his 
decision to advance the date of transfer of power on the grounds that unless he did so, the country would 
descend into chaos. From the British point of view, a hasty retreat was perhaps the most suitable action, 
but it proved catastrophic for India. 
42 Manto, Anjam Bakhair, pp. 17. See also, Interview with Muhammad Gulzar, No 74 B Prince road, 
Gujrat, 19 April 2017. In terrible condition people were migrate, the major portion of men, women and 
children walked, while a few had brought their carts. Halts were made from time to time for rest and 
food, fires were lit, and meals prepared, and the few cows brought were milked for the babies. Few 
showed pity for old age and many aged or infirm persons were deserted by their relations and left to die 
on the roadside. Some of these caravans were well-armed with weapons. During the daytime the arms 
were concealed under the bundles of their belongings in bullock carts and at night-time these were taken 
out for the sake of protection. Although these convoys were protected by mobile units of army, they were 
attacked several times because it was not possible for these units to be present everywhere all along the 
route. 
43 Interview with Baland Khan, 45/9 Mazang, Lahore, 5 May 2017. See also, Report on Refugees 
Problems up to date by the Refugees Evacuees and Commissioner Pakistan, File No. 139/CF/47, National 
Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. “4,660,000 Muslim Evacuation from East Punjab”, Civil and 
Military Gazette, 16 January 1948, pp. 5. 
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thousands of people who migrated.44 At that time people had no idea that what was 
going around them, they just heard that now there was need to move to some other 
place, people along with their family and relatives joined one group of caravans, people 
left their houses and land as it was there.45 When they reached at the refugee camp, the 
life over there was pathetic, they did not even get the equal quantity of property.46 Their 
life was totally changed, they were worried about to fulfil all the needs of their family. 
That time was too tough for them as they left everything back to their native home.47  
 
Sharifan48 is Manto’s another story which depict a true fate of women who suffered in 
the disaster of 1947 violation either they got abduction, raped, kidnapped or killed in 
the name of unseen revenge. Sharifan is the same story of such women, she is Qasim’s 
daughter. The story is about the suffering of riots, when Qasim returns home one day, 
he finds his wife and daughter lying dead while he saw nude body of his daughter. He 
 
44 Interview with Allah Dita, Gulshan colony, Mandi Bahuddin, 25 April 2017. See also, 
https://twitter.com/1947Partition. Problems in Settlement of Refugees, File No. FJ-444 Fatima Jinnah 
Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1950. Resolution passed for the Refugees in the meeting held at 
Quetta, File No FJ-449 Fatima Jinnah Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1958. Voice of Quetta 
Refugees, File No. FJ-450 Fatima Jinnah Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1958. 
45 Interview with Wazir Muhammad, Lohari gate, Lahore, 6 May 2017. See also, Evacuation of Refugees 
from east to West Punjab 1947, File No. 71/CF/47, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. 
Refugees of Grievance, File No. FJ-451 Fatima Jinnah Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1951. 
“Arrangement of Exchange of Refugees”, Daily Dawn, 26 August 1947, pp. 1. 
46 Ministry of Refugees and Rehabilitation, File No. 128/CF/48, National Documentation Wing, 
Islamabad, 1948. See also, A note on Rehabilitation, Proceedings and other papers relating to Joint 
Refugee and Rehabilitation Council, File No. 803, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1948. 
Situations in Refugee Camps, File No. FJ-442 Fatima Jinnah Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 
1948. Refugees of Grievance, File No. FJ-451 Fatima Jinnah Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 
1951. 
47 Interview with Wazir Muhammad, Lohari gate, Lahore, 6 May 2017. See also, Economic effects of 
the Disturbances in the Punjab, File No. DO 142/28, The British Archives, United Kingdom, 1948. 
Registration of Claim of Property abandoned in India, File No. 316/CF/50, National Documentation 
Wing, Islamabad, 1950. 
48 Sharifan was another short story wich was published in his collection of short stories named Namrud 




lost his conscious and rushes out with an axe. He knocks the door of one house, a girl 
comes out on inquiring about her religion, Qasim comes to know that she is Hindu. He 
loses his temper and jumps on her like a wild beast throwing axe on side. Then he tears 
her clothes and mutilates her like an animal gone mad till she faints. By looking the 
girl’s naked body, he then, remembers the naked body of his own daughter Sharifan. 
After reminding this, he covers the naked body of the mutilated girl with blanket. All 
the sudden, owner of the house enters and looking at Qasim he shouts, “what are you 
doing in my house?” He said nothing just points towards the bodies covered with 
blanket, then he pulls off the blanket. He is in shock, the sword from his hand fell down, 
he rushes out from his house by calling the name of his daughter, “Bimla! Bimla!” 
Readers can imagine what will happen in result, a cycle moves on and in the name of 
revenge acquitted girls and women were raped and murdered without committing any 
fault.49 
 
At that time everywhere is killing scene, no matter Hindu killed Muslim or Muslim 
killed Hindu, newspapers were full of such news which clearly showed the scenario, in 
Bombay 10 were killed and 450 were injured during riot,50 in many cities like 
Allahabad, Dacca, Noakhali, there were also communal clashes among Hindu and 
Muslims. Hindu in West Punjab also looted Muslim shops to give them financial 
 
49 Interview with Dr. Samia Irum, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. See also, 
Fortnightly Summaries related to Abducted Women and Children, File No. 18/CF/49 xii, National 
Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1949. Women Relief Committee, File No. FJ-572 Fatima Jinnah 
Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1947. “750 Kidnapped women Recover from Delhi”, Civil and 
Military Gazette, 18 September 1947, pp. 1.   
50 “Communal Frenzy continues in Bombay”, Civil and Military Gazette, 5 September 1946, pp. 7. See 
also, Riots in Bombay 1946-47, File No. F-100 Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 
1947. Police Abstract of Intelligence Punjab, File No. 33 Para, National Documentation Wing, 
Islamabad, 1947.   
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harm.51 Not only civilians, there were also clashes among Hindu-Muslim students,52 
and Calcutta disturbance, 3 killed and 7 stabbed during September.53 
 
Figure 5.2. Condition of Women during partition of India 194754 
 
Khol Do55 is one of the masterpieces written by Manto on this specific area of victim 
women who got abduction and brutally raped by the men of their co-religion. Some of 
the abducted girls and women lost their senses after being abducted. When riots over, 
both the governments on the initiative of women social workers, agreed to take decision 
 
51 “Riots situation stabbing cases in Allahabad”, Civil and Military Gazettes, 8 October 1946, pp. 2. See 
also, “Dacca situation worsen”, Civil and Military Gazette, 8 October 1946, pp. 4. “Noakhali Situation 
worsening, Civil and Military Gazette, 18 October 1946, pp. 1. 
52 “Hindu-Muslim students clash in Lahore”, The Eastern Times, 12 November 1946, pp. 4. See also, 
Interview with Dr. Nayyer, History Department G.C University Lahore, 6 February 2019. Police Abstract 
of Intelligence Punjab, File No. 42 Para 577, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1946. The 
students of the DAV and Sanatan Dharam College in Lahore went on strike on 29th October 1946, which 
was being observed as “Noakhali Day” at the behest of the Hindu Maha Sabha. 
53 “Renewed tension in Calcutta”, Civil and Military Gazettes, 6 September 1946, pp. 1. See also, 
Interview with Choudhary Munir, Ex Director General of National Archives, Islamabad, 25 January 
2019. 
54 Women Refugee and Rehabilitation, File No. FJ-448 Fatima Jinnah Papers, National Archives, 
Islamabad, 1957. 
55 Khol Do was first published in 1950 in his collection of short stories named Nimrud Ki Khudai. When 
he published his Partition fiction in the early 1950s, it was negatively received not just by right-wingers 
in Pakistan and India but also by progressive cultural critics who thought him voyeuristic, pornographic, 
and irreligious. This is one of the stories on which Manto get charged for obscenity but not convicted. 
Later this story was included by different people in his different collection of short stories. 
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on the serious problem of the abducted and kidnapped women and children and their 
recovery issue. They mutually took a decision that all the abducted women should sent 
back to their own families, even though, they wished to live with their abductor’s 
family. Additionally, “to recover abducted women and children, the task had been 
assigned to many volunteers, so that they are restoring them to their families. They 
would go across the borders to make their recoveries”.56“Khol Do” is the story of that 
scenario in which volunteers who were on the task of recovery of abducted women, 
were what doing with these abducted women and girls, not all but few of them were the 
real culprit. According to the statistics, 30,000 women in total were recovered from 
both sides of the border, among them from India there were 22,000 Muslim women and 







56 Sadaat Hasan Manto, Mottled Dawn: Fifty Sketches and Stories of Partition, New Delhi: Penguin 
Books, 1997, pp. 56. See also, Promulgation of an ordinance for the recovery of Abducted Persons, 
Ministry of Relief and Rehabilitation, File No. 84/CF/47, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 
1949. “Evacuee Property Disposal and Recovery of Women”, Civil and Military Gazette, 14 March 1948, 
pp. 5. Protection of sexuality especially in within the South Asian context becomes primal, as it is often 
connected with the term “izzat” or honor, which when and if violated brings down shame both on the 
woman as well as the community she hails from. Sexuality, especially female sexuality in the context of 
the third world is repressed and therefore according to Foucault, unnatural sexual unions, that are clearly 
beyond the norm of the stereotypical are condemned. Sexual proclivity of a South Asian woman before 
marriage is thus a direct violation of honor of the community. Rape, therefore, can be understood as a 
forceful debauchery committed by men upon women in order to rip their honor but the fruits of which 
are singularly borne by women because then the raped woman’s purity becomes marred and her sexuality 
is tainted. 
57 Supplement to the list of Muslim Abducted Women and Children in India and Jammu and Kashmir, 
Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1954. See also, Interview with Sardar Avtar Singh Sandhu, London United 
Kingdom, 23 March 2019. “5800 non-Muslim women were recovered”, Civil and Military Gazette, 8 




From West Punjab Districts No. of Women to be Recovered58 
Sr. No Districts No. of Women Recovered 
1 Lahore 1,600 
2 Sheikhupura 500 
3 Lyallpur 1,400 
4 Jhang 300 
5 Sargodha 170 
6 Montgomery 1,300 
7 Gujranwala 1,500 
8 Jhelum 900 
9 Rawalpindi 200 
10 Gujrat 5,000 
11 Sialkot 2,500 
12 Campbellpur 500 
13 Mianwali 2,000 
14 Multan 1,500 
15 Muzaffargarh 1,000 
16 Dera Gazi Khan 500 
 Total 20,870 
Source: National Documentation Wing, Islamabad. 
 
“Khol Do” is Sakina’s story who at crowded Amritsar railway station gets separated 
from her father, named Siraj Uddin. After reaching at Lahore station, her father 
 
58 The Journey of Pakistan, A Documentation on Refugees of 1947, Government of Pakistan, a 
compilation of National Documentation Wing, Cabinet Division, Islamabad, 1993. 
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suddenly realizes that Sakina is not with him. He tries hard to find her but failed. While 
searching for her daughter, he meets with the group of boys who are voluntarily agree 
for the recovery of abducted women and girls, they promise Siraj Uddin that they will 
try to find his daughter too. After searching few days, the group of boys succeeded to 
get Sakina, they take care of her but before handing to her father, their intention 
changes, they brutally and repeatedly rape her, by doing this she is in phase of 
unconsciousness.59 At the end, Siraj-ud-Din finally finds her in a hospital, as he gets 
information of her dead body. Writer ends the story when doctor arrives there, with the 
concluding lines as,  
“The doctor turned towards Sakina’s body; check her pulse and addressing the 
ward boy says open the window! Then Sakina’s dead body showed a sudden 
movement. Her lifeless hands open the cord of her shalwar and pulled it down. 
Old Siraj-ud-Din shouts with joy: Sakina is alive. She is alive. The doctor stands 
there breaking into a cold sweat.”60  
The story depicts the relation of language, the only sense of Khol Do for Sakina is the 
moment to get raped as she is brutally and repeatedly raped which destroy her sense of 
understanding and meaning of language.61 Being a plural text, it motivates its readers 
 
59 Interview with Dr. Amir, Urdu Department Sargodha University, Sargodha, 13 December 2017. See 
also, The Punjab, A Review of the First three Years August 1947 to August 1950, File No. E-1-8, Punjab 
Archives, Lahore, 1950. “Return not Barter Women”, Civil and Military Gazette, 21 February 1948, pp. 
3. 
60 Sadaat Hasan Manto, Manto Nama, Lahore: Sang-e-Meel Publications, 1991, pp. 98. See also, 
Fortnightly Summary of the Ministry of Refugee and Rehabilitation, File No. 10/CF/55xiv, National 
Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1955. How does one deal with this scene? It is vital to stop and analyze. 
It needs no mention that the scene itself incites a certain amount of palpitation and tension within the 
readers. It’s not only shocking but it also highlights a crime, a gory sexual violation that has already 
taken place through what Manto doesn’t speak of explicitly. 
61 Dr. S.Z Abbas, To Speak or not to Speak: Silence and Trauma in Rajinder Singh Bedi’s Lajwanti and 
Saadat Hasan Manto’ Khol Do, Prince Sattam Bin Abdul Aziz University, 2015, pp. 176. See also, 
Interview with Sardar Avtar Singh Sandhu, London United Kingdom, 23 March 2019. Interview with 
Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. 
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to search the true sense of tragedy. It is difficult to understand in one site that what 
writer wants to convey by the two prominent moments of the story, one is “the joyful 
cry of Siraj-ud-din” and the other is “there comes cold sweat in someone’s hand?” To 
get proper symbol approach of “Khol Do” we need to get heard the character’s voices 
and to understand the silence that exists in between the lines.62 Therefore, Khol Do 
provide an evidence for those women who suffered at the tragic moments of 1947. By 
the interference of state into their personal life made difficult to go for them of their 
own choice. If we read their biographies, we will find what exactly partition of India 
means in true sense. 
 
Khuda Ki Kasam63 insights the lives of people and their families who suffered the pain 
of abduction. In the story, there is a Pakistani old woman whose daughter lost during 
violence, now she is trying hard to find her daughter, for that a liaison officer helped 
her. After the effort of many days, they are not able to find her, but the old woman is 
insisting that she will not go back without taking her daughter along. In the meantime, 
she looks at a couple, a Sikh young man beside him sitting a lady in veiled. Suddenly, 
the Sikh tells in low voice “your mother”, the lady in veil ignored to look at her and 
walk away, but the old woman identifies her daughter, she called her, “Bhagbari, 
 
62 Interview with Dr. Mehboob, Urdu Department Sargodha University, Sargodha, 13 December 2017. 
See also, Supplement to the list of Muslim Abducted Women and Children in India and Jammu and 
Kashmir, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1954. “Evacuee Property Disposal and Recovery of Women”, Civil 
and Military Gazette, 14 March 1948, pp. 5. Sirajuddin is different from what fathers were expected to 
be. He doesn’t measure the worth of his daughter on the yardstick of morality, purity or modesty. He is 
very much aware that his daughter has been sexually violated but still he doesn’t discard her, nor repents 
on her revival, however tardy it may be. Sakina suffers an incomprehensible exploitation by the hands 
of her own saviors. Shashi Joshi remarks that in the light of this final sequence, “the community of the 
trusted protectors is an illusion”. 
63 Khuda Ki Kasam was first published in 1953 in his collection of short stories named Sadak ke Kinare. 
Later this story was included by different collection of his short stories by different people. 
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Bhagbari… I have seen her… I have seen her”. The officer catches the situation and 
replies, “I swear on God. Your daughter is dead”. After that the old lady breakdowns. 
 
Manto in a true sense portrays the emotions that comes out when a family or individual 
undergoes the social, moral or emotional death because of partition. This story depicts 
the exact scenario of the condition of the abducted woman that how brutally they deny 
identifying their own loved ones.64 Bhagbhari after abduction gets a new life with her 
abductor, as number of girls survive with this type of life after their abduction. 
Therefore, Bhagbari avoids her mother because her mother is her past now and she is 
happy in her present life, if she contacts her it may spoil her present life, to save her 
present she is required to forget her past.65 “In Saharanpur, two abducted Muslim girls 
had refused to go back to Pakistan. Then a family of abductor in Jalandhar gave a great 
farewell to a Muslim girl, as if she was a daughter-in-law embarking on a long journey. 
Some girls had committed suicide, some had lost their mental balance and others had 
become alcoholic and used abusive and vulgar language when spoken to”.66 
 
64 Interview with Dr. Nasima Rehman, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. See 
also, Pakistan Refugees, File No. FO 371/178272, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1964. 
Interview with Dr. Kalyan Singh, Punjabi Department G.C University, Lahore, 7 February 2019. Usually, 
rape and sexual assault were invariably followed by abduction of the victimized women. These abducted 
women typically became domestic servants and sex slaves. Many abducted women were sold into 
prostitution and some, in very rare instances, were married to their abductors and later claimed to be 
leading happy and respectable lives. 
65 Interview with Abdul Ghaffar, 481/3 Mazang, Lahore, 5 May 2017. See also, Interview with Sardar 
Avtar Singh Sandhu, London United Kingdom, 23 March 2019. 
66 Manto, Mottled Dawn, pp. 78. See also, “Muslim Girls handed over to their Abductors”, The Pakistan 
Times, 1 September 1948, pp. 10. Interview with Nain Sukh, Lahore, 25 February 2019. The ideology 
behind the recovery act was not simply to bring the abducted women back home but to ensure that the 
women were returned to their male family members. For instance, Stephen Morton in his essay 
“Violence, Gender and Partition in the Narration of the South Asian Nation” states that “although the 
recovery process might seem like a worthy cause that counteracts the abduction and violation of women, 
it is also complicit in the maintenance of national boundaries and discourses of ethnic purity.” 
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Butalia, Menon and Bhasin collected the richest source of women’s stories during 
partition. They conducted many interviews of such victim women and collected 
information from academical research. In their books, they both explain the personal 
problems of the victim women, while enquiring them about the event of 1947, but the 
important thing is that they report all in the best ethical way, which maintained the 
respect of the subject’s honor. There are two different kinds of victim women: first one 
are, who were traumatized by violence from ‘outside’67 and second one are, who 
experienced violence from ‘inside’.68 In outside violence they suffered physically like 
stripping, parading naked, tattooing or branding the breasts and genitalia with 
ceremonial slogans, chopping breasts, knifing open the womb, raping, killing fetuses,69  
murder and abduction. 
 
All this cruelty has a symbolic meaning of male dominancy, to humiliate the women, 
to desexualize her, or to mark her ‘polluted’ is to highlight that their men were unable 
to protect them.70 In Khuda Ki Kasam Manto depict it as,  
“When I thought about these abducted girls, I only saw their protruding bellies. 
What was going to happen to them and what they contained? Who would claim 
 
67 Outside means from other communities or religion. 
68 Inside means from their own family members or self-inflicted violence. 
69 Fortnightly Summary of the Ministry of Refugee and Rehabilitation, File No. 10/CF/ 55 xvi, National 
Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1955. See also, Menon and Bhasin, Boders & Boundaries: Women in 
India’s Partition, New Brunswick: Rutgers UP, 1998, pp. 43. Interview with Sardar Avtar Singh Sandhu, 
London United Kingdom, 23 March 2019. 
70 Menon, Borders and Boundaries, pp. 44. See also, Interview with Nain Sukh, Lahore, 25 February 
2019. Fortnightly Summary of Recovery of Abducted person Refugee and Rehabilitation, File No. 
23/CF/51 xiv, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1951. 
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the result Pakistan or India? And who would pay the women the wages for 
carrying those children in their wombs for nine months Pakistan or India?”71 
Hence, this is how Manto portraits the actual picture of that time in his stories, people 
suffer a lot, but the problem is statistics only give you the numbers not the emotions, 
not the feeling of pain and lost, if we are able to see in the empty eyes of all those people 
then we can be able to feel that moment. 
 
5.5 Krishan Chander’s Ek Tavaif ka Khat 
Ek Tavaif ka Khat72 is the story of a prostitute written by Krishan Chander,73 who found 
two girls Baila and Batool during the riots and later she adopted them. These girls are 
kidnapped from Rawalpindi74 and Ludhiana,75 two cities of different countries. Here 
writer mentions same situation on both sides of the border by taking cities from both 
 
71 Saadat Hasan Manto, Khuda ki Kasam, Sadak ke Kinare, Lahore: Naya Idara, 1953, pp. 34. See also, 
Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G. C University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. The men 
who rape implant their seeds in enemy women seem to have a strange relationship to their progeny as 
well. The child born of their bodies is intended as a punishment to the woman. The child is called 
illegitimate, the woman is stigmatized for having this child, while the man responsible is valorized as a 
hero for impregnating any enemy woman.  
72 Ek Tavaif ka Khat is the short story from Krishan Chander short story collection named Hum Wehshi 
Hein, the story was published in 1949, and it is comprising of eight pages. 
73 Krishan Chander was born on 13 November 1914 in Bharatpur India and died on 8 March 1977 in 
Mumbai India. He was an Urdu and Hindi short stories and novel writer. During his student life he was 
editor of his college house magazine, initially for English section and then for Urdu section. His first 
Urdu story “Sadhu” was published in 1932. His literary masterpiece was based on Bengal famine and 
savagery that took place in 1947 during partition. he was a humanist and cosmopolitan, he focused on 
casteism, fanaticism, communal violence and terror. He wrote 50 novels and 32 short stories collections 
and stories of 11 films. 
74 Rawalpindi is the city of Pakistan, it is situated in the west Punjab having Muslim populated area, at 
the time of independence many Hindus and Sikh migrated from here, this city also witnessed the savagery 
of Muslims towards Hindu and Sikhs, many people lost their lives, many women were abducted and 
missing, and many lost their lives by their own self.  
75 Ludhiana is a city in India, it is situated in east Punjab having non-Muslim populated area, at the time 
of Independence many Muslim migrated from here, this city also witnessed the savagery of Hindu and 
Sikh towards the Muslims, many people died during the riots, many women were abducted and missing 
and lost their lives too. 
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countries. After hearing the tragic stories of both girls, she decides to write letters to 
Jinnah and Nehru, who were the main representatives of both the countries. For Baila, 
in a letter to Jinnah she mentions that the girl age is eleven years, after bearing the bitter 
reality of this world, she has too much influenced that it is difficult to imagine that how 
many more years she has already spent in this world. The effect on her is that she has 
now no concern with the words like life, family, love, relation as she has witnessed 
killing of her whole family in front of her.  
“Baila has seen murder of her father in front of her eyes. She has seen how her 
mother met the death. Savage Muslims cut off her breast, that breast from which 
a mother, Hindu, Muslim, Christian or Jew feeds her child and opens new doors 
in the world of life. That breast was cut on the slogan of Allah o Akbar. It is the 
big cruelty with the creation, which filled blackness in their soul. I read Quran 
and I know what happened in Rawalpindi with the family of Baila, is not Islam. 
That is not humanity, which is also not a feud, which is not revenge. That is 
barbarism, cowardice and diabolical, that comes from the chest of darkness and 
engulfs the last ray of light.”76 
Similarly, Batool has also the same fate as Baila, she belongs to a village of Jalandhar, 
and has a Pathan family. Her father is a poor farmer, she has seven sisters among them 
four are married. In her area, from the time of Ranjeet Singh, Azan and mosque 
construction was under banned. On the cost of just five hundred, she is sold from Jat 
 
76 Krishan Chander, Ek Tavaif Ka Khat, Hum Wehshi Hein, Bombay: Kutab Publishers, 1948, pp. 58. 
See also, “Nehru welcome Restored girls wrong to discard them”, Civil and Military Gazette, 18 January 
1948, pp. 4. Men faced trials and tribulation of a different kind. Those staying at a place for generations 
when resisted were massacred by the menacing mobs. They were emotionally and physically scalded by 
the heat of fratricide. Men were the breadwinners and now in alien lands there was survival of the fittest. 
It was not only the loss of homes, hearths or lands but a complete breakdown of social value system. 
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pimp to a Hindu pimp, after that at Faris Road area she is in prostitution.77 Therefore, 
on asking about Batool’s condition, the prostitute becomes shocked. Her condition is 
described by the writer as, “Jat killed her father mercilessly, that tore the image of last 
six thousand year of Hindu civilization, and barbarism of humans came in front of 
everyone. First, they remove his eyes, then put their urine in his mouth, then pulled off 
his intestine from his mouth. Then they raped all his daughters. They raped all their 
daughters, wives and mothers. Hinduism lost its respect and destroys its tolerance. 
Today all the Vedic of Rig-Veda is silent, today every verse of Gita is injured, today 
every Doha of Granth is feeling embarrassed. Condition of Batool is open question to 
all. Her whole body is injured, and in her every injury, there is the death of Ajanta, 
funeral of Allora, shroud of civilization. Come along with me, I show you the beauty 
of Batool and the senseless body of today’s Batool”.78 
 
The prostitute at the end of the story mentions in her letters that if Jinnah and Nehru 
accept both the girls like their own daughters, then they would be able to help all the 
victim of the event of 1947 of India.79 The two girls here represent two civilizations, 
 
77 Interview with Muhammad Hanif Bhatti, Urdu Department Islamia College, Lahore, 27 March 2017. 
See also, “Abducted persons recovery Borstal converted into women’s home”, Civil and Military 
Gazette, 14 January 1948, pp. 5. Social and cultural relationships simply snapped with the departure of 
one set of people, the character of the place changed, old architectural landmarks vanished replaced by 
the new. Festivals and celebrations associated with one group of people ceased. Breakdown of emotional 
association led to a great vacuum in the lives of the people. A common man played as a proverbial pawn 
in the hands of sly shrewd politicians. 
78 Chander, Ek Tavaif Ka Khat, pp. 60. See also, Interview with Nain Sukh, Lahore, 25 February 2019. 
“Ghazanfar Ali’s faith in recovery campaign”, The Pakistan Times, 22 July 1948, pp. 12. Patriarchal 
forces prevalent in the society works as a nexus of insinuated power that considers women as properties 
of men, subordinate and hails high the use of masculine aggression and control especially within the 
conjugal relationships. Hegemonic masculinity and defines it as a practice which guarantees the 
dominance of men over women in relation to social positions. It explains how and why men maintain 
dominant social roles over women. 
79 Communal Disturbance in India, File No. DO 142/24, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. 
See also, Events in India and Pakistan July-August 1947, File No. DO 142/14, The National Archives, 
United Kingdom, 1947. 
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nations, religions, and victims of separate identity in the same event. However, “Ek 
Tavaif ka Khat” depicts the true picture of communal riots and its aftermaths. These 
types of cases are on both across the borders, the official number of abducted women 
was around 50,000 Muslim women from India and 33,000 Hindu and Sikh from 
Pakistan. Mridula Sarabhai has a believe that the actual number is much higher than the 
official announcement.80 
 
Menon and Bhasin stated that the girls and women who were recovered most of them 
were not accepted by their families especially Hindu families, as according to them they 
are now impure. These women had no choice either to stay at asharam or become a 
prostitute. Kamlabhen, a social worker, who was appointed at Lahore between 1947 to 
1952, witnessed too many cases of abducted women. She also helped to get married 
many girls and women who got refusal from their families to be accepted.81 Moreover, 
at that time, many people lost their children even elders, girls and women. They all 
were innocent who got victim, it was not their fault, not even their choice but it’s the 
 
80 Supplement to the list of Muslim Abducted Women and Children in India and Jammu and Kashmir, 
Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1954. See also, “West Punjab police staff to trace women in East Punjab”, 
Civil and Military Gazette, 8 January 1948, pp. 7. Interview with Dr. Nasima Rehman, Urdu Department 
G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. The story of the partition, the uprooting and dislocation of 
people was accompanied by the story of the rape, abduction and widowhood of thousands of women on 
both sides of newly formed borders. While men belonging to the other communities were killed, women 
were not let off in a show of compassion; instead, they were abducted and molested. Women suffered 
brutal rape and molestations at the hands of the men of the opposite communities as well as their own 
communities. They were socially decried as fallen as rape and sexual molestation perpetrated especially 
by the men hailing from the other communities was redacted as dishonor of not just the woman but also 
the community she hailed from. 
81 Interview with Muhammad Hanif Bhatti, Urdu Department Islamia College, Lahore, 27 March 2017. 
See also, Women’s Refugees Rehabilitation Association, File No. FJ-579 Fatima Jinnah Papers, National 
Archives, Islamabad, 1947. The women, who had been abducted and recovered after the State initiated 
Rehabilitation and recovery programmed in 1949, were also not welcome to their own native homes 
because their bodies have been impure and polluted, thus making them marred with dishonor. 
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matter of their respect and dignity, it’s difficult to accept such women or girls, who 
spent many days away from her family.82  
 
Anis Kidwai, a social worker with Muslim refugees, remarks that “the abducted women 
also had a fear that they didn’t believe on the person who wanted to take them away, 
they wanted to know that whether they were friends or foe, and they would not sell 
them to others?” This recovery program had many such problems so that’s why all the 
social workers and police had instructed strictly.83 In short, this is how a human can 
feel when their loved ones refused to own them. Many abducted women faced this 
situation, at that time, they felt that their lives had no means, and they had no right to 
live. Many Hindu women just because of this situation prefer to live in an asharam and 
few of them became prostitute.84 The society did not allow them to live a respectful life. 
Few of the abducted women married to those people who lost their families in the tragic 
moment of partition. Life of such women was very terrible, and they must have a strong 
heart to bear this pain. 
 
82 Interview with Muhammad Aslam, Lohari gate, Lahore, 13 April 2017. See also, Interview with 
Hameeda Bibi, Mong village, Mandi Bahuddin, 13 April 2017. A significantly large number of women 
were forced into death to avoid sexual violence, in order to preserve chastity and to protect the honor of 
the community. According to Bhasin and Menon, women would often jump into the nearest well or self-
immolate themselves. 
83 Butallia, Urvashi, The Other Side of Silence: Voices from the Partition of India, Durham: Duke UP, 
2000, pp. 119. See also, Promulgation of an ordinance for the recovery of abducted person, Ministry of 
Relief and Rehabilitation, File No. 84/CF/47, National Documentation Wing, 1949. Fortnightly 
Summaries related to Abducted Women and Children, File No. 18/CF/49 xii, National Documentation 
Wing, Islamabad, 1949. All abducted persons were to be returned to their families whatever their own 
wishes may be?, their marriages were considered illegal and their children  illegitimate, they could be 
pulled out of their homes on the strength of a policeman’s opinion that they were abducted, they could 
be transported out of the country without their consent, confined in camps against their wishes, have 
virtually no possibility of any kind of appeal, and as adult women and citizens, be once again exchanged, 
this time between countries and by officials. 
84 Interview with Dr. Amir, Urdu Department Sargodha University, Sargodha, 13 December 2017. See 
also, “Recovery of abducted persons, Borstal became women’s home”, Civil and Military Gazette, 14 
January 1948, pp. 5.  
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5.6 Bapsi Sidwa’s Cracking India 
The novel Cracking India85 by Bapsi Sidhwa86 is, undoubtedly, among the widest 
discussed and researched novels on India’s partition. It is the most famous and 
important partition novel by a South Asian woman writer. The book was originally 
published in Britain with the title Ice-Candy Man in 1988. In 1991 it was re-published 
in the United States with the modified title Cracking India.87 In 1998, Earth an Indian 
film was released based on the Bapsi Sidwa’s novel ice-candy man. The story centers 
on a Parsee88 family in Lahore at partition time. The narrator, Lenny, is daughter of the 
house. At the beginning of the narrative she is seven years old and turns eight when 
Pakistan becomes independent from India. Lenny belongs to upper-middle class family 
and her servants have multi-religious backgrounds. For Lenny, Ayah89 is one of the 
closest servants, she is a Punjabi Hindu girl and named Shanta. Like this, many 
characters do not have proper names in the story like Ice candy-man, Chinaman, 
Godmother, Electric Aunt etc. This shows child’s simple, innocent and immature 
 
85 Cracking India was first published in 1988 as Ice Candy Man in England, then it republished as 
Cracking India in 1991 in US and 1992 in India. This novel was also gone under charge of obscenity in 
Volusia Country, Florida as this novel taught in country’s public school, so charged was it contained 
pornographic material, but district court did not ban the novel. 
86 Bapsi Sidhwa was born on 11 August 1938 in Karachi Pakistan. She is a Pakistani novelist of Gujrati 
Parsi descent, writes also in English, recently resident in United State. Her famous novel on partition is 
Ice Candy man. Gujrati is her first language, Urdu is second and English is third. She has full command 
on English language, but she is more comfortable in Gujrati and Urdu language. She also translates many 
literary works of Gujrati and Urdu literature into English. 
87 Sanga, Jaina C, South Asian Literature in English, An Encyclopedia, Westport: Greenwood Press, 
2004, pp. 61.  
88 The Parsees are a religious minority community, who originated in Persia/Iran and migrated to the 
Indian subcontinent after they were evicted by Arab invaders. Nowadays Parsees live all over the world, 
but the majority is still in India (and Pakistan). The Parsees had cultivated good relations to the British 
during colonial times. During the struggle of independence and partition, the Parsees remained mainly 
neutral.  
89 Ayah is a native-born nurse or maid servant employed especially by Europeans in India and other parts 
of South Asia.  
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perspective. Ayah’s character is a beautiful eighteen-year old girl, who can attract the 
men of every class, religion and background.90 
    
The political situation becomes worse in Lahore, violence starts, and Ayah gets 
abducted by her former admirers named Ice-candy-man. Lenny tries to find because 
she thinks it’s just because of her ayah gets abducted, as according to her she can trust 
Ice-candy-man. At the end of the story, Lenny with her cousin finds out Ice-candy-man 
and Ayah, both get married and live in the red-light area of Lahore as professional 
dancer.91 Lenny’s godmother helped Ayah to bring her to a camp of abducted women 
and then her family from Amritsar. Ice-candy-man love her so much, so he follows her 
to India, because he cannot live without her any longer. This transformation from the 
shameless admirer to a mad kidnapper and later to the hopeless lover makes the figure 
of Ice-candy-man a very disputable character.92 
 
90 Bapsi Sidwa, Cracking India, Minneapalis: Milkweed Editors, 1991, pp. 23. See also, Interview with 
Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G. C University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. Ayah’s tightly fitting sari 
adds sexual appeal to her slim figure as she roams around with Lenny in her pram. Such bold venturing 
into the male dominated society where women covered their bodies, Ayah Shanta was a center of 
attraction. Ayah’s carefree wandering admits a cross section of Lahore. Ayah knows that she is securing 
being employed at Parsi family. Ayah’s body stands as the most desired body throughout the novel, as 
Lenny observes. Ayah’s appealing body is desired by a range of suitors who gathers usually in the park 
to meet her. 
91 Interview with Syed Jamal Shah, Urdu Department Islamia College, Lahore, 27 March 2017. See also, 
Punjab Chief Secretary’s fortnightly report for the first half of July 1947, Disturbance in Punjab 1947, 
National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947, pp. 292-293. Tension outside Lahore and Amritsar 
rising again because of the disturbance in Gujranwala city where large number of incidents of arson and 
clashes were reported. In the rural areas of Amritsar numerous cases of murder, mainly of Muslims, have 
given rise to belief that Sikh jathas have been ordered to carry on communal warfare. 
92 Mithun Chakravarty, Reinventing the Metaphor Women in Narratives of Partition, Mangalore 
University, 2018, pp. 83. See also, Fortnightly Summaries related to Abducted Women and Children, 
File No. 18/CF/49 xii, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1949. Interview with Dr. Tabassum 




Figure 5.3. Condition of Lahore became worse in August 194793 
 
Kleist, who has written an article about feminine power versions in this novel, identifies 
four instances of female authority: Lenny, as descriptive narrator; Ayah, as influential 
over men prior-partition; Lenny’s mother and aunt, as refugee helpers for abducted 
women; and Godmother, as nearly omnipotent with many social connections.94 Lenny, 
as narrator, describes her experiences during that time, she is basically disempowered 
figure, a young physically disabled female.95 Hai compares Lenny’s position with 
Victor Turner’s liminal figure.96 Cracking India can additionally be classified as a 
coming-of-age novel, because Lenny attains important knowledge during that critical 
 
93 “Condition of Lahore became worse”, Civil and Military Gazette, 10 August 1947, pp. 1. 
94 Kleist, Jacquelynn M, More than Victims: Versions of Feminine Power in Bapsi Sidhwa’s Cracking 
India, Pakistaniaat: A Journal of Pakistan Studies, 3(2), 2011, pp. 69-81. See also, Interview with Dr. 
Shaista Hameed Khan, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. Sidhwa exposes the 
patriarchal biases embedded in the fabric of social structure through the eyes of her main female figures 
Lenny and Ayah. In doing so, Sidhwa not only introduces a female account of partition violence but also 
captures a feminist awakening that runs through most of the female characters of the novel. 
95 Lenny is limping because of a polio infection. 
96 Victor Turner’s liminal figure means social, personal, sexual, religious. 
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period of history.97 “I learn fast. I learn of human needs, frailties, cruelties and joys. I 
also learn from Ayah that the tyranny magnets exercise over metals. I have many 
teachers. My cousin shows me things”.98 
 
Violence starts to threaten Lahore’s harmony and inter-religious hatred increases, ayah 
is also able to re-unite her admirers when a political discussion gets out of hand.99 
Lenny is primarily occupied with comprehending and interpreting events that are more 
prominent, like the maltreatment of Papoo, the servant’s daughter. Papoo’s mother does 
not treat her well. Lenny considers her brave and determinant girl. Papoo endures all 
this, knowing that as a lower-class girl she has not many options. Her story is like other 
girls of India who before their legal age of marriage undergo this fact. 100 The most 
prominent feature of female victimization is abduction of Ayah, after which she is 
presumably raped, and later coerced into prostitution, conversion and marriage to Ice-
candy-man.101 Butalia had observed that it was virtually impossible to procure eye-
 
97 Hai, Ambreen, Border Work, Border Trouble: Postcolonial Feminism and the Ayah in Bapsi Sidhwa’s 
Cracking India, MFS, 46(2), 2000, pp. 379-426. See also, Interview with Dr. Nayyer, History Department 
G.C University Lahore, 6 February 2019. 
98 Mitra, Madhuparna, Contextualizing Ayah’s Abduction: Patterns of Violence against Women in 
Sidhwa’s Cracking India, ARIEL, 39(3), 2008, pp. 23- 44. See also, Recovery of Abducted Women 
Announcement of the Pakistan Ordinance 1947, File No. 84/CF/47, National Documentation Wing, 
Islamabad, 1947. Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G. C University, Lahore, 24 March 
2018. 
99 Boundary Commission award Punjab and Bengal and Disturbances arising there, File No. DO 133/61, 
The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. See also, 3rd June Plan 1947 Viceroy’s Press Conference 
of 4th June and Terms of Reference of the Boundary Commission, File No. 40, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 
1947. Police abstract of Intelligence Punjab, File No. 19 Para 327, National Documentation Center, 
Islamabad, 1947. 
100 Mitra, Contextualizing Ayah’s Abduction, pp. 28. The extraordinary ability displayed by Papoo 
through her body reflects the clever use Papoo puts her body to in order to avenge her mother. Papoo’s 
struggle with her body becomes a negotiation of the female figure within her own body, when the body 
serves as a space which the female figure uses as an emotional outlet of her frustration, or a medium of 
catharsis. Papoo uses her bodily capacity to enact a form of revenge on her mother and thereby her body 
becomes site of resistance and pleasure as it allows her the power to annoy her mother. 
101 Feng, Pin-chia, Birth of Nations: Representing the Partition of India in Bapsi Sidhwa’s Cracking India, 
Chang Gung Journal of Humanities and Social Sciences, 4(2), 2011, pp. 225-240. See also, Promulgation 
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witness accounts from raped or abducted women, because they did not want to report 
their experiences due to various reasons.102 Therefore, Ayah’s body can be interpreted 
as representing the nation before and after partition. In pre-partition Lahore Ayah and 
her group of admirers signify religious harmony that used to be prevalent on the 
subcontinent.103 She also articulates the wish to go back to her parental family in 
Amritsar, but she has waited too long. 
 
Menon and Bhasin affirm this idea, women’s body was considered as motherland who 
was violated by the foreign invaders.104 The result of the violence was suffered by the 
women, they had to marry their abductors and most of them converted their religion 
too. Same as Ayah in Cracking India, her own admirer abducted her. Therefore, when 
the boundaries are demarcated Ayah was on other side as a Hindu in Pakistan. When 
Godmother and Lenny recover her, it is found out that Ayah had married Ice-candyman, 
 
of an ordinance for the recovery of Abducted Persons, Ministry of Relief and Rehabilitation, File No. 
84/CF/47, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1949. “Forcibly conversion”, Civil and Military 
Gazette, 8 January 1948, pp. 9. 
102 Butallia, Urvashi, The Other Side of Silence, pp. 281. See also, Interview with Pipa Virdee, British 
Historian, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 20 December 2018. Patriarchy in India as in the rest of the world 
has seen a shift from its private nature, where women have been oppressed by their husbands, fathers 
and other male members of their family, to public patriarchy where they are collectively subordinated by 
a society led by men. Ancient Indian texts such as the Manusmriti contain numerous references of 
prejudice, hatred and subjugation of women under a patriarchal system. Men may be lacking virtue, be 
sexual perverts, immoral and devoid of any good qualities, and yet women must constantly worship and 
serve their husbands. 
103 Didur, Jill, Cracking the Nation: Gender, Minorities, and Agency in Bapsi Sidhwa’s ‘Cracking India, 
ARIEL, 29(3), 1998, pp. 43-64. See also, Interview with Dr. Kalyan Singh, Punjabi Department G.C 
University, Lahore, 7 February 2019. 
104 Menon and Bhasin, Boders & Boundaries, pp. 109. If a nation is considered a mother, it automatically 
becomes the feminine within the male/female dichotomy. This gendering of nation legitimizes the idea 
that nation as mother/woman needs to be protected by its (male) citizens from evil outsiders, thereby 
sanctioning communal wars. Nation as a feminine entity is a common trait of nationalist imagination. 
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converted to Islam and changed her name to Mumtaz. On the surface, she is imbibed 
by Muslim culture and religion.105 
 
Additionally, in the context of partition, women’s bodies became the respective 
territory, who they wanted to conquer. It means, if they wanted to harm the other 
country’s honor or religion, they targeted and treated badly the women of others 
community. All abducting, mutilating, tattooing and raping women were a 
demonstration of power over the others, women’s sexuality symbolizes manhood, 
manhood symbolizes nationhood. So indirectly, if women get violated, it means, nation 
get violated. The abducted women who were recovered that’s why their life was not 
easy in their own country.106 
 
Similarly, another example of her child’s perspective is when she observes that building 
next to her house might be a women’s jail. Hamida, her new ayah is employed from 
that jail.107 Hamida tells her that this is a camp of abducted women, but Lenny does not 
 
105 Interview with Nusrat Bhatti, Urdu Department Islamia College, Lahore, 27 March 2017. See also, 
“Girls handed over to abductors”, The Pakistan Times, 1 September 1948, pp. 8. “Forcibly Conversion”, 
Civil and Military Gazette, 8 January 1948, pp. 9. 
106 Interview with Mujeeb-ur-Rehman Shami, Head office Nawa-e-Waqat, Lahore, 5 June 2017. See also, 
Interview with Nain Sukh, Lahore, 25 February 2019. Interview with Dr. Kalyan Singh, Punjabi 
Department G.C University, Lahore, 7 February 2019. Hence, it can be said that the nation is imagined 
as a woman who has been mutilated by partition. This metaphorical mutilation finds repetition in multiple 
assaults on women’s bodies in a literal sense. In this context, rape becomes the ultimate act of shaming 
a woman and, as an extension, the religious community to which she belongs. Furthermore, Shumona 
Dasgupta in her essay “The Extraordinary and the Everyday: Locating Violence in Women’s Narratives 
of the Partition” claims that violence against women was a way for the men to reclaim their masculinity. 
Dasgupta states: Partition was coded as a failure of the male nationalist to protect the political integrity 
of the nation, as well as the inability of Hindu and Sikh men to protect their women. This led to a very 
violent compensatory performance of masculinity. Women were accommodated within the disciplinary 
parameters of a neo-nationalist discourse, only if they consented to be objects of violence. 
107 Interview with Dr. Tahir Ameen, Department of Research Center Quaid-e-Azam University, 
Islamabad, 25 December 2017. See also, Women Relief Committee, File No. FJ-572 Fatima Jinnah 
Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1947. Women’s Refugees Rehabilitation Association, File No. 
FJ-579 Fatima Jinnah Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1947. “Women relief in West Punjab 
resolution passed by committee”, Civil and Military Gazette, 13 January 1948, pp. 5. 
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get this designation. On asking the details, Hamida breaks out in tears. Therefore, Lenny 
seeks clarification with Godmother, who explains Hamida’s situation to her, “Hamida 
was kidnapped by the Sikhs, says Godmother seriously. On serious matters I can always 
trust her to level with me. She was taken away to Amritsar. Once that happens, 
sometimes, the husband or his family won’t take her back. Why? It isn’t her fault she 
was kidnapped! Some folk feel that way they can’t stand their women being touched 
by other men. It’s monstrously unfair: but Godmother’s tone is accepting”.108  
 
Hamida’s attitude towards her desolate situation was very common among affected 
women at that time. Instead of condemning men or politics they often blamed their own 
destiny,109 because it was a shameful act for all, so they kept silent.110 Social workers 
who recovered these abducted women were eyewitness of all the information. Hamida’s 
character is one of that kind who can help scholars to understand the difficulties and 
worries of such women.111 In contrast to Ayah’s story, which seems to be more artificial 
and artistically created, Hamida’s story might be an example that more authentically 
mirrors reality. 
 
108 Sidwa, Cracking India, pp. 67. See also, Interview with Nain Sukh, Lahore, 25 February 2019. 
Interview with Pipa Virdee, British Historian, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 20 December 2019. “Kidnapped 
women recovered from New Delhi”, Civil and Military Gazette, 18 September 1947, pp. 1. 
109 In Hinduism, Sikhism and Islam it is believed that a person has an inevitable destiny. It is also often 
believed that a person’s deeds can influence his/her destiny, i.e. good deeds will guarantee a good future, 
while bad deeds will result in a bad future.    
110 Butallia, The Other Side of Silence, pp. 87. See also, Interview with Nain Sukh, Lahore, 25 February 
2019. Interview with Choudhary Munir, Ex Director General of National Archives, Islamabad, 25 
January 2019. Sadaat Hassan Manto, “Mehboos Auratein”, Sawera, Lahore: Naya Idara, 1948. 
111 Roy, South Asian Partition Fiction in English, pp. 76. See also, Pakistan Refugee, File No. FO 
371/78272, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1964. Women Relief Committee, File No. FJ-572 
Fatima Jinnah Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1947. Women’s Refugees Rehabilitation 
Association, File No. FJ-579 Fatima Jinnah Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1947. “Restore the 
women and children week program Tackling Abduction Problem”, Civil and Military Gazette, 29 
January 1948, pp. 9. 
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In addition, apart from the abduction of women, also other atrocities are described in 
the story entitled “Ranna’s Story” and are embedded in the main frame of the novel. 
This part of the novel is about Ranna’s experiences. Ranna is Imam Din’s grandson 
who meets Lenny twice when she visits his village, on the way from his village to 
Lahore, Sikh attacker badly wounded him and later he shares his experience with 
Lenny.112 Moreover, children of the time during partition were also deeply traumatized 
during the struggles. They witnessed too many changes and got confused that what was 
going to happen all around, Ranna also witnessed all the killings and tortures. It can be 
argued that children suffered more, because they were unable to protect themselves 
emotionally from the violence.113    
 
Sidhwa’s initial proposal was to write a less biased and more objective account on 
partition regarding politics, but she also accomplished a novel in which women play a 
major role and she created a nuanced variety of feminine roles.114 Generally, it can be 
said, that partition as a major historical event affected everybody on the Indian 
subcontinent. Partition is a collective and inter-generational trauma and writing about 
 
112 Sidwa, Cracking India, pp. 78. See also, Interview with Sardar Avtar Singh Sandhu, London United 
Kingdom, 23 March 2019. He knew it was wrong of the Sikhs to be in the mosque with the village 
women. He could not explain why: except that he still slept in his parent’s room. Stop whimpering you 
bitch, or I’ll bugger you again! a man said irritably. Other men laughed. There was much movement. 
Stifled exclamations and moans. A woman screamed and swore in Punjabi. 
113 Butallia, The Other Side of Silence, pp. 195-233. See also, Interview with Shahbaz Khan, Mong 
Village, Mandi Bahuddin, 24 April 2017. Interview with Abdul Sitar, 176/2D Murtaza colony, Mandi 
Bahuddin, 25 April 2017. In general, it is known that all these assaults against women and children had 
happened, but partition mainly depict as political decision. Although social history becomes more and 
more influential nowadays, the situation of women and children is still sometimes neglected. That’s why 
this novel is very important to reveal the social grievances of that time. 
114 Kleist, More than Victims, pp. 223. Mridula Sarabhai was a social worker, her effort is to bring back 
abducted women was a noticeable work. She had a group of other women who worked with her such as 
Premvati Thapar, Bhag Mehta, Kamlaben Patel, Damyanti Sahgal. On the other side of border Fatima 
Jinnah, Begum Rana Liaqat Ali, Begum Salma Tasaduq, Begum Shahnawaz was noticeable name. 
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it is part of a collective accounting for the past. Sidhwa affirms that the starting point 
of her novel originated in personal memories, but most of the narrative is fiction.115 
 
Cracking India can be classified as literary eye-witness account relying on several 
autobiographical traits. Sidhwa’s role as a woman is to clearly depict the female side of 
partition history.116 It is important that Sidhwa does not just employ a one-sided female 
representation, but she shows a whole spectrum of different ways women reacted to 
partition. Many women jumped into well to secure their respect and dignity and honor 
of their families. Near Ghaggar bridge in Ambala, a convoy of Muslims coming from 
Patiala State was attacked by an armed Sikh gang and Muslim girls had to save their 
honor by jumping into the river.117 
 
Partition literature depicts the scenario of that time, as partition literature is full of such 
stories, which help us to understand what happened at that time. The whole Punjab was 
in drastic situation. Killing, kidnapping, raping and looting was at its peak. Nobody was 
saved at that time. Our writers did a marvelous job that they wrote such a master pieces, 
which make it easy to understand the scenario and feelings of the people. Writers of 
both the sides wrote stories regarding partition, the circumstances were almost same 
 
115 Bhalla, Alok, Partition Dialogues: Memories of a lost home, New Delhi: OUP, 2006, pp. 223. See 
also, Copies of Confidential Review of Events in Pakistan compiled by the Commonwealth Relation, 
Mss Eur D1033/15, British Library, London, 1948. 
116 Kleist, More than Victims, pp. 76. See also, Interview with Dr. Saadat Syed, Urdu Department G.C 
University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. Interview with Dr. Akhtar Hussain Sandhu, History Department 
University of Education, Lahore, 7 February 2019. 
117 Report by K.B Malik Khuda Baksh regarding districts of Ambala, The Journey of Pakistan the 
Documentation on Refugees 1947, National Documentation wing, Islamabad, 1947. See also, “Dead 
women found in well near Ferozepur”, The Eastern Times, 17 June 1947, pp. 9. Interview with Sardar 
Avtar Singh Sandhu, London United Kingdom, 23 March 2019. 
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across the border. Cruelty, savagery, inhumanity was shown by both sides. Oral 
accounts and literature support each other.118 
 
In short, this is how partition effected on the psychology of the children, they did not 
understand exactly what was happening, but they felt that all these things were going 
wrong. This situation was responsible to build a bridge between the people who once 
were friend. They split them and turned them into their worst enemy. Even they were 
not hesitating to kill them. How it could be possible to happen, but the thing was all this 
savagery happen. Neighbors killed their neighbors. Life which was pleasant at once 
changed into drastic situation. History witnessed that people were killing each other but 
they didn’t know why they were doing all this; they all were taking revenge of unseen 
crime. 
 
5.7 Qurat ul Ain Haider’s Fireflies in the Mist  
Fireflies in the Mist by Qurat ul Ain119 is a story about Bengali families, but the main 
character is Deepali Sarkar and her three childhood friends: Rosie Bannerjee, Jehan Ara 
and Yasmin Majid, and Rehan Ahmed. The story’s plot based on the time spans 
 
118 Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. See also, 
Interview with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. 
Interview with Nain Sukh, Lahore, 25 February 2019. 
119 Qurat ul Ain Haider is a significant female Indian Muslim novelist and short story writer, was born 
on 20 January 1927 in Aligarh India and died on 21 August 2007 Noida India. A trendsetter in Urdu 
fiction, she began writing at a time when the novel was yet to take deep roots as a serious genre in the 
poetry-oriented world of Urdu literature. She shook it out of its stagnation and purged it of its obsession 
with fantasy, romance and frivolous realism. She instilled in it a new sensibility and brought into its fold 
strands of thought and imagination hitherto unexplored. Although she mainly wrote in her mother tongue 
Urdu, she also translated several of her fictional works to English. Fireflies in the Mist was first published 
in English in 1994 having 325 pages, but it is a translation of the original novel Akhir-ishab ke hamsafar 
which was published in 1979. Her literary career includes 12 novels, four collection of short stories and 
many translations of classics. The main representation of her fictional output has been put together in a 
collection of three important works, The Sound of Falling Leaves, Sita Betrayed and the Housing Society 
which have been collected in the title A Season of Betrayals. The former is a short story, while the latter 
two are the novellas. Taken together all these translated works form a representative oeuvre of Haider. 
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between the 1930s and 1970s, means pre and post partition. The story is mainly set in 
Bengal,120 but short episodes also happen to be in Trinidad, England, Germany and 
India. Therefore, this is one of the few novels that are concerned with the Bengali side 
of partition history. Although Haider herself was not a native of Bengal but originated 
from North India and lived throughout her life in Delhi, Bombay, Pakistan and England, 
her knowledge of Bengali history and her descriptions of Bengali nature was on par 
with that of a native.121 
 
The novel has three parts, which can be interpreted as introduction, climax and end. 
First part is about Deepali and Rosie family’s introduction and how both girls get 
interested in the Communist Party. In her first assignment, she meets Rehan, who is one 
of the political underground leaders, and he falls in love with her. Second part is about 
Rosie’s rebellion and how she gets arrested, and Deepali’s curiosity about Rehan and 
Jehan (Deepali’s childhood friend) relation. Third part reveals their fate after partition. 
Haider tried to gather an abundance of details and characters in her novel.122 
 
In contrast to the Cracking India, which portrays female representation as victim, 
Haider’s novel narrates the independent and empowered perspective of women. 
Deepali, Rosie and Uma Roy are politically active, and Yasmin is artistically 
independent. Only Jehan Ara maintains a traditional domestic life of upper-class Indian 
 
120 First Indian Bengal, then East Pakistan and later Bangladesh. 
121 Jasmin Mairhofer-Mehmood, The Representation of Women during the time of Partition in Novels of 
South Asian Women Writers, Diplomstudium Anglistik und Amerikanistik, 2013. 
122 Interview with Dr. Shaista Hameed, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. See 




Muslim women. In her novel all the characters are members of different religious 
groups. Deepali and Uma are Hindu, Jehan Ara and Yasmin are Muslim, and Rosie is 
initially Christian, becomes atheist and finally marries a Hindu, religion is not the focus 
of the native, it only portrays the actual situation of the Indian subcontinent prior to 
partition. Jehan Ara is the only one who stays in Dacca,123 but Rosie moves to New 
Delhi, Deepali to Trinidad and Yasmin to England and Germany respectively. They are 
no longer neighboring friends and lose contact to each other. The breaking apart of 
Deepali’s multi-religious group of friends also symbolizes the division of the multi-
religious Indian subcontinent into religiously distinct nation states.124 
 
Deepali Sarkar is a young college student who is attracted to the left wing of the 
nationalist movement and gets engaged in an Underground Communist group. At the 
beginning Deepali and Rosie have the first political thoughts but later they have 
differences and they go separate ways. Rehan believes in an independent united India. 
Deepali and Rehan spend their time with a poor fisherman’s family, who care for them 
like their own children. This makes Deepali think about the poor people’s generosity 
through all the hardships.125 Although, instructed by her leaders she first gets to meet 
 
123 Dacca is the former spelling of Bangladesh’s capital Dhaka.    
124 Interview with Haji Muhammad Jameel, 145/7G Arshad town, Mandi Bahuddin, 12 April 2017. See 
also, interview with Muhammad Aslam, Lohari gate, Lahore, 13 April 2017. Different religious 
movement started after the Revolt of 1857, in Hindu society the movement are Brahmo Samaj, Arya 
Samaj and Neo-Vedanta. In Sikh society, the movements are Ghadar Party, Shiromani Akali Dal, 
Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee, Akali Dal whereas in Muslim society, the movements are 
Deobandi, Al-Hadis and Wahabis. All these movement targeted to create huge differences among the 
people of different religion. 
125 Interview with Nusrat Bhatti, Urdu Department Islamia College, Lahore, 27 March 2017. In early of 
20th century Jinnah believed that until and unless the League and the Congress worked jointly India 
would never become free from the colonial rule. Later, he joined the League in order to persuade the 
League leaders to make an amicable settlement with the Congress in the greater interest of the country. 
Gandhi also has the same thought of united India, the people of who followed Gandhi’s ideology were 
in the favor of the united India. They don’t want the partition of India; their will is to get independence 
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Uma Roy, a thirty-year-old Bolshevik, who is also known as “The Typhoon”. Uma 
belongs a rich Hindu family, she gets educated in England. Her family has respect in 
Dacca’s society, so they were not much happy with her communist activities. 
 
Yasmin does not belong to the group of female revolutionaries she stands out as 
‘modern’ woman, because she decides her life on her own and leaves her parents, 
because they do not agree with her future. However, Yasmin is a privileged Muslim 
girl but wants to become a famous dancer. She believes in freedom of speech and 
always says her own opinion, which is in total contrast to the idea Deepali’s aunt had 
expressed, because she thinks that children should respect their elders and accept their 
decisions unsolicited. Although Yasmin reaches fame only post-mortem after she has 
led a tragic life in exile.126 
 
Deepali meets Rehan after thirty years, he justifies his lifestyle, because he believes 
that “to keep the lamp burning requires a great quantity of oil. To remain consistently 
inside the sphere of misery and struggle requires a hell of a lot of courage. Those who 
do so are considered eccentrics or plain fools.”127 This already indicates that none of 
 
from the British rule. The best Example of their unity had been seen in Jallianwala Bagh where General 
Dyer open fire on everyone in which people from both the communities died. 
126 Interview with Muhammad Hanif Bhatti, Urdu Department Islamia College, Lahore, 27 March 2017. 
See also, Interview with Dr. Nasima Rehman, Urdu Department G.C University, 24 March 2017. There 
are many Indian Muslims those who decide to remain true to India. They are not led by the temptation 
of migrating to the Muslim homeland because they have held a secular ideology. Yasmin is among them, 
who goes to Germany, falls on bad days and commits suicide, unable to come back. 
127 Haider, Fireflies in the Mist, pp. 149. Rehan Ahmad is the intellectual leaders of the extreme leftist 
politics. They attract young Deepali into their charmed circle, and Deepali helps them in different ways 
possible. Rehan Ahmad takes control of the emotional lives of Uma and Deepali. Ironically, however, 
he symbolizes the eventual ruin and decay of the leftist ideology, although at the beginning he seems to 
carry the burden of personal and political alienation. Through these characters, Haider indicates the 
ironies and betrayals of various political postures represented by the individual political parties. 
Following their party line, however, Uma Roy and Rehan Ahmad do not co-operate with Gandhi’s Quit 
India Movement. Deepali’s friends Jyoti and Mahmood die for the cause, while Rosie is wounded during 
an attack on a police station. When the Hindu-Muslim divide becomes contagious in the final days of the 
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the revolutionary characters remain radical. Deepali and Rosie change their attitudes 
already quite early and Rehan later. It is worth to quote Rosie’s knowledge about actual 
female revolutionary actions at length,  
“There were girl terrorists too. On April 22, 1930, when the government armory 
in Chittagong was attacked, one of the girls, Kalpana Dutta, was arrested. 
Pritilata Wadedar led the attack on Chittagong’s European Club. Before she 
could be handcuffed, she killed herself. Two young girls, Shanti and Suniti, 
were transported to the Andaman Islands for life. They had assassinated the 
English district magistrate of Comilla. Beena Das shot at the Governor of 
Bengal. Many high-ranking English officials of the province were murdered. 
Now Rosie daydreamed: Can’t I also become a national heroine like them and 
atone for the servility of my community?”128  
Additionally, among other female Indian revolutionaries, those mentioned by Rosie in 
the narrative are the best-known historical examples.129 Rosie describes her experiences 
 
freedom struggle, these revolutionaries become disillusioned. The communal riots force many of them 
to lead a life of guilt while others compromise and gradually, they are seduced by the corruptions of their 
respective post-independence nationalisms. Rehan Ahmed is the best example of this compromise, 
because he ends up as the richest jute tycoon in Dacca; he took on the fortune he had once turned down 
during his idealist days, along with a woman he once loved-Jahan Ara Begum. Uma Roy and Deepali 
Sarkar are deeply hurt and humiliated by Rehan Ahmad’s betrayals and they are also disillusioned by 
their hopeless movement, too. 
128 Haider, Fireflies in the Mist, pp. 65. See also, Chittagong Riots and Armory Raid, Mss Eur C806, 
British Library, London, 1930. On April 18, 1930, there was an attempt to raid the armory of the Police 
and Auxiliary forces from the Chittagong armory in Bengal. The idea was to capture the two main 
armories in Chittagong and then demolish the Telegraph and telephone office. It was to be followed by 
the assassination of Europeans Some 65 people executed this conspiracy in the name of Indian 
Republican Army. After everything was done, all the revolutionaries gathered outside the police armory 
where leader Surya Sen took a military salute, hoisted the National Flag and proclaimed a Provisional 
Revolutionary Government. After that they fled to the hills. Hot pursuit by police followed. Many of the 
members were captured and trialed and deported for life. The leader Surya Sen was arrested in 1933 on 
a tip off. He was hanged in 1934 and was probably last of the militant nationalists to be executed. 
129The orthography of Indian names often varies, because they are transcriptions from an Indian alphabet 
(e.g. Devanāgarī, Bengali, Urdu) to the Latin alphabet. Kalpana Dutta was Indian independence 
movement activist and member of the armed independence movement led by the Surya Sen, which 
carried out the Chittagong armory raid in 1932 and Pritilata Wadedar was a Bengali revolutionary 
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in prison through a letter she writes to Deepali, she writes about her imprisonment as a 
female revolutionary. This is interesting because very few accounts of those 
experiences exist. Rosie writes that, “there were a whole lot of girls imprisoned during 
the uprising”, which seems to mirror historical facts of that time.130 
 
Jehan Ara is a daughter of a wealthy Muslim landlord stands in stark contrast to the two 
female revolutionaries, Deepali Sarkar and Rosie Bannerjee. She is described as a 
conservative girl obeying purdah131. Jehan even sees herself as the opposite of her two 
friends. Jehan is not happy with her conservative role, it is not clear whether Jehan 
prefers her own lifestyle or envies Rosie’s and Deepali’s freedom. She even questions 
herself, but cannot find an answer, “Rosie and Deepali were endeavoring in their own 
way, to achieve the ideal conditions for humanity. While I, Jehan Ara, Decoration of 
the World, sit and brood and knit booties. Should I have got out of here that fateful 
night with Rehan? Was its predestination that I didn’t go, or merely the result of my 
own sheltered upbringing?”132  
 
nationalist from Indian continent she was influential in the Indian independence movement, she also 
joined Surya Sen, and in 1932 she led the attack on the Pahartali European club which has a sign board 
that read “Dogs and Indians are not allowed.” To avoid arrest she consumed potassium cyanide and died 
in 1932 on the same day of attack at the age of 21. Kalpana Dutta and Pritilata were classmate.  
130 Thapar, Suruchi, Women as Activists; Women as Symbols: A Study of the Indian Nationalist 
Movement, Feminist Review 44, 1993, pp. 81-96. On the other hand, Rosie, the daughter of a poor priest 
in Dacca, who got arrested during the freedom struggle, marries a lawyer and migrates to Calcutta. 
Consequently, up his becoming a judge in the Delhi high court, she comes to live in Delhi where she 
becomes a celebrity. 
131 The practice in certain Muslim and Hindu societies of screening women from men or strangers, 
especially by means of a curtain. 
132 Haider, Firelies in the Mist, pp. 78. Deepali, Rosie and Jahan Ara are quite literally and respectively 
widow into Hindu, Christian and Muslim communities and the author describes their fraught relationship 
with each other and even with the British. The other characters become the mere pretext for ideological 
debate. For instance, giving a correct line on the communal question, Mushir says to Rosie: “the trouble 
is when a Hindu glory in his traditions, it is Indian culture and Indian philosophy. When a Muslim 
mentions his own heritage, he is a communalist. We must correct these attitudes before it is too late. Or 
else, comrades, this country will break up after the British leave”. 
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In Fireflies in the Mist, Haider is not interested in mainstream history and politics, but 
more in describing the less known aspects and stories. Although the book is mainly 
concerned with partition. According to history writing the story gives priority to female 
revolutionaries.133 Even the emotional focus of the story lies differently to other 
partition novels, because the author does not want to foreground the brutality and 
inhuman effects of partition, but the active participation of average citizens who thought 
they could help changing their country’s fate. Nevertheless, in the novel, Haider also 
portrays that nobody was spared from partition’s consequences and even if people did 
not witness killings and riots, they still lost their friends and sometimes had to live in 
exile.134 Their world broke apart and no revolution could change that. Sinha has 
analyzed the novel in a similar way: “Haider opens our eyes to the loss of the Indian 
people suffered and are still suffering. Her main concern is the loss of a world where 
people lives in harmony despite their social and religious differences, spoke the same 
language, studied the same literature, maintained cultural unity and struggled unitedly 
for the liberation of their motherland”.135  
 
133 Interview with Dr. Shaista Hameed, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. 
Dinesh Chandra Sarkar, a former revolutionary, who was arrested in 1931 and hanged in 1933, was 
Deepali father’s only brother. Throughout the story her engagement in revolutionary politics is several 
times explained as being rooted in her ancestor’s activities, e.g. when she first meets Uma Roy to get 
information about a secret mission, Uma is perplexed about Deepali’s interest in Underground politics: 
‘A sheltered girl like you - from where did you get this streak?’ ‘From my grandfather and uncle, I 
suppose’, Deepali answered without hesitation. Women revolutionaries joined the movement mostly as 
cadres. They were motivated more by a revolutionary impulse than by any cogent political thinking. 
While this was also true of the male rank and file, women were subordinate within the revolutionary 
organizations. Deepali probably thinks that her political activity as a female member has less importance, 
although we know, nowadays, that female revolutionary participation was significant within the 
nationalist movement. 
134 Interview with Dr. Tahir Ameen, Department of Research Quaid-e-Azam University, Islamabad, 25 
December 2017. This emotion is well expressed in the book. The characters belong to various religious 
affiliations and are connected throughout the first two parts of the book. However, after Independence 
they are not only geographically separated, but become also personally alienated.   
135 Sinha, M.P, Partition: The Other Side Qurat ul Ain Haider’s Fireflies in the Mist, New Delhi: Atlantic 
Publishers & Distributors, 1998, pp. 36-51. 
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Fireflies in the Mist is the prominent female representation can be characterized as 
rebellious revolutionary. Haider does not only employ subaltern female roles in her 
novel, but also empowered women, who express their own opinion, live according to 
their own wishes and fight for a major cause alongside with men.136 However, it should 
be noted that the time frame of the last part of the novel is set after independence. It is 
historically proven that many female revolutionaries did no longer participate actively 
in politics after India reached independence.137 Students were also very active in 
partition; in Bombay they defy police ban.138 
 
Every society has two types of people, active and passive. Active one has the 
knowledge and awareness and they want to do something for the betterment, while 
passive just follow. During partition time same thing was observed, people from rural 
areas did not know what was going to be happened, what partition was, what was 
migration and what were the aftermath of all these situations.139 At that time, students 
from different colleges and universities played a vital role, they understood what they 
must do. Besides the high politics, they tried to make understand the common man 
 
136 Bandyopadhyay, Sandip, Women in the Bengal Revolutionary Movement (1902- 1935), Manushi 65, 
1991, pp. 30. Qurat ul Ain Haider manages to employ a rich variety of different female roles in her 
narrative. She demonstrates that women were not only victimized and helpless during India’s political 
transitional period, but they also actively participated. While ‘Feminist Postcolonialism’ claims that 
women are doubly oppressed, Haider counters this argument in showing that a group of women were 
not. As it was already described at the beginning of this chapter quite several women were working for 
the national movement and some of them were also active as revolutionaries. 
137 Bandyopadhyay, Women in the Bengal, pp. 34. 
138 “Bombay students defy police ban”, Civil and Military Gazette, 1 January 1948, pp. 1. See also, Police 
abstract of Intelligence Punjab. File No. 10 Para 150, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. 
Students particularly in Lahore took part in instigating trouble during early stages of the present 
communal disturbances. Subsequent developments, however, have created a situation which is beyond 
them. 
139 Interview with Dr. Zahid Mehmood, Urdu Department Islamia College, Lahore, 27 March 2017. See 
also, Interview with Dr. Harvinder Singh Bhatti, Sociology Department Punjabi University, Patiala, 
India, 23 February 2019. 
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about partition, they also served as volunteers, during migration they served themselves 
as helpers. They were not able to stop the riots and all communal violence but the thing 
they could do was to serve humanity.140 
 
In short, this was how besides the violence and riots partition provided platform to 
women and young generation, to show their capabilities in politics. Begum Rana Liaqat 
Ali Khan, Fatima Jinnah, Kamla Nehru, Usha Mehta are some of the names of female 
politicians who fought equally to men for the independence of India.141 Young 
generation was also very active at that time. Many student’s federation were working 
in all over the India. Everyone at their positions was trying hard to safe the maximum 
number of lives. Partition also split the families, as all the member did not agree to 
migrate to Pakistan, those who were not in favor remain in India and others migrated 







140 Interview with Dr. Amir, Urdu Department Sargodha University, Sargodha, 13 December 2017. See 
also, Police Abstract of Intelligence Punjab, File No. 29 Para 508, National Documentation Wing, 
Islamabad, 1947. The AISC has decided to organize a training camp in first week of September 1947 at 
Naini Tal. Misra Lal Gupta has been instructed to select ten suitable students from the Punjab and three 
from the States for this camp. It is believed that the U.P Government has offered to assist in imparting 
instruction of evacuation to the students attending the camp.  
141 Interview with Mujeeb-ur-Rehman Shami, Head office Nawa-e-Waqat, Lahore, 5 June 2017. In India, 
women’s movements had started to emerge during the 19th century. At the beginning, these movements 
were mainly concerned with the rights of Hindu women, although some issues, like education and child 
marriage, were universal and did not apply to a specific Indian community. Since Muslims are only a 
minority group in India, specific Muslim women’s movements started to emerge later. Some of the most 
important concerns for Muslim women in India were the issue of female education, the age of marriage, 
the importance of a girl’s consent to marriage, polygamy, a woman’s role in marriage and purdah. 
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5.8 Attia Husain’s Sunlight on a Broken Column 
Sunlight on a Broken Column is a novel by Attia Husain142 which is a significant work 
of Indian English fiction and partition literature.143 Additionally, it is written by a 
female author. This is the first novel that was written on partition after the actual event 
as not much novel was written just shortly after partition, this novel is also important 
because it is the first novel that depicts the Muslim perspective on the partition event. 
The story is about the effect of partition on one patrician Muslim Talukdar144 family. 
The protagonist of the story is Laila, and the time span is between 1932 to 1952,145 and 
the story is set in Lucknow city. The novel is of four parts, in first part, Laila is at 15 
years when she loses her parents, after this she is living with her paternal grandfather 
and her aunts. She and her cousin Zahra are brought up in an orthodox and traditional 
way. 
 
In the second part which is after the death of her grandfather, her brought up undergoes 
of her uncle, who idealizes a western lifestyle. At that time, she starts to go outside and 
interact with different people and have discussion on politics. During this she meets 
 
142 Attia Husain was born on 1913 as a daughter of an aristocratic Taluqdar family in Lucknow and died 
on 25 January 1998. Her father died when she was eleven and her mother, who lived in purdah took over 
the running of the family estate. Husain was the first girl from a Taluqdar family to graduate from 
university but rebelled against her family by choosing her own husband. Although she was never actually 
involved in politics, her family exercised much political influence. She by herself admit that her lack of 
political involvement is because of her tied and restricted traditional bonds of duty to the family. This 
explanation reminds one very much of Laila’s situation and her political neutrality. In 1947 Husain and 
her husband and children left the Indian subcontinent for England, where she had been living until her 
death in 1998. Sunlight on a broken Column is a semi-autobiographical account by a fiction character of 
Laila. It was published in 1961.  
143 Shaikh, Firoz A, Partition: A Human Tragedy (A Critical Study of Novels on Partition of Indian 
Subcontinent), New Delhi: Sarup Book Publishers Pvt. Ltd., 2009, pp. 80. 
144 Talukdar is a feudal landowning family. 
145 The protagonist refers to the time before and after the partition period so that easily analyze the effect 
of partition on people’s life. 
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Ameer, who is a poor kinsman and one of her family’s friends. They start loving each 
other and want to marry, but her conservative family does not allow this marriage.146 
In third part, her cousins return to India after completing their studies in England. Her 
uncle becomes active in politics but has clash with his son’s ideas on politics. This splits 
the family, and one her cousin decides to leave for Pakistan. Laila manages to marry 
Ameer, but her family turns against her, this further split the family.147 
 
Additionally, the last part is in post partition in 1952 and Laila, who is a widow by now, 
visits the house of her childhood again, which is turned into a refugee camp.148 The 
story ends on a hopeful note, when Laila leaves the empty house with Assad, a distant-
cousin and an important figure of the novel, with the words, “I have been waiting for 
you, Assad. I am ready to leave now”.149 The backdrop of the story is the Indian politics, 
struggle for partition, but for Laila, the important thing is her personal freedom and 
development. 
 
146 Interview with Nusrat Bhatti, Urdu Department Islamia College, Lahore,27 March 2017. Muslim 
families all over India were living under similar conditions. It is surprising that Laila does not rebel 
against this tradition of female seclusion, since she opposes traditional values in general. It is part of her 
growing up and she does not question this way of living. Interestingly Zahra leaves purdah first, after she 
is married. However, she is only permitted to live an open and social life because she is a married woman. 
Laila, on the other hand, does not feel any compulsion or want to leave purdah. Even when Zahra suggests 
taking her to the reception of the Viceroy, Laila protests and tries to avoid going out in public. Laila 
prefers to stay within her well-known realm and does not want to break conventions. But Zahra 
introduces her cousin to society against her wishes. Due to the newness of this situation and her 
insecurity, Laila gets separated from her relatives, but is rescued by a charming young man, Ameer. After 
this premiere at a social event, the narrative is no longer confined to the secluded part of the house, but 
Laila’s college and gatherings with friends are described. Although initially coerced, Laila is released 
from the restrictive tradition of purdah.   
147 Jasmin, The Representation of Women, pp. 76. 
148 Interview with Pir Baksh, B-34/2 Bhatti gate, Lahore, 5 May 2017. See also, Ministry of Refugees 
and Rehabilitation, Fie No. 128/CF/48, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1948. 
149 Shaikh, Partition, pp. 93. Laila visits her native house and remembers the happy past of her childhood, 
while she reflects on the unstable present and unknown future. The reader also gets to know what has 
happened in these last 14 years and how Laila witnessed the troubles during the partition as a widowed 
woman. Interestingly Ameer did not die due to the consequences of partition and Indian politics, but he 
was sent to the Middle East as a soldier, where he was taken prisoner and killed. 
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In the end it is mentioned that sometimes female education gives disadvantage to girls, 
because they will get distracted and own their principal duties. Zahra’s upbringing is 
under her mother while Laila being orphan does not have such upbringing like Zahra. 
That’s may be one reason that both having different ideas and thoughts. Although, 
another issue that is discussed in the novel is marriages in Indian families.150 The author 
depicts two concepts of marriages: arranged marriage and love marriage. The first one 
represents the traditional and conventional means for getting married. The second one 
represents the new and modern way of marriage. The latter concept was not socially 
accepted on the Indian subcontinent.151 
 
Laila is the protagonist and her attitudes and values are in the foreground, in this sense 
Laila is representing post-independent India, while Zahra represents the colonial world. 
Laila herself can be classified as a moderate Muslim, because she believes in a united 
India and in non-violence.152 This multi-religious group of friends is only united in 
colonial India but should separate when the subcontinent is divided. Therefore, this is 
 
150 Interview with Dr. Mehboob, Urdu Department Sargodha University, Sargodha, 13 December 2017. 
In nineteenth century India, the separation of the private and public spheres among respectable Muslim 
families was spatially manifest in the division of the place of residence into an inner part (andar) and an 
outer one (sardar). This separation was physically more well-defined in the houses of the well-to-do 
sharif (that is, well-born, upper class gentry) families where the female members hardly ever ventured 
out of the andarmahal (inner mansion). Regarding the topic of purdah, Laila does not question this 
concept of female seclusion. Purdah was primarily a phenomenon spread amongst the Muslim 
community. In Muslim households the separation of an outer world and an inner world was very much 
in practice. 
151 Amin, Sonia Nishat, The World of Muslim Women in Colonial Bengal, 1876-1939, Leiden: E.J. Brill, 
1996, pp. 52. See also, Interview with Fateh Muhammad, 112/F Shalmi, Lahore, 8 May 2017. The 
dissimilarity between a traditional and modern marriage is presented in the narrative. Already in the 
beginning her aunts and uncles review Zahra’s marriage prospects. They, unequivocally, arrive at the 
conclusion that a girl is never qualified to decide about her own wedding. Because the girl cannot choose 
her own husband, she has neither the upbringing nor the opportunity.  There are two factors why a girl 
is unable to choose a suitable husband: first, her upbringing, which consists of a moral sense of duty 
deriving from her parents and her education; and second, the lack of opportunity, because Zahra lives in 
purdah and therefore does simply not have contact with any young men. 
152 More, D.R, The Novels on the Indian Partition, Jaipur: Shruti Publications, 2008, pp. 83. 
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analogous to the actual partition of the subcontinent.153 Independence politics and 
partition are a major topic of this novel and they occur in numerous situations. 
 
Historically, the Muslim minority population in India experienced many difficulties and 
threats at the time of partition. They were regarded as traitors by the Muslims in favor 
of Pakistan, and as disturbers of communal harmony by the Hindus in India.154 
Nevertheless, Laila accredits her Hindu friends for helping her during this difficult time. 
In a letter to Zahra she recalls her experiences, “I had known the fear of violence, 
murder, rape and mutilation, as hate-blinded revengeful men had streamed over the 
border and closer to that retreat in the hills. Where were you, Zahra, when I sat up 
through the nights, watching village after village set on fire, each day nearer and nearer? 
Sleeping in a comfortable house, guarded by policemen, and sentries? Do you know 
who saved me and my child?155 Sita, who took us to her house, despite putting her own 
life in danger with ours. And Ranjit drove us back, pretending we were his family, 
risking discovery and death”.156  
 
153 Kabir, Ananya Jahanara., Gender, Memory, Trauma: Women’s Novels on the Partition of India, 
Comparative Studies of South Asia, Africa and the Middle East, 25(1), 2005, pp. 177– 190. Almost all 
men of Laila’s family are politically active. Uncle Hamid runs for the elections of a Taluqdari party, 
while his son Saleem is a member of the Muslim League. Asad, her distant cousin, engages himself in 
the nonviolence movement. However, the protagonist, Laila, does not participate actively in politics, but 
only experiences it. 
154 Communal Disturbance in India, File No. DO 142/14, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. 
See also, Political Situation in India, File No. DO 142/259, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 
1947. 
155 In the last part of the novel it is mentioned that Laila and Ameer have one daughter, but partition 
happened after Ameer’s death.   
156 Attia Husain, Sunlight on a Broken Column, London: Chatto and Windus, 1961, pp. 289. See also, 
Punjab Governor’s fortnightly report to Viceroy, Disturbance in the Punjab 1947 A compilation of 
Official Documents, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947, pp. 316. There have been daily 
fires, stabbings and bomb explosions in Lahore and its surrounding areas to kill Hindus and Sikhs. 
Murder cases arising from the disturbances were being heard and the bomb was intended to kill some of 
the accused and any Muslim in Amritsar who happened to be about. In all this situation many people lost 
their lives. Communal situation in Gurdaspur, Jullundur, Hoshiarpur, Ferozepur and their nearby rural 
areas were very serious. The aggressions in all these rural areas seem to be the Sikhs. 
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Moreover, in most cases this historical event, in general, symbolizes the split between 
all the religious population of subcontinent into two separate nations. However, the 
stories of Muslims who decided to stay in India or Hindus/Sikhs who opted for Pakistan, 
are rarely known.157 Husain as a writer records the marginalized existence of woman in 
society. Husain represents this young woman as modernist thinker who does not give 
up easily her own opinion. While she restrains from taking a clear political standpoint, 
she neutrally reproduces all her observations and experiences and Husain represents a 
vision of the possible ‘new woman’ of independent India.158 All the key events of 
Husain’s life are in some way reflected in the novel. Therefore, Sunlight on a Broken 
Column is based on autobiographical traits.159 
 
Life of the people of India and Pakistan are very much similar in few aspects of life. 
Women in sub-continent are considered as the sign of dignity in the patriarchal society. 
This is one of the reasons that during communal violence people from both sides 
targeted women. Killing, murder, kidnapping, raping and abduction were on both sides, 
the difference was only in statistical number of affected women.160 In the subcontinent 
 
157 Interview with Muhammad Habib, H-56/9 Lahori gate, Lahore, 7 May 2017. See also, “Muslim States 
greet Pakistan in London”, The Pakistan Times, 11 July 1947, pp. 1. Preparation of Transfer of Power 
1947, File No. FO 371/63533, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. 
158 Interview with Nusrat Bhatti, Urdu Department Islamia College, Lahore, 27 March 2017. Husain as 
a young Muslim woman in pre-independence India was a remarkable person. She pursued her education 
and made her own decisions, like Laila, although she was ‘just’ a girl. Apart from the major political 
resistance movements, women had to be active in many minor fights in order to achieve their personal 
rights. The novel shows that Partition was a drastic event in South Asia’s population. However, it was 
not the only difficulty women of that time had to persevere. For women in South Asia, partition was an 
event that affected their life in several ways, but their subordinate status in India’ society was an 
omnipresent issue they had to deal with. This is the reason why many partition novels by female authors 
do not primarily deal with violence against women. 
159 Naseem Rohila, Treatment of Partition by English Women Novelists, Dayalbagh Education 
University, 2010, pp. 178. 
160 Promulgation of an Ordinance for the Recovery of Abducted Persons, Ministry of Relief and 
Rehabilitation, File No. 84/CF/47, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1949. See also, Refugees 
in East Punjab, File No. DO 142/439, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947-1948. Supplement 
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of India, there were many multi-religious friendship groups, that remained no longer 
after partition. So, partition puts its effect on the people according to their level of 
understanding.161 
 
In most of the areas, people were living a peaceful life but during riots they killed each 
other everywhere is the atmosphere of communal violence, and people moved across 
the border and became refugees.162 In short, this is how people witnessed that to whom 
they were living at the time of their ancestors now became their enemy, because of this 
they had left their ancestor’s place and moved to some unknown place. It is very 
difficult to leave one’s ancestor place, they had their memories, they spend good time 
there but now everything was left behind, and they were going to make new memories. 
 
5.9 Bisham Sahani’s Pali 
Pali is a short story written by Bisham Sahani,163 among his all collection of short 
stories this is the most remarkable which shows one of the facts of the scenario. The 
 
to the list of Muslim Abducted Women and Children in India and Jammu and Kashmir, Punjab Archives, 
Lahore, 1954. 
161 Interview with Dr. Nasima Rehman, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. See 
also, Interview with Muhammad Saleem, Urdu Department Islamia college, Lahore, 27 March 2017. 
162 “Eject local Muslims to accommodate refugees”, Tribune, 5 October 1948, pp. 2. See also, Police 
Abstract of Intelligence Punjab, File No. 23 Para 405, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. 
Hindus and Sikhs are reported in the month of June 1947 to be evacuating from Gujrat and Sargodha 
areas in large numbers. In the Shahpur and Mianwali districts Muslim laborer causing anxiety to the city 
Sargodha residents and Sikhs. Refugees from Lahore, Amritsar and Lyallpur have been entering in Gujrat 
district whereas refugees from Punjab and NWFP were arriving at Thanesar, Karnal district. Hindus from 
Multan are evacuating and endeavoring to sell up their assets. Similarly, from Wah camp the refugees 
were leaving. The laboring classes in the cities were on the verge starvation and the continued disorders 
which have resulted in the business stand still may shortly create a situation when the labor elements will 
either turn to crime or take to general lawlessness. 
163 Bisham Sahani was born in 8 August 1912 at Rawalpindi, Pakistan and died on 11 July 2003 in Delhi 
India. He born in a devout Arya Samajist family. He was schooled in Rawalpindi. Then he went to 
Government College, Lahore. He took a master’s degree in English literature there. After College 
education, he returned to Rawalpindi to join his father’s import business. But he found many difficulties 
of taxes in that business, so he decided to teach at a local college. These were the days of the freedom 
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story is about a boy who during the partition disturbance was separated from his 
family.164 Pali is the protagonist of the story; his biological parents are Manohar Lal 
and Kaushalya whereas adopted parents are Shakur and Zainab. In the start of the story, 
Pali gets separated from his family while crossing the border and then a childless couple 
adopted him. He is Hindu while his adopted parents are Muslim, he faces the confusion 
of multiple states which psychologically affects him. In his childhood, he first gets 
separated from his own family, then is adopted by a different family, later he needs to 
convert his religion.165 Among all nobody is there to realize that he is undergoing 
through mental stress. People cheers him as he is kept calling “Pitaji” and crying. 
 
struggle against the British rule in India. At the same time, he also involved in the activities of the 
National Congress. Bisham Sahani participated in the Quit India Movement of 1942. Because of it, he 
went in jail time to time in an early age. Then, he became a district secretary of the Congress. In 1947, 
communal riots were breaking out in the whole nation. There also, in Rawalpindi, in March 1947, the 
communal riots broke out. Bisham Sahani worked with the relief committee as Congress worker. Further, 
on 15 August 1947 the India got freedom. The Independence brought the partition of the Indian 
subcontinent. The partition formed the Union India for Hindus and New Pakistan for Muslims. The 
partition changed all. The sectarian forces compeled the Hindu Masses to migrate to India from New 
Pakistan. After partition, the birth town Rawalpindi of Bisham Sahani was in Pakistan. Being Arya 
Samajist Hindu family, Bisham Sahani’s family had to migrate from Rawalpindi to Union India. The 
partition made Rawalpindi a foreign land to Bisham Sahani. In those days the masses had not forgot the 
birth towns where they had brought up and schooled. He was a Hindi writer, playwright, and famous for 
his novel Tamas, it was a passionate account on the partition. He was awarded the Padma Bhushan for 
literature in 1998. He had command over Punjabi, English, Urdu, Sanskrit and Hindi. He also translated 
many foreign works into Hindi. 
164 Copies of Confidential Review of Events in Pakistan compiled by the Commonwealth Relation, Mss 
Eur D1033/15, British Library, London, 1948. See also, Events in India and Pakistan July-August 1947, 
File No. DO 142/14, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. “Abducted women and children 
detained to East Punjab”, Daily Dawn, 10 November 1947, pp. 4. 
165 Interview with Syed Jamal Shah, Urdu Department Islamia College, Lahore, 27 March 2017. See also, 
Interview with Dr. Harvinder Singh Bhatti, Sociology Department Punjabi University, Patiala, India, 23 
February 2019. “Forcibly conversion of Muslims”, Civil and Military Gazette, 8 January 1948, pp. 9. 
Time and again the author are found emphasizing the powerlessness of man which enhances the tragedy 
of partition. Most of the victims of that unfortunate event were those who were innocent and had no hand 
in inflicting miseries on others. They were innocent in the sense that they had not participated in the 
events that led to the division of the country. Hence their victimization underscores their helplessness. It 
is not right to put entire blame on fate. There is no doubt that the communal forces did fan the hidden 
fire of hatred between the two communities. 
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People trying to give him warm place to adjust in new environment including his 
adopted Muslim parents.166 
 
 
Figure 5.4. Children Rescued from East Punjab in 1948167 
 
Furthermore, when Manohar Lal finds his son and demands his son’s custody. Shakur 
and Zainab try hard to keep Pali with them. But according to the law of state, they have 
 
166 Bisham Sahani, Ravikant and Saint.T.K. ed, trans, Pali, Translating Partition, New Delhi: Katha 
Books, 2001, pp. 23. See also, Interview with Choudhary Munir, Ex Director General of National 
Archives, Islamabad, 25 January 2019. West Punjab Legislative Assembly Debates from 14th December 
1951 to 15th January 1952 vol 2, File No. A-76, Punjab Legislative Assembly, Lahore, 1952. Though 
Pali is adopted by a family that was loving and caring, not all the children were lucky the same way. In 
fact, most of the children who survived the partition were subjected to various psychological and physical 
tortures that became a permanent part of their conscience. The lost children who were left to survive on 
their own. If these children did not starve to death, or were not murdered for sport, they ended up in state 
orphanages. The displaced children were adopted out, and the boys of course, were always first to go. 
They were although not adopted for love or family but mainly for labor. On the other hand, when small 
girls were adopted, sadly enough, most ended up as domestic workers or prostitutes. 
167 “Children Rescued from East Punjab”, Civil and Military Gazette, 16 October 1948, pp. 10. 
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to return Pali back.168 Manohar Lal is on the strong side. Pali is now adjusted with his 
new family and he is also practicing the Muslim prayers but again Pali is enforced into 
a distressing condition. Now he is once again in an emotional phase as he is pressurized 
to select his father by standing in a crowd.169 “But the time was not good at all, the 
circumstances took an ugly turn and there raised questions regarding religion like. 
Whose child, is he? Who had brought him up? caused the situation more 
unimportant”.170 
 
168 Fortnightly Summary for the Period ending 30 September 1955, File No. 10/CF/55xvi, National 
Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1955. See also, Recovery of Abducted Women Announcement of the 
Pakistan Ordinance 1947, File No. 84/CF/47, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. The 
insecurity of a mother and her constant fear of becoming motherless. She gets frightened when someone 
comes to claim the custody of Pali. The first time the police havildar came with the summons for Shakur, 
Zainab felt greatly upset, her condition being like that of a fish that has been thrown out of water. Her 
dreams were crumbling before her very eyes. Happiness as well as sorrow of both families depend on 
the little innocent figure of Pali. The victory of one in the legal battle means the shattering of the dreams 
of the other. Here, both the parties are victims, and none can be blamed. In this story Sahni has shown 
the vital role of fate in the life of an individual. There is no feeling of hatred in Zainab’s heart for those 
who come to snatch away from her the most precious jewel of her life, Pali. Being a woman, she can 
appreciate the misery of Pali’s real mother. 
169 Interview with Dr. Nasima Rehman, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. See 
also, Interview with Dr. Saadat Syed, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. The 
distress of the child is appreciated neither by Muslims nor by Hindus. Instead, Hindus and Muslims give 
vent to hidden animosity against each other. Thus, Pali becomes the symbol of dastardly indifference to 
the real issue. The unnecessary interference by the members of each community leaves Pali bewildered. 
At first the boy is circumcised by Shakur’s people and made acceptable there, but when he comes back 
to his parents, he is again purified by the community of Manohar Lai. Here, in the story, both the Hindu 
as well as the Muslim parents are devoid of any ill feelings towards each other. But the biggest tragedy 
is that they are made to behave exactly in a way their society expects of them. The values which the two 
couples hold do not teach them to hate. It is a pity that they are not allowed to follow those principles 
which are dear to them. Zainab and Shakur never insist on the conversion of Pali’s religion. Nor do 
Manohar Lai and his wife want it. The author’s portrayal of the two parents in a favorable light and the 
disapproval of the acts of Chaudhary and Maulvi show that Sahni places the values of human kindness 
above religion. 
170 Sahani, Pali, pp. 36. See also, Fortnightly Summary of Recovery of Abducted person Refugee and 
Rehabilitation, File No. 23/CF/51 xiv, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1951. Interview with 
Dr. Harvinder Singh Bhatti, Sociology Department Punjabi University, Patiala, India, 23 February 2019. 
We see that when it comes to religious sentiments and the communal superiority, the sentiments of a 
person and the bonds of love do not find any importance anywhere. It is the selfish motives and pseudo-
norms that command the actions and emotions of masses. A little child Pali, who had already suffered a 
lot is made to go through various rites and rituals which he couldn’t understand at all. He is not asked 
whether he wanted to go with his father to India or not. When he is made to learn Muslim ways and then 
suddenly expected to forget everything suddenly, he feels helpless. He feels alienated. He doesn’t seem 
to belong to either of the countries. Bhisham Sahni here raises many important questions and leaves them 
unanswered. The end of the story suggests that perhaps it may have been better to leave Pali with his 
adoptive parents, for when he was with them, he was a happy child full of gaiety and joy. 
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In the climax, he is one more time put into a psychological pressure because now he 
needs to adjust with his biological Hindu family. All the people around him are talking 
about his Muslim practicing that a Hindu boy goes for Muslim practicing, they all have 
the opinion that Pali needs to be purified again. For this purpose, he must enter in 
Hinduism with all its requirements. This makes Pali again in a state of confusion, at 
that time he is thinking that he is happier while living with Shakur and Zainab.171 
 
Many children lost their families in the hassle when mobs attacked on the caravans or 
house. Many of them were adopted by the childless couples or some kindhearted person 
despite of the religion. These cases happened on both sides of the border, many Muslim 
children were adopted by the Sikh or Hindu families and for that they need to change 
their religion to adjust in their families. Similarly, many Sikh and many Hindu children 
were adopted by the Muslim families. But among all these they were psychologically 
disturbed as they lost their identity. After recovery process they again faced the pain of 
separation from their adopted families.172 
 
 
171 Interview with Dr. Zahid Mehmood, Urdu Department Islamia College, 27 March 2017. See also, 
Interview with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. In 
such a depressing situation a ray of hope seems to come when a Muslim mother makes a sacrifice for a 
Hindu mother. To Manohar Lai, Zainab is like a goddess who saves his family from destruction. He feels 
grateful to her and is all praise for the Muslim family. But the guests who gather to celebrate the 
restoration of Pali are so full of hatred for Muslims that they cannot tolerate the praise and that too fi-om 
a person of their own religion. This hardened attitude gives a clear indication of the refusal of one 
community to take into consideration the positive values or actions of the other and to treat them always 
as enemies or outsiders. 
172 Interview with Shahbaz Khan, Mong village, Mandi Bahuddin, 24 April 2017. See also, A Note on 
Rehabilitation, Proceedings and other Papers relating to joint Refugee and Rehabilitation Council, File 
No. 803, National Archive, Islamabad, 1948. Fortnightly Summary of Recovery of Abducted person 
Refugee and Rehabilitation, File No. 23/CF/51 xiv, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1951. 
Fortnightly Summary of the Ministry of Refugee and Rehabilitation, File No. 10/CF/55 xvi, National 
Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1955. 
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In short, this is how people sacrificed, the lose they had cannot be recovered. It was 
very difficult for people to understand that their nationality had been changed now. 
They had no connection with their past, the things they left behind was no more related 
to them. Their life is changed now, they had now new houses, new neighbors and they 
needed to live with onwards. They had a big question that how they could forget their 
ancestor’s land, their places, their memories, they all were buried there, how they could 
forget them. It was very difficult to understand their feelings. 
 
5.10 Conclusion 
Violence against women attributed to partition violence happened mainly in the year 
1947, but also in the following two years many incidents occurred. The governments 
of both the newly established states were agreed to follow up the restoring and 
recovering of the abducted women and children. Female social workers were assigned 
to recover and restore abducted women, during the process they found many groups of 
women. Social workers along with the police officer had strict instructions that “any 
police officer, not below the rank of an Assistant Sub-Inspector, can enter in any 
doubted house, if he finds any abducted woman there, can bring her to a camp, even 
against her will”. At this point, it is another cruelty that women faced because many of 
the abducted women got married to their abductors and had children. There was also a 
possibility that these women were not accepted by their family. 
 
For the children, Indian government showed more cruelty as in Hindu culture no child 
is acceptable if his father was a Muslim, such children must be kept to their fathers, that 
was beyond the inhumanity. Most of the abducted women married to their abductors 
across the border after conversion of their religion and had their family now, this was 
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the second trauma faced by the abducted women to leave their abductor family and 
children. In case if the women were pregnant, they must go under abortion before 
handing over to their original family, at every step they pass through the trauma to lose 
their children. The states introduced laws and launched various programs to recover 
missing women and to provide necessities of life for “unattached” women. The body 
of women were considered as state’s affair not their personal one, they had no choice 
of their own will other than to accept the order govern by the state. 
 
Trauma that is faced by the abducted women was truly portrayed by the writer either in 
their short stories or novels, which reveals that the pain which they bear at that time is 
not as easy as a normal person think of. Women if on one side consider as a weak 
individual if she becomes determinant then on the other side, she will become more 
stronger and can face every up and down of the life. Female writers also depict this 
aspect of women individuality in the partition literature, that how bravely they faced 
such situation. Women of that time were not allowed to raise their voices for their rights, 
they were not considered as independent as the women of the modern world now, but 
still they prove their selves that they can manage things shoulder to shoulder of a man. 
In many fields we have such examples, the most important is the partition movement 






LITERARY DISCOURSE ON INTELLECTUAL, EMOTIONAL 
AND COGNITIVE THEMES 
6.1 Introduction 
There are writers who say that in the pre-partition days cordiality and amity marked the 
relationship between different communities living in India and that the communal 
bitterness is a later phenomenon. There is no doubt that Indian society was never free 
of communal tensions but the kind of tension that prevailed at the time of partition and 
after was very different from the earlier historical prejudices. Partition was the worst 
tragedy that ever happened in the history of India. It was the biggest migration that 
uprooted around twelve million people from the land of their birth. Reports say that 
during partition, “more than seventy thousand women were raped, kidnapped, 
abducted, forcibly impregnated by men of the other religion, thousands of families were 
split apart, homes burnt down, villages abandoned”. It was the scenario of the 
mercilessness and savagery. 
 
There are many books written on partition by Hindu as well as Muslim writers. One 
community might blame the other for the gruesome tragedy. But the fact is that in the 
both cases it was humanity that suffered most. Statistical details of deaths cannot do 
justice to the victims of partition. It is only through the vehicle of literature that the 
aching hearts can be comforted. Mushir ul Hasan comments, “what political debate will 
never fully do and the reason we so badly need literature is defeat the urge to lay the 
blame, which keeps animosity alive. Only literature truly evokes the sufferings of the 




reconciliation than political discourse”. Literature gives words to that pain and suffering 
which is now transferred to generation after generation. 
 
Literature reveals the stories of that time either by taking partition as the main event or 
partition as the background of the story, partition of India is the major theme of the 
literature produced as partition literature. Partition literature reveals the story of the 
suffering of the people during the riots, migration, refugee camps and then their 
rehabilitation. The trauma of partition of India is unbearable, it put a psychological 
impact on the persons of that time, which gave torn identities, mindless children who 
were separated from their families, conversion of religion, recovery or reunion of 
children or abducted women and girls was another cruel phase. Riots that created at that 
time, were the worst span of the 20th century that was witnessed by the history, unseen 
revenge by killing the innocent people was taken brutally, savagery and inhumanity 
were at its lower rank. 
 
6.2 Chaman Nahal’s Azadi 
The novel is written by Chaman Nahal,1 its starts at the time of 3rd June Plan and ends 
at the time when Mahatma Gandhi was assassinated.2 The story is about the village near 
Sialkot and the people living there, that how partition riots effected and led them to flee 
to India. Lala Kanshi Ram, Prabha Rani and Arun are the main characters of the story. 
 
1 Chaman Nahal was born on 2 August 1927 at Sialkot, Pakistan and died on 29 November 2013 at New 
Delhi India. He was an Indian writer of English literature, Azadi is one of the his most famous work. 
Many years of his lie spend in teaching profession at different universities. He wrote about partition of 
India without any exoticism. His literary works includes nine novels, many short stories, memoirs, 
biography, and he also wrote children’s novels, Azadi was published in 1975. 
2 Prime Minister’s message to Prime Minister of India on Assassination of Mahatma Gandhi, File No. 
PREM 8/741, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1948. See also, “Gandhi assassinated tragic 




Lala Kanshi Ram is a grain merchant. Prabha Rani is his wife and Arun are his son. 
When violence starts at the time of partition in their village they move to Delhi. They 
reach safely there but, in their journey, they face horrifying reality of the riots. With the 
addition of their emotional and spiritual loss along with the loss of their property which 
they never get back. 
 
Chaman Nahal also depicts in his novel about the sufferings and misfortunate that were 
faced by his village fellows, Abdul Ghani the hookah maker and his shopkeeper 
neighbor. The main strength of the novel is the internal turmoil of Kanshi Ram which 
overlap him because of migration. Additionally, the pain of up rootedness can be shown 
through these passages, “he shouted you are telling lie, I am not refugee. How can I be 
a refugee in my own home? I was born here; this is my home”. And “he would forgive 
everyone for their committed sins as he could only do this for them in return. He thought 
he was in the streets of Sialkot where he sat along with his friends. Then his spirit at 
the last moment looked at the Aik and the surroundings of Sialkot, he looked at the sky 
and then rolled in the dust of the fields that was his delight”.3 
 
The story ends on a different node of emotions when Kanshi Ram’s heart was full of 
emotions on the assassination of Gandhi, he felt satisfaction at that moment that after 
 
3 Chaman Nahal, Azadi, London: Orient Books, 1976, pp. 130. See also, Interview with Choudhary 
Munir, Ex Director General of National Archives, Islamabad, 25 January 2019. Correspondence with the 
Hon’ble Minister for Refugee and Rehabilitation, File No. 3(6)PMS/52, National Documentation Wing, 
Islamabad, 1952. West Punjab Legislative Assembly Debates from 15th March to 9th April 1948 vol 2, 
File No. A-74, Punjab Legislative Assembly, Lahore, 1948. All the tragic incidents spotlight the madness 
of communal fanaticism. Million of people were subjected to unbearable torture, confusion and 
embarrassment gripped them in the riot hit places. It depicts the psychology of the victims of the partition. 
Lala Kanshi Ram and other characters fully bring it out. Kanshi Ram had a great love for Sialkot. But 
under the changed circumstances he was made to understand the implication of the word refugee. But 
the thought of leaving his home as far more distressing to him than that of starting a new business. He 




struggling so hard, he safely reached at independent India.4 The Hindus and Sikhs were 
cruelly butchered on the other side of the border. Their houses and property were set on 
fire. They were either annihilated or converted to Islam. But then similar was the 
tragedy of the Muslims in India, they too, had fallen victims to the communal violence. 
In addition, the novel concludes with these lines, “the thing which impressed Lala 
Kanshi Ram was his pride. He thought of past when an Indian leader died, and the 
crowd showed their passion and unity. Lala Kanshi Ram felt the pride and his inner 
soul became too much satisfied. He was clear now, he was free”.5 
 
Replacement is also one of the traumas that the people faced during migration. 
Refugees relief funds formed by the governments to give compensation of their things 
that they were lost back in their houses in East Punjab.6 The situation was very critical 
 
4 Smita Rai, The Portrayal of Women in the Partition Novels of Chaman Nahal, Manoher Malyonkar 
and Khushwant Singh, V.B.S Purvanchal University, 2012, pp. 119. See also, Interview with Keshav 
Mehta, Kurukshetra, Haryana, India, 25 March 2019. Interview with Rehmat Bibi, Qamar Sialvi Road, 
Gujrat, 17 April 2017. The painful experience of partition had psychologically affected the minds of the 
people of all communities. The uprooting of the people was physical, psychological as well as cultural 
depiction in the fiction so that all get the feel of partition. It graphically portrays the tragic brutality that 
followed partition. Life in the refugee camp in rains was a difficult one. But despite personal problems 
they faced, they felt happy and proud at the dawn of freedom. Lala Kanshi Ram lost his daughter and 
son in law in one of the many train tragedies. There were horrifying accounts of what had happened to 
the train. Hindu and Sikhs in the trains were singled out and mercilessly slaughtered. The Hindus read 
their own tragic fate in these incidents and Muslims theirs, but all of them were in mourning. No tragedy 
was an isolated tragedy these days, it hurts each of them, since the range and dimension of the blow was 
applicable to them all.  
5 Rai, The Portrayal of Women, pp. 245. In the pre-Independence days, people could not feel publicly 
and openly for the death of an Indian leader. There was the fear of betrayal, violence and persecution. 
But today the men stood in pride evenly balanced, firm, sure of themselves unlike the past, there was no 
leader urging them to demonstrate their feelings. The feelings had their own recourse. Lala Kanshi Ram 
raised his head with pride and stretched back his shoulders. He was unrestricted now, he was 
untrammeled. 
6 “Quaid Relief fund for refugees”, Civil and Military Gazette, 4 January 1948, pp. 6. See also, Quaid-e-
Azam Relief Fund for Refugees, Ministry of Communication, File No. 70/CF/47, National 
Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. Ministry of Refugee and Rehabilitation, File No. 128/CF/48, 
National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1948. It fully succeeds in delineating the true dimensions of 
the events that accompanied the partition, showing their physical and psychological impacts on human 
life. The novel brings out not only the irreparable material losses, but also the loss of personality caused 
by this tragic event the immediate after effect of the gruesome historic event on man is shown through 




at that time, everyone was in hassle, heads of the family asked them to take only 
necessary things, like dry eatables, water, few clothes, little money with them. People 
left everything there. In refugee camps the things to survive were not enough.7 Soon 
people got their allocated house, but they needed to start their lives from zero as they 
had nothing with them. It is too difficult to leave your settle business, crops ready to 
harvest and move to an unknown place, where you also not sure enough about your 
future.8 
 
In short, this is how people of that time suffered the pain of replacement. At one moment 
they were spending a luxurious life but next moment they had to undergo a hard struggle 
 
other end. How long was the tunnel? And it all looked so unnecessary, so superfluous to him what they 
were going through. 
7 Ministry of Refugees and Rehabilitation, File No. 128/CF/48, National Documentation Wing, 
Islamabad, 1948. See also, Situations in Refugee Camps, File No. FJ-442 Fatima Jinnah Papers, National 
Archives, Islamabad, 1948. Safeguard of Muslim Refugees, File No. FJ-452 Fatima Jinnah Papers, 
National Archives, Islamabad, 1948. Life in the camp were miserable, people were tried off with the 
camp life. Lala Kanshi Ram thought of living under the cemented roof. His efforts to find a private home 
in Delhi proved futile. The custodian officers were unfriendly and hungry for bribe. They were refugees 
once but now they did not understand the difficulties of the displaced. Frustration, futile search for a 
home day after day the hard attitudes of the officers wanted made Lala Kanshi Ram to look pallid and 
helpless. Nobody in Delhi appreciated the idea of letting out rooms to the Punjabis, they were feared to 
be very quarrelsome. Delhi looked gay and showed no signs of the towns in the Punjab and Bengal that 
lay in total ruin. The difficulties tore Lala Kanshi Ram to pieces and made him feel week. The man who 
had never accepted defeat in his life, burst into tears before the custodian officers but to no avail. The 
difficulties faced by him through light on the crisis that was created by the partition, his was a shattered 
soul. The only feeling of establishing understanding and intimacy with his wife after a long interval was 
on the way to Delhi to Kurukshetra. 
8 Interview with Muhammad Sabir, 34/5 Saddar market, Mandi bahuddin, 13 April 2017. See also, 
Registration of claim of property abandoned in India, File No. 316/CF/50, National Documentation 
Wing, Islamabad, 1950. Petition against the unfair allotment, File No. FJ-454 Fatima Jinnah Papers, 
National Archives, Islamabad, 1954. “Blankets and clothing’s for needy refugees”, Civil and Military 
Gazette, 8 January 1948, pp. 5. The relations did not offer then shelter, and so they feared that they would 
be turned into wandering gypsies. They were disillusioned, for their trubles were not over moment they 
reached Indian territory. The houses of the relations were already overcrowded. Local people resented 
presence of refugees. There was confusion. The government had not made adequate arrangements to 
receive refugee. Whatever practical help the refugees received came from the private charitable trusts. 
The government provide a failure. The government was il prepared and ill equipped to handle them. 




for their survival.9 Nahal in his novel reveals the terrible situation of Muslims that how 
they were slaughtered which speaks hidden objectivity in the perspective of the dreadful 
deeds. In Pakistan, Muslims were attacked and looted the Hindus houses and foot 
convoys, abducted and raped Hindu Women. They, too, did the same with Muslim 
women and paraded them through market. For all these acts the Hindus were as guilty 
as the Muslims in both the countries. 
 
6.3 Kartar Singh Duggal’s Twice Born Twice Dead 
Kartar Singh Duggal10 on the theme of partition wrote two novels, “The Blood-kins” 
and “Twice Born Twice Dead” which published in 1979. His second novel has many 
translations into English, Urdu, Hindi, Malayalam and Sindhi.11 For the story of this 
novel, Duggal’s inspiration was his own native village of Rawalpindi. In start, a Sikh 
village headman Schne Shah has lost his daughter Rajkarni in the riots, now with his 
Muslim friend Allahdita and his daughter Satbharai, they are wandering in refugee 
camps, “the camp looked like a little township, there were tents everywhere. Living 
 
9 Interview with Sardar Avtar Singh Sandhu, London United Kingdom, 23 March 2019. See also, 
Interview with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. It 
put a psychological effect because their social status dropped of all sudden, now they were worried for 
their survival and they were treated as worms. This insulting attitude many people did not bear and in 
short time they died and lost their life. So, all these situations and phases were very heart touching. 
10 Kartar Singh Duggal was born on 1 March 1917 at Rawalpindi district of Pakistan and dies on 26 
January in Punjab India. He was an Indian writer, and worked in Punjabi, Urdu, Hindi and English. He 
settled in Delhi after migration from the Rawalpindi District. His work also translated into Hindi and 
many other foreign languages. In 1988, he was awarded by Padma Bhushan. His literary works includes 
four collections of short stories, 10 novels, seven plays, seven works of literary criticism, two poetry 
collections and an autobiography, her work included Kandhe Kandhe, Sat Natak, Sarad Poonam ki Raat, 
Tere Bhanhe, Nails and Flesh, Sonar Bangla, Tarkalan Vele, Mitti Muslamaan ki, Birth of a song etc. 
11 English is the international language. Urdu is the national language of Pakistan spoken and understand 
in all the areas of Pakistan. Hindi is the national Language of India spoken and understand in India. 
Malayalam is the regional language of India spoken and understand in the areas of Kerala state of India 
and union territories of Lakshadweep and Puducherry by the Malayali people and it is one of 22 
scheduled languages of India, all these areas are in south India. Sindhi is the language of the Sindh 
province of Pakistan, after partition of India most of the Sindhi Hindus and Sindhi Sikh migrated to India 
and other parts of the world. In India, it is also a scheduled language. Novels need to be translated so that 




quarters, bathrooms, offices, hospitals, schools, Gurdwara, temples, the post office, and 
shops were all housed in tents. Everyone was in stress either men, women or children. 
Schne shah then recalling his village’s life”.12 
 
Additionally, in Punjabi literature, there is no other match of Duggal’s work, the way 
that he portrays the emotional picture of a refugee camps.13 From his characters of the 
story, he mentioned that wherever they were fleeing, the conditions of refugee camps 
were almost the same.14 The literature of this kind has an immeasurable value for the 
historian, which helped them to get better understanding of the pain and sufferings of 
partition from its root level. Although, novel’s climax is a tragedy where the protagonist 
characterization never moves beyond the conventional. Many historical inaccuracies 
can be found in the novel but beside all these the novel has some important insights of 
the psychological wounds of communal riots.15 However, this novel also provides the 
 
12 Kartar Singh Duggal, Ara. J trans, Twice Born Twice Dead, New Delhi: Vikas Publishing, 1979, pp. 
130. See also, Situations in Refugee Camps, File No. FJ-442 Fatima Jinnah Papers, National Archives, 
Islamabad, 1948. Interview with Dr. Nayyer, History Department G.C University Lahore, 6 February 
2019. “Refugee camps in Delhi”, Daily Dawn, 28 August 1947, pp. 1. The touching directness of the 
saga moves the reader to think of the traumatic days of the partition. When man becomes insane and 
forgets reason, he remains no less than a beast. Forgetting the friendly and brotherly relations of centuries, 
men become hostile towards one another on the grounds of religion that plays a disastrous role. However, 
even in such a situation there are people like Sohne Shah, Allahditta, Rajkarni, Satbharai and Kuldip who 
stand for human values of compassion and love. 
13 Refugees camps were established in both parts of Punjab west and east. Mainly in east Punjab Delhi, 
Rajasthan, Himachal Pradesh, U.P and in west Punjab Lahore, Shahdara, Kasoor, Gujranwala. In Delhi, 
Muslims of Delhi come to “Muslim Camps” to safe their lives, once the situation become normal, they 
will go back to their homes, other refugees are Hindu and Sikh from west Punjab. Anees Kidwai 
witnessed that Muslim refugee camps in Delhi at the places of Purana Qila and Humayun’s Tomb had 
worst condition as compare to the refugee camps for Hindu and Sikh at Kingsway, Anand Parbat and 
Karol Bagh. 
14 Interview with Muhammad Muslam, Mazang, Lahore, 5 May 2017. See also, Ministry of Relief and 
Rehabilitation, File No. 128/CF/48, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1948. “Condition of 
Refugee camps”, Daily Dawn, 23 September 1947, pp. 6. 
15 Radha Goutam, Representation of History: A Study of the Partition event in the selected Novels, Veer 
Narmal South Gujrat University, 2014, pp. 231. See also, Interview with Syed Jamal Shah, Urdu 




glimpses of the refugee’s life, that was all gathered by first-hand experience, as the 
novelist experienced the partition. Moreover, the condition of the refugee camps was 
not much good because there were 20,000 to 30,000 refugees in every caravan who 
were coming gradually in refugee camps of both sides across the border, and the 
arrangements were not enough to fulfill their requirements.16  
Table 6.1 
No. of Evacuation of Refugees during August to December 194717 
Sr. No Period No. of Refugees 
1 Before 28 August 760,000 
2 28 August to 20 October 1,340,000 
3 21 October to 31 October 580,000 
4 1 November to 10 November 660,000 
5 11 November to 20 November 390,000 
6 21 November to 30 November 500,000 
7 1 December to 1o December 450,000 
 Total 4,680,000 
Source: National Documentation Wing, Islamabad. 
Transfer of refugees occurred across the border; it took too long to reach at refugee 
camps from their native village. Caravan was accompanied by the MEO Muslim with 
Pakistani MEO and Hindu and Sikh with Indian MEO, so in this way a lot of caravans 
 
16 Petition of undersigned poor Refugees of Shahbagh Dacca, File No. FJ-453 Fatima Jinnah Papers, 
National Archives, Islamabad, 1964. Interview with Wazir Muhammad, Lohari gate, Lahore, 6 May 
2017. See also, Refugees in India, File No. DO 142/437, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1948-
1949. Refugees in Pakistan, File No. DO 142/438, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1948-1949. 
“12,00,000 refugees in West Punjab”, Civil and Military Gazette, 12 September 1947, pp. 1. 




didn’t face any mob attack but during their travelling they saw many dead bodies of 
women, children and men. It was too painful for all to see them.18  
 
Figure 6.1. Life at Refugee Camps in 194719 
In short, this is how people spent their lives in the refugee camps. There were 15 million 
people coming from different parts. The rehabilitation process was also in work, but it 
was very difficult for a new country to manage all these tasks in short time and at short 
notice. Due to long journey, people were sick which created another big problem, for 
food they also needed to look forward. So, in short, the time that people spent in refugee 





18 Refugee Problem in India and Pakistan, File No. DO 35/9001, The National Archives, United 
Kingdom, 1960. See also, Refugees in West Punjab, File No. DO 142/440, The National Archives, 
United Kingdom, 1947-1948. Kashmir Refugee relief Committee, File No. FJ-455 Fatima Jinnah Paper, 
National Archive, Islamabad, 1948. Police Action against Authorities of Khera Hospital Lahore, File No. 
FJ-446 Fatima Jinnah Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1952. Interview with Muhammad Yousaf, 
34/7 Bhatti gate, Lahore, 6 May 2017. When they reached at refugee camp, they spend more than 25 
days there. There were too many people, the condition was pathetic there, less to eat and medicine was 
also very sort. In refugee camp, it seems that life was stuck, without any clear picture of future. It seems 
that it was end of the world. 





Total Urban Causalities up to 2nd August 194720 
Sr. No Urban Area Killed Seriously Injured 
1 Lahore 382 823 
2 Amritsar 415 966 
3 Multan 131 230 
4 Rawalpindi 99 171 
 Total 1027 2190 
Source: Punjab Archives, Lahore. 
Records shows that in east and west Punjab killing were common and Hindu and 
Muslims were killing each other, without any discrimination of social status, they only 
want to increase the number of killed person to spread the harassment. 
Table 6.3 
Total Rural Causalities up to 2nd August 194721 
Sr. No Rural Area Killed Seriously Injured 
1 Attock 620 30 
2 Jhelum 210 02 
3 Gurgaon 284 25 
4 Hoshiarpur 101 19 
5 Jullundur 97 51 
6 Other districts 78 32 
 Total 1390 159 
Source: Punjab Archives, Lahore. 
 
20 Meeting Proceedings of the Officers of East Punjab, Liaison Agency Record, 1947. 
   




In short, this is how people of that time thinking of their lives which was almost at risk, 
no one is safe, no one is sure about the next moment of their lives. They were leaving 
their ancestral places in search of peace but everywhere there is violence. At last, they 
migrated to Pakistan when no more option is left. Their lives were full of sacrifice either 
in the form of lives, property, dignity or respect.22 
 
6.4 Bisham Sahni’s Tamas 
Bisham Sahni wrote many short stories,23 Tamas24 is one of the prominent works of 
Bisham Sahni. He effectively recreates stoichiometry in Tamas just like Manto and 
Khushwant Singh. An Indian television film based on the Tamas novel was released in 
1988 with the same name. Sahni is linking up past and present to give us valuable 
lessons, to show secular identity of India. That makes the novel more exciting and 
momentous, the communal riots in any part of the country was a great threat for the 
Indian culture and old traditions. Tamas is a good example which depict the situation 
and circumstances directly of the partition day.25 It must consider as literary document 
 
22 Interview with Muhammad Hanif Bhatti, Urdu Department Islamia College, 27 March 2017. See also, 
Interview with Muhammad Bashir, 312/4A Qila Mohalla, Gujrat, 19 April 2017. When the riots started, 
the situation was very critical, he heard from his father that when Hindu and Sikh attacked in their village, 
they put their houses on fire, then they left the place and moved to one of their relative’s place, it was in 
the city, there situation was not as much crucial as in the village. People at that time was very scared and 
their lives are on risk. At that time, they were only thought of their lives, not about their money, property, 
fields or animals and want to save their lives 
23 Sahni wrote six novels, 10 collections of short stories, his short stories included Bhagya Rekha, Pahla 
Patha, Bhatakti Raakh, Patrian, Wang Chu, Shobha Yatra, Nishachar, Pali, we have arrived Amritsar, 
Daayan and many more than hundred and five plays. 
24 Award winning novel which was first published in 1974. It is considered one of the most powerful and 
passionate fictional accounts of the human tragedy that marked the period. It gained worldwide fame and 
name for its sensitive depiction of the communal riots that accompanied India’s partition. The communal 
madness was the mentality of all sects like the Muslim, the Hindu, and the Sikh which caused the bloody 
human tragedy. This was the reality. The partition has stirred a greater number of writers than any other 
event in recent political history of India. Even after more than fifty years of the happening of the tragedy 
of the partition. Its memory has not faded. The partition is an unforgettable historical event in the nation 
and an unforgettable tragedy in the life of an individual. 
25 Events in India and Pakistan, File No. FO 371/69740, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1948. 




which highlight the political and economic agreements of the leaders grounded on their 
personal interests, all the social disturbance was on their readiness and behind every 
destruction by mobs, there was a full support of them.26 
 
Sahni also tried to divert the attention towards the cause of communal violence which 
is quite alarming realities. The story is about the true happening of the 1947 event, as 
he himself was the eye-witnessed of that event in his native city of Rawalpindi. The era 
of the story that revealed in the novel was the time of communal riots in Punjab before 
partition. However, the story was not revolved around any single character or any main 
 
Reports of the Events 1946, File No. F-1128 Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1946. 
Interview with Vikas Sharma, Rohtak, India, 25 January 2019. Interview with Muhammad Aslam, Lohari 
gate, Lahore, 13 April 2017. Jayasing Patole Raju, Partition and its Impact on Indian English Novel, Shri 
Jaydishparasad Jhabarmal Tribarewala University, 2013, pp. 118. Sectarian Hatred is the theme of this 
novel on the eve of the partition of Indian subcontinent, the political persons and the British rulers directly 
or indirectly the sectarian hatred among Hindus and Muslims. The religious persons also helped to 
communal elements. This novel put lights on the sectarian hatred in the Hindu sect against the Muslim 
sect, and the sectarian hatred in the Muslim sect against the Hindu sect and the Sikh sect. There was also 
sectarian hatred in the Sikh sect against the Muslim sect. Generally, the true and pious religious leaders 
of all religions pray for the universal peace and love. But in partition period the true religious leaders 
also were disturbed. The naked dance of the death was continued for a long period on the eve of the 
partition of the Indian subcontinent. Thousands of the common and an innocent mass- Muslim and Hindu 
peoples became victims of the sectarian violence. The present novel is concerned with that pains and 
sufferings of mankind. Bisham Sahni highlights the sense of values of a universal humanism. The 
sectarian violence has wounded the humanity. The sectarian hatred was the origin of the sectarian 
violence. 
26 Interview with Dr. Mehboob, Urdu Department Sargodha University, Sargodha, 13 December 2017. 
See also, Interview with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 
2019. Political situation in India since Independence, File No. DO 142/259, The National Archives, 
United Kingdom, 1947. The character of Vanaparasthi is holy man who was respected by all. But in 
communal atmosphere of partition this holy respectable person was also disturbed. When there was an 
insult of the Hindus, he gave religious orders to Hindus against Muslims. He calls the Muslims as 
‘malecchas’ in anger. He personally supervises and coordinates the Hindu youth wing ‘Akara’. His holy 
residence becomes a center of meetings of Hindus and Sikhs against the threat of the Muslim 
aggressiveness. He does not want the Hindus to be cowards and lay low. One more example is of ‘Master 
Dev Vrat’, he belongs to the ‘Hindu Sabha’ particularly he supervises youth wing. He equips and trains 
to Hindu youth for self-defense. He inspires them by telling the stories of ‘Rana Pratap’ and ‘Chhatrapati 
Shivaji Maharaj’. He believes that an Arya boy should develop the courage to fight with the Muslims. 
Bisham Sahni describes the communal fury of the Sikh sect against the Muslim sect in Sayedpur village. 
The communal speeches of the community leaders, the singing of war songs in gurdwara before entire 
Sikh congregation fan the sectarian spirit against the Muslim sect. Everyone is ready to lay down the 




event, but Sahni tried to portray all the situation and circumstances of that time that 
happened in almost all over the Punjab.27 
 
Sahni revealed that for all this destruction those people were responsible who used 
innocent people and manipulated them for their lust of power, who without thinking of 
any far result made the instructed destruction. Of same thought, Master Devbrat one of 
the characters in the story, gathered youngsters and gave them training of Muslims 
killing. He trained them so well that his students did not loss even a single moment, 
very quickly they observed that someone was coming in the street, within moment they 
need to judge that whether he was Muslim or Hindu.28 Once a man was entered in the 
street. He was carrying a bag which seems heavy in load. The man was looking tired 
because neither he was attacking, nor he protected himself. Then the two students of 
Davbert, Inder and Ranvir got all the circumstances in their favour of attack, without 
losing a single moment they gave eye signal and the decision of attack had been made.29 
 
27 Interview with Nusrat Bhatti, Urdu Department Islamia College, 27 March 2017. See also, Review of 
the Events in Pakistan 1947-1948, File No. DO 142/22, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1948. 
Appeal for Sind Help, File No. FJ-326 Fatima Jinnah Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1958. The 
theme of the Tamas is not an imaginary, because Bisham Sahni was an adult at the time of the turbulence 
of the period. The people were sacrificing their lives for the freedom of the country. They were fighting 
and dying to active the freedom of the motherland. At the same time, on the other hand a few elements 
who were political power thrust they became active. They infused religious sentiments of different 
communities for political gain. It caused to outbreak of the communal and sectarian violence. In the 
communal riots the killings of the common helpless folks of the Hindu, Sikh and the Muslim 
communities were continuously rising in number. Because of this blood shade the congress leaders and 
Sikhs leaders helplessly accepted the plan of partition of the viceroy Lord Mountbatten to stop the blood 
shade. And on the other hand, the Muslim league leader Mr. M.A Jinnah also gave his acceptance to the 
partition plan. 
28 Interview with Mujeeb-ur-Rehman Shami, Head Office Nawa-e-Waqat, Lahore, 5 June 2017. See also, 
Rashriya Swayam Sewak Sang in Punjab, File No. A-33(9), Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1948. He has his 
secret place for initiating the youth by testing their courage. This narrow and hatred-based inspiration 
affected the innocent Hindu boys. They always started the thinking that the Muslims are their enemies. 
As a result, the whole Hindu community grew the feeling of enemy ship against the Muslims. Further 
this purposely grownup sectarian mentality brought a terrible bloody violence in the town and thereafter 
in the villages of the district. It brought the partition closer and closer. 
29 Interview with Syed Jamal Shah, Urdu Department Islamia College, Lahore, 27 March 2107. See also, 
Interview with Choudhary Munir, Ex Director General of National Archives, Islamabad, 25 January 




Similarly, Jasbir Kaur along with other women of different religion jumped into the 
well to save their respect and dignity. Sahni also mentioned that there were many men 
who forcibly converted to other religion, in his novel he mentioned Iqbal Singh who 
after conversion became Iqbal Khan.30 Here Sahni also portrays the mohalla’s situation 
that everyone was in the phase of fear, even they could not trust their neighbors, because 
the history witnessed that loved ones now became enemies of each other, nobody knew 
his or her fate. In the same situation, he also mentioned the British attitude towards the 
communal situation.31 
 
Tamas showed great asset in it when Sahni clearly condemned communal violence and 
hatred among the communities. In this novel there is the identification of the complexity 
 
of the blind actions of group or multitudes of people a few days before the partition. The dehumanizing 
proves of partition shadowed beliefs, goodness, brotherhood and all other good values and the collective 
consciousness of people went blank. Human beings were driven by animal instincts. The harrowing 
experiences of Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs alike were such that there was a sever destruction of human 
values. It shows he was perfect in his training, the situation depict that at that time people was too heartily 
go for the rivalry task, they don’t want that their target survive, the only thing they desire is to take the 
life of people in any cost, everything set in a proper planning, all this killing and violence were pre-
planned. 
30 “About 45000 Muslims were converted forcibly in East Punjab”, Civil and Military Gazette, 8 January 
1948, pp. 9. See also, Review of Events in Pakistan 1947-1948, File No. DO 142/22, The National 
Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. Riots in Bombay 1946-47, File No. F-100 Quaid-e-Azam Papers, 
National Archives, Islamabad, 1947.The same fate awaited the villagers of Mohammad who resided near 
Amritsar and he witnessed his neighbors killing their own wives and daughters. Bagh Das, living in 
Lyallpur was converted to Islam with his entire family and friends. But a Brahmin in his village killed 
his own family and committed suicide to save himself from the ignominy. The brutality committed with 
religious sanction knew no bars and was meted out with Biblical balance- an eye for an eye, a murder 
for a murder, a rape for a rape, a massacre for a massacre. The conditions worsened to the extent that 
British officers usually commented that it was far worse than anything they had witnessed in the Second 
World War. 
31 Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. See also, 
Communal Disturbance in India, File No. DO 142/24, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. 
The trouble starts out early with the party being stopped from entering a Muslim Mohalla by Mahmood 
Saheb because he declares the Muslims who are accompanying the congress party as traitors to their 
religion. He asserts that the congress party is only for Hindus and the Muslim League alone looks out for 
the interest of Muslims. The hurling of stones at the congress party workers and the general feeling of 
unrest disrupts any further cleaning efforts and the party disperses immediately. It shows that regional 
identity supersedes the nationalist identity. Bisham Sahni here wants to highlight the relation of Hindus 
and Muslim. Despite having lived together for centuries Hindus and Muslims do not trust each other. It 




of human character and emotions. Shah Nawaz, one of the characters in the story had a 
friendship with the Hindu trader Raghunath, which depicted that among the hatred 
towards the Hindu, there were also the examples of friendship when Shah Nawaz was 
trying to safe life and property of Raghunath.32  
 
On the other hand, the novel ends at the same node of worrying from where it started. 
For historians, there are many important psychological insights in this novel. This novel 
not only gives us the different emotional phases but also mentions the reasons of 
communal riots.33 Friendship and hate, they were co-existing at the same time just like 
hope and fear. Therefore, the abnormal situation of violence leads the characteristics of 
inhumanity among the normal man, which resulted at extreme brutality and wildness. 
It also emphasizes on the trauma of partition which left the permanent mark on the mind 
and life of all people.34 The writer portrays it as in his description of Sayyedpur village. 
 
32 Interview with Hameeda Bibi, Mong Village, Mandi Bahuddin, 13 April 2017. See also, interview 
with Muhammad Gulzar, 74B Prince Road, Gujrat, 19 April 2017. Interview with Sardar Avtar Singh 
Sandhu, London United Kingdom, 23 March 2019. “Attock Muslims protect lives and property of their 
minority neighbors”, Pakistan Times, 22 March 1947, pp. 3. Interaction between these communities took 
place whether they like it or not. Socio-cultural linkage developed and naturally they started living 
together. But this support and consideration was superficial. Indians followed community wise 
professional specialization. It is one of the hallmarks of traditional Indian society. Muslims were given 
jobs according to their caste. The cultural and social discrimination led to suspicion and mistrust in hearts 
of both Hindus and Muslims and the result was partition. We see the same type of society in the novel. 
Most of the cloth-shops are of the Hindus, shoe-shops belong to Muslims motor-lorry works are with 
Muslims, grains business is in Hindu’s hand. Petty jobs are done by Hindus and Muslims both. During 
riots, violence was, by most reckonings, organized and systematic: Hindu and Sikh shops and business 
were singled out for burning and looting in West Punjab, Muslim’s property and homes in East Punjab. 
In Borders and Boundaries Ritu Menon and Kamla Bhasin say they had friendly relations with another 
cast but up to certain limit. Roti-beti ka rishta nahi rakhte the, baki sab theck tha. We neither broke bread 
with them, nor inter-married, but the rest was fine. In The Other Side of Silence Urvashi Butalia says that 
Hindus had very good relations with Muslims. They were regarded as untouchables which sowed the 
seeds of partition. 
33 Communal Disturbance in India, File No. DO 142/24, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. 
See also, Police Abstract of Intelligence Punjab, File No. 21 Para 360, National Documentation Wing, 
Islamabad, 1947. The communal conflagration in Lahore and Amritsar cities fortunately has not spread 
to other districts. There has naturally been a resurgence of panic and heightened tension and distrust 
between the communities. Political approaches have now given way to completing preparation for 
defense and offence. 
34 Interview with Muhammad Shabir, 45/1C Mazang, Lahore, 5 May 2017. See also, Interview with 




“There is no doubt that the Sikhs had more pride than the Muslims that they live in the 
village of Sayyedpur. The reason was that it had red soil, excellent wheat, loquat 
orchards, extreme winters and icy winds. The locals were known for their hospitality, 
kindness and cheerfulness”.35 Additionally, the event of 1947 is directly related to the 
violence, whenever we think of this moment violence directly strike us. The newspapers 
were full of such news, there were dead bodies everywhere, no one was there to even 
burry them. In streets, in river, in canals, in fields, at railway station. Wherever sight 
went one saw the corpses, rural urban all areas were trapped in communal violence, 
 
Punjab, File No. 33 Para 614, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. Sikhs of Lyallpur 
districts have been procuring illicit firearms and were successful in acquiring two crude canons. In the 
Sialkot district, Sikhs harass Muslim villagers near their camp at Daska, Sambarial and Pasrur by sending 
jathas on horseback. Four Sikh soldiers destroyed their unit lines in Sialkot cantt each taking away a 
riffle and 50 rounds of ammunition. Though the Muslims remained extremely perturbed over the 
happenings in the East Punjab, in general they kept themselves busy during the organizing relief 
measures or Muslim refugees. In Lyallpur district, Muslim refugees came to notice for the spirit of 
vengeance they had against the non-Muslims. while some instances of Muslims looting shops owned by 
their own community have also come to notice. 
35 Sahni, Bisham, Tamas, New Delhi: Penguin Books, 1987, pp. 112. The atmosphere in Tamas is full of 
tensions and darkness in the backdrop of the partition of India. The tragedy of partition of India took 
place in 1947. The novelist attempted the description of the communal frenzy that wrapped up the West 
Punjab in its grab. He witnessed the turbulence of the period. The atmosphere was surcharged with 
communal passions and religious antagonism. He depicted that in the process of our struggle against the 
British, we forgot to remain united, we fought against ourselves, we killed our own people and we divided 





riots affected areas in East Punjab36 as well as in West Punjab and in Dacca.37 Police 
also tried to take weapons from the people to avoid the clashes and killing.38  
Table 6.4 
Riots Cases in East Punjab39 
Sr. No Year Riot Cases 
1 1946 391 
2 1947 354 
3 1948 502 
Source: Punjab Archives, Lahore. 
 
36 “Two days of rioting in Lahore trouble began with Tuesday’s Hindu-Sikh processions”, Pakistan 
Times, 6 March 1947, pp. 8. See also, Events in India and Pakistan July-August 1947, File No. DO 
142/14, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. Interview with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu 
Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. Tamas is a composition of tragic period in the 
pre-partition and partition days. It shows the communal violence that was erupted by the extremists and 
fundamentalists of both the communities. The way innocent people were duped into allotment of their 
ulterior purposes. The way tension and hatred are generated and how the realization ultimately dawns as 
to futility of it all and the inherent goodness in human nature triumphs, with both community’s 
knowledge to live in peace and amity.  
37 “East Bengal causalities numbers only 182 Bengal premier gives details”, Pakistan Times, 8 February 
1947, pp. 7. See also, “1000 killed in Rawalpindi district alone during communal disturbance”, The 
Pakistan Times, 23 March 1947, pp. 7. Information Fortnightly Appreciation, IOR/L/I/1/665, British 
Library, London, 1947. Interview with Dr. Saadat Syed, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 
February 2019. The novel Tamas is a horrible sight of the pre-partition riots and partition of India. The 
sudden incident of partition shaped by the politicians and the British was an historical event in the world 
history. Forty Million people of India got a shock by the division of the country. Millions of people had 
to cross the boundary reluctantly; most of them were not reached to their unknown destination, killed in 
the mid-ways. The thousands of women committed suicide to protect their purity and chastity. Some 
women and girls were raped, abducted and mutilated. The sight was very horrible and pitiful. The riots 
between Hindu and Muslim communities were uncontrollable; the fire of communal hatred was unable 
to stop despite the appeals of politicians. 
38 “Armed railway worker arrested”, Pakistan times, 30 March 1947, pp. 6. See also, “Police seize 8 
bombs in Ferozepur”, The Pakistan Times, 2 July 1947, pp. 3. Interview with Sardar Avtar Singh Sandhu, 
London United Kingdom, 23 March 2019. The novel Tamas is the microcosm of the communal riots in 
India. The whole nation was during riots and bloodshed. Politicians pursued their ticks to get their own 
objectives. The rulers of the land- the British were not eager to control the communal riots because they 
got pleasure by the sights of Hindu-Muslim antagonism, because it was the base of their politics. India 
has not only suffered a lot because of riots but also it suffered due to the mean politics of the communal 
leaders of the country. The politicians and political parties had not considered the anguish and pains of 
people of the society which was the outcome of their decisions without foresight. The Indian people 
especially in the partitioned areas of Punjab, Bengal, and Jammu and Kashmir were in the bloodbath. 
They were trapped in the whirlwind of communal politics.  




Increase number of riots were mostly in the areas of Gurdaspur, Karnal, Ludhiana, 
Rohtak and Hissar (see Table 6.4). People left their ancestral place in India, where they 
had been for many generations, Sikhs and Hindus were their neighbors, they used to 
share things. There was friendly atmosphere everywhere, they took care of each other, 
respect each other but when India was divided into two parts suddenly things got 
changed. Now the same people did not want to see each other as neighbor or friends.40 
Their intention was whether the other person was Hindu, Muslim or Sikh. They forgot 
all the pleasant time that they spent with each other. Extremist of both the communities 
killed people. “They attacked on the houses, took out their women, at that time there 
was no humanity left… Ahhh… the time was terrible. Being from the other community 
only means enemies”.41 
 
In short, this is how the atmosphere changed during riots, and how it directly affected 
the lives of the people, not only lives but it had deep effect on their thinking, emotions 
 
40 Interview with Hashmat Khan, 76-3G Arshad Town, Mandi Bahuddin, 25 April 2017. See also, 
Intelligence Reports concerning the Tribal repercussions to the events in the Punjab, Kashmir and India, 
File No. A-33(11), Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1948. The partition of India was a politico-historical event 
in the world history. It affected the normal life of the millions of people in the South Asia. Its influences 
could be seen even today, still after sixty-eight years. The issue of Kashmir and the conflict between 
Hindus and Muslims is still alive in this country. Even after six and half decades many governments of 
different ideologies appeared into the power, but the puzzle of Kashmir is unanswered and unsolved. The 
Hindu-Muslim antagonism could be seen even today in a hidden form, sometimes it comes on the front. 
These are the some of the influences of the partition of India. The communal politics was a clear reason 
for the distrust and tension among the two antagonistic communities. The Indian political leaders were 
responsible for these evils in the society that was openly expressed by the masses in a more open and 
physical fashion. 
41 Interview with Muhammad Gulzar, 74 B Prince road, Gujrat, 19 April 2017. See also, Lady 
Mountbatten’s Report on condition in India, IOR/L/PO/6/102, British Library, London, 1947. 
https://twitter.com/PartitionMuseum. Grievance of the poor Kashmir Refugees, File No. FJ-325 Fatima 
Jinnah Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1951. Police Abstract of Intelligence Punjab, File No. 31 
Para 595, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. The influx of Muslim refugees with harried 
tales of atrocities committed in the Eastern Pakistan made the situation very tense in most districts in 
West Punjab. The situation in Lahore showed a steady improvement in the first week of August 1947 but 
that in the rural areas like Manawan, Kahus Kaheha and Luliani continued to give cause for anxiety. The 
situation in Sialkot district which was showing distinct signs of improvement took a turn for the worse 





and priorities. They took other people on the recognition of religion and all other 
identification left behind. While taking the revenge, they did not see who was in front 
of them either men, women, children or old man, they only wanted to know their 
religion and then simply killed them. 
 
6.5 Khushwant Singh’s Train to Pakistan 
Khushwant Singh’s42 Train to Pakistan is a contribution in partition literature published 
in 1956. The novel based film was released in 1998 with the same name by Khushwant 
Singh. The story is based on Mano Majro, which is a small village near border, story is 
about the impact of violence, the circumstances of the village changed when the money 
lender was murder tragically. The officials paid no consideration towards the violation 
and no steps had been taken to prevent the violence in the village. The most turning 
point in the atmosphere was, when a train full of corpses reached there, which showed 
Muslim violence towards Hindus.43 There were many characters in the novel who 
struggled hard against the destructive forces. Everyone was there struggling to protect 
the life of acquitted people because they knew human life’s value and the pain that they 
were bearing.44 
 
42 Khushwant Singh was born on 8 August 1915 at Rawalpindi Pakistan and died on 20 March 2014 at 
New Delhi India. He was an Indian writer, lawyer, journalist and politician. He experienced the massacre 
of 1947 which inspired him to write about partition. His most famous novel is Train to Pakistan, which 
is published in 1956, on the same novel a film was made in 1998. In 1974 he was awarded with Padma 
Vibhushan for his services in India. 
43 On October 21, 1947, a refugee train at Kamoke was attacked by a mob of 10,000 to 12,000 persons 
armed with deadly weapons. On October 15, 1947, a refugee Muslim train was attacked at Shahdara near 
Lahore by Muslim military men, killing 10 and wounded many of Sikhs and Hindus. Again, on October 
22, a Muslim mob attacked the Bombay mail carrying Hindu and Sikh evacuees to India. On 23, a special 
train carrying Hindu and Sikh refugees coming from Jassar was attacked by a huge Muslim mob. See 
also, “Refugee Trains on attack”, Dawn, 25 September 1947, pp. 1. 
44 Interview with Azmat Bibi, 23/4 School Mohalla, Mandi Bahuddin, 23 April 2017. Partition as the 
worst tragedy that ever happened in the history of India. It is the biggest migration that uprooted around 
twelve million people from the land of their birth. The tragedy of partition demolished the whole structure 




This absorbing narrative richly explains the influence of the trauma of partition on the 
lives of ordinary people. It is clearly portrayed that how the fate of the communities 
dominating the destiny of individuals, and how badly it affects them. Though, here 
writer sharply portrays that the train was the only link between the villagers and the 
outer world, with this train they got what happened outside, train full of corpses affected 
the tranquil life of the villagers and it brought the distress consequences of the political 
decision that were taken far away from their village, but it put a high impact on their 
village.45 It is highly expressive when Iqbal refused to attack on the evacuee train,  
“There is no use to waste an innocent life. People were going to slaughter others. 
In anarchy, self-protection is the supreme deity! No distinguished of right and 
wrong. You do not know what happened eventually. In such circumstances what 
can you do but cultivate an utter indifference to all values.”46 
Khushwant Singh was left with the feeling of desperateness as this one was the scenario 
of that time and everyone underwent this feeling. But he still upheld the good nature of 
 
in turn, wrought great havoc. Therefore, the novel is an outcome of his personal anguish and hatred 
against violence. 
45 Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. See also, 
Communal Disturbance in India, File No. DO 142/24, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. 
Attack on Special Refugee Train at Kamoki Gujranwala District, File No. 101/CF/47, National 
Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. Its portrayal the hard and harsh facts of life against the backdrop 
of partition. The novel depicts the miserable situation when the seed of suspicion was sown among the 
simple and peace-loving villagers of Mano Majra. The same villagers who had lived in Mano Majra for 
centuries with love, understanding and brotherhood suddenly start suspecting one another and hence, 
people barricaded their doors, and many stayed up all night talking in whispers. Everyone felt his 
neighbor’s hand against him and thought of finding friends and allies. Rumors of atrocities, which had 
not affected the villagers earlier, gradually bring a change in their attitudes. Muslims become 
unconsciously sympathetic towards the people of their own community and Sikhs get angry with 
Muslims for no good reason, never trust a Muslim. But being sympathetic towards one community does 
not mean developing hatred for the other. Partition turned sane men into insane; their rational thinking 
was affected, and they were carried away by religious fanaticism and savagery. The period of partition 
was highly critical. In that period people behaved not in accordance with their natural disposition. Some 
psychologists believe that cruelty is not intrinsic; rather it is caused by external circumstances. Often do 
man’s basic instincts get excited when he comes face to face with unexpected situations. 
46 Khushwant Singh, Train to Pakistan, London: Chatto & Windus, 1956, pp. 76. See also, Interview 
with Keshav Mehta, Kurukshetra, Haryana, India, 25 March 2019. “Two Pakistan special trains attacked 




human when Jugga refused to attack on the train. Attacks on trains were very common 
at that specific time. A big train massacre in 1947 was reported in Amritsar in which 
3000 Muslims were killed and 1000 were wounded. It was happened when Sikhs 
attacked on the train at Amritsar station before left for Lahore.47 
 
 
Figure 6.2. Dead Bodies at Railway Station and on Track in 194748 
 
During partition riots, there were many strange incidents that captured the whole world 
towards their side. Like the train full of corpses travelled across the border, government 
official then provides guards for the convoys and trains to avoid such issue.49 There are 
 
47 “Deadly Train reached at Amritsar”, Daily Dawn, 25 September 1947, pp. 1. The train stopped at the 
station for three hours, and crowded train carrying Muslim passenger within the time of three hours 
became the death place for them. Muslims were brutally killed by the Sikh mobs. It is the lowest level to 
which humanity can fall. By approving such activities human beings degrade themselves because no 
religion ever teaches human beings to fight and kill others brutally. Killing goes against the norm of 
every religion. People do not know what they are doing and why they are doing so. They are made to 
believe that killing the people of different religion is a heroic as well as a patriotic deed. 
48 Attack on Special Refugee Train at Kamoki Gujranwala District, File No. 101/CF/47, National 
Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. 
49 Guards for the non-Muslim refugee trains, File No. 133/CF/47, National Documentation Wing, 
Islamabad, 1947. See also, Interview with Dr. Mehboob, Urdu Department Sargodha University, 




also have many stories and novel in literature that includes this specific incident. It was 
shocking that how people planned to take the unseen revenge. A train full of corpses 
means that the group of people who attacked that were in different state of mind, they 
had no sympathy towards the passengers. A train at that time almost carrying about four 
to five thousand people, when the train reached at its destiny either from India to 
Pakistan or Pakistan to India, passengers became corpses…terrible… but the important 
thing is that whoever witnessed that trains full of corpses, what psychological effect it 
put on them.50 
 
In short, this is how that people during riots followed the ways to take the revenge, 
during that traumatic period people witnessed extreme of inhumanity. Millions of 
people got disturbed their lives. Their lives suddenly changed and not in a peaceful way 
but in a most terrible way. Mobs attacked on trains, they put houses on fire, killed 
whoever came in front of them, its extreme savagery. Writers play the part that they 
portray that picture in a true sense that person of today time can also feel the pain and 
 
hatred. They were driven out of their homes and drifted from one place to another out of fear, panic and 
utter hopelessness. The politicians used them to satisfy their own ends and their ambitions. Most of the 
leaders were in a hurry to grab power as a result of which India had to face partition. The political leaders, 
by and large, did not suffer much as the common man suffered with his home destroyed and himself 
turned into a refugee. 
50 Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. See also, 
The Communal Problem and its Solution, File No. F-1107A Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, 
Islamabad, 1946. “Attack on refugee convoy and refugee trains in India”, Daily Dawn, 23 September 
1947, pp. 8. During partition people were misled on account of their ignorance. There no one in Mano 
Majra even knows that the British have left, and the country is divided into Pakistan and Hindustan. 
Some of them know about Gandhi but I doubt if anyone has ever heard of Jinnah. The emotionally 
surcharged atmosphere of those days people living in the remote comers of the villages also knew about 
the political happenings in the country as books written later by the British civil servants and the 
widespread riots taking place all over the country show. Moreover, the Punjab villagers were directly 
affected because it was the province of Punjab that was partitioned. At most we may say that police at 




can easily imagine what was happened at that time which was terrible.51 So the story of 
the novel is not entirely fiction but has its roots in the gruesome realities of the times. 
 
6.6 Qurat ul Ain’s Aag Ka Darya 
Qurat-ul-Ain Haider’s52 Aag Ka Darya53 is covered by the sentiments of Indian 
nationalist. It was published in 1959. In it is the Indian history of about two thousand 
years. In this novel, the writer tried to represent that how different cultures assimilated 
in the larger Indian culture. The main setting of the novel’s historical part is in Oudh. 
In the pre-British India, Delhi and Oudh are considered as two main cultural hubs under 
Muslim, while British treated them as two major political entities. Qurat ul Ain chose 
 
51 Information Fortnightly Appreciation, IOR/L/11/665, British Library, London, 1947. See also, Police 
Abstract of Intelligence Punjab, File No. 36 Para 597, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. 
Interview with Haji Muhammad Jamil, 145/7G Arshad Town, Mandi Bahuddin, 12 April 2017. The news 
of atrocities from the East Punjab spread by the evacuee who continued to pour in and the gruesome 
evidence of massacres in railway trains at Maur, Goniana and Bhatinda living wisdom of which was 
furnished by the arrival of dead bodies in trains and persons with wounds without discrimination of age 
was seriously deteriorated the communal situation in the West Punjab. there were sudden outbreaks in 
Gujrat and Jhelum the situation deteriorated seriously in Montgomery, Sialkot, Gujranwala and 
Sheikhupura districts and Kasur sub-division.   
52 Qurat ul Ain was born on 20 January 1927, Aligarh India. She was an Indian Urdu novelist, academic, 
journalist and short story writer. At the time of partition, she along with her family migrated to Pakistan 
but later she decided to go back to India, and she had since lived there till her death. Like many other 
writers in the Progressive movement Qurat ul Ain Haider emerged from an upper-class Muslim 
background. Her father, Sajjad Haider Yaldara, was a prominent civil servant in colonial India and part 
of the liberalminded social reform movement. She emerged from a family that encouraged women’s 
education and was active in the literary culture of the time. Her father, beyond his career in the civil 
services, also wrote regularly. Along with this, Haider’s mother was among the many upper-class women 
who took advantage of the proliferation of the various women’s journals and periodicals emerging in the 
early twentieth century and published various notable short stories and serialized novels in periodicals 
such as Ismat. With her family’s encouragements, Haider was educated at Isabella Thorburn College 
where she studied English literature. Informed by her education as well as her family’s liberal politics 
and literary roots, Haider developed an interest in writing professionally and eventually joined the PWA 
as it was the central hub for forward-thinking writers and intellectuals and provided an intellectually 
stimulating avenue for her to write in. 
53 Aag ka darya was first published in Urdu and later in 1998 it was translated by the author into English. 
She wrote this novel when she was 30 years old, this one is a greatest milestone in her career. Critics 
unamiously agree that this novel is the greatest Urdu novel that had ever written. This novel remarks that 
for the first time a woman writer, Qurrat ul ain Haider, annexed over twenty-five centuries of Indian 
History as a subject matter and articulates the grand nationalist visions of a pluralist civilization which 
had till then been a male domain, with Rabindranath Tagore and Jawaharlal Nehru as notable propounds, 
while women had been for almost two centuries the subjects of colonial, nationalist, or sectarian histories, 




Lucknow to show the cultural differences. It is considered as the diverse city in cultural 
perspective in Oudh Kingdom, where both the prominent identities Muslims and 
Hindus could overcome their religion and dialectal issues and exceed to grow new 
values.54 
 
In same way, she also mentioned the mutual way of living of the people, that how they 
accept each other with the differences that they have. They all were living in the core 
of the kingdom, and with the metaphor of family, their relationship could be easily 
described. When there is a link among the people either by blood or by cultural 
connection, then after any trauma on them, their nationhood was brutally suffered, their 
harmony destructed, and people will go for many things even without their will and 
expressions. According to Ananya Kabir,  
“The violence of partition comprised both physical and psychological 
wounding, with the physical wound bound up with aspects of somatically 
marked culture identity. For men, bodily symbols of religious affiliation 
circumcision or its absence, uncut hair of Sikh males exposed their bearers to 
life, threatening violence. But, as in the other moments of communal violence, 
it was in the general rape of women that it linked between the suffering and the 
body.”55 
 
54 Interview with Nusrat Bhatti, Urdu Department Islamia College, 27 March 2017. See also, Interview 
with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. The non-linear narrative 
of the novel unfolds through four episodic stories, spanned during different historical periods namely, 
fourth century B.C, late Fifteenth and early sixteenth century, end of eighteenth and the whole of the 
nineteenth century and the post-partition era. It is a historical novel as the story runs parallel to Indian 
history yet produces a strong critique of the received notion of history by avoiding to document the 
teleological macro-narratives of battles and invasions, instead portraying through the characters, the 
seamless web of experiences of people, the novel can be read as an attempt at historiography from the 
margins. 
55 Anaya Kabir, Gender, Memory, Trauma: Women’s Novel on the Partition of India, Comparative 




The story symbolizes time, so it’s the River of Time, which by its ceaselessly flowing 
of nature carries stories of many centuries. The author tried to represent the Indian 
history of 2500 years, for this in one composite whole she merged four sub-stories. 
Therefore, the characters reappeared with the same name but in different appearances 
and in different events, which covered many thousand years. 
  
It was 4th century B.C in the beginning of the novel, and the characters are Gautam 
Nilamar, a student at Forest University of Shravasti, Kumari Champak. She is chief 
Minister’s daughter, Nirmala the princess, Hari Shankar her brother, and Sujata the low 
caste milkmaid. It was 150 years after Buddha. The story reveals the conversion of 
religion from low caste Hindu to Buddhism. All characters reappeared as their revivals 
in different centuries. Like the character of Kumari Champak in her next rebirth is 
Champavati as a Brahmin girl, then Champa Jan as the courtesan in Oudh, and last as 
Champa Ahmed.56 
 
Appreciation, IOR/L/I/1/665, British Library, London, 1947. The Communal Problem and its Solution, 
File No. F-1107A Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1946. Communal Situation on 
Hapur and Bombay, File No. F-1107B Quad-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1946. 
Interview with Sardar Avtar Singh Sandhu, London United Kingdom, 23 March 2019. Literature 
produced at the time aimed to present a graphic account of the trauma of partition violence by capturing, 
the object of the violence in the very moment of its violation, Haider provides a seemingly detached view 
of the event. By centering her story around a group of characters in the diverse city of Lucknow, River 
shows the effects that partition had on the lives and psyches of characters who were invested in and 
believed in the idea of a pluralist and united nationalism. It features individuals that were caught in the 
middle of a nationalist divide and born into a political reality which was at odds with their idea of a 
united India. Through this story Haider offers her vision of post-colonial India as one based in common 
humanity and secular humanism rather than the nationalist separatism which led to partition and a divided 
South Asia. 
56 Interview with Syed Jamal Shah, Urdu Department Islamia College, Lahore, 27 March 2017. See also, 
Interview with Dr. Shaista Hameed Khan, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. 
Men as travelers and deserted women are the two dominant tropes that emerge in the novel. This novel 
remark that each story revolves around waiting or deserted women. Champak in the first story is deserted 
by the prince. Champavati in the second story is deserted by Syed Abdul Mansur Kamaluddin, the 
traveling scholar who never returns. Champa Jan in the third story waits for the return of Bhadro Gautam 
Nilambar Dutt. It is only Champa Ahmed in the fourth story, who can break out of this pattern. Apart 
from the various avatars of Champak, the novel is full of deserted women, like Ambika, Ruqqaiya Bano 
Begum, Maria Teresa. The deserted and waiting women who dot each narrative also suggest that in the 
episteme of travel women may have signified home, women may have traveled less. Women who 




Additionally, in the second phase 1500 years has been passed, now Gautam is replaced 
by Adul Mansur Kamaluddin of Nishapur. It was the year 1476, when India was the 
center of Sufism, intellectuals, traders, and illuminators. India is the land of 
opportunities, people from different lands, culture, faiths and classes came here in 
flocks to search their better future. However, a dervish told Kamal that if he changed 
his place his life would also get changed.57 He then witnessed different events like the 
destruction of Jaunpur’s great civilization by the attack of Sikandar Lodi,58 Kamal’s 
character reminds that history is always repeating itself,  
“With the fall of Jaunpur, Baghdad fell once again. I, Abdul Mansur Kamal ud 
din, here to mourn the loss, as I grieved three centuries ago for the holocaust of 
Baghdad. In my lifetime, I have spent a great liberal civilization in India. The 
Mongols were destroyed Baghdad; Sikandar is a Muslim who overwhelmed 
Jaunpur.”59 
 
remarks that the plot of female renunciation or sublimation is broken only when women travel, when 
they cease to wait for men, and more strongly by the single working women. 
57 Interview with Muhammad Hanif Bhatti, Urdu Department Islamia College, Lahore, 27 March 2017. 
See also, Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. In 
the novel Haider makes a point to emphasize the fact that South Asian culture is an amalgamation of a 
variety of languages, rituals, and practices that bind the collective together. She rebukes the idea that it 
was the inherent cultural differences between Hindus and Muslims that made co-existence impossible 
and partition inevitable, not only through the descriptions of characters but also through imagining 
physical spaces. In the novel Haider states that Pakistanis in many cases a very ardent and patriotic 
Pakistani remarking casually that he or she is going home when speaking of visiting India. Through the 
inclusion of such passages in River of Fire. Haider asserts the inherent artificiality of the idea of the 
modern nation-state, and especially that of Pakistan. Though created as the homeland for the 
subcontinent’s Muslims, many continue to maintain a deep connection to places across the border in 
India, so much that they believe that to be their home.   
58 Sikandar Khan Lodi was the Sultan of Delhi between 1489 and 1517. His real name is Nizam Khan. 
After his father Bahlul Lodi’s death in 1489, he became the next ruler of Lodi dynasty. Agra city in India 
was founded by him, he expended his territory from Gwalior to Bihar. He attacked Jaunpur and defeated 
his elder brother and took the control, it was his first conquest after becoming the ruler. 
59 Qurat ul Ain Haider, River of Fire, New York: New Directions, 1999, pp. 63. See also, Interview with 
Dr. Nasima Rehman, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. One of the main themes 
woven throughout the different narrative arcs of River of Fire is the focus on collective humanity and 
denouncement of fragmenting identity politics. Haider presents a story which focuses on the necessity of 




Third phase is the year of 1797, when British entered in the India and started their hold 
here. It was the time of the Battle of Plassey,60 after victory they were shedding their 
enemies. Nadir shah61 ravaged Delhi and Nawab Vazir of Oudh,62 the only man left 
through which culture was reflected. Kamal’s rebirth as Kamal Ali Raza and Champa 
was Champa Bai the courtesan, they loved each other but never met having same fate 
in every rebirth. Whereas, Gautam was Gautam Nilambar Dutt, who was a prominent 
person in the event of 1857.63 
 
 
periods of South Asian history, there remains a focus on the contributions of different groups to the 
culture and society of South Asia. The novel builds on every period of Indian history from ancient Vedic 
history, Muslim arrival and colonial rule, to partition but does not privilege any single era as the most 
defining or traumatic period in the region’s history. The novel rather, builds on the contributions of each 
era and highlights the ways that the Subcontinent remains a repository of different cultures, absorbing a 
variety of groups to form a unique hybrid culture. But while steering far from absolving colonialism of 
the violence it perpetuated, the novel also steers clear of romanticizing any other era of Indian history as 
the ideal or best time in the history of the region. 
60 Battle of Plassey was a decisive victory of British East India Company, over the Nawab of Bengal and 
his French allies on 23 June 1757, under the leadership of Robert Clive. The battle consolidated the 
company’s presence in Bengal, which later expanded to cover much of India over the next hundred years. 
61 Nadir Shah was ruling Iran as Shah of Iran from 1736 to 1747 when he was killed during a rebellion. 
Nadir Shah ravaged Delhi on 13 February 1739 in the Battle of Karnal, in the time of just three hours he 
crushed the Mughal army of Mohammad Shah. After entering Delhi, he killed 20,000 to 30,000 people 
of Delhi and 10,000 women and children kept as slave. 
62 Nawab Wazir of Oudh was the fourth Nawab of Oudh, his reign was 21 September 1797 to 21 January 
1798, he was then exiled to Bengal and kept as a prison by British in Bengal Presidency where he died 
in 1817 after spending 17 years of his life in an iron cage of Fort William. 
63 Interview with Dr. Amir, Urdu Department Sargodha University, Sargodha, 13 December 2017. See 
also, Great Revolt, IOR/V/27/281/5, British Library, London, 1857. Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu 
Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. In the novel, Champa Bai searches her identity in 
brothels of Lucknow. As Nawab Cyril’s story takes shape, Champa Bai appears, but this time, as a 
courtesan in Awadh, where Nawab Cyril starts his secret rendezvous with the celebrated lady, evading 
his native consort, Sujata Debi, who turns into a possessive and loveless mistress, but Champa, as in the 
previous episodes, is an alluring character, full of the promise of love, free,-spirited, witty, and decadent. 
The third incarnation of Champa comes to personify the story of Awadh and old Lucknow and the urban 
fantasies about high culture that would become the source of much nostalgia in the rest of the novel. She 
appears as a symbol of social and cultural downfall. In fact, the woman having all capabilities is a mere 
helpless creature in this society. Neither she can live a life according to her own will nor can she establish 
her own identity. She can sustain her individuality in the feudal system only when she becomes a 
prostitute. In this historical event, not only the people of the country have been greatly affected but the 
Mughal culture and Red Fort’s intercessors had also suffered the same kind of trauma. Dilnawaz Begum 
and Mehroo, the two young girls were associated with the Fort. They had a narrow escape in the massacre 




Last phase took the leap of a century, it’s the time of 1940, this phase set in Lucknow, 
and everywhere was political unrest.64  All the characters reappeared Hari Shankar and 
his sister Nirmala Raizada were now lived in Singharewali Kothi near Gomti’s bank. 
Here, the novelist also portrays the Indian culture of Lucknow, if we see the campuses 
and coffee shops in Lucknow, we can easily find the cocktail of Indian society. 
However, in this part, the novelist through her characters explained the experiences of 
partition. Kamal’s stepbrother named Amir Raza migrated to Pakistan, where he 
established a successful career. Kamal preferred to stay in India, as he loved his 
homeland and his roots with this land, even with all the discrimination against him, as 
his ancestral house declared as evacuee property because his all family left for 
Pakistan.65 
 
The author also put question through her character Champa about the wisdom of 
migration to Pakistan, as she expressed her pride of Indian heritage, when she returned 
to Banaras. The author declared it as, “I am the citizen of this country. Now here I am 
 
64 Political situation in India since Independence, File No. DO 142/259, The National Archives, United 
Kingdom, 1947. See also, All India Muslim League Lahore Session March 1940 Presidential Address by 
Mr. M.A Jinnah, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1940. The country’s division was a colossal tragedy, a man-
made catastrophe brought about by hot-headed and cynical politicians who failed to grasp the 
implications of division along religious lines. For a change, the focus was on the popular experiences of 
violence and displacement, on the impact of partition on the lives of hundreds of millions, including the 
trauma of women, and the great variety of meanings they attached to the upheaval in and around their 
homes, fields and factories. Although one should not make much of this shift in emphasis, the inclination 
to sideline the tall poppies in the partition debates was in large part an expression of the growing 
disillusionment with high politics and its post-colonial practitioners. 
65 Interview with Nusrat Bhatti, Urdu Department Islamia College, 27 March 2017. See also, Problem 
arise during the Rehabilitation of Refugees in Karachi, File No. FJ-445 Fatima Jinnah Papers, National 
Archives, Islamabad, 1951. Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G. C University, Lahore, 
24 March 2018. All these characters symbolize how Hindus and Muslims lived with communal harmony 
before the partition. All these persons part company as the communal virus leading to the partition erupts. 
Some Muslims like Ameer Raza leave for Pakistan, some Muslims opt for India. Kamal is frustrated by 
the communal conflict, which poses a threat to his identity as an Indian Muslim. Being an Indian-born 
Muslim, he firmly believes that his roots are in India, a letter by Kamal, throws light on the politics of 




going to find another country for myself. The flight mentality makes no sense to me”.66 
This novel has an important contribution in partition literature on the theme of refugee’s 
experiences. However, refugee’s settlement was a big issue at that time. Too many 
people were coming, which needed to be settled as early as possible. Regarding their 
settlement refugee’s relief funds were establish by both the governments.67 Experience 
regarding refugee camps and resettlement was not very pleasant, it was the most 
traumatic event. During their journey they saw corpses in canal, in wells, on the ground. 
They were not simply dead bodies, they were tortured dead bodies, mostly bodies were 
in parts. Life in new allocated village initially were very miserable as they have nothing 
to start, but later they get enough to survive.68 
 
 
66 Memon, M.U, Partition Literature: A Study of Intizar Hussain, Modern Asiasn Studies, 14(3), 1980, 
pp. 12. See also, Interview with Muhammad Sabir, 34/5 Sadar market, Mandi bahuddin, 13 April 2017. 
In the specific context of the Pakistan movement, the professed ideology of the nation state itself, though 
celebrated on both sides of the border, had no significant impact on or relevance to the millions living in 
India or Pakistan. Contrary to the exaggerated claims made in both the countries, most people were either 
indifferent to or unconcerned with the national borders or the newly created geographical entities that 
were being laboriously created. National borders were political constructs, imagined projections of 
territorial power. Although they appeared in deceptively precise forms, they reflected, at leat initially, 
merely the mental images of politicians, lawyers, and intellectuals. Their practical consequences for most 
people were quite different. 
67 “47,96,000 Muslim refugees reached from East to West Punjab”, Nawa-e-Waqat, 16 January 1948, 
pp. 3. See also, “Refugee and Rehabilitation steps with the collaboration from both dominions”, Civil 
and Military Gazette, 7 August 1947, pp. 1. A Note on Rehabilitation, File No. 1014, National Archives, 
Islamabad, 1948. A Note on Rehabilitation, Proceedings and other Papers relating to Joint Refugee and 
Rehabilitation Council, File No. 803, National Archives, Islamabad, 1948. Proceedings of the conference 
of Commissioners, Settlement Officers and other Officers in charge Resettlement on Land held on 17 th, 
18th and 19th March 1948, File No. 15462, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1948. Ceylon Yearbook 1949, 
Department of Census and Statistics, File No. E-1(12), Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1949. “Nehru residence 
a refugee haven”, Civil and Military Gazette, 30 August 1947, pp. 3. “Refugees problems our major 
concern today safe convoy of minorities from either area not to be expected”, Civil and Military Gazette, 
31 August 1947, pp. 12. 
68 Interview with Baland Khan, No 45/9 Mazang, Lahore, 5 May 2017. See also, Interview with 
Aurangzeb, 78/3D Murtaza colony, Mandi Bahuddin, 2017. Problems of Refugees in India and Pakistan, 
File No. DO 35/9001, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1958. Interview of Simla Muslims with 
Quaid-e-Azam, File No. 104/CF/47, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. The Punjab, A 
Review of the First Seven Years August 1947 to August 1954, File No. E-1(11), Punjab Archives, 
Lahore, 1954. “Delhi gigantic refugee problems being tackled”, Civil and Military Gazette, 28 August 




In short, this is how people suffered during their migration, if they were not attacked 
by mobs, it did not mean that they were saved. No doubt their lives were saved but after 
seeing the drastic dead bodies, they were psychologically very disturbed and then their 
lives at refugee camps were also not very good because in refugee camps the food and 
medicine were very limited, local people provide food to them. Then in new place they 
started their lives which was initially not much good because of limited resources. It 
takes many years to them to live a better life. 
 
Figure 6.3. Foot convoy during Migration in 194769 
 
6.7 Sadaat Hasan Manto’s Short Stories 
Short stories provide a good understanding for the impact of partition on the common 
man. Mostly at that time writers were trying to depict the psychological effect in their 
writings. Sadaat Hasan Manto is the most famous short story writer of that era, in his 
collection there are many short stories, one is “Toba Tek Singh”. The story is about the 
 
69 Evacuation of Refugees from east to West Punjab 1947, File No. 71/CF/47, National Documentation 




identities which make people confused in 1947. The theme of the story is based on the 
exchange of insane, who were in the asylums of India and Pakistan.70 The story starts 
with the expense of political leaders and national pride but ends on a sad node. The 
story is about the insane Sikh who named as Bishan Singh but called as Toba Tek Singh, 
he is a landlord of Toba Tek Singh village. He spends 15 years standing on his legs 
without even sitting and sleeping. When he hears that India is now divided into two 
parts, his mind is stuck with the question that, then, where Toba Tek Singh lies.71 
 
In the start of the story, there is a lunatic asylum. Where there is an atmosphere that is 
full of emotions for the partition that is fully expected. Muhammad Ali is one of the 
inmates, who thought he is Jinnah in himself. He is arguing with a Sikh, who is Tara 
Singh in himself. Remaining patients are in trouble that now where they are, in India or 
Pakistan, and how it is possible that a place moment before is in India and other moment 
became Pakistan.72 The situation they are portraying with their behavior is of partition 
 
70 Interview with Dr. Zahid, Urdu Department Islamia College, Lahore, 27 March 2017. See also, Annual 
Report on the working of the Mental Hospital Lahore for the Year 1946, File No. 18576, Punjab 
Archives, Lahore, 1947. It is, by some accounts, the best short story ever written on this subject. 
Ironically, the story shows us that when faced with the chaos and bloodshed of partition, the response of 
a person committed to a mental institution appears ‘saner’ and more appropriate than those around him. 
published in 1955, the story takes place inside the Lahore insane asylum (today called the Punjab Institute 
of Mental Health), two or three years after partition. At a high-level conference, a decision has been 
made for the exchange of lunatics in insane asylums. 
71 Haldane, R.B, Pakistan Review, Journal of South Asian Literature, (6), 1970, pp. 19. See also, 
Interview with Dr. Amir, Urdu Department Sargodha University, Sargodha, 13 December 2017. During 
this time, he has not, even once, sat or lain down. The only words he has spoken during the fifteen years 
are the nonsensical, “Upar di gur gur di annex di be dhyana di mung di dal of the lantern.”1 Once a 
month when his relatives came to meet him, he agrees to take a bath and cleanup. He has a daughter who 
has grown older visiting him, and still cries every time she sees her father. 
72 Manto, Toba Tek Singh, Phande, Lahore: Sang-e-meel publishers, 1954, pp. 14. See also, Interview 
with Dr. Saadat Syed, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. Manto’s Toba Tek 
Singh in first place portrays how people who claim to be rational ‘change’ the geographies within nights. 
Manto by insisting that places have to be named, as it is a name than identify the place. The places that 
used to be identical with a specific name until yesterday, are now confronting with the identity crises. 
Manto has parodied and criticized the ‘wise’ people, who aim to build separate nations on the base of 




time, but the current time is two or three years ahead. Currently, both the governments 
take decision about the exchange of the insane people. According to the government 
agreement, if their families migrate then they will be sent in corresponding countries, 
and if there is no data of any blood relation then on the identity of their religion they 
will be send in respective countries, even without their will.73 
 
Although, his friends and relatives come to meet him. Once his Muslim friend Fazal 
Din comes and he asks same question to him about Toba Tek Singh. Fazal Din is unable 
to reply him clearly. Then from the officials he comes to know that Toba Tek Singh is 
included in Pakistan, but as his all relatives leave for India, so he is evacuating to 
India.74 He does not want to go to India, but when they reach at border, he stops in a 
midway. Suddenly he faints and falls, he is dead, official witness that the man who have 
 
73 Interview with Dr. Nasima Rehman, Urdu department G.C. University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. See 
also, Ministry of Relief and Rehabilitation, File No. 128/CF/48, National Documentation Wing, 
Islamabad, 1948. Annual Report on the working of West Punjab Mental Hospital Lahore for the year 
1947, File No. 18584, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1949. Manto has not only parodied the decisions taken 
by the wise heads of his times, he has portrayed the lunacy of people who have exemplified the 
nationalistic tropes by creating boundaries and bars. Manto’s artistic designation of delineating the grim 
realities of his times are quite symbolic. He has portrayed a world of lunatics that seem to be saner than 
the people living outside the world of lunatic asylum. From the beginning of the short story Toba Tek 
Singh Manto has been very critical and symbolic, “Muslim lunatics from Indian institutions should be 
sent over to Pakistan, and Hindu and Sikh lunatics from Pakistani asylums should be allowed to go to 
India”. These people being the victims of partition have showed very reasonably and intelligently the 
resistance to the partition, when the news reached to them. The questions asked by the lunatics repeatedly 
carry an ambiguity, which needs to be justified and answered. Though for people living a rational and 
saner life, these people are mere commodities which need to be exchanged based on their religion, but 
for Manto these people are more rational and saner who possess the unconditional love and harmony 
among each other. 
74 Ministry of Relief and Rehabilitation, File No. 128/CF/48, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 
1948. See also, Interview with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 
February 2019. ‘Toba Tek Singh’ is Saadat Hasan Manto’s most personal story. He wrote it while he 
himself was an inmate in Lahore’s mental hospital. It was, in many ways, reflective of his own inner 
confusion and lost sense of identity. “Writing, at its best, is a lonely life”, the great Ernest Hemingway 
had proclaimed in his Nobel Prize acceptance speech. Hemingway killed himself with a shotgun seven 
years after he made that speech. Manto’s downward spiral through poverty, alcoholism and madness 
culminated in his death in 1955 at the young age of 43. He had written the text for the epitaph of his 
tombstone six months before he died. “Buried here is Saadat Hasan Manto in whose bosom are enshrined 
all the secrets of the art of short story writing. Buried under mounds of earth, he continues to contemplate 




spent fifteen years standing on his legs now lying on the ground, India and Pakistan are 
on his both sides, and he dies on the no-man’s land.75 
 
Partition literature is full of stories that depict the true picture of that time either its 
Manto’s writings or Khushwant Singh. All the writers who witnessed that scenario 
wrote stories to reveal the truth in front of the people. Most of the stories are 
masterpieces and few are award winning too. Writers from both sides tried to portray 
the picture. Toba Tek Singh is one of the best short stories which is about insane person 
that he also does not want to leave his ancestral place, it’s very terrible when they hear 
about the massacre, it’s really hearts broken.76 
 
In short, this is how difficult for the people to leave their ancestral place and move to 
the other place. For insane person it is difficult to leave his ancestral place then imagine 
 
75 Manto, Toba Tek Singh, pp. 23. See also, Interview with Dr. Nasima Rehman, Urdu Department G.C 
University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. West Punjab Legislative Assembly Debates proceeding from 5 th to 
29th January 1948, vol 1, File No. A-73, Punjab Legislative Assembly, Lahore, 1948. Saadat Hassan 
Manto suffered from anxiety and other mental issues from an early age. He later became alcoholic. He 
continued to suffer from symptoms of anxiety and depression all his life. It has been suggested that his 
mental distress was a source of his creativity and helped him write some of his masterly short stories. 
The relationship between madness and creativity is a matter of great popular, as well as scholarly, 
fascination. 
76 Interview with Dr. Zahid Memood, Urdu Department Islamia College, Lahore, 27 March 2017.  See 
also, Interview with Dr. Amir, Urdu Department Sargodha University, Sargodha, 13 December 2017. 
The Punjab, A Review of the First three Years August 1947 to August 1950, File No. E-1-8, Punjab 
Archives, Lahore, 1950. The paradox of how borders simultaneously separate and unite is discussed 
elsewhere. The significance of Manto’s description lies in describing an existentialist reality of the 
separation of people living on both sides who had a long history of cultural and social contact and the 
paradoxical character of borders being a metaphor of the ambiguities of nation building. He was offering 
a way of correcting the distortions inherent in state-centered national histories. then ‘India’ or ‘Pakistan’ 
were mere territorial abstractions to most people who were ignorant of how Mountbatten’s Plan or the 
Radcliffe Award would change their destinies and tear them apart from their social and moorings. In 
their worldview, there was no nationalism, religious or composite. They were blissfully unaware that 
their fate, which had rested in the hands of the exploiting classes for centuries, would be settled after 
Mountbatten’s three days of ‘diplomacy’ leading to the 3rd June Plan, and that the frontiers would be 
decided by Cyril Radcliffe in just seven weeks and ‘a continent for better or worse divided’. They had 
no clue whatsoever that these vain, insensitive and conceited representatives of the Crown, having 
received the mandate from Clement Atlee’s Labour government to preside over the liquidation of the 
most important imperial possession of all time, would abandon them in mid-ocean ‘with a fire in the deck 




for a normal man how difficult was the decision to take. It’s not about only to change 
the place, it’s about to change the identity too. Psychologically these people are 
confused and thought of torn identities that everyone feel when get separated from 
ancestral home. 
 
In Kasre Nafsi, Manto portrays the emotions of the mob that what they feel when they 
slaughter someone, here the scene set at the platform, the train is about to reach. A 
group of mobs serves the passengers at station with sweets, fruits and milk and mention 
them that their co-religion passengers are not treated lavishly. The reason for all this 
hospitality is that they are waiting for the train and they want to kill passengers of that 
train, in case if the train gets late then they will get ample time for their preparation and 
then fulfill their savages.77 According to G.D Khosla, in Sind during the riots time, 
looting was very common, and everyone was participating in this goonda element of 
looting. Most of the people were from middle class.78  
 
 
77 Manto, S.H, Kasre Nafsi, Siyah Hashiye, Lahore: Maktab-i-Jadeed, 1948, 12. See also, Communal 
Disturbance in India, File No. DO 142/24, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. Guards for 
the non-Muslim refugee trains, File No. 133/CF/47, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. 
“Refugee Train attacked near Palam railway Station”, Daily Dawn, 31 August 1947, pp. 8. Interview 
with Fateh Muhammad, 112/F Shalmi, Lahore, 8 May 2017. The flood of communal violence came and 
went with all its evils, but it left a pile of living, dead and gasping corpses in its wake. It was not only 
that the country was split in two bodies and minds were also divided. Moral beliefs were tossed aside, 
and humanity was in shreds. Government officers and clerks along with their chairs, pens and inkpots, 
were distributed like the spoils of war. And whatever remained after this division was laid to waste by 
the benevolent hands of communal violence. Those whose bodies were whole had hearts that were 
splintered. Families were torn apart. One brother was allotted to Hindustan, the other to Pakistan; the 
husband was in Hindustan, his wife was in Pakistan. The bonds of human relationship were in tatters, 
and in the end many souls remained behind in Hindustan while their bodies started off for Pakistan. 
Communal violence and freedom became so muddled that it was difficult to distinguish between the two. 
78 Khosla, G.D, Stern Reckoning: A Survey of the Events Leading up to and Following the Partition of 
India, New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1949, pp. 213. See also, “Sindh looting”, Pakistan Times, 




In Aaram ki Zaroorat is something that relates to the energy level of the killers that they 
were tired off by killing the people of other community and now no energy left in them. 
Similarly, Munasib Karawai relates to the uncertainty of life and death that was 
practiced by the couple. At last they were begging to the people that they killed them, 
but everybody was saying that in their religion assassination is prohibited. But readers 
get surprised when they handed over them to the people of other street for their desire 
of killing. The point to be pondered was their religion allow to hand over them for 
killing, were they really practicing their religion at that time.79  
 
On the other hand, in “Gurumukh ki Wasiyat”, Mian Abdul Hai is a retired judge living 
in Amritsar, Sughra and Basharat are his children. He has a hope that one day 
everything will be normal. “The general view in Amritsar was that the riots could not 
last long for two weeks or so, after short interval of unrest and then business as usual”.80 
However, he is a paralyzed patient but still has a hope. Riots are started and everywhere 
there is a sound of either fire or the slogans like “Allah-o-Akbar” and “Her Her 
 
79 Manto, S.H, Munasib Karwai, Siyah Hashiye, Lahore: Maktab-i-Jadeed, 1948, pp. 25. See also, The 
Punjab, A Review of the First Six Years August 1947 to August 1953, File No. E-1-10, Punjab Archives, 
Lahore, 1953. Interview with Dildar Khan, 345/2 Bhatti gate, Lahore, 6 May 2017. 
https://www.1947partitionarchive.org/ . Communal violence transforms the thoughts of the people, even 
cool and calm person get aggressive, when they heard that in Muslim area, Hindu or Sikh mobs killed 
people mercilessly, it makes them aggressive. People those who have humanity saves the lives of the 
people who get attacked.  That was a different type of frenzy, nobody knows each other, only their 
recognition based on their religion which grantee their life or death.   
80 Manto, Mottled Dawn, pp. 60. See also, Interview with Dr. Saadat Syed, Urdu Department G.C 
University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. “Amritsar district 10,000 Muslims killed”, Daily Dawn, 1 
September 1947, pp. 1. For the past many days, some place or the other was always on fire. Lately, even 
the fire brigade had not been heard or seen. May be because so many places were on fire. The night 
presented an entirely different scenery now. Big flames of fire rose like big giants in the utter darkness 
of the night. In a nearby shop some men, their beards tied up with a piece of cloth, were looting. Thus, 
people behaved like mad people and killed, looted, and displaced each other with vengeance. The 




Mahadev”. Hai’s both the children are seared of this situation, that’s why they cannot 
trust on anyone, for the same purpose, their house door remains closed all the time.81 
 
In addition, on Eid day, there is a complete silence in Hai’s house. Suddenly the door 
knocks, on opening the door, Sughra finds Santokh Singh standing outside, he is the 
son of recently deceased Sikh, Gurumukh Singh. In a tricky case Gurumukh Singh gets 
justice by Abdul Hai, to say thanks to him, he brings saviyyan (vermicelli) every year 
on Eid day. Now his son is there to continue his father’s practice after his death, to 
fulfill his father’s will. When he moves back, a group of mobs asks him, “should we 
proceed to complete our task?” he responds, “Yes, I have completed my task now it’s 
your turn”. Sughra sees that when Santokh Singh turns back, a group of mobs moves 
towards their house. She assumes if Santokh has sincerity towards them, then, he will 
stop them, but she is wrong, meanwhile all the members of Mian Abdul Hai’s family 
are murdered.82 
 
Manto in this story tried to explain that during the communal riots, the conditions 
became worst. People of both the communities became enemy of each other. They 
forgot the pleasant time that they spent together, also forget the favors that they gave to 
 
81 Interview with Dr. Amir, Urdu Department Sargodha University, Sargodha, 13 December 2017. See 
also, Interview with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 
2019. Communal Problem and Solution, File No. F-1107A Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National 
Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. It gives a graphic picture of riots, killings, arson, looting, and 
displacement. Occasionally, there were cases of rioting and killing, but now it had become a regular 
feature. News of the fights kept pouring in. Besides, knives, kirpans, swords and guns were being used 
by most people. The riots kept increasing day by day. The Muslims living in the Hindu streets had started 
running away. Similarly, the Hindus residing in Muslim areas had started going away to securer places. 
82 Manto, Mottled Dawn, pp. 61. See also, Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G.C 
University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. Interview with Dr. Saadat Syed, Urdu Department G.C University, 




each other, only thing that they remembered was the revenge.83  People witnessed the 
time when they were happily lived with their neighbors, there was love for all the people 
who lived in the street and they also witnessed the time when they were scared off from 
the same neighbors, one single incident changed their whole life. 
 
In “Mozail”, a Jewish girl who prefers mortality than creed, to save humanity she can 
go up to the extreme even she can sacrifice her life too. Trilochan is the other character 
who is religious extremist and prefers religious formalities. Once they have a 
conversation as:  
“What rubbish is modesty, if you feel it than close your eyes? Tell me in which 
dress, a man cannot become naked. You are Sikh and I know; you wear 
underwear under your trousers. This one is also part of your religion, like your 
hairs and beard. You are now grown up and you still think that your religion is 
hiding in your underwear.”84 
Mozail lives in Muslim populated area, when she hears that Karpal Kaur and her family 
is in danger, she plans to safe their life with Trilochan. During this she asks Trilochan 
 
83 Copies of Confidential Review of Events in Pakistan compiled by the Commonwealth Relation, Mss 
Eur D1033/15, British Library, London, 1948. See also, The Communal Problem and its Solution, File 
No. F-1107A Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1946. Communal Problem and 
Solution, File No. F-1107A Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1947. 
84 Manto, Talkh Tursh Shireen, New Delhi: Saqi Book Deput, 1982, pp. 45. See also, Interview with Dr. 
Safeer, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. Mozail works as a salesgirl in a shop 
in Bombay. She is a footloose, unattached, knowledgeable, westernized, and worldly woman with no 
regard for any religion or community. She exhibits a remarkable boldness in being free of any religious 
restrictions or sexual restraints. She does not feel the necessity of having any sense of security, being 
confident and courageous of protecting herself against any adversity. She is a woman whose existence is 
not circumscribed by the need for any physical or psychological security offered by the sense of 
belonging either to a religious sect, a socio-political community or more importantly, even to a family. 
She moves with many friends without any inhibitions. That she is a prostitute is never explicitly stated, 
despite her doubtful character and fickle-minded behavior. She stands out as the exact opposite of the 
less sophisticated, sheltered, and God-fearing Kirpal Kaur, who is bound by religion, community, and 




to give his turban, but he declines. When Trilochan’s life is in danger, she tells a lie to 
everyone in the building, to safe him. When mob attacks on the building, she gives her 
skirt to Karpal to safe her, and asks her to escape. She is now naked, during this she 
says Trilochan to safe his and Karpal’s life, while going upstairs she get hurt badly. 
Meanwhile, Trilochan tries to use his turban to cover her nude body but she refuses to 
take and says, “take away this rag of your religion. I do not need this”, after that she 
dies. In this story, Manto tries to explain that religion is not only to the name of rituals, 
every religion teaches us to first serve the humanity.85 
 
Moreover, “Ramkhelawan” reveals those seth’s who support the communal riots by 
using their money. Ramkhelawan once takes a wine from his seth, he has not much 
money to return as he is a washer man, now in return he must kill the Muslims. In 
hangover, he tries to murder his teacher, but after realizing that he is doing wrong, so 
in the next morning he apologizes for his behavior, and confesses behind all these, is 
the hand of seth. However, Manto from this story trying to explain that, at that time, 
there are many good people who know that killing gives them nothing, this is only the 
waste of lives. By doing this, they only increase their sins, then how they will satisfy 
 
85 Manto, Talk, Tursh, pp. 46. See also, Interview with Muhammad Hanif Bhatti, Urdu Department 
Islamia College, Lahore, 27 March 2017. Interview with Dr. Saadat Syed, Urdu Department G.C 
University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. Note on the Sikh Plan, File No. A-33(8), Punjab Archives, Lahore, 
1948. Though the story appears to be an ordinary story of triangular love, Mozail’s courage, frankness, 
and humanity raise it above the ordinary level. In the communal conflagration, she stands as a symbol of 
religious neutrality; as both, an outsider mocking at narrow bigotry and as an insider of the community 
of lovers, who can take risks and even die to sustain the love between others. The story leaves behind the 
force of a protagonist who suggests the need for some basic reorientations and liberation from bigoted 
religious notions. During the wretched times of the partition, people, like Mozail who could look, beyond 
the petty bounds of religion and community, at people as just human beings, who deserved all 





their soul.86 In addition, Manto has complete believe in humanity which can easily be 
seen through his work.  
 
On the other hand, in “Sahai”, Manto portrays the role model of humanity through his 
character Mumtaz and Sahai. Manto in the character of Mumtaz, portrays his own story. 
Mumtaz with his Hindu friend Jugal lives in Bombay. In Lahore, Jugal’s uncle is killed 
in the violence. After listening this she questions Jugal, “If Hindu-Muslim killing starts 
here, what will you do?” Jugal answered, “Maybe I’ll kill you”. After this Mumtaz 
dishearten and takes a decision to migrate.87 These great lines were written at that 
occasion,  
“Don’t say that one lac Hindu died, or one lac Muslims died; instead say two 
lac humans died. This one is not a big tragedy that two lac humans died but the 
real tragedy is that all the persons who killed and the persons, who die, became 
valueless. After killing one lac Hindus, Muslims considering that Hinduism 
died, but it is alive and still must alive. Similarly, after killing one lac Muslims, 
Hindus thought that Islam came to an end, but it is in front of you that Islam 
exist and exist till end. They are foolish people, who thought that we target 
 
86 Manto, Ramkhelawan, Khali Botalein Khali Dabbe, Lahore: Maktabah-e-Jadeed, 1950, pp. 23. See 
also, Sikh in Action, File No. A-33(10), Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1948. Interview with Dr. Safeer, Urdu 
Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. 
87 Manto, Mottled Dawn, pp. 77. See also, Interview with Dr. Nasima Rehman, Urdu Department Islamia 
College, Lahore, 24 March 2017. Interview with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C 
University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. The story about the rupture of the old friendship, fraternity, 
harmony, and humanity during the precarious times of the partition. Mumtaz’s three close friends the 
narrator, Jugal and Brij Mohan were Hindus. Jugal’s response, on coming to know of his uncle’s killing 
in Lahore, that, if Hindu-Muslim killing started in Bombay, he might kill Mumtaz, shook the innermost 
belief of Mumtaz in his (Jugal’s) friendship for him. His friendship, which had been beyond the bounds 




religion. Religion does not exist in our bodies; it exists in our soul. How it is 
annihilated through knives and bullets.”88  
Same decision was taken by Manto, when his friend Shyam gave the same comments. 
Manto expresses his own feeling in Mumtaz’s character that how is it benefited to take 
the revenge of a murder that is done in Lahore, but the revenge place is Bombay.89 For 
Sahai, he narrated it as, Sahai was a Hindu pimp and he was fully devoted towards his 
business, beside this he has humanity in his inner self. Therefore, in his last moments 
when he is about to die, he met Mumtaz, but his humanity was still alive and gave a 
packet full of ornaments. These ornaments belonged to Sultana (prostitute), he asked 
Mumtaz to give them all to her, but before dying he advised.90 Mumtaz which depict 
his humanity for her, “these are bad times you know. Tell her she should leave for a 
safe place but please look after yourself first”.  
 
 
88 Manto, Mottled Dawn, pp. 78. See also, Interview with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C 
University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. Being sick of the communal hatred and the consequent violence, 
he suddenly decided to leave Bombay for Karachi. He felt sorry about the people who killed each other 
in the name of religion. Only the naive can believe that religion can be eliminated with a gun. Why cannot 
they understand that faith, belief, devotion is a thing of the spirit; it is not physical. Guns and knives are 
powerless to destroy it, he said and thereby gave expression to the futility of violence for the sake of 
religion and community. 
89 Ayesha Jalal, The Pity of Partition, Karachi: Oxford University Press, 2013, pp. 115. See also, 
Interview with Dr. Safeer, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. This story is 
based on a real incident in the life of Manto. His best friend and actor, Shyam, after listening to the 
horrifying account of a refugee family from Rawalpindi from where he too had come, was deeply moved. 
To Manto’s question, I am a Muslim. Don’t you want to kill me? Shyam replied gravely, Not now, but 
while I was listening to them and learning of the atrocities committed by the Muslims, I would have 
killed you. In this story, the character of Jugal is based on Shyam and that of Mumtaz on Manto. 
90 Jalal, The Pity of Partition, pp. 116. See also, Interview with Dr. Mehboob, Urdu Department Sargodha 
University, Sargodha, 13 December 2017. Interview with Dr. Saadat Syed, Urdu Department G.C 
University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. Sahai looked after his girls, whom he supplied to his customers, as 
his own daughters. He made no discrimination between his Hindu and Muslim girls and customers. He 
never thought of any evil things to do to anyone on the earth. He even arranged the marriage of a Hindu 
girl with one of his customers. His behavior was inspired by the noble principles of goodness, harmony, 
and humanity. But such a man was brutally killed when he entered a Muslim locality to handover to 
Sultana her jewels and rupees. The killing of Sahai shows the victory of bestiality over humanity. But 
Jugal’s wish that he were showed Sahai that he was changed and his belief in friendship beyond the 




On partition and its consequences Manto wrote stories like Akhri Salute, Titwal Ka 
Kutta, and Yazeed.  Fleming defines it as, “dog is the symbol used by the writer, for 
those who caught in the crossfire of conflicting loyalties”. The story is about those 
unfortunate people those have no idea where to go and finally they murdered them all.91 
Ravikant and Saint define it as,  
“There is a sense of an over-enthusiastic attempt to write history at Pakistan’s 
moment of arrival. What gives Manto’s irony its edge is the disjunction posed 
between the familiar and unfamiliar, for the geographical spaces remained 
same.”92  
Conversation over Manto is boundless as there are many characteristics of his writings, 
“Anarkali”, “Ollad, Barish”, “Bismillah”, “Baghair Ijazat”, “Blouse”, “Boo”, 
“Peshawar se Lahore tak”, “Phundanay”, “Taraqipasand”, “Khali Botalein Khali 
Dabay”, “Dhuan”, “Khali Shalwar”, “Garam Suit”, “License”, “Mrs. D’Silva”, “Naya 
Qanoon”, “Nigrani”, “Haiwaniyat”, “Khaad”, “Qismat” and “Aankhon par Charbi” 
are his other prominent work. 
 
Manto is the great story writer, his every story depicts the true feeling of the massacre, 
not only the feelings but he excellently portrays the situations. We do not witness that 
event but from these stories we come to know that what happened at that time. We 
come to know the pain and suffering of the people through such stories. Manto when 
portrays the scene, he explains each and everything which helps the readers to get what 
 
91 Fleming, L.A, Manto from a Western Point of View, Journal of South Asian Literature, 116(1), 1981, 
pp. 56 – 61. 
92 Bisham Sahni, Ravikant and Saint,T.K, ed, trans, (2001). Pali, Translating Partition, New Delhi: 
Katha Books, 2001, pp. 23 – 38. See also, Interview with Dr. Saadat Syed, Urdu Department G.C 




he wants to convey. In his ever story there is a deep message hidden, the thing which 
required to understand is focus.93 
 
In short, this is how Manto became a legendary story writer. He wrote what he saw, 
feel and observe, he wrote about every strata of the society, his visualization is 
marvelous, his themes of the stories are catchy in their nature. He depicts every moment 
of the pain of the people of that time they faced. His stories depict every perspective of 
the scenario, he discusses the problems of the higher rank man to the lower one. He 
keeps his eye on everything that happens around him. 
 
6.8 Krishan Chander’s Short stories 
Lal Bagh is the story based on Bombay riots, protagonist of the story is Kamlakar, who 
is the don of his area.94 Being the criminal, he still spends honorable life. He owns a 
big gang because of the full backup of police and the landlords. During riot, his gang is 
the most active and many destructions are made by his gang, he feels so proud. He gets 
 
93 Interview with Dr. Shaista Hameed Khan, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2017. 
See also, Review of the Events in Pakistan 1947-1948, File No. DO 142/22, The National Archives, 
United Kingdom, 1948. The theme of all of them, is man’s incredible inhumanity to man, and especially 
to man of the other religious community. Told with the barest distant third person narration, in the least 
emotional, most stripped down language possible, devoid of character development or even of specific 
communal reference, with actions depicted in as little as a single sentence, the little anecdotes with their 
grim themes at first produce a chilling effect. The chilling effect lessens, however, when it becomes 
apparent that, in contrast to other literature of partition, the emphasis of these anecdotes is not on their 
themes but on their peculiar brand of black humor. In short, all these anecdotes, despite their themes, are 
ultimately jokes, which depend for their effectiveness not on the chilling horror of their themes, which 
are clearly secondary, but on the reader’s understanding of the puns and verbal ironies which they 
contain. 
94 Riots in Bombay 1946-47, File No. F-100 Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 
1947.Communal Disturbance in India, File No. DO 142/24, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 
1947. See also, European causalities in Communal Riots after Transfer of Power, File No. DO 142/260, 
The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947-1949. Interview with Dr. Nayyer, History Department 




the permission to stay in Lal Bagh freely by the support of Hindus. When four people 
are killed by his gang, it narrates as,  
“Kashmir was died, and the fields of rice withered, and ice with fear and shame 
hide in the earth, and the cold hand told everyone, your cruel people, you not 
killed the Muslims but the humans, you killed Hindustan, you killed Taj Mehal, 
Fatehpur, Sekri and Shalimar. This corpse is of Ashok. This shroud is of Akbar. 
This deceased is of five thousand years old civilization. This bloody Hindu 
Muslim politician, landlords, bureaucrat establish its government, of whose 
blood.”95 
A news about the incident is reported next day, “Today there is peace in Bombay, 
Agriparah, Gol petha, Dongri, Kalbadevi, and Bhandi Bazar. There is no riot. Only 
around Lal Bagh, there are four knife ratings”.96 Moreover, Krishan Chander tried to 
explain that this story reveals that there is the hidden link among all the people either 
they are newspaper, radio, government or media. On same circumstances it is reported 
in Amritsar that the condition is so worse that in the curfew that lasted for 42 hours, 
100 bombs are exchanged for the rival purpose.97 
 
 
95 Krishan Chander, Lal Bagh, Hum Wehshi Hein, Bombay: Kutab Publishers, 1948, pp. 30. See also, 
Interview with Dr. Zara, History Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. Daily Reports 
of the Events 1946, File No. F-1128 Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1946. 
Information Fortnightly Appreciation, IOR/L/I/1/665, British Library, London, 1947. 
96 Chander, Lal Bagh, pp. 34. See also, Extract from the Punjab Police Abstract of Intelligence for the 
week ending 2nd August 1947, Disturbance in Punjab compiled by the National Documentation Wing, 
Islamabad, 1947. The communal situation was worse in the Punjab in the starting week of August 1947. 
Many cases of murder, arson and stabbing were reported in Lahore, Amritsar and their suburb.  
97 “Amritsar Condition”, Civil and Military Gazette, 2 July 1947, pp. 6. See also, Information Fortnightly 
Appreciation, File No. IOR/L/I/1/665, British Library, London, 1947. Communal Problem and Solution, 
File No. F-1107A Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1947. Punjab Chief Secretary’s 
fortnightly report for the first half of July 1947, Disturbance in Punjab 1947, compiled by National 
Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. Interview with Dr. Zahid Mehmood, Urdu Department Islamia 




Furthermore, “Amritsar Azadi se Pehly Amritsar Azadi ke Bad” is about the condition 
of Amritsar before and after partition. First portion of the narration depicts the peace 
and love of the people of Amritsar for each other, the population includes the Hindu, 
Muslim and Sikh who live together. But second part depicts that after partition whole 
situation becomes changed, their love, friendship, devotion, all relations come to an 
end, the only thing that is left behind is the revenge and hate.98 It has multiple stories 
of different people like,  
“When fire was opened in Jallianwala Bagh, Siddique and Om Parkash also 
came under this fire. Om Parkash with the help of Siddique succeeded to cross 
the wall but only a single fire finished his life. Siddique took his dead body to 
his home and here he also finished, as he was also the victim of that bloody 
firing. Whole city was sad on their death.”99  
There is also another example to show the friendship among all communities, “Begum, 
Paro, Sham Kaur and Zainab were coming back to market, a British solider stopped 
them, and asked them to salute the jack and forced them to cross the street crawling on 
their knee. All the four girls could not tolerate that insult and refused him. The solider 
fired them all, the four friends give their lives for the honor and dignity of their country, 
without any discrimination of religion and nation”.100 
 
98 Interview with Muhammad Gulzar, 74B Prince Road, Gujrat, 19 April 2017. See also, “Amritsar-A 
future free city”, Civil and Military Gazette, 4 July 1947, pp. 8. Events in India and Pakistan July-August 
1947, File No. DO 142/14, The British Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. Events in India and Pakistan, 
File No. FO 371/69740, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1948. 
99 Krishan Chander, Amritsar Azadi Say Phlay, Hum Wehshi Hein, Bombay: Kutab Publishers, 1948, 
pp. 24. See also, “Jallianwala Bagh Affair Mr. Montague questioned”, The Pioneer, 24 December 1919, 
pp. 1.  
100 Krishan, Amritsar Azadi, pp. 31. See also, Interview with Dr. Amir, Urdu Department Sargodha 
University, 13 December 2017. “Curfew extended in Amritsar city and Civil lines”, Pakistan Times, 5 
July 1947, pp. 8. Events in India and Pakistan July-August 1947, File No. DO 142/14, The National 
Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. Information Fortnightly Appreciation, IOR/L/I/1/665, British Library, 




The unity among the people did not last after partition, they killed other community 
people, they destroyed the holy places, the city portrays the picture of fire, killing and 
blood. They attacked trains and murder all travelers, here writer mentions two trains on 
Amritsar station “Pakistan special” and “Hindustan special”. Their written on 
“Pakistan special” that “How to murder, learn it from Pakistanis” similarly, on 
“Hindustan special” written that “How to take revenge, learn it from Hindustanis”.101 
In both trains, altogether six to seven thousand passengers but hardly two thousand 
survived. Sikh and Muslim extremist were on the stations, when they saw their co-
religion people slaughter in the train, they took revenge and killed the passenger of 
opposite community in their train. On station, water is free for Hindus but for Muslims 
had to pay hundred rupees for each glass. When a Hindu child asked water to drink 
Muslim extremist provides blood to them for drinking. Independence night was 
celebrated with the blood.102 Writer depict it as,  
“Then came the night of independence, there is not much light on Diwali, 
because on Diwali, candles are lit up but tonight, houses are burnt. There is 
firework on Diwali but here bombs were blast and was firing through machine 
guns. In the British Raj, we cannot find even a single gun but did not know from 
where, all these bombs, hand grenades, machine guns, stain guns came on this 
very eve. These weapons are made by the British and American companies and 
 
101 “Attack on Railway Trains, Delhi-Lahore journeys wholly insecure”, Civil and Military Gazette, 26 
August 1947, pp. 1. See also, “Pakistan troop train attacked”, Civil and Military Gazette, 28 September 
1947, pp. 1. Guards for the non-Muslim refugee trains, File No. 133/CF/47, National Documentation 
Wing, Islamabad, 1947. Attack on Special Refugee Train at Kamoki Gujranwala District, File No. 
101/CF/47, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947.  
102 Review of the Events in Pakistan 1947-1948, File No. DO 142/22, The National archives, United 
Kingdom, 1948. See also, Allegation against Lord Mountbatten regarding Sikh and Boundary Award, 
IOR/L/PJ/10/119, British Library, London, 1947. Note on the Sikh Plan, File No. A-33(8), Punjab 





today’s night, they killed Hindustanis and Pakistanis. These foreigners address 
them, first you imported cloths, material of glass and perfumes but now we send 
you all these weapons, bombs, airplanes and bullets because now you are 
free.”103  
Similarly, one day a milkman entered in a Muslim house, but he found nothing there 
except the books. He blamed his fate and brought all the books to burn in his stove. As 
everyone was in search that he could find something from the vacant houses. There was 
a lady injured in front of Gurdwara among the corpses, Mutakalim came and asked 
about her injuries and gave her a glass of water. She told all her sacrifice, murder and 
inhumanity to him as, “don’t put me. I will give my life among my daughters and sisters. 
What you asked, where I get the injury, injury. O son! That injury is too deep, that hurts 
my soul and my heart, and it’s too deep. How you can face and tolerate them? How 
God will forgive them?” 104 
 
The lady told him that first they killed our men, and then they looted our houses, and 
then brought us in the street. In this street, in front of that holy Gurdwara, “where I 
came daily for prayer, they raped us and then they open the fire. I am the age of their 
grandmother, but they did not even forgive me. You know who I am? I am the mother 
of Zainab. You know who Zainab is. Zainab is that girl who did not surrender in front 
of the British at the Jallianwala incident and with all her dignity crossed the street 
 
103 Chander, Amritsar Azadi, pp. 12. See also, “Firearms used by mobs in pitched battle, 25 houses burnt 
down”, Civil and Military Gazette, 8 July 1947, pp. 1. Communal Problem and Solution, File No. F-
1107A Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, Islamabad, 1947. Information Fortnightly 
Appreciation, IOR/L/I/1/665, British Library, London, 1947. 
104 Chander, Amritsar Azadi, pp. 15. See also, Communal Disturbance in India, File No. DO 142/24, The 
National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. Interview with Nusrat Bhatti, Urdu Department Islamia 
College, 27 March 2017. Punjab Chief Secretary’s fortnightly report for the first half of July 1947, 




bravely. That is the place where Zainab was martyred. I am the mother of that Zainab. 
I will not easily forgive all of them. Give me your shoulder, so that I can stand. I will 
go to the leaders and show them what happened to us. I will tell them, I am the mother 
of Zainab, I am the mother of Amritsar, and I am the mother of the Punjab. You 
demolished my cradle. You degraded me at that old age. You sent the soul of my 
innocent daughter into hell. I will ask them, for that day my Zainab sacrifice her life”.105 
 
She died after telling him all her story. The characters of Om Parkash, Zainab, Sham 
Kaur, Paro and Begum in the story represent harmony, success and love of Amritsar 
before partition. During riots, Amritsar situation deteriorated, mob clash.106 People 
witnessed the inhumanity from the same people who once showed their love towards 
them. People lived there for generations to generations. Their ancestors had good 
relations with their ancestors, this was continuing till the partition time. They witnessed 
the conversion of love into hatred, they also witnessed inhumanity and witnessed the 
fear, which was in everyone’s eye, they witnessed the pain of replacement too.107 
 
105 Chander, Amritsar Azadi, pp. 42. See also, “Amritsar News”, Civil and Military Gazette, 8 July 1947, 
pp. 8. Punjab Governor’s Fortnightly report to Viceroy dated 30th July 1947, Disturbance in Punjab 
compiled by National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. In Amritsar there have been several bomb 
outrages, the worst occurred on 28th July 1947 when 48 persons were injured in an explosion outside the 
Session Court. Murder cases arising from the disturbances were being heard and the bomb was probably 
intended to kill some of the accused and any Muslims who happened to be about. It injured 46 Muslims, 
one Hindu and one Sikh and two of the Muslims have since died. 
106 “Amritsar’s peace disturbed again”, Civil and Military Gazette, 20 July 1947, pp. 11. See also, Extract 
from the Punjab Police Abstract of Intelligence for the week ending 26 July 1947, Disturbance in Punjab 
compiled by National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. Fourteen incidents resulting nine murders, 
19 injuries, two fires and four bomb explosions were reported in the Amritsar district. Outside the city a 
bomb was thrown during Friday prayers at a mosque in a village Verka, Amritsar district, which resulted 
in the death of one Muslim and 13 to injured. There were serval other incidents in Amritsar villages and 
in the rural areas of Hoshiarpur and Jullundur. 
107 Interview with Sultana Jahan, B-471 Shadman Colony, Gujrat, 19 April 2017. See also, Copies of 
confidential Review of events in Pakistan compiled by the Commonwealth Relation, Mss Eur D1033/15, 




Moreover, Peshawar Express is the name of a train and the story is its autobiography. 
Writer in a different way expresses the scenario, when people became emotionless, they 
could not hear the pitiful voice of others during the violence. At that time, this train 
became a life character, it could hear, saw and felt the pain. The train carrying Hindu 
passengers, their feelings were terrible, they thought that these days were the darkest 
days of their lives. At different stations they felt differently by seeing the massacre of 
that area.108 At Tashkeela Station, they witnessed as,  
“Start was taken by Baloch soldiers. Fifteen were fired. This was Tashkeela 
station. Twenty more were killed. There was largest university of Asia, and 
millions of students came here to get education, they came here in this center of 
civilization. Fifty more killed. In the museum of Tashkeela, there are sculptures, 
jewelry, which reflect the image of that old civilization, in the background; there 
are ruins of the Sirkup’s palace and the theater of Kailoon. In a large area, there 
are ruins of the great city. Thirty more were killed. Kanishk ruled over here. He 
gave peace and wealth to his people. Fifty more were killed. Here teachings of 
Buddha spread, and his followers focused on the teachings of peace. Here in 
Hindustan for the very first time the flag of Islam fluttered. That gave the 
teachings of equality, brotherhood, and humanity. All were killed. Floor was 
 
108 Interview with Dr. Zahid Mehmood, Urdu Department Islamia College, Lahore, 27 March 2017. See 
also, Interview with Dr. Saadat Syed, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. F-
Communal Problem and Solution, File No. F-1107A Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, 
Islamabad, 1947. Riots in Bombay 1946-47, File No. F-100 Quaid-e-Azam Papers, National Archives, 
Islamabad, 1947. The people in the train are trying to escape to India because of the sense of grave 
insecurity in Pakistan. They are anxious to get away from the land where their families had lived for 
centuries. The same land has forsaken them. More refugees join them on the way. When they feel a little 




full of blood and when I started to leave the platform; my feet were slipping on 
the track and it seems I will just fall out.”109 
Here, writer expresses the feeling of the train, on one side the train is counting the 
people who were fired and on the other side, the train was recalling the past glory and 
importance of the city history. Writer on the same time here compared the two 
scenarios, one in which humanity showed its brutality and other in which humanity 
glorified. Similarly, at Wazirabad station, which was familiar for its Baisakhi 
celebration, but now the celebration was of different type, the crowd had drums and 
bands and they were carrying the dead bodies of opposite community. The writer 
portrays, 
“Villagers were dancing and singing, and behind them there were the crowd of 
nude women. Women of all the ages including young, old, married, unmarried, 
child, grand-mothers, grand-daughters, and pregnant, they were all between the 
men who are dancing. These women were Sikh and Hindu, and the men were 
Muslim. Baisakhi were celebrated here in a weird way. The hair of these women 
was open, and they have marks of injuries on their bodies. They were walking 
straight as they were covered with thousands of cloths. Their souls were clam 
as the soul of dead one. They had tightly closed their mouth as the volcano 
closed its mouth, and it seemed that lava was ready to burst out.”110  
 
109 Krishan Chander, Peshawar Express, Hum Wehshi Hein, Bombay: Kutab Publishers, 1948, pp. 45. 
See also, “Deadly Refugee Train”, The Pakistan Times, 6 October 1947, pp. 6. Interview with Dr. Safeer, 
Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. Guards for the non-Muslim refugee trains, 
File No. 133/CF/47, National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947.The train stops at Taxila where a 
group of Muslim people exchange two hundred living Hindus and Sikhs for the same number of the 
Hindu and the Sikh dead bodies, the absence of which will spoil the village business and trade. Krishan 
Chander describes Taxila with sharp sarcasm to bring out the tragedy of killing the 200 living corpses. 
They are killed in Taxila. 
110 Chander, Peshawar Express, pp. 47. See also, Interview with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu 




The unseen revenge not only killed the people, but it also showed the insanity, parading 
naked women without the age difference was horrible. The group contained young, old, 
married, unmarried and pregnant women, they made them naked and march in the 
streets, in front of the worship places, this practice was witnessed in both east and west 
Punjab. It showed that how mental torture these ladies bore and what would be life 
behind for them.111 
 
Therefore, it shows communalism as, “Muslim volunteers started searching of my 
cabins. They looted all the jewelry, cash and other expensive things from the 
passengers. Then four hundred persons were taken out from the train. These were the 
persons that were going to be slaughtered because the train that had arrived on platform 
from India, four hundred Muslim men were missing, and fifty women were taken away, 
that’s why fifty women from this train were separated from the passengers and four 




University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. Men always instigate the violence, but the women are the worst 
victims of it. In the name of honor of nation and religion, the women are subjected to indescribable 
violence. Communal and political tensions were played out on the female body and thousands of innocent 
women were abducted or raped or kidnapped or killed. Despite the violence endured, silence is imposed 
on the women. They could not give vent to their experience of the inhuman violence. 
111 Chander, Peshawar Express, pp. 48. See also, Interview with Nusrat Bhatti, Islamia college Urdu 
department, Lahore, 27 March 2017. 
112 Chander, Peshawar Express, pp. 49. See also, Communal Disturbance in India, File No. DO 142/24, 
The British Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. European Causalities in Communal Riots after Transfer 
of Power, File No. DO 142/260, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. Interview with Dr. 
Nayyer, History Department G.C University Lahore, 6 February 2019. When train was at Rawalpindi, 
writer mentioned that fifty abducted women in veil get into the train. They turn out to be Hindu and Sikh 
women abducted by the young Muslims. In Jhelum, they drag the women out of the train and challenge 
the Hindu and the Sikh men to save them if they have guts. The two Hindu young men who jump down 




All these situations were happened in Pakistan area where Muslim tortured Hindu and 
Sikh but when this train entered in Indian area, the circumstances were same but now 
Hindu and Sikh were torturing Muslim. When Hindu passengers of Peshawar Express 
witnessed all these, they became happy because it was now time to take revenge.113 At 
Jalandhar station, Hindu mobs attacked a Muslim Pathan family, who were trying to 
hide from them, but they killed them. The writer depicts this situation as,  
“And it is the open ground, where there was field of wheat and mustard flower 
blossom. And good wives in front of their husbands bent like weak branches. In 
the huge ground, where the heart of Punjab sang the medley of Heer Ranjha and 
Sohni Mahinwal, under the tree of sheesham and peepal, here flourished the 
temporary brothels. It shows fifty women and five hundred husbands, fifty 
sheep and five hundred butchers, were become savage. After happening this, 
now no one ever sang the Heer of Waris Shah. They curse on all political 
leaders, who divided the beautiful Punjab; they damaged the innocent soul of 
Punjab. Today, Punjab had died, it become dump. Being a non-living thing, I 
felt the death of Punjab and I just stopped on the track with fear.”114  
Here writer tried to depict that areas in which people spent their lives happily, now 
looking like the brothels, no women was safe as she felt safe in her house under the 
 
113 Interview with Dr. Amir, Urdu Department Sargodha University, Sargodha, 13 December 2017. See 
also, Information Fortnightly Appreciation, IOR/L/I/1/665, British Library, London, 1947. Events in 
India and Pakistan July-August 1947, File No. DO 142/14, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 
1947. 
114 Chander, Peshawar Express, pp. 51. See also, Political situation in India since Independence, File No. 
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to India, IOR/L/I/1/768, British Library, London, 1947. Interview with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu 
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of the beautiful daughter of the Muslim Deputy Commissioner, despite her willingness to convert to 




guardian of her father, brother or husband. Political game turned the life of the people, 
the peaceful areas turned into the graveyards, people became corpses now, even though 
no one was there to buried them. It seemed that everyone got mad, people did not know 
what the reason was behind this, who was doing such things that people had too much 
hatred for other community. They all were living together for long. But did not know 
when their relations got weak and invaders overtook them and made them enemies of 
each other, the prove that people witnessed was the dead bodies that scattered 
everywhere.115 
 
On the other hand, Gaddaar is written in the perspective of communal violence of 
partition. The story depicts the pain, feelings and emotions of the affected people of 
violence. The main plot of the story was about those people who did not want to be the 
part of this violence nor they wanted violence, these were the sensible people and 
understand that this only gave pain and loss of life of people either they were Hindu or 
Muslim.116 They felt the pain of others, but the violent people did not understand them, 
they thought that they were not true nationalist, they called them traitor (Gaddaar) and 
killed them. This is also one of the reasons that violence spread quickly because the 
people who tried to stop them, unluckily they had to loss their lives. Writer portrays as,  
 
115 Interview with Abdul Ghaffar, 481/3 Mazang, Lahore, 5 May 2017. See also, Events in India and 
Pakistan, File No. FO 371/69740, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1948. Pakistan criticism of 
Radcliffe Award in the Partition of Punjab between Muslim and non-Muslim communities, File No. FO 
371/92869, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1951. Interview with Dr. Safeer, Urdu Department 
G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. Krishan Chander’s story becomes more meaningful by his 
technique of making the lifeless train narrate the story of violence and express its deep anguish at the 
fate of human life. There is a vein of irony in the story in making a lifeless train feel for the human beings. 
This story is also a very good example for the neutral account of violence. 
116 Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 March 2018. See also, 
Communal Disturbance in India, File No. DO 142/24, The National Archives, United Kingdom, 1947. 





“I asked for what purpose we prevail. And for what we praise our civilization? 
And why we cannot admit our crime. These incomplete and slack civilizations 
hide deep darkness in their foothills. There is much horrible darkness in these 
glittering civilizations. But they can’t able to express it all. Nobody told this, 
and whatever they told all is very beautiful and charming, and if somebody tries 
to uncover their beautiful coating, they kill him calling a traitor.”117 
Paijnath is the protagonist of the story, he has a strong relation of love towards his land. 
He lives in Lahore for his studies, when violence starts his Muslim friends helps him to 
evacuate, he safely reaches at his native village. There he comes to know that their 
village is now part of Pakistan, and they need to migrate towards India. His grandfather 
loves his land and willing to leave his place at any cost, but he is killed by the Muslim 
group of mobs, which makes Paijnath aggressive. He then joins a Hindu group to take 
the revenge. He by nature is a calm person, his ethics is strong which makes him to ask 
people don’t spread violence and destruction but they in return call him traitor.118  
 
In the end, his Hindus mob friends attacked an old man and a child, they kill the old 
man and throw the child on the ground. He cannot sleep well on the same night. In early 
morning he finds the child, child questions, “who are you”, he answered, “I am your 
 
117 Krishan Chander, Gaddar, Lahore: Naiya Edar, 1979, pp. 58. See also, West Punjab Legislative 
Assembly Debates proceeding 23rd June and 4th July 1947, vol xxvii, File No. A-28, Punjab Legislative 
Assembly, Lahore, 1947. Punjab Governor’s Fortnightly report to Viceroy dated 30th July 1947, 
Disturbance in Punjab 1947 compiled by National Documentation Wing, Islamabad, 1947. There have 
been daily fires, stabbings and bomb explosions between 19th and 20th July 1947. There were no less than 
six serious bomb explosions in Lahore and its suburbs. 
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uncle”. Child again questions him, “Can you give me something to eat” he replies, 
“yes”. Then a bright light comes and they both turn towards the light, where there is no 
sunset. The narration shows that during the violence of partition, there was not only the 
religious madness but even at that time people also cared about the humanity. Similarly, 
on the note of the depiction of humanity the narration ends.   
“And when the innocent child looked at him, it seems that a violin touches my 
heart and every silence of the night invocates me, his hunger and restless soul 
crosses seven oceans, seven civilizations, and all hatred and holds me as it was 
always the part of me.”119 
We cannot say that there was transformation of thoughts in everyone, but majority 
became aggressive, there were also many people who did not want this destruction. The 
common and simple people of villages, they were unaware of all political propaganda 
but still these people targeted mostly. That’s why there is feeling of pain in their eyes 
that they did nothing wrong then why people are killing them. They even didn’t know 
what Pakistan was, why there was a need of separate nation, they were living there for 




119 Chander, Gaddar, pp. 60. See also, Interview with Abdul Ghaffar, 481/3 Mazang, Lahore, 5 May 
2017. West Punjab Legislative Assembly Debates 3rd March 1947, vol xxvi, File No. A-27, Punjab 
Legislative Assembly, Lahore, 1947. 
120 Interview with Muhammad Saleem, Urdu Department Islamia college, Lahore, 27 March 2017. See 
also, Agenda of the meetings of the Punjab Partition Committee from 1st September to 30th September 
1947, File No. V-147, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 1947. Record of decisions of the meeting of the Punjab 





Partition of India was resulted not because of the alleged clashes between Hindus and 
Muslims because of religion or having different way of life nor it happened because of 
any incapability of Islam as a religion that it could not co-exist with others. It happened 
because of the British imperialism policy which raised the conflict between the two 
communities either by using economic power or political ambitions. At the root level 
of partition, it came some prominent personalities who played a vital role. Partition of 
India changed the thoughts of the people, the life of the people was totally disturbed. 
Due to riots, people were thinking to migrate from their ancestral place to some new 
areas, as their lives were not secured at their places, for security most of the people left 
their furnished houses, their crops, animals everything and moved to new place. 
 
Communal riots are the result of the communal ideology that planned to develop deep 
in the society. Its purpose was to gather the people of the one community based on 
religion to make them against the other community. They unite to develop the hatred 
among them, whose main cause is religion but apparently it has political nature. That 
hatred grows up in political violence, that group of people share socioeconomic and 
politico-cultural welfares. South Asian cultures always had a threat of lack in cultural 
homogeneity which caused failure of order in society, at that situation religious racism 
took the lead that resulted in riots. During independence of India, same circumstances 
were created that led to a big massacre of the century. Hundreds of thousand people 
lost their lives, destruction of property, abduction, raping, kidnaping were common, it 





Partition literature contains the stories of trauma of the tragic event of partition. Writers 
on their part play a vital role that they unveil the reality, they despite their religion truly 
depict the picture. They talked about humanity and suffering of people either Hindu or 
Muslim. The Muslim writer portrays the pain of the Hindu family, and the Hindu writer 
asked justice for the Muslims in their writings, which shows that the tragedy was too 
serious, and humanity was in danger that they with the help of their words showed the 
brutal side. People had bitter memories of the event, as it engulfs their origin, their life, 
their friends, their environment, everything got changed. They lost their property and 
moved towards the unknown place among the strangers, where a new life would be 
started with empty hands, but it was very difficult to forgot that trauma which they went 





During this study, the researcher has undertaken a total review of the partition literature, 
influence of riots on it, diversion of the themes from nationalism to humanism in that 
specific era and the real pain of the sufferers which indicates that these stories based on 
true facts. In this chapter, there is a recap of the findings of the research in view of its 
set objectives and recommendations have been made based on the perception of the 
crucial issues that presented themselves for resolution during this study. 
 
The study did the chronicling of the history of the struggle for the independence of 
British India from 1857 to 1947. The partition of India 1947 was a big event in the 
history. It not only produced two newly born states, India and Pakistan but also gave 
birth to the two identities. The piece of land was divided into two parts by the boundary 
line. The line was created to separate the land, but it marked on the hearts of the people. 
In the past, both communities, the Hindus and the Muslims, live united for many 
centuries besides of their different culture, language, education and the most important 
their religion. But at the time of independence both the communities butchered each 
other with savagery. Time is the only witness of the murder of thousands of people, 
millions of people were killed, kidnapped and too many women were raped. 
 
Historians from both sides of the border suggested that the two nations the Hindus and 
the Muslims were separated in colonial India from the past medieval history. They 
emphasized that the events of 1947 were have strong connection to the past history of 
medieval and modern times, at that time conflict among them were also very common 
in early twentieth century, these communal riots were identify by the others also, the 
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issues that raise in the 1920s and early 1930s were the Hindu tried to irritates Muslims 
by music before mosque, movement against cow protection and the Arya Samaj 
movement which tried hard to bring back to the Hindus who had recently embraced 
Islam. Publicists and communal activists were commonly from the middle class, they 
mobilized hatred among the people of the other communities, because of that, riots 
spread in different parts of the country. Every riot resulted deepened the hatred among 
the communities and that create more violence. 
 
Muslim League in Punjab was always in boredom due to the Unionist Party, after 
Jinnah-Sikander Hayat Pact, League’s prospects were further collapsed and narrowed 
down. During 1945-46, the communal politics was at its peak and it inspired the people 
to get independence. Direct Action Day was the result of the proposals of Cripps and 
Cabinet Mission Plan which resulted to start riot on large scale in the whole country. 
On June 3, 1947, in the worsen situation of communal riots, Mountbatten announced 
the division of the British India into India and Pakistan which based on religion. In the 
province of Punjab, 16 districts which had 55% of the population and had an area of 
62% were given to West Punjab whereas 13 districts which included 5 princely states 
and had 45% of the population and of area 33% given to East Punjab. In comparison of 
income from the former united province East Punjab only get 31% of the income.  
British India get independence but on the other side this tragedy was horrible in terms 
of killings, loss of families and uprooting of large population. 
 
There is a discussion on the themes and approaches that directed towards the partition 
literature. Literature and history are deeply connected with each other. These 
approaches with the themes make easy to analyze the under-study literature that how 
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writers use these approaches to convey their message. This type of literature is a good 
example to show the connectivity between historical events and fiction. The great 
writers can transcend their own experienced and echo the feelings of other classes and 
communities, but lesser novelists frequently lack this empathy and produce merely 
stereotype and stylized emotional responses. This style of writing is pervasive in much 
of the literature of partition, whether it is produced by the writers of the time who 
personally experienced the partition or by those who just heard the mishaps of partition. 
Novelists get full benefited to address the emotions and feelings of the people which 
accompanied partition unlike historians. 
 
We can see the reflection of both Pakistani and Indian nationalists’ ideology through 
partition-based literature. Equally didactic and influential is the approach of the school 
of progressive writers. This resulted into a warm humanistic approach to communal 
violence. The language in which a text is written can also limit its meaning and 
perceptiveness as well as didacticism. Historians of Indian independence have been 
much more reluctant than their colleagues in other fields to utilize such creative things 
as source materials. There may be some methodological problems in the use of 
literature, but it is curious that standard historical accounts of partition have seized on 
this rich vein of material to begin to uncover the human dimension of the experience. 
 
The most immediate physical and psychological impact of partition was the brutal 
violence. The most important thing to examine is the understanding that how creative 
writers have respond to this phenomenon and how they differentiate between the 
partition related massacres and earlier episodes of communal conflict. Narratives being 
the part of literature can easily explain the feelings and emotions of the people. Mostly 
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historical fiction is in a form of narration, partition literature is the best example of it. 
It also depicts the cultural and historical value of the event and the evils of the society. 
All the writers of that time use the approaches of the literature to convey what is in the 
society and what is in the thoughts of common man. 
 
The trauma of partition and migration on the people in different terms, this effect 
generates different themes for the writers to write about partition in different 
perspective. The main cause of communal riots was the development of communal 
ideology in society. Communalism is the phenomenon that gathers one community 
around their religious identity against the other community. This unification of one 
community spread hatred for the community and this hatred feeds the politics of 
violence for Hindus against Muslims and for Muslims against Hindus. South Asian 
societies has lack of cultural consistency and due to religious racism, which leads to 
communal frenzy and that ends in riots. That’s why in the independence movement, the 
Muslims always had a fear that Hindus majority will dictate them. 
 
Humanitarian efforts was paralyzed due to this religious garb, on the final 
announcement of the Radcliff Boundary Commission Punjab became the red zone area. 
People with the help of their country flags tried to clear the exitance of the border. 
Before the final announcement of Radcliff Plan riots broke out in the country. People 
tried hard to escape from this situation, and they follow whatever the way they get either 
by roads or railways, but unfortunately every passage was verminous by hands of 




In August 1947, with the separation of two states, a large mass migration was started. 
Many factors were responsible of this force migration, one of them was the 
misconception of the partition. People of the concerning villages were ill-literate; they 
didn’t know what partition means and what they should do. They feared the riots and 
the single solution they found was the migration towards their desired land. The Hindu 
leaders, the Muslim leaders and the British government, all were responsible of the loss 
of millions of lives. All the three wanted their hegemony over others. 
 
On the eve of 15 August 1947, when the rest of India was celebrating independence, 
the people from the land of the five rivers were suffering from the migration. The loss 
of lives and property was difficult to be estimated which was caused due to the riots. 
Even the census of 1941 was unable to give the accurate number that how many non-
Muslims were living in the West Punjab, and similarly, the number of the Muslims in 
East Punjab. On the same basis we have not the exact figure that how many Hindus, 
Muslims and Sikh refugees moved across the border. It realized after knowing the 
magnitude of the migration problem when people on large scale started migration in 
trains, bullock carts and even on foot caravans. Trains were arranged to carry refugees 
from both sides of the border, but foot caravans were proved to be the most effective 
way of evacuation for the people of the Punjab. It was about 24-foot caravans that were 
organized, and they had the strength from 40 to 60 thousand people. 
 
Both the governments on the matter of refugee’s reception and rehabilitation chalked 
out the plan, under the supervision of Chief Liaison Officer all the process was carried 
out with the insurance of the safe migration of the people across the border. By the end 
of August 1947, the Indian Government also arranged air transportation for refugees. 
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Separate from their families, ancestral places and occupation, these people were 
disturbed by the tragedy of 1947 event. As they lost their property and have now no 
clear vision of their life in future. Both the governments of Punjab set refugee camps at 
different places and in large quantity to give these poor people a temporary shelter and 
rest, but the harsh thing is the poor conditions of the refugee camps that are not enough 
to fulfill the requirements of the people of that time. 
 
The partition disturbed the people psychologically and socially. The effect of trauma 
was long lasted, and they could not forget it till now. The violence they had seen 
personally put the major effect on their mind. The people who suffered from this trauma 
had no life left behind. They had broken personalities, they lost their confidence of life, 
and their life became zero, as they lost their dignity, property and respect. Women were 
directly targeted to hurt the ego of other community, and women were the innocent 
victims of all this violence. They did not find any respect nor from others not from their 
own family. Their families disowned them, as they were polluted now. 
 
There was a clear decline in the morals of the people due to the partition, huge mass 
migration is one of the causes of the serious economic crisis which brought immorality, 
lawlessness is very common in both Punjab of the two domains which removed all 
social restraints and scruples, which can be easily judged as 75,000 women were 
abducted on both sides. Communal riots increased the crime ratio. Economy of Punjab 
due to partition was disturbed very badly which directly affected the agriculture and 
industry conditions. In that year not, only Punjab’s economy collapsed but it affected 
and shattered the economy of the whole state. 
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Independence only gave a dynamic change in political power game, as it was 
transferred from the hands of the colonial power to the national masters. However, rural 
elites in Punjab was used as a power in the political set up, whereas the political and 
economic power of state was now used in the rehabilitation of the Punjab province. A 
big challenge in the form of rehabilitation of refugees was there for the newly formed 
state, which needs patience, determination and will power of both the administrative 
and the subjects. This can be easily done by the collaboration of the state and the people 
to put their effort and recover the agriculture, industry and economical loss that has 
been done due to partition. 
 
Partition also affected the traditional village norms, normally one village has people of 
the same baradari but due to migration all these people were scattered in different 
towns and villages, through which there was a relaxion in the social limitation that were 
practiced by the baradari system. Due to this now the neighbors were strangers as 
everyone was coming from different places and now, they had settled in their new place. 
All these spread antagonism in the new refugee settlers which ultimately resulted in 
thefts and abduction of women. 
 
Because of the migration, people from both sides of Punjab combined which gave rise 
to a new social development. It was observed that the Hindus and the Sikhs from the 
developed cities of West Punjab resettled in the villages and towns of East Punjab, 
which quickened the economy and social life of new place as there were running 
business before migration. Similarly, the free and liberal culture of the West Punjab 
influenced the women of East Punjab to adjust in the new environment and they became 
helper in the business that owned by their husband. 
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In the world, it is normal practice that wherever refugees found, firstly they receive a 
warm welcome from the local people, but with the passage of time they came to realize 
that whatever they get is not what they had been promised to be given, their sufferings 
and their loss were more than what they recover, which rise misunderstanding. Same in 
the case of evacuees from both sides of Punjab, people expecting more from the 
government as they were uprooted from their ancestral places not because of their own 
will, political reasons were behind all these but now no one was there to recover their 
loss, this attitude developed more aggressiveness among them. 
 
The themes of social realism and nationalism lies in between the era of Great Revolt 
1857 and partition of India 1947. Just after the Great Revolt, the morale of Muslims in 
the Indian society dropped whereas Hindu being financially strong strata of the society 
again established themselves. At that time there were three types of nationalism: 
Muslim nationalism, Hindu nationalism and Indian nationalism. Most of the literature 
at that time was written in Urdu language. We have many renowned names of that era 
whose work was marvelous in Urdu literature. Among Muslim writers, mostly the 
themes were based on women education and women rights whereas Hindu writers 
focused on the rights of the oppressed class and untouchability.  
 
When Gandhi entered in the politics of India, many writers followed his ideology of 
giving rights to the oppressed classes. During that time, social realism along with the 
Gandhi ideology became an immense source for the writers to create their stories. 
Mostly the novelist followed his ideology of non-violence, brotherhood, satyagraha and 
his views on untouchability. In the early decades of 19th century, Gandhi was very much 
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popular because of his above-mentioned principles and his ideology. He had a simple 
life due to this he was more connected with the issues of a common man. 
 
In 1930 and 1940s when independent movement was at its peak. Gandhi was a big 
inspiration for the people of sub-continent of Inia because of his principle and ideology. 
People followed his sayings and took part in Quit India Movement, Swadeshi 
Movement, Swaraj and Satyagraha. His ideology of untouchable gives him more 
popularity among Dalits. He firmly worked on the rights of untouchables and the cow 
protection in which majority of the population of India had the same thoughts, except 
the high ranked Hindu who did not want to give such privilege to untouchables. 
 
The novels and short stories which revolves around the victim women and children 
during the partition riots contains the emotion and feeling of the people who suffered 
the trauma. Few of the writer see it in different aspect that women not only victimized 
but also in the critical situation bravely handle the situations. Main theme of victim 
women was their abduction. Both the Governments set up women organizations to 
recover the abducted women. With the help of lady social workers abducted women 
were recovered, they were deputed to the districts of the East and West Punjab, and 
when they had information regarding abducted women, they then informed to the 
District Liaison Officers. From East Punjab 11,129 women and children were 
recovered, whereas 5,616 were recovered from West Punjab. 
 
Statistics gives us the number only but the partition literature that based on such stories 
gives us the whole narratives of that situation, their emotions, feelings and the pain that 
they bore or the hardship that they faced. Partition literature is a good source to go back 
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at the time of partition, to know about the circumstances and situation in the culture of 
the India and Pakistan, including the common issues that people of both the sides faced 
and to reconcile with the past to know about the history of the nation. This study has 
tried to give the insights of the problems, feelings and emotions of the people of that 
time which still echoes. 
 
Partition is the big event to be discussed at the time of independence, but its trauma 
became the biggest one. Millions of people suffered from it, many were killed, 
kidnapped, raped and many were missing. All the strata were affected despite age and 
gender. This became the major issue for the writers to depict the pain of the affecters. 
They then wrote novels and short stories to portray their pain. Despite nationalism they 
wrote on humanism because everyone feels the pain of common man either they were 
the Hindus, the Muslims or the Sikhs. Even now, if we read those stories, we can feel 
the pain. 
 
By taking female as the protagonist, the writers of that time tried to represent women 
as nation or women as cultural representative. In both culture of the new states, women 
are taken as the cultural authenticity, familial honor and domestic stability. Women 
represent family, culture and nation in both Indian and Pakistani culture, for that 
purpose women was also targeted purposely to satisfy the masculine dominance. Few 
of the writers showed women as victim whereas few showed them as strong part of the 
society, who if alone can also survive. 
 
Writers like Manto, Krishan Chander, Amrita Pritam and Bedi, they depict women as 
victim but still they have the courage to survive after being victimized. They unveil the 
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evils of the society that how the patriarchal society satisfy his ego, they do not even 
bother the feelings and emotions of the women, they do not treat them as human, for 
them women are only the notion of domestic harmony and sexual choice. Whereas 
writer such as Bapsi Sidwa, Attia Hussain, Antia Desai, Quratulain, they depict women 
as the brave and strong part of the society, who if trapped in any difficulty can came 
out on her own will power and strength.  
 
These writers through their characters showed that if women want to survive without 
any male support, she can easily do this job even with the limited sources from the 
society. The writers of partition literature also try to give hope in their texts that 
facilitates their characters contravene trauma, rehabilitation of “fallen women” like 
Hamida and Ayah in Bapsi Sidwa’s Ice-Candy Man. 
 
Moreover, through this study, the selected novels and short stories bring the irony, 
cruelty, barbarism, inhumanity and injustice into focus. Whereas partition is the result 
of the spontaneous and transitory hurt, aggression and personal loss. The imbalance of 
the soul and mind is bringing into the fictional narratives, which depict the scenario of 
said event, where we can know the role of women in the society and culture. They 
repeatedly became victim of sexual violence, just to degrade their men, as in the 
patrilineal culture they were treated as possession of their male relations, they may be 
their father, brother or husband. Few of the writers relate women as the territory or land 
which other community people tried to pollute, so that the owner cannot use it and he 




Partition literature is full of the details about all the existing communities of British 
India either they were Hindu, Muslim, Sikh or other minor communities. Partition of 
India is not only the “national trauma” but also the “communal trauma”. Partition 
scholar deals it in different aspects of violence and causalities, and at rare places their 
silence remains unbroken. During partition, the experience of human sufferings 
transferred to other generations in different ways like diaries, memoirs, some historical 
and official documents. But the best way of understanding the suffering of partition is 
the literary means, in this study some selected novels and short stories have been 
discussed which portrays the true picture of the scenario including the emotions and 
feelings of the people. 
 
The selected fictional texts give insights to understand the sense of rapture and deep 
personal meanings of the massacre of 1947, which was panic for both the people across 
the border and that was chosen by their own religious groups. Event of 1947 not only 
brought freedom but also the tragic pain of uprooting from their ancestral places, they 
need to leave their roots and move to the new geographical place with new culture and 
social boundaries. The selected novels interrogate the mutation of the narrative form, 
as a fictional recollection which makes the forms of a splendid writing that describes 
the event of partition. The set novels for the study invoke a responsive, intellectual and 
experiential focus that which was either created or enforced through the bitter reality of 
partition. The event of partition brings a evolution in the fiction which respond to the 
contemporary awareness that showed bleak picture of future. 
 
The trauma which is represented by the writers in their texts and experience which 
people bears during this historical trauma, when analyzed into content has not much 
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differentiated in their accounts. The writers try their best to cover and interrogate all 
the witness things that they were observed in a good historical fictional form. The 
extreme sufferings of the people, all the embracing moments which one’s hesitating to 
share, these writers tried to explore that too because all these were the evils of that time 
which need to be unveil, they truly portrayed the partition violence which made this 
independence a trauma. This study provides a glimpse of the social, political, cultural, 
psychological aspects of the partition trauma in the context of fiction and the 
experiences of the people. Partition literature narrates the political, cultural and social 
life along with the public response of the Indian sub-continent. 
 
India got independence in the name of religion and communalism, which has the core-
value in the culture of subcontinent. All the selected novels and short stories for the 
study reveals the aftermaths of the emotional turmoil, national identity and religious 
communalism which ultimately overtook the harmony among the communities and 
their values which has strong bond in the past times. Partition does not solve the 
religious differences among them but humanity defeat under communalism. Partition 
is the bitter reality which in the name of nationalism divide the homogenous nationality 
into religious and communal lines which ultimately ends on savagery. 
 
Many novels and short stories were written on partition but there is a limited work on 
the feelings and circumstances that influenced writers to write such a masterpiece. The 
history of partition will not be completed if we don’t talk about partition literature and 
the writings of writers of that era. Hopefully, this study will become a good effort in 
the history of partition literature which not only highlights the important historical 
aspects of literature but will explore its contribution to depict the pain and sufferings of 
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the people affected by partition. And I hope it would prove to be an interesting piece of 
writing for those who are keen to know about the partition literature and riots. 
 
The contribution of this study is categorized into two aspects, namely, theoretical and 
practical. The theoretical contributions are intended for the academic domain and the 
body of knowledge, whereas the practical contributions are designed for practitioners 
and the society. 
 
First, the study theoretically contributes to the understanding of the effects of the 
historical, structural, and external challenges on the influence of riots on partition 
literature. The focus on partition literature distinguishes this research from previous 
studies. Second, the study contributes to the body of knowledge by providing additional 
insights on the themes, humanism of writer of both sides and the depth in between the 
lines. These insights were derived by extending the existing knowledge on the 
discussion about the partition literature which categorized the partition literature in the 
separate category as Riot Literature. The study has evidently laid a foundation for future 
studies. In other words, the findings could serve as a springboard for other studies. 
Furthermore, the study has provided a framework that could guide future studies in this 
area. 
From a practical standpoint, the line of inquiry of this study is highly relevant to the  
following people:  
1. Policy makers could employ the information provided by this study toward 
the formulation of useful guidelines whenever they have to transfer the 
population in any regard. The study has helped identify and reveal the critical 
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challenges of the refugees and their problem, their settlement, and 
rehabilitation. 
2. The members of the society can utilize the results to gain understanding of 
the reasons why there is a difference between the local and migrant people 
still there after 71 years of independence, they do not even realize how much 
sacrifice they have made on this political decision.  
Direction for the future study, this study only employed the qualitative approach, using 
face-to-face interview approaches. However, face-to-face interviews do not provide 
enough interaction and observation in the same manner that an ethnographic research 
approach can. The latter allows the researcher to become fully involved with the 
participants. The researcher can live among the respondents or research subjects for 
obtaining detailed and holistic understanding of their problems. 
 
Second, the focus of the study was restricted to the writer who witnessed the partition, 
and therefore did not take the writer who did not witness partition, so for future 
researcher they can go for the comparison of writing of both the writers who witnessed 
and did not witness the partition. 
 
Although the present thesis has tried to address all the research questions highlighted 
in this study, many areas or aspects of this topic require further investigation. Thus, the 
few recommendations are made: Comparative study of other contemporary history of 
British India. Further research on the influence of riots on social, cultural, psychological 
and ethical values of the people and society. Research on the behavioral factors of the 
refugees during rehabilitation and resettlement process. Replication of the issues 
investigated in this study in other countries having similar cases with that of British 
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India to validate the findings of this study. Further investigation to adequately 
understand certain British decisions that they made and how these decisions affected 
the sudden plan of boundary commission which ultimately affected the population of 
Punjab. Quantitative study on this issue with a view to include a larger sample size that 
would help generalizes and validates the findings of the present study. 
 
In short, no doubt the partition of the sub-continent in the shape of Pakistan was the 
blessing and a great destitution of the 20th century as the dawn of 14 August 1947 
brought two things with him the “land of pure” in the shape of Pakistan and the 
bloodshed, looting, war- torn of the refugee’s people from both sides i.e. Pakistan and 
India. The literature written in this era based on the true facts and emotions, they depict 
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Interview with Abdul Sitar, 176/ 2D Murtaza colony, Mandi Bahuddin, 25 April 2017. 
(Abdul Sitar is of age 76 years. He owned a piece of land and has agricultural 
background. He continues his ancestral profession. He also witnessed the 
massacre of partition as he belongs to a village in India) 
 
Interview with Akhtar Jameel, 67-D Lohari gate, Lahore, 7 May 2017. (Akhtar Jameel 
is of age 73 years, is a small businessman. He was child when partition 
happened but during his early life. He listened about the partition massacre from 
his family and relatives) 
 
Interview with Allah Dita, Gulshan colony, Mandi Bahuddin, 25 April 2017. (Allah 
Dita of age 75 years is a small businessman, he owned a shop in Sader market 
and have a house in ward no 5, at partition time he was a child but witnessed 
the massacre, he migrated from Samana town in India) 
 
Interview with Aurangzeb, 78/3D Murtaza colony, Mandi Bahaudin, 12 April 2017. 
(Aurangzeb is a small businessman and of age 78 years, he owned a shop in 
Sadar market and has a house in Murtaza colony, he witnessed the caravan 
journey, he migrated from India to Pakistan) 
 
Interview with Azmat Bibi, 23/4 School mohallah, Mandi Bahhudin, 23 April 2017. 
(Azmat Bibi is of age 76 years, she is a housewife but now grandmother. She 
recalls the blur memories of partition and shared. She also shared the 
experiences of her family and relatives which she heard in her childhood) 
 
Interview with Baland Khan, 45/9 Mazang, Lahore, 5 May 2017. (Baland Khan is of 
age 75 years, he owned shop in Shalmi. He was child during partition but heard 
from his family and relatives, as his family also experienced the refugee camp, 
so he also has collection of memories) 
 
Interview with Choudhary Munir, Ex Director General of National Archives, 
Islamabad, 25 January 2019. (Choudhary Munir of age 75 years is an Ex-
Director General of National Archives Islamabad. He and his family 
experiences the partition of India and had painful memories of partition) 
 
Interview with Dildar Khan, 345/2 Bhatti gate, Lahore, 6 May 2017. (Dildar Khan is of 
age 69 years, he is a small businessman. He born after partition, but he heard 
about the migration experiences from his father, mother and relatives. He shared 
all these experiences) 
 
Interview with Dr. Akhtar Hussain Sandhu, History Department University of 
Education, Lahore, 7 February 2019. (Dr. Akhtar Hussain Sandhu is an 
associate professor at Education University for Women in History department. 
His research area is on the politics of Sikh- Muslim Unity. He also has many 
publications of his area of research) 
 
Interview with Dr. Amir, Urdu Department, Sargodha University, Sargodha, 13 
December 2017. (Dr. Amir of age 45 years is head of the Urdu department in 
the Sargodha University, and has PhD degree in Urdu Literature, he has many 
articles related to Urdu literature and fiction) 
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Interview with Dr. Harvinder Singh Bhatti, Sociology Department Punjabi University, 
Patiala, India, 23 February 2019. (Dr. Harvinder Singh Bhatti is associate 
professor at Patiala University. He wrote a book on partition of India and how 
his family experiences the brutality of partition) 
 
Interview with Dr. Kalyan Singh, Punjabi Department G.C University, Lahore, 7 
February 2019. (Dr. Kalyan Singh is assistant professor at G.C University 
Lahore. His family went through the experiences of savagery in Lahore as they 
were minority there) 
 
Interview with Dr. Mehboob, Department of Urdu Sargodha University, Sargodha, 13 
December 2017. (Dr. Mehboob of age 56 years is Assistant professor in Urdu 
department of Sargodha university. His area of research is literature, he also has 
articles on literature perspective) 
 
Interview with Dr. Nasima Rehman, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 24 
March 2017. (Dr. Nasima Rehman of age 43 years is an Associate Professor in 
G.C University in Urdu department and her area of research is literature) 
 
Interview with Dr. Nayyer, History Department G.C University Lahore, 6 February 
2019. (Dr. Nayyer is assistant professor at G.C University Lahore in History 
department. His research area is the refugees and their issues as the migrant) 
 
Interview with Dr. Saadat Syed, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 
2019. (Dr. Saadat Syed is associate professor at G.C University Lahore in Urdu 
Department. His research area is on Urdu fiction and poetry. He has many 
publications in his concerning areas) 
 
Interview with Dr. Safeer, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. 
(Dr. Safeer is assistant professor at G.C University in Urdu department. His 
research area is fiction and novel) 
 
Interview with Dr. Saima Irum, Urdu Department G. C University, Lahore, 24 March 
2018. (Dr. Saima Irum of age 45 years is the Assistant Professor in Urdu 
Department of G.C. University Lahore. Her research area is prose and has a 
deep and strong knowledge of all aspects of prose writing.) 
 
Interview with Dr. Shaista Hameed Khan, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 
24 March 2017. (Dr. Shaista Hameed Khan of age 48 years is Assistant 
professor in Urdu department of G.C university Lahore. Her area of research is 
Literature, she also written articles on the literature perspective) 
 
Interview with Dr. Tabassum Kashmiri, Urdu Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 
February 2019. (Dr. Tabassum is associate professor at G.C university in Urdu 
department. His area of research is fiction and poetry. He himself is the 






Interview with Dr. Tahir Ameen, Department of Research center Quaid-e-Azam 
University, Islamabad, 25 December 2017. (Dr. Tahir Ameen of age 68 years is 
the head of the department of research center in Quaid-e-Azam university and 
his area of research is History and Culture) 
 
Interview with Dr. Zahid Mehmood, Urdu Department Islamia College, Lahore, 27 
March 2017. (Dr. Zahid Mehmood of age 54 years is Assistant professor in Urdu 
department of Islamia college. His area of research is literature) 
 
Interview with Dr. Zahid Munir, Head Urdu Department Oriental College Punjab 
University, Lahore, 7 February 2019. (Dr. Zahid is assistant professor at 
Oriental College. His research area is Urdu fiction. He has publications on his 
research area) 
 
Interview with Dr. Zara, History Department G.C University, Lahore, 6 February 2019. 
(Dr. Zara is assistant professor at G.C University in History department. Her 
area of research is diversity of language) 
 
Interview with Fateh Muhamad, 112/F Shalmi, Lahore, 8 May 2017. (Fateh 
Muhammad is of age 75 years. He owned a business which is currently run by 
his sons. He witnessed the massacre of partition along with his family. He 
shared their experiences) 
 
Interview with Fatima Bibi, 78/6G-1 North qila muhallah, Gujrat, 17 April 2017. 
(Fatima Bibi is of age 74 years. She is a housewife and now a grandmother. She 
was child during partition but heard about the trauma from her family and 
neighbors) 
 
Interview with Haji Muhammad Jamil, 145/7G Arshad Town, Mandi Bahuddin, 12 
April 2017. (Haji Muhammad Jamil is a retired solider from the British Army 
and later from Pakistan army, he is 90 years old, he witnessed all the massacre 
of partition and witnessed the suffering of people) 
 
Interview with Hameeda Bibi, Mong village, Mandi Bahuddin, 13 April 2017. 
(Hameeda Bibi of age 71 years is a housewife. Her parents migrate from India, 
she did not witness the partition, but she grown up by listening the massacre of 
partition from her mother and neighbor female who witnessed all these tragedy) 
 
Interview with Hashmat Khan, 76-3G Arshad town, Mandi Bahuddin, 25 April 2017. 
(Hashmat Khan is a tonga driver and of age 84 years, he was young at the time 
of partition and witnessed the sufferings and trauma, he migrated from India 
along with his all relatives and family) 
 
Interview with Keshav Mehta, Kurukshetra, Haryana, India, 25 March 2019. (Keshav 
Mehta is owner at YouTube channel. He has more than 200 interviews of the 






Interview with Muhammad Sabir, 34/5 Sadar market, Mandi bahuddin, 13 April 2017. 
(Muhammad Sabir is of age 78 years, he owned shops in sadar market which 
now his sons look after them. He witnessed the massacre of partition during 
their journey to Pakistan and he also witnessed the refugee camp conditions) 
 
Interview with Muhammad Aslam, Lohari gate, Lahore, 13 April 2017. (Muhammad 
Aslam of age 75 years was a tonga driver, he was child at the time of partition 
but grown up all the mishap of the massacre, his parents and relatives migrated 
from India to Pakistan) 
 
Interview with Muhammad Bashir, No 312/4A Qila muhallah, Gujrat, 19 April 2017.  
(Muhammad Bashir is of age 73 years, is a small business of property. He was 
child when partition happened, from his father, mother and relatives he heard 
about the trauma of partition) 
 
Interview with Muhammad Gulzar, No 74 B Prince road, Gujrat, 19 April 2017. 
(Muhammad Gulzar is of age 82, is a migrant. His parents and family migrated 
to Pakistan. He witnessed the massacre of partition. He now owned two shops) 
 
Interview with Muhammad Habib, H-56/9 Lahori Gate, Lahore, 7 May 2017. 
(Muhammad Habib of age 78 years, with his family and relatives migrated and 
witnessed all the massacre during the journey to Pakistan, he owned a shop in 
Lahori gate) 
 
Interview with Muhammad Hanif Bhatti, Urdu Department Islamia college, Lahore, 27 
March 2017. (Muhammad Hanif Bhatti of age 40 years is lecturer in Urdu 
department of Islamia College. His area of study is literature and prose) 
 
Interview with Muhammad Muslam, North Mazang, Lahore, 5 May 2017. (Muhammad 
Muslam of age 78 years with his family and relatives migrated and witnessed 
all the massacre during their journey to Pakistan, he owned two shops in shalmi) 
 
Interview with Muhammad Ramzan, 3D/34 Qamar Sialvi road, Gujrat, 21 April 2017. 
(Muhammad Ramzan was a small businessman of age 75 years, his sons now 
look after the business, he migrated with a huge number of his family members 
along with few of the relatives) 
 
Interview with Muhammad Saleem, Urdu Department Islamia college, Lahore, 27 
March 2017. (Muhmmad Saleem of age 42 years is lecturer in Urdu department 
of Islamia college Lahore. His area of study is Urdu fiction and has a strong grip 
on literature in Urdu language) 
 
Interview with Muhammad Shabir, 45/1C Mazang, Lahore, 5 May 2017. (Muhammad 
Shabir is of age 81 years, he is a farmer, but he now hands over his field to his 
sons to manage. He witnessed the brutality of people and experienced all the 






Interview with Muhammad Yousaf, House no 34/7 Bhatti gate, Lahore, 6 May 2017. 
(Muhammad Yousaf is of age 74 years, he migrated with his family and 
relatives. He witnessed the massacre while their journey towards Pakistan, he 
also witnessed the condition of refugee camps. He has a small business now) 
 
Interview with Mujeeb ur Rehman Shami, Head office Nawa-e-waqat, Lahore, 5 June 
2017. (Mujeeb ur Rehman shami of age 63 years is a Chief in Editor of Nawa-
e-waqat newspaper, he is also a critics and analyst, and had many talk shows on 
television) 
 
Interview with Nain Sukh, Lahore, 25 February 2019. (Nain Sukh is a lawyer by 
profession but wrote two books on partition. His one book is also an award-
winning book from Canada) 
 
Interview with Nusrat Bhatti, Islamia college Urdu department, Lahore, 27 March 2017. 
(Nusrat Bhatti is a lecturer in Urdu department of Islamia college Lahore, she 
has a good command on literature and fiction) 
 
Interview with Pram Lal Mehta, Delhi, India, 25 January 2019. (Param Lal Mehta is a 
businessman in Delhi. He is 82 years old. He belongs to Pind Dadan Khan in 
Jhelum District. He migrated to India with his family and witnessed partition. 
He and his family were also the victim of partition) 
 
Interview with Pipa Virdee, British Historian, Punjab Archives, Lahore, 20 December 
2018. (Pipa Virdee is a British Historian. She has books on untold stories of 
partition. Her area of research is partition and partition of Punjab) 
 
Interview with Pir Baksh, B-34/2 Bhatti Gate Lahore, 5 May 2017.  (Pir baksh is a 
farmer of age 78 years and owned a small piece of land, partition riots have a 
great influenced on him and his family) 
 
Interview with Ram Prasad, Haryana, India, 6 January 2019. (Ram Prasad is a money 
lander lives in Haryana India. He is 82 years old and he witnessed partition and 
its massacre) 
Interview with Rehmat Bibi, Qamar Sialvi Road, Gujrat, 17 April 2017. (Rehmat Bibi 
of age 78 years is a housewife, at partition time her family was one of the 
victims, the pain and loss she still remembers) 
 
Interview with Sardar Avtar Singh Sandhu, London United Kingdom, 23 March 2019. 
(Sardar Avtar Singh of age 84 is from Gurdaspur India. He witnessed the 
partition and witnessed the horrified incidents) 
 
Interview with Shahbaz Khan, Mong village, Mandi Bahuddin, 24 April 2017. 
(Shahbaz Khan of age 73 years is a farmer and owned a small piece of land, 







Interview with Shahbaz Khan, 89/4 Pakistan Chowk, Gujrat, 21 April 2017. (Shahbaz 
Khan is a shopkeeper of age 79 years, he was experienced the partition with his 
family, he still remembers the painful time that he spends in refugee camp and 
the long journey of travelling with few belongings with them) 
 
Interview with Sharifa Bibi, 231/9 Mohalla Khawajgan, Gujrat, 17 April 2017. (Sharifa 
Bibi is a housewife of age 81 years, she was young at the time of partition, she 
with her family migrate from India and witnessed the tragedy of the partition 
which is still fresh in her memory) 
 
Interview with Shoaib bin Aziz, 36/3G DHA Phase 11, Lahore, 6 June 2017. (Shoaib 
bin Aziz of age 72 years is a Director of press for Chief Minister of Punjab, he 
is also a journalist and poet, he has a strong hold on literature of partition) 
 
Interview with Sultana Jahan, B-471 Shadman Colony, Gujrat, 19 April 2017. (Sultana 
Bibi of age 78 years old, is a housewife and witnessed the trauma of migration. 
She is child when her parents along with their relatives migrate but still 
remember that they left their place) 
 
Interview with Syed Jamal Shah, Department of Urdu Islamia college, Lahore, 27 
March 2017. (Syed Jamal Shah of age 42 years is a lecturer in Urdu department 
of Islamia Collge Lahore, he has a strong hold on literature and fiction) 
 
Interview with Umer Din, 67/3 ward no 5, Mandi Bahauddin, 24 April 2017. (Umer din 
is a small businessman of age 79 years, he owned two shop and witnessed the 
partition trauma and suffering of people) 
 
Interview with Vikas Sharma, Rohtak, India, 25 January 2019. (Vikas Sharma is of age 
82 years. He was business of transport. He was a young child during the riots, 
he witnessed the massacre which put deep effect on his mind. He migrated with 
his family from Faisalabad and experienced the trauma) 
 
Interview with Wazir Muhammad, Lohari gate, Lahore, 6 May 2017. (Muhammad 
Wazir was a small businessman but now his sons look after his business, he 
migrated with a huge number of his family and relatives, he also had the 
experienced to witness the refugee camp) 
 
Interview with Zubaidah Begum, Gulshan Colony, Mandi Bahuddin, 12 April 2017. 
(Zubaidah Begum of age 75 years is a housewife and migrated with her family 
and relative, she witnessed the partition) 
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Question for migrants from India to Pakistan during 1947 
• What is your name and age? 
• In India, how many communities were living in your locality? 
• Did you have any relations with them in terms of daily interaction? 
• Did you have participated in their religious festivals? 
• Did they participate in your religious festival? 
• Were you living in the Muslim populated area? 
• If yes, what were your comfort zone? 
• If no what were you afraid of? 
• Could you tell us about the tensions which grew between the Hindu/Sikh and 
Muslim community in your area? 
• When riots began in your area or surrounding area? 
• When they were at peaked? 
• What sort of disturbance you found around you? 
• Being in the majority populated area was you safe? 
• Being in the minority populated area when did you find that now it was difficult 
for you to live here anymore? 
• From your family or neighborhood did you find anyone who involved in the 
riot’s activities? 
• What sort of help people gave to others in that crucial time? 




• Did you know what political scenario was going on and how it affected to the 
common people in villages and town? 
• When did you feel that Pakistan was came into being, did you find any 
difference? 
• When did you decide to migrate towards Pakistan? 
• Where was your first stay in Pakistan? 
• What type of environment was there in the camp? 
• After leaving camp where did you settle? 
• Did you change your city after being settled once? 
• Your relatives were also settled in the same city of yours or they allotted houses 
in some other city? 
• Did you face any attack by the group of Hindu or Sikh attackers? 
• What sort of problems did you face during your journey towards Pakistan? 
• What sort of possessions did you take along with you during your journey? 
• How did migration affect your daily life and standard of living? 
• Does anyone in your family tell the story of the event of 1947 to their children? 
• Did you put any claim for the property compensation? 
• How much the authorities facilitate you in this regard? 
• Did you get the same amount of property? 
• How long it takes to adjust you in a new life in Pakistan? 
• Did you ever feel that you would return to your native area in India? 
• How did you start your livelihood in Pakistan? 




Questions for the Faculty members of Urdu Department 
• What is your name and age? 
• How long you are in the profession of education? 
• What is your research area? 
• How long is your research career? 
• How many publications do you have in your research area? 
• How do you think the two disciplines history and literature have any relation? 
• Do these two disciplines have any inter-relation? 
• How do you analyze the event of partition of India 1947 in the perspective of 
literature? 
• How literature play its role in the depiction of this event of partition? 
• How many stories or novel do you read related to the partition of India 1947? 
• What is your first perception when you finished your story or novel reading? 
• Do you get the picture of that scenario of partition? 
• Do you really feel the pain of the people who go through these phases? 
• Do you find any differences among the writing of Hindu writer and Muslim 
writer on this event? 
• While reading the stories what do you think writers are more towards religious 
differences or humanity? 
• What do you think the characters of the story truly depict the emotions of the 
people? 
• What do you think writers of that time justify the scenario with their writings? 




• What is your opinion about the partition literature? 
• What is your opinion about the writers of partition literature? 
• Do you agree with the statement that history needs literature for its depiction in 
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